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haleyjune GO WHITWORTH :)

New intiative toward unity
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The Qadim Ensemble settles
differences through music
p. 8

Football crushes La Verne in
second game of season

p. 13
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ABOUTUS

VOLUME 106, ISSUE 01
The Whitworthian has served as the main source of news and sports coverage
for the Whitworth community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an organization
composed entirely of students which produces The Whitworthian weekly
newspaper and thewhitworthian.com.
OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting accurate and relevant
information in an innovative manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for expressing the interests of the
Whitworth community.
GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published weekly, except during January
and student vacations. The content is generated entirely by students. The college
administration does not review the newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas
expressed in The Whitworthian are those of the individual artists, writers and
student editors, and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associated Students
of Whitworth University (ASWU), the university, its administration, faculty/staff
or advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through advertising and subscription
revenue and in part by student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the opinions of their individual
creators and not necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its editors or its
staff.
PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in freedom of speech and
expression as guaranteed in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United
States.
CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University

ONLINE AT
www.thewhitworthian.com

300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248

rbreseel6@my.whitworth.edu

03 CABINET

President Taylor creates
diversity cabinet.

QUESTIONS?

CORRECTIONS
If you have a comment or question about the fairness or accuracy of a story, send
an email to rbreseel6@my.whitworth.edu.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to articles or issues of interest to the
Whitworth community. Send letters to rbreseel6@my.whitworth.edu.
Limit to 250 words.
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Whitworth responds to the women's soccer
blackface incident this summer. President
Taylor starts a new hashtag and activities
about cultural awarness to occur.

05 GOING GOLD
StewVille leadership is making a lot of
changes this year. There will be no more
EOY chants or Stewart awn dance.

08 EASTERN ENSEMBLE
Although they hail from different religious
and cultural backgrounds, the Qadim
Ensemble shares a message of unity.

09 ATYPICAL ARTWORK
Art made out of unusual, recycled and
repurposed materials fllls the Bryan Oliver
Gallery and inspires students to create.

11 TRADITIATION TROUBLE
A decision to switch of mock rock during
orientation weekend was deemed
unsuccesful.

12 COMMUNITY COUNTS
Community building day is an important
activity for Whitworth students to
participate in.

14 SOCCER STANDS OUT
Women's soccer team redeemed itself with
an outstanding week of two wins and top
rank in NWC.

15 VOLLEYBALL VICTORIES
Volleyball travels to Western Washington
and brings home two wins from intense
games.
Cover Graphic: Rainier Emerick

NEWS
Whitworth responds to cultural appropriation
Rebekah Bresee

ical need for the student body and Whit
worth community to learnfrom the inci
Editor-in-Chief
dent and consider the real or perceived
intent of such actions.
An Instagram photo of the Whitworth
President Beck Taylor also sent an
women's soccer team unknowingly email in response to the incident, in
adorning blackface gained coverage and which he announced the a new initia
publicity, bringing to light a larger con tive called #WhitworthUnited. In the
versation: How can college students in email, he defines #WhitworthUnited as
2015 not know the history of blackface?
"a br oad-based effort to educate, to in
Students, faculty and staff alike have form, and to encourage dialogue so that
expressed concerns about racial recog we may seek the unity of Christ through
nition and reconciliation at Whitworth racial reconciliation on our campus and
for years. Some see this incident as an in our community."
opportunity to address those concerns.
"At it's core, #WhitworthUnited is an
"I think it's important to ask: What opportunity to exhibit leadership and
are the responsibilities of Whitworth to ideas," Taylor said.
create learning spaces where that kind of
The inclusion of the hashtag is in
ignorance or what we don't know is not tentional. Social media was the primary
an outcome of an education of the mind venue where discussion and concern
and heart?" said Lawrence Burnley, the ,much of which was not constructive,
associate vice president of Diversity, Eq grew around the incident Taylor said.
uity and Inclusion. "What else don't we
"The idea behind the hashtag; I
know? How isit that we don't know such wanted to appropriate the same tool
critical aspects of our history?"
that was used to talk about these issues
Bumley sent an email to the general but in helpful ways," Taylor said. "To
Whitworth community the day after the use social media in constructive and
event. In the email he dadresses the crit healthy ways."
#WhitworthUnited is
"#WhitworthUnited is not a quick fix, being led by Carol Si
mon, provost and ex
but it is a response...to foster healing and ecutive vice president,
and Rhosetta Rhodes,
support to those seeking to bring about interim vice president
for student life and
positive change."
dean of students. Si
mon and Rhodes are
LAWRENCE BURNLEY
collaborating
with
associate vice president of diversity, equity and
the president of As
sociated Students of
inclusion
Whitworth Universi
ty Justin Botejue and

,

•••
/

Rainier Emerick | Gr
aphic Editor

Burnley to framework the initiative.
"#WhitworthUnited is not a quick fix,
but it is a response," Burnley said. "Re
sponse to foster healing and support to
those seeking to bring about positive
change."
Simon, Rhodes, Botejue and Bumley
met on Thursday, Sept. 17, to discuss
and identify three areas where they felt
Whitworth resources should rest.
One of th ose ideas is more resourc
es into areas of t he university that are
already effective, but under-resourced,
Taylor said.

?W7

For example, providing resources for
faculty to evolve their curriculum to in
clude diverse voices and cover cultural
topics.
During traditiation, new students are
educated in Whitworth's history by a
slide show presentation put together by
history professor Dale Soden. This year,
Soden included a slide about blackface
minstrel shows put on by the Whitworth
theater department.
"Whitworth has a complex history

continued on p. 6

Katherine Bell| Graphic Artist

President Beck Taylor creates diversity cabinet
Sarah Hainan
StaffWriter
In response to the increasing de
mand for more comprehensive cultural
education at Whitworth, President Beck
Taylor has created a Diversity Cabinet to
promote diversity on campus.
The Diversity Cabinet will equip
Whitworth students to understand why
people historically have built up walls
against other human beings.
The new Diversity Cabinet is com
posed of representatives from major or
ganizational units across the university
and will be chaired by the chief diversity
officer Dr. Lawrence Burnley.
"The Diversity Cabinet will prepare

students to develop the intercultural ca- strategic diversity-related initiatives
pacifies and the skills of awareness that throughout the campus community,
will allow students
to really engage hu
"We believe that these processes, if
manity effectively
across multiple di
successful, will help further cultivate a
mensions of human
more inclusive curriculum that will have
difference," Burnley
said.
students engage scholars that have been
The
Diversity
Cabinet will meet
marginalized, that are almost invisible to
monthly for two
the curriculum."
hours, on campus,
in conjunction with
LAWRENCE BURNLEY
the International Di
diversity cabinet chair
versity Committee
(IDC).
The IDC i s a representative body of Within the Diversity Cabinet will be sub
faculty, staff and students that supports committees trying to fulfill the cabinet's

purpose.
"The fruit of our efforts will be provid
ing you with an educational experience
that will better prepare you to follow
Christ and serve humanity," Burnley
said.
The idea that everyone matters in
spired the creation of the Diversity Cabi
net, Burnley said.
"We be lieve that these processes, if
successful, will h elp further cultivate a
more inclusive curriculum that will have
students engage scholars that have been
marginalized, that are almost invisible
to the curriculum," Burnley said.
The blackface incident that occurred
at the beginning of September demon
strates a lack of intercultural awareness

continued on p. 5
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StewVille changes traditions in time for anniversary
for the past few years but this is the first year the tra
dition has been taken out of traditiation completely.
Staff Writer
DeBray said he did not know why it hadn t been re
moved before.
The StewVille c ommunity is engaging in historical
"There is a new leadership team this year and new
revisionism this year; removing a story from Traditia- decisions are being made," DeBray said.
tion, revising the dorm's core values and not holding
One of the new decisions made about StewVille this
the Stewart Lawn Dance this year — ju st in time for
year is about the dorm's values which lead
Stewart Hall's 50
ership has named "The Gold Standard.
"[We] wanted to focus on the
This means that Stewart residents should
year anniversabe mindful, authentic, loving, connected
ryStewVille community and not
One of Stew
and classy, Dennis said.
"What we are establishing is fostering
art's traditional
make urinals a big deal."
stories about the
community," McCain said.
Another change being made in StewVille
history of the
BRYAN DENNIS
is that there will not be a Stewart Lawn
dorm, known as
StewVille resident director
Dance this fall. The dance is traditionally
EOY or the urinal
held as a back-to school event the first two
story, including
a popular chant
weeks of school, on the Stewart lawn.
was removed from traditiation this year.
"What we
StewVille resident director, Bryan Dennis said that are going to
the story of EOY b egan in the 1970s, when Stewart, do this year
traditionally an all-male dorm, converted to a co-ed is
estab
dorm. Inresponse to this change, the Stewart men tried lish a new
to start a fraternity on campus with the Greek name tradition,"
"Sigma Omega Epsilon" the abbreviation of which was DeBray Said.
S.O.U., which stood for Save Our Urinals
. The Greek let "We're going
ters looked like the English letters EOY, wh ich is how to have some
the popular chant started.
sort of dance
Dennis said that the story of EOY was removed this or event in
year because the leadership team, "wanted to focus on the spring."
the StewVille community and not make urinals a big
The new
deal."
event is not
StewVille senator Jeffrey DeBray said that they want completely
ed to be "cognizant of the demographics of the dorm," fully fleshed
referring to the fact that there are more females than outyet, DeB
males in StewVillethis year.There are 18 freshman men ray said.
and 80 freshman women, Dennis said.
"The only
"Chanting about urinals doesn't start the year off thing
that
good, as a female student," Tiki resident advisor Su- is
chang
reetha McCain said. "We'll still explain the story if they ing for sure
ask, but this is how we're representing [StewVille stu is it's going
dents] this year."
to be in the
"We can't change the history of what happened in spring and
a dorm because it doesn't line up with what we be we're going
lieve now to be true about gender and sexism," former to focus it
StewVille traditiator Brittany Boring former St said, in around the
response to the removal of the story.
Gold Stan
Boring, who traditiated in 2013, sa id that she was dard theme,"
upset about the removal of the story.
DeBray said.
"It saddens me, because I mean where you traditiate
He also
on campus holds a really special place in your heart... said
that
You're always going to remember, the time you had due to the
there and it's really special," Boring said. "You can nev n e w n e s s
er get it again, in your whole life."
of the Gold
Boring also said that, as a female student who tradi S t a n d a r d
tiated in StewVille, the story and chants about the uri and people's
nals didn't faze her at all.
unfamiliar"That's just like a funny thing about the dorm and so ity about it,that's why wesay 'Save our urinals! EOY till we die!Save that it would
our urinals!' because that's what the guys shouted...It's be difficult
part of the dorm history," Boring said.
to present
Sophomore Geoff White, who traditiated in an
event
StewVille last year, agrees with Boring.
around the
"There was nobody who did Traditiation that didn't Gold Stan
like it; that I know,"White said.
dard theme
The StewVille community has been majority female right now.

Emily Goodell

/CRUNCHING^

\NUMBERSj

200
The approximate number of stu
dents who attended the diversity talk
Prime Times last week.
p. 3

50

The main reason for the time change is due to the
many events in the fall including the Freshman Fall
Fest and the newly moved Duvall Drive-In.
DeBray said he has been contacted by friends of
friends and StewVille alumni, and has had face-to-face
conversations discussing individuals' frustrations with
the changes being made. DeBray said that alumni's
complaints are valid and that he's not trying to dismiss
them or say that they're not important. He said he wel
comes all alumni to talk to him personally about the
changes.
Sometime in the next few weeks, StewVillewill hold
a primetime for StewVille a lumni to talk about their
traditiation experiences and bridge the gap that may
exist between current and past residents of StewVille
because of different experiences, DeBray said.
Although many traditions have changed this year
for StewVille, there's some that still remain standing..

The number of years Stewart
Hall has been a part of
Whitworth.
p,4

continued on p. 5

Rainier Emerick | Gr
aphic Editor

700

The number of years the Qadim
Ensemble's repertoire spans.
p. 8
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Diversity cabinet:
'continued from p. 3
that the Diversity Cabinet plans on rec
tifying by expanding Whitworth's core
educational system.
"The i ncident that happened earlier
this month we can see as a failure on
our society's educational system, part by
not having it in our core curriculum es
pecially in history courses," senior Tyler
Aguilar said.
"History has taken shape by a lot of
the events that we do not see in school

curriculum, like the culture of blackface
isn't a part of t hat and that is why we
have innocent behavior that can be very
offensive," Aguilar said.
"There are faculty and staff from the
campus that are doing incredible work
in this area," Burnley said.
Faculty and staff are creating the
spaces in their reading requirements
and in their core curriculum programs
where offensive behavior is occurring.
The Diversity Cabinet hopes to make
this the norm in ways that permeate the

campus, Burnley said.
"The new Diversity Cabinet is a
result of a really complex process that
finds its origin in the 2021 strategic
plan," Burnley said.
"The purpose of the Diversity Cab
inet is to provide an organizational in
frastructure that allows for sustainable
achievement of diversity-related goals
and objectives." Burnley said.
Goal 4 of the 2021 strategic plan
called for an office of diversity, but Pres
ident Beck Taylor decided to create a
cabinet rather than an office.
"President Taylor was concerned that
creating office could silo the work of di
versity; he advocated for a distributive

NEWS 05

leadership model that distributes re
sponsibility rather than isolate it," Burn
ley said.
Students are also responding well to
the Cabinet.
"This cabinet is really important to
me because, hopefully people will come
to be aware that diversity doesn't just in
clude race.," junior Camina Hirota said.
"Diversity means abilities, sexual orien
tation, religion. It's not limited to race,
which I feel like a lot of people assume
and that's why they are afraid to talk
about it."
Contact Sarah Haman at
shamanl 9@my.whitworth.edu

StewVille :
symbolizing overcoming all
the challenges at the start of
One such story is the legend of Rever the year."
"There's this hill. It's some
end Calvin Stewart.
"We were told the story of Rev erend where on campus. I don't
Calvin Stewart and he was a squid farm know where it is, because it
er and we were the squidettes and the was in the dark and the way
squids and it was the cutest thing ever," we got there was this super like
windy path and it was raining,"
Boring said.
"The first night of Traditiation, we White said.
"We w ent over to this dirt
were put in white t-shirts and sent out
the door, and they took us across over to bill-gigantic hill, just pure dirt.
Arend and they told us the story of Rev We linked arms and made
erend Calvin Stewart-God rest his soul- our way up said hill and we
who was, like a squid farmer," White couldn't let anyone fall d own
and-trust me-we were falling
said.
Freshman Gian Mitchell said h
t e leg everywhere," Mitchell said.
"We had to make our way up." Class of 2019 StewVille Traditiation
end continues today.
Next they are all told to chose ,
"Reverend Stewart—God rest his
soul—anytime someone said 'the Rev a rock, write a fear on the rock
"Then we all shared and just
erend Calvin Ste wart,' after that it w as, and then climb up the hill.
"There was all these rocks and they chucked it. It was a solid bro mo
'God rest his soul,"' Mitchell said.
Another, less widely known traditia said, 'Pick a rock' and so every guy in ment," Mitchell said.
Pray said that he enjoyed his
tion practice continues this year as well StewVille was like, ' I'm gonna pick the
and goes back at least four years, where biggest rock I can, because I want a big experiences with StewVille traditi
freshmen men throw a rock off a hill on rock.' So everybody picked the biggest ation and living in the communi
rock
they ty of StewVille so much that four
campus.
years later he still has his shirt and
could find,"
"They all called
"I would hope that with any
White said. headband.
us outside and
"I would hope that with any
change, that [the StewVille fresh "We
had
said we were go
to
carry change, that they still have that
ing to go on a hike
men] still have that great sense of these rocks great sense of community," Pray
and so we hiked
a r o u n d said.
up, we went out
community"
through like
by, I think it was
BRETT PRAY
the under
the football field...
growth
in
So we hiked up
2012 stewville traditiator
the forest...
this big dirt hill
We had to
and it's a memory
like
link
I will always have,"
senior Brett Pray, 2012 StewVille fraditi- arms and carry our rocks up the hill."
_ Lastly, they are told to throw the ro
cks
ator said.
"We ran up a sand hill. It was out be off the hill.
"Take the rock, throw it down the bot
hind the Fieldhouse and it was really
steep. Several people; including myself, tom of the hill, forget about that and just Contact Emily Goodell at
needed help up it," junior.Joshua Huber, focus on being here and having a good egoodelll 7@my.whitworth.edu
2013 StewVille traditiator said. "It was time," Pray said.

continued from p. 4

17
The number of art pieces in the
"The Devil in the Details" art
exposition.
p. 9

53
The percent of polled Whitworth
students who think the univer• sity's res ponse to the black-face
incident was appropriate.
p. 11
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Class of 2016 StewVille Traditiation

13.1
The average number of shots at a
Whitworth women's soccer game.
p. 14

8
The number of games won by the
women's volleyball team this year.
p. 15
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continued from p. 3

A staff or faculty member was
assigned to each residence hall to
lead the discussion. About 200 stu
dents across campus attended those
prime times, Garcia said.

Taylor recognizes that the Whit
worth community has a lot to do to
facilitate diversity issues, but he is
excited and energized by the chal
lenge, he said.
"I am really encouraged by
the enduring commitment this
president [Beck Taylor] and this
institution has in creating an en
vironment where all persons can
feel welcome and safe, particu
larly people who haven't felt that
way historically," Burnley said.
"Where thoughtful Christians, and
non-Christians, can have thought
ful discussions on difficult and
challenging issues in our society.
That the work we're doing will bet
ter prepare you as students to live
in an increasingly diverse society."

around issues such as race, gender,
and sexual-orientation," Soden said.
"Whitworth students should be
aware that
larger so
"Whitworth has a complex history around
cial forces
issues such as race, gender, and sexual orien
that influ
ence other
tation. Whitworth students should be aware
colleges
and uni
that larger social forces that influence other
versities
also' influ
colleges and universities also influence us."
ence us."
DALE SODEN
A sec
ond area
history professor
#WhitworthUnited
put
re
The third area where a need for
sources is in providing opportuni
ties to share information about di resources is recognized is for new
programming. Examples include
versity.
"One way where #Whitwor- bringing diverse speakers, support
thUnited can really help is by fa ing activities of Whitworth clubs
cilitating opportunities to make and organizations and coordinating
students aware and highlight the di events around cultural awareness.
"We want to make sure that any
versity on campus," Taylor said.
On Wednesday, Sept. 16, all res student, faculty or staff who has an
idence halls hosted Prime Times idea, we want to make sure they
which facilitated discussions about have an opportunity to bring these
the blackface incident as well as ideas forward," Taylor said. "That's
other diversity issues. Fronting the the main idea of #WhitworthUnitPrime Times was assistant dean of ed."
The basic goals of #Whitwordiversity, equity and inclusion Da
thUnited are to educate, inform and
vid Garcia.
"[The idea] didn't come from a encourage dialogue about issues
directive," Garcia said. "We already related not only to race, but other
heard students talking about it and social identities such as gender and
we wanted to facilitate those discus sexual orientation, and how they in Contact Rebekah Bresee at
rbreseel 6@my.whitworth.edu
tersect, Burnley said.
sions."

NEWSINBRIEF
US to accept 85,000 refugees
U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry said the
United States will accept 85,000 refugees
from all over the world in 2016. That number
will continue to go up in the following year
with the U.S. accepting 100,000 refugees
in 2017. Kerry said many but not all of
the refugees will be from Syria. President
Obama said his administration will accept
10,000 Syrian refugees.

Seattle teachers end strike
Seattle teachers ended a week long strike
on Sunday, Sept. 20 after a labor contact
between the schools and the teachers was
voted on and approved. The contract gives
teachers a 9.5 percent pay raise over three
years, guaranteed 30-minute recesses for
elementary students and more teacher input
over standardized tests. Six days of school
for 53,000 students in Seatde will have to be
rescheduled.

Tsunami danger after earthquake
After a 8.3 magnitude earthquake in Chile
Wednesday Sept. 16, Washington, Oregon,
California, Hawaii and Alaska need to be
on tsunami watch. The earthquake in Chile
resulted in less than a dozen casualties
which is low compared to the 500 casualties
during an 8.8 magnitude earthquake in
2010.
Sources I NBC News

ASWU UPDATE
• Title 9 Interim Vice President of Student
Life, Rhosetta Rhodes, spoke about what Ti
tle 9 is - alaw that prohibits sexual discrimi
nation. Her focus was on sexual assault. She
believes 95 percent of sexual assault could
be prevented if consent was received with a
verbal, conscious "yes," she said.
• Argument for diversity Associate Vice
President of Diversity, Equity, and Inclu
sion, Lawrence Burnley, explained why he
believes diversity is important. His theologi
cal argument for the importance of diversity
was that God made diversity in his creation.
He also argued that diversity was important
because educators need to be preparing
students for the globalized economy of the
modern world.

The Whitworthian
like us on facebook

• Food prices on campus rise Whitworth
students have noticed the prices in the
Mind and Hearth have risen since last year.
The price of a meal in Sodexo has stayed the
same, however.

+
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Local Spokane author with ties
to Whitworth publishes his first
novel for young adult readers
"I wrote a book I would have wanted to read
when I w as 11, with lots of action and excite
Staff Writer
ment," Pace said.
The novel's protagonists, Paul, Amy and Joe,
Guy L. Pace, a Spokane author whose wife graduat are called on to help restore reality after Sa
ed from Whitworth, published his
tan-called "the Adversary"
first novel on Aug. 12. In this nov
throughout the novel - throws
"I wrote a book I would
el, Pace begs to answer the ques
the world into chaos.
tion, "Can youth and faith defeat
Throughout the course of
have
wanted
to
read
whe
n
evil?"
the novel the friends are chal
Pace's novel, titled "Sudden
I was 11, with lots of ac lenged by "everything from
Mission," takes place in a dysto
zombies to Samurai," Pace
pia setting and follows three teen
tion and excitement."
wrote in the novel's synopsis.
age friends as they face a cunning
Their biggest challenge, how
GUY L. P ACE
enemy. The enemy they are up
ever, is staying strong in their
against is Satan.
faith through their numerous
Author
"Sudden Mission" integrates
struggles.
Christian themes into a thrilling
Before retiring in 2011,
plot and relatable characters that appeal to a young Pace served in the Navy, worked as a journalist
adult audience.
"Sudden Mission" | guypace.com
and spent 20 years working in higher education
and
information Sudden Mission is Pace's first published novel, but he has
technology.
Af written several. He is also currently working on the next
ter his retirement, installment of his series.
Pace threw himself
into a newfound
editors, as well assending it around to many publishers
passion.
"As a Christian, it felt •specializing in Christian literature, Pace finally found a
like a natural flow," Pa ce publisher in Vox Dei Publishing, an imprint of Booksaid, on why he decided Trope Editions.
Pace was able to work dire
ctly with the people at Vox
to write a Christian -based
novel. He believes that Dei throughout every step of t he publishing process.
there are important spiri From editing to cover design, his approval and input
tual values in keeping faith was valued by the publishers. For that reason, he feels
in every aspect of your life, fortunate to have worked with BookTrope, he said.
a concept that played a
"As a Christian, [writing a
key role in his novel.
For Pace, the writing
Christian-based novel] felt
process was unique. As
a former journalist Pace
like a natural flow. "
said he was used to work
GUY L. PACE
ing under a deadline and
therefore decided to write
Author
his novel in one month.
For inspiration Pace
turned to National Novel
Writing Month, often' re
"Traditional publishing often takes a couple of years
ferred to as NaNoWriMo,
a non-profit and month to finally result in a finishedproduct," Pace said. "Work
long event that occurs ev ing with agents and many layers of pu blishers would
ery November. NaNoW make the process less personalized."
"Sudden Mission" was released last month and Pace
riMo challenges writers
to write a novel over the is very excited about the future of his novel. His hope
course of the month, a for "Sudden Mission" is for it to get out for kids to read
challenge that, in 2012, as a positive example of an action novel in a dystopian
Guy Pace accepted. "I've real-world setting, Pace said.
"I want to become a New York Times best-selling bil
always been a hard work
lionaire," Pace said jokingly. However in the meantime,
er," Pace said.
After setting up some he is glad to have the book inspire young readers.
The author is already working on the second installa
preliminary
charac
ter sketches and setting tion to his book series, which he hopes will be released
details, Pace began the next spring.
Pace will hold a book reading and signing at Indaba
writing process and had
the first draft of h is novel Coffee on Saturday, Oct. 10 at 2 p.m.
completed by the end of
the month.
Although he had put in
time to plan beforehand,
"the outline didn't last
long once the character
"Sudden Mission" | guyp
ace.com took over," Pace said.
The cover artof Pace's novel depicts the three protagonists, Paul, Amy, and Joe,
After work shopping Contact Melissa Voss at
and conveys the urgency and danger of the dystopian society he created.
the novel with friends and mvossl 9@my. whitworth.edu

Melissa Voss
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The Qadim Ensemble promotes unity through music
Melissa Voss
Staff Writer

Due to her half-Arab identity, Sfeir said
the music reminded her of back home.
"Given the polit
ical conflicts in the
"Everyone is diverse, from
Middle East, the
common pleasure
race and religions to hair of
music to unite re
ligions in important
color and eye color. "
for the Middle East,"
KAYSEE-LI TOMKINS
Sfeir said.
The event was
senior
put on by the Asso
ciated Students of

Whitworth University (ASWU) cultural
events coordinator, senior Kaysee-Li
Tomkins.
"The goal of th e event was to destigmatize diversity by showing students
how we are all diverse," Tomkins said.
She also lauded the ensemble for
their ability to express religion through
music, stating that people often over
look religion as something that makes
us diverse.
"Everyone is diverse," Tomkins said.
"From race and religions to hair color

and eye color." Tomkins hopes the event
helped students to expand their hori
zons on what it means to be diverse, as
well as give them an opportunity to lis
ten to good music.

When
people
think about the
Middle East, they
first t hink of th e po
litical turmoil that
frequents the news.
However, On Friday
night, Sept. 18, the
continued on p. 10
Qadim
Ensemble
showed a different
perspective of th e Middle East
that is often overlooked.
The Bay Area-based music
group performed ancient, soul
ful music of the Near East in
the HUB Multipurpose room.
Their repertoire included music
spanning several centuries.
From traditional Andalucian
music written over 700 years
ago to modern Arabic style mu
sic incorporating western and
flamenco influence, the trio's
array of music was as wide as it
was beautiful.
Similarly, the band per
formed music from many Mid
dle Eastern regions: Morocco,
Iraq, Yemen and Turkey being
among the nations represented.
The Qadim Ensemble of
fers an important look into the
Middle Eastern culture. The
trio, comprised of Eliyahu Sills,
Bouchaib Abdelhadi and Faisal
Zedan, are all from distinctly
unique cultural and religious
backgrounds, a fact that they
were open about throughout
their performance. Despite
their differences, they come to
gether to make incredible mu
sic.
Whitworth senior Marianne
Sfeir attended the event and
was enthusiastic about the
message and the music that the
ensemble had to offer to Whit The Qadim Ensemble performs a historic song from Arabic culture dining their concert on Friday, Sept. 18.
worth students and the world. They play traditional instruments from several Middle Eastern countries.
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ON CAMPUS AND AROUND TOWN

COMMUNITY: COMMUNITY BUILDING DAY
8 a.m. -1 p.m.
Spokane
Engage in meaningful community
service activities around Whitworth
throughout Spokane. Visit serve.
whitworth.edu for more information.

POETRY: BROKEN MIC
6:30 p.m.
Neato Burrito
827 W. First Ave.
Put on by Spokane Poetry Slam, this
weekly open mic reading series is
open to all ages and all skill levels.

CM

ac

CO

CO

CAMPUS: ICE CREAM AND JAZZ
2 p.m.-3:45 p.m.
Harriet Cheney Cowles Library
Courtyard
Take a study break and enjoy ice cream
served by the library and information
systems staffs and live music played by
talented Whitworth music students.

LECTURE: SEX SIGNALS
8 p.m.-9:15 p.m.
HUB Mu ltipurpose Room
Watch an improv-like performance
regarding the issue of sexual assault
and intimacy, two issues always
relevant on college campuses.

if>
CM

ac

OUTDOORS: OUT

LECTURE: MOUNTAINEERINGLECTURE:
JOHNROSKELLY
7 p.m.
Robinson Teaching Theater
Listen to a world-renowned
mountaineer present "From
'Annapurna' to 'Seven Summits':
Literature's Influence on Me and on
the Sport of Mountaineering."

CLUB: WESTMINSTER ROUNDGAMENIGHT

7 p.m.
Westminster Hall
Join the English Department for a fun
evening of board games and activities.

Q_
LU

CO

All day / Price v
Get outside ant
on either their
Lake Stevens oi
Q'Emiln State P
sign up.

COMMUNITY^
MARKET
CO

10 a.m.-A p.m.
Five Mile Grant)
302U W. Stronc
This annual sh(
of antiques, ha
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"The Devil is in the Details"
exhibit features intricate pieces
made from unusual materials
Hana Hetty Manuela
Staff Writer
If you are a detail-ori
ented person, come and
explore the details at the
art exhibition "The Devil
Is in Details" put on by
Whitworth
University.
As th e title suggests, the
art exhibition expresses
a catch or mysterious el
ement hidden in the de
tails.
The artists used re
cycled materials such
as bed sheets, blankets,
gift-wrap, pillows, rub
ber bands and even doll
house flooring, and trans
formed the materials into
beautiful artworks with
deep details.
The collaboration be
Stuart Beeksma | Photographer
tween materials, colors,
textures and shapes create Exhibition attendee Dana Bretch admires the details in Andy Messerschmidt's work. Each
the beauty of 17 pieces by piece was intricately composed and full of points of interest.
artists Benjamin DeMott,
Claire Hedden, Elisabeth
event continued with an artist talk with istic sculptures, said she drew inspi
Higgins O'Connor, Andy
ration from the original illustration of
O'Connor and Messerschmidt.
Messerschmidt and Joetta Maue.
During the talk, Alice in Wonderland that haunted her
The opening re
the artists explained imagination when she was child. She
ception for the exhi
"I got the idea that the
their.pieces and their described the behind-scenes process of
bition was held in the
creative
process. her art, and explained about the charac
Bryan Oliver Gallery artist isnot only painting
Messerschmidt, who teristic of her artwork.
in the Lied Art Cen
"It becomes mysterious," O'Connor
is predominantly a
or using the computer.
ter on Tuesday, Sept.
painter, spoke about said. "They are animals, but they are not
15, and was attended
his inspiration to in animals, they are some kind figure, but
[The art] is about life."
by students, profes
clude gift-wrap, stick we don't know who they are."
sors and community
AYOBAMI ADEDEJI
Ayobami Adedeji, a freshman art stu
ers and other orna
members.
dent
who attended the event, enjoyed
ments
in
his
artwork.
freshman
After
attendees
O'Connor,
who and was intrigued by O'Connor's work.
viewed the piec
"I got the idea that the artist is not
creates large animales for an hour, the

10RRECTRIPS

CM

Tes

oin Outdoor Rec
'-day fishing trip at
heir climbing trip at
'!<• Visit the U-Rec to

CO

HATTER VINTAGEFLEA

Id.

i hosts 30+ vendors
imade, vintage, and
ds, as well as music.

CO

COMMUNITY: KIPOSHARVESTFESTIVAL
5 p.m.
Theme house off Lola Ln and
Hawthorne
Play games, listen to live music by
Whitworth students, and eat yummy
food made with garden produce at this
yearly celebration.

COMMUNITY: WASTATECHINESE
LANTERNFESTIVAL

11 a.m. -10 p.m. / Price varie s
Riverfront Parle
This event features 30 displays of
Chinese lanterns, built by Chinese
artisans in the area.

CO
CM
CO

CO

>z

ART: JESUITSINTHE ARTS
10a.m.-4 p.m.
Jundt Art Museum
200 E. Des met Ave.
A free art exhibition featuring two
collections by Jesuit artists.

DANCE: BEGINNING VINTAGESWING
7 p.m. I $5
9301 Division St.
Introductory lessons in vintage swing
dance styles. Open practice begins on
Mondays at 7 p.m., with a lesson at 8
p.m. and more dancing at 9 p.m. No
experience needed.

CO
CM

ce

CO
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Upcoming
Workshops and
Lectures
"Bad Habits" by Benjamin DeMott
Focus: Sculpture/Clay
Date: Saturday, Sept. 26, 9 a.m.5 p.m.
Location: Lied Center, Room 105
"Working from the Self and Stitch"
by Joetta Maue
Focus: Embroidery and stitching
Date: Saturday, Oct. 10, 9 a.m 5 p.m.
Location: Lied Center, Room 207
"Exploring Uncertainty: Making as
Knowledge" by Claire Hedden
Focus: Sculpture/Clay
Date: Saturday, Oct. 24,9 a.m.- 5
p.m. and Sunday, Oct. 25, noon5 p.m.
Location: Lied 105
Artist Lecture by Claire Hedden
Date: Saturday, Oct. 24,1-2 p.m.

only painting or using the computer,"
Adedeji said. "[The art] is about life."
Adedeji appreciated the exhibition
and the artist talk and question and an
swer session that accompanied it.
' "I think this is a nice event for fresh
men, sophomores, juniors and seniors,"
Adedeji said. "It was creative, different
and inspirational."
Many other students attended the
opening event, including junior Mykaela Hendrix.
"I enjoyed the variety of artwork that
was presented in the exhibition and I en
joyed that the artists talked about their
work," Hendrix said. "It's so inspiring."

continued on p. 10

CAMPUS: CHINA'SCHRISTIANITY EXHIBIT
4:30 p.m.
Listen and learn from Associate
Professor of Chinese History Anthony
Clark as he gives his remarks about
each of the rare items and images in
the exhibit.

POETRY: A RE ADING WITH BH FAIRCHILD
7 p.m.
Robinson Teaching Theater
Fairchild is the author of many
collections of poetry, and has won
many honors and grants for his
writing. Listen to him read some of his
award winning work!

10 A&C
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The Qadim
Ensemble:
continued from p. 8
Not only was their message inspiring,
the Qadim Ensemble also provided an
exciting performance. The band was very
involved with the audience, encouraging
them to clap, sing and even dance along
to the music.
They played numerous exotic Middle
Eastern instruments including a Riqq,
which is similar to a tambourine, an
Oud, the predecessor of guitars, and
several reed flutes known as Ney, ea ch
with distinctive regional identities.
In Arabic, Hebrew, Farsi and Turkish,
the word Qadim means "ancient," but
it is also commonly taken to mean
"moving forward" Sills said.
The ensemble embodied this meaning
in their artful incorporation of ancient
music and instrument, making music
that connects the past with their goal of
moving forward into the future, as well
as providing a picture of global unity
through the increasingly divided world
of the Middle East.

Stuart Beeksma | Photographer

The Qadim Ensemble, composed of Sills, Abdelhadi and Zedan, all come from different cultures and religious traditions,
but use their differences to promote peace and unity.

"The Devil is in the
Details":

Contact Melissa Vossat
mvossl 9@my.whitworth.edu

continued from p. 9

BETCHA

WE CAN BEAT
YA HOME!

For Whitworth students who have in
terest in art and would like to gain ex
perience, some of t he featured artists
will teach workshops this fell. Covering
a wide range of mediums from clay and
sculpture to embroidery, the work
shops are open to everyone regardless
of skill level.
"The Devil Isin Details" is open until
Oct. 30 at the Lied Center for the Visual

Arts Bryan Oliver Gallery. It is free and
open to the public. Gallery hours: 10
a.m. - 6 p.m., Monday-Friday, 10 a.m.
- 2 p.m. Saturday
The exhibit is closed on official uni
versity holidays. For further informa
tion, please call (509) 777-3258.
Contact Hana Manuela at
hmanuelal 6@my.whitworth.edu

jII;
TO FIND THE LOCATION NEAREST Y00
VISITJIMMYJOHNS.COM
2014 JIMMY JOHN S FRANCHISE. LLC AL L RIGHTS RESERVED.

Stuart Beeksma | Photo
grapher

Artists Andy Messerschmidt and Elisabeth Higgins O'Connor answer ques
tions about their work during the talk and question and answer session.

OPINIONS

WHITWORTHIOUT

LETTER TOTHEEDITOR:
Diversity should be respected
and encouraged on campus
Dear Whitworth Community,
We want to express our suppor
t and appreciation of campus
leaders' response to the recent incident involving Whitworth
students posing in blackface. This incident reminds us that we
need more education on creating inclusive communities, es
pecially in a place like Whitworth that holds strong Christian
tenets based on the love and grace of Christ.
Our campus community should be one of constructive
dialogue, where differences in opinion do not have to be ac
cepted, but are at the very least acknowledged and respected.
Additionally, we are calling the campus community and ad
ministration to further action.
We want our university to commit to hiring a diverse staff
and faculty, representative of a diverse student population. We
want the student body to learn how ot be allies and supportive
of others whose identities differ from their own. We want the
campus community to learn how to identify and intervene in
instances of microaggressions and bullying behavior. We want
every student, staff and faculty member to have access to an
anonymous online reporting form to document hate or bi
as-related incidents-in order for all non-majority members of
our community to feel the campus is a safer space for non-tra
ditional backgrounds. And we want the administration to be
prepared to take swift and fair action against discrimination,
including incidents that take place outside of the public eye.
The Whitworth community is capable of showing love and
compassion in meaningful ways, and we hope this situation
can be turned into an opportunity to educate all students and
better the experience of all underrepresented students.

Email survey of 100 Whitworth students

Signed by:
Joy Bacon, '09, Amanda Blunt, '12, JanaeBrewster, '08, Ozzie
Crocco, '08, Caroline Davis, '08, Bryan Dormaier, '06, Keilah
Fanene '11, Delynn Hampton, '08, William Hardy, '09, Allyn
Krzymowski, '08, Luis Enrique Lopez, '09, Elizabeth Moreno,
'10, Brittany Roach, '12, JoeTobiason, '07, Jade Faletoi, '15

Rainier Emerick|Graphic Artist

Traditiation shift to Saturday deemed unsuccessful
SKYLERNOBLE
Mock Rock 2015 took a different approach this year
that wasn't as successful as it has been in previous
years. Typically a conclusion to freshman orientation
weekend, Mock Rock was scheduled for the following
Saturday this year to alleviate some of the stress that
students encounter during that weekend, said Spe
cial Events Coordinator, Breanna Lyons. In addition,
instead of having the male and female students from
each dorm separately create their own performance
as planned in previous years, the students grouped to
gether for one performance per dorm. The effect of this
was unsuccessful as there was less participation from
the freshmen for this formerly well-attended event.
Based upon feedback from previous years, students
think that traditiation is fun and they get to know stu
dents of their own gender, but they don't get to know
students of the opposite gender as well. In the past,
there was an overwhelming amount of student partic
ipation from each gender, but the change in tradition
was not favorable among the freshmen.
"[Leadership] thought that the same amount of stu
dents would participate as they have in previous years,
Lyons said. "I'm not opposed to scheduling Mock Rock
on a Saturday again. I think I want to hear more from
the leadership teams about what they thought.
However, many new students figured that they
would not have time to practice with all of the work
they would receive in their first week of school.
One of the most noticeable aspects from Mock Rock

Katherine Bell | rGaphic Artist

2015 was the lack of students from Baldwin-Jenkins, an
all-freshman dorm. As a former Baldwin-Jenkins res
ident, I was appalled that the dorm's enthusiastic and
competitive reputation was forgotten. My experience
with Mock Rock was exciting. Most of the dorm partici
pated in the event last year and my friends and I still re
flect on our performance to this day. Being a part of all
aspects' of traditiation is worth the experience. When I
graduate from college and reflect on my time at Whit
worth, I will remember how Mock Rock was the start
ing point in my college adventure. The Baldwin-Jen
kins' residence of 2015 may not have those memories
when they graduate. The same rule applies to most of
the class of 2019; Mock Rock is an experience where

you collaborate with others in your dorm and establish
new friendships in the process.
As a strong advocate for Mock Rock, I didn't think
the changes in scheduling were very effective as the
event was so poorly attended by freshmen. Regardless
of attendance, Mock Rock was still entertaining. But it
was disappointing to the upperclassmen to see a strong
lack of interest in such a memorable part of their col
lege experience.

NOBLE is a sophomore majoring in communications.
Comments can be sent to snoblel8@my.whitworth.edu
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Educational response is needed from Whitworth to blackface incident
un

iHl itll till illl till till

yr-'

WHITNEY CARTER

Rainier Emerick | Graphic Artist

I am appalled at the fact that at a university that that it has immense value. Not only has it helped me
prides itself on diversity in its student population, cur develop my own beliefs and has challenged me; it also
riculum and faculty, allowed these students to get to represents a perfect opportunity to bring diverse view
this point without knowing the strong connotations points to students who might not have encountered
them otherwise.
Recently Whitworth made national news because of behind their costumes.
I believe that the action taken by the school was
On a greater level, I am uncomfortable with the
our women's soccer team. If you haven't heard of it the
Whitworth women's soccer team has a costume con fact that for a decent number of Whitworth students, appropriate, but I also believe that the school has the
test each year when they go bowling for a team-build this incident was the first time that they heard about chance to really make an impact on the lives of its stu
blackface and its history. That being said, the only rea dents because of this incident. I challenge Whitworth
ing activity.
This year, a number of players chose to dress up as son that I know the history is because I am a person of to do more than just start the conversation. The conver
the Jackson 5 and painted their faces black to further African American heritage and it was important to my sation about race and racial history here at Whitworth
enhance their costume. A picture of their costume was parents that I know some of our history. I never learned should have been started a long time ago, particularly
given our nation's climate on that subject. 1 challenge
shared on social media by one of the players and quick about blackface in school.
On a national level, we need to fundamentally Whitworth to act. We should bring more diversity into
ly went viral, prompting the university to act.
As a student of color, I am appalled. Not at these change the way that we teach about racial history in the classroom.
players and students, I know some of these girls. I know America. At a more personal level, I am honestly grate
that there was absolutely no malice in thei
r hearts when ful that this incident occurred. I believe that it gives
they chose that costume and chose to put that paint on Whitworth the chance to practice challenge its stu CARTER is a senior majoring in communications. Com
their faces. That being said, the paint on their faces was dents to be more aware of themselves and of others.
ments can be sent towcarterl6@my.whitworth.edu
Students often critique the Core program, but I think
a very politically and emotionally charged action.
OPINIONS EDITOR

«»

Community Building Day provides a variety of benefits to students
MAXCARTER

Perhaps a student was required by their parents to play
a certain sport growing up or even to study a certain
subject in college, but to my knowledge, universities
and employers are not concerned about that. They are
concerned with the experience and skills that students
It is the beginning of another school year at Whit have acquired from their experiences, and how those
worth University and Community Building Day is just can apply to the job in question.
Students' benefits aside, let's talk about the orga
around the corner. As hundreds of first-year students
disperse throughout Spokane for a variety of commu nizations involved in CBD. Do yo u think that those
nity service projects, the same question is raised every organizations are worried about how much each stu
September. Students are required to attend Communi dent enjoys the project? If you answered yes, you're
ty Building Day; does that take away from the value of kidding yourself. They are most likely ecstatic just
the services the students are providing? My answer to to have 20 university students doing a job that they
would have to do a week later. Whether the students
that question is no, for multiple reasons, it does not.
First of all, in life and in the workforce, a person will enjoy if or not, the project is going to befinished, and
constantly be assigned with tasks, whether they like it the organization is going to benefit tangibly from
students' work. Honestly, I find
or not. And while I am sure that Whitworth
the questioning of CBD's value
encourages their students to enjoy Commu
"If nothing else,
troubling, and I'll tell you why.
nity Building Day, ifnothing else, CBDteach
In today's age, especially in
es students the value of working through
CBD teaches
projects they might not enjoy. I would of
my generation, Millennials are
course argue that CBD is valuable for more
constantly critiquing, learn
students the value
reasons than just one,, particularly with re
ing, and working to improve.
gard to resumes.
of working through They are constantly question
Now, the common response to the resume
ing why they should or should not
projects they might do things, and they exercise more
claim is where the question at hand origi
nates. Some argue that community service
independent, free thinking than
not enjoy."
on a student's resume is not as valuable when
many generations before them.
it is not their choice to participate. Judging by
The general population has be
the high number of Whitworth graduates that
come more aware of social issues
find jobs soon after graduation, that claim seems hard and has been given a certain conviction in their own
to back. Second of all, this same argument could sure opinions, encouraged by evolving news platforms like
ly be made against numerous common resume items. social media. While this is absolutely a positive move

ment, too many times have I seen critical thinking turn
to cynicism, tainting its beauty. I feel that the question
of the value of Community Building Day is on the sam
e
token, with people over-criticizing and bringing nega
tivity to an otherwise beautiful offering of service from

Carly Colby | GraphicArtist

Whitworth University and its students. So this Com
munity Building Day, enjoy it ifyou can, but either way
just get out there, get it done, and serve our Spokane
community.
CARTER is a senior majoring in journalism. Comments
can be sent tomcarterl6@my.whitworth.edu
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La Verne attempts to push forward in the second half of Saturdays game. The game ended with the Pirates' victory and a score of39-20.

Football wins second game of season
the first half by scoring three touchdowns as a coach."
The Pirates continued to struggle on
in the second quarter. Freshman kicker
Staff Writer
Rehn Reiley added on a 31-yard field goal both offense and defense during the sec
ond half while La Verne scored 20 unan
to finish out the half.
After de feating the Whittier Poets in
In the second half, th e Pirates came swered points to seize the momentum.
the first game of t he season, the Whit- out flat, allowing a touchdown on La
"We weren't very disciplined, we
worth Pirates defended their turf against Verne's opening drive. The momentum didn't have any enthusiasm and our ex
the La Verne L eopards Saturday, result that had been built
ecution was very
ing in another impressive win, 39-20.
poor," Kiourkas said.
during the first half
Starting out the first half, the Pirates due to an intercep
"We just didn't have
"We came out fast in the
dominated on both sides of the ball, scor tion on a tipped ball
the fire that we had
ing five times in the half and allowing the by junior lineback first half, we executed well in the first half."
Leopards only 72 total yards of offe nse. er Dalin McDon
Despite
being
and played at a high level shut
Junior running back Duke DeGaetano nell was lost quickly
out in the sec
scored the first touchdown within the when the Pirates
especially on both sides of ond half, tire Pi
first two minutes of the game, followed by gave up two fumbles
rates' defense made
sophomore receiver Nick Kio urkas' 21- and an interception
enough plays at
the ball."
crucial points in the
yard reception for asecond touchdown.
for a touchdown in
—ROD SANDBERG
game to maintain
"The first half was good, we'were all the second half.
the lead, and their
running on full cylinders and our offen
"We came out fast
head coach
offense was able to
sive li ne played very well," DeGaetano in the first half, we
convert enough first
said. "They were maldng big gaps for us executed well and
downs to run out the
and protecting our quarterback. Our re played at a high level
ceivers were making plays and we were especially on both sides of the ball," sec clock and preserve the win.
"We alwa ys focus on us and playing
executing the way that we were capable ond-year head coach Rod Sandberg said.
of."
"Then we came out of halfdme not ready our game to our potential," Sandberg
The Pirates continued to dominate in to play and I accept responsibility for that said. "We tr y to focus on playing clean

McKinley Powers

Goals scored by the women's
soccer team this season.

The football team's average number
of points scored per game

and we did have a lot of penalties in the
first game so we did talk a lot about dis
cipline."
These two consecutive wins have
earned the Pirates second place for the
overall season in the North West Con
ference. The Pirates' 2-0 record would be
tied with Linfield, however, the Wildcats'
96 cumulative points puts them in first
place. The Pirates sit below Linfield with
86 cumulative points.
"I'm excited to see what we can do
because I think when we play our best
we're a really special team and we have
the ability to do some special things,"De
Gaetano said.
Next week the Pirates will travel to Los
Angeles to take on the Chapman Univer
sity Panthers (0-1) in a Saturday night
game, Sept. 26. D espite a sloppy finish,
expectations are high as the Pirates seek
to. extend their win streak in California.

Contact McKinley Powers at
mpowersl 8@my.whitworth.edu

The football team's total points
for the season
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Senior Tiara Pajimola presses forward in the last moments of the first half against George Fox. Pajimola scored one goal and two assists this past weekend.

Soccer takes first place in Conference with two wins
footwork to take the lead in the first half. as well. Goals by sophomores McKenzie goal. Senior DeNae Vandam was the first
Hemp and Leah to score in the second half. Less than
With less than five
Sports Editor
Corra brought the two minutes later, junior Jenna Morris
minutes left' in the
followed up with another goal with an
final score to 4-1.
"George Fox is a good
first half Pajimola
After three consecutive losses, the made a comer kick
The
Pirates assist by Pajimola.
Whitworth women's soccer team was that resulted in a
team. We were expecting were able to win
The game ended with the Pirates get
able to redeem themselves by defeating scramble for the ball.
their Sunday game ting 20 attempts while the Boxers fell far
a hard battle and we saw against the Pacific behind with only four attempts.
the George Fox Bruins on Saturday and In the middle of the
the Pacific University Boxers on Sunday. scramble, freshman
The soccer team will travel to Ore
that team come out in the University Boxers
The two home games brought their con Brooke Morrow was
2-0. Neither team gon next week to challenge Linfield and
ference standing to 2-1.
second half."
was able to score in Willamette. The Linfield game will be
able to free the ball
The women took an early lead in the and score a goal.
the slow first half. on Saturday 26 at noon while the Wil
—TIARA PAJIMOLA
game on Saturday and finished with a
The Pirates only lamette game will be on Sunday 27 a t
"In practice we do
crushing score of 4-1.
had seven shots on noon.
a lot of c orner kicks.,"
SENIOR reshman
The Pirates got off to an amazing start Morrow said. "Or we
goal.
by making two shots on goal and scoring play four-on-four and scramble and
However, the offensive picked up in Contact Peter Houston-Hencken at
less than ten minutes into the first half. know how to do that. Jael prepares us in the second half with 11 attempts for a phouston-henckenl 7@my. whitworth. edu
Senior forward Tiara Pajimola led the pi those situations, like if it's compact, just
rates offensive in the first half by scoring to do whatever we can."
the first goal and attempting sixshots.
The Bruins entered the second half
"She's just consistent in front of goal," with an improved offense and defense.
head coach Jael Hagerott said. "It's also George Fox increased their shots on
a group effort. She has to receive the goal from five to sixwhile the Pirates de
ball from players.
creased from 10 to six.
So it was sort of a
The Bruins were also
combination with "Jael prepares us in those able to score 10 min
her determination
utes before the game
situations, like if it's
and ability to be on
ended.
goal."
"George Fox is a
compact, just to do what
The score stayed
good team," Pajimola
at 1-0 for most of
ever we can."
said. "We were expect
the first half. The
ing a hard battle and
—BROOKE MORROW
difference in strat
we saw that teamcome
egies between the
FORS l A I I
out in the second half.
freshman
two teams was no
RK PKI S E N I \ I l \ 1
They came out harder,
ticeable during the
they came out with more energy and
game. The Bruins focused on long pass
more communication."
es and getting down field as fast as pos
Unfortunately for the Lutes, Whit
sible. The Pirates; however, used their
worth bested them in the second half
Committee to Ele
ability to make short passes and fast
Peter Houston-Hencken

Welcome back, students!

GO BUCS!

- Representative Jeff Holy
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Double victory for Volleyball in Western Washington
Close games land volleyball team in first place for North West Conference
became more evident. But they
Pirates ended up losing the first set,
found
a way to persevere and
We
knew
we
were
the
but were able to make a comeback
they're very resilient and when
and take the second set with a score of
push comes to shove they find a
better team. We like the
25-20.
The volleyball team began their conference season
way to score points."
"One of th e biggest things was our
challenge and so we just
with two great performances this past weekend. The mentality," junior Brenna Bruil said.
The Loggers won the fourth
Pirates walked away from a match against Pacific Lu "We worked really hard and believed
set, placing the score at 2-2. The
went
into
it
with
a
positive
theran University with a 3-0 victory.
Pirates were prepared to win
that we were going to
However, t he real challenge
and brought their best game to
mindset
win in our hearts."
of the ir western state matches We worked really hard and
the fifth set.
The Pirates heavily
—CASSANDRA MENDOZA
"We really had a fire to win,"
came on Saturday night when
dominated the begin
Mendoza said. "We knew we
they faced the Puget Sound
believed that we were go ning of the third set.
sophomore
were the better team. We like
University Loggers.
Sophomore Cassan
ing
to
win
in
our
hearts
the challenge and so we just
The first set against the Log
dra Mendoza led the
went
into
it
with
a
p
o
sitive
mindset."
gers did not have a good start.
Pirates to a 18-7 lead halfway through
—BRENNA BRUIL
The Pirates were able to win the set with a score of
About halfway through the set,
the set. Mendoza was able to make a
Loggers held the lead at 20-13.
staggering 16 kills in the game on Sat 15-10, as well as win the game with a set score of 3-2.
junior
Volleyball will be facing off with Whitman on
However, the Pirates gained a
urday. Unfortunately, the Loggers be
lot of g round with the help of
gan to gain ground and worked their Wednesday in Walla Wallaat 6 p.m.
seniors Nicole Leonard and Shawna Korshavn. By the way up to a deficit of only five points.
end of the game, Leonard and Korshavn made 12 and
"I don't think we ever lost our confidence," head Contact Peter Houston-Hencken at
10 kills, respectively.
coach Kati Bodecker said. "If anything our frustration phouston-henckenl7@my.whitworth.edu
The Pirates were able to tie up the game, 24-24. The

Peter Houston-Hencken
Sports Editor
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Football
Whittier 47-11 (W)
La Verne 39-20 (W)

Women's Soccer
Carlton 2-0 (W)
Carroll 1-0 (W)
Chapman 2-1 (L)
La Verne 1-0 (L)
Whitman 1-0 (L)
George Fox 4-1 (W)
Pacific 2-0 (W)

Men's Soccer
North Idaho 6-1 (W)
Northwest 3-1 (W)
UM Morris 9-0 (W)
UMHB 1-0 (W)
UC Santa Cruz 3-1 (W)
Willamette 1-0 (W)
Linfield 2-0 (W)

Volleyball
Lewis-Clark 3-0 (W)
Cornell 3-0 (W)
DePauw 3-0 (W)
Fontbonne 3-0 (W)
Carthage 3-1 (L)
Pacific Lutheran 3-0 (W)
Puget Sound 3-2 (W)

SCHEDULE FOR UPCOMING EVENTS
FOOTBALL

Saturday, Sept. 26,7 p.m.
Chapman (Away)

VOLLEYBALL

Wednesday, Sept. 23,6 p.m.
Whitman (Away)
Saturday, Sept. 26,7 p.m.
George Fox (Home)

WOMEN'S SOCCER

Saturday, Sept. 26, Noon
Linfield (Away)
Sunday, Sept. 27, Noon
Willamette (Away)
WOMEN'S GOLF

Saturday, Sept. 26, Noon
Whitman Invitational (Away)
Sunday, Sept. 27,8 a.m.
Whitman Invitational (Away)

MEN'S SOCCER

Saturday, September 26,2:30 p.m.
Puget Sound (Home)
Sunday, Sept. 27,2:30 p.m.
Pacific Lutheran (Home)
MEN'S GOLF

Saturday, Sept. 26,1 p.m.
PLU Invitational (Home)
Sunday, Sept. 27,8:30 a.m.
PLU Invitational (Home)

WHITPICS

Photo courtesy of Jonathan Backous

Students from Warren Hall third west start the fun early as they pose for a photo before Fancy Feast with their Resident Assistant, Jonathan Backous.

Trends in Traditiation

Photo courtesy of Amy Cheng

Above: Students from Duvall Hall pose for aphoto during a Traditiation night.
Below: Warren Leadership team prepare for Traditiation and incoming freshman.

Photo courtesy of Laura Corder Kleinjan

Mathew Spencer, Sierra Tavani, Keenan Santos Marianno, Mirra
Matheson, Emma Harms, Lana Bronn, and JiNa Lee make the best of
their attendance at Fancy Feast, (left to right)

Photo courtesy of Jonny Bratt
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Men's soccer wins at home
The men's soccer team has a successful weekend after
beating Puget Sound University and Pacific Lutheran
University. The men remain undefeated.

Enforced Title IX rule does
not promise confidentiality
p. i
"Sex Signals" encourages
better discussion on consent

ABOUTUS

VOLUME 106, ISSUE 02
The Whitworthian has served as the main source of news and sports coverage
for the Whitworth community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an organization
composed entirely of students which produces The Whitworthian weekly
newspaper and thewhitworthian.com.
OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting accurate and relevant
information in an innovative manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for expressing the interests of the
Whitworth community.
GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published weekly, except during January
and student vacations. The content is generated entirely by students. The college
administration does not review the newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas
expressed in The Whitworthian are those of the individual artists, writers and
student editors, and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associated Students
of Whitworth University (ASWU), the university, its administration, faculty/staff
or advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through advertising and subscription
revenue and in part by student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the opinions of their individual
creators and not necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its editors or its
staff.
PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in freedom of speech and
expression as guaranteed in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United
States.
CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248

ONLINE AT
www.thewhitworthian.com
QUESTIONS?
rbreseel6@my.whitworth.edu

CORRECTIONS
If you have a comment or question about the fairness or accuracy of a story, send
an email to rbreseel6@my.whitworth.edu.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Ihe Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to articles or issues of interest to the
Whitworth community. Send letters to rbreseel6@my.whitworth.edu.
Limit to 250 words.
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REQUIRED REPORTING

Whitworth begins enforcing the rule
requiring student leaders, faculty and staff
to report any issues in violation with Title IX.
Students and faculty respond.

05 PARKING PROBLEMS

The music building remodel reduces the
number of parking spaces. Administration
cracks down on parking permit usage.

08 MOUNTAINEER MEDIA

Mountaineer John Roskelley spoke on
how literature affects outdoor sports at the
inauguration of a new library collection.

10 SEX SIGNALS

Improv-like performance raises important
questions about serious issues such as
consent, intimacy and personal identity.

11 PARKING PROBLEMS

Recent construction creates problems for
students seeking to park their vehicles on
campus.

12 BARITONE BECK

University president, Beck Taylor, builds
community throughout campus on the
intramural teams and in men's chorus.

14 HIGH SCORING SET

The volleyball team wins two games, one of
which the Pirates struggled to end.

15 LINEBACKERS IN LA

The football team takes on the Chapman
Panthers in Los Angeles, California.

Cover Photo: Domenica Cooke-Tassone

Campus leaders can't guarantee confidentiality
ployees that includes "practical infor
mation about how to identify and report
Copy Editor
sexual harassment and violence," ac
cording to the Dear Colleague Letter
Starting this fall, student leaders and published in 2011.
most faculty and staff at Whitworth are
At Whitworth, student leaders also
required to report any issue which vio are required to report all conversations
lates Title IX in cluding sexual assault. with peers that include direct details
The policy comes in part after the ad about sexual violence or students ques
ministration was notified of 25 sexual tioning if t hey were assaulted, Rhodes
assaults last year all involving alcohol, said.
Rhosetta Rhodes, Whitworth's Title IX
Both HEAT members and dorm stu
Coordinator, said in an ASWU meeting dent leaders did not know specifics on
earlier this month.
how the reporting and investigation pro
The policy ends staff and leadership cess worked.
confidentiality with the exception of
"I still have questions about Title IX,
chapel staff, counselors and others in the more nitty-gritty details about it. I
the health center.
would like better training on how to use
The newly enforced rule stating Ti being a mandatory reporter," Oliver res
tle IX viol ations must be reported has ident assistant Hannah Palmer said. "I
the potential to alter the relationships don't know how best to thro
w into a con
between staff, leadership and students, versation, 'Hey I'm a mandatory report
faculty Kathryn Lee said.
er,' and then people still feel comfortable
"When I first was told about this new with opening up."
term, it did take me aback because there
While speaking to ASWU m embers,
is a sense in which you want to provide a Rhodes said each reported alleged as
safe space for someone, and safety usu sault is assigned an investigator. The
ally includes confidentiality," Lee said. process begins with specific timelines to
"That said, Ialso understand that Title IX follow and those accused will receive a
is to protect the student and if nothing is letter containing the allegations against
ever done then there can be recurrenc them. Witnesses and information will
es, a pattern that isn't stopped at the very be gathered including text messages. At
beginning. It's hard."
the conclusion of the investigation both
Title DC, enacted in 1971
to combat gender inequal
"I don't know how best to throw
ity in education, states "no
person in the United States
into a conversation, 'hey I'm a man
shall, on the basis of sex, be
excluded from participation datory reporter,' and then people still
in, be denied the benefits of,
feel comfortable with opening up."
or be subjected to discrimi
nation under any education
HANNAH PALMER
program or activity receiving
Federal financial assistance,"
Oliver Hall resident assistant
according to the U.S. Depart
ment of Education.
Recently the clarifications of the law parties will be informed of the decision
have come to include the process of re  and appeals may be granted due to new
porting and investigating claims of sexu evidence or procedural errors.
al violence and harassment.
Heat members said they believe the
An act is considered sexual assault investigation process protects victims
when itis intentional and occurs through well.
physical force, disregards consent or an
"I think they handle it pretty sensi
individual is incapacitated, according to tively s o that person feels safe and it's
the Whitworth student handbook.
confidential because they don't want
The Office of Civil Rights recom someone to feel embarrassed," HEAT
mends training for all education em

Karlin Andersen

member Meghan McMichael said.
In contrast, faculty
member
Karr-Cornejo
said she has heard some
students have been dissat
isfied with the investiga
tion p rocess.
ftfUcctt
ietvidkafe from tfaorim'natton
"At least in a certain
based on sax vrfite i
kind of n uclei of s tudents
education programs
there is dissatisfaction,
which is in part I believe
iimwmyiHm 11 ninfi i nfwnwir
why the policies have been
changing
nationwide,"
Protects staff & studsnb from sexual
Karr-Cornejo said in re
violence
cr harassment
gards to how students feel
about the investigation
iiii i>wi^iM i^ ii>i'« aaia«8iia yai
process.
There are also concerns
regarding the possible
Yrfvtworth row retires student leaders
emotional toll the report
& mcnt staff to iepcift an/viotatioiis af
ing process can have on
TSfa dc
students.
"The process is difficult.
The process is emotionally
challenging. The process
Rainier Emerick | Graphic Editor
is emotionally draining,"
Karr-Cornejo said. "Having
Staff and faculty heard about this ini
to relive and having the veracity of what tiative through staff wide emails or at the
happened to you questioned over and meeting for department chairs. Despite
over and over again, having to deal with this information some faculty feel they
whoever did things to you particularly if still need more education on the topic.
it is another student."
Since the first announcement, ChaStudent leaders expressed more sup triand was invited by the political sci
port for being mandatory reporters as it ence department to speak further on
stopped them from having to make the faculties' role as reporters.
hard choice of if information requires
"It was more just a general this is
reporting.
what my responsibilities are," Lee said.
"They're reconstructing it because "But it was obvious that all four of us
sexual assault is a problem- on Whit want to know more. Give us some sce
worth's campus, and so this is a way of narios, walk us through some scenarios
addressing it. Bymaking student leaders that we might come up against."
mandatory reporters we're hoping to
Through more training, both staff
create a structure that will allow for stu • and student leaders said they hope to be
dents to have a safe place to go," Oliver ready for the year ahead and students'
Senator Peter Schoening said.
reactions to this policy.
Other leaders felt the change of poli
"My perception is that people
cy would positively affect how students are worried about getting it wrong,"
were protected while at Whitworth.
Karr-Cornejo said. "If we're faced with
"If people hurt in some way and they particular situations we won't get it right
are opening up to people and then peo and that's not what we want, we want to
ple aren't doing anything with that and get it right, both for the students and for
letting them be hurt and wounded, the institution."
[mandatory reporting] will allow them
to find healing or at least get the help Contact Karlin Andersen at
kandersenl 8@my. whitworth.edu
that they need," Palmer said.

WHAT IS TITLE IX?
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Richard Mandeville resigns after IS years ®ff service
Sarah Hainan
Staff Writer
After 25 years at Whitworth, previous Vice Pres
ident of Student life Dr.
Richard Mandeville resigns,
leaving students questioning
the rapid changes occurring
in the student life depart
ment.
This past year there have
been a multitude of ch anges
in Student Life including the
creation of new positions and
the resignation of Dick Man
deville whose position is now
filled by Rhosetta Rhodes.
"I resigned. It was my
choice to do that. I'd been
contemplating it for some
time. It may become retire
ment or it may be the first
retirements of several." Man
deville said, he plans on com
pleting his bucket list after he
officially leaves Whitworth
on Sept. 30.
Mandeville wanted to be
sure that he stayed focused
on my job through Sept. 29,
his last day at the university.
Students are questioning
why there have been new
hires and positions in the
Student Life department.
"I think last year was a
pretty tough year on this
campus in general. I'm not
necessarily sure why, but a
lot of sexual assaults hap
pened," senior Naji Saker and
student life worker said when
asked about the changes in
student life.
"Nobody really imagines
The Student Life d epartment with Dr. Mandeville
that anything bad would
happen at Whitworth," Saker said. "L think that puts a accomplished the creation of three new residence halls
.
. j the position ihere in [resident] lif^
1 r»Duvall
iiTroll aand
nH Olivpr
irinc and
40 Res
ResBoppell,
Oliver, hhiring
and training
training 40
lot ofr stress
under
life, T3r-\r-\ol
but they're handling it really well this year. The envi ident Directors and helping create great collaborative
working relationships with faculty.
ronment in student life has been phenomenal."
"One of the things I feel very good about is our stu
While the university is sad to see such a wonderful
dent leadership program in the resi
faculty member dedence halls. I thi nk that it reflects the
part, students, staff
" I resigned. It was my choice to values of the institution well and it
and faculty are thank
also adds a focus on the mission of the
ful for his legacy.
do that. I'd been contemplating it institution,"
Mandeville said. "We are
"Those who knew
trying to develop wellness programs
for some time."
Dr. Mandeville. are
at a high level and are consistent and
sad to see him leave,
RICHARD MANDEVILLE
presented around campus."
but also have high
"No one can speak or translate stu
hopes for the future
former dean of student life
dent life to tire general campus com
of s tudent life," Rh o
munity better than Dick," Rhodes said.
setta Rhodes, interim
Vice P resident of St udent Life, said. The Student Life "He knew student development and his practice re
department is better because of Mandeville's presence, sulted from his knowledge of student development. He
made friends out of students, faculty and staff. He will
Rhodes said.

/CRUNCHING^
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25
The number of sexual assaults
reported to student life last year.
p. 3

be missed."
"I think it's bitter sweet.
Knowing him, this is a good
decision for him. I think that
everybody gets to the point
where they need to retire,"
Saker said.
Saker said that Man
deville was an important
mentor and good friend to
him throughout his time at
Whitworth.
"I'm sad to see him leave
but happy to see him go be
cause I know he's going to be
doing other stuff and prob
ably get to spend more time.
with his family after being
here for 25 years,"Saker said.
He will- miss watching
students grow through a
leadership opportunity and
through healthy relation
ships fostered in our resi
dence halls, Mandeville said.
"When I interviewed here,
I m et with a small group of
students and I r emembered
thinking if these are the
kinds of students that this
place attracts, this is going to
be a great place to be, and it
has been," Mandeville said.
"Our students are remark
able and talented and I think
that we've done a great job of
creating a place for them to
grow into their best selves. It
has been exciting work."
While sad to see Man
deville depart, Saker is re
assured by the interim vice
president who stepped into
office Aug. 1.
"It's hard to see him leave,
but I think that Rosetta is do
ing a wonderful job," Saker
said. "She is so intelligent and it's cool to have her up
here [in student life]."
"We hav e new staff members, which will result in
different activities and different projects from those Dr.
Mandeville started," Rhodes said.
"We are looking at an anti-alcohol consumption
campaign. Although alcohol doesn't commit assault,
we recognize that it is used by some perpetrators to
control their victim and render them helpless. It is one
of many tools that perpetrators use," Rhodes said.
While the Student Life de partment had a difficult
time last year, they look forward to the new semester
under Rhosetta Rhodes as Vice President of Stu dent
Life and Dean of Stu dents and wish Dick Mandeville
the best in his new endeavors.

Contact Sarah Hainan at
shamanl9@my.whitworth.edu

1,662
The number of parking spaces
currently available on campus.

p. 5

232
The number of rare books in the
William C. Fix mountaineering
collection
-p. 8
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100 parking spaces lost because remodel
Emily Goodell

Another way the parking issue is
Students who fail to register their cars
being combated is by the parking task or park in lots in which they are not al
force, a campus organization geared to lowed to park may be fined, and that the
ward dealing with parking concerns.
consequences of no t paying those fines
Due to the remodel of the music
Eichorst is a member of th e parking by graduation could be a withholding of
building, Whitworth's parking availabil
task force and said that they deal mainly your diploma until fines are paid, Mc
ity is down by 200 parking spaces, half
with the issues of p arking distribution. Call said.
of which will not be recovered until after
The task force consists of var
Students who register their cars, but
the completion of construc
tion in Fall 2016.
"We don't have a parking problem here, ious members of faculty, staff, do not put the registration decal up may
security and student repre be fined, McCall said.
One of t he reasons there's
we have kind of a distribution problem, so sentatives Kai Eder and BreWhen one student parks in the wrong
less parking is because Fire
District 9 requires that Whitpeople aren't parjung in their right spaces. anna Lyons. The force decides space a domino effect happens and the
which dorms should park in student who actually needs that space
worth has an additional fire
If we can correct that, that would help
which parking lots and meet because it's their designated area to park
lane to accommodate the ex
as needed to change or dis is forced to park in someone else's spot
pansion, which will be put in
everyone out."
cuss distribution issues.
until everyone is parking where they
the lot behind Cowles Audito
CHRIS EICHORST
"We don't have a parking shouldn't McCall said.
rium, Facility Services Direc
problem here, we have kind
Aside from the issue of parking avail
tor Chris Eichorst said.
director of facility services
of a distribution problem, so ability, concern has been raised regard
One way Whitworth is hop
people aren't parking in their right spac ing safety and lighting in the lots behind
ing to combat the issue of having less parking spots, according to Eichorst.
"If yo u look at the overall numbers es," Eichorst said. "If we can correct that, Oliver and Duvall.
spaces is by eventually trying to add
"We know it's a litde dark back there,"
more parking, an addition to the 100 that we have, we have plenty of parking. that would help everyone out."
Some students agree and don't be Duvall senator Katie Holtzheimer said
spaces Whitworth will b e getting back, The unfortunate thing is people perceive
that we don't have convenient parking lieve there is a parking problem such as in an email sent to Duvall residents. "Al
Eichorst said.
though security is absolutely wonderful
"There are plans on the shelf for a and that's true," Eichorst said. "We don't sophomore Lindsay Lackey.
"There's less parking for sure. It's real and you are safe in the back parking lot,
new expansion to the A1 p arking lot." intend to have convenient parking for a
Eichorst said. "That would add 52 back walking campus that Whitworth is...It's ly hard to find a spot near Ballard," Lack we are looking into ways to light it up
only a ten minute walk from end to end ey said. "A couple times I've had to park back there so we all feel a little more
to what we have."
comfortable at night."
across the street."
Many students on campus have ex on campus."
The parking lots behind Oliver and
While parking on
Duvall
are
campus
"We don't intend to have lit, with the
may
be
exception of
inconve
convenient parking for a
lot C4, which
nient, it is
walking campus that Whit
is not lit be
available,
cause it was
Eichorst
worth is.. .It's only a ten
just recently
said.
minute walk from end to
added as an
" W e,
expansion to
under
end on campus."
accommo
stand it's
CHRIS EICHORST
date
more
definitely
east
side
a change
director of facility services
residents,
and we'll
get more
Eichorst
parking spaces back, said. Facility services is taking student
but we do have enough concerns regarding fighting into con
capacity to handle ev sideration and is working toward getting
eryone's parking needs," better lighting, he said.
"If people feel unsafe anywhere on
Eichorst said. "If every
body parks where they're campus, we always encourage them to
call security and ask for either an escort
supposed to, it will fit."
Security officer Le- or a safe ride," Eichorst said.
Roy McCall said that the
McCall echoed this, saying that secu
amount of p eople whose rity is there to help.
cars remain unregistered
is a problem when ad
dressing whether or not Contact Emily Goodell at
Katherine Bell | G
raphic Artist
all cars will fit in the ol t.
egoodelll 8@my. whitworth.edu

StaffWriter

pressed displeasure with the amount
of parking; however, Eichorst said the
numbers are favorable.
As of this week, there are 1,238 park
ing permits issued to on-campus stu
dents, off-campus students, faculty, staff
and contractors," and 1,662 available

Depiction of how parking will look after the music building renovations.

2
The number of people in the
"Sex Signals" performance.
p. 10

29%
The percent of polled Whitworth
students who said they would be
less likely to report Title IX issues
because of mandatory reporting.
p. 11

12
The number of points scored by
men's soccer this season.
p. 14

33
The number of points women's
volleyball scored at the end of the
third set last week.
p. 14
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thllC nrPVPfltlTl?
thus
preventing GXD6I1S1V6
expensive
we have the culture be damage repairs.
Staff Writer
However, not every
cause we know it's fun, bu
t
we want to limit the dam student is sold onthis new
Frolflng, also known
ages and concerns associ course.
as Frisbee Golf, has long
"I'm paying close to
ated with it," Eichorst said
been a tradition at Whit$160,000 for my degree
of frolfing.
worth. For as long as stu
Bryan
Facility services and alone," senior
dents can remember there
ASWU dev ised a campus Walsh said. "That alone
has been the dull ringing
could cover the proper
of a Frisbee making con
ty damage for the rest of
"We wanted to come up with some
tact with the intended tar
Whitworth's existence. It's
get.
not that I don't care about
thing
where
we
have
the
[Frisbee
Golf]
This summer facility
my campus' property, but
services and ASWU joined culture because we know it's fun, but we
I feel like such a rich tra
together to create a more
dition shouldn't be taken
sustainable and visible want to limit the damages andconcerns
away."
frolfing course on campus
Botejue and Eichorst
associated with it."
ASWU president Justin
said they are hoping to
Botejue, and the director
provide the safest route
CHRIS EICHORST
of facilities services, Chris
while still allowing this in
director of facility services
Eichorst said.
tegral part of Whitworthi
One reason for the
an culture and fun student
change was the risk of towards doors, specifically map with the location of activity to continue.
property damage caused the HUB doors.
They also hope to add
each hole and course pos
by the Frisbees hitting
This creates worry as sibilities shown. They also a par to the course soon,
their traditional targets discs are blindly flying to added signs and targets Eichorst said.
such as resident hall signs. wards unsuspecting stu that show students which
Eichorst said he esti dents exiting the building. items to hit and which to
mates the costs of new The danger comes when avoid.
Contact
Signs to be about $5000 the disc hits a student and
Dorm signs can be Parker Posjlewait at
with a general re-facing to causes bodily harm.
seen spotting a plea to ppostlewaitl6@my. whitbe at least $800.
"We wanted to come avoid hitting the sign and
worth,edu
"We don't want to have
Dnwlz-nw
Parker Dnctlnfirnit
Postlewait

tn
r.•» - Vintm
r*
to roipo
raise tiiitirtri
tuition or
have+ to

fine students to pay for
these damages," Botejue
said.
Property damage isn't
the only concern pertain
ing to the previous course.
Certain holes in the pre
vious course were aimed

tin
irlfVt something
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Four foreign students die in
Seattle bus crash
Four international students from North
Seattle College died in a bus accident while
participating in an orientation trip for
international students last week. Fifty-one
people were taken to hospitals and 12 were
critically injured.

Speaker of the House John
Boehner leaves congress
After the Pope's visit to congress last
week, John Boehner has decided to leave
congress. His resignation comes while
Republicans deliberate over plans to
defund the women's healthcare provider
Planned Parenthood.

Pro-Independence parties win
elections in Spain's Catalonia
The separatist group said the victory is the
first step toward forming an independent
state.
Sources I BBC News

ARTS & CULTURE

Melissa Johnson: avid
animator and illustrator
Hana Hetty Manuela

feel them moving. The characters are
very well done. He is very gestural."
She adores Keane's creations and tries
Everyone has an imagination but not
everyone can express it visually. Melissa to apply his drawing skills to her work,
she said.
Johnson, a sophomore art student,
"How he draws, you can feel the
found a way to express her imagination
movement and emotion of th e charac
through animation and illustration.
ter. I think, that's so cool," Johnson said.
She shares her experience, how the
Johnson always
first time she found
carries a sketchbook
herself in art.
"That's the dream
and a pencil with her,
"I remember when
she said. Anytime,
someday: illustrate
I was little, Istarted
anywhere, Johnson
drawing and just did
children's books and
can project her imag
it for fun," Johnson
ination onto paper by
said. "Then the more
work for Disney."
drawing her favorite
I got into it, the more
MELISSA JOHNSON
characters, both ani
I realized that I feel
mal and human. She
like God gave me this
sophomore
describes her ani
gift and I really want
mation characters as
to use it."
She has a love of a rt from her grand having deep emotion, live movement
mother and father, who both shaped the and body language. She also enjoys
doing character animation as a form of
way she is today, Johnson said.
Johnson loves animation. Much of her stress relief, she said. By dr awing ani
inspiration comes from Disney. Many of mated characters, she can express her
her sketches are inspired by characters mood.
It is not easy to create animated char
from the "Lion King." One influential
person who significantly impacted her acters. She faces many challenges while
brainstorming designs.
artwork and animation is Glen Keane.
"I think the biggest challenge for me
"He was an animator for Disney and
he has done a lot animation and illustra and something that I have been working
tion kinds of thing s, and his characters on lately is making different characters,
are so alive," Johnson said. "It's like 2-D "Johnson said. "So not just focusing on a
images on a piece of paper, but you can specific person or one specific character,
Staff Writer

Jeanette Vazquez | P
hotographer

Johnson draws in her sketchbook during Ice Cream and Jazz. She sketches her
ideas and concepts for characters frequently as they come to her.

expression or poses-make them dynam
ic and different."
Since Johnson first realized she had a
passion for animation, she began mak
ing characters and kept improving every
year.
"I have some characters that I have
been drawing since the beginning,
there's some animals that even now I still
draw," Johnson said. "There's one char
acter that I draw once every year in the
same position, doing the same things, so
I can see the progress that I made.
At Whitworth, Johnson has learned a
lot about 2-D and 3-D formats. She be
lieves that Whitworth has helped devel
op her artistic skills.
"I'm actually really thankful that, in
Whitworth's program, I get a broad kind
of ed ucation, where I can get more ex

perience with traditional drawing and
painting," Johnson said.
Apart from her studies, Johnsoif is
preparing to launch a blog or website
as a medium to display her artwork. By
having this online portfolio, she is hop
ing to kick-start her dream of being a
Disney animator and illustrator for chil
dren's books.
"That's the dream someday; illustrate
children's books and work for Disney.
I want to tell stories with these charac
ters," Johnson said.

Contact Hana Manuela at
hmanuelal 6@my.whitworth.edu

Jeanette Vazquez|Photographer

Johnson is interested in animation and illustration, and her characters are
often inspired by Disney. She also paints and sometimes creates 3-D art.

+

John Roskelley inaugurates new library collection
Melissa Voss
Staff Writer
Bill and Harriet Fix have been members of the Whitworth community for over 50 years, and their legacy is
now continuing through their generous donation of the
William C. Fix Mountaineering Collection to the Har
riet Cheney Cowles Library. The extensive collection
of b iographies, autobiographies and mountaineering
memorabilia will be an timely addition to Whitworth
culture by contributing to the growing climbing move
ment in the Pacific Northwest.
Bill Fix began serving on the Whitworth Board of
Trustees in 1976 andjoined the Spokane Mountaineers
club since 1956.His contributions to the community go
far beyond his donation of th e collection. Fix himself
is an accomplished mountaineer, and has completed
over 23 notable trips in locations as varied as the Hima
layas and the Pacific Northwest.
The donation was commemorated with a guest
lecture by mountaineer and author John Roskelley
on Friday, Sept. 25, followed by a reception in the
library where several items from the collection were on
display.
Fix's donated collection included 232 rare, often
first-edition, copies of books covering all aspects of
the sport of mountaineering. The library also has over
20,000 digital items available in the collection.
"Having litde collections that are unique to that
place make libraries healthy and unique," said Amanda
Clark, director of the library. "The books Bill has given
are like his children. It is a true gift from his heart and
his life."
In his lecture, "From 'Annapurna' to 'Seven Sum
mits,"' Roskelley spoke of the many mountaineering
adventures that
he has gone on,
"Adventure literature
as well as the
many
books
transports you...and
about said ad
makes you ask yourself,
ventures. Since
he was 16, the
'Can I do that?'"
native
Spo
kane resident
JOHN RO SKELLEY
has embarked
Mountaineer
on
journeys,
from the Grand
Tetons to Mt.
Everest, and seemingly every other mountain range in
between.
Along with his lifetime of adventuring, Roskelley has
been an active member of the Spokane community. He

EVENTS
CO

CO

Stuart Beeksma | Photographer

Some of Roskelley1s vintage climbing gear, compiled from various trips around the world. Exhibits such as
this one accompany the collection of rare first-edition books, digital files and other resources Fix donated.
served as county commissioner and a prominent mem.
ber of the Spokane Mountaineers club for 50 years.
Roskelley was originally inspired by the novel, "An
napurna," by Maurice Herzog, which documented his
ascent to the summit of Annapurna that, in 1950, led
to Herzog's loss of all his fingers and toes. Despite the
obvious physical risks, Roskelley continued to make
climbing his life.
"Adventure literature transports you to an adventure
and makes you ask yourself, 'Can I do that?" Roskelley
said.
Roskelley wrote four novels about his lifetime of
climbing adventures. He is also a prominent name
in other mountaineering literature. Roskelley's first
ascent of "G reat Tango Tower" is documented in his
climbing-mate's novel, "In the Throne Room of the
Gods," one of the most popular works of mountaineer
ing literature of its time. This and many other novels by
and about Roskelley are available in the library's new

collection.
"These are really cool stories that you don't have
to be into mountaineering to appreciate," senior, Joe
Schwalbach said.
This collection is an exciting addition to Whitworth's
library as it will provide both inspiration and informa
tion for any students looking to learn a bit about the
history of mountaineering or to just read something
that is a non-stop adventure.
The books are stored in the library's special collec
tion, keeping some of the rare ones protected yet still
accessible for all students to enjoy for years to come.
"You p age through 'em and you find objectivesthat's what books do for you," Roskelley said.

Contact Melissa Vossat
mvossl 9@my.whitworth.edu

ON CAMPUS AND AROUND TOWN

CAMPUS: HOMECOMING HYPNOTIST
8 - 9 p.m.
HUB Multipurpose Room
Come be amazed and entertained
by a hypnotist as part of the
homecoming week festivities.

COMMUNITY: KENDALL YARDSNIGHT
MARKET

4 - 8 p.m.
Kendall Yards
Summit Parkway
Browse local vendors and merchants,
listen to live music, and sample some
of Spokane's food trucks.

C2>

CO

ART: SPOKANE WATERCOLOR SOCIETY
JURIEDSHOW
10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Northwest Museum of Arts Et Culture
2316 W. First Ave.
The MAC is hosting 66 works of art by
local artists. All pieces are for sale!

MUSIC: DEATH CAB FOR CUTIE
7:30 p.m. / $3 5
INB Performing Arts Center
334 W. Spokane Falls Blvd
See Death Cab for Cutie on their
Kintsugitour! Buy tickets before it
sells out at deathcabforcutie.com.

CAMPUS: HOME

ADVENTURE: BACKPACKING

4 p.m.
The Cascades

Join Outdoor Rec for a weekend of
backpacking through Cady Ridge and
Meander Meadows, with great views
of the Cascades. Sign up in the U-Rec!

ART: INLCAMATEURPHOTOCONTEST

Community Building
35 W. Main Ave.
Enter for a chance to win $500. Up
to five entries can be submitted per
person, under several categories. See
inlandnwland.org for details.

<E

ca

1 0 a.m.
The Loop
Line the sidem
watch each doi
Whitworth fact

CAMPUS: H0ME|

7 p.m.
Pirate's Cove
Hangout at th(
live music, s'ffl
good companj
present will re
i m n l f P sure
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Students flock to library for live
jazz music and free ice cream
Melissa Voss
rector of the library, about the extensive
student turnout.
Many students came throughout the
afternoon to sample the delicious of
ferings. The flavors of ice cream ranged
from chocolate to huckleberry to mint
chocolate chip which offered students
many options for their sweet indulgence.
Sophomores Shari Scott and Kim
Cook stopped by the event to take a
break from studying.
"I told her there is ice cream, and we
are going to go,"Scott said.
Clark said that the event is something
that she "inherited" when she took over
the position a few years ago. She hopes

that students are able to experience an
"atmosphere of welcome and study"
Students lounged outside of the Har
when they come to the library.
riet C heney Cowles library for an event
Over the past few years, the library
combining free ice cream and jazz music
has undergone many changes to make
on Thursday, Sept 24,.
it a more comfortable and conducive
"Jazz music is essentially perfect and
space for students to study and hang
ice cream is essentially perfect, so they
out. A white board wall, more dedicated
go really well together," freshman Jesse
quiet zones and study rooms, comfort
Denton said.
able furniture and a fireplace are among
the new additions, Clark.
Ice cream and Jazz is an event that the
"I love that people can come and meet
library puts on every year in order to fa
and casually enjoy ice cream and jazz;
miliarize students with the library.
it's a really sweet way to relax," freshman
"It's always really appreciated. Peo
Alana Fujimoto said.
ple vote with their feet and this is clearly
Students appreciated the environ
very popular," said Amanda Clark, di
ment that the event pro
vided.
"It has a really classy
and relaxed feeling,"
freshman Maddie Greg
ory said.
As an opportunity
to advertise for avail
able and helpful library
resources, the event
seemed to be successful.
Not only was there a
great turnout of students,
but for some it was their
first time experiencing
the library.
"It worked, because
this is the closest I've
been to the library,"
Denton said.
Students enjoyed the
music as well. The jazz
helped to create a relaxed
and fun atmosphere for
students to chat and en
joy t heir ice cream with
friends while also being
able to appreciate the
musical talent of their fel
Domenica Cooke-Tassone | Photographer
low students.
Freshmen Savannah Morehouse (left) and Erin Morrison enjoy their ice cream at the event.
"The jazz is one of t he
The afternoon was filled with fun and laughter, and proved a welcome study break for many.

StaffWriter

10MING PARADE

'Iks of the Loop and,
m community and
ilty show off decorated

'OMINGCAMPFIRE

Pirate's Cove and enjoy
'res, a campfire and
The first 300 students
eive Whitworth swag,
> stop by.

MUSIC: REBEKAHBROWNPIANORECITAL
CJ>

4 p.m.
Music Building Recital Hall
Come listen to a piano recital featuring
the works of Bach, Beethovan, Chopin,
Bacewicz and more.

CO

THEATER: THELION, THE WITCH, ANDTHE
WARDROBE'
2 p.m. I $2 2
Bing Crosby Theater
901 W. Sprague Ave.
Watch a full-cast stage production of
the classic fantasy story by C.S. Lewis,
featuring a life-size Asian puppet.

ir>

LECTURE: INCLUSIVEUNIVERSITY
CLASSROOMS

to
CJJ

. 7 p.m.
Robinson Teaching Theatre
Listen to Dena Samuels, Ph.D. present
a lecture on minimizing implicit bias
in educational settings.

COMEDY: IMPROV J AM SESSIONS

CO

Domenica Cooke-Tassone | Photographer

Students enjoy a variety of ice cream
flavors, served by both the library and
technological services faculties.

Domenica Cooke-Tassone | Photographer

Max Bennet, Denin Koch and King
Dawidalle perform during the social.
best parts, our student musicians are
phenomenal," Clark said.
Ultimately, the event was a successful
and fun way to kick off the beginning of
the year, say goodbye to summer and
celebrate all that the library has to offer,
agreed students and library staff.

Contact Melissa Vossat
mvossl 9@my.whitworth.edu

DANCE: EUGENE BALLET: SLEEPING
BEAUTY
7:30p.m.
INB Per forming Arts Center
334 W. Sp okane Falls Blvd.
Watch as Eugene Ballet Company's
36th performing season starts up with
"Sleeping Beauty."

7-9 p.m. I $ 5/session

ART: CREATIONONFIRE

Blue Door Theatre
815 W. Garland Ave.
Blue Door Theatre players lead
sessions on improv comedy every
first and third Monday. No experience
needed!

9 a.m.- 4:30 p.m.
Clearstory Gallery
1202. Government Way
Artist Melissa Weinman explores the
way light reacts, mutates and changes.

the whitworthian
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"Sex Signals" encourages discussion on taboo topics
Meghan Foulk

The discus
sion wasn't lim
Sex is an awkward topic. To avoid it, individuals ited to learning
come up with all sorts of filler w ords. Frick frack. The about sex sig
deed. Netflix and chill. When a topic becomes taboo, nals. Williams
DiNicola
people become unwilling to speak about it and address and
the issues. That's what "Sex Signals," a sexual assault spoke on gen
der stereotypes
prevention program, seeks to break.
Founded in 2000, the Chicago-based program uses that are promi
-semi-improvisational tactics and laughter to open up nent in our cul
the audience. The skits lead the students to ask ques ture, redefining
tions about hard topics including gender stereotypes, rape and the
significance of
coercion, consent and rape.
Anthony DiNicola, one of the two speakers, has knowing some
worked with the program for five years. He and his one's preferred
partner, Hilary Williams, spoke highly of their compa pronouns. They
also spoke to the
ny's tagline "fight fire with funny."
"[Our group] has an edge because we do use humor, importance of
and we don't shy away from using com
edy, not to laugh defining terms
at an issue, but to laugh sometimes at the absurdity of like "cis-gender,"
means
certain stereotypes; the absurdity of m aybe even the which
media's coverage of certain issues, but the completely one identifies as
the gender you
skirting of some of thereal issues," DiNicola said.
Lale Kocn |rnoiograpner
Last Thursday, Sept. 25, the performance drew in a one is assigned
Hilary
Williams and Anthony DiNicola act out a scenario meant to educate about sexual
at
birth.
large audience in the HUB M ultipurpose room, with
It's the small consent. Students hold up "stop" cards to indicate when they would have intervened.
overflow crowding around the back and into Lied
square. The event was not short of laughter either, things that add
whether by DiNicola and Williams or the suggestions up into being a
Many students appreciated the discussion, such as
problem, and one easy way to eliminate this problem
and questions of students.
Skits throughout the night ranged from a 'douche is to kindly ask specific questions, DiNicola said during juniors Emily Thorpe and Kaley Alness.
"It just something that doesn't get talked about here,"
bag' guy hitting on a nerdy girl, various scenes about the performance.
1 being pressured by another individual or others involv
"These are all the things that make us up as a person, Thorpe said. "I just think that it was really good for fa
ing audience engagement. Students were kept laughing it's not just simply that I identify as a man, that I have cilitating this type of discussion and for making people
while breaking down ingrained ideas about sex, inti a penis, that doesn't define who I am, right?" DiNicola feel comfortable, and they were probably saying things
macy and identity established through cultural norms. said. "I am defined just as much as my skin color, just that a lot of people were thinking but they really didn't
I to be funny, the know how to vocalize it."
With many pop culture references interwoven as much as how I cut my hair, howlike
The topics addressed in "Sex Signals" are often not
throughout the evening, the event felt more like an Star Wars tattoo that I have on my arm, right?"
Ignorance is solved by taking the step to knowing seen as large or relevant issues on Christian campus
informal discussion rather than a serious lecture. Wil
liams explained that they change parts of their script as more about the individual. It was also addressed that es, but Alness agrees that topics such as sexual harass
the culture changes. This adds relevance to their mate aspects such as appearance and sexuality do not define ment, rape, gender and identity need to be addressed.
"[Sexual harassment] is not talked about, and it's
a person as a whole, DiNicola said.
rial and keeps people engaged and interested.
"I am a collection of many, many, many different overlooked so much, and there's so much victim blam
"It's funny, [the performance] is based in comedy
so that we can get people to talk about difficult issues," things, and sometimes using humor to sort of b reak ing," Alness said.
Both women expressed the hope that those who at
down these barriers...is OK," DiNicola said.
Williams said.
tended the event would have a better understand
ing of the issues and stigmas surrounding rape and
sexual harassment.
"Stop making assumptions." Williams said. "Start
asking questions and start behaving like people."
monday
i Staff Writer

5-6:15 pm highland dance
6:30-8 pm advanced ballet / pointe

Contact Meghan Foulk at
meghanfoulkl9@my.whitworth.edu •

8:15-9:30 pm beginning ballet
tuesday
6 30-7 45 pm hip hop
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Erin Wolf|Photographer

Seniors Kaysee-Li Tomkins and Shanice Applewhaite wait for the improv performance to begin.

WHITWORTHIOUT
Knowing that an aspect of Title IX is that most faculty
and staff are required to report instances of sexual
assault, harassment or other serious allegations,
does that make you more or less likely to report
these instances?

More Likely

Less Likely

What's Title IX?

See page 3 for a story on the newly enforced policies.
Email survey of 100 Whitworth students

EDITORIAL: I N T H E L O O P

Students should be more educated
on Title IX requirements
Staff, student leadership and most importantly students are not prepared
or educated for Title IXmandatory reporting on campus.
Staff were notified of their new role at different points before the beginning
of th e school year and many were caught off gua rd. After receiving limited
training on how to deal with the wide variety of conversations that could arise
surrounding sexual violence/staff and faculty are expected to help navigate
and speak with students while also reporting sensitive details of their conver
sations to higher authorities. Some staff feel this requirement will bring more
awareness around sexual violence, while others fear students will find solace
in confidential outlets and stop coming to faculty.
Student leadership received initial training at their meetings before the gen
eral student body arrived, but leaders are mixed on how prepared they feel.
Most understand the definition of Title IX and the responsibilities of being a
Title IX reporter, but they desire to learn more. Resident assistants and small
group coordinators have traditionally been the support team for students in
the trenches of day to day college life. This year dynamics are different. Stu
dents can no longer expect complete confidentiality, now they may be direct
ed towards the counseling department or receive a letter of investigation.
Ultimately, it is the average student who is entering this year blind. While
many faculty alerted their students to staff's new position as mandatory re
porters, most students are unaware student leadership also reports. While
mandatory reporting may help a victim of sex ual violence find justice and
healing, students have a right to fully understand what can and cannot be re
ported and by which individuals. A proposed solution is educating freshman
during Freshman Seminars. A week devoted to the ins and outs of sexual vi
olence, how to report, what Title IX is and who on campus is a mandatory
reporter can be an effective start. The graduating class of 2016 may have been
unprepared for this year's changes, Whitworth should not allow the entering
class of 2020 to also be blindsided.

Editorials in the "In the Loop" section reflect the majority opinion ofthe Editorial
Board, comprised of five editors.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR: r<ssp@ns@ to blackface articles
Mr. Aguilar must be reflecting on history courses he
took before coming to Whitworth, because for more
In mynearly 33years of teaching at Whitworth, I have than three decades we have been offering courses and
never written in response to an article in The Whitwor- content within courses that address racial, ethnic, gen
thian, believing that as a student publication, it should der, cultural and class issues. We hope to be able to
be about student concerns without unsolicited faculty offer even more in the near future, but there has been
commentary. That being said, I find myself so troubled no ignorance of these important aspects of diversity in
by the apparent perception of my department on this our classes.
I am hot sure if th e reference to "core curriculum"
campus that I am breaking with that custom. While I
do not want to overreact to some of what appeared in refers specifically to our three course undergraduate
the last issue of the Whitworthian, I would neither be core program or to our core general education require
a responsible member of t he Whitworth community, ments. It has been my privilege over the years to have
nor a good steward of t he discipline to which I h ave served at one time or another in all three of the tegu
committed my professional life if I did not respond lar undergraduate core courses as well as the gradu
to the allegations about the study of h istory that ap ate core course. And while I personally have learned a
peared in the last issue. From this historian's perspec great deal while teaching with my talented and trusted
tive w hat is most instructive (and disturbing) is that colleagues, none of the core courses can be construed
we, as a campus community, don't even know what we as history courses because there is much more to my
don't know—and this pertains as much to some of the discipline than just relating facts from the past, which
responses to the blackface incident as to the incident all the core classes do. In fact, I would argue that'pracitself. We Whitworth historians can certainly strive to tically every course in every department teaches some
do better than we have done over the past 30 years, thing from the past, but that does not mean, by any
but sections from the last issue of The Whitworthian stretch of the imagination, that they are history cours
demonstrated a severe lack of aw areness of my disci es. They are not. And neither are our core classes.
In her thoughtful editorial Ms. Carter wrote that she
pline as a method of intellectual inquiry as well as how
was "appalled at the fact that at [sic] a university that
history has been taught at Whitworth.
In her contribution to the issue, Editor-in-Chief, Ms. prides itself on diversity in its student population, cur
Bresee asked the rhetorical question, "How can college riculum and faculty, allowed these students to get to
students in 2015 not know the history of b lackface?" this point without knowing the strong connotations be
This is a question we must ponder, but it begs the cen hind their costumes. On a greater level, 1 am uncom
tral underlying question: How can college students in fortable with the fact that for a decent number of Whit
worth students, this incident was the first time that they
2015 not know the history of their own country? The
statement by Mr. Aguilar, quoted by Ms. Haman in heard about blackface and its history."
I share her frustration, but let us not forget that Whit
another commentary, seemed to provide the answer.
worth students are not required to take even one his
"The incident that happened earlier this month we can
tory course to graduate. A number of history courses
see as a failure on our society's educational system,
meet various general education requirements, but
[sic] part by not having it in our core curriculum espe
courses in many other departments meet the same
cially in history courses."
Dear Editor:

requirements. Consequently, the vast majority of stu
dents graduate without ever taking a history class.
One might argue that students could take a history
course as general university elective, and yes, some do.
But most do not. For many, the decision to double or
triple major, limits room for elective classes—most of
those elective credits being lost to complete the second
or third major. But in that loss, the greater purpose of
pursuing a Christian, liberal arts education is shat
tered. I am deeply sympathetic to the concerns stu
dents have about the cost of attending Whitworth and
of finding a suitable job after graduation. But sacrific
ing the opportunity to explore areas of personal inter
est outside the major(s) based on the mistaken notion
that a second or even a third major will make students
more employable after graduation, conforming to the
nearly universal mindset that general education re
quirements are not to be valued but "gotten out of the
way," and placing such a tremendous overemphasis on
grades, guarantee that the educational blind spots ob
served by Ms. Bresee and Ms. Carter are perpetuated
year after year.
Ms. Carter concluded her editorial by suggesting that
"The conversation about race and racial history here at
Whitworth should have been started a long time ago,
particularly given our nation's climate on that subject."
My colleagues and I in the history department would
be the first to argue that we still have a long way to go
before we can say that we are where we should be with
regard to the complexity and richness of our past, but
I would encourage a somewhat closer look at what our
department has been consistently offering to the Whit
worth community before making assessments of o ur
perceived failures.
Arlin Migliazzo,
Professor of History
amigliazzo @whitworth.edu
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University president Beck Taylor builds community throughout campus
MAXCARTER
If you are a member of the community at Whitworth
University, you know some things. You know that each
student attempts to catch a pine cone before they grad
uate. You know how to analyze a worldview. You know
that breaking a plate is actually not a bad thing. And
you know that Whitworth President Beck Taylor is ex
tremely involved on campus, a quality that is admired
by faculty and students alike.
You might see Taylor in the Mind and Hearth, chat
ting it up with a smiling group of students. You might
see him in the UREC, dishing dimes and swishing
threes on the basketball court. And now, you might
see him this winter at Fox Theatre, singing a beautiful,
joyous harmony. Actually, you will definitely see that,
because President Taylor will be singing with the Whit
worth Men's Chorus this school year.
You might be thinking, "Oh my gosh, I couldn't
imagine singing in front of the president of my univer
sity, that would be so nerve wracking!" Well,as a mem
ber of the Men's Chorus at Whitworth, let me tell you
that any inkling of that was erased on Taylor's first day
of class. The environment was fun and comfortable, as
Taylor reassured us that he was just "one of the guys"
Obviously, it is not common at a university for the
president to be this relational with the students. But
Whitworth is different. Whitworth is a community-cen
tered university, and Taylor is right smack dab in the
center of that community. I would argue that Taylor is
the fuel behind the incredibly relational atmosphere
that exists at Whitworth.
With his example of presence on campus, Beck

seems to encourage pro
fessors to meet with stu
dents outside of class,
whether it be school relat
ed or not. Most students
that I know feel comfort
able approaching their
professors with questions
or concerns, or even just
for a casual conversation
about anything. At a larg
er university, you most
likely would not be able
to say that.
I personally am so
gratefiil to have this kind
of tr ansparent, open dia
logue between students
and faculty at Whitworth.
I feel that it encourages
growth in students' social
skills, speaking abilities
and invokes confidence
in even the shiest of indi
viduals.
Although our universi
ty has received much rec
ognition and credentials
over the years, the faculty, for the most part, remain
humble. The students more or less do the same. But
nobody is a better image of h umility than our presi
dent. Do you think that students at Washington State
University see interim President Daniel J. Bernardo in
shorts and a T-shirt, playing intramural basketball with
students? No chance. If you didn't know any better, you

Parking challenges for students
SKYLER NOBLE

Church are distributing notes that read,
"WHITWORTH STUDENTS MAY NOT
PARK IN THIS LOT. PLEASE FIND THE
APPROPRIATE STUDENT LOT. IN THE
Parking on Whitworth campus has FUTURE, YOUR VEHICLE MAY BE CIT
become a stressor to many students and ED OR TOWED IF PARKED HERE."
But where is the appropriate lot any
staff. With the ongoing construction of
the music building, many people are be more? If students attempt to park in the
coming more and more frustrated with no overnight for a night, they will get a
the lack of parking. It's becoming a cam- parking violation citation. We shouldn't
have to worry about receiving such vio
pus-wide inconvenience.
With the limited resident parking by lations if there is a parking obstruction.
Additionally, off-campus students
Warren Hall due to construction, many
residents and staff have to adjust where are struggling to find parking for the lit
they park their cars. Some may park tle time they spend on campus per day.
across the street or in a different lot, Some people have been riding their
causing other student residents and staff bikes to school to avoid the parking con
members with cars to park pla
ces further flict, but what will they do when they
have to get to their classes in snowy and
away from their dorms and classrooms.
"Our original anticipation was that cold weather conditions?
' "Students have to register their vehi
the construction of th e music building
would be a burden to students who lived cles. Whitworth has more parking than
on the west side of campus," said ASWU what the county requires for an insti
tution this size. The thing is that it's not
President, Justin Botejue.
Though I don't have a car myself, I very convenient," Botejue said. "When
have friends who come back to campus students register their vehicles, they
after a trip to the store and spend a good have to park in a certain area across
five minutes trying to find a spot in the campus. Security can better enforce this
B1 or B2 parking lots. Thelack of parking if students register their cars."
Hopefully the parking issue won't be
forces students to park either in the "no
overnight visitor parking" or the Whit as prevalent as the year progresses. But
worth Presbyterian Church lot. Students for now, it is a major inconvenience to
and staff should not have to stress about everyone on campus, not just the stu
where they are going to park whenever dent residents.
they want to leave or come back to campus.
With the increase of students park NOBLE is a sophomore majoring in
ing in these typically "No Parking" ar communications. Comments can be sent
eas, staff of the Whitworth Presbyterian to snoblel8@my.whitworth.edu

Katherine Bell | Gr
aphic Artist

wouldn't see Taylor as the president of a nationally rec
ognized university. You would probably just see him as
one of the guys.
CARTER is a senior majoring in journalism. Comments
can be sent tomcarterl6@my.whitworth.edu
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P ht o g r a p h e r

going lo challenge our team to get better at what we
do, and that's a really good thing."
'fire Lutes out-shot the Pirates on goal, four to
three, but only took 11 shot attempts, compared to
the Pirates 14. Additionally, the Lutes challenged
the Pirates' side of the field much more than the

1
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Sophomore Corinne Bell focuses in preparation against George Fox on Saturday 27. The Pirates struggled to end the match resulting in a high scoring final set of
33-31.

challenging opponent.
Whitman held the lead at 7-2.
"George Fox had a lot of intensity,"
"Their block did a much better job,"
Pirates head coach Kati Bodecker said. senior Nicole Leonard said. "Whitman
"They were making us work a litde bit has a few key hitters, and that's what got
us in trouble, but George Fox played all
The Volleyball team held its first place harder for our kills in that third set."
10-3 overall standing by taking two vic
The Pirates were unable to pick up the around as a team better than Whitman."
Leonard led the Pirates in the first
tories last week against the Whitman slack and stayed behind Whitman with a
Missionaries and the George Fox Bruins. consistent margin. The set ended with a set by making the Pirates' first kill of the
The Pirates beat the Missionaries last Missionary victory and a score of 25-19. game and getting an attack percentage
Wednesday with a set score of 3- 1, and
The fourth set of the match was close of 34 percent.
The Pirates had a rough start, but once
achieved a narrow victory against the for its duration. The Pirates took the first
Bruins on Saturday 27.
point, but neither team was able to gain the gap was closed at 4-4, Whitworth
took the lead and
The Pirates began their Wednesday a solid lead. The Pi
held it until the
night game with a solid lead by winning rates and Mission
"Whitman had a few key
end of the set. The
fc the first set with ease:
aries stayed neck
Pirates ended the
The Whitman Missionaries simply and neck until the
hitters, and thats what got
first set with a solid
could not keep up with the Pirates' fast score reached 12plays and cohesive teamwork. Minutes 12.
us in trouble, but George fox score of 25-18.
The
Bruins
into the game, the Pirates had already
"We knew that
taken the lead and would hold it for the we needed to played all around as a better found an unex
pected energy for
rest of the set.
swing more aggres
team than Whitman."
The Pirates' lead continued to grow sively and not let
the second set and
throughout the set and reached a peak their block get in
jumped ahead to a
NICOLE LEONARD
' of seven points when the score was 25- our way," Bodecker
score of 10-5. The
senior
18 at the end of the set.
Pirates were able to
said.
The second set mirrored the first with
tie the score at 12The
Pirates
Whitworth coming out strong. The Mis were able to take
12 but stayed neck
sionaries found themselves repeating the lead and managed a score of 18-14. and neck with the Bruins until the end
their same mistakes and coming out Sophomore Cassandra Mendoza led the of the set.
with an even worse score of 25-17.
When the score reached 26-26, Men
offensive with 18 kills and an attack per
Though Whitworth seemed destined centage of 26 percent-.
doza and junior Haley Vick made kills to
to win Wednesday's match, the Pirates
The Pirates were able to end the end the set with a score of 28-26.
were unable to carry their momentum match with a score of 25-20 and a set
"We were all working so hard," Men
over to the third set to end the game. score of 3-1.
doza said. "You h ave to be gutsy, there
The Missionaries came out strong in the
Even though Saturday's game ended at the end."
third set and took an early lead. The dy with a better set score for the Pirates, the
The most intense set of the week came
namic of the game had changed once Bruins proved themselves to be a more at the end of Sa turday's game. Neither

Peter Houston-Hencken
Sports Editor

team could get more than a three point
lead and the teams remained evenly
matched the entire set. Both teams ex
hibited talent with blocking and digging
in the third set.
"Even through our struggles, our team
does areally good job ofmaintaining our
confidence," Bodecker said. "They really
picked up their intensity at the end."
With each team constantly winning
and losing the lead, the crowd was no
ticeably agitated. Both teams seemed
tired when the score reached 31-31.
Luckily, Leonard was able to make two
successful kills and end the game at 3331.
Whitworth hold first place in the
Northwest Conference with a record of
4-0. Even though Whitman is eighth and
George Fox is sixth in the Conference,
the Pirates did not let themselves get too
comfortable.
"I feel like since we're first in con
ference, we get the best of every team,"
Leonard said. "They're not coming here
thinking they're going to lose, they're
going to come play the best team."
The Pirates will travel to Oregon this
weekend and face off against Pacific
University on Friday at 7 p.m. and Linfield University on Saturday at 5 p.m.

Contact Peter Houston-Hencken at
phouston-henckenl 7@my. whitworth.edu
+
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Football beats Chapman
with ease in Los Angeles
Pirates hold 3-0 record by winning first away game
McKinley Powers

Chapman QB on the first play of end Chad Wilburg.
"Last year this team beat us," sec
the drive. That led to another rush
Staff Writer
ond year head
ing touchdown
coach Rodney
by DeGaetano
The Whitworth Pirates defeat two plays later "We ran the ball very well. Sandberg said.
ed the Chapman Panthers 37-7 on to finish out the
"Last year our
Saturday, Sept. 26, i n Los Angeles, half. Pirates de
We played very physical defense allowed
during a non-conference game. The fense continued
49 points and
Pirates came out strong, scoring 23 to dominate in and were able to maintain this year they
points in the first half and main the third quarter
our lead throughout the had a shutout. It
tained their lead by scoring two with sophomore
really is a tribute
touchdowns in the second half.
to our defen
game."
inside lineback
After losing to the Panthers in er Patch Kulp
sive players and
TREVOR WOODALL
the 2014 season 49-34, expectations i n t e r c e p t i n g
our
defensive
were set high for the Pirates. Right another pass by
coaches."
junior
out of the gate, the Pa
nthers blocked the Chapman
Overall the
an attempted field goal made by QB.
Pirates
domi
freshman kicker Rehn Riley. Junior
Whitworth continued to keep nated with a total of 486 yards to
running back Duke DeGaetano their energy into the third quarter Chapman's 340 yards. Whitworth
then rushed for the first touchdown
with another in- also had four rushing touchdowns
of the game,
terceptionbyMc- and five defensive takeaways pro
followed by an
"Last year they beat us.
Donneli which ducing the final score of 37-7.
"We ran the ball very well,"junior
incomplete two
he returned for
point
conver It really is a tribute to our a
touchdown. offensive lineman Trevor Woodsion.
Anoth defensive players and our Senior
defen all said. "We played very physical
er touchdown
sive back Kelvin and were able to maintain our lead
quickly followed
Mackey forced throughout the game."
defensive coaches."
The Pirates ended the weekend
as junior quar
a fumble after a
RODNEY SANDBERG
terback Ian Kollong kickoff re with an overall record of 3-0. Whit
ste rushed for
turn which was worth leads the conference with 123
head coach
a
touchdown,
recovered
by points.
Next Saturday the Pirates take on
resulting in a
Kulp. DeGaeta
13-0 lead by the
no then rushed for another touch George Fox University for Home
Pirates.
down. The Panthers answered with coming, also the first Conference
The Pirates defense demanded their only touchdown of t he game game of the season, at 1 p.m.
attention in the first half after ju by a kick off return. Mackey then
nior outside linebacker Dalin Mc forced another fumble which was Contact McKinley Powers at
Donnell intercepted a pass by the recovered by freshman defensive mpowersl 8@my. whitworth.edu
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SCHEDULE FOR UPCOMING EVENTS
WOMEN'S SOCCER

MEN'S SOCCER

Saturday, Oct. 3, Noon
Puget Sound (Home)

Friday, Oct. 2,7 p.m.
Pacific (Ore.) (Away)

•

FOOTBALL

VOLLEYBALL
Friday, Oct. 2,7 p.m.
Pacific (Ore.) (Away)

Saturday, Oct 3,1 p.m.
George Fox (Home)

WOMEN'S GOLF
Saturday, Oct 3,TBA
GFUCulturame Classic (Away)

MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
Saturday, Oct. 3,9:30 a.m.
Willamette Invitational (Away)

MEN'S GOLF
Sunday, Oct. 4, noon
Whitworth Invitational (Home)

WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
Saturday, Oct. 3,9:30 a.m.
Willamette Invitational (Away)

SPORTS1" BRIEF
Women's soccer splits two games
while traveling through Oregon
The women's soccer team found victory
against Linfield, 1 -0 on Sa
turday 26, but
lost to Willamette, 1-0 on Sunday 27.
Willamette's victory pushed the Pirates
to second place in NWC. The Pirates
stand at 3-2 while Willamette stands at
3-1.
The Pirates will face off against Puget
Sound on Saturday 3, at noon and Pacific
Lutheran on Sunday 4, at noon. Both
games will be held at the Whitworth
Soccer Field.
Peter Houston-Hencken | Sports Editor

Women's golf second at Whitman
Invitational in Walla Walla
On Saturday 26, the women's golf team
took second place out of five teams at the
Whitman Invitational in Walla Walla.
The Pirates shot a cumulative score of
329 compared to Whitman's winning
score of 308.
Senior Chelsea Bayley gave Whitworth's
best performance with a score of 77, five
over par.
Peter Houston-Hencken | Sports Editor

Men's golf sixth at Point Loma
University Invitational in Dupont
The men's golf team took sixth place
out of 10 teams on Saturday at the PLU
Invitational in Dupont.
The team shot a score of 309 with 21
strokes over par. Willamette won on
Saturday 26, with a score of 291.
The men will compete in the Whitworth
Invitational on Sunday, Oct. 4. The event
will be held at the Spokane Country Club.
Peter Houston-Hencken | Sports Editor

509.313.3572 | gonzaga.edu/sirleaf
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Building! a

TOP: Whitworth students Clara Thompson (left) and Rayna
Charles picking up trash surrounding Holmes Elementary
School for Community Building Day.
Stuart Beeksma |Photographer

UPPER LEFT: Student Lizzie Sanders playing a game of four
square with sixth graders during their recess on Community
Building Day.
Stuart Beeksma | Photographer

Photo courtesy of Liz Jacobs

MIDDLE LEFT: ASWU Student Leaders: Kevin Glover, Kaysee-Li
Tomkins, Bailey Vallee, Savanna Atherton, Bailey Kasler, Kiersten
Signalness and Jordan Runk prepare for Homecoming at Pirate's Cove. .

Photo courtesy of Liz Jacobs

ABOVE: English Professor, Pamela Parker, helps clean the Westminster
garden among other helping hands.

Photo courtesy of Bao Tran

ABOVE: Students and faculty members of Whitworth University give back to the
community during Community Building Day.
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Homecoming Victory
In a week full of Whitworth festivities, the Pirates beat
the George Fox Bruins during the Homecoming game
on Saturday.

Malagasy student founds a
leadership camp

Traditional Homecoming
parade reintroduced

+

+

ABOUTUS

VOLUME 106, ISSUE 03
The Whitworthian has served as the main source of news and sports coverage
for the Whitworth community since 1905; The Whitworthian is an organization
composed entirely of students which produces Ihe Whitworthian weekly
newspaper and thewhitworthian.com.
OUR MISSION
Ihe Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting accurate and relevant
information in an innovative manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for expressing the interests of the
Whitworth community.
GENERAL INFORMATION
Ihe print edition of Ihe Whitworthian is published weekly, except during January
and student vacations. Ihe content is generated entirely by students. Ihe college
administration does not review the newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas
expressed in Ihe Whitworthian are those of the individual artists, writers and
student editors, and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associated Students
of Whitworth University (ASWU), the university, its administration, faculty/staff
or advertisers. Ihe Whitworthian is paid for through advertising and subscription
revenue and in part by student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the opinions of their individual
creators and not necessarily the opinion of Ihe Whitworthian, its editors or its
staff.
PUBLIC FORUM
Ihe Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in freedom of speech and
expression as guaranteed in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United
States.
CONTACT US
Ihe Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248

ONLINE AT
www.thewhitworthian.com
QUESTIONS?
rbreseel6@my.whitworth.edu

CORRECTIONS
If you have a comment or question about the fairness or accuracy of a story, send
an email to rbreseel6@my.whitworth.edu.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Ihe Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to articles or issues "of interest to the
Whitworth community. Send letters to rbreseel6@my.whitworth.edu. Limit to 250
words.
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FEATURED

03 Seaward Success

Junior Jessica Razanadrakoto wins a grant
to start a leadership summer camp in
Madagascar for middle and high school
students.

05 Smart Safety

Students request Whitworth's campus to
join 150 other schools in a safety app's
nationwide network.

07 HILARIOUS HYPNOTIST

The Whitworthian
like us on facebook

Professional hypnotist Jerry Harris
hypnotized student volunteers as part of
homecoming week festivities.

10 PROFESSIONAL POETRY

Renowned poet B.H. Fairchild came to
campus to read some of his award-winning
poetry for students and community members.

11 STUDENT SUCCESS

The nursing program at Whitworth allows
and encourages students to succeed in the
future.

12 RELIGION RE STRICTS

The religious requirements listed in the
student leadership applications limit the
applicant pool.

14 TOUGH TURF

The women's soccer team loses a tough
battle against two of the top teams in the
Northwest Conference.

15 FALLING FRO M FIRST

The volleyball team loses two games on the
road, giving up their first place rank in the
Northwest Conference.

Cover Photo: Stuart Beeksma

Student earns grant to start Madagascar camp
Parker Postlewait

opportunities offered to children in
Madagascar, she said.
Staff Writer
The project was not an easy one,
Razanadrakoto said.
Last semester junior
"This [process] took late nights an
d
Jessica
Razanadrakoto
very little sleep," Razanadrakoto said.
traveled the world by ship
The Resolution Project competi
and earned the opportu
tion consists of three rounds of pre 
nity to positively impact
sentations before a judging panel in
her home country, Mad
which teams explain their plans for
agascar, with its first-ever
finances and organization.
summer camp.
The hard work paid off, Razanad
Razanadrakoto
said
rakoto said. The team felt confident
she didn't know what to
in their idea after the final stage of
expect because she had
presentations, where they compet
never been on a cruise
ed against three other teams. She
ship before, but she en
and the other members of their team
tered into a competition
knew in the back of the ir minds that
created by the Resolution
they would win because of how well
Project, a non-profit or
the presentation had gone, she said.
ganization dedicated to
Razanadrakoto and her team
creating "leaders with a
mates want to create as many leaders
lifelong commitment to
as possible in the country, while al
social responsibility," ac—
lowing the students to have fun at the
cording to the organiza
camp.
tion's w ebsite.
Razanadrakoto's parents gave h er
The founders were
a piece of land that is big enough for
tired of being referred to
a school. The land is in the same area
as the leaders of tomor
as the camp so she hopes to be able
row and they decided to
to incorporate this to further the pur
inspire the generation to
pose of the camp, she said. Razanad
be the leaders of today,
rakoto plans to be at the camp for the
according to their mission
first few years, eventually planning
statement and story.
on teaching others how to sustain the
Through winning the
camp.
Resolution ' Fellowship
The time at sea wasn't all about the
Razanadrakoto and two
project. Class would stop when a fam
teammates received a U.S.
ily of d olphins swam by, Razanadra
Grant to develop a sum
koto said of her time on the ship.
mer camp in her home of
They spent two to 14 days on the
Moramanga, Madagascar.
water between ports, Razanadrako
Razanadrakoto - be
to said, calling the trip amazing. The
lieves Madagascar's un
students on the ship took classes and
touched potential helped
admired the sights and cultures that
them win. Razanadrakocome with a trip around the world.
to's team's camp would be
Their journey included 12 coun
the first summer camp in
tries, many of which were in Africa
Madagascar, Razanadra
and Asia.
koto said.
Departing from Ensenada, Mexico,
"Madagascar's
edu
the ship's passengers and crew gath
cation is based on mem
ered on the upper deck and clapped.
Jeanette Vazquez |Photo Editor
orization. Students' per
They continued clapping as they saw
formance is measured on Jessica Razanadrakoto
beautiful sunsets and sunrises the
how well they memorize
likes of which they had not experienced
ning team and five native Malagasies women, Laura Patterson, a D1 lacrosse on land, Razanadrakoto said.
the information and how
well they get on the test," Razanadrakoto and five international volunteers. The player, and Sophia Connot, a student
Razanadrakoto initially went on the
said. "Though grammar, math, and his 10 leaders will work with students 10-15 heavily involved in student leadership. trip because "traveling the world was on
Together,
these her bucket fist" and when she saw the
tory for instance could be done this way, years old for
two-week
leadership skills can't."
"We will be teaching students n e a r - s t r a n g e r s Semester at Sea. program she couldn't
combined
their help but agree to it, she said, adding
The goal of t he camp is to teach the periods who
skills to build a that she was excited to get to know other
leadership skills through sports
kids of Moramanga the leadership skills were sug
sports camp in peoples and cultures.
by
they don't learn in school, Razanadrako gested
and activities, such as Lacrosse
Madagascar
for
teachers in
to said.
Students who have an interest in a
leadership
devel
The fi rst year of camp will begin in M o r a m a n 
similar trip can find more information at
and the human knot"
opment for today semesteratsea.org.
July of 2016 with an expected enrollment gaand
tomorrow,
JESSICA RAZANADRAKOTO
Razanad
of 30 students.
More information on the Resolution
R a z a n a d r a k o t o Project can be found at www.resolu"We will be teaching students leader rakoto had
resolution project winner
said.
ship skills through sports and activities, the oppor
tionproject.org. Anyone who wishes to
The idea for the get involved with Razanadrakoto and
such as Lacrosse and the human knot," tunity
to
camp
partially
originated
from
Razanad
join in the competition that Resolu
Razanadrakoto said.
her team's project can apply as an in
An ideal day at camp would in tion Projects hosts during the Semes rakoto's experience in the U.S., she said. ternational volunteer as the camp gets
After moving from Madagascar she
clude sports in the morning, followed ter at Sea program. Resolution Projects
started. Donations toward sports equip
by lunch. Then arts and crafts and oth brings their Resolution Fellowship to began attending high school in Seattle ment/volunteers travels are also wel
er activities, and closing the day with a the Semester at Sea program to find un her sophomore year. During that time come as the camp enters its growth pe
discussion session on what the students dergraduate students and helps "them she recognized Madagascar doesn't of riod, Razanadrakoto said.
learned on and off the field and why it implement their idea and develop as so fer nearly as many extra-curricular ac
matters in their everyday life, Razanad cially-responsible leaders," according to tivities as the United States, Razanadra
koto said.
the program description.
rakoto said.
Participating in the Resolution Proj Contact Parker Postlewait at
She struggled to find a team at first,
The team working at the camp will
be made up of Razanadrakoto's win- but then came together with two other ect gave her the chance to increase the ppostlewaitl 6@my. whitworth.edu

President Ellen Johnson Sirleaf speaks at Gonzag
Emily Goodell
Staff Writer
"If your dreams do not scare you, they are not big
enough," Liberian President Ellen Johnson Sirleaf said
during a speech at the Gonzaga University Presidential
Speaker series last Sunday.
Whitworth students who attended the event held
at the McCarthey Athletic Center said they were pro
foundly impacted by her words.
"I think when you have someone like her who's
done a lot of great things and especially being who she
is...being the first female head of state in Africa, being
a Nobel Peace Prize winner-these are things that are
amazing and that people should aspire to," ju nior po
litical science major James Eccles said. "I think people
are more likely to be inspired to aspire to those things if
they meet her face to face. I think that's incredibly im
portant."
Sirleaf's perspective on Africa impacted senior com
munication major Addy Koneval, she said.
"She told this intricate and interesting narrative
about West Africa that's different than our preconcep
tions about what Africa is," Koneval said.
"If asked to describe my homeland in a sentence, I
might say something like this: Liberia is a wonderful,
beautiful, mixed-up country struggling mightily to find
itself," Sirleaf wrote in her autobiography, "This Child
Will Be Great: Memoir of a Remarkable Life by Africa's
First Woman President."
One of th e struggles Liberia has faced is with the
2014 Ebola outbreak that infected over 10,000 people
and killed nearly 5,000 in Liberia, according to the Center'for Disease Control.
People were confused, frightened and did not know
what to do against an enemy that they couldn't see,
hide from or understand, Sirleaf said.
The initial lack of response from other countries to
come to West Africa's aid prompted Sirleaf to write a
letter to the world, asking for help.
"It is the duty of all of us, as global citizens, to send a
message that we willnot leave millions of WestAfricans
to fend for themselves against an enemy that they do
not know, and against whom they have little defense,"
Sirleaf said. "The time for talking or theorizing is over.
Only concerted action will save my country, and our
neighbors, from experiencing another national trage to ever be democratically elected in any African nation,
dy."
a Nobel Peace Prize winner, an avid advocate for wom
The president's perspective on the Ebola crisis in en's rights, education and peace, she is also a grand
Liberia and West Africa as a whole, specifically the in mother and that has an impact on her presidency.
volvement of th e United States in the crisis impacted
"I like that she draws on the strength of being a
Eccles, he said.
grandmother to run the coun
"We turned our back on
try," senior history and Span
West Africa a nd didn't really
"If your dreams do not scare
ish major Hannah Tweet said.
care about it until it seemed
"She started out as a moth
you, they are not big enough."
like it might affect us person
er of four . Her grandmothers
ally and I think that is a dan
on both sides spent their en
ELLEN JOHNSON SIRLEAF
gerous, dangerous mindset to
tire lives illiterate. Her mother
have in the world that we live
liberian president
was the first one in her family
in today," Eccles said. "I think
that was literate, but she still
it's important to hear some
worked an incredibly hard life
one that was there experiencing that firsthand to say,
of labor," Eccles said. "For her to rise above that, I think
'Hey, where were you? This is a global community and is a pretty profound message: that people should get
you're a part of it. You should be doing better.'"
involved and don't let perceived barriers prevent you
During her speech, Sirleaf reminded the crowd that from doing so."
although she is many things, the first female president
Liberia celebrates 12 years of peace this year, Sirleaf
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Rainier Emerick |Graphic Editor

said. When asked about her excitement for the future of
Liberia, Sirleaf said that she hopes for world peace, "a
peace that allows human dignity to prevail."
Sirleaf has been abused, imprisoned and exiled,
according to her autobiography. During her imprison
ment, she did not know whether she would live or die,
Sirleaf said.
"The way that she downplayed her personal trials,
like going to prison, is a testament to the strength and
resilience she has," Tweet said.
What mainly resonated with students is her advice
about dreams, the same advice she gave to Harvard
students during her commencement address in 2011.
"I think her closing comments that if your dream
doesn't scare you, then you're not dreaming b
enough... means that the barriers that scare us should,
not stop us," Eccles said.
Contact Emily Goodell at
egoodelll 8@my. whitworth. edu
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The number of students Jessica
Razanadrakoto will have at her
summer camp.
p. 3.

The approximate number of
Whitworth requests BlueLight
app team received.
p. 5

8
The number of students hypno
tized by hypnotist Jerry Harris.
p. 8
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Whitworth added to BlueLight app network
Hayley O'Brien

patcher as well as displayed at the top of
the user's phone screen, Marshall said.
When a school is added to the
This summer, Whitworth, along with BlueLight network, the users who
150 schools nationwide, joined the clicked "Request help" on campus are
connected directly to campus security
BlueLight network.
Not to be confused with the blue light and the names of campus buildings are
emergency stations located throughout added to the BlueLight network, Mar
campus, BlueLight is a safety app which, shall said.
The Whitworth campus being added
Using GPS, connects users to their clos
est emergency dispatchers and allows to the BlueLight network means that if a
selected people to receive updates on Whitworth student with the app were to
the user's whereabouts, said Ceci Mar use the "Request Help" feature while on
campus, campus security would receive
shall, a BlueLight marketing intern.
a call relaying
Campuses
are added to the
"Whitworth, believe it or not, the student's
location
BlueLight network
is not well known by criminals measured by
when the company
recognizes a large because most people don't know the proximity
to a building
number of people
where it is."
such as "200
in an area are using
feet
from
the app or when
PHIL HINCKLEY
Weyerhaeus
there are multiple
security officer
er hall."
requests made to
W h i t 
have the campus
worth employs nine security officers,
added, Marshall said.
Approximately 10 requests were two of whom are on duty at a time, Whit
made to the company this summer to worth security officer Phil Hinckley said.
Hinckley, who has been a security of
add Whitworth to the safety app's net
ficer at Whitworth for 20 years, said he
work, Marshall said.
BlueLight consists of two main fea has never received a call from a student
tures: "Request Help" and "On My Way." who felt unsafe walking across campus
A user who presses "Request Help" is at night.
Most calls the security officers receive
connected to the nearest 911 dispatcher
and the location is relayed to the dis are for unlocking doors, Hinckley said. .

News Editor

"Whitworth, believe it or not, is not than campus can use the app off campus
well known by criminals because most as well.
people don't know where it is," Hinckley
The BlueLight app can be used any
where, such as
said.
"I've never received a call from downtown Spo
Most stu
dent
con
someone saying 'I've just been kane.
When users of
cerns about
assaulted."
the app aren't on
assault and
campus the "Re
harassment
PHIL HINCKLEY
quest Help" fea
are taken to
security officer
ture will connect
leadership in
them to the near
student life,
est
emergency
not campus
dispatcher and send the dispatcher the
security, Hinckley said.
"I've never received a call from some user's location's address.
The app is also often used to help
one saying 'I've just been assaulted,"'
students know where they are when
Hinckley said.
BlueLight's "On My Way" feature al they are lost because their location will
lows a student to enter a destination and appear on the phone screen, Marshall
select people they want BlueLight to said.
The app costs $9.99 a year for stu
notify via a text message when the indi
vidual begins their journey and reaches dents and $19.99 for all other users, ac
cording to getbluelight.com.
their destination.
For students on campus who do not
feel safe walking across campus, Whit
worth offers a safe rides service. The
service provides students rides across
campus in security vehicles.
Currently there is an average of one to
two safe rides per night, Jacquelyn McCord, chief of Whitworth security, said.
Safe rides are used mostly bystudents
who are injured or don't want to walk in
Contact Hayley O'Brien at
the cold, Hinckley said.
Users who feel unsafe in places other hobrienl 7@my. whitworth.edu
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Elisah Winikka | Cartoonist

10
The number of floats in the
homecoming parade Oct. 3.
p. 10

51
The distance in yards of the
Pirates' longest field goal last'
Saturday.
p. 13

10
•The number of shots attempted by
the women's soccer team during last
Friday's game.
p. 14

8
The number of points the volleyball
team led by in the fourth set of last
Friday's game.
p. 14
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Canceled: Turkey Jan Term
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Sarah Haman
Staff Writer
Whitworth Universi
ty has canceled the 2016
study abroad trip to Tur
key due to the recent civil
unrest in Syria. The Syrian
crisis has spilled into Tur
key resulting in height
ened concerns for student
safety
while studying
abroad.
"The hotspot of the
Syrian Crisis in Turkey is
the southeastern corner,"
junior Chase Weholt, a
student who was toattend
the 2016 Turkey trip said.
"There is agroup of people
that have been wanting to
create their own state."
Due to the Syrian crisis,
Whitworth has canceled
the 2016 trip to Turkey for
liability and safety pur
poses, Weholt said.
U.S. c itizens can trav
el to Turkey, but there is
an official travel warning
put out by the U.S. State
Department. It cautions
travelers from going to the
region due to an unstable
government, civil war, on
going intense crime and
violence or frequent ter

The Greece trip has
rorist attacks, according
to the Bureau of Consular been confirmed, but the
economic crisis in Greece
Affairs.
The Syrian Civil war could affect the trip.
"It's not promising. Our
has raged for four years,
dollar is going to have a lot
beginning in 2011.
The 15 day trip would of power in Greece, so that
have taken place during should be helpful when it
the 2016 January Term, ac comes to expenses," We
cording to the Whitworth holt said. "On the flip side,
website. This trip is usu making changes now to
ally available every three the trip and reschedul
ing, there will probably
years.
In place of the trip to be some increased fees. I

"Turkey's history bleeds into Greece.
The next best place to go is Greece."
CHASE WEHOLT

junior planing to participate in program
Turkey the administration
has scheduled a trip to
Greece, Weholt said.
"It's in the works right
now. Jonathan Woo [the
trip leader] came to us
and gave us the news and
out of anyone this had
been more tough on him,"
Weholt said. "Years of
planning go into a study
abroad trip. Turkey's his
tory bleeds into Greece.
The next best place to go is
Greece."

don't have any worries in
its stability in where we
would be able to go."
Twenty-four students
had been scheduled to go
on the trip to Turkey and
they expressed sadness
in the cancellation of t he
trip, Weholt said.
"Students, when they
came to me, prepared a
paper on a specific aspect
of th e trip that gave them
an expert voice in that
particular field and then

when we were at a place in
the journey that was rel
evant to their paper, they
would give to the entire
group a summary of the ir
findings," Jim Edwards,
the previous trip leader
and retired theology pro
fessor said.
"There are wonder
ful advantages to Turkey.
Turkey is a large country
with a diverse and beau
tiful landscape," Edwards
said.
The theology depart
ment holds this trip for
students to experience the
birthplace of Ch ristianity,
Edwards said.
"I devised and estab
lished the trip back in
2007," E dwards said. "For
our purposes we were
studying the history of
Christianity there. It has
tremendous antiquities
especially when refer
enced to Christianity. That
was our primary objective.
The Turkish people al
ways treated us with great
friendliness.
Contact Sarah Haman
shamanl9@my.whit- '
worth.edu

NEWSINBRIEF
ISIS destroys ancient Arch of
Triumph in Syria's Palmyra
ruins

The 1,800-year-old Arch of Triumph was
destroyed by ISIS militants last Sunday Oct.4.
This is the latest in a number of architectural
demolitions ISIS has carried out. In Aug.,
ISIS destroyed the Temple of Bel and the
Temple of B aalshamin resulting in outrage
from around the world. The United Nations
cultural organization UNESCO deemed the
destruction of the Arch of Triumph a war
crime.

Doctors Without Boarders to
leave Kunduz after strike on
hospital
The aid organization, Doctors Without
Boarders, plans to leave the Afghan city
of Kunduz in response to an airstrike
on a Doctors Without Boarders hospital
that killed 22 people, including 12 staff
members. Both the Pentagon and the
Afghan government said they will begin an
investigation. Closing the hospital will leave
thousands of people with little medical care
access. In 2014 the hospital treated more
than 22,000 patients and more than 5,900
surgical procedures were preformed.
Sources|CNN News & The New York Times

ASWU UPDATE
• New Dean of Spiritual Life Forrest Buckner spoke to ASWU about upcoming events
in the chapel and his goals. Campus minis
try newsletters will be printed on a weekly
basis to communicate the new events hap
pening at the Chapel every week. AWAKE
happens every Wednesday, and small
groups are in the process of launching. The
Chapel is planning to show a movie about
the integration of race and faith soon.

• Club Updates Restoring hope meets Tues
days from 6 pm-7 pm in Robinson 141. In
these meetings students talk about men
tal health and are planing an event called
Hopes and Fears to be executed during
Freshmen Fall Fest. Gaming Club meets
every Friday night in the classroom in Hendrick Hall where the members play board
games and role-playing games. WhitCon is
on April 9 andlO which is an event they host
that consists of LARPing, tournaments and
video games.

•

Letters of Recommendation: ASWU

contemplated the importance and fairness
of asking leadership candidates for recom
mendation letters when applying for posi
tions. The main argument against the cur
rent policy being that freshmen candidates
don't have time to build the relationships
necessary to ask for a recommendation be
fore election season.
Rainier Emerick | G
raphic Editor

Jhi

ARTS & CULTURE

Students hypnotized by professional This week in
hypnotist during Homecoming week THEATERS
Melissa Voss
Staff Writer
As p art of this week's Homecoming
festivities, Jerry Harris, a noted hypno
tist and author came to Whitworth and
hypnotized eight willing Whitworth stu
dents. The Sept. 30 show was just under
two hours and had the audience laugh
ing the whole time.
Harris randomly selected eight eager
audience members to go up on stage
and be hypnotized.
He also encouraged any other mem
bers of the audience to perform the re
laxation in order to become hypnotized
as well.
A few audience members became
"hypnotized and Harris gave them a
post-hypnotic suggestion which led to
them to stand up and chant his name
when he introduced himself saying, "My
name is Jerry Harris!"
Many of the volunteers who were hyp
notized on stage performed hilarious
activities that Harris suggested.
"They respond to suggestions howev
er they feel appropriate," Harris said.
At one point in the show, volunteers
believed that paper napkins were actu
ally $100 bills. Harris convinced the vol
unteers to store their cash somewhere
on their person, which for many, meant
straight down their pants.
After the show, sophomore Jake Elder
was very confused about the large stash
of napkins he had stored in the pockets
of his shorts.
"I have no-idea why they are there,"
Elder said.

Throughout
the evening, the
volunteers
per
formed as Miley
Cyrus and her
backup dancers,
Russian ballerinas
who spoke fluent
Russian-or what
they believed was
Russian-and even
strutted their stuff
as fashion models.
Freshman Joe
Spencer, one of
Domenica Cooke-Tassone | Phot
ographer
the
volunteers,
had been hypno Freshman Summer Gnoinsky perform "Wrecking Ball" by
Miley Cyrus with her fellow hypnotized backup dancers.
tized before.
"It felt pretty
much the same
and I remember everything...I knew stage at all times.
"We b ecome a team," Harris said. "I
what was going on," Spencer said.
Despite being aware while hypno would never suggest something that I
tized, Spencer still responded to Harris's wouldn't do myself."
That meant that Harris ensured stu
suggestion that he was "Tinker Bell,King
of th e Sugarplum Fairies," a title which dents before the hypnosis that they
he defended by flapping his arms like would not remove any clothing, would
replace curse words with foods and
they were wings.
"It was kind of e mbarrassing," Spen would not, under any circumstances, be
told to make animal noises.
cer said.
Harris made the hypnotism process
Many students attended the event
in order to celebrate homecoming and look easy.
He played calming music to relax his
take a break from studying.
Freshman Dillon King was impressed subjects and made sure that they main
tained eye contact with him while he
with the show.
"It was really interesting," King said. slowly talked them through a relaxation
"Hypnotism is different than you think." exercise. This was meant to encourage
Harris made sure to keep the show their brain to produce alpha.waves,
PG-13 and respected the volunteers on which creates an environment similar
to the state of mind prior to sleep, Harris
said.
"All it is relaxation," Harris said. "One
hour under hypnosis is equivalent to
getting eight hours of quality sleep," Har
ris said. After their time under hypnosis,
the participants verified this statement.
"I really feel well rested," Elder said,
despite the extensive amount of activity
he performed, including dancing and
singing.
Harris's career in hypnosis began in
1988 with his wife Linda after he had a
major health scare.
"Hypnosis really saved my life," Harris
said.
Hypnosis is medically proven to re
lieve stress, said Harris, who has au
thored 24 self-help and hypnotherapy
books.
Students believed that the partici
pants were really in a stage of hypnosis
as well.
"The brain is so susceptible to any
thing," freshman Mae Curtis said. "It's
fun and scary."
Whitworth students were glad to
welcome Harris to campus in order to
kick off Homecoming with some "good,
clean, quality fun!"

Domenica Cooke-Tassone [ Photographer

Freshman Joe Spencer and sophomores Jake Elder and Mitchell Whitehead
reacting when convinced by the hypnotist that there was a bad odor in the air.

Contact Melissa Voss at
mvossl 9@my. whitworth.edu

Check out these movies
coming out in theaters
this Friday, Oct. 9.

"PAN" -

RUNTIME: 111 min.

A 12-year-old boy finds himself
whisked away to Neverland, and
becomes the beloved hero Peter
Pan.

"THE WALK" -

RUNTIME: 123 min.
Only one man-Philippe Petit-will
ever walk in the space between
the World Trade Center towers.

"VICTORIA" -

RUNTIME: 138 min.
Shot in one take, with no special
effects or CGI, this film follows
Victoria and Sonne as they fight to
repay a dangerous favor.

New

RELEASES
Check out these new
music releases, for Oct. 7
through Oct. 13.

CITY AND COLOUR "If I Should Go Before
You"

EDWARD SHARPE& THE
MAGNETIC ZEROS"In N o Particular Order:
2009-2014"

MAYDAY PARADE "Black Lines"

TOBY KEITH "35 MPHTown"
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w

^ARTIST SPOTLIGHT
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Ryan Stewart: Saxophonist and senator
l iana Hetty Manuela
Staff Writer

A talented musician and multi-instru
mentalist, sophomore Ryan Stewart is
active in the music scene at Whitworth.
His ability to play the saxophone, clari
net and piano gave him the opportunity
to play professionally throughout high
school and college.
"I had jazz combo in high school; it's
like small jazz band with four or fivepeo
ple playing from the same high school,"
Stewart said. "We got a gig to play for a
big regional company in downtown and
played professionally."
He also performed several times in
public places and hotels.
"I performed in Riverfront Park, and
at Red Lion Hotel a couple of times, and
I played at Davenport hotel for a New
Year celebration," Stewart said.
Although Stewart has had experience
playing professionally since high school,
he never stops practicing and learning
more.
In 2014, Stewart started his music ed
ucation at Whitworth and is majoring in
music performance with a focus on clas
sical and jazz saxophone.
While Stewart has a tight schedule
with studying, work and Warren Hall
senatorial duties, he is also active in
off-campus activities. He joined a local
jazz band to play with other music stu
dents and professional musicians.

"It's a jazz band called The MasterClass Big Band," Stew art said. "It's kind
of a cool local band that lets student and
professionals get together and play gigs
around town."
In addition to playing saxophone,
Stewart is interested in classical music
history.
"I feel like music in the past teaches us
a lot and I always will be a fan of older
music," Stewart said. "I love music stuff
from the classical era. Its very cool to
see, all the music we have today comes
from music of the past."
One of his favorite musicians from the
classical era is Dexter Gordon, an Amer
ican jazz tenor saxophonist. He admires
and looks up to Gordon's music perfor
mance skill.
"His tone and the way he plays, it's
very edgy and simplistic," Stewart said.
"I'd love to go to classical theater, either
in France or in Italy. I'd love to perform
as a feature. But I'd also enjoy to going
to watch professional symphony orches-

ART: CARTOONING THE EVERGREEN STATE
CJ

CO

CO

6:30 p.m.
Downtown Spokane Library

906 W. Main Ave.
Cartoonist Milt Priggee shares a
collection of images to challenge the
audience's beliefs on political issues.

LECTURE: ARCHAEOLOGY OF THE
CONFEDERATE SUBMARINE H.L. HUNLEY
6:30 p.m.
Northwest Museum of Arts & Culture
2316 W. First Ave.
Dr. Ro bert Neyland discusses the
archaeology of the sunken Confederate
Civil War submarine H.L. Hun ley.

CO

ACADEMICS: THEOLOGY DEPARTMENT
INFOMEETING
4 p.m.
HUB ABC Con ference Room
Come meet theology department
faculty, hear from current students
and learn about the new majors and
minors in the program.

DOCUMENTARY: FINDING NOAH
7 p.m. I $ 13
Regal Cinemas
4750 N. Division, Spokane

A screening of a documentary about
a team's quest to find the remains of
Noah's Ark.

o>

CAMPUS: PUMPKIN CARVING

COMMUNITY: F

6 - 8 p.m.
HUB Mu ltipurpose Room

CO

Bring your own pumpkin or purchase
one of a limited supply on site for $34. De-str-ess while carving pumpkins
with your favorite friends, faculty and
staff.

ca
as
=3
CO

7 - 1 0 iprn.
Stewart Hall
Participate in
take pictures i
Taylor, consur
caramel apple
this second ar

COMMUNITY: AFTER-GAME DANCE

LECTURE: JESU

U-Rec Main Cyml $1
Celebrate after the Friday volleyball
game with a dance party in the U-Rec.
For information, contact Bailey Kasler
at bkasleri6@my.whitworth.edu.

Robinson Teai
Listen to const
partisan dialo
immigration c
its root causes

9 -10:15 p.m.

3-4:30 p.m.
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11 in Homing parade
revisits old traditions
Melissa Voss
Staff Writer

Zoie Koch | Pho
tographer

ASWU president Justin Botejue at the parade.

Zoie Koch | Pho
tographer

Arend residents cheer as their float passes by.

Zoie Koch | Photographer

Junior Rachel Rogers and sophomores
Arlene Alegra, Clare Newell and Margaret
Jensen wave to the crowd.

ESHMAN FALL FEST

lays, carve pumpkins,
th President Beck
hot apple cider and
and square dance at
ual event.

^

CO

to vote for the best one. Junior Bailey
Vailee helped hand out slips.
"This creates a cool activity for
alumni and students to be a part of,"
Vallee said. "There is a sense of cam
a
raderie."
The vote resulted in BMac's pi
rate ship taking home the win as the
crowd favorite float.
The parade took the place of a
Homecoming dance which had been
put on for several years. Instead of the
dance this year, the committee decid
ed to create an activity that any stu
dent could be a part of.
"Not everyone wants to go to a
dance," Weholt said.
The parade allowed students to cel
ebrate Homecoming creatively and
inclusively, Weholt said.

This year an old tradition was re
vived for Whitworth Homecoming:
a parade. For many students Oct. 3
was a new experience, but the Home
coming parade was once a yearly
tradition among the Whitworth com
munity. The Associated Students of
Whitworth University (ASWU) came
up with the idea of a Homecoming
parade after looking in old yearbooks
from Whitworth's past.
Contact Melissa Voss at
"The goal is to give the whole cam
mvossl 9@my. whitworth.edu
pus opportunities to be involved,"
ASWU executive vice presi
dent Chase Weholt said.
The parade included 10
floats decorated by each
dorm
community
and
off-campus students. From
a pirate ship to a camping
scene, the dorms were cre
ative with their decorations.
President Beck Taylor and
his wife Julie were also a part
of the Homecoming parade.
They rode at the back of
the parade in a convertible
chauffeured by Ballard and
McMillan resident director,
Matthew Baker.
"It's a reintroduction of an
old tradition," Taylor said.
Taylor was' excited about
the addition of the home
coming parade as a way for
students to be more involved
in the Homecoming festivi
ties, he said.
"It's great to see alumni
and current students," Taylor
said.
Some alumni were on
Stewart Beeksma | Photographer
campus for Homecoming
after being away from Whit Ballard and McMillan Hall residents pose in front of their float, designed as a
pirate ship named the "Lady Pauline." The pirate ship float won the parade con
test.
worth for decades.

COMMUNITY: PIRATE PRIDE COMING OUT
STORIES
7 p.m.
Mind Et H earth
In celebration of National Coming Out
Day, Pirate PRIDE is hosting Coming
Out Stories, an open mic night. Come
and show your support for peers.

NEBOT

COMMUNITY: RINGLING BROS. AND
BARNUM&BAILEY CIRCUS

ing Theatre
jctive and nonje about the
;is to better understand

Times vary I $1 0
Spokane Arena
720 W. Mallon Ave.

+

"We love seeing old friends," said
Beth Wentworth-Strickland, class of
1985. The parade was a great way to
welcome Whitworth alums back to
campus.
"This was a really cool idea," senior
Cass Busch said. "It's cool to see dif
ferent people take on decorating their
float."
Students and alumni voted for their
favorite float after the parade, which
proceeded along the loop road and
ended in front of the Hixson Union
Building. Each person put a voting
slip in the box of their favorite float

A&C 09

Watch superhuman stunts,
performers and animals.

LECTURE: HISPANIC HERITAGE MONTH
7-8:30 p.m.
Robinson Teaching Theatre

Nydia Martinez discusses whether
Hispanic Heritage month celebrates
Hispanic/Latina/o diversity or a
common heritage.

ART: FREE FOR ALL
10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Spokane Art School
809 W. Garland Ave.
A group show featuring the work of
local artists Kay O'Rourke, Ellen Picken,
Katie Creyts, Matt Rude and others.

CAMPUS: HOSANNA
9:45 p.m.
Seeley G. Mudd Chapel Sanctuary
Come.share in this special community
and discover the renewing grace
of Jesus Christ through Scripture,
reflection, and worship at this weekly,
student-led event.

COMMUNITY: GARDENING CLASS
7 - 9 p.m.
Community Building
35 W. Main Ave.
Join Master Gardener Pat Munts to
learn how to prepare your garden for
winter.

10 A&C
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Influential poet B.H. Fairchild inspires students
O
o
po

POETRY!
Some excerpts from Fairchild's
poems from poetryfoundation.org

"ANGELS"

I In the hospital, head wrapped
like a gift
(the nurses had stuck a bow on
top), he said
four flaming angels crouched on
the hood, wings
spread so wide he couldn't see,
and then
the world collapsed.

"OLD MEN PLAYING
BASKETBALL"

The heavy bodies lunge, the
broken language
of fake and drive, glamorous
jump shot
slowed to a stutter. Their ges
tures, in love
again with the pure geometry of
curves
rise toward the ball, falter, and
fall away.
On the boards their hands and
fingertips
tremble in tense little prayers of
reach
and balance. Then, the grind of bone

portant," Caraway said. "All these things of "work, eat, sleep" were aimless. He
kind
of come together like at the end of a wanted a purpose, which he found in
Staff Writer
symphony where you've had all of these literature, because there is always a
The audience listened with rapt at individual strings. You know, the choir point and a promise. Poetry fulfilled that
purpose, and the in
tention as poetry filled the hall. The poet part is good over
fluences of growing
had each member hanging on for the here, and the strings
"He's able to combine all up in a blue-collar
next phrase, filling the space with the are good over here,
American society is
and
the
brass,
every
flow of his stanzas, spinning imagery
of the elements that make evident,
Fairchild
thing, and with the
and narrative.
said.
poetry so important."
B.H. Fairchild is an accomplished end, the crescendo
His work explores
poet, and has won many awards such as it all comes together.
THOMAS CARAWAY
the area where he
the Beatrice Hawley Award, the National And that's what his
was born and the
Book Critics Circle Award and the Bob- poetry does for me."
English professor
empty landscapes
Fairchild read the
bitt National Prize for Poetry, according
poems "Language, Nonsense, Desire," that accompany it, along with the lives
to his Poetry Foundation profile.
Fairchild's poetry reading was held "The Limits of my Language: English of the working residents. Many times
on Tuesday, Sept. 29 in Weyerhaeuser 85B," "The Deposition," "Cigarettes," his poems include his own family and
Hall. The performance drew in faculty, "What He Said, What She Said" and oth friends, according to his Poetry Founda
students and other members of the Spo er pieces from his book "The BlueBuick." tion profile.
The audience didn't stay silent
Fairchild provided commentary on
kane community. Some students were
each poem before throughout the performance. Many
required to attend for
he read them to pro times the silence was broken by laugh
various classes, and
"It was interesting hear vide insight into his ter, usually caused by Fairchild's humor
many were excited
personal experienc ous anecdotes. Students often take too
to hear the writer's
ing his poems out loud
es. He explained the many literary classes, and could not ac
work.
inspirations for each cept a poem for what it was an enjoy it,
"I had read a few
rather than reading
Fairchild said.
piece, ranging from
B.H. Fairchild poems
them."
The friendly
atmosphere brought
a high school Span
in high school and I
ish video to his days many poetry lovers and new enthusiasts
really liked it," fresh
JORDAN SEIERSON
working as a young together.
man Jordan Seiersen
adult in his home
freshman
said. "It was interest
town.
ing hearing his po
Fairchild spoke of his days before Contact Meghan Foulk at
ems out loud rather than reading them."
The reading reinforced the impor poetry, and his revelation that days meghanfoulkl 9@my.whitworth.edu
tance of reading poems out loud. That
was especially true for Fairchild's po
ems because they are from personal
experience, which gives his stories a
deeper meaning and makes them ap
plicable to the population. They are
quite beautiful, Seiersen said.
English professor Thomas Cara
way introduced Fairchild to the au
dience. A long-time fan of the poet's
work, Caraway loves how Fairchild
brings in sound, metaphor, figurative
language, as well as interesting nar
ratives and characters, which makes
him such a powerful writer, Caraway
said.
"He's able to combine all of the
elements that make poetry so im-

Meghan Foulk

PRINCETON THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
Educating faithful Christian leaders
for more than 200 years.

Erin Wolf | Photographer

Poet B.H. Fairchild reads one of his poems during the reading. He offered
commentary between pieces to give the audience insight into his writing
process and childhood, which helped them better understand his poetry.

"f

P R I N C E T O N
THEOLOGICAL SE MINARY

ptsem.edu/admissions

OPINIONS

WHITWORTHIOUT
IF you live ON CAMPUS,
how many primetimes
do you attend a week on average?

m

24%

Email survey of 100 Whitworth students

EDITORIAL:IN THE LOOP
Prime Times should be
changed to meet goals
the initial purpose of P rime Times is to build
the community within a residence hall. However, it
is known that Prime Times are not the most well at
tended events. Are Prime Times fulfilling their pur
pose? Perhaps Prime Times need to be redesigned
in order to successfully build community.
According to the Whitworth website, the goals
of prime time are "...to build community and grow
adults in an atmosphere where students can feel
known, engaged, and welcomed." In their current
format, the effectiveness of Prime Times varies be
tween each community on campus.
In a survey sent out to all Whitworth students,
there was a question that asked what they believed
the goal of primetime was. The most common re
sponses were "to build community" and "to have
fun." While "building community" is mentioned in
the Prime Time goal statement, the more important
aspect is that students feel known, welcomed and
engaged. In some cases, those goals are fulfilled by
the Prime Time event, but in their current, nightly,
two to three hour state, they often fall short of their
goals.
This is not an accusation towards the student lead
ers on campus. They put in a ton of work to Prime
Times to make them ftm and engaging for students,
but the nightly nature of Prime Times means that
few are a hit, and many are not as effective.
In order to improve interest and attendance in
Prime Times, they could be reformatted to occur
only a few times a week or rotate dorms each week
to attract a larger number of students. That would al
low student leaders to have more planning time and
would still meet the stated goals put forth by Student
Life.
Editorials in the "In the Loop"section reflect the majority
opinion of the Editorial Board, comprised of five editors.

Nursing program encourages students tosucceed
SKYLER NOBLE
COLUMNIST

Nursing is arguably one of the more
difficult majors on campus, and I can see
why. Whitworth students work hard to
receive the education they need in order to
get accepted into the WSU nursing school.
Yet, despite the competition and difficulties
often associated with the" program, I
think the way Whitworth handles their
nursing students
is
extraordinary
with the program's
added
academic
flexibility.
It is a fact that
Whitworth students
compete
against
one another to be
one of only a few
who get accepted
into
the
WSU
nursing school each term. What is not as
obvious is that having a smaller class of
nursing students' means more will get
accepted.
"Knowing that we have such a small
number of students has actually worked to
our benefit and we have come out ahead,
said Mike Ediger, associate professor of
health science.

™
i_i.. 15
i«- percent of nursing oturiontc
timp Thpv
first time.
They ran
can achieve
achieve a four vear
year de
degree in health
Roughly
students frnm
from Pactpm
Eastern first
Washington University, Washington State University science or community health, and then apply to the
and Whitworth University get accredited into the 92 nursing school when they are done.
"Because of
seat program at WSU n ursing. There are only
the flexibility
a few Whitworth students who
"Roughly 15 percent of
we
have,
apply to the WSU nursing school
allows
per term, and even fewer actually
nursing students from Eastern it
students
to
get accepted.
stay here and
Washington University,
However, most Whitworth
pursue what
students who are denied
Washington State University
they
want
acceptance after their first
and
apply
application typically get accepted
and Whitworth University
whenever
after a second or third attempt.
get accredited into the 92 seat they are ready
The point
to,"
Ediger
behind
program at WSU nursing."
said.
this is that
As
much
students
will be granted work as it is to be a nursing student at Whitworth, it
access if they seems that the program here provides many options
keep trying. My for students if they do not get accepted their first
initial thought attempt. After learning this information, I can see the
was that if Whitworth nursing program is not as intimidating as it
someone wants seems on the surface.
to be a nurse
and he or she
is good at what they do, shouldn't that
person be accepted?
After s ome research and talking to
Ediger, I f ound that it wouldn't be fair
to the other schools if they took the
best of the best from all the schools.
As an alternative, however, Whitworth
succeeds in giving options to those NOBLE is a sophomore majoring in communications.
Comments can be sent tosnoblel8@my.whitworth.edu
Katherine Bell |Graphic Artist students who don't get accepted the
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Religious requirements for student leadership limits applicant pool
MAX CARTER

H E L L O MY N A M E I S
There is a certain standard that Whitworth Univer
sity expects from its students, especially from students
in leadership positions. As a Christian university, the
descriptions of the requirements and duties for a stu
dent leader calls the student to demonstrate "respon
sible behavior personally, academically, and socially
both on campus and in the community," according to
the Resident Assistant Selection Process Packet. Fair
enough.
Most would agree that this is a reasonable request.
But when this code is breached, and a small group
coordinator or a resident assistant is fired because of
their actions, an interesting question arises. Is there a
division between students on leadership at Whitworth
University and students that are not?
Members of th e Whitworth community know how
much effort our university puts into creating diversity
across campus, from ethnicity to religion. There is no
required faith statement in order to be admitted to
Katherine Bell | Gr
aphic Artist
Whitworth, and I have many close friends here that are
not Christians. While dissecting this question about to "affirm the Christian heritage of Whitworth," some to help "affirm the Christian heritage of Whitworth"?
What about a student that likes to party on the week
leadership and student body at Whitworth, I noticed a problems are created.
By i ncluding this requirement (or any similar re ends but has a vision for positive change at our univer
particularly juicy part of the resident assistant applica
quirement) there is a fairly significant population sity? How do those voices get heard?
tion.
I agree that resident assistants in
Item "A" of
..when important campus at Whitworth that is os
particular should be responsible,
tracized from applying or
Section II in
"By
including
this
leaders like resident
well-behaved role models. RAs nee d
participating inleadership.
the resident
to set a positive example for their
Student leadership is sup
assistant ap
requirement
(or
any
similar
assistants are required
younger residents. But do they need
posed to accurately and
plication reads
requirement) there is a
to be Christians in order to do that?
effectively represent our
as
follows:
to "affirm the Christian
Based on the resident assistant appli
student body and make
"(Serve as a
fairly significant population cation, it seems that way.
positive role heritage of Whitworth", some informed decisions on the
I want you to think about this:
student body's behalf. This
model by) af
at Whitworth that is
problems are created."
Are there groups at Whitworth that
makes me wonder how
firming
the
many students at Whit
mission, goals
ostracized from applying or have no platform to let their voic
es be heard? Is it, or is it not appro
worth have thought about
and Christian
participating in leadership." priate for Whitworth University, a
heritage of Whitworth University." I have some prob applying for a leadership po
Christian institution, to require their
sition, but decided against it
lems with that.
student leaders to adhere to a Chris
Do not misunderstand. I am a follower of Christ and because their religious beliefs
I am very grateful for the experiences that I have had at or lifestyles don't fit Whitworth's requirements. What tian-based code of ethics? I don't have the answers, but
together as a student body, we do.
Whitworth in my faith. However, I am also proud of the does that say about the student body at Whitworth?
It says that there are voices at Whitworth that are
diversity of thought and belief systems that is- suppos
edly - fostered at our university. Only, when important potentially being quieted. What happens if a Muslim CARTER is a senior majoring in journalism.Comments
campus leaders like resident assistants are required student wants to be a resident assistant? Do they have can be sent to mcarterl6@my.whitworth.edu

"To connect residents and give them a place to
always feel welcomed and accepted"

"To bring peo ple together, offer study
breaks and create a positive atmosphere"

To connect residents and give them a
place to always feel welcomed and
accepted"

"Build dorm community, provide a study
break opportunity, have access to RAs"

"Waste money"
Email survey of 100 Whitworth students. See page 11 for an editorial on Prime Times.

Rain Emerick | Gr
aphic Artist

SPORTS

Freshman Mason Elms finds a way through the Bruins defense. The Pirates were able to gain a total 513 yards during Saturdays game.

Pirates won Homecoming Game and first NWC match
quarter with a double pass trick play
by sophomore receivers Kevin Thomas
Staff Writer
and Mike McKeown, which resulted in
a touchdown. The Pirate's defense then
The stands were packed with fans
made a mark with a sack by sophomore
on Homecoming weekend eager to
outside linebacker JT Phelan. The Pi
watch the Whitworth Pirates take on the
George Fox Bruins in the first confer rates finished the half up 27-0.
During halftime, President Beck Tay
ence matchup of the season. The Pirates
lor honored the class of 2015 inductees
came out strong and finished the Bruins
into the Whitworth Hall of F ame. Those
with a final score of 37-14.
were Whitworth Alumni who made a
After defeating the Bruins last season
significant impact in sports at Whit
30-7, the Pirates
worth and have
were looking for a
continued to ful
similar outcome
fill Whitworth's
as they stormed
mission of serv
the Pine Bowl o n
ing humanity af
Saturday. The first
ter graduation.
two touchdowns
Rehn Reiley,'19
The
inductees
came within the
included
for
first five
min
Reiley kicked
mer coaches and
utes of the game
former athletes
three success
with sophomore
whom many of
ful field goal
receiver
Nick
which still hold
attempts at the
Kiourkas and ju
athletic records at
Homecoming
nior running back
Whitworth and in
game last Satur
Duke DeGaeta*
the NWC.
day, one of which
no both putting
J|
The third quar
points on the
from 51 yards.
ter got under way
board for the Pi
with a 48-yard
rates. Freshman
field goal by Rei
kicker Rehn Reiley then kicked a 51-yard ley, but no further points for the Pirates.
field goal after the Bruins stopped the In the fourth quarter junior linebacker
Pirates on downs to finish out the first Dalin McDonnell had one interception,
quarter 20-0.
which George Fox answered with one of
"The game was great," McKeown said. their own. Following the play, senior de
"Offense didn't play the best but I h ad fensive lineman Danny Welstad sacked
the opportunity to play a little more to the Bruins quarterback. The Pirates fin
day and do what I had to do."
ished the game with a touchdown by
The Pirates started out the second

McKinley Powers

fijjinnai««

Degaetano. The final score came out to
37-14.
"I thought we came out fast and
played good assignment football," se
nior team captain Welstad said. "We
came out a little slow in the second half
but we were able to finish strong. Overall
I thought we did really well."
Overall, the Pirates offense showed up
with 513 total yards compared to George
Fox's 270 total yards. That included a
total of 427 p assing yards by the Pirates
compared to the Bruin's 139 yards.
"We ca me out knowing they wanted
to smash us in the mouth," McDonnell
said. "We executed our assignments

and stayed strong throughout the whole
game. It was awesome."
Whitworth leads the Northwest Con
ference along with Linfield, Pacific
University and the University of Puget
Sound. The Pirates currently stand with
37 total points behind Linfield's 73 total
points for conference.
The Pirates will hit the road this fol
lowing Saturday to take on the Universi
ty of Puget Sound. The game will be held
in Tacoma, with kickoff at 1 p.m.
Contact McKinley Powers at
mpowersl 8@my.whitworth.edu

Stuart Beeksma | Photo
grapher

Whitworth's junior Duke DeGaetano weaves through the George Fox defense.

Stuart Beeksmaj Photographer

Senior Tiara Pajimola breaks away from a defender late in the first half last Sunday against Pacific Lutheran. The Lutes won the game with a score of 2-0.

High-ranking opponents beat women's soccer team
Puget Sound and Pacific Lutheran diminish Pirates' Conference record to 3-4
Josiah VanWingerden

shots a piece. The Loggers held a slight
6-5 advantage in corner kicks, while the
Pirates committed only one foul to the
Two of the top teams in the Northwest Loggers' four.
The Pirates came close to tying the
Conference visited the Whitworth Soc
cer Field in Spokane Saturday and Sun game on several occasions throughout,
day. The Pirates lost to the University of and looked to attack aggressively for
Puget Sound Loggers 1-0, before losing Sunday's game.
"I thought we attacked really well,"se
to the Pacific Lu
nior midfielder Detheran Lutes, 2-0.
The
Loggers "We took a few injuries that Nae Vandam said.
"[We] h ad a couple
scored the only
affected what we did onthe good opportuni
goal
early
in
on goal; we just
the second half
field at times, but we were ties
need to finish those
during Saturday
afternoon's game. pleased with the effort of the tomorrow."
Despite the loss to
Puget
Sound's
team."
Puget Sound, the Pi
Junior midfield
rates' focus was on
er Grayson WilJAEL HAGGEROTT
the positives of the
liams-Krebs snuck
game.
an unassisted goal
head coach
"I think we had.
by the goalkeeper
some moments of
five minutes into
brilliance on the field today, and we
the half.
The Pirates' aggressive defense was had some moments where maybe 'we
able to keep pace with the Loggers fast weren't as good as we could've been,"
style of play. The majority of the second head coach Jael Hagerott said. "But I'm
. half was4>layed on Puget Sound's side of very pleased with the effort that we put
in consistently."
the field.
However, the 'moments of brilliance'
Statistically, each team attempted 10

Staff Writer

+

Overall, I would say we were fair
did not translate onto the field Sunday
ly solid defensively,"
afternoon against Pa
Hagerott said. "We
cific Lutheran, as the
"Right now I'm su
took a few injuries that
Pirates lost their third
affected what we did
in a row.
per
proud
of
our
hard
The Lutes boast the
on the field at times,
but we were pleased
leading-scorer in the
work, and we don't
with the effort of the
Northwest
Confer
quit."
team."
ence, Machaela Graddy, and the top goal
Even though the
SARAH MICKELSEN
keeper, Takara Mitsui.
Pirates were out
Sophomore Ashley
matched, they never
senior
Mindnich scored the
stopped fighting. De
game's first goal for the
fensively, they didn't
Lutes-in the 39th minute of the first half, allow the Lutes to control the middle of
coming out of a c orner kick. Senior for the field or dominate possession, as they
ward Jamie Hoffman followed that with . are accustomed to in most games.
a well-executed goal from nine yards out
"I thought the way we responded to
in the 88th minute, effectively ending the first goal especially was really great,"
the game.
team captain Sarah Mickelsen said.
However, senior goalkeeper Andrea "Right now I'm super proud of our hard
Stump kept the Pirates in the game by work, and we don't quit. So I think that's
diving to block a penalty kick. Addition something that can be built on, just keep
ally, Stump made two other saves. •
working hard."
The Lutes held on to two key advan
The women's soccer team travels to
tages throughout the game, outshooting Portland, Oregon, on Saturday to face
the Pirates 15-10, while also shooting the Lewis &Clark Pioneers in a non-con
three times as many corner kicks, 6-2.
ference match-up.
The Pirates, however, were pleased Contact Josiah VanWingerden at
with the overall team effort.
jvanwingerdenl9@my.whitworih.edii
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Volleyball team suffers two
losses while away in Oregon
Peter Houston-Hencken
Sports Editor
The volleyball team suffered two
defeats this past weekend while on
the road in Oregon. The Pirates lost
a hard-fought match against the Pa
cific University Boxers, 3-2, on Fri
day night. Saturday's game ended
in a 3-1 loss to the Linfield College
Wildcats.
The Pirates fell from first place in
the conference, dropping to third
behind Willamette University and
Lewis & Clark University.
"I think that right now we can't
concern ourselves where we are at
in conference," head coach Kati Bodecker said. "Our biggest concern
is'just playing well and finding out
what we need to fix to get better."
The volleyball team started their
weekend with a close loss to the Pa
cific University. Both teams showed
varying levels of skill and weakness
as seen in the ranging set scores.
The first set began with both
teams struggling to take a sizeable
lead. However, the Pirates were able
to break away at 17-16 and would

Saturday night did not hold a
hold the lead for the rest of the set.
Whitworth won the first set with a better outcome for the Pirates. The
Linfield Wildcats took the lead and
score of 25-23.
The second set appeared to fol won the first set with a score of 25low the same pattern of the first.
21.
The Pirates came back and dom
The Pirates initially held the lead at
22-21, but the Boxers were able to inated the second set by taking a
score four points in a row and win strong early lead. The Pirates won
the set with a score of 25-12.
the set 25-22.
"We got confidence in ourselves,"
The Boxers came out strong in
the third set by taking the lead and junior Brenna Brail said. "We be
holding it for most of the se
t. The Pi lieved in each other so much that
rates had difficulty keeping up and we were able to make a change and
dropped behind as much as sev turn the game around."
Brail led the Pirates' offense with
en points. The Pirates were able to
shrink the gap, but failed to prevent 12 kills and 28 a ttempts. However,
the third and fourth set mirrored
Pacific's second set win, 28-26.
Whitworth responded by taking each other and were claimed by the
a eight-point lead in the fourth set. Wildcats. Both sets featured Whit
The Pirates won the set with a dra worth taking an early lead, but let
ting it slip to Linfield. The third and
matic score of 25-17.
The Pirates were not able to carry fourth sets ended with scores of 25that momentum over to the final set 20 and 25-22.
The Pirates will take on Lew
and lost with a score of 15-11 and a
is-Clark State tonight at 7 p.m. in
set score of 3-2.
"We had a couple small defensive Lewiston, Idaho.
skills that we needed to get better
at," senior Maddye Dinsmore said. Contact
"We have to be ready to show up Peter Houston-Hencken at
and play our best ball any given phouston-henckenl?@my. whitworth.edu
night."
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SPORTS 1 5
SCHEDULE FOR UPCOMINGEVENTS
MEN'S SOCCER

Saturday, Oct. 10,3 p.m.
Whitman (Home)

FOOTBALL
Saturday, OA 10,1 p.m.
Puget Sound (Home)

WOMEN'S GOLF
Saturday, OA 10,10:30 a.m.
NWC Fall Classic (Away)

WOMEN'S SOCCER
Saturday, OA 10, Noon
Lewis & Clark (Away)

VOLLEYBALL
Wednesday, OA 7,7 p.m.
Lewis-Clark (Away)

MEN'S GOLF
Saturday, OA 10,10:30 a.m.
NWC Fall Classic (Away)

SPORTS1" BRIEF
Men's soccer beats Pacific and
ties George Fox on the road in
Oregon
The men's soccer team achieved a highscoring victory against Pacific University,
3-0 last Friday.
Sophomore Jonah Snyder, senior Karl
Muelheims and freshman Sam McKay
scored the three goals against Pacific.
Senior Sam Engle scored Whitworth's
goal to tie against George Fox, 1-1 last
Sunday.
The men hold their first-place position
in the NWC.

Peter Houston-Hencken | Spor
ts Editor

Women's golf takes fifth and sixth
of nine at GFU Culturame Classic
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Last Saturday, the women's golf team
took fifth place in the GFU Culturame
Classic.
The Pirates shot a cumulative score of
338, tying with Concordia University.
On Sunday, Whitworth shot 334, giving
them a total of 672 strokes. The Classic
ended with the Pirates taking sixth place.
The women will travel to Sunriver,
Oregon on Saturday, Oct. 10, to compete
in the NWC Fall Classic.
Peter Houston-Hencken | Sports Editor

Stuart Beeksma
Photographer

(Above) Whitworth fans
show their support after
the Pirate's second touch
down early in thefirst
quarter.
(Right) Whitworth Pres' iden t Beck Taylor leads
a line of Whitworth hall
of famers down the track
at halftime this Saturday.
Last weekend was Alumni
Weekend as well as Home
coming.

Men's golf keeps swinging at the
Whitworth invitational
The men's golf team tied for second
place out of nine teams on Sunday, at tire
Whitworth Invitational.
The team shot a score of 304 with 16
strokes over par. Willamette leads with
297 strokes.
The men will continue the Invitational
on Monday, Oct 5. To see the final scores,
log on to whitworthpirates.com.
Peter Houston-Hencken | Sports Editor

WHITPICS

Zoie Koch | Photographer

ABOVE:
Jd
Jamieson
and
Whitworth's
mascot
walk
alongside BMAC's pirate-themed
Jeanette Vazquez | Photo Editor float.
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UPPER LEFT: Boppell members
Norma Heredia, Carys Parker,
Jenna Henninger and Vanessa
Curless share tneir dorm's spirit.
BELOW: Whitworth President
Beck Taylor and his wife Julie
Taylor wave to cheering students.
Jeanette Vazquez | Photo Editor

Zoie Koch | Photographer

Junior Bret Degraaf adds last minute
touches to Arend's homecoming float.
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Sodexo employees share
their stories as refugees

Freshman Fall Fest
Students from Stewart and Baldwin-Jenkins put on a
fali-themed event to build community between the
residence halls and across campus.

p. 7

p. 4
Volleyball conquers top two
Conference opponents
p. 13

ABOUTUS

VOLUME 106, ISSUE 04
The Whitworthian has served as the main source of news and sports coverage
for the Whitworth community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an organization
composed entirely of students which produces The Whitworthian weekly
newspaper and thewhitworthian.com.
OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting accurate and relevant
information in an innovative manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for expressing the interests of the
Whitworth community.
GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published weekly, except during January
and student vacations. The content is generated entirely by students. The college
administration does not review the newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas
expressed in The Whitworthian are those of the individual artists, writers and
student editors, and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associated Students
of Whitworth University (ASWU), the university, its administration, faculty/staff
or advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through advertising and subscription
revenue and in part by student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the opinions of their individual
creators and not necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its editors or its
staff.
PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in freedom of speech and
expression as guaranteed in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United
States.
CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248

ONLINE AT
www.thewhitworthian.com
QUESTIONS?
rbreseel6@my.whitworth.edu

CORRECTIONS
If you have a comment or question about the fairness or accuracy of a story, send
an email to rbreseel6@my.whitworth.edu.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to articles or issues of interest to the
Whitworth community. Send letters to rbreseel6@my.whitworth.edu.
Limit to 250 words.
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FEATURED
05 ELECTION EVALUATION

ASWU re-evaluates and redefines election
bylaws after hearing concerns about the
representative elections.

06 CHANGES IN CHAPEL
Whitworth welcomes new Dean of Spiritual
Life and Campus Pastor Forrest Buckner.
He and his family join the Whitworth
community living in Scotland.

08 TEXTILE TECHNIQUES
Guest artist Joetta Maue teaches students to
create artworks with unusual materials and
new stitching techniques.

09 PAINTED PUMPKINS

Instead of carving pumpkins, students
painted them instead to show their seasonal
spirit.

11 INPUT IMPROVEMENT
Student feedback and opinions help
Whitworth make improvements that
students are interested in.

12 SUSPECTING SHOOTERS
Students are unprepared and uneducated
on what to do if anactive shooter scenario
took place at Whitworth.

13 CONQUERING COURTS
The volleyball team defeats the top two
teams in the Northwest Conference during
two home games last weekend.

14 GOALS ON THE GRASS
The men's soccer team remain undefeated
by beating the Whitman University
Missionaries.
Cover Photo: Stuart Beeksma
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Hiring professors:
the process at WU
Sarah Hainan
Staff Writer
Whitworth University obtains quali
fied professors from nationwide search
es from a process that selects only the
best and most capable for students.
"We have different categories of
teaching instructional faculty at Whit
worth and the hiring process of these
faculties can be very different," Craig
Hinnenkamp, associate dean in the
school of business, said.
When looking to hire permanent
faculty the hiring process is very exten
sive and intense. There are two different
types of permanent professors: track
one: tenure track, and track two: non
tenure track. The difference between
the two tracks lies in their contracts.
However, the hiring process is the same
for both.
The first step in hiring a permanent
position is to fill a vacancy with approv
al from the provost. The next step is to
conduct a nationwide search. The re
cruiting announcement includes a job

description and then that is sent across
the nation, Hinnenkamp said.
"I saw a posting that was on the
Whitworth University website but it was
also put through a professional orga
nization. I contacted the chair of the
[communications] department to find
out more about the job on my own," Dr.
Kevin Grieves, associate professor in
the communication studies department
said.
Search committees are appointed
by the discipline to search for and to
evaluate potential professors.
"The standard for a search commit
tee is to get diverse representation as
best as possible within a department,"
Hinnenkamp said.
The search committee usually
includes members from the hiring dis
cipline, an outside faculty member and
a student representative. The students
are usually pulled from the discipline
that forms the search committee and
are usually the top students in their
discipline.
After receiving applications, the
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Rainier Emerick I Grap hics Editor

process when looking at hiring contin
search committees will review all of
gent faculty, or professors who are not
the applications sent in and narrow
considered permanent such as lecturers
it down to a manageable number.
and adjunct professors, Hinnenkamp
Depending on the discipline, that
said.
number can vary greatly.
The interviewing process for contin
After the narrowing process,
gent faculty varies across campus. Some
there are interviews with potential
departments have the department chair
candidates, conducted through
hold responsibility for potential hires,
Skype. After these interviews, the
using input from faculty within the
search committee will bring the best
discipline, Hinnenkamp said.
candidates to campus. Usually there
Other departments have their appli
are around three brought for their
cants come to the university and guest
trial-run.
lecture in an existing class. This way
"I submitted my application
the department
online and I was
invited to do a
"Our permanent faculty will can get feedback
from the student
Skype interview
be a part of our community and the faculty
with the commit
at Whitworth and we want that attend the
tee, Grieves said.
class.
"After that I was
them to be the best in the
Whitworth
invited to come
country"
requires perma
here to Spokane
nent professors
to visit and inter
CRAIG HINNENKAMP
to give a state
view."
associate dean in school of business
ment of faith,
Generally,
while contingent faculty does not have
the campus visits last for two days.
During that two-day period potential this requirement.
"They do not require us to sign any
professors will be interviewed by the
sort of statement that somebody else
search committee, the provost, the
has prepared, which is something Irechaplain and President Beck Taylor,
ally liked about Whitworth. We can put
Hinnenkamp said.
in our own words our Christian beliefs,"
Candidates are required to teach
Grieves said.
a class and put on presentations
To be hired, a lecturer's beliefs
demonstrating their research, Hin
have to be consistent with Whitworth's
nenkamp said.
Christian mission. This consistency is
"It truly is a grueling process. It
determined by the provost. However,
is a good process because there are
adjunct professors are not required to
multiple layers to it and multiple
write a statement of faith or have beliefs
pieces of accountability," Hinnen
consistent with Whitworth's Christian
kamp said. "Our permanent faculty
will be a part of our community at
Whitworth and we want them to be
the best in the country."
Contact Sarah Haman at
However, there is a less formal
shamanl 9@my.whitworth.edu

+

+

Stuart Beeksma | Photographer

Sodexo employees Rim Ado, refugee from Sudan (left) and Waad Noah, refugee from Iraq (right) posing for a portrait in the cafeteria.

Sodexo employees share their experiences as refugees
we said 'We're not doing that,"' Noah said. "They're
gonna use these weapons to murder innocents and if
we refused them, they would have killed us. So we just
left everything behind and moved to Syria."
The world's increasing amount of refugees may
His mother had a good job working as a nurse, so
seem to be an issue far removed from Whitworth,
she stayed behind for a few months in Iraq to make
but for refugees working in Sodexo, the issue is much
sure she had sustainable income, Noah said.
closer to home.
Noah and his family lived in Syria for three years
Sodexo employee Waad Noah is a 29-year-old
college student working
before they were accepted to immi
grate to the U.S., Noah said.
toward a degree in automo
"I am hopeful in the future
tive technology at Spokane
"What made us decide to come
that everyone in the world here was not us," Noah said. "We just
Community College. Noah
and his family immigrated to
wanted to get away from the situation
will be safe."
the United States six years ago
in the Middle East...We wanted to go
RIM ADO
from Iraq, Noah said.
somewhere where it's safe."
sodexo
employee
In 2003 early members of
Sodexo employee Rim Ado was
ISIS came to their machine
safe in Sudan before the wars started
shop with prints to make weapons, Noah said.
in 2011, Ado said. She and her family moved to a refu
"They started to show up at the shop, giving us
gee camp between Libya and Egypt.
prints for guns to produce and stuff, for them to mur
"We stayed in a camp about two years," Ado said.
der people. And as me and my dad looked at the print, "Oh my gosh, it was difficult time. A hard time."

Emily GoodeU

Staff Writer

The number of ASWU voting mem
bers who voted to reject the SEC's
suggestion to have a re-election.
p. 5
+

Ado stayed in a tent with eight of her family mem
bers.
"We are close...We have to share everything togeth
er, the bad things and the happy things," Ado said.
Ado and her family came to the U.S. in 2013. She is
now a student at SCC. Afterfinishing her education
at SCC, she plans to study international relations at
Gonzaga, Ado said.
Ado said she wants her children to grow up in
America, but that she also wants them to know the
culture they come from.
"1 am hopeful in the future that everyone in the
world will be safe," Ado said.
Senior Marianne Sfeir is from Lebanon, a country
that houses a lot of refugees, some of whom Sfeir said
she is happy to have as close friends.
"The only extraordinary thing about them is the
unjust things that have happened to them," Sfeir said.
Contact Emily Goodell at
egoodelll 8@my.whitworth.edu

The number of freshmen dorms
that came together to put on
Freshman Fall Fest.
p. 7

The number of favorite
Green Bluff farms visited by
Whitworth students
p. 10
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Reference letter for
representative elections
October 3, 2015

In regards to Jane Doe

Dear Student Election Committee,
senators this year.
references of their role in her application process
Last Wednesday, the Associated Students of
On Oct. 7, nine of the 12 ASWU voting body, com
days
before
the
application
had
been
due,
she
said.
Whitworth University (ASWU) voted not to hold
piled of nine senators and three newly elected campus
However, because her resident director hadn't turned
re-elections for campus representatives, despite the
in a reference, she was banned from campaigning and representatives who ran solely against other official
unanimous recommendation of the Student Election
candidates, voted to overrule the SEC's decision.
only allowed to run as a write-in candidate.
Committee (SEC) to hold a re-election.
"I think people are just exhausted with the whole
Write-ins have traditionally not been required to
The recommendation from the SEC came after a
process, that I think we would have been re-doing it
have references in by election day.
procedural failure to comply with ambiguous election
for our own sake," said Lyons,
Although no official
policies in the ASWU bylaws concerning candidate
who is not a voting member.
"It's kinda like when you do a
grievance was submitted, a
reference forms.
"That's something we talked a
concern about the reference
As a result, the election policies requiring can
group project and the peoplelot about: who would we have
form policy was brought to
didates to submit reference forms before general
don't help out in your group
been benefiting by re-voting? I
elections are being revised, according to an email sent SEC's attention soon after the
and your grade is determined by think it really would have just
primary elections were held:
to the ASWU assembly by ASWU executive vice presi
benefited ASWU and ASWU's
Should official candidates
dent Chase Weholt.
their lack of effort."
image, and not necessarily the
be required to submit three
In previous elections, write-in candidates were
people that ran, or would've
AUNDREA TEMPLE
completed reference forms
not required to have references submitted to the SEC
run."
before
elections
when
write-in
freshman
before general elections.
Temple said she disagreed
candidates are not?
"The difference about being a write-in is that you
that
the decision to hold
Prompted
by
the
concern
only have 24 hours to complete a process that the
re-elections wouldn't have benefited the students who
about the election process, the SEC took d'closer
other people had a whole week to do," said Bre Lyons,
ran and would have run again.
look at the election by-laws and realized some of the
ASWU special events coordinator.
"By looking at the situation, [ASWU] could tell it
terms in the bylaws and election information packet
Official candidates, or those students who have
wasn't
a fair situation and to not really do anything
were
vague,
particularly
what
the
word
"application"
their name on the ballot, are required to have their
about it makes me wonder whats going to happen in
applications turned into the SEC the Friday before pri meant, which has now been interpreted to mean both
the future," Temple said.
the written component and the three
mary elections, Weholt
The SEC is currently working to change the elector
"We'll [ASWU] do whatever we references, Weholt said.
said.
al process and procedures by requiring applicants to
"When
we
looked
at
the
bylaws,
In accordance with
can in our power to make sure
list reference contact information instead of have the
we discovered that there were some
this policy, freshman
elections
are
to
procedure,
and
references completed and submitted. It will be up to
discrepancies:
write-ins
needed
to
Aundrea Temple was
the EVP to contact references when needed, Weholt
we'll be as inclusive as possible." have references," Weholt said.
prohibited from run
said. The SEC also plans to make the language clear
According to the current interpre
ning for Arend repre
JUSTIN BOTEJUE
and consistent throughout the election documents.
tation of ASWU bylaws, both official
sentative in the primary
"We'll [ASWU] do whatever we can in our power to
aswu
president
and
write-in
candidates
must
submit
elections as an official
references before general elections to make sure elections are to procedure, and we'll be as
candidate because one
inclusive as possible," ASWU President Justin Botejue
run for a representative position.
of her references did
said.
Three days after general elections,
not submit the form
Weholt added, "We want to have the print match
in
light
of
the
new
information,
the
SEC,
consisting
of
before the deadline.
the principle."
"It's kinda like when you do a group project and the three ASWU members and four other students, unan
imously voted to hold a re-election of the six dorm
people don't help out in your group and your grade is
representative positions.
determined by their lack of effort," Temple said.
The Ballard and McMillan and Boppell commu
Temple had formulated a campaign strategy,
nities will not have a representative other than their
submitted her application and informed her three

Sincerely,
Someone who has worked closely with Jane Doe

Contact llayley 0 Brian
at hobrienl "Amy.whitworlh.edit
Contact Katie Shaw
at ksliau'l 7(a:niy.whitworlh.ecln
RainierF.merick I Graph ics Editor
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The percent of students surveyed
who said faculty should not be
required to have faith statements.
p. 11

The ratio of students last year
who believed sexual orientation
should be protected.
p. 11

9
The number of service aces
scored by the volleyball team
last Saturday
p. 13

10
The number of wins by men's
soccer this season making
them currently undefeated.
p. 14
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toward Jesus, Buckner pid.
Beyond that, Buckner wants the cam
pus to continue to bring a new energy
and atmosphere to Tuesday and Thurs
day chapel. His hope is that people will
tell him what to change and what will
make the process better. Through them,
hevwill be able to help allow people to
enjoy the influence of Jesus on campus,
Buckner said.
Buckner joins Whitworth faculty
after spending three years in Scotland
where he-received his Ph.D. in systematic
theology at St. Andrews. He began his
schooling with a degree in engineering at
Colorado School of Mines, where he also
played football. Buckner continued his
education at Fuller Seminary where he
received a masters in divinity in 2012.
"Two friends, not connected at all,
both told me about this job and said
it would fit me within two days of one
.another," Buckner said when asked how
he heard about the position. He decided
|to apply as hevfoimd himself interested
and excited.
|
Some of the aspects that stood out
most to him were Whitworth's commit
ment to provide an education of mind
and heart, and the decisions of students
and faculty to honor God, follow Christ
and serve humanity, Buckner said.
Finally, Buckner said he felt, "this
was written for me," as he read the job
description.
It combined both ofhis desires when
it came to ministry, pastoring and theo
logical study, Buckner said. For 10years,
both before and during his time at Fuller,
Buckner worked as a youth pastor in
Colorado. He was at the positipn because
First Presbyterian Church of Boulder was
part of what had given rise to his faith in
the, first place, Buckner said. The former
had told him to apply, and his
acceptance gave him a new passion as a
pastor.
As he spent time at Fuller, he realized
he also had a passion for learning. The
job offered him the ability to spend time
getting to know more about theology,
Buckner said. He loves reading about the
topic and using it to reach more people
accurately.
Buckner brings with him his wife
Janelle, his two daughters Esther, eight,
and Bella, six, and his son River, three.
As he approaches this job, his personal
priority is to make sure his family knows
they are loved and he spends time giving
his heart fully to them and to Whitworth,
Buckner said. Managing this has been
made easier because he is "already
surrounded by students and faculty who
already have shown love to his family,"
Bucknerisaid.
very thankful for the open arms
•tufflfllilSpteibn this campus and I want to
j'knbw the students," Buckner said.

|
. i
Contacg 'Batijcer
Postlewait at
'npostlewaitl '6(a)my:whitworth.edu
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Annual Freshman Fall Fest attracts all grades

Students help create a hall hand-print banner during Fall Fest. There were also puppies, dancing and relay games for people to participate in.

Krystiana Morales

Boettcher and Mallory Beane, resi
Staff Writer
dents of Baldwin-Jenkins, attended the
Students from dorms all across event with friends and were excited to
campus gathered in and around Bald see the puppies.
"We all got some puppy therapy,"
win-Jenkins and Stewart hall for Fresh
man Fall Fest. The Saturday, Oct. 10 freshman Boettcher said. "It was great."
Even with rain and wind, freshmen
event hosted dancing, a puppy Prime
Time and a photo booth complete with gathered in front of Baldwin-Jenkins to
show off their dance moves and swing
Christmas lights.
Freshman Fall Fest, a second-an dance skills. Food and drinks were pro
nual harvest festival put on by fresh vided inside of Stewart, where students
man dorms Baldwin-Jenkins, Stewart chatted, ate caramel apples and sipped
and The Village, took place from 7-10 on apple cider.
"The caramel apples were a smash,"
p.m. in the lounges and outside of the
Boettcher said. "I loved them."
dorms.
Along with
While the event
music and food,
is open to all
on-campus
stu "This is the first time all the the event in
cluded activities
dents, the target
freshman dorms have been such as croquet
audience is primar
of Stew 
ily freshman.
together. It's pretty cool." outside
art, sack races
"The name itself
and relay games.
is enough to say it's
MALLORY BEANE
"This event is
a freshman event.
freshman
really building
It helps enrich the
community be
freshman commu
nity," StewVille senator Jeff Debray tween the dorms," freshman Mallory
Beane said, "I d on't know half of t he
said.
The process of planning the event people here."
Beane and other students agreed
took about three weeks, Debray said.
Debray and Baldwin-Jenkins senator that the event was great and that the
Brendan Finch worked together to apple cider and caramel apples were
great. The activities and dancing was
plan the event.
The leadership teams from the a great way for freshmen from all the
freshman dorms were also integrat dorms to come together, Beane said.
"This is the first time all of the fresh
ed into the process, Debray said.
Members of t he Baldwin-Jenkins and man dorms have been together," Beane
StewVille leadership teams helped fa said. "It's pretty cool."
cilitate a puppy prime time and dance
session for students who attended the
event.
Although the event was targeted
towards freshmen, students from oth Contact Krystiana Morales at
er years attended. Freshmen Emily kmoralesl 7@my.whitworth.edu

PRINCETON THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
Educating faithful Christian leaders
for more than 200 years.
P R I N C E T O N
TH E O L O G I C A L SE M I N A R Y

ptsem.edu/admissions
+
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Students create fiber -based ptr©|®cts witBn "Devil
is in the Details' featured artist Joetta Maue
Melissa Voss
Staff Writer
"Hie Devil is in the Details" art showcase in the Lied
Center for the Visual Arts houses a rotating gallery that
changes twice a semester. Along with the galleries, the
art department occasionally hosts classes to coincide
with the featured art. .
In a workshop on Saturday, Oct. 10, s tudents had
the opportunity to work with Massachusetts-based
artist, Joetta Maue, to create unique textile art.
"We are working autobiographically with stitches,"
Maue said. "Working from ourselves."

The workshop taught students stitching techniques
in order to create their fiber-based projects.
Textiles and fabrics, which some students brought
or were provided in the workshop, served as their
canvas upon which to create their projects.
They used embroidery thread, water soluble markers
and even buttons to create their vision on the textiles.
"I discovered that stitching and textile art is cool
and easy," jun ior Annette Peppel said. "You c an do it
anywhere, even in a dorm room."
Working with textiles and embroidery, or "drawing
with thread," asthe artist called it, was a new experi
ence
for some students.

"It is peaceful and therapeutic," senior Olivia
Newman said. "Very calming." Newman worked
to create a piece reflecting on the experience of
relationships, and the struggles that go along with
them.
"Embroidery and textile is a cool way to create,"
senior Kolina Chitta said.
Students were encouraged to find inspiration
through meaningful words or concepts for their
projects, each finding a vision that was unique to them.

"We are working autobi
ographically with stitches,
working from ourselves."
JOETTA MAUE
artist
They spent time brainstorming and mapping out
these words as well as how the colors, images and
senses associated with them, may be interpreted
into their art.
"We are pulling from our own experiences,"
Peppel said.
Peppel's project, a skirt, was inspired by the
loss and mess of high school relationships and
friendships, and the feelings that go along with it.
Each student that participated in the workshop
chose to tell his or her story differently.
Junior Annika Stough's project was a clock with
gears in it to represent the chaos of experiencing
anxiety.
"I'm trying to make the concept of anxiety with a
physical representation" Stough said.
"I am working off the theme of 'Where is Home,'
which is a big question for people, especially in
college," Chitta said.
The goal of th e workshop, as well as for the art
exhibit in the gallery, was influenced by the grant
that helped to fund it.

Zoie Koch | Photographer

Freshman Eva Arochena Garcia traces a rose p
attern onto an embroidery canvas for her next project.

EVENTS

ON CAMPUS AND AROUND TOWN

CAMPUS: AWAKE

CO

continued on p. 10

9:30 p.m.
Seeley G. Mudd Chapel
AWAKE ho lds services oh three
primary components of the Christian
faith: gospel, worship and fellowship.
AWAKE is the home of Whitworth's
Fellowship of Christian Athletes, but
all are invited.

MARKET: SPOKANE FARMERS MARKET

8 a.m. -1 p.m.
20 W. Fifth Ave
Browse through produce and hand
made goods. The market only runs
through Oct. 31.

in

CJ

CO

POETRY: BEACON HILL READING
6:30 p.m.
Spokane Community College Library
1820 N. GreeneSt.
Listen to authors Drew Hil.lhunt, Emily
Johnston and Kris Dinnison read from
a selection of their original poetry
and prose.

MUSIC: CIVIL TWILIGHT
8 p.m. I $1 2
The Bartlett
228 W. Sprague Ave.
Watch Civil Twilight, originally from
South Africa, play a celebratory allages show.

CO

LECTURE: JUSTICE MARY YU
4 p.m.
HUB ABC Conference Room
Listen to Justice Mary Yu p resent
"Breaking Barriers: Being the First
Latina, Asian, LGBT Justice on the
Washington State Supreme Court."

£5
CO

CD

THEATER: "RICHARD III"
7:30 p.m. I $8
Cowles Auditorium Main Stage
Watch a contemporary interpretation
of Shakespeare's story of one
of history's most notorious and
entertaining villains performed by
Whitworth Theater.

CO

OUTDOORS: VER
ENVIRONMENTA
9 a.m.
Join Outdoor R(
hiking through
the Verbrugge I
Visit the U-Rec

DANCE: WEEKLY!
DANCE
8:30 p.m.
Graves Gym
Swing and ballr
a social dance o
experience orp
high heels!

the whitworthian I
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Painted pumpkins
embody Fall spirit
Meghan Foulk

"I really want people to realize that
the Kipos garden exists, and that we
actually have a lot of produce. So why
not make it available to the public?"
Pumpkins of all shapes and sizes Signalness said.
filled the tables in the HUB Multipu
rpose
Students were free to bring their own
Room. Ranging from short and squat to pumpkins to the event, but the ones
long and oblong, some full of warts and from the garden were sold at the event
others that fit neatly into the palm of a for people to paint. The money will go
hand.
toward the garden and the Kipos club,
All of the pumpkins were grown in Signalness said.
the Kipos garden near Whitworth off
"Yeah, I told our garden manager that
Lola Lane.
since [the pumpkins] came from the
On Friday, Oct. 9, the Kipos Garden garden, I would love to raise money for
hosted a pumpkin painting gathering at the garden," Signalness said. "Maybe we
6 p.m., which was
can brainstorm
quickly filled with
towards putting
"It's really exciting to see the
students painting
it toward Kipos,
because Kipos is
pumpkins
with
various characters, Kipos garden getting involved becoming a club
this year."
Halloween motifs
in campus [life]and being on
The
group
or simply creative
began as a club
campus, where we can come
designs.
and,
despite
The
garden,
and support them."
not being one
which is run by
last year, they
student volunteers,
SHELBY BEEDLE
are
currently
produces
beans,
going through
sophomore
pumpkins, squash,
the process to
various tomatoes
and tomatillos, apples, asparagus, kale, become a club once more.
The Kipos garden reaches out
Swiss chard, sunflowers, and many
different kinds of herbs such as fennel, through little events such as this, but
also does other things to get involved in
dill, mint, parsley and taro.
Sophomore Shelby Beedle painted the community.
When there is surplus produce, like
her pumpkin as Frankenstein due to a
apples, Kipos takes them to Sodexo so
small scar on the surface.
Beedle was excited to paint, but was that it can be used in some of the food,
Signalness said.
also enthusiastic about the cause.
Kipos is also working with
"It's really exciting to see the Kipos
garden getting involved in campus and organizations such as Second Harvest,
being on campus, where we can come a hunger-relief organization, and The
and support them, and the money stays Campus Kitchens Project, which is a
program that provides meals for lowhere so that's really nice," Beedle said.
Senior Kiersten Signalness organized income families. They donate extra
the event, and has been involved with produce to these organizations.
Anyone who comes to help on a
Kipos and is the ASWU Sus tainability
garden workday can leave with produce,
Coordinator.
Staff Writer

Jeanette Vazquez | Photo Editor

Freshman Becca Hallenbeck paints her pumpkin a spooky Halloween theme.
as there is so much produce that they do
not want to go to waste, Signalness said.
Junior Brittany Boring commented
on how the event was. a good way to
bring awareness to the Kipos program.
"I t hink that the more that students
see the things from the garden on
campus...the more awareness can grow
about the garden," Boring said.
For students who are interested in

learning more about Kipos, they meet
Saturdays from 9:30-11 a.m., and can
receive updates on the Kipos Facebook
page.

Contact Meghan Foulk at
meghanfoulkl 9@my.whitworth.edu
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RUGGE
CENTER

CO

7:30 p.m. / $ 8
Cowles Auditorium Main Stage

Watch a contemporary interpretation
of Shakespeare's story about one
of history's most notorious and
entertaining villains performed by
Whitworth Theater.

cfor a leisurely day of
he new trail system at
ivironmental Center,
o sign up.

WING AND BALLROOM

iom lessons and
sen to all, no
irtner necessary, NO

O)

THEATER: "R ICHARD III"

GO

COMMUNITY: NORTHWEST TASTE

FILM: SCREENING/Q&A

or

LECTURE: FAITH, FICTION. AND FILM

6 p.m.
Robinson Teaching Theatre

7 p.m.
Robinson Teaching Theatre

Watch a screening of the film "The
Assassination of Jesse James by the
Coward Robert Ford," followed by
a Q&A with novelist, essayist and
Santa Clara University professor Ron
Hansen.

Listen to award-winning novelist,
essayist and professor at Santa Clara
University Ron Hansen talk about
writing and his novels.

CAMPUS: OVERFLOW THEOLOGY

10 a.m. - 5 p.m. / $10
Spokane Convention Center
334 W. Spokane Falls Blvd

7 p.m.
HUB Chambers

Sample products from across the
region such as coffee, oils, vinegars,
and sweet treats, and watch demos.

Come discuss theologically-related
topics not often covered in class with
faculty members and eat snacks.

CO

POETRY: SPOKANE POETRY PLAN
7 p.m. I $ 5
The Bartlett
228 VJ. Sp rague Ave.

Watch a competitive performance
poetry, in which poets are judged by
5 audience judges, chosen at random.
The winner gets a $50 prize!

10
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Students create
- fiber projects:
continued from p. 8
'"Ihe theme of t he grant was 'Making as Knowledge,'"
Art professor Katie Creyts said, "We wanted to make an
exhibit where handicraft played a role with contemporary
materials."
Maue taught students unique ways to create, and
encouraged them to work from within themselves.
"Your intuition is a really powerful thing," Maue said.
Students in the workshop were exposed to new art forms
and concepts that are not the most common ways to create.
The workshop as a whole supplied students with the
opportunity, skill and mindset to create their personalized
projects and communicate their own message through
them.
"The goal of a n artist is to communicate," Maue said.
This is the goal that she taught students to embrace in their
art.
"As an artist, I celebrate, question, and reveal beauty
in the sloppiness of our lives," M aue said in her artist
statement in the art gallery.
"The Devil is in the Details" art gallery will be on display
in the Lied Center for the Visual Arts until Oct. 30.

Green Bluff: Visit these growers
this fall to support local farming. For more
information, see greenbluffgrowers.com.

Contact Melissa Voss at
mvossl 9@my. whitworth.edu

Meriin Wotdson Theater ai the Fox
: $23; $18 students/seolofs

'

-Tickets available at il.824.l2i and wii.in3rtinwoldsfliitli83l8r.oooj.

OPINIONS

WHITWORTHiOUT

Email survey of 100 Whitworth students
See page 3 for a story on Whitworths hiring practices.

EDITORIALUN THE LOOP

Trustees should make efforts to
enact LGBT resolution soon
Last year ASWU worked to get a resolution passed that
adds sexual orientation to the list of protected identities in
the staff and faculty handbook. If you weren't here or you
need a refresher, this would mean faculty and staff could
not be fired for their sexual orientation and they would
have recourse to protect themselves from harassment as a
result of their sexual orientation.
Last year's editorial board wrote a piece on th
e resolution
prior to its passage last year. We expressed our disbelief at
the fact that any enactment of this resolution will likely not
take place until almost three years from now.
At th e time, we strongly encouraged students to make
their voices heard and to pass the resolution. ASWU did
an excellent job of informing students, gathering opinions
and allowing students' voices to be heard. They hosted and
funded a speaker series, with speakers representing multi
ple sides of the issue. They also presented students with indepth survey options in order to reach a collective opinion
that truly represented the Whitworth student body.
A sur vey approving this resolution was passed by last
year's student body with a two-thirds majority, ASWU
passed the resolution and it isnow in the hands of the Board
of Trustees for their consideration before implementation.
Seeing as this resolution was present almost a year ago, we
are frustrated at the lack of change. Waiting three years to
enact this policy means that most of the students who ex
pressed their opinions will have graduated and moved on
from Whitworth, but it issomething that those students be
lieve in.
We still believe that adding this policy would support the
Whitworth mission and we implore the trustees to make
more active efforts to enact this change in an expeditious
manner.
The students have spoken and believe that this change
would make Whitworth a better, more diverse and more in
clusive space. It is time for the trustees so listen to student
voices and add sexual orientation to the list of p rotected
identities.
Editorials in the "In the Loop" section reflect the majority opin
ion of the Editorial Board.

Student feedback and input makes Whitworth better
with gorgeous couches and several tables, that glass- of the day, it is the constant evolution and changing of
windowed room on your right as you enter the library the university that will bring it life for years to come.
With tuition levels at an all-time high, it is comforting
is now actually worth checking out. The best part about
it? The study room was a result of a student survey last as a student to know that our money is paying for
something. Whether it is your parent's money, your
school year.
money or the government's money, if nothing else, that
Several
other
student-influenced
changes
on
Two weeks ago, I wrote a column highlighting the
over $45,000 is paying for you to have a voice. So whether
fantastic dialogue that exists between students and campus have occurred over the last year or two,
you are a freshman, or somebody that just feels lost
faculty at Whitworth. Generally, faculty are happy to including the addition of the single study rooms on
amongst the crowd
engage with students in conversation on just about any the second floor of the library. Since those
rooms were installed, rarely
Whitworth offers an above here at Whitworth,
topic and faculty members
remember, you do
will you find one Of them
generally express interest in
"At a larger college like
average experience all the
have a voice.
unoccupied.
the feedback of their students
In fact, next time
Even the 100-year-old
University of Washington, if
as well. As a matter of fact,
way across the board...it is
you have an idea for
tradition oflocker-room style
out of all the things that
students are unhappy with showers in McMillan Hall
the constant evolution and change on campus,
Whitworth University does
tell somebody. You
has changed after student
well, listening to the students
a certain aspect of campus,
may be surprised
changing of the university
life listened to the voice of
may be one of the best.
what
you
can
the students. There .were
chances
are
their
voices
will
At a larger college like
by
recently dividers installed that will bring it life for years accomplish
University of Washington, if
simply
expressing
in parts of the showers in
never reach further than
to
come."
students are unhappy with
your voice at this
Mac—much to the chagrin
a certain aspect of campus,
their living room."
university. For all
of the more traditionalist
chances are their voices will
"Mac Men" And although it is always you know, that statue of George Whitworth and his
never reach further than
neck beard that you've been dreaming of could one day
their living room. Those changes will likely never be difficult to see a decade old tradition change, times
be a reality.
have
changed,
and
change
is
how
a
university
excels.
made and if they are, it is very unlikely that the change
There are many reasons why Whitworth has serious
was caused by the students. Here, students influence
staying power as a university. From the diversity, the
change all the time.
Take the new study room on the first floor of the robust faculty, the energized student life and even
the food in Sodexo (you'll understand when you live
library for example. What used to be a room housing
CARTER is a senior majoring in journalism. Comments
neglected newspapers and the occasional book sale off-campus), Whitworth offers an above average can be sent to mcarterl6@my.whitworth.edu
experience
all
the
way
across
the
board.
But
at
the
end
is now an elegant, peaceful study room. Furnished

MAXCARTER
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SPORTS
conference competitors
Peter Houston-Hencken

fourth and final set.
Korshavn helped the Pirates achieve
victory by landing 10 kills a nd 33 at
The volleyball te am found redemp tempts throughout the game. However,
tion in last week's games by beating the the defense was led by senior Mallorie
top two teams in the Northwest Con Schoesler who made 21successful digs.
ference. The Pirates beat the first place
The Pifatwffiehded the fourth set with
Willamette University Bearcats, 3-1, and relative^ase^Whitworth held a solid
brought the second place Lewis & Clark lead fo^^^^mB^fentire set and endUniversity Pioneers down tothird with a ed witBpSi^jpomrtliad. Friday night's
game*^m@|^Hlwgu^yorth winning
score of 3-1.
Friday night's home game against the the fiiiafile^tfe'sSu^and holding a set
Bearcats got off to a rocky start with the score of 3-1.
Saturday's game began with the Pio
Pirates falling behind early in the match.
"We knew they would be good block neers and the Pirates exchanging leads.
ers," senior Shawna Korshavn said. "But Early in the first,set the Pioneers held a
small lead, but dropped|to seven points
we've beaten them in past years."
The Bearcats showcased their strong behind the Pirates at 19-13. The Pio
ability to block at tacks throughout the neers closed the;gai^t24-24, but the Pi
first set as well as the entire game. By rates were-abielti!cl^e>me^et with two
the end of the game, the Bearcats had a consecutive;pmntsS.
flfigfr -Pirates
total of 14 blocks
dominated
the
and 26 attempts
second set by
compared
to
holding a large
Whitworth's four
%lef<i?for the majorblocks and eight
ity^of th e set. The
attempts.
Karina Lees,'18
final 25-17 score
The Pirates were
gpast
achieved
unable to catch
through the of
Last Saturday,
up to Willamette
fensive strength
until the score
Lees entered
off; r sophomore
reached 12-12. For
the second set
Karina Lees who
the rest of the set,
as a substitute.
entered the game
the Pirates slow
Lees scored five
|iuring;the second
ly gained points
kills in her first
set.i|Eees made
while the Bearcats
five'kills and 13atset of the game.
quickly increased
lemptsPin the sec
their score to 25.
ond set asthe right
- The set ended with
outside hitter.
a Willamette win
"Right side is actually a newer posi
and score of 25-17.
The Pirates were ableto turn it around tion for me. I've only been playing it for
for the second set by working together about a weeknow," Lees said. "Ijust have
an aggressive mindset I havesomething
and playing ata much fester pace.
Whitworth struggled for a strong lead to prove."
Lees went on to makea total of 11 kills
due to Willamette tyingit up at multiple
against
the Pioneers.
points. However, at 8-7the Pirates broke
The Pioneers were able to win the
free and took a strong lead, which they
would hold until the end of the set. The third set with a close score of25-22. The
Pirates had difficulty digging Lewis &
second set ended with score of25-15.
"Our passers did a great job of initiat Clark's trick attacks which were barely
ing that play," head coach Rati Bodecker tapped over the net
The Pirates used their skill of scoring
said. "And then our hitters did agood job
points on serves to win thefinal set and
of terminating."
Sophomore Cassie Me ndoza led the close the gamewith a score of25-23. Theg"
offensive for the Pirates. By the e nd of piratesishot a totafohniffef
the second set, Mendoza had'a total of tor^&i
10 kills and 22 attempts.
1
sal! a
ssa©
The Bearcats attempted to retaliate mmgs a rasps
WpccflfL
points/'
in the third set by holding a steady lead
over the Pirates. Halfway throu gh th'e —•^SKE»
S«
set, the twoteams tied the score at13-13
and stayed neck and neck for the rest of
the set The Pirates were able to achieve,^^,opCTT
a narrow victory and won the third set Tin ive^^^^S^^avypajlggRai^t
with a score of25-23.
With the Pirates winning two sets in
a row and holding a set score of 2-1, it
seemed that Whitworth would domi Contact Peter Houston-Hencken at
nate the game. The Pirates proved those phouston-henckml 7^^ji0pi>drth
predictions correct by d ominating the .edu

Sports Editor

SPOTLIGHT

Mr

Erip

^°^ l Ph° t0Srapfaer

Senior outside hitter Nicole Leonard spikes the ball past Willamette s setter
Lindsey Compton on Friday night. Leonard shot a total six kills opt o attac
attempts against the Bearcats.

14
Men's soccer remains undefeated against Whitman

Christian Haas races for the ball in theast
l minutes of the first half. The Pirates doub
led Whitman's total number of shots on goal during Saturday's game (6-3).

McKinley Powers

StaffWriter

,

r

l

J

The men's soccer team came off th e
field with a 2-0 win over the Whitman
Missionaries on Saturday, Oct. 10. The
Pirates (10-0-1) continue to lead the
Northwest Conference and are ranked
third in the most recent national Divi
sion III polls.
The Pirates came out eager to contin
ue their successful season. The defense
was able to maintain a strong and con
sistent line of st ops as they worked to
lead the Pirates to their eighth consec
utive shutout of the season. The Pirates'
attacking players were able to make the
opportunities created by the defense
count by capitalizing with two goals.
"Our guys made it difficult for them
to create the overall chance to score,"
head coach Morgan Cathey said. "It was
a great performance top to bottom for
our guys."
Senior forward Karl Muelheims gave
the Pirates an early lead by scoring

within the first 10 minutes of the first Cathey said. "Besides Timmy, all of t he
half. Muelheims fought through sever players have just started playing at those
al defenders in the box before scoring positions this year. To have all of the
players new to the
from five-yards
system and new to
out into the lower
each other, we are
left corner of the
very proud on how
goal. This marks
we have handled
Muelheims' ninth
every situation."
goal of the season,
Karl Muelheims, '16
The
Pirates
leading the con
started the second
ference.
Muelheims
half strong and de"With a solid
scored the
termined to maindefense it allows
first goal in
tain their lead. Jufor the forwards to
Saturday's
nior forward Rylan
be more free and
. . .
Berriman scored
create
chances
game. He holds
. .
10 minutes mto
and get into ad
first place in
^ half_ putting
vanced positions,"
Conference for
the Pirates' lead to
Muelheims said.
goals.
2-0 over the Mis
The Pirates fin
sionaries. Berri
ished out the half
man received the
with 10 shots on
goal and three saves by junior goalkeep ball from the midfield and took a shot
from the right side, resulting in a goal.
er Timmy Costa.
"Starting at the back, our defense is Whitworth then finished the game with
very new this year for the most part," an additional six shots on goal.
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LEINENKUGEL'S H0CKT0BERFEST
SATURDAY 10/17 vs. KAMLOOPS BLAZERS
Join us at 4:00pm for HOCKtoberfest - Enter to win a weekend trip for two to Leavenworth.
Sponsored By:

For Tickets Cell 800.325.SEAT

INLANDER \ finity
www.SP0KANECHIEFS.cam

7PM

"We played well today and got the
win," Berriman said. "Our focus on bei
ng
excellent is really evident. We can't wait
to get some revenge on George Fox next
Saturday."
After playing the Bruins earlier this
season, the Pirates tied 1-1 after two
overtimes. This is the only mark on their
season that Whitworth hasn't come out
with a win.
"We have hit the halfway point in con
ference games so now we go back and
play all these teams again," Cathey said.
"Throughout this next round we are real
ly working on being in the NCAA tourna
ment and in order to do that we have to
win the conference. We are infront right
now and we just have to stay there. We
want to make a big imp
act in the tourna
ment this year."
The Pirates will continue to play at
home as they take on the George Fox
Bruins next Saturday, Oct. 17.
Contact McKinley Powers at
mpowersl 8@my.whitworth.edu
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Women's golf team takes
second at NWC Classic

successful season by winning the their season; however, the final
Northwest Conference Classic in Conference standings will not be known
Sunriver, Oregon last weekend. The until the end of the month. Check the
tournament was held at the Woodlands NWC website for updated standings.
The women's golf team finished their golf course at the Sunriver Resort.
season by taking second place out of
By the end of Saturday's round, the
nine teams in the NorthwestConference Pirates held second place with a score Women's soccer continues
Classic last weekend.
of 313, close behind the Willamette to struggle on the road
The George Fox University Bruins won University Bearcats with 310. However,
the tournament with 623 strokes. The Whitworth was able to claim first place
The women's soccer team lost to
Bruins shot 47 shots over par compared by scoring 292
the Lewis & Clar k
to Whitworth's 72.
points on Sunday.
College Pioneers in
The Pirates held second place at the The Pirates ended
Portland, Oregon
end of Saturday's round scoring 325. the
tournament
on Saturday.
They were ab le to lower their score by with a score of 605
For the Pioneers,
two points on Sundayto 323. The Pirates and 29 shots over
forward
junior
finished with a score of648.
par.
Emily Thompson
Senior Chelsea Bayley tied with
Seniors Oliver
took control of
George Fox's Kristin Elich for second Rudnicki
and
the game, scoring
place out of 4 3 players. Bayley shot a Lyle
Rudnicki
three goals over
total score of 152 strokes with eight shots led the Pirates to
an
11-minute
over par.
victory with the
span. Additionally,
Junior Michal Schuster placed fifth top two scores of
junior
forward
with a score of 155 and 11 shots overpar. the
tournament.
Taylor
Hudson
George Fox's Sydney Maluenda took Oliver swung a
scored a goal in
Rainier Emerick I Graphic Editor
first place at the tournament witha score total of 143 strokes
the 66th minute,
of 150 and six shots over par. Maluenda and managed to be
capping a 4-0 victory.
shot 73 on Saturday and tied withBayley the only athlete at the tournament to
Statistically, the Pioneers took
on Sunday for a score of 77.
achieve a score lower than par (-1).
advantage of field position, out shooting
The women's golf team hasconcluded
Lyle took second place in the the Pirates 16-7, ha d three times more
their season; however, the final
tournament with 145 strokes an d only saves, 6-2, and had a considerable
Conference standings will not be known one stroke over par.
advantage in cornerkicks, 8-1.
until the end of the month. Check the
However, the Pirates were able to
Willamette's top player for the
NWC website for updated standings.
tournament, Steven Rodriguez, fell shoot just as many shots on goal, 6-6.
behind Lyle with a gap of six strokes. Additionally, se nior goalkeeper Andrea
Rodriguez took third place with a sc ore Stump two saves for the Pirates.
Men's golf team concludes of 151 points and seven shots over par.
The Pirates, who have now lost four
The Northwest Conference Classic in a row, s lipped to sixth place in the
season with NWC Classic
comprised of nine teams and 45 players. Northwest Conference, witha 5-7 overall
The men's golf team has concluded record, including being 3-5 againstinterThe men's golf team ended their

conference opponents.
Women's soccer gets ready for a
three game road-trip for the upcom ing
week, beginning Wednesday against the
Whitman College Poets, before finishing
the weekend at George Fox and Pacific
University.

Football beats Loggers in
Tacoma Washington
The Whitworth football team traveled
to the University of Puget Sound in
Tacoma on Saturday to face the Loggers
in their second inter-conference match
up of the season. The Pirates remained
undefeated 24-7.
Offensively, the Pirates controlled
the clock, possession and the overall
tempo of the game, going up 15-0 early
in the second quarter, when junior
quarterback Ian Kolste co nnected with
sophomore Kevin Thomas at the back of
the end zone for a 10yard touchdown.
With the win, the Pirates are now tied
for first in the Northwest Conference
with the Linfield University Wildcats.
Both teams have a 2-0 conference
record. However, Whit worth leads with
an overall record of 5-0 compared to
Linfield's 4-0.
The Pirates face Pacific Lutheran at
the Pine Bowl at 1 p.m. on Saturday 17.
Contact Josiah VanWingerden at
jvanwingerdenl9@my.whitworth.edu
and Peter Houston-Hencken at
phouston-henckenl7@my.whitworth.
edu

Continue Your Education
Journey with Azusa Pacific
Occupations that require a master's degree are projected to grow the fastest
over the next eight years, making graduate school a worthwhile investment as
you prepare to impact your field. Start planning now and further your career
goals with a graduate degree from Azusa Pacific University, one of t he nation's
top Christian universities.
Choose from:

Business and Leadership

Education

MBA, Management, Leadership, Accounting,

Educational Leadership, School Counseling

Organizational Psychology

Health Care
Join the

0 nn "II
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I graduate students
currently advancing
I their education at APU

Athletic Training, Physical Therapy, Nursing

and School Psychology, Teacher Education,
Higher Education, Nursing Education

Helping Professions
MFT, Psychology, Social Work

Azusa | High Desert | Inland Empire | Los Angeles | Murrieta | Orange County | San Diego | Online
18172

Find your program today! apu.edu/programs
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God First Since 1899
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WHITPICS

Athletic director Tim Demant shares his information with students about entering into a contract with God during Wednesday night's discussion.

SNEAK A PEAK AT AWAKE

(Right) Awake leaders Joey Hope and Teagan Brown give announcements
before starting the service.

(Bottom Right) Tim Demant leads a time of quiet reflection before the Lord.

TAKE ME

Stuart Beeksma | Photographer
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First forensics home
competition in history

#MoserStrong
Sophomore Brett Moser shares his story about
defeating cancer and the support he received through
his treatment.

p. 13

p. 3
New Whitworth.FM channels
explore genres and cultures

p. 8
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ABOUTUS

VOLUME 106, ISSUE 05
The Whitworthian has served as the main source of news and sports coverage
for the Whitworth community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an organization
composed entirely of students which produces The Whitworthian weekly
newspaper and thewhitworthian.com.
OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting accurate and relevant
information in an innovative manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for expressing the interests of the
Whitworth community.
GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published weekly, except during January
and student vacations. The content is generated entirely by students. The college
administration does not review the newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas
expressed in The Whitworthian are those of the individual artists, writers and
student editors, and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associated Students
of Whitworth University (ASWU), the university, its administration, faculty/staff
or advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through advertising and subscription
revenue and in part by student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the opinions of their individual
creators and not necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its editors or its
staff.
PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in freedom of speech and
expression as guaranteed in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United
States.
CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248

ONLINE AT
www.thewhitworthian.com
QUESTIONS?
rbreseel6@my.whitworth.edu

CORRECTIONS
If you have a comment or question about the fairness or accuracy of a story, send
an email to rbreseel6@my.whitworth.edu.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to articles or issues of interest to the
Whitworth community. Send letters to rbreseel6@my.whitworth.edu.
Limit to 250 words.
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FEATURED
04 EXPERIENCE EMPATHY

HOW TO

Junior Bryce Bagley attempts to
broadcast the diverse stories of
Whitworth students.

06 REACH REQUIREMENTS
The George Whitworth Honors
program increases the course credit
requirements from 15 to 18 credits.

09 HALLOWEEN HAUNTS
SATORISPOKANE.COM

Warren's Monster Mash and Mac's
Haunted House kicked off this year's
Halloween festivities.

10 ACHIEVING ARTIST
FULLFILS SP ANISH
COURSE REQUIRMENT
EXPERIENCIA CULTURAL

11 SIMULATION SITUATION
Students suggest actions to be taken
by administration to make active
shooter drill more serious.

^

Eva Arochena Garcia's paintings,
based off of her photography, focus
on life's more personal moments.

12 CLUB COMMUNICATION
Clubs should promote their events
and activities more around campus
to increase student involvement.

13 VOLLEYBALL VICTORY
The Pirates dominate the home court
with capitalizing defensive and an
aggressive offense.

14 DOUBLE DRAWS
Women's soccer team tied two games
this last weekend placing them in
sixth place in the NWC.
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Whitworth hosts first home speech and
debate tournament in university's history
Hayley O'Brien

the van and drive 300 miles to Lewis
and Clark with us but they can come
this weekend, which is really exciting,"
A historic event happened last week Ingram said.
The Northwest Forensics Conference
end on the Whitworth campus. Stu
season is composed of s ix speech tour
dents in professional attire flooded the
MPR, men in suits swarmed Sodexo and naments. However, Whitworth's team
attends only three of them because the
women in blazers crowded Dixon, Rob
first and last competitions fall too close
inson and Weyerhaeuser. The cause?
to the beginning and end of the semes
Whitworth hosted its first speech
ter, Ingram said.
and debate home tournament.
Pacific University's forensics coach
Traditionally, Whitworth's
Dan Broyles and Ingram partnered to
award-winning forensics team, which
create the additional tournament to
was resurrected in 2010 by professor
provide another
and forensics
avenue for stu
coach Mike
"It's a great mini-reunion of
dents to compete
Ingram, attends
people who were and are dear and gain feedback,
only away tour
naments.
to me and who love the insti Ingram said.
Ingram
"We are
tution and the program and is a"Coach
linchpin of the
always the road
help make this thing go."
community of de
warriors going
bate, of forensics,
someplace else,"
MIKE INGRAM
in
the Northwest—
Ingram said.
whitworth forensics coach
if not the country—
Last week
and really anywhere he goes is a home
end, that tradition changed.
Having a tournament on Whitworth's tournament for him," junior forensics
member James Eccles said.
campus allowed students to show off
The tournament took weeks of plan
their home to the other eight schools
ning to reserve classrooms, prepare the
who attended and provided a greater
itinerary and invite schools and judges.
opportunity for the Whitworth commu
Some people invited to judge were
nity to watch the team compete, Ingram
former Whitworth forensics students
said.
Those eight schools included: Carroll such as Sarah Streyder, '15, Stephanie
Saracco, '15, Sarah Dice, '15, Bri Miller,
College, Montana; Lewis &Clark Col
'15, Rebecca Korf, '15, Kym Davis, '95
lege, Oregon; Linfleld, Oregon; Oregon
and Lori Welch, '90.
State University; Northwest Nazarene
"It's a great mini-reunion of people
University, Idaho; Pacific University,
who were and are dear to me and who
Oregon; Southern Methodist Univer
love the institution and the program
sity, Texas; University of Washington,
and help make this thing go," Ingram
Washington.
said.
Professors, family and friends of the
Ingram also hired local high school
forensic team members "can't get in
News Editor

speech coaches, pastors, other educa
tors, friends of friends and intelligent
college graduates to create both an
educated and a lay audience for the
competitions, he said.
"It's a high value that the students
need to speak persuasively not just to
the P.H.D.s who understand rhetoric
like Dr. [Ron] Pyle [Whitworth com
munications professor] but also to an
educated lay person," Ingram said.
Under Ingram's
leadership the
Whitworth fo
rensics team won
first place last
year in the year
long standings
of the NFC, was
Novice Information Open Prog-Oral
recognized as the
Entries-.
Intcrp
1st Kylee Waller 2nd Emily Goodell
best International
3rd Hannah llowull
Public Debate As
Open Duo
3rd Emily Goodsll Novice Pro?.o
sociation program
2nd ftytee Wolkler
in the NFC and
3rd fornli
Novice felflitip
dominated their
Mu&Cenle
?nrt Galje Oros
first competition
3rd Iitf Br oussarid
three weeks ago.
Currently,
there are 20
members of the
forensic team, 12
Rainier Emerick I Gr aphics Editor
Qf whom are new

WHITWORTH SPEECH DEBATE WINNERS
SATURDAY
Extemporaneous Impromptu
1s! Li jJacobs 2nd James Eccles
2nd F.llie Prohus 3rd Ellie Probus
3rd James letter.
Point of Inlprmalinn
Prose
I si Hannah Twoct
3rd Elite Probus M frmt/flomtell
0p»n Duo ?
3rrf Emily Qoodellf.
Evan Barnes

Stuart Beeksma I Photographer

Phillip Allevato (left) prepping for debate on Sunday Oct. 2 at the swing competition
this year.
"Having a large team certainly posi
tions us mathematically to be compet
itive, but I like to think it is more of the
quality than the quantity that makes a
difference," Ingram said
Quantity of team members gave
schools less of a mathematical advan
tage at the home competition last week
end than at other competitions, howev
er, because it was a swing tournament.
At a swing tournament, the two schools
each host one day of the tournament.
Whitworth hosted the Saturday tourna
ment and Pacific hosted on Sunday.
Last weekend, students who typically
compete in both speech and debate
were forced to chose between the two
events.
"This will...force a lot of people to
focus down into specific events and I
think you might see a higher quality of
specific events," Eccles said.
Last year the additional swing tour
nament occurred on Pacific University's
campus and the coaches plan to contin
ue offering the competition every year,
alternating the venue between the two
universities.
Contact Hayley O'Brien
at hobrienl 7@my.whitworth.edu

New institutional repository introduced on library
Sarah Hainan
Staff Writer
Whitworth University has an institu
tional repository allowing student and
faculty research available on worldwide
scale.
"The institutional repository is a
third party hosted site where we can
collect all of the digital versions of
research that students or faculty do,"
library instructor Kathy Watts said. "It's
all ih a web portal on the Whitworth
page."
Students now have access to see
their professors' work, and students
also have an opportunity to include
their own work in the database.
Students, depending on their
program, can post their work and
research hnthe program, making it
discoverable. This is especially import
ant if students want to go to graduate
school.
Students can put on their resume
that they have a paper published and
uploaded on a database.
This provide students a permanent
URL, where their work can be dis
covered by anybody, even potential
employers, Watts said.
The librarians hope to get as much

faculty work into the database as possi
ble. The librarians are looking to upload
student work fromhonors
students in particular,
library director
Amanda
Clark
said.

focusing more on uploading student
work.
"The best part about this is
that anything we put in
the web portal is
discoverable
on

DIGITAL

COMMONS
Google,"
Clark said.
"That is what is
so exciting, because

Next
year the
librarians
want to start

within the couple months since we
started, hundreds of things have been
downloaded because people can find
them on Google."
The database stores faculty papers
including papers students might not
have known existed such as lectures
faculty presented at conferences.
The database also holds master's
theses and Whitworth archives such as
the yearbooks and newspapers, Clark
said.
Whitworth had no place to physical
ly store projects, audio clips, lectures
and videos, and they would end up
being forgotten despite the work and
research put into them, Watts said.
"Its expanding what people can
find out about Whitworth, about
the research that goes on here at
Whitworth, so suddenly we are
broadcast all across the planet," Clark
said. "Everything in thedatabase is
branded for Whitworth, it's a great
promotion. A lot of what we were doing
here just stayed here at Whitworth, and
now we are able to distribute stuff much
more broadly."

Contact Sarah Haman at
shaman19@my.whitworth.edit

{Catherine Bell I Gr aphic Artist

The Empathy Project: who tells your story?
Emily Goodell

have a real person that's attached to this
idea," Bagley said. "It's not just an ab
straction anymore. It's a human being."
The Empathy Project, created last
The reason why Bagley chose to
year by senior Bryce Bagley, is an
present stories in this way, was inspired
audio storytelling project that seeks to
by an audio storytelling class that
facilitate empathy by sharing people's
Bagley took last Jan. term, where they
unique stories.
listened to podcasts about people's
Hoping to partner with Whitworth.
experiences in life.
FM., Bagley is asking students from all
"I use audio recordings because
backgrounds to record their experienc
there's so much about the emotion of
es and stories and share them with the
the story that's captured in a person's
Whitworth community.
"When there's some group or culture voice," Bagley said.
Bagley has interviewed five individ
or even just means of identifying a
uals so far, both people from Whitworth
person that we're prejudiced against,
and people he knew
it's because we've
before coming to
never actually
"I use audio recordings
Whitworth, Bagley
encountered real
because there's so much said.
people who are
One of the impacts
transgender or
about the emotion of the
he hopes to have is
who are Muslim
story that's captured in a
people changing their
or atheist," Bagley
person's voice."
perspective on certain
said.
minority groups or
It's a lot harder
BRYCE BAGLEY
underrepresented
for an individual
junior
cultures, Bagley said.
to express hate
"By being open with people, you
toward a group of people when that in
learn something about being human,
dividual is presented with a real person
regardless of who you're being open
from that demographic Bagley said.
with," Bagley said. "My policy with the
"By recording these interviews...we
people I interview is that after I'm done
can encourage empathy, because you
Staff Writer

interviewing them, they can ask me any like to be a transgender person today."
The implementation of the project
question they want."
has met with some issues. The people
One person Bagley interviewed is
that have been helping with the project
sophomore Kai Eder, who saidthat
have either graduated or not had
telling his life story was interesting,
enough time to work
because having
"By being open with
on the project, includ
a third party to
ing Bagley himself.
help him process
people, you learn some
"I've had some
through it helped
thing about being human,
setbacks... I can't do
him to see things
regardless of who you're all of it on my own and
he hadn't before.
"It really made
that's definitely slowed
being open with."
me think deeply
me down a lot,"Bagley
BRYCE BAGLEY
about if I was the
said. "But I really do
junior
person who truly
want to get at least
knew my own
enough inertia set up
story the best," Eder said.
before I leave that it doesn't die."
Eder hopes his story will impact
Bagley said that he hopes the stories
people and change people's opinions
will be available to listen to over Whiton hard issues, he said.
worth.FM., but has not yet heard back
"I think people will start being a little from the new director of Whitworth FM.
more mindful of the issues that transBagley's ultimate goal is to create
gender people or non-binary people
deeper levels of acceptance and toler
have to deal with," Eder said.
ance, he said.
Bagley was impacted by Eder's inter
view, he said.
"I had no idea experientially what it
meant to be transgender until I talked to
Kai," Bagley said. "It completely opened
my mind to what that means to live
Contact Emily Goodell at
through that. To live through what it's
egoodelll 7@my.whitworth.edu
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Taylor announces $2.05 million endowment
the whitworthian
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Sarah Haman

our $1 million goal in that area," Taylor
said. The university plans to have 10
endowed faculty positions at the uni
versity by 2021, Taylor said. The Hugh
President Beck Taylor announced a
W. Johnston endowed professorship
$2.05 million endowment for a pro
in chemistry is the seventh endowed
fessorship in chemistry gifted by the
professorship.
late retired Whitworth professor and
"This gift will further strengthen
library archivist, Hugh W. Johnston, last
Whitworth's already strong chemistry
Thursday.
program and will stimulate research
In addition to the endowed profes
in this important field," said Caroline
sorship, the gift will allow Whitworth
Simon Whitworth provost and executive
to establish
vice presia fund for
dent.
"This gift will further strengthen
research in
The Hugh
chemistry.
Whitworth's already strong chemistry W.' Johnston
The fund
program and will stimulate research endowed
helps fulfill
research
in this important field."
the Whit
fund
will en-.
worth 2021
CAROLINE SIMON
able faculty
strategic
provost & executive.vice president
and student
plan that
research
was devel
collaborations
across
many
disciplines
oped five years ago.
in the university and connect multiple
"Because of Hugh Johnston's gen
disciplines, Simon said.
erosity to Whitworth in addition to the
"We in the chemistry department
endowed professorship, the univer
are very excited to hear about this
sity will place an additional sum of
announcement, " said chemistry de
$550,000 into this newly endowed fund
partment chair Dr. Deanna Ojennus.
to support interdisciplinary research,
"We firmly believe that faculty-directed
moving us more than halfway toward
research in an essential part of a Whit

Staff Writer

worth chemistry
major's educa
tion."
The chemistry
department be
lieves the fund will
help foster faculty
and student re
search, Ojennus
said.
"We look
forward to how
this endowed
professorship will
raise Whitworth's
academic profile
in the sciences,"
Ojennus said.
"Knowing Hugh
and his love for the sciences/especially
for chemistry, it's appropriate that the
majority of his gift willenable strong
faculty support in that area through the
new endowed professorship," Taylor
said. "And there's no question that
Hugh loved his students, so the gen
erous fund to support student-faculty
collaborative and interdisciplinary
scholarship would make him smile.
Thank God for Hugh Johnston."
Hugh Johnston was an archaeologist,

Rainier Emerick | Graphics Editor

Egyptologist and stamp collector. He
started teaching at Whitworth in 1957,
teaching chemistry for 16 years. His last
12 years on the Whitworth staff were
as director of development services.
After his retirement, he served in the
archive department of Whitworth as the
library's head archivist.

Contact Sarah Haman at
shamanl 9@my. whitworth.edu
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Parker Postlewait

tered into the program for their first
Pacific University requires 66
year of attendance. Each year, the
credits for their University Scholars
program; however, each class is five incoming freshmen class has about
Staff Writer
240 honors students, which drops
credits.
to around 50 by a class' sophomore
The base standards for WhitNext year's incoming class of
year, Sugano said. This is due to
worth's honors program remain
- 2020 will encounter a new stan
high. Whitworth requires the credits opting out of the program or a drop
dard when it comes to the honors
in GPA and sequential removal from
to be taken within multiple aca
program.
the program, Sugano said.
demic departments with no more
Currently, the Whitworth
The honors program is working
than nine credits earned within a
website lists the requirements for
on expanding it's offerings, recendy
single department, according to
George Whitworth Honors to be 15
offering the priority opportunity
the Whitworth website. The system
credits at a grade level of C or high
for eight George Whitworth Honors
allows for
er. However,
"Honors are important but I honors stu
students to intern at the Smithso
the require
nian during Jan. term, which after
dents
to
get
a
ments will in
don't want it competing with
wards opens to general students.
well-rounded
crease required
everything else that is
The committee plans to expand this
education,
credits to 18
present in students lives."
to May term as well, Sugano said.
according to
beginning next
Honors students also have the
the website.
year.
DOUG SUGANO
opportunity to drink coffee and
These
This change
english professor
have conversations with import
credits also
comes at the
ant guest speakers. For example,
have to be earned in different types
recommendation of the National
the past month students have had
of courses such as: honors courses,
Collegiate honors council, director
coffee with B.H. Fairchild, breakfast
honors research, honors intern
of honors Doug Sugano said. The
with Dena Samuels, and attended
ship, honors off-campus program,
NCHC "provide support for institu
the President's Leadership Fo
honors creative project and honors
tions and individuals developing,
rum with David Brooks. Exciting
discussion groups, according to the
implementing, and expanding
opportunities
Whitworth web
honors education through curricu
continue to
site.
Whitworth
lum development," according to the
"I know how busy
be offered
offers a fighter
website nchchonors.org.
Whitworth students are."
throughout
course load
The NCHC sends evaluators to
the year
each of their member schools every but makes the
DOUG SUGANO
for Honors
honors system
three years, Sugano and the Honors
english professor
students.
well rounded,
Committee wanted to implement
Sugano said.
Sugano said.
the new policy before the NCHC
Further information about the
"I know how busy Whitworth
visits this year, he said.
Honors program can be found on
students are," Sugano said. "Some
Whitworth has fewer honors
the honors section of the Whitworth
have two majors, and those that
credits required than most other
don't have multiple minors. Honors website, or by contacting the mem
Washington private schools such as
bers of the Honors Steering
Seattle Pacific, Whitman and Pacific are important but I don't want it
Committee.
competing with everything
Lutheran University.
else that is present in
According to the Pacific Lu
students lives."
theran University website, honors
Any incoming
students need about the equivalent
freshmen that
of 28 credit hours
for their
honors
pro enter the school
with honors, as
gram.
Seat
tle

Contact
Parker
Postlewait at
ppostlewaitl6@
my.whit
worth.edu

ISIS Claims Responsibility for
Attack in Bangladesh
ISIS has taken responsibility for the three
bombs that exploded early last Saturday
morning during a giant procession in
Bangladesh commemorating the Shiite
Muslim holiday of Ashura. The bombing
killed one person, a 16-year-old boy, and
wounded 104 others. The procession has
been occurring peacefully for the past 400
years. This is the third attack in Bangladesh
that has been claimed by ISIS in the past
month.

Hurricane Patricia causes
flooding in Mexico
Last weekend's Hurricane Patricia has
been declared as the strongest hurricane
ever recorded at sea. It had been calculated
to hit Northern Mexico; however, by late
Saturday the storm had been downgraded
into a severe storm and missed the resort
city of Puerto Vallarta and Manzanillo. There
were no casualties.

"Star Wars: The Force Awakens"
brings down movie ticket sites
Two months before the movie's premiere,
the first tickets for "Star Wars: The Force
Awakens" were released in the U.K. The
huge demand for the tickets caused the
online booking systems of most major movie
theaters to collapse.
Sources I CNN & New York Times

ASWU UPDATE
- Community Building Day Report: Last
year, participants cumulatively completed
4,200 hours of service which has a value of
$112,224 to the community. More sports
teams and clubs signed up to participate
them in previous years. Also, the social me
dia hashtag #WhitworthServes was a hit.
Although Sodexo gifted all the meals for the
day, they will not be able to do so next year.
" Club Updates: Alzheimer's club will be
hosting a lecture about Alzheimer's re
search from the Alzheimer's Association on
Wednesday Nov. 4 from 7-9 p.m. The League
of Pirates will soon change their name to
Whitworth eSports in order to include Other
online gaming communities.
"Cultural Awareness Week: Nov. 16 through
Nov. 20 is cultural awareness week. Mon
day, Nov. 1 6, is international day of toler
ance and there will be a Q&A w ith Pirate
PRIDE club. Friday, Nov. 20, is the night of
the international festival put on by the in
ternational club. International meals will be
served in Sodexo and a talent show.

ARTS&CULTURE
Cultural diversity celebrated through
N a t i o n a l Hi s p a n i c He r i t a g e Mo n t h
Krystiana Morales
Staff Writer
Whitworth students, faculty and staff
celebrated National Hispanic Heritage
Month this Oct. Whitworth brought Nydia Martinez, Ph.D., to campus to lec
ture about "Honoring Diversity or Ho
mogenizing Identities?" and held a fair
trade festival and invited a taco truck to
feed students on campus.
Martinez, a history professor at East
ern Washington University, talked about
the terms "Hispanic" and "Latino/a." "
These terms create homogeneous la
bels for a diverse group of people, Marti
nez said. There are Latinos of Afro, Asian
and Middle Eastern descent, and that
mixed identity breaks the myth of a bi
nary existing in terms of Latino identity,
Martinez said.
Although Martinez focused mostly
on the history of Me xicans in the U.S.,
she also touched on the history of Puer
to Ricans in the U.S. as well. The U.S. has
had a complicated relationship with
Mexico. The U.S. calls upon Mexicans to
help during times of war, but then push
them out after the war andblame the fall
of the economy on Mexican immigrants,
Martinez said.
"You have to remember how it is
this community, how it is they came to
this community," Martinez said, when
talking about the platform of undoc
umented immigration that politicians
such as Ted Cruz and Marco Rubio are
running on.
While terms like "Hispanic" and
"Latino/a" are sometimes misleading
labels for those communities, there is
political significance and power that
comes with the labels, Martinez said.

Zoie Koch | Photographer

Alfonso Miranda and Lisa Lagos teach
a new dance to students at the yearly
Ven Bailalo Event.

ZoieKoch | Photographer

Colorful hand-beaded jewelry on dis
play f at the Fair Trade Festival.

ZoieKoch I Pho tographer

A student picks up her order from Patty's Tacos truck during the Heritage festival.

Martinez also talked about the media
and how individuals get their informa
tion about Hispanic and Latino/a iden
tities. The media present a homogenized
version of w hat it means to be Latino,
Martinez said.
Whitworth's H.O.L.A. club participat
ed in Hispanic Heritage month by hold
ing their third annual Latino Heritage
Festival Oct. 23.
H.O.L.A. club president Karen Fierro and vice president Celeste Cam
pos spent the past couple of w eeks
planning to have Patty's Taco Truck
come to campus, inviting vendors
to participate in the fair festival and
putting together a Ven Bailalo dance
event. At the dance, experienced stu
dents taught their peers how to dance
bachata, salsa and merengue. A pho
to booth and refreshments were pro
vided at the dance.
The first 50 tacos provided by Pat
ty's Taco Truck were free. Students
lined up outside of Arend to get tacos
and burritos even in the cold weath
er. Junior Lauren Drury attended the
event for a burrito.
"I love having the taco truck on
campus," Drury said. "I would love to
see more events like this on our cam
pus and I hope Whitworth would get
behind those students who want to
make it happen."
There is importance in having
events like this and bringing aware
ness to different cultures, especially
for minority groups, Campos said.
Some clubs such as the Asian Amer
ican Club, the Hawaiian Club and
H.O.L.A. Club exist on campus to

tives is good, having a perspective that is
not just your own."
The Whitworth community tries to
foster support for students who want to
bring awareness about other cultures
but there could be more support from
the students, Campos said.
"It is important that we continually
strive to learn more about other cultures
because it helps us to better understand
each other and to be more compassion
ate in out interactions," Drury said.
H.O.L.A. meets in Hendrick Hall ev
ery other Thursday from 6-7 p.m.

bring that awareness into Whitworth.
"When learning about a different
culture you have to be open-minded,"
Campos said. "Events like the Hispanic
Heritage Month Celebration help others •
be more open-minded and see different
perspectives that different cultures have Contact Krystiana Morales at
to offer. I think having different perspec- kmoralesl 7@my.whitworth.edu

Judy & Bri

ON THE BUZZ

EVERY OTHER MONDAY
STARTING 10.12 <J2) 8PM
Contact:
j'matal7@my.whItworth.edu
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Whitworth.FM provides broadcasting experience
Max Carter

names and that is apparent, with monikers such as
"The Transient" and "Intrepid Grooves."
Runk is passionate about the success of Whitworth.
Led by general manager and senior Jordan Runk, FM, and this year aims to expand it's audience with the
Whitworth's radio station Whitworth.FM offers shows help of three exchange students, Runk said.
Seniors Emma De
of all genres throughout
Cocker, Eva Arochena
the week. A member of
Garcia and Sara Laguna
Whitworth.FM since his
Garcia are international
freshman year, Runk has a
students at Whitworth
vision for where he would
this year. De Cocker is
like the station go in the
from Belgium and Aro
future.
chena Garcia and Lagu
"There's going to be
na Garcia are both from
more people record
Spain. Those women have
ing, doing promotions
teamed up to bring the
for other events, talking
sounds of their cultures
to people about those
to the ears of W hitworth
events, advertising Whit
students.
worth events," Runk said.
Every Thursday night
"1 want to take apart what
at 9 p.m., tune in to
it used to be, and kind of
Whitworth.FM for "Euro
build off of that."
Photo courtesy of Max Carter Sound" which highlights
One way that Runk is
implementing change at Seniors EvaArochena Garcia, Emma De Cocker, and the best independent Eu
ropean music from Bel
Whitworth.FM is by de Sara Laguna Garcia host "EuroSound" together.
gium, Spain and other
creasing his class load
this semester and putting more time and focus into countries all over the continent. Arochena Garcia and
equipping students to create high-quality content for De Cocker both have past experience in radio, giving
the show some serious potential.
their shows.
"We have a radio station at our school, but I mostly
There are eight shows this year, ranging from rap,
electronic, indie and even European music. Runk en made news pieces for it," De Cocker said. "So I would
courages the students to get creative with their show like to discover more about the actual radio making
Staff Writer

EVENTS

2:10 p.m.
Foley Library Writing Center

oo

Gonzaga University 502 E. Bo one Ave.
Eco-poet Megan Kaminski and
others host an informal discussion
of how their art intersects with the
environment.

CAMPUS: AWAKE

9:50 p.m.
Seeley C. Mudd Chapel

Visit AWAKE for services from the
perspective of college-aged students
on primary components of faith:
gospel, worship and fellowship.
+

Contact Max Carter at
mcarterl 6@my. whitworth.edu

ON CAMPUS AND AROUND TOWN

POETRY: ECO POETRY PANEL AND
READING
C-3

and the whole show and playing the music."
While De Cocker has experience with college radio,
Arochena Garcia hosted a show for a community radio
station in her home town. Arochena Garcia hopes to
be able to use her past experience to create new, excit
ing ideas for "Euro Sound" as the year progresses, she
said. Despite their past experience with radio, the three
hosts have still had to overcome challenges in estab
lishing their show.
"The biggest challenge for me is to play music that
is appropriate," De Cocker said. "Belgian artists sing in
English most of the time, and they don't get censored,
so...we are trying to get that figured out the best we
can."
For Laguna Garcia, her university in Spain did not
offer a radio class, but her goal is to use her experience
at Whitworth to change that.
"I suggested it once and my university didn't want
to add a radio station," Laguna Garcia said. "I hope to
be able to take this experience back home and use it to
create a better platform to propose a radio station."
For De Cocker, Arochena Garcia and Laguna Garcia,
Whitworth.FM provides an opportunity to get involved
on campus and to become a part of student life at their
new university.

CAMPUS.-COMMUNITY WORSHIPSERVICE

CO

11 a.m.
Seeley C. Mudd Chapel

6:30-11 p.m. I $21
Silverwood Theme Park
27843 U.S. 95. Athol, Idaho
Silverwood transforms into its
scariest version, with five haunted
attractions and theme park rides in
the dark.

CO

Fall Break
Location varies

Join Whitworth students, staff, faculty
and community members for a weekly
worship service that encourages
learning and growth in Christ.

HALLOWEEN: SCARYWOOD

OUTDOORS: OUTDOORRECTRIPS
Go backpacking in Oregon or biking
and hiking in British Columbia with
the Outdoor Rec Program. Contact
Niels Ingram at ningraml6@
my.whitworth.edu ASAP to sign up.

u-

CAMPUS: WHITWORTHSURVIVOR

Campus-wide

Whitworth Survivor, a game show
full of competitions, begins. Contact
Danny Butler at dbutlerl8@
my.whitworth.edu to sign up and
possibly win $150.

TOURISM: ST.JOI
ll a.m. -2 p.m.
St. John's Cathel
127 E. 12th Av

CJ

Take a guided t
English Gothic I
with stained gl<
Spokanite Haro

COMMUNITY:RO
SHOW

Midnight I $7
Garland Theatei

Attend the Garl
screening the ci
cast and audien

+
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Monster Mash and Mac Haunted House
the whitworthian
OCT. 28,2015

Meghan Foulk

Stan Writer

McMillan Hall was transformed into a haunted
house of horrors complete with the undead, strobe
lights and clowns. On Saturday, Oct. 24 the all-men's
dorm opened its doors at 8 p.m., ushering in groups of
students ready to scream.
There was no waiting in the cold weather. Warren's
Monster Mash was held in Graves Gym, and students
were able to hang out and dance until their group
number was called. The gym was full of s tudents in
various costumes, ranging from b utterflies to bananas
to broke college students in Gonzaga University
T-shirts.
A costume contest had students post pictures of the
costumes to social media, and whoever got the most
likes won a gift card to Dutch Bros Coffee. Freshman
Natalie Benner and sophomore Alyssa La Fleur both
attended the event in costume. Benner went as a
motorcycle "biker girl" and La Fleur went as uranium,
complete with glow sticks and glow-in-the-dark face
paint.
Besides dancing, the Monster Mash offered various
drinks and snacks, as well as water pong for those who
struggle with breaking a move on the dance floor or
for whoever simply wanted a break from dancing their
socks off.
Once a group's number was called, they were
ushered out into the gym's lobby, and taken over in the
small groups to the back of Mac. Inside, the walls were
lined with black trash bags and cobwebs, the flashing

Photo courtesy of Sadonia Garner

Juniors Nico Silva and Bryce Bagley pose in costume before the Haunted House begins. In the scene, coordi
nated by Silva, Silva and Bagley are cannibals performing surgery on several unfortunate patients.

strobe lights ahead making the experience creepier They focus on expanding the education of students
as a high pitch voice screeched. The groups were led and aim to bring a sense of cultural awareness through
through a room of mirrors, various dark hallways and community-service projects, according to the Dornsife
Center webpage.
even a creepy guy inviting you to
you are scared
dinner, which was unsurprisingly
"You could tell that they put of Whether
zombies,
clowns or that
, full of dead bodies and blood.
one guy that screams, "Here's
a lot of effort into it, so I
"I thought it was very well
Johnny!" you were bound to
put together," Benner said. "You
thought
that
was
really
cool."
have at least one terrifying
could tell that they put a lot of
moment in the Mac Haunted
effort into it, so I thought that was
NATALIE BENNER
House. Crawling through small
really cool."
tunnels made of the resident's
freshman
There were some good, notmattresses, stepping around a
so-spooky things that came out
of th e haunted evening as well. The dual events were guy being eaten by one of the undead and avoiding eye
fundraising for the Jamaican Service Trip, which contact with the muttering individuals in the comers
Photo courtesy of Sadonia Garner is put on by the Dornsife Center for Community completed the horrific experience.
Freshman Raymond Dokupil, a plant in the haunted Engagement. The program hosts a variety of annual
house, screams with his group as they witness fresh spring break service trips, and includes locations such Contact Meghan Foulk
man Jalen Robinson-McClure's arm getting cut off as Seattle, New York City and the Dominican Republic. meghanfoulkl 9@my.whitworth.edu
by the cannibals.

LITERATURE: COMMUNITY WRITE-IN

N'SCATHEDRALTOURS

1 - 5 p.m.
North Spokane Library
44 E. Hawthorn e Road

'ral

ur of the cut-stone,
evival cathedral
ss windows by local
J C . Whitehouse.

Attend a community write-in at the
library and work on your NaNoWriMo
story or other writing projects.

KYHORROR PICTURE

2 p.m. I $2 7

924 IV. Garland Ave.
nd's tradition of
It classic with shadow
:e participation.

THEATER: EVILDEAD:THEMUSICAL
CO

Spokane Civic Theatre
1020 N. Howard St.

Watch as the characters based on
those in the 1980s cult classic take
on demons and fight to survive in this
silly rendition.

Ol

ART: PATRICIA BARKLEY AND JOHN
BLESSENT

CO

11:45 a.m.
HUB Crow's Nest

All day
Pottery Place Plus
203 N. Washington St

Patricia Barkley is a snowmaker in
stained glass, and John Blessent is a
silversmith and jeweler. Together they
brighten the art world with originals.

DANCE: BEGINNING VINTAGE SWING

CAMPUS: "WOODLAWN" LUNCH
DISCUSSION

CO

Discuss how the recently-screened
movie "Woodlawn" portrays Christian
faith and its impact on racism and
racial reconciliation. This is the first of
two discussion sessions.

MUSIC: TYSONMOTSENBOCKERCONCERT

7 p.m. I $5

5:30 p.m.
HUB Multipurpose Room

Introductory lessons in vintage swing
dance styles. Open practice begins on
Mondays at 7 p.m., with lessons at 8 p.m.

Listen to renowned alum Tyson
Motsenbocker and his band play their
folksy music, similar in style to Noah
Gunderson.

9301 Division St.
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Eva Arochena Garcia
paints in light of adversity
Meghan Foulk

Staff Writer
Senior Eva Arochena Garcia has
loved art since she was young. Growing
up as an only child, she found entertain
ment in painting and coloring — espe 
cially watercolor. As s he grew up, she
stopped painting, but rediscovered the
passion at age 14, before her move to the
United States from Spain.
"I came to the U.S. wh en I w as six
teen and had an art teacher that was su

per encouraging," Garcia said. "And she
made me realize that I could do this and
I had something to show."
Since coming to Whitworth, Garcia
has dedicated herself to her passion,
and is currendy working on building
her portfolio. Influenced by artists like
Canadian photographer Petra Collins,
Garcia often uses images as inspiration.
She also enjoys the material style of
painters Lucian Freud or Francis Bacon,
and how they leave the brush stroke vis
ible, the large use of p aint and expres
siveness of their work. This leaves the

CELES^TSOITURAL DV00IY
NOVEMBER 14-15TH, 2015

8 STAGES FEATURING: MUSIC TO ENJOY;
TRADITIONAL/ETHNIC DANCE CELTIC
MUSIC BLUEGR ASS
WORSHOPSBLUES
SPECIAL ENTERTAINMENT AFRICAN
CRAFTS FOR KIDS ASIAN

FREE FAMILY EVENT SPOKAfE COMMUNITY
SAT 11AM-10PM
SUN 11AM-5PM

COLLEGE-THE LAIR
1810 NORTH G REENE,
SPOKAfe WA

r

CONTACT INFO:

http^/spokanefolkfestivalorg.

images not "super
perfect," which is
very fresh to her,
Garcia said.
"I guess I'm
interested in the
darker side of life.
I'm interested in
private moments
that are not sup
posed to be seen,
and showing that
intimacy and at
the same time
try to make the
viewer a bit un
comfortable,"
Garcia
said.
"I approach it
from a photo
graphic
per
spective. I'm a
photographer
too, so I always
base all my
Domenica Cooke-Tassone | Photographer
paintings
in
Eva Arochena Garcia, an international student from
photographs."
Spain, creates paintings based on her photography.
Garcia has
not
always
finish by the end of the semester. In the
been encouraged to pursue art, how
spring, she plans to compose another
ever. Initially, her parents wanted her
five to complete a ten-painting series.
to study English before she switched
Garcia is unsure if she wants to pur
her major, and she had some bad
sue an Masters in Fine Art program, but
experiences with art teachers. Past
she wants to continue painting. Garcia
teachers spoke negatively of her
hopes to build enough work to show at a
work, focusing on technique and not
local coffee shop back home, or to show
relating to her style.
work in a community center or even at
After specializing in art in high
Whitworth.
school, Garcia came to Whitworth,
"I just want to develop a body of work
and found herself with more freedom
that I can show," Garcia said. "That's
in her art.
where I'm at right now."
As a senior, she has flexibility with •
While she is still young and does not
her schedule, and can focus on class
have much work for a gallery show
es to build her skill set while choosing
ing yet, she aims to simply have her art
her own subjects for her pieces.
shown, Garcia said.
One of her art professors, Gordon
Whether it be in Spokane or back
Wilson, enjoys her style, and encour
home in Michigan, Garcia wants build
ages her to portray her visions, espe
a collection that she can move around
cially those that have centered her in
to feature in different places and start
life, Garcia said.
building a name for herself.
"A lot of people influence me —
everything that I see influences me,"
Garcia said
Currently, Garcia is working on Contact Meghan Foulk
five full paintings that she hopes to meghanfoulkl 9@my. whitworth.edu

EDITORIAL:IN THE LOOP

"It was annoying, but I felt safe
knowing that I could hear the
drill from my room."

Improvements should be
made to improve active
shooter situation readiness

i

Location: DUVALL

SUGGESTION FROM STUDENTS:
"I was shoved into a closet and I
didn't know what was going on.'
Location: HUB

"I felt that there were not
enough safe places for all
of us to take cover. And the
doors cannot lock."

"The university should have more
of the drills. Maybe a couple times
a semester, that way we are all
prepared. There has been so much
violence lately that it would be nice
to be over-prepared!"
"Make sure all professors know what
to do and review procedures with
students so they know what the drill
entails."
"Hold the drill during a chaotic time
of day, perhaps around lunch time."
"Have armed security officers inside
academic buildings."
"Provide instruction on how to
combat a shooter if they enter the
area that you are in. Sitting and
cowering in a corner will n ot do."

Location: ROBINSON

"I stayed in the room I was i n and
listened to the annoying buzzer
as I tried to work on homework."
Location: LIBRARY
"We can't hear any alarm down
there. We relied on the texts
which was fine. I also felt like
there might be something better
we could do rather than just hide
behind a curtain."
Location: COWLES

information about what to do and where to go in
these situations, based on your location. In the feed
back we received, many respondents mentioned they
were unaware where they should go or what actions
they should take based on where they were.
Additionally, making facility updates to ensure
doors actually lock, windows can be covered and
that professors and students know how to lock the
different types of doors would help ensure rooms are
secure.
Debriefing faculty and staff on the proper proce
dures to follow for an active shooter situation would
also be beneficial as they can then help students or
other people on campus find a safe location.
We implore students, staff and faculty to take
these drills seriously. It seems Whitworth is the last
place that something like that could happen, but it is
important to be ready.
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Clubs should promote activities to increase interest
promotion. Every once in awhile I will get an "ASWU and delivering them to some pretty awesome folks."
Announces" email that elaborates a special event a This line sparks interest in potential members through
an invitation to see what the
club is hosting. However, that v*1 \
club
stands for.
does not tell me the purpose
More clubs at our school
of the club or its significance to
should take initiative and
When i walk around campus, Idonotsee many flyers the Whitworth community. In
advertise their meetings and
addition,
most
people
will
look
relating to the clubs on campus. Did you know that
special events. Club awareness
there is a fly fishing club at Whitworth? How about the past these emails because they
should be spread not only
deem them as junk
Alzheimer's club?
through email, but through
mail.
Clubs
should
I probably would
posters as well. They can use
"More clubs at our school
make a thoughtful
not have known
»«J
their budget that to invite
effort to reach out
about them if
students who are unaware of
should take initiative and
to students in their
I
didn't
look
the club.
- -i Lspare
time
and
into the ASWU
advertise their meetings and
I am typically unaware of
express their values
website. We do
what's going on with clubs. My
and
beliefs.
not hear much
special events. Club awareness
ASWU em ails will get sent to
Clubs that have
about the clubs on
my junk mail or I will skim my
should be spread not only
- . ;. ' *
"
been established for
campus. Yet, they
inbox to look for emails that
long periods of time
have the funding
through email, but through
need immediate attention. I
know how to attract
to inform the
would love to hear more about
community about
posters as well. They can use students to their
{Catherine Bell | G
raphic Artist what the clubs have to offer
meetings. One of these
what they do on
and when they meet. Students
clubs
is
En
Christo.
I
their
budget
that
to
invite
and off campus.
constantly receive emails from its members should learn more about the clubs that do not receive
Clubs do not take
students who are unaware of
about their meetings and its relevance to as much attention. I'm sure the community would like
advantage of th eir
the Whitworth and Spokane communities. to know when the Mission Club, the Longboard Club
ability to advertise
the club."
Clubs that know how to organize and attract or the Political Science club meets; however, there is
and they do not
new members know how to use their funds, rarely information about how to get involved in the
tap into their full
variety of clubs that serve Whitworth.
which
will
in turnattract even more members.
attendance potential.
Recently, I gotan email from EnChristo that explains
There are myriad clubs that have been established
at our school; however, most of them do not advertise what time the group meets and what they do at each
their meetings or their existence in general. ASWU sets meeting. In addition to this, the En Christo team took
aside money in the school's budget especially for clubs the time to tape notes on dorm room doors. These NOBLE is a sophomore majoring in communications.
and I do not see them use that money for any sort of notes read, "Love on Spokane by making sandwiches Comments can be sent tosnoblel8@my.whitworth.edu
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ON A SCALE OF 1-5. H OW PREPARED
DO YOU FEEL IF AN ACTIVE SHOOTER
SITUATION TOOK PLACEON CAMPUS?

DO YOU THINK THE UNIVERSITY
HAS DONE ENOUGH TO PREPARE
FOR A HYPOTHETICAL ACTIVE
SHOOTER SITUATION?

DO YOU THINK
IT'S POSSIBLE OR
REALISTIC TO BE
FULLY PREPARED
FOR AN ACTIVE
SHOOTER
SITUATION?

Responses are from an email survey of 100 students.

.

SPORTS
Brett Moser inspires teammates to be #MoserStrong
McKinley Powers
StaffWriter
Sports have always been an import
ant part of sophomore Brett Moser's
life. Playing sports, watching sports,
learning and diving into a sport was
and still is something that brings Moser
happiness.
"Sports mean everything to me; sports
are my life,"Moser said. "If I'm not play
ing, I'm watching. If I'm not watching,
I'm on the ESPN app just looking stuff
up and trying to learn more."
Playing both football and baseball at
Moses Lake High School, Moser racked
up quite a few awards and recogni
tions. His junior year of football, he was
awarded first-team wide receiver and
first-team in baseball as a shortstop. His
senior year he was awarded first-team
and all-state in football and baseball
and was also a team captain in both.
"I've been playing baseball since I can
remember," Moser said. "With football
I've been playing since...third grade."
Moser was excited to come to Whitworth and get the opportunity to play
both the sports he devoted a large part
of his life to in high school. However,
toward the end of his freshmen year of
college, on his dad's birthday, Moser
headed to the doctor after discovering
a lump on his stomach. After getting it
checked and tested, the doctor conclud
ed that it was a tumor touching a renal
artery. Moser was then sent to Seattle
for further testing in search of a further
diagnosis.
"I had really good doctors who were
able to figure out what it was very quick
ly," Moser said. "Hiey found out it was
testicular [cancer]."
With this diagnosis, Moser started a

jeaneue vazquez.| ruuiugiapuci

After winning a battle against cancer, sophomore Brett Moser plans to return to Whitworth and play for the foot
ball and
baseball teams. Moser is an accomplished athlete. He's been awarded first-team wide receiver and first-team shortstop.
nine-weekjourney with chemotherapy.
Throughout those nine weeks, chemo
was distributed in three sessions—each
a full week long lasting four hourseach day. For the remaining two weeks,
the chemo would be every Monday for
three hours. Moser went into surgery a
couple of weeks after this routine. The

purpose of the 10 hour surgery was to
remove the cancer and a kidney.
Head football coach Rod Sandberg
spoke highly of Moser and the things
that Moser has personally taught him.
"Brett is so positive and strongwilled," Sandberg said. "He also has an
incredible amount of confidence. It is
hard for us to imagine what he has gone
through at such a young age, but his
confidence is inspiring to all of us and
to take his perspective is important to
our entire team."
Since the surgery, Moser has been on
a low fat diet and regaining his strength
now that he is cancer free.
"It's gone and there is a 98 percent
chance that it won't come back," Moser
said. "Going from being able to do stuff
everyday to barely being able to walk
and getting fatigued so easily has prob
ably been my biggest struggle in this."
Moser spoke highly about his two
teams which were his main support
systems. During his freshman year at
Whitworth, Moser played football and
baseball, contributing to both teams in
important ways.
"It's so awesome to have so many
people supporting me; it really helps,"
Moser said. "It's really cool because
some of my closest friends are on the
football team so I get a lot of support
from them and even the coaches.
During one of my chemo sessions,
Sandberg and his family came down
and hung out with me so that was really
appreciated."

The football team has made Moser
an important part of their mindset this
season by starting the hashtag #MoserStrong and printing it on the back of
their team shirts. The baseball team
has also been keeping Moser in their
thoughts by wearing bracelets during
their preseason.
'"Moser Strong' is a vivid reminder to
take some perspective in our everyday
lives," Sandberg said. "It is a reminder
that life is bigger than school and foot
ball, that there are many things more
important than all those things. He is
so strong and such an inspiration to us.
He is inspiring us everyday and we keep
'Moser Strong' as a reminder to us of his
inspiration."
Moser plans to return to play both
football and baseball next year. His
teammates are excited to get him back,
but also are thankful for the lessons
Moser has taught them through this
journey.
"He has had such a great spirit
throughout all of this," sophomore JT
Phelan said. Phelan plays both football
and baseball with Moser and describes
him as "hilarious, caring, and a punk."
Moser has not only been an inspira
tion to his friends and relatives, but has
inspired an entire team and community
to be "Moser Strong." .

Contact McKinley Powers at
mpowersl 8@my. whitworth.edu
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Women's soccer ends week with back-toback draws
middle and [Tiara Pajimola] played a
perfect ball through."
The game entered two overtime
The women's soccer team ended matches with neither team scoring a
this last weekend by entering dou point. The game ended with Linfield
ble overtime twice, and ending both making a total of five shots on goal
games in a draw. The Pirates faced compared to Whitworth's four.
On Sunday, the Pirates took on
the Linfleld Wildcats (1-1) on Satur
the Willamette
day and the Wil
Bearcats in an
lamette Bearcats
extremely phys
(0-0) on Sunday.
ical game. The
The
Pirates
Pirates struggled
were unable to
in the first half
recreate
thento keep up with
last
matchup
Courtney Potter, '18
the Bearcats' fast
against the Wild
plays and physi
cats when they
Potter scored
cal defense. Wil
won with a score
her first goal of
lamette took the
of 1-0. Instead,
the season last
first shot on goal
the
Wildcats
within less than
Saturday. She
improved thena minute of start
game and cre
also scored the
ing the game.
ated a difficult
Pirates' only
They would hold
match for the Pi
goal for the
the lead for num
rates.
weekend.
ber of shots on
The first
half HHHHHHH
goal for the en
featured
Lintire game.
field's
skilled
The first half ended with neither
passing, however the Pirates were
able to keep up by using a strong de team scoring and the Bearcats gain
fensive strategy. While the Wildcats ing four shots on goal compared to
had more possession of the ball, the Whitworth's one.
Junior Hannah Langbehn helped
Pirates were able to keep the ball in
Linfield's territory for most of the keep the ball on Willamette's half for
most of the second half by disrupting
half.
"We were just trying to make sure many of the Bearcats' plays and gain
that we were tracking our runs, get ing possession.
"This weekend we were really
ting the ball settled and working it up
the field," head coach Jael Hagerott working on pushing players inside
and pulling an offsides trap," Lang
said.
With less than 16 minutes left inthe behn said.
The second half ended with the
half, Linfield's midfielder Emma Vukic was able to score a goal and end same score and the Pirates losing
their defensive edge. Towards the end
the first half in the lead (0-1).
As they entered the second half, the of the half, neither team held a major
Pirates changed their strategy and ity of the possession. However, as the
put more emphasis on their offensive teams entered overtime, the game
began to heat up.
ability.
Less than a minute into the half, se
In just ten minutes of play, three
nior goalkeeper Andrea Stump made fouls took place and two yellow cards
an impressive
were
issued.
diving
save,
"We were just trying to make W i l l a m e t t e
preventing Lin
showed
thenfield from col sure that we were tracking our aggression and
lecting another
were issued two
runs, getting the ball settled
point.
Stump
of the fouls. A
saved four out
and working it up the field." yellow card was
of the five shots
issued to Wil
JAEL HAGEROTT
on goal for the
lamette jutiior
game on Satur
Emma Sanders.
head coach
day.
Whitworth tried
Nine minutes
to keep up with
later, a confus
the physicality
ing call by the game officials result and were issued one foul and a yellow
ed in the Pirates scoring. After the card to junior Jennifer Loehner. •
ball rolled out of bounds, most of the
"Our girls were ready to dig in and
Wildcats moved downfield into Pirate to battle," Hagerott said. "Aqd then
territory believing they would have also deal with [Willamette's physical
possession. However, the Pirates ity] by just moving the ball well on the
were granted the throw. Sophomore field."
Courtney Potter quickly took the ball
The first overtime ended without
and ran downfield. With little defense either team making any progress.
to pressure her, Potter took the shot. In the final round of overtime, both
The ball ricochet off of the left frame teams made a shot on goal, but were
and landed in the goal. Potter's goal unsuccessful at winning the match.
marked her first goal for the season.
"It started in the back-left corner... Contact Peter Houston-Hencken at
and it was a combination play up top," phouston-henckenl 7@
Potter said. "I just ran through the my. whitworth.edu

Peter Houston-Hencken
Sports Editor

SPOTLIGHT

Stuart Beeksma | Photographer

Courtney Potter moments before scoring Whitworth's only goal in the match
against Linfield College last Saturday. This goal marks her first of this season.

SPORTS 11
Volleyball holds first place in Conference
the whitworthian
OCT. 28,2015

Josiah VanWingerden
Staff Writer
The Pirates' volleyball team won three
sets to zero over the Whitman College
Missionaries on Wednesday night at
the Fieldhouse. They then traveled to
Newberg, Oregon, where they beat the

George Fox Bruins, 3-0. With the victo
ries, the Pirates hold on to a 10-2 confer
ence record and have put themselves in
position to compete for the Northwest
Championship in a few weeks.
In Wednesday's game, the Pirates had
an advantage in almost every major sta
tistical category against the Missionar
ies; most notably, a 43-29 advantage in

Stuart Beeksma | Photographer

Brenna Bruil celebrating with fellow teammates after coming off the court.

kills, and a 130-112 edge regarding total
shot attempts.
Additionally, the Pirates committed
less errors than the Missionaries, which
helped them control the pace of the
game, and maintain stability through
out.
Sophomore outside hitter Cassie
Mendoza scored 10 kills, w hich led the
Pirates. Senior right side hitter Shawna
Korshavn and senior outside hitter Ni
cole Leonard had nine kills apiece, while
junior middle blocker Brenna Bruil pro
vided eight.
Defensively, senior MallorieSchoesler
had twelve digs, while senior setter Maddye Dinsmore contributed 35 assists to
help the Pirates win each set by at least
five points.
The Pirates also showed their depth
as sophomore outside hitter Karina Lees
contributed five kills.
"Our focus has just been to go after it
right away at the beginning of the game,"
Lees said. "Every single game we want to
come out strong in the beginning, and
power over the team."
Their momentum spilled over into
Friday, as they won the first three sets.
Mendoza led again with 13 kills and 11
digs.
The first set of the game featured both
teams struggling for the lead. The Bruins
were able to come within two points, 18-

16. However, the Pirates capitalized on a
late run by Mendoza and Lees to win the
set, 25-21.
The second set was also close, with the
score reaching 16-13 at one point. How
ever, the Pirates increased their lead and
ended the set with a score of 25-15.
Whitworth ended the match with ease
by taking an 11 point lead in the third
set, 12-1. The Pirates ended the game
with a final score of 25-16.
The Pirates held key advantages in
kills, 41-23 and attacks, 111-88 over the
Bruins, while capitalizing defensively on
a 49-45 edge in digs.
"I think the team has brought back
a lot of en ergy, excitement and love of
volleyball," volleyball manager Ross
Johnson said. "It's easy for them to get
in a slump during the month of O cto
ber, having been going for a month and
a half. With less than a month left, the
girls have brought back a lot of fire an d
energy."
The Pirates have been able to mini
mize their opponents' advantages, al
lowing just one for the Bruins: a slim 5-3
margin in blocks, which has helped the
Pirates succeed this season.
The Pirates face the Pacific University
Boxers at home next Friday at 7 p.m.
Contact Josiah VanWingerden at
jvanwingerdenl 9@my.whitworth.edu

Be the Voice of
Innovation
Customer Care - Call Center
Spokane, WA
Everything we do at Comcast is in f ast forward and our busy Call Centers
are no exception. Customers depend on us for high-speed, cutting-edge
XFINITY" entertainment and home security service, and our team never
stops trying to improve their experience. Because that's what we do here:
we go above and beyond.
PREFERRED QUALIFICATIONS
> A high school diploma or equivalent is required
> 0 -2 years of related experience preferred
PERKS
> C ompetitive base salary plus commission
> Great benefits including free XFINITY cable & In ternet in your home*
> F lexible schedules

PRINCETON THE0L0GICA1 SEMINARY
Educating faithful Christian leaders
for more than 200 years.

•Must live in XFINITY service area.
Comcast is an Equal Employment Opportunity/Affirmative Action/Drug-Free workplace employer.

FAST FORWARD TO TOMORROW'S NEXT BIG IDE A.

COMCAST.JOBS/2836

P R I N C E T O N
THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY

COMCAST

ptsem.edu/admissions

-•*

+

Drop by our booth and learn about our new
Advanced Standing Program. You may qualify for
up to one year (25%) off your seminary degree.

COME TALK TO US!
H Seminary Fair
Thursday, November 5
10 AM until|2 PM
Hixson Union Building
Multipurpose Room/Cafe
DALLAS THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
timw.dts.edu
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Search for housing

Alumni concert

Sports seasons end

Second-year students begin to
look for housing and current
off-campus students share their
housing stories.

Whitworth graduate Tyson
Motsenbockerr ('09) pei
performs
rforms free
free
concert in the HUB dur
during crosscountry tour.

The volleyball team and men's
and women's soccer teams faced
off against their final opponents
of the season.
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NEWS

The Whitworthian has served as the main source of news and sports coverage
for the Whitworth community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an organization
composed entirely of students which produces The Whitworthian weekly
newspaper and thewhitworthian.com.

05 CHINA SYMPOSIUM

OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting accurate and relevant
information in an innovative manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for expressing the interests of the
Whitworth community.

Dr. Anthony Clark symposium
about Christianity in China.
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The print edition of The Whitworthian is published weekly, except during January
and student vacations. The content is generated entirely by students. The college
administration does not review the newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas
expressed in The Whitworthian are those of the individual artists, writers and
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Cultural Awareness Week.
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13 SMASH AND BANC

A cacophony of euphemisms show
feelings about sex on campus.

CORRECTIONS
If youhave a comment or question about the fairness or accuracy of a story, send
anemailtorbreseel6@my.whitworth.edu.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to articles or issues of interest to the
Whitworth community. Send letters to rbreseel6@my.whitworth.edu.
Limit to 250 words.
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The title of tenure
Sarah Hainan
Staff Writer
the tenure process at Whitworth is laborious and typically takes seven years to accomplish.
When being considered for tenure, faculty write essays on different prompts that show how they see their
teaching philosophy, their faith and their service fit into the university's mission, Provost Carol Simon said.
"Some institutions will hire people [and automatically give them tenure] but Whit
worth won't do that," theater professor Diana Trotter said. "You have to earn tenure
here."
In addition to the written essays, peer evaluations and student evaluations are an
integral part of the evaluation process as well, Simon said.
"Tenure is really, really important," Trotter said.
It allows a university to build and maintain a high quality of faculty
and have some sense that those people are going to be invested in the
institution for the long term, Trotter said.
However, every so often there is a movement by various constitu
ents in academia that questions whether tenure should exist, she said.
Some people think that tenure may cause professors to become
lazy, Trotter said.
Trotter objects to that perspective because the per
son who was
hired into the job in the first place, may have competed
nationally against hundreds of other people and had to
be the top candidate to get the job, she said.
"You're dealing with someone of a pretty high lev
el. They spend around seven years
being evaluated to receive tenure,"
Trotter said. "What are the odds that
that person is going to suddenly be
come a lousy teacher? The amount
of evaluation is more significant
than any other field I can think of."

Contact Sarah
Haman at
shamanl9@
my.whitworth.
edu

Steps in Tenure Evaluation:
1.The Tenure and Promotion committee composed of six faculty
members make a recommendation to the Provost.
2. Provost reviews the request and makes a recommendation to
President Beck Taylor.
3. President Beck Taylor then makes a recommendation to the
board of trustees.
4. The Board makes a decision at their April meeting.
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Lecturer

|§j Adjunct Instructor j.Assistant Professor Associate Professor

T

Lecturers are required
to teach between 13 to
21 credits per academic
year. They are paid a
salary rather than paid
by course..
Rainier Emerick | Graphics Editor

A teaching position
requiring a master's
degree.

Adjunct instructors are
appointed on a courseby-course basis, may
not teach more than
twelve credits per aca
demic year. Depending
on the discipline, quali
fication vary.

A teaching position
requiring an earned
doctorate or terminal
degree appropriate to
the discipline.

A teaching position
requiring a terminal
degree appropriate to the
discipline and six years of
teaching experience at the
rank of full time assistant
professor at an accredited
four-year college.

An earned doctorate,
doctoral qualification by
a specialized accrediting
agency and five years
of teaching experience
at the rank of associate
professor at an accredit
ed four-year college.

+
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Beginning the search early:

JWhere to start lookingij
Sites to begin looking for housing include:
The Whitworth website

The Whitworth website offers links that
can direct students to local rental proper
ty listings.
The Whitworth off-campus Facebook page

The Facebook page provides a space for
students to list off-campus housing needs
and collaborate to fill them.
whitworthhousing.com

The properties listed on the site, "house
up to 100 Whitworth Students each year,"
according to the website, and are all with
in a short distance from campus. These
properties, recently owned by Bill Mey
ers, have been taken over by Jasbir Thabel
and Patrick Cardinal. Meyers had been
renting properties since 1994. However,
after undergoing brain surgery to control
his Parkinson's, "it was time to move on
while I still could," Meyers said in a notice
to his residents.

Sometimes it is difficult to find a house that fits students' needs if they don't start their search early
"We h ad a lot of guys that wanted to live together.
We ended up renting both sides of a duplex so that we
could all be in the same place," senior Bryan Walsh said.
"However, we had to sacrifice some amenities we want
ed in order to do so."
Most of t he houses that fit their large numbers were
already rented by the time they began their search in
January and February. Because of that, most of the
housing attributes they wanted were missing, including
a large living room area, a garbage disposal and a sec
ond fridge, he said.
Other students, such as. junior Maggie Callan and
senior Shawna Angle, began searching for rentals a lot
earlier in late October and early November. Both were
happy with their house rentals.
"We started searching early and signed the lease be
fore Christmas break, and even then a lot of houses were
already gone by the time we settled on ours," Angle said.
"Over all we're very happy with the house and glad we
got started early."
The general consensus of off-campus students is that
sophomores should start their search early in order to
find a house that fits their needs and number of people.

Staying connected to]
on-campus life:

Encountering tricky situations:;
Some rentals come with issues and, "even if it is not in
your rental agreement or lease, your landlord is required
to keep your building and unit in a habitable condition,"
according to nolo.com's legal encyclopedia.
"We had some damage to a railing outside of our house
that was a real safety concern. We tried telling our realtor
about it andhe didn't listen," senior Jacob Forrest said in
regards to his previous residence. "Eventually it broke and
someone fell and got hurt. We almost got in trouble as a
result."
However, because they had reported the damage to the
landlord, they were not responsible for the injury, Forrest
said. As a result he recommends you always report prob
lems to your landlords so they can get issues fixed quickly
and effectively, he said.
Senior Matthew Thomas shared a similar story.
"We had a realtor who wouldn't respond to our needs,"
Thomas said. "He wouldn't fix the sealant so our house was
always freezing cold. We had mold, a broken door and a
mouse infestation."
The main issue was each of the prospective tenants
didn't check out the house for themselves before hand, he
said.
"In retrospect, I would have gone and checked out the
house so I knew what I was getting into and made sure they
fixed it beforehand," Thomas said.

6
The typical number of years a profes
sor must wait before being consid
ered for tenure.
p. 3
+
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Moving off campus brings a lot of
questions, fears and excitement.
"I'm excited about having my own
space that I canxelax in, but a little wor
ried about the difficulty of staying in
volved on campus," sophomore Jaime
Quaresma said. "I want to be involved
with people that I am not living with."
Those fears echoed those of other
students. However, students who en
tered the year with those same worries
were quick to calm these fears.
"I thought I wouldn't get to be con
nected with campus life," Call an said.
"But I feel like it was easy to maintain
connection through sports, campus ac
tivities and putting effort into relation
ships."

mm
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The number of lectures given
during the Christianity in China
Symposium last weekend.
p. 5

5
The number of panelists at the "hat
is a feminist?" panel.
p. 7
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After Whitworth history professor Anthony Clark became Lindaman Chair,
he wanted to present the top scholars in the field of m issionary history in
China to the Whitworth community. He invited some of the most significant
minds in the field to Whitworth, knowing them from previous conferences
and from their publications, he said.
Photo courtesy of Wo Xiaoxinr

The'Whitworth University Christianity in China symposium lecturers from left to right: Amanda Clark, Ho, Wiest, Carbonneau, Wu, Anthony Clark, Gerber.

Sealing Fate & Changing Course: French
Catholicism & Chinese Conversion

Adjustment & Advocacy: Charles McCarthy, SI &
China's Jesuit Mission in Transition

Lecture by Dr. Anthony E. Clark

Lecture by Dr. Amanda C. R. Clark

Whitworth history professor Anthony Clark began the lec
ture series by discussing French Catholic missions in China.
French missions constituted about 60-70 percent of all Chris
tian missions, and by the 19th century, had declared itself the
"country of the missions," Clark said. However, the early 20th
century mission in Xuijahui looked more like Paris than China,
he said. It was not uncommon for missions to be surrounded
by walls within the Chinese cities, and to have significant fea
tures of European architecture.

In her research of C hinese missions, Clark met a woman in
Spokane whose uncle, Charles McCarthy, was a missionary in
China. After some discussion, the woman requested that Clark
write a book about McCarthy, and Clark gladly agreed, she
said. McCarthy began his mission to China in the 1950s but
was interred by the Japanese occupation. Later, he was again
imprisoned for being a priest by the communist regime.

China Missionary Zeal & Japanese Internment:
Father Leonard Amrhein, CP

The Making of an Indigenous Church as Lived by
Chinese Christians

Lecture by Fr. Robert E. Carbonneau, CP, Ph.D.

Lecture by Dr. Jean-Paul Wiest

Father Robert Carbonneau discussed the passionist mission to
China. He expanded on how American missionaries survived
imprisonment in Chinese-Japanese camps during World War
II

Up until recently, research in the area of Chinese Christianity
has focused on the missionaries rather than Chinese Chris
tians themselves, Jean-Paul Wiest said. Following in this spirit,
Wiest shared four examples of "simple Christians that started
the spread of fait h in the region." The first story he told was
about a man who worked to bring a priest and baptism to his
small mountain village.
Continued on p. 5

Stuart Beeksma I Photographer

Jean-Paul Wiest,the Beijing Center re
search director, teaches about China.

The number of years Peter Rubin
has worked in the
magazine industry.
p. 10

The number of euphemisms for
sex listed in the Whitwarthian
opinion survqy. ]
p. 11
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The number of consecutive points
scored by the volleyball team last
-Saturday night, Nov. 7.
p. 14

The number of years since the
highest number of soccer goals were
scored by a Pirate in a season.
p. 15
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Clark's Symposium:
Continued from p. 5

Imaging Missions, Visualizing Experience: American Presbyterian
Photography and Filmmaking in Republican China
Lecture by Mr. Joseph Ho
Joseph Ho, who is currently working on his dissertation, focused his lecture on pho
tography and video from missions in China, specifically those of Ralph Lewis and
the Henke family. In 1993, L ewis arrived and used a Roloflex camera, the model
of which Ho passed around to the audience, to collect photos and "document the
Christian community as it was coming together [in that region]," Ho said. Prints of
the photos were inserted into Lewis family albums or church publications and sent
to family members overseas. They were used in lectures on both sides of the Pacific,
Ho said. Photography was a significant part of the Chinese Christian community.

Testing the Limits of Proper Behavior: Women Students in & Beyond the Weimar Mission Schools in Qingdao 1905-1914
Lecture by Dr. Lydia Gerber
Lydia Ger ber .presented on the unusual Weimar Mission Schools in 20th century
China. In the early 20th century, opinions on female education in China varied:
some believed in challenging traditional values promoted by the Chinese govern
ment of quietness and obedience; others, many Protestant missionaries included,
wanted education on homemaking and motherhood for women. The Weimar Mis
sion did not advocate baptism, and did not even believe the Bible to be necessary.
They believed the church of God was for everyone, and as long as a practice was not
obviously oppose Christian dogma, it was not a problem, Gerber said.
Stnart Beeksma | Photographer

Contact Katie Shaw at kshawl 7@my. whitworth.edu

Rare images and objects pertaining to the Christianity in China.

Continue Your Education
Journey with Azusa Pacific
Occupations that require a master's degree are projected to grow the fastest
over the next eight years, making graduate school a worthwhile investment as
you prepare to impact your field. Start planning now and further your career
goals with a graduate degree from Azusa Pacific University, one of the nation's
top Christian universities.
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Business and Leadership

Education
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"What is a feminist?"

Zoie Koch I Pho tographer

Senior John Hope and campus pastor Mindy Smith answer questions about their experience with feminism at the panel hosted by Women's and Gender Studies.

Panel put on by
the women ana
gender studies
minor discusses
what it means to
be a feminist

one of five panelists, began the discus
sion by talking about how she became a
feminist.
D'Amico has considered herself a
feminist since she was young, but was
awoken to the real issues concerning
feminism when she took a feminist the
ory class in college, she said.
"For me, feminism has become
something very personal," D'Amico said.
She struggled with the issue of having to
choose whether or not to take her hus
Krystiana Morales
band's last name when they got married.
Staff Writer
Some feminists argue about whether or
not a woman taking a man's last name in
If one uses the word feminist to de
marriage is considered true equality. She
scribe themselves, it means they believe
decided to take her husband's name, but
in equal rights for
everybody is differ
men and women,
ent and feminism
according to some
"
It's not about hating all
means something
students,
faculty
different for everyand staff at Whit- these traditional things that
0ne, D'Amico said.
worth.
Junior
Emily
The women and
we've inherited. It's about Thorpe considers
gender studies prow
herself a feminist.
gram held a discusbeing able to choose.
Feminism is about
sion called "What is
equal rights for
a feminist?" with a
JOHN HOPE
men and women,
panel of students,
she said. However,
senior
faculty and staff
there are people
who shared stories
who don't actualof what it meant to them to be a feminist. , ,
. .
,
, . .
ly know what it means to be a feminist
English professor LuElla D'Amico,
and that has given the word a negative

connotation and made some people not ing up in a conservative household. He
want to use that label, Thorpe said.
played sports and even though he was in
The other panelists, seniors John these traditionally masculine positions,
Hope and Kayla C ountryman, campus he still felt like he did not fit the mascupastor Mindy Smith and communica- line ideal. His sisters were encouraged
tion studies profesto start a family
sor Jim McPherson
and raise children
((
shared
personal
A lot of men are afraid of while he was not,
stories on how they
.
Hope said. After
came to consider
[feminism] because they
entering college he
themselves femi,
,
,
realized that being
think it's about women be- a feminist meant
nists.
The
panelists
.
.
.
being able to make
comulS superior to men...
g
also took questions
a cho ice whether or
from
individuals
but that's not what it is.^
not to follow tradiabout
feminism
tion, Hope said,
and what it means
EMILY THORPE
'It's not about
to be a feminist for
hating all these trathose with different
junior
ditional things that
racial and ethnic
we've inherited. It's
identities, as well as •
about being able to
.questions on individuals who they con- choose," Hope said,
sidered to be their feminist role models.
Sophomore Kyla Perkins said that she
The word feminist had a negative considers herself a feminist,
connotation in the past but it's getting
"When I hear feminism I think of
better. But, there's a power balance that equality, not just for women, but for evsome are afraid of, Thorpe said.
erybody," Perkins said.
"A lot of men are afraid of i t because
Senior Stephanie Turner also considthey think it's about women becoming ers herself a feminist and believes that a
superior to men and being in a higher feminist is a person who believes in the
position, but that's not what is," Thorpe empowerment of women,
said.
Hope shared his story about growcontinued on pg. 10

Alummn musicians perform
Musical Whitworth alumni
Tyson Motsenbocker and
Mike Edel host
ed a free concert
for students at
their alma mater

Motsenbocker said. "It was really an
amazing moment."
"Keep Pennsylvania Beautiful" and
many other musicians from the class of
2009 had the opportunity to play in the
multipurpose room of the Hixson Union
Building toward the end of th eir senior
year. The turnout for the event was ex
tensive, Motsenbocker said.

"You couldn't fit anyone else in here,"
Motsenbocker said.
Several years after his final perfor
mance as a Whitworth student, Motsen
bocker was able to return to Whitworth
and share his musical talents.
Bringing successful Whitworth alum
ni back to campus to share their success
is extremely important for students.

"They can just encourage students
and show them the awesome things they
are doing with their lives," freshman Skyler Boehnke said. "They encourage us
that we can do cool things like that too."
Motsenbocker did not always intend
to become a musician.

Melissa Voss
Staff Writer
Many Whitworth graduates have
gone on to find success in unexpected
places. Tyson Motsenbocker graduated
in 2009 a nd is now touring all around
the country with his friend Mike Edel
and their band.
Motsenbocker left Whitworth with a
degree in English and a passion for mu
sic. On Tuesday, Nov. 3, he was able to
share that passion with an audience of
Whitworth students.
During his time at Whitworth, Mo
tsenbocker wrote for "The Whitworthian" and started a band with a group of
friends. Their band, "Keep Pennsylvania
Beautiful," was originally formed just for
fun.
"We would play on the porch of th e
Village," Motsenbocker said.
Eventually, the band became a pop
ular part of the Whitworth campus
culture, Motsenbocker said. During a
performance at the Imperion, many
Whitworth students went out to show
their support for Motsenbocker and his
band.
"It was like the whole college came,"

EVENTS

Stuart Beeksma I Photo grapher

Whitworth alumni Tyson Motsenbocker sings with his band at the free concert last Tuesday. The band plays predomi
nantly folksy alternative music.

ON CAMPUS AND AROUND TOWN

THEATER: GUEST ARTIST ALEXANDRA
KAZAZOU
7:50 p.m. I Free with ID, $10 general
Conzaga University Magnuson Theatre

Watch a guest theater performer
and teacher from Poland and Greece
perform a new, work-in-progress
piece.

ART: YULETIDE
5 - 8 p.m.
Downtown Spokane Library
906 W. Main Ave.

Attend Spokane Art School's annual
holiday arts show opening, featuring
enamel ornaments by Ken Spiering.

CAMPUS:U-REC WINTER CARNIVAL
7 p.m.
U-Rec Center Courts
Celebrate winter at the U-Rec with
obstacle courses, bounce houses,
bouncy boxing, gladiator jousting and
more.

POETRY: POETRY AND PIE
7 p.m.

The Mind and Hearth

Enjoy poetry and delicious pie at this
annual event hosted by Westminster
Round. If yo u are interested in
reading, please submit your poetry to
kcunninghaml6@my.whitworth.edu.

OUTDOOR: HIKE OF THE MONTH
10 a.m.
Iller Creek and Rocks of Sharon

Join Outdoor Rec for a hike up
through ILler Creek to the Rocks of
Sharon. This hike boasts one of the
best views in the Spokane area.

MUSIC: BRITTANY HOFF VIOLA RECITAL
4 p.m.
Music Building Recital Hall
Listen to Brittany Hoff perform "Walton
Viola Concerto," "Brahms Sonata No.
2," "Bach Cello Suite No. 2" and more
as part of her senior project.

MUSIC: WHITWOI
FALL CONCERT

3 p.m. I Free for
Cowles Auditorii
Support Whitwc
as they perform
concert. .

THEATER: THE M/

2 p.m. I $1 with.
Spartan Theater
5410 W. Fort Ce

Watch SFCC drai
the play written
where those on

+
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Motsenbocker graduated from Whitworth in 2009 with a degree n
i English.
"After c ollege I thought I was done
[with music]," Motsenbocker said. "Un
til someone basically wrote me a check
to make a record." Despite pursuing a
career not directly related to his major,
Motsenbocker is extremely grateful for
his degree and his time at Whitworth.
"I use what I learned every day, the
way I am as a person is infinitely dif
ferent because of Whitworth," Motsen
bocker said.
The band, led by Motsenbocker and
Edel played original songs, many of
which were written about events in their

rH WIND SYMPHONY

«CC
LU

tudents
|g
7i Main Stage
„ uj
th's Wind Symphony
^
heir anticipated fall
SS

1W0MAN OF CHAILLOT

sod donation
itSFCC
rge Wright Dr.
ia students perform
>yJean Giradoux,
fie fringes save the

life. His Foundations of Christian Lead
ership professor Kent McDonald in
spired his first song, Motsenboker said.
"Kent [taught] me that it's OK to
question the things that you believe,"
Motsenbocker said.
"College isn't just a piece of paper;
the knowledge and experiences and
people mean everything," Motsenbock
er said.

CulturalEvents
Monday (Nov. 16): International Day of Tolerance
Students and staff come together to perpetuate a culture against hate.

Tuesday (Nov. 17): Multicultural Advocacy Council Club Fair
Learn about organizations already active on campus

Wednesday (Nov. 18): Cultural movie with ht e history club
Ask yourself, "What is culture?"

Thursday (Nov. 19): International Education and DiversityForum
This year's theme is "Challenging Perceptions: Becoming Conscious of
Unconscious Biases" by keynote speaker Raymond Reyes.

Friday (Nov. 20): International Festival
Enjoy dishes from around the world in Sodexo, then watch the festival.

Contact Melissa Vossat
mvossl9@my.whitworth.edu

POETRY: SPOKANE POETRY SLAM
8 p.m. I $5
The Bartlett
228 W. Sprague Ave.
Watch competitive performance
poetry, where poets are judged by five
audience judges chosen at random.
Doors open at 7 p.m.

DISCUSSION: OVERFLOW THEOLOGY
7p.m.
HUB Chambers
Join with students and faculty of all
majors to discuss theology often not
covered in the classroom.

CO

S3
C3
ca
CO

DISCUSSION; "WOODLAWN" LUNCH

LECTURE: STUDENT SYMPOSIUM

11:45 a.m.
HUB AB C Conference Rooms
This is the second discussion
surrounding the "Woodlawn" movie
screening. This discussion will engage
in the way the moyie portrays racism
and how that racism is dealt with
today.

7 p.m.
Robinson Teaching Theatre
Listen to fellow students as they
present their independent scholarly
research projects.

MUSIC: CONCERTBAND & JAZZII CONCERT
8 p.m.
Cowles Auditorium Main Stage
Support the concert and jazz bands
in their fall concert, which is free and
open to the public.

POETRY: AREADING WITH ALEX KUO
7 p.m.
HUB Crow's Nest
Listen to Alex Kuo, an award-winning
writer and photographer, read his
worlc He has published over 350
poems, stories and photographs, and
has taught at both American and
Chinese universities.

10
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Feminist
panel:
continued from pg. 7

clude voices of those who feel mar
ginalized but the fact that there was
to be a distinction from these types
of feminism is problematic, she said.
"I think it's wonderful that we can
recognize progress and celebrate prog
ress," D'Amico said. "But we haven't
made it and we need to constantly
be'questioning how far we can go."

Contact Krystiana Morales at
kmoralesl 7@my.whitworth.edu

"A lot of people see feminism as ex
treme protesters who riot," Turner said.
"That's not what it is.It's about empower
ment. Ithink it's getting better but there's
still that stigma. There's still a negative
connotation to call yourself a feminist."
Sophomore .Emily Wilson believes
that feminism is about equal rights,
for men and women, but she's hesi
tant to call herself a feminist, she said.
"I feel like I am and I believe every
thing feminists do but I d on't consider
myself one," Wilson said. "I wouldn't go
to a feminist rally just beca
use I don't ful
ly know what it means to be a feminist."
Feminism is something that's
personal not just for her, but
for
everybody,
D'Amico
said.
While feminism is supposed to in• elude everybody, sometimes that is
Zoie Koch | Photographer
not the case, Countryman said. InEnglish Professor LuElIa D'Amico pre
tersectional feminism aims to in
senting with other panelists.
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Magazine industry
Senior editor of
WIRED speaks
on the evolution
of magazines

of the magazine industry, for the con
sumers no longer read the content the
same way, Rubin said.
"I'd say that magazines aren't dead,
that there's new ways to make them
appealing like [Rubin] said... how they
transferred a lot of stuff online, and re
designed their website so it works well
with the magazine," Mulligan said.
Meghan Foulk
During this transition, Rubin ac
Staff Writer
cepted his current position as a se
Peter Rubin, a senior editor at nior editor at WIRED, and now covers
WIRED mag azine, has worked in the pop culture and entertainment. That
magazine industry for 15 years and includes topics such as movies and
came to Whitworth on Tuesday, Nov. 3, television, music, video games, comic
to present on the progression of mag books and "anything else that is ab
azines and their conversion to digital solutely integral to the survival of our
species," according to Rubin's profile. .
format within the past decade.
Rubin's work at WIRED includes
Rubin's presentation about his jour
ney in the magazine business attracted extensive coverage on virtual reality,
students interested in media. Fresh as he wrote the magazine's cover story
man Michaela Mulligan was drawn for the June 2014 issue focusing on the
due to her interest in entering the mag Oculus VR, and the development of the
Oculus Rift, a head-mounted display
azine industry.
"I think [the shift to digital media] is for immersive virtual reality.
Rubin was able to change the meth
important because we do have smartphones, and it's a lot easier and quick od of news writing with what he refers
er to get information and you can do a to as the "inverted process." Instead of
lot of cool stuff with digital media, like months of coverage, he wrote stories
as the develop
Video, and writ
ment continued,
ing, and photog
becoming the first
raphy," Mulligan
"Magazines aren't dead.,
and
the last word
said. "It makes
it all look really
there's new ways to make on the subject.
He became an ex
cool."
pert on the new
them appealing.
After
start
technology, and
ing out as a fact
MICHAELA MULLIGAN
WIRED was able
checker at GQ
to get exclusive
Magazine, Rubin
freshman
content on the
gained experience
topic.
while surrounded by well-known writ
Making a magazine is a combina
ers such as Michael Hainey, author of
the memoir "After Visiting Friends," tion of art, writing, rhythm, wit, but
and even worked with Elizabeth Gil most of all chemistry. Without that
bert, author of "Eat, Pray, Love" on oc spark, the content will fall flat, Rubin
said. The digital platform has altered
casion.
Rubin became an editorial assis how media are displayed and con
tant for GQ Magazine, and decided he sumed by the readers, but those chang
was established enough to become a es have allowed creativity to blossom.
freelance writer. He wrote for maga WIRED recently published a story that
zines including Elle, XXL, Vibe, The did not make it into the issue on their
New York Times, Rolling Stone and the Instagram account, breaking up the
TV Guide. After freelancing for a while, story into 10 different posts each with
Rubin wanted to find a job in an office a nature shot as the image, Rubin said.
"I think it's relevant because it
setting with more people, he said.
Unfortunately, starting in 2007, shows how what he's doing reflects
many magazines began to go out of trends in other areas of future careers,"
business. By 2009, a total of 1,684 mag Mulligan said. "It's definitely more
azines had ceased publication, due to geared toward people in journalism
the financial crisis making print pub or mass communication, but it shows
lication difficult, Rubin said. However, that any field you go into you have to
the downfall led to the "birth of co n be ready to do digital things...it's help
tent," Rubin said. Media began its shift ful because everything now includes
to the digital age, and the reader's per something digital."
The media industry is changing,
ception of media and news began to
with technology constantly improving
change as well.
His company adopted the tag line and developing, and as platforms and
"more than a magazine," to adapt to formats change, one thing remains the
the transition toward digital content. same: the art of storytelling.
The change to a new platform began Contact Meghan Foulkat meghanthe long process of fin ding the niche foulkl 9@my.whitworth.edu

OPINIONS

SMASH
BANG
SLAM

A cacophony of
euphemisms reveals
male feelings about sex
on campus
MAXCARTER

Men all over the world, including men
in
the Whitworth
community,
have
dif
ferent words and terms for the act of sex.
In a brief survey, men at Whitworth revealed which
euphemisms for sex they have heard on campus.
The sex euphemism heard most often by men on
campus at Whitworth is "sleep with" which is sur
prising to me. The vast majority of sexual euphe
misms used by men are aggressive and often violent.
Of the 13 euphemisms listed in the survey, there
are 10 associated with rape culture and aggression,
while three were associated with romance and love.
In aclose second was"fuck" and not farbehind in third
was "bang." As much optimism as the most commonly
heard euphemism may instill,there seems tobe noques
tion that Whitworth is not immune to the deep, lasting
influence that pop culture has had on establishing rape
culture in America. But that's another conversation...
The survey does indicate that there is a significant
body of men at Whitworth who often hear sex re
ferred to in a romantic way. The euphemism "make
love" came in fourth place, while the third posi
tively oriented euphemism, "shag," was dead last.
It definitely seems
that men at Whit
...Whitworth is not
worth talk about
immune to the deep,
sex in differing
,
ways, and while one
lasting influence that
can only speculate
pop culture has had
based on limited
data, some trends in
on establishing rape
the survey raise in
culture in America.
triguing questions.
There is such a
stark conttast be
tween the euphemisms "sleep with" and "fuck." By
definition, "sleep with" has a positive, romantic con
notation. On the other hand, "fuck" tends to have ag
gressive connotations. Yet th ey were close in votes.
After gathering the data, we categorized each euphe
mism in the survey as
either a"rape culture" euphemism
or"non-rapeculture"euphemism.Thesecategorizations
were based on the non-sexual definition of the word(s).
As another example, one of the other options on
the survey, "slay," is extremely violent by definition.
In fact, to "slay" means to kill. Clearly, that is not the
meaning of the term "slay" when used in a sexual con
text, but there are, nonetheless, violent connotations.
These conversations run deep in our me
dia-driven society, and'can only be properly ad
dressed with in-depth, analytical studies. Yet,
they can still be addressed to our best abilities.
At Whit worth, a private Christian university, many
students are deeply devoted to their faith. On the flipside, as a university that does not require a statement of
faith, there are also students that practice religions oth
er than Christianity, or who are not religious at all. Be
cause ofthe differing religious viewsat Whitworth, there
is diversity in worldviews throughout the community.
While the data gathered in the survey does
not -provide any concrete conclusions regard
ing how men at Whitworth talk and think about
sex, it is useful in beginning the conversation.
With all of th is in mind, one can't help but ponder
how the religious views of men at Whitworth Uni
versity may influence the way they talk about sex.

EDITORIAL:IN THE LOOP

There should be more
transparency in the outcomes
of the tenure process
In this issue of the Whitworthian, the news section
has a story concerning the idea of tenure and how it is
applied. However, writers and editors had a difficult
time finding information about the tenure system.
Sources contradicted each other and the editorial
staff was left scratching their heads.
There is a clear lack of available information about
the tenure system for students to educate themselves
about it. Because student evaluations are used in the
tenure process, the editorial staff believes that more
transparency is deserved. Students deserve to know
the professors and faculty that have been recently re
ceived, or currently have tenure.
Many of us have had faculty freely release informa
tion about who holds tenure and for how long. How
ever, some sources have said that tenure is a c onfldentiaf subject. We understand and respect the need
for confidentiality in the process of gra nting tenure.
However, unless faculty would experience an unnec
essary negative consequence from releasing tenure
information, students need more clarity. If tenure
information should be withheld, the student body
should at least know why.
There also seems to be a need for clarity among fac
ulty and administration. With contradictions coming
from various sources, there seems to be problem of
misunderstanding. If there is no need for confidenti
ality, then faculty and administration should be able
to willingly share the information.
We do not demand information on who is apply
ing for tenure. Students deserve to know who has
received tenure based in part on student evaluations.
Editorials in the "In the Loop" section reflect the majority
opinion of the Editorial Board.

Yak-Attack

We chose some of our favorite Yaks from the Whitworth
feed this week. See a yak worth sharing? Send a screenshot to whitworthianopinion@gmail.com or tweet to us
@whitworthianOP
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Maybe hot chocolate just wants to be called
beautiful chocolate for once.

/\
74

2th

12

Replies

"Why can't there be a formula for making
friends? A squadratic formula"

124
Id

• 2 Replies

I always think about how many suits the
ASWU president must own

91
Top 5 results based on an email survey of
113 male students, see full results online

CARTER is a senior majoring in journalism. Comments can
be sent to whitworthianopinion@gmail.com
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WALKING

Women take precautions at Whitworth to ensure safety
SKYLER NOBLE

It is dark and I am alone as I walk to my car. Keys
in hand and hyperaware of my surroundings, I think:
"Maybe I should have listened to Grandma when she
told me to keep bear spray on my keychain."
"Women are at far greater risk than men for stalking
victimization," according to the "Women in America," a
report written by White House officials. Both boys and
girls are taught at a young age to not talk to stran
gers or to
walk without a buddy. Yet, as adults, women have to main
tain these rules because they are targeted more often than
men. There are many horror stories about-women being
abducted in parking lots when they are alone. Women do
not want to be the next news headline or on the next miss
ing persons flier. An instinct forms in the back of women's
minds as they choose their potential method of defense.
Typically, I will hold my keys in my hand or I will
park under a safety camera conveniently attached to a
street light. If I happen to be with one of my guy friends,
I will ask him to escort me to my car, just in case. In ad
dition to those strategies, I will call my mother if I have
to walk a longer distance so if something does happen,
she will know and call for help.
Each woman has a different safety precaution loom
ing in the back of her mind when walking alone. The
Whitworthian conducted a survey to see what those
precautions might be for women on campus. Men are
not taught to be hyper-vigilant because they are not seen
as being helpless. On the other hand, women have to
worry more about their perceived vulnerability being
taken advantage of.
A stranger can strike at any time and it is in a wom
an's best interest to be somewhat prepared for a situation
such as this. Though we live in the safety and comfort of
the Pinecone Curtain, a potential danger is possible.

N O B L E is a o
s p h o m o r e m a j o r i n g in co m m u n i c a t i o n s . Co m m e n t s
c a n be se n t to W h i t w o r t h i n n o p i n i o n @ g m n i l . c o n )

DO YOU CARRY ANY OF
THESE OR
DO ANY OF THESE TO
MAKE YOU
FEEL SAFE ON CAMPUS?
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CALL FOR
SECURITY

Results based an an email survey of223 female students, see full results an our website. Some submissions have been edited for clarity and length.

Erin Wolf|Photographer

Sophomores McKenzie Hemp (center) and Jennifer Loehner (right) race for the ball to gain possession in Saturday's game against Lewis & Clark College.

Women's §®cc®r inistos difficult season with defeat
the 23rd minute by freshman midfielder
Kelly Wucherer, assisted by sophomore
Staff Writer
midfielder Jennifer Loehner, bumping
the Pirates' lead to 2-0. The Pirates fin
Ihe Pirate Women took on the Lewis
ished out the half with their 2-0 lead. Se
& Clark Pion eers last Saturday at home
nior goalkeeper Andrea Stump had four
in a well-fought match resulting in a loss
saves against Lewis & Clar k during the
for the Pirates. Scoring twice in the first
half, Whitworth was unable to hold off first half.
"I thought the team played well over
Lewis & Clark in the second half as they
all, regardless of the score," senior de
scored four times to win 4-2. This loss
fender Hannah Bokma said. "We had a
ends the season for the Pirates with a
lot of great passing
6-11-3 record.
sequences that lead
The Pirates start
«
to a lot of opportuni
We all bonded so close ties
ed out strong with
on goal. We ba t
senior forward Tiara
tled until the end."
thjs
season.
Everyone
<Jn
Pajimola scoring the
Starting the sec
first goal of the game the field gave it their all.
ond half, the Pio
within the first 15
neers came out fast
minutes, putting the
KAILEE CARNEAU
with a goal by A nna
Pirates up 1-0. Pa
Thorndike in the 57th
junior
jimola was assisted
minute. Another goal
by junior Dallas Nel
followed shortly after
son, making this her
by Lewis & Clark's
fourth goal of the season.
Megan Ratfield. Thorndike scored once
"We came out wanting to play for each more less than 10 minutes later, result
other," Pajimola said. "We wanted to re ing in a 3-2 lead over the Pirates. The fi
member the reason we came to Whit nal goal of the game came five minutes
worth and just have fun together. Each later, followed quickly by the final whissenior got to step in the field for one last
time in their collegiate career and it was
"Lewis & Clark has an outstanding
a good feeling and an amazing experi offense and put away the opportunities
ence."
they had in front of goal," Bokma said. "I
Whitworth continued the pressure thought our team responded well to the
on the Pioneers with another goal in

McKinley Powers

goals and kept playing hard."
Throughout the game, Whitworth had
a total of 22 s hots on goal compared to
Lewis & Clark's 18. Four players received
yellow cards throughout the game.
"This game was full of mixed emo
tions," junior midfielder Kailee Carneau
said. "Our team is closer than we've ever
been. We all bonded so close this sea
son. Everyone on the field gave it their
all."

"Although we could not pull off t he
win, we left everything on the field a nd
that's all you can really ask for," Bokma
said.
The women's soccer team has con
cluded its season and will return next
fall for the 2016 season.
Contact McKinley Powers at
mpowersl 8@my.whitworth.edu

cnn won|enorograpner

Whitworth attempting to block a goal in the game against Lewis & Clark.

Volleyball finishes season as conference champions
on their end, did a great job of e arning
those last five points."
Sports Editor
Saturday night began with a' rough
The volleyball team ended their pre start in the first set against the Pioneers.
liminary conference season with a loss The Pirates held a strong lead at 21-16.
to the Willamette Bearcats and a win However, the Pioneers were unwilling
over the Lewis & C lark Pioneers. The to give up and stole the first set with a
Pirates took first place in the Northwest score of 31-29.
The Pirates came back in the sec
Conference with a record of 13-3.
The Pirates began their weekend on ond set playing a much faster game to
Saturday, Nov. 6, b y losing to the Bear counter the Pioneers' skill in blocking.
cats in a close match, 3-2. The first set Whitworth built a strong lead and was
played out well for the Pirates. Whit- able to follow through to the end of the
worth held a lead for most of the set set, winning with a score of 25-21.
"I think it was our intensity," senior
and finished with a score of 25-22.
Nicole Leonard said.
However,
the
"We were able to keep
Bearcats
came
^We wanted to make a pushing and keep
back strong and
our game."
only lost their lead
statement that we are a playing
The third set mir
once in the second
great team that can play rored the second
set. The Bearcats
.
.
yy and gave the Pirates
repeated their suc
together
with
passion.
another set point.
cess in thethird set
The Pirates entered
and ended both
NICOLE LEONARD
the fourth game with
sets with identical
a set score of 2-1.
junior
scores of 25-21.
The Pirates ended
"They're a very
the game with their
scrappy team," ju
nior Brenna Bruil said. "They block re best set of the weekend. The Pirates
ally well against us. They just didn't give made an impressive 11-point run that
brought their score to 17-3. The Pirates
up and kept coming after us."
Whitworth attempted to turn the did not relent and ended the game with
game around by winning the fourth set. a score of 25-8.
"We j ust really wanted to prove our
Bruil led the Pirates offensively by scor
ing three kills in the set and 40 attacks selves," Bruil said. "We wanted to prove
for the night. The Pirates ended the set that we are the outright conference
champion. We wanted to make a state
with a score of 25-16.
With the set score tied at 2-2, both ment that we are a great team that can
teams came in prepared to end the play together with passion."
The Pirates received a bid to the next
game. The Pirates seemed to take the
win by holding the lead for most of the stage of the NWC tournament, Bodeck
set. However, at 14-14 one Bearcat kill er said. The schedule will be posted on
and one Whitworth attack error gave the Whitworth Pirates website. To And
.the win to Willamette. The set ended at their schedule and who they will play
16-14. While the Pirates led in kills and next please go to www.whitworthpiattacks, the Bearcats were able to take rates.com.
the victory and place third in the NWC.
"We just got a little hesitant," head
coach Kati Bodecker said. "We start Contact Peter Houston-Hencken at
Erin Wolf I Photo grapher
phouston-henckenl 7@
The volleyball team stands in its lineup before facing Lewis &Clark College, Sat ed making careful plays instead of ex
ecuting with confidence. Willamette, my. whitworth.edu
urday, Oct. 10. The Pirates beat Lewis &Clark twice during the sedson.

Peter Houston-Hencken
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Volleyball

Men's
Soccer

Football

Women's
Soccer

Overall:

Overall:

Overall:

Overall:

19-7

16-1-1

8-1

6-11-3

Conference:

Conference:

Conference:

Conference:

13-3

12-1-1

5-1

4-9-3

Standing:

Standing:

Standing

Standing:

1st of 9

1st of 8

2nd of 8

7th of 9
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Men's soccer beats Whitman and takes first in NWC
Josiah VanWingerden
Staff Writer
The men's soccer team beat the
Whitman Missionaries Saturday night
in Walla Walla, 3-1, earning first place
in the Northwest Conference for the
second year in a row. The Pirates have
now cemented their position in the
NCAA tournament, clinching the ninth
overall seed.
The Pirates began Saturday's game
with an aggressive attack, which led to
a goal by senior forward Karl Muelheims just five and a half minutes into the
match. The lead was doubled by soph
omore midfielder Eric Espinoza's score
in the 29th minute of the game.
Freshman forward Alfredo Ornelas
scored the final goal for Whitworth in
the second half, assisted by sophomore
midfielder Jonah Snyder off of a corner
kick. That gave them a 3-0 edge with 10
minutes left to play.
The team shot an efficient 60 per
cent on goal, scoring on three of five
attempts. That helped them claim the
victory, despite being outshot 8-5 on
goal by the Missionaries, and 29-12
shots overall.
Junior goalkeeper Timmy Costa an
chored the defense by providing seven
saves. He was the top goalkeeper in the

Jeanette Vasquez| Photographer

Sophomore Austin Cassity jumps for a header in a game on Saturday, Oct. 10.
Conference with a 0.88 save percent
age.
Muelheims' goal was his 20th of the
season, which not only leads the North
west Conference, but also shatters a Pi

FREAKY

rates' team record that stood for almost
30 years (19 goals scored in a season by
John Gould, 1988-89 season).
Senior forward Sam Engle, who as-'
sisted Muelheims on his goal, finished

second on the team in scoring, with
eight goals.
"This is the best season of soccer that
I've seen us play during my four years
here," Engle said. "The coaches we have
and the guys we have, we've been able
to play the best soccer in conference
this season. We beat every team we've
played pretty much, and I'm lucky to be
a part of it."
The Pirates entered the final game
tied with the Pacific Lutheran Lutes
for conference champion, setting up a
winner-take-conference scenario. The
Pirates officially earned the title by halftime, as the Lutes lost to the University
of Puget Sound Loggers.
Regardless of t hat game's result, Pi
rates head coach Morgan Cathey want
ed the team to remain focused on Whit
man, he said.
"We told the guys that they had to
keep each other accountable and not
talk about the NCAA tournament at all
because we wanted them to stay com
pletely focused on Whitman," Cathey
said.
This is the team's second consecutive
tournament appearance. Results and
schedules will be posted on www.whitworthpirates.com.
Contact Josiah VanWingerden at
jvanwingerdenl 9@my.whitworth.edu
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90TH ANNIVERSARY OF
GREATGATSBY

Dance hosted by Whitworth
Swing and Ballroom Club
and Westminster Round

£r~

Domenica Cooke-Tassone | Photographer

Dance instructor Colleen Robinsonteaching students Gatsby-inspired dance moves many students participated in over the course of the night.

\

h
Jeanette Vazquez | Photo Editor
(Above) Freshmen Alex Stroming and Elisah Winikka dancing at Whitworth's
Great Gatsby Dance.

Domenica Cooke-Tassone | Photographer

(Left) Kim Nesper and Joey Cervantes partnering in several dances at the
Great Gatsby celebration.

Party Rankings
How does Whitworth's party scene

Do Whitworth students party,
drink or "pregame?" What kind
drinks do they usually have and
where do they get their alcohol?
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The Whitworthian has served as the main source of news and sports coverage
for the Whitworth community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an organization
composed entirely of students which produces The Whitworthian weekly
newspaper and thewhitworthian.com.
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OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting accurate and relevant
information in an innovative manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for expressing the interests of the
Whitworth community.
GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published weekly, except during January
and student vacations. The content is generated entirely by students. The college
administration does not review the newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas
expressed in The Whitworthian are those of the individual artists, writers and
student editors, and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associated Students
of Whitworth University (ASWU), the university, its administration, faculty/staff
or advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through advertising and subscription
revenue and in part by student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the opinions of their individual
creators and not necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its editors or its
staff.
PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in freedom of speech and
expression as guaranteed in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United
States.
CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248

ONLINE AT
www.thewhitworthian.com
QUESTIONS?
rbresee16@my.whitworth.edu

CORRECTIONS
If you have a comment or question about the fairness or accuracy of a story, send
an email to rbreseel6@my.whitworth.edu.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to articles or issues of interest to the
Whitworth community. Send letters'to rbreseel6@my.whitworth.edu.
Limit to 250 words.
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03 PARTY PEOPLE

Students debate whether students
who party can be friends with
students who don't.
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10 PERCEPTIVE POETS
Westminster Round's annual
Poetry and Pie reading featuring
students and faculty attracted
lovers of poems and dessert alike.

OPINIONS
12 REAL RACISM
Whitworth's friendly demeanor
makes it difficult to discuss and
address the racial tensions present
on campus.
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SPORTS
14 MONDAY MADNESS
The basketball team kicks off
their season by bringing the hype
for a pep rally and following
through with a victory.

SPORTS
15 CONFERENCE CLAIM
The football team ends the
regular season with a win at home
and earn a spot in the NCAA
tournament.
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Let's be friends! But first, do you party?
Students
question
whether close
relationships
between
party-goers
and nonpartygoers are
possible.
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friends, mainly if it's negatively
affecting the person without them
realizing it."
Other students said partying has
not proven to interfere with relation
ships or school life in their experi
ences.
"I don't see partying affecting
grades or social lives," so phomore
Zachary Halma said.
Students who said they do feel
there is a social divide claimed
peer-pressure to party as a rea
son for why they didn't be
lieve the relationships
worked. There is a
lot of p ressure on
freshmen to ex
plore and socialize
off c ampus which
can cause a rift
between those not
interested in partying
and their roommates and
hallmates who do, Resident
Assistant Felicity Roe said.
"I don't enjoy spending a lot
of tim e around people who par
ty because it is certainly telling of
who they are as people," freshman
Abigail Hochberger said. "I try to
surround myself with and build
close relationships with peo
ple who are conscious about
the choices they make on
a daily basis, whether that
is in how they spend their
Friday nights or who they
invite to sit with them at
lunch. I don't want to be in a
situation to feel pressured to
party."
Sophomore Megan Escobar feels
no pressure to party from other stu
dents who party here, and that stu
dents are very respectful about other
student's personal belief and deci
sions, she said.
However, partying can create an
area of uncertainty amongst a hall
or between roommates because stu
dents feel uncomfortable informing
a RA ab out situations that involve
alcohol, Roe said.
"Last year a friend of mine would
come home from parties and oth
er people would have-to take care
of th em because they couldn't take
care of themselves," Roe said. "It was
hard on their friends and produced
an awkward atmosphere, which isn't
the sort of thing we would cultivate
here at Whitworth."

ia

Contact Sarah Haman at
shamanl 9@my. whitworth.edu

Many students said they find
.it difficult to build and maintain
relationships when their friends
party and they, themselves don't.

"I have a friend who definitely
has a difficult time maintaining a
close relationship with his friends
who party," sophomore Sarah
Dixit said. "I think going
to a party is totally up
to the individual,
but it does shift
the dynamic
between

I think going to a party is
totally up to the individual,
but it does shift the dynamic
between friends, mainly if it's
negatively affecting the person
without them realizing it.
SARAH DIXIT

sophomore

Sarah Hainan
Staff Writer
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Alcohol Tobacco Marijuana

Illegal Drugs

Pacific
Lutheran
University
On campus
Off campus
George Fox
On campus
Off campus
Northwest
University
On campus
Off campus
Seattle
Pacific
University
On campus
Off campus

Prohibited by
University
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Whitworth is ranked 11 out of 21 in
College Niche's "2016 Top Party Schools in
Washington." Hie rankings are based on student
opinion of a school's "party scene and access to bars,"
according to the website.
Based on a response of 80 students, Whitworth
scored a three out of five for the party scene and a "A-"
on access to bars. Pacific Lutheran University, North
west University and Seattle Pacific University are ranked
hi, 16 and 18 respectively. Perhaps the party scene at
Whitworth is not as "lame" as some people may believe.
One of glhe Big Three" explicitly prohibits the pos
session, consumption or distribution of alcohol, illegal
drugs/mood-altering substances or controlled medi
cation without a prescription, according to the student
handbook. Residence Hall leadership collaborates with
their residents to create "community building stan
dards" which usually decided how late and how loud
residents can be.
Those factors, and the fact that Whitworth does not
have a Greek system, means the "party scene" on Whit
worth campus is slim to none. Ihose regulations force
parties beyond the pinecone curtain.
House parties—which the Whitworthian defines as
an off campus event where alcohol is present, there is
music and people are inebriated—near Whitworth are
often held on the weekends. One party host said the
purpose of their parties are to hang out with friends and
have a fun time.
The occurrence and locations of parties are usual
ly s pread through social media or word of mouth. The
party host gets people to his or her house by telling
friends to come. Students have to know the right peo
ple, according to a review of the Whitworth party scene
on College Niche.
Especially with a smaller community, it is often
easy to identify where the party is located based on the

number of people surrounding the house
and loud music playing.
"Usually, I will set up beer pong with water in
a common area and start playing music on the speak
ers," a party host said about preparing for a party.
Beer pong and other drinking games are a common
occurrence at those parties. Music is usually always
playing for atmospheric effect and at least one group of
people can be found dancing.
It i s the volume of the music that often causes local
law enforcement to get involved.
"Sometimes [the cops show up]; it depends on the
location," a party host said. "If so, they usually just ask
to keep the noise down."
About 50 to TOO pe ople usually attend the parties,
and they typically start at 10 p.m. and end at 2 a.m., the
host said.
It seems Whitworth friendliness and decency is
maintained at those parties, for the most part. The par
ty host said the people attending their parties do not
get particularly crazy. However, if people do get out of
control, the party host said they would talk to whoever
was acting up.
A p arty can end multiple ways. Sometimes the po
lice show up and scare people away. Other times, word
gets around that another party is occurring close by and
people will leave to check it out or the host may decide
it is time for the party to end and kick everyone out.
"The best part is socializing and making great mem
ories with your friends and the worst part is having to
clean up the following day," a party host said. "I would
rather attend [a party]."
While the party scene at Whitworth may not be as
"friendly and vibrant" as University of Washington or
Washington State University—ranked one and two on
College Niche's "2016 Top Party Schools in Washing
ton," respectively—it is nonetheless present and active.

Contact Rebeknli Bresee at
rbreseel 6@my. whit worth,edit
Rainier Emerick | Graphics Editor
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Sex, drags and rock and roll not allowed
The language of the Big Three rules allows for some interpretation
Parker Postlewait
Staff Writer

No Cohabitation
"There is to be no cohabitation on
campus...[T]he practical application of
the policy requires that it be used... to
address persons who spend extended
hours of a night together, who sleep to
gether, and/or who engage in genital
contact even if it falls short of actual in
tercourse."
- The Whitworth Student Handbook
That last phrase of the rule leaves
room for interpretation. What counts as
extended hours?
Resident directors were given two sit
uations comparing a long-term relation
ship to a one-night stand.
If people are having one-night stands,
advisers would most likely help focus on
how those actions could impact the two
students later, McMillan RD Matthew
Baker said.
"There is room for a little interpreta

tion in the gray area and that's because
Students Life philosophy is that we want
students to become decision makers,
not rule followers," Baker said.
The gray areas also allow for differ
ent ways for individual situations to be
addressed. While wanting to be consis
tent in disciplining for policy violations,
Student Life also wants to be fab to resi
dents, Baker said.
In long-term relationships, the dis
cipline would be similar, but leaders
would focus on this being an intellectual
experience in which they build a stron
ger relationship, Baker said.
"[The gray area] allows for healthy
relationships, and allows for students
to take ownership," Arend RD M ichael
Ames said. "Students get to set limits on
things."
Usually, initial contact with the resi
dent is made by the resident assistants,
such as Resident Assistant Ben Olson.
"For the well-being of the person
and the relationship, I might address
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them differently," Olson said. "This job
is less about getting people in bouble,
and more about helping people towards
growth and self-beberment."
Residents should not take this as an
invitation to break the rules, but to make
decisions in order to grow closer to h
t eb
community, Baker said.

No Drugs or Alcohol
"There is to be no oncampus posses
sion, consumption, or distribution of
alcohol, illegal drugs/ mood-altering
substances or controlled medication
without a prescription."
- The Whitworth Student Handbook
When someone has been accused
of violating a Big Three, one question
that arises during conversation, is the
topic of bust. Baker prefers to bust
his residents, because he is unhappy
with the idea of a community that do
not bust one another, he said.
"However, it can be difficult when
what someone says doesn't line up
with the evidence, what other people
say or even what they had said earli
er," Baker said .
At that point, consistency in doc
umentation can help when they pass
on the case to Dean of St udent Life
Timothy Caldwell.
Honesty between residents and
Student Life is really a matier of in 
tegrity on the part of the student and
a maber of c reating a positive com
munity for student life, Ames said.
"If we have these things, students
will feel like they can approach us
with the buth, or with theb own con
cerns and issues," Ames said.
"We have to document any events
that might look like a policy viola
tion," RA Cass Busch said. "However,
addressing the situation should be
gin with conversation."
By speaking with residents about
a Big Three violation, she is able to
shed some light on the situation
when talking to the RD and share her
observations, she said.

Katherine Bell | Graphic Artist

No Disturbing the Peace

i

"There is to be no violent or desbuctive behavior or other conduct
that threatens or endangers the safety
or emotional well-being of a ny person
on campus. This prohibition includes,
but is not limited to, such behaviors as
fighting, vandalism, and any behav
ior that results in destruction or loss of
property (including theft), or disruption
of community life. This prohibition also
includes, but is not limited to, physical
abuse, verbal abuse, threats, and/or in
timidation, as well as behaviors includ
ing assault, sexual assault, harassment
and other forms of sexual misconduct."
- The Whitworth Student Handbook
One question of Student Life is how
approachable they are for students who
want to confess to a Big Three violation
or to report one they have seen.
"People can be a little turned off by
reporting someone else, or by getting in
bouble themselves, it just depends on
the relationship we have," Olson said.
Having a conversation does not mean
you are guaranteed a Big Three punish
ment on your record. Often it is just that,
a conversation, said Busch.
"We talk it out and handle it in apos
itive way," Bu sch said. "People should
talk more often because we are friends
as well as advisers."
Contact Parker Postlewait at
ppostlewaitl 6@my.whitworth.edu

IF YOU dun£,WHERE DO
YOU GET YOUR ALCOHOL?
WHATS YOUR DRINK OF
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I BUY IT BECAUSE
I'M OF AGE

MY FRIENDS BUY
IT FOR ME
I DON'T DRINK

I BUY IT WITH
MY FAKE ID

HOW 10 YOU
OUT ABOUT PARTIES
MOST OFTEN?
UNTIL I FIND
ONE
A LARGER GATHERING USUALLY OF HIGHSCHOOL OR COLLEGE STUDENTS WHERE MASSIVE AMOUNTS OF ALCOHOL ARE CONSUMED (80+ PPL)
A PARTY IS AN OFF CAMPUS EVENT WHERE ALCOHOL IS PRESENT, THERE IS MUSIC AND PEOPLE ARE INEBRIATED. TYPICALLY IN HOMES NEAR CAMPUS. [20-80 PPL)
SMALL GATHERING BETWEEN GROUP OF FRIENDS, MORE THAN A GET TOGETHER, LESS THAN A PARTY [5-15 PPU

Rainier Emerick| Graphics Editor
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Students flock to U-Rec for Winter Carnival
U-Rec holds event
to introduce
students to its
facilities
Melissa Voss
Staff Writer
A bou nce house, bubble ball, an in
flatable obstacle course and free pop
corn were brought into the University
Recreation Center (U-Rec) basketball
courts to create a winter carnival aimed
at getting students more familiar with
the U-Rec facilities. On Friday night,
students were invited to visit and famil
iarize themselves with the U-Rec while
having a lot of fun in theprocess.
"We wanted to bring all of these
things into a controlled, safe environ
ment so students could have some fun,"
said Todd Sandberg, director of the
U-Rec. "There are a lot of activities that
students may not particularly partici
pate in just out of hesitation or reserva
tion but hopefully this can reduce some
of those anxieties."
The carnival featured a crate stacking
competition where students were har
nessed and had to climb and stack crates
on top of each other in the middle of the
basketball courts. Many students were
eager to try the activity and found it to
be an exciting challenge.
"Crate stacking was very hard," fresh
man Nate English said.
Freshman Kaitlyn Halsted attended
with a group of friends and found the
event to be extremely rewarding.
"We have definitely been entertained
well," Halsted said.
Also offered at the carnival was bub
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ble ball, a game which puts students in
inflatables and lets them serve as hu
man soccer balls.
"I didn't know that I needed bubble
ball in my life until I tried it," freshman
Joe Spencer said.
Friday's carnival was the first event of
its type hosted by the U-Rec.
"Because it was the first time we've
ever done this it was really unknown
how many students were going to come,"
Sandberg said. "I think it has been really
successful."
Sandberg was first presented with the
idea of the carnival at a recreation con

ference at Montana State University over
the summer.
"They did something similar and it
was really successful, so that spurred the
idea," Sandberg said.
The carnival helped to bring students
into the U-Rec who may not usually use
the facilities.
"We w anted to do something differ
ent and try to reach all students to bring
them into the U-Rec," Sandberg said.
Students were provided with infor
mation about the programs put on by
the U-Rec, including Outdoor Recre
ation activities, while at the carnival.

"Hopefully we can get them on to the
climbing wall or out into intramurals,"
Sandberg said.
Along with providing a free, fun Fri
day night event, Sandberg hopes that the
carnival helped alleviate some people's
fears about using the rec center.
"TheU-Recshouldn'tbeintimidating,"
Sandberg said. "Ultimately, about twothirds of the student population come in
here for one reason or another but our
goal is always to bring more people in."
Contact Melissa Voss at
mvossl 9@my.whitworth.edu

Zoie Koch |Phvotographer

Freshmen Isabelle Broussard and Wynter Nelson try to knock one another off her block in a padded jousting match.

ON CAMPUS AND AROUND TOWN

CAMPUS:A READING WITH ALEX KUO

cn

7 p.m.
HUB Crow's Nest
Listen to an English Department
Endowed Reading by Alex Kuo,
an award-winning writer and
documentary photographer, who has
had over 350 works published.

6 p.m.

CO

CO

MUSIC: JAZZ COMBO CONCERT
8 p.m.
Music Building Recital Hall
Support some of the Whitworth lazz
combos in their end of fall semester
fall concert.

CULTURAL:8TH ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL
EDUCATION AND DIVERSITY FORUM
HUB ABC, Chambers, Crow's Nest, MPR
Attend a forum that seeks to
build international and cultural
understanding, and prepares
individuals for Life in a g lobal
environment.

ART:WHY THE ARTS MATTER TO FAITH
7 p.m.
Robinson Teaching Theatre
Listen to Professor Jeremy Begbie
argue that the art is crucial to faith.

CD

CM

CULTURAL:INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL
7 p.m. I $1 0 for non-students
HUB MPR
Celebrate the 5th Annual
International Festival sponsored by
International Club with food at 5 p.m.
and a parade of flags and talent show
at 7 p.m.

CM
CD

CAMPUS:DANCE ALL NIGHT
10 p.m.
HUB MPR
After the International Festival,
celebrate the end of Cultural
Awareness Week with a staminachallenging dance.

CO

CAMPUS: OPERA
11 a.m.
HUB MPR
loin Operation
project manage
for students to
boxes to be sen
the world throu

MUSIC: WHITWOI
ORCHESTRA FALI

3 p.m. I $5forn
Cowles Audi tori
Support the Wl)
Orchestra durin

I
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Environmental activism through art
"John Holmgren:
Selected Works"
explores how
humans affect
the environment

orative effort between Holmgren and
the North Dakota Man Camp Project at
the university of North Dakota in Grand
Forks. The project documents tempo
rary setdements, called man camps,
on the Bakken oil field in North Dakota
associated with .tracking oil. Holmgren
uses photographs from work sites and
inkjet prints of ar chived documents to
create pieces that demonstrate what life
is like for miners living in these towns.
"Many of th em are like ghost towns
now," Holmgren said.
Melissa Voss
Holmgren's "Man Camp" project
Staff Writer
serves as a springboard for discussion
about human trends of consumption.
The new art exhibit, "John Holmgren: The camps depicted exist for the sole
Selected Works," in the Lied Art Buil d purpose of mining oil which is used for
ing's Bryan Oliver Gallery consists of human consumption, although they
works that encourage students to start also contain life.
a dialogue about their relationship with
"We need to come to grips with the
the world around them.
damage that we are doing to the earth
Artist John Holmgren works at Frank and to people," Sinnema said. "The
lin & Marshall College in Lancaster, camps are not a very sustainable way of
Pennsylvania where he teaches a vari living in the same way that reliance on
ety of courses on photography, mixed oil and gas is not sustainable."
media and printmaking. Throughout
Holmgren's interest in environhis art career, Holmgren has compiled
mentalism
was
an extensive port
piqued
by the
cc
dams on the Co
folio consisting of
We need to come to grips lumbia
River near
five main series of
his hometown of
work. Holmgren's
with the damage that we
Lakewood, Wash
selected works at
are doing to the earth and ington. Another
Whitworth portray
of his collections,
photographs of the
to people.
"River Relations: A
environment
in
JOHN HOLMGREN
Beholder's Share of
various states of de
the Columbia River
struction combined
artist
Dams," depicts the
with other art medi
dams along the riv
ums such as screen
printing to create works that show many er. Holmgren, in collaboration with art
ist Nick Conbere, uses photos from the
perspectives on a location.
"[Holmgren] explores these places dams and Conbere's drawings to con
like an archaeologist would," said se struct pieces that show the history and
nior lecturer and gallery director Lance the present state of th e dams and their
impact on the environment.
Sinnema.
"We as k how aesthetic relationships
The first series of works, tided "Man
Camps of North Dakota," was a colla-

MUSIC:RACHEL ROLLINS VOICE RECITAL

ION CHRISTMAS CHILD
CO

hristmas Child
sfora packing party
ome and fill shoe
to children all over
;h Samaritan's Purse.

TH SYMPHONY
CONCERT

m-students
'm Main Stage

tworth Symphony
[theirfall concert.

8 p.m.
Music Building Recital Hall
Attend this free voice recital event to
support senior Rachel Rollins in her
music career.

ART:NATURE CONNECTS: ART WITH LEGO
BRICKS

CO

10 a.m. - 5 p.m. / Pri ce varies
Northwest Museum of Arts and Culture
2316 W. First Ave.
See 27 giant sculptures created
entirely from LEGOs, including an
eight-foot-tall hummingbird, rose and
butterfly.

Stuart Beeksma |Photographer

Artist John Holmgren explains aspects Of his work to junior Anne Marie Noll.
can offer compelling ways to consider
human constructions that alter natural
forces, re-shaping the flow of a river,"
Holmgren said.
The gallery also features Holmgren's
work from his collection "District of the
Penguins." This body of work utilizes
photographs from Holmgren's time sta
tioned on the Polar Sea as a member of
the U.S. Coast Guard.

c3

MUSIC: VOICE AREA RECITAL

CNI

SS

7:30 p.m.
Music Building Recital Hall
Listen to Whitworth voice students as
they present a recital to round out the
end of the semester.
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THEATRE: GREAT RUSSIAN NUTCRACKER

Z
2

7 p.m. I $2 8
INB Pe rforming Arts Center
334 W. Spokane Falls Blvd
Experience the artistry of world
class Russian dancers, puppets,
handcrafted sets and costumes,
presented by the Moscow Ballet.

GO

"I am reappropriating my own ar
chives of Antarctica," Holmgren said.
"These photos were never really intend
ed to be artwork."
Holmgren used innovative photog
raphy techniques to create intricately
layered art.

continued on pg. 10

ART: ACRYLIC PAINTINGS BY LADD
BJORNEBY
11 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Avenue West Gallery
907 W. Boone Ave
See acrylic paintings by artist Ladd
Bjorneby.

PANEL: PEACE CORPS DISCUSSION:
GIVING THANKS
5:30 p.m.
Spokane Public Library
906 W. Main Ave
Discuss with three returned Peace
Corps volunteers about their
experience.
+ »
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Poetry and Pie
Students gathered
for a night of pie
and self-expression
Meghan Foulk
StaffWriter

Jeanette Vazquez | Photo Editor

Senior Hannah Cobb reads some of
her poems aloud for the first time at
Poetry and Pie last Friday.

Hie coffee shop opened to students
and faculty ready to share stanzas and
dessert on Nov. 13 . Students shared
their work, with topics ranging from
grandfathers to Italian plums to small
moments that would be otherwise for
gotten.
On Friday evening students gath
ered in The Mind and Hearth to share
their thoughts and ideas through poetry.
Along with poetry, the event hosted by
English department club Westminster
Round featured blueberry, apple and
pumpkin pie.
Senior Hannah Cobb has attended
Poetry and Pie three times prior to this
year, and has always enjoyed hearing
what peers and faculty read, she said.

This year, she read her poetry aloud for
the first time at the event.
"[Reading] was terrifying," Cobb said.
I had never done this before...this is me
kind of forcing myself out of my comfort
zone a litde bit to share it."
Cobb draws inspiration for her po
ems through moments she notices, she
said. Poetry and Pie is a time for her not
just to express her thoughts, but to hear
everyone else's, she said.
"I just love hearing what everyone
else is thinking," Cobb said. "I think
poems are such an honest reflection of
yourself and who you are and what's go
ing on in your brain."
Some of the poets touched on serious
subjects, but other works brought laugh
ter to the coffee shop. One such poem
by English professor Fred Johnson ex
pressed a list of 10 situations a possum
might find itself in, which had students
chuckling all the way through.
The event also featured poet Cathy
Bobb, wife ofEnglish professor VicBobb,
who shared a handful of poems reflect
ing on tragedies in her life a nd on her
family's struggles with mental illness.
Freshman Ainsley Detwiler attended

the event, and liked Cathy Bobb's work
for the background and depth that she
put into her poetry, along with the eerie
feeling Detwiler got after hearing some
of the poems, Detwiler said. Cathy
Bobb's work also features a favorite,
titled "The Politics of Pie," wh ere Cathy
Bobb makes a pie for her family, but
continuously eats it, making up excuses
for each new helping.
Detwiler was also impressed by the
unintimidating atmosphere the audi
ence created.
"It was reallyrelaxed...the people sur
rounding were very nonjudgmental, if
anything they were really encouraging,"
Detwiler said. "It was all around very
welcoming and cozy and supportive."
Contact Meghan Foulk at
meghanfoulkl 9@my.whitworth.edu

Jeanette Vazquez I Pho to Editor

Sophomores Sarah Olderr and Clare
Newell enjoy pumpkin and apple pie
during the reading's intermission.

Stuart Beeksma I Pho tographer

Professor Randy Michaelis examining John Holmgren's work at the exhibit.

Environmental art:
continued from pg. 9

Holmgren's art exhibits human im
pact on the world and works to start a
dialogue that may ask questions about
how people can work to create change,
Sinnema said.
"Today's students are the ones
that really need to lead the charge, to
stand up and say we need a change,"
Sinnema said. In order to help create a
healthier relationship with resources,
Sinnema recommended that all people
be involved in researching and voting
which work to tackle the issues.
Holmgren's works will be on display
until Jan. 29. The gallery is integral to
the art department as it provides art
students with a place to interact with
a variety of art forms and collaborate
with artists, Sinnema said.

While on campus during the open
ing of t he art exhibit, Holmgren gave
a lecture pertaining to his works and
creative process. He also was able to
spend some time with art students in
constructive critique groups.
"This presents an opportunity for
students to have an experience in the
arts that is outside of their regular
classes," Sinnema said. "Art is about
communication. It is about question
ing and raising questions and getting
people to start to think about stuff."
The exhibition is an important part
of th e community at Whitworth, both
in its impact on art students and in its
message for students and the world as
a whole, Sinnema said.
Contact Melissa Voss at
mvossl 9@my.whitworth.edu

SURVEYRESULTS
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PARTYHOUSES

I

The idea that both a physical structure and a house
name can implicate to over 350 students that parties
are thrown at this location, is a semi-unique concept
to Whitworth. At Whitworth a "party house" is an offcampus house that throw or host parties which are
often spread by word of mouth or social media.
Despite new residents and the houses even
moving location year to year, the party houses are still
recognized by their names. The names of houses can
coincide with the sports team living in the house, its
geographical proximity to other landmarks around the
area or negative-sounding phrases.
The reputation these houses gain through throwing
parties often stays with the houses even after new
residents decide to stop throwing parties or residents
take the name of a party house to a new location,
leaving the old structure with the connotation of party
house. At Whitworth, students associate the names of
houses and their locations with partying more than
with the people who throw the parties.

This week the members of a house
and other individuals, listed in one of
the online surveys about Whitworth
party culture, approached the Editorial
Board with concerns that by the Whitworthian printing their house's name
the residents' on campus reputation and
future job prospects would be damaged.
The residents believed the survey and
the upcoming Whitworthian issue was
labeling their house as a "party house"
and dividing the residents from other
students who do not party.
This divide, and the party culture that
exists at Whitworth, is the exact topic
the editors desired to create a dialogue
around through the information gath
ered from the surveys. Believing a divide
exists on campus between students who
do and do not party, the Whitworthi
an wanted to take a deeper look at the
subculture of parties and how students
on both sides of the divide feel about the
other.
Originally, the surveys were sent out to
gather information that would be used to
create an informational graphic repre
senting where, why and how Whitworth
students party. Due to the controversial
nature of this topic some opposition
was expected, but we did not intend to
alienate students.
The reaction that came after the
surveys was concerning as we discovered
the surveys unintentionally offended
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YES, I PARTY. HERE'S WHY:

N O , I D O N ' T P A R T Y . H E R E ' S WH Y

"For the love of God, my grandparents and parents didn't pay an
accumulative of $30,000for me to party my hea
d off. THEY PAID
FOR ME TO GET AN EDUCATION AND WORK HARD. I don't understand
these people who go out and party constantly, blows my mind.

"IT CONFLICTS WITH MY RELIGIOUS BELIEFS; I also do not see the
appeal in intoxication in order to have fun. I am perfectly able to
have a lot of fun without drinking alcohol or having to alter my
perception on the world. I am confidenDwithout feeling the need
to appease the social pressure to drink.

"I DON'T NEED ALCOHOL TO HAVE FUN."
"l don't think partying is necessarily bad, but IT HAS NEVER
APPEALED TO ME. I just prefer to spend my weekends doing
something more relaxing and conducive to forming meaningful
connections.

students; however, the divide the houses
spoke of gave us reason to continue with
the theme of our issue. The editorial
board feels addressing the sometimes
hostile, contrasting feelings between
students who party and students who do
not is crucial to creating a healthier envi
ronment for all Whitworth students.
Ultimately the decision to not print the
names of the houses listed in the surveys
or suggested in the "other" category was
made after considering the validity and
wording of the surveys themselves and
how important the names of the hous
es were to the Whitworthian's goal of
addressing the party subculture. It was
established that even without naming the
houses, party culture at Whitworth could
be discussed. The decision to exclude
specific house names was not made
out of the fear of houses or individuals
feeling offended by their houses name
appearing in print.
The Editorial Board feels the party
houses around Whitworth became party
houses well before the surveys went out
last week. The houses became known as
"party houses" through social media and
word of mouth references to the house
names, which often include negative
connotations, and the parties they throw.
By naming the houses in the survey the
Whitworthian did not create the party
house label, the paper merely brought a
rarely discussed issue to the surface of
public discussion.

"TIME TO RELAX AND HANGOUT WITH FRIENDS.You're probably
thinking that this can be done in other ways as well. And that is
true. But I think it's fun do goplay some beer pong and MEET NEW

PEOPLE IN AN ENVIRONMENT WHERE YOU WON'T BE JUDGED."

"This is how I get to see my friends that aren't in my classes or
immediate friend group. This is also how I meet new people. TO BE

ABLE TO ATTEND THESE OFF-CAMPUS PARTIES AND BE WITH THESE
PEOPLE IS SOMETHING I ENJOY, ALCOHOL OR NOT. I GO SOBER TOO."

"TO BECOME A LEGEND."
"it is fun to see everyone outside of class! I lov e gathering with
a ton of people I know and listening to music.IT'S FUN GETTING

DRUNK."

"Because it is fun and I KNOW HOW TO HANDLE MYSELF and only put
myself into situations where I am in control and around people I

"WHITWORTH PARTIES ARE LAME and the people who go to them

know and trust.

are intolerably dumb.

"I PARTIED A LOT MORE AS AN UNDERCLASSMAN BECAUSE I WANTED
TO MEET PEOPLE AND IT KIND OF GAVE ME A THRILL. I don't really

"Because I've been to parties and had to deal with drunk people
and I don 't trust those around me. I'll only drink if — m cY^nn c "
place with people I trust. JUST BECAUSE WHITWORTH IS A

SCHOOL DOESN'T MEAN BAD THINGS DON THAPPEN.

Editorials in the "In the Loop" section
for clarity and length.

do it as much now because I hav e my group of friends and I'm 22
and I like to just drink at my house instead of with 60 other drunk
annoying people.

«9e .
reflect the majority opinion of the Editorial Board. Responses are from an email survey of 415 students. Some submissions have been edited
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Anything but rac@ e9 *
Whitworth's supposed inclusive community
is continually challenged by racial tensions
on campus. Yet, th e way that some stu
dents dismiss the experiences of stu
dents of color is itself a form of racism.
GUEST COLUMNIST
In today's age, racism does not always
While Whitworth aims to be an in manifest itself in overt ways but that
clusive community, the friendly demean does not mean that it no longer exists.
or of the university impedes this goal
An employer at a clothing store who
especially when it comes to addressing follows a person of color as they shop be
racial tensions and issues on campus. cause they are suspicious that they might
When students of color talk about steal something does not necessarily
hold a prejudice
their experiences on
toward
people
campus, often
times
Most students at
of color. Howev
others claim that race
er, the images of
Whitworth wouldn't
has nothing to do with
people of color
it. Students across cam
puses like University of blatantly express hate for as criminals that
the employee has
Washington and Duke
a certain racial group on seen
in film, tele
University stood in sol
idarity with the student campus. Yet, the way that vision and news
contributes to the
movement of the Uni
versity of Missouri after some students dismiss the bias of said em
ployee. This type
students of color at Mis
experiences of students of
discrimination
souri spoke out about a
long history of racism on of color is itself a form of may not seem like
the type of rac
campus. What is happen
»
ism we are used
racism.
ing at Missouri is similar
to seeing: loud
to what is happening on
at Whitworth, on a much smaller scale. and violent. However, small experienc
Most people aren't racist. Most stu es, or microaggressions, that people of
dents at Whitworth wouldn't blatantly color deal with on a daily basis contrib
express hate for a certain racial group ute to a system of racism in our country.

KRYSTIANAMORALES

WHY I DON'T PARTY
Making the decision to not attend parties
does not include judging those who do attend
It was never in my best interest in
high school to go out and party. My
best friends and I devoted our week
end nights to watching movies, going
I do not know the first thing out to eat and having deep conversaabout party etiquette, but it is tions which continued late into the
not fair to assume I would judge night. We never thought about partyanyone because they do party. ing because we did not want to drink
or talk to people
Recently, my friends
from school who
invited me to a Hal
<C
loween party they. were
My opinion about we barely knew.
Even if I were to
hosting. I was put off
partying is different go to one, I would
when someone asked
not know the first
me if I was uncomfort
than other people,
thing about par
able with their partying.
Another asked me: "Do
but it should not be ty protocol. Not
you judge me for party
everyone has the
an issue or affect the mindset partying
ing?" I asked her why she
is bad. It can be a
thought I would judge
friendships I have.
her. She told me how she
great way to meet
thought I was uncom
new people and
fortable with her par
form relationships.
tying because I do not drink or Personally, I choose not to party be
party like everyone else she knew. cause I think there are other ways to
No, I will not judge you. You have a have fun. There should not be an auto
right to do whatever you want, but it is matic assumption I will judge someone
a personal choice of mine not to party. because they choose to party. If people
My opinion about partying is different do not judge me for my lack of party
than other people, but it should not be ing, then it is safe to assume I will not
an issue or affect the friendships I have. judge them because of their partying.

SKYLER NOBLE

NOBLE is a sophomore majoring in communications. Comments can be sent to
Wliitworthianopinion@gmail.com

Rainier Emerick|Graphic Editor

The Whitworth community may be
uncomfortable hearing about the dis
crimination that students of color face
not only in our community but out
side of it as well. Silencing students of
color when they speak about how it
feels to be a student of color on a pre
dominantly white campus invalidates
their stories and adds to the marginalization that some students of color
feel on campuses including Whitworth.

These thoughts are not my own
but rather a collection of the thoughts
that I've heard many students of color
communicate at Whitworth. None of
these students are ill-intentioned when
speaking about their experiences. There
is not an "us" against "them" mentality.
Rather, sharing these experiences with
others helps some students of color feel
like they have a voice that is being heard.

MORALES is a j unior majoring in sociology. Comments can be sent to Whitworthianopinion@gmail.com
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SHOTS! SHOTS! SUMS' SHOTS! SHOTS! SHOTS! SHOTS!
Coaches set varying
policies for their
athletes regarding
alcohol and partying
Peter Houston-Hencken
Sports Editor
For Whitworth students, the Big Three define the
rules and regulations that are expected of them. How
ever, students who compete in Whitworth s athletics
face a different set of rules when it comes to alcohol
and off-campus partying.
Additionally, the policies for athletes vary depend
ing on the sport they play. The women's soccer team
has strict policies blatantly prohibiting any form of
drinking during the season; however, other teams such
as the football team have policies less specific concern
ing rules and regulations.
The football team abides by the Big Three as laid out
in Whitworth's Student Handbook. However, the team
has an additional set ofvalues that is expected to be up
held by the athletes. The team's "Be a Man philosophy
encourages athletes to take responsibility for their ac
tions, avoid passivity, lead courageously and embrace
God's reward of a significant life. However, there is not
much specific material concerning alcohol and partying.
n
"The more rules you have, the worse it is, Head
Coach Rod Sandberg said. "In our program we talk a
lot about, not rules, but who do we want to be? Where s
our heart?"
Other than a couple of incidents, Sandberg has not
experienced a large problem with athletes drinking

and has not had to take serious action against any stu team before resigning, former Head Coach Jael Hagerott implemented the rule for the 2015 season to make
dents.
"I couldn't have a rule for everything they can't do," the rules clear and eliminate any room for confusion.
Sandberg said. "I want to talk about being a man and While the policy contrasts other teams, athletes have
taking responsibility. You want to go a party and drink? found it to be a reasonable and effective set of rules.
"Alcohol during season doesn't help your perfor
You better accept responsibility for that."
The athletes themselves see the "Be a Man" philos mance," junior Jenna Morris said. "There haven't been
ophy as a reasonable expectation for the football team. any issues or oppositions to that."
However, with different policies for each team, ques
"They ask us to adhere to school rules, but also to
consider the greater implications, even if you are of tions arise concerning different standards. With most
age, of what it means to be part of that culture," sopho athletes only playing one college, sport, students like
more Brad Benton said. "How does that reflect you not Morris see their policy as the best option.
"For our team, definitely [a]
only as a football player, but as a
clean cut [policy] has worked real
person?"
Junior Noah Schultz-Rathbun "YOU want to go to a party ly well," Morris said. "Whereas, if
sees the expectations as effective. and drink? Youbetter accept it was vague, I think that could be
more dangerous."
Even though the football team
»
However, Hagerott sees the
has 96 players, Schultz-Rathbun
responsibility for that.
freedom coaches have used as a
has seen no issue with drinking
tool to make their policies. While
ROD SANDBERG
among his close friends on the
the specific policies are not iden
team.
head football coach
tical, each coach has the ability to
"Everything we do reflects on
craft rules that will be effective for
ourselves and on the team," Schul
their athletes.
tz-Rathbun said. "I think about
"What has happened in the past is that we have been
how everything I'm going to do is going to reflect on
given that freedom to come up with our own policy,"
Coach Sandberg."
While an ambiguous policy focused on responsibil Hagerott said. "I feel like every coach has set a high
ity and character has proven effective for the football standard. We just want to make sure, on the women's
team, not every Whitworth team has crafted identical soccer team, that we represent ourselves well at Whit
worth and in the community."
policies.
While different policies have been set for different
The women's soccer team signs a contract at the be
ginning of their season requiring them to commit to a teams, coaches seem to rely on the respect the athletes
dry season. The women are forbidden from drinking have for their sport to guide their actions. Whether that
any alcohol during the season with the first offense re respect results in strict policies or ambiguous guide
sulting in a loss of 10 percent of an athlete's season. A lines, is up to the coach.
second offense results in removal from the team for the
Contact Peter Houston-Hencken at
year and/or for the rest of their time at Whitworth.
During her last year of coaching the women's soccer phouston-henckenl7@my.whitworth.edu
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It s a ma i,mai mad, madbasketball court
The basketball
team's season
begins with
Monday
Madness and a
midnight win
McKinley Powers
Staff Writer
On Monday, Nov. 9, th e Whitworth
community gathered in the Fieldhouse
to kick-off Monday Madness for the
2015-16 basketball season for both
women and men's basketball. The
men's team also took on La Verne in a
midnight showdown, Friday morning,
coming out with a 87-80 victory for the
first game of the season.
The stands were packed on Monday
as students and faculty crowded into
the Fieldhouse to experience Monday
Madness. Associated Students of Whit
worth University Sports Events/Tour
Stuart Beeksma |Photographer
naments Coordinator Bailey Kasler and
ASWU Activities Coordinator Bailey Junior Forrest Baker (12) passing the ball to junior Christian Jurlina (15) in the first half against LaVerneThursday night.
Vallee were the emcees for the night,
with a 7-0 run, finishing out the game
leading the crowd in multiple activities. cheer everyone on."
All of this was in anticipation for with a 87-80 victory over the Leopards.
To start off t he night, the Whitworth
"La Verne shot really well and I
version of "Downtown" by Mackle- Friday's season opener against the La
more was shown featuring all the sports Verne Leopards. The game tipped off thought that we played well also," s e
at 12:01 a.m., the nior guard Derek Isaak said. "They
teams. Soon af
earliest possible continued to make shots and make it
ter, the players
((
It was a typical first game
starting time for tough. Overall, I thought we played well
from both the
te
NCAA division and did what we needed to do to get h
men's and the
of the year with some ups
III schools. The win."
women's teams
"I was proud of our guys for battling
Pirates built a
were introduced
and downs and momentum
strong 18-point through some adversity," Coach Lo
along with their
lead in the first gie said, "ft was a typical first game of
swings, but we really relied
positions. Free
half but were the year with some ups and downs and
pizza and donuts
on our leadership and our
challenged when momentum swings but we really relied
followed and led
>>
the
Leopards on our leadership and our experience."
into a "bump"
experience.
Senior guard George Valle led the
fought back with
tournament with
strong shooting. scoring finishing with 29 points and 10
a player versus a
MATT LOGIE
Whitworth was rebounds, just one point shy of his ca
friend they had
head coach
able to fight back reer high. Junior guard Kenny Love fin
previously cho
and ended the ished with 24 points and junior Chris
sen.
tian Jurlina contributed 17 points.
A dunking competition came later in half with a 42-37 lead.
"George Valle was terrific all night
"La Verne shot the ball really well,"
the night, with three players from the
men's team showing the crowd their Pirates' head coach Matt Logie said. long and gave us energy while tearing
skills and receiving scores from a pan "Even when we played good defense up the paint with offensive rebounds,"
el of esteemed professors. Bouncy ball some of t hose shots still went in. That Logie said. "Christian [Jurlina], Kenny
musical chairs continued to be a crowd can be deflating, but I think our guys [Love], and Matt [Staudacher], all the
favorite similar to last year's Midnight handled it well and kept attacking on guys that had been there before were
really solid and I thought that everyone
Madness. At end the night, more do,- offense."
The Pirates continued to battle made a contribution."
nuts and pizza were passed out and ev
The Pirates take on Caltech on Fri
throughout the second half but strug
eryone received a free T-shirt.
"Monday Madness got me pumped gled with La Verne's three point shoot day, Nov. 20, at 7 p.m. in the Fieldhouse.
Jeanette Vazquez|Photographer
for basketball season," sophomore ing. This took the Leopards to a 69-67
Junior Everett Kleven competing in
Kathryn Bischoff said. "I am so ready trail to the Pirates with just 3:22 left in Contact McKinley Powers at
the dance competition at Whitworth's
now, I want to go to all the games and the half. Whitworth then took control mpowersl8@my.whitworth.edu
Monday Madness Nov. 9.
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A successful SMSM fates Pirates across the country

Women's cross
country team
wins invite
to NCAA
championships
Peter Houston-Hencken

Sports Editor
The cross country teams ended their
conference meets with the victories
at the NWC C hampionships and the
NCAA Div. Ill West Regional meet in
Claremont, California, last Saturday.
The NWC Cham pionship meet took
place over Fall Break at Pacific Luther
an University. The meet consisted of
nine teams from the Northwest Confer
ence.
The women's team ended the NWC
Championships in first place with 31

points. Willamette could not keep up ray took 15th place with a time of 27:17.
with the Pirates and took second place, Harper barely took 17th place by run
15 points behind with 46.
ning a time of 27:30.
Whitworth's top three runners ended
Both teams then traveled to compete
the six-kilometer run in quick succes at the NCAA Div. Ill Regional Champi
sion behind two Willamette athletes. onships on Nov. 14.
The men 's team ended the meet in
Senior Kellyn Roiko took third, 22:43,
senior Katie McKay took fourth, 22:52, eighth place with 262 points. The men's
team
competed
and Junior Alli son
against 18 other
a
Wood finished in
Just having confidence in schools and a total
fifth, 23:02.
127 runners.
"I think we've
each other so that we can of The
men's top
just been really fo
runner, MacMur
cusing on looking
race at a higher level.
ray, ended the
at our team as a
KELLYN ROIKO
eight-kilometer run
national ranking
in eleventh place
team," Roiko said.
senior
with a time of26:05.
"Just having confi
The men's team
dence in each oth
er so that we can race at ahigher level." ended with an average time of 27:31.
The men's team took fourth at the The m en did not fall far b ehind Linmeet by scoring 118 points. Out of a field's seventh place; only three points
total of 79 runners in the eight-kilome separated the two teams.
The women's team faced 12 other
ter rim, senior Christopher MacMurray
and sophomore Daniel Harper held teams and a total of 133 runners. The
Whitworth's top two times. MacMur- Pirates took third place with 87 points.

Roiko and Wood finished with the
top two times for Whitworth. Roiko
took fourth place with a time of 21:52.
Wood finished seconds later, 22:08, i n
seventh place.
The w omen's team was selected to
attend the NCAA Div. Ill Champion
ships. This will mark the first time since
2010 for the women to attend the meet.
MacMurray will represent Whit
worth's men's team by traveling as an
individual athlete. This will be each
athlete's first time attending the meet.
"Personally, I'm just really excited to
go to nationals," MacMurray said. "It's
been a huge dream of mine. It's still
kind of surreal to me that I'm going."
The women's team is nationally
ranked in ninth place among Div. I ll
teams. The Championships will be held
at 12:30 p.m. on Saturday, Nov. 21, in
Oshkosh, Wisconsin.
Contact Peter Houston-Hencken at
phouston-henckenl 7@
my.whitworth.edu

An apology to the Cross Country Teams
We would like to apologize to the cross country teams
for the undeserved lack of coverage in the Whitworthian.
With an extremely small staff this year we did our best
to work with our writers, their schedules, the sports
schedules and reader interest. Let us be clear; that
does not mean there is a lack of reader interest for cross
country. We understand that this is a very popular
sport with a large following. We also understand that
the previously mentioned reasons do not excuse us for
excluding the cross country teams. We recognize that
the teams as a whole as well as numerous individuals

have done very well this season and have not received
the recognition they deserve. We should have been more
aware and should have balanced sports coverage better.
We ask for your forgiveness and we hope you know that
the Whitworthian will do everything it can in upcoming
issues to cover each sport equally. We hope you do not let
the errors of the sports section affect your opinion of the
Whitworthian on a whole or the work of the other editors.
My sincerest apologies,
Peter Houston-Hencken
Sports Editor

Breaking records with broken fingers in final match
Pirates claim.
second place in
conference and
a spot in NCAA
tournament
Josiah VanWingerden

Staff Writer
The Pirates football team closed the
regular season by beating the Lewis
& Clar k Pioneers, 47-19 on Saturday,
Nov. 14, at home. The team finished
second in the Northwest Conference
and achieved a 9-1 overall record. This
marks the fifth time the Pirates have
collected nine wins in a season. The Pi
rates' season resulted in at-large seed,
advancing them to the NCAA 32-team
tournament.
The match featured two teams on the

opposite ends of the conference, 'file passes, despite playing with a broken
Pioneers came into the final game with finger on his throwing hand.
In his first career start, se nior wide
out a single win throughout the season.
The Pirates did not break the pattern by receiver Christopher Forrest contrib
gaining 531 total yards compared to the uted five receptions, 74 yards and
two touchdown
Pioneer' 349.
catches to help
Offensively,
the Pirates seal
the Pirates start
the deal.
ed fast, scoring
The Pirates also
touchdowns on
took advantage
their first
four
Ian Kolste,'18
an 174-107 edge
possessions
in
in rushing yards
the first quarter.
and capitalizing
Kolste threw
»Sophomore quar
on a 4.7 yards21 complete
terback Ian Kolste
per-carry average.
threw two of the
passes with a
The Pirates de
touchdowns
in
broken finger in
fense held the Pi
the first quarter,
the last game
oneers to 349 total
including a 50of the Pirates'
yards, sacked the
yard pass to fresh
quarterback four
man wide receiv
times and came
er Mason Elms. MHHI
away with an in
Kolste finished
terception. Whit
the game with 341
passing yards, four touchdowns and no worth had a 28-20 edge in first downs,
interceptions. He completed 21 of 27 in addition to scoring four touchdowns

SPOTLIGHT

before Lewis & Clark had three first
downs in the first quarter.
After Kolste found Forrest in the end
zone for the second time, freshman
place-kicker Rehn Reiley kicked a 46yard field goal, capping a 37-6 lead at
the half. Reiley made 14 field goals this
season, including four from a distance
of 45 yards or mo re, breaking the pre
vious single-season record for the team
which was nine field goals.
"To see the team gain confidence
in each other and themselves was just
a lot of fun," Pirates H ead Coach Rod
Sandberg said. "Especially in the first
half of the season."
The Pirates will face the Linfield
Wildcats Nov. 21, at 3 p.m. for their first
game of the NCAA tournament. A full
bracket can be found at the NCAA web
site.

Contact Josiah VanWingerden at
jvanwingerdenl 9@my.whitworth.edu

WHITPICS

WINTER CARNIVAL

Erin Wolf | Photographer
Freshman Melissa Osorio stacking 12 crates

.
ZoieKoch | Photographer
Students wearing inflatable balls collide in an attempt to knock each other over.
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Freshman Tyler Caseria adds his fifteenth crate, before losing sta?Mty!
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#MyWindWorth
After the storm, Whitworth
community members readjust
to living without power, and
without all the trees that had been
uprooted.
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The community response to
the Whitworth "refugee crisis"
should be replicatedwith Syrian
refugees.
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Refugee Connection
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Students, faculty and staff
shared experiences at the "This
Whitworth Life: Whitworth's
Untold Stories" event.
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ABOUTUS

VOLUME 106, ISSUE 08
The Whitworthian has served as the main source of news and sports coverage
for the Whitworth community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an organization
composed entirely of students which produces The Whitworthian weekly
newspaper and thewhitworthian.com.
OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting accurate and relevant
information in an innovative manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for expressing the interests of the
Whitworth community.

un-do-cu-ment-ed
(endakyemen-tsd)

adjective
1. Not recorded in or proved by documents

GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published weekly, except during January
and student vacations. The content is generated entirely by students. The college
administration does not review the newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas
expressed in The Whitworthian are those of the individual artists, writers and
student editors, and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associated Students
of Whitworth University (ASWU), the university, its administration, faculty/staff
or advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through advertising and subscription
revenue and in part by student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.

Students whose houses were
damaged by the Nov. 17
windstorm had a different
experience than most students.

ARTS&CULTURE

ONLINE AT
www.thewhitworthian.com

09 BOPPELL BEATS

QUESTIONS?
rbresee16@my.whitworth.edu

Boppell Coffeehouse, organized
in cooperation with the HEAT and
Off the Page, attracted students
with music, poetry and snacks.

CORRECTIONS
If you have a comment or question about the fairness or accuracy of a story, send
an email to rbreseel6@my.whitworth.edu.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to articles or issues of interest to the
Whitworth community. Send letters to rbreseel6@my.whitworth.edu.
Limit to 250 words.
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SPORTS
13 WINNING WOMEN
The women's basketball team
began their conference play with
two victories and a new season
high.

SPORTS
14 RANKING RAMPAGE
The men's basketball team
claimed two victories last
weekend and were ranked in the
top 10 Div. Ill teams nationwide.
Cover Photo: Domenica Cooke-Tassone
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More students come to Whitworth for the sciences
Parker Postlewait

the first graduating class after the dedi and engineering—that are offered. Of
cation of the building, perhaps showing 600 students, 45 percent of the freshman
the effectiveness a new building can class of 2019 declared themselves as one
of these science majors, according to the
Whitworth University has 921 stu have.
"The architects, who had just done admissions department.
dents majoring in some category of the
Most of the 270 incoming students
sciences. This is nearly 40 percent of SPU's new science area, told us that
the 2,349 un dergraduate students. This when a campus builds a new science in the sciences declared in nursing,
building there is a kind of h oneymoon pre-medicine and biology.
number has been growing since 2011.
These three majors within the science
After the construction of the Rob period for an influx of science majors,"
department accounted for 113 or 42per
inson Science Hall four years ago, the biology chair Craig Tsuchida said.
Students responses to the building cent of the total science-related majors,
health science major gained 52 more
indicate that this according to information supplied by
students in the
theory was accu Admissions Vice President Greg Orwig.
program
than
Whitworth also has added four sci
rate for Whitworth.
the previous year
"Robinson was one of the
"Robinson was ence majors since 2009.
according to the
places they gave me a tour of one of the places
In 2009 Whitworth added a health
2015 Whitworth
they gave me tour science major. Currently 182 students,
University Fall
and seemed to want to sell
of and seemed to nearly eight percent of undergraduate
Factbook.
me on and I have to say it
want to sell me on students, are health science majors, ac
Other science
and I have to say cording to the Fall Factbook.
majors current
worked.
The number of health science majors
it worked," senior
ly have more
JORDAN HOLMES
Jordan
Holmes has grown nearly every year since being
seniors in each
added to the catalog, according to the
said.
senior
of their depart
Fall F actbook.
Another
rea
ments than other
However, these additions do not usu
grade levels. Seniors compose 33 per son for the number of s tudents in the
cent of the students in the biology major. sciences is the diversity within the de ally take away from other departments,
Chemistry seniors make up 39 of the 83 partments. There are 22 subdivisions of but the sciences as a whole.
"We have a lot of students who come
members of the department. They were science majors—including mathematics

Staff Writer

into the biology program wanting to
be a doctor. But a lot transfer over to
health science to pursue another form of
healthcare," Tsuchida said. "We used to
have a lot more students who just stayed
in our department to get those degrees."
The department sees a lot of those
students who just change majors be
cause of gra des and the difficulties, ac
cording to advisors across majors.
"The two main reasons I get for stu
dents choosing this major is they loved
the subject in high school and that they
want to work in the health care field,"
Tscuchida said.
The latter may be a maincause. Some
students choose the major because the
United States is pushing for more sci
entists and health care positions, senior
Rob Thullen said. In June 2015,14.2 per
cent of job listings were for health care
practitioners and technicians, according
to an Indeed report of the Talent Driven
Economy.

Contact Parker Postlewait at
ppostlewaitl 6@my. whitworth.edu
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Sophomore Brendan Finch unloading mattresses back into Oliver Hall after all the mattresses had been relocated to Duvall Hall while the power was out in Oliver Hall.
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After the storm hit, many students were forced
out of their dorms in search of power.
Emily Goodell
Staff Writer
Due to the aftermath of the most damaging wind
storm to hit Whitworth's campus, 650 students were
evacuated from their dorms.
Classes were cancelled for two days in order to deal
with the damage and power loss. The university lost
126 trees during the storm, including several power
lines that left many students without power for days,
according to last Wednesday's ASWU meeting.
"I live in Warren and during the windstorm, a
bunch of us in Warren were like watching the trees fall
back and forth," freshman Jesse Domingo said. "And
it was kind of like we were just watching our whole
campus.be destroyed, which was sad, but entertaining
at the same time."
When the storm first began, students were kept up
dated through the blue light speakers and emergency
response text messages and emails.
The first text message to be received by students, at
12:12 p.m. on Tuesday read, "Whitworth Alert: This is
not a drill. Because of a fallen tree and high wind in
the area, please evacuate the loop area. Use caution if
outside or driving." •
A text message requested that students go immedi
ately to their place of residence and take shelter until
further notice was received by students at 12:37 p.m.
Cowles Memorial Library, Hawthorne Hall and
the Lindaman Center were hit by trees and to deal
with the logistical and safety issues of having students
living in powerless dorms, the school evacuated hun
dreds of students into residence halls with power or
houses off campus.

"For the first time in my presidency, I cancelled
classes, and we began the clean-up," President Beck
Taylor said in the December issue of the Mind and
Heart newsletter. "Power was restored to campus late
Wednesday night, after we'd moved 600 students to
warmer dorms, not wanting them to spend another
powerless, cold night in dark residence halls."
In order to accommodate the influx of fleeing
students, mattresses from powerless dorms were
moved to provide sleeping arrangements for displaced
students.
"That was when it stopped being fun," freshman
Elisah Winnika said. "I was kind of like, 'Oh this is kind
of like exciting!' and then it was like 'Now you have to
move out of your dorms.' And I was like 'Okay. This is
not exciting. This is stupid and annoying.'"
All classes resumed on Thursday, Nov. 19, leaving
many students upset. Some students said they did not
feel this was the right call on the university's part.
"I was upset that classes were held so soon after
the storm," freshman Paige Rohrbach said. "I feel like
whomever was deciding to make us go back thought
it would get us back into the swing of things faster
but I feel like it putunneeded worries on all of the
students."
"Students might be disappointed that we're at
tempting to get back to some sense of normalcy, but
we think it's best to continue the educational pro
grams to the extent we can," Taylor said in a Nov. 18
Facebook post.
ASWU President Justin Botejue and Executive Vice
President Chase Weholt brought snacks to displaced
residents the night they had to evacuate from their res
idence halls. Botejue said that he disagreed with the
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Domenica Cookc-Tassone I Photographer
Claire Symons and Jacqueline Reid take their luggage back to
their dorm after being forced to move out due to the storm.

university's decision to resume classes Thursday.
• "Though I understand why administration would
like to have classes the day after our windstorm, I
would like to advocate on behalf of all students," Bo
tejue said. "I would like to say that for their common
good, we should have postponed classes until Friday
just to give us a little bit more time to adjust, and pro
fessors as well."
In order to help off-campus students affected by
the power-loss, Sodexo provided free meals for three
days for faculty, staff and students.
Contact Emily Goodell at
egoodelll 7@my.whitworth.edu
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They're going down,
we're yelling timber
Parker Postlewait
Staff Writer

*

The recent windstorm sent trees
falling all around Whitworth, especially
in the Loop.
Whitworth is ranked 20th in beau
ty for Christian campuses across the
globe, according to Christian Universi
ties Online. The campus has a grounds
crew that helps maintain this standard
through upkeep of the campus.
However, the unnatural growing
conditions associated with this upkeep
may have altered how the trees grow.
Some trees may have needed to be
removed but were kept for their beauty.
Others didn't grow the way they needed
to because of the sandy soil underneath
much of Whitworth, university arborist
Will Mellott said.
"Because of the soil, the trees' roots
can't grow down, but have to grow
out to reach water," Mellott said. "This
means that the roots are shallower and
don't provide as much support."
Normally roots can extend out in
equal proportion to the tree's height in
order to reach these nutrients. Because
of the proximity of the trees they begin
grafting which causes them to fall to
gether, Mellott said.
Last year Whitworth experienced

two small storms that uplifted almost
100 trees on campus. Because those
trees fell, it left previously protected
trees open to nature's forces, Mellott
said. Many of the trees that fell last sum
mer had grafted roots, which caused
them to fall in groups.
Mellott attributes the amount of
trees that fell this year to the fact that
this protection was gone.
It was those combined forces, along
with the force of mother nature that
ultimately caused the trees to fall.
"It is a combination of a bunch of
factors, " Mellott said. "Part of it is an
action of God. Everything on this earth
evolves and dies, and this is the way that
the trees followed this course."
Instead of looking at the destruction,
he urges students to examine the future.
"This is an evolving landscape. As
caretakers for God we are called to
watch over them, but we can't wor
ship the creation," Mellott said. "Just
because the trees fell, doesn't mean our
responsibility to maintaining nature is
over. Now we look to the future student
and plant more other trees that do
fit this system and follow the natural
evolution."
Contact Parker Postlewait at
ppostlewaitl6my.whitworth.edu

Domenica Cooke-Tassone | Photographer
A sign warns student to stay out of the loop outside the library.

Erin Wolf I Photographer
A tree uprooted by the windstorm pulls up part of the campus' sidewalk in the Loop.

When life gives you
fallen trees make art
The 126 trees uprooted during the storm
will be made into pulp... and snowmen
Sarah Haman
Staff Writer

Domenica Cooke-Tassone | Photographer
A fallen tree outside Harriet Cheney Cowles Memorial Library.

Most of the fallen trees on Whitworth's Campus
are being disposed of rather than being trans
formed into art or coasters as suggested by multi
ple Whitworth students and alumni on Twitter.
Due to a smaller lumber market, the lum
ber from the fallen trees at Whitworth are being
ground up into pulp, univeristy arborist Will
Mellott said.
"Whitworth is not a lumber business it's a
university, and right now we are trying to clean up
the campus as quickly, sufficiently and in the most
economic way possible," Mellott said.
The trees are initially chipped then go through

a chemical process to be made into pulp to create
new paper products. Due to their soft internal
wood which is easy to break down in the chemi
cal process, the pine trees that cover Whitworth's
campus are ideal for pulp production.
However, some of them are turned into pieces
of art like the "snowmen" installed in the loop
by Whitworth repair man Jeremiah White and
groundskeeper August Larsen-Weil on Friday,
Dec. 4.
Whitworth is saving money on the disposal cost
of the trees through selling the lumber to mills that
will further process the wood.
Contact Sarah Haman at
shaman19@my.whitworth.edu
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Thou shalt
not take
paper
plates out
of Sodexo

Rainier Emerick I Grap hics Editor

of an undocumented
student web page.
"I think this is a
fantastic idea to rein
Undocumented students at Whitforce the value of all
worth and students wishing to enroll
students at Whitworth
(endakysmen-tad)
at the university may soon be able to
regardless of their
find information about scholarships
status as citizens or
adjective
and other financial aid resources on
noncitizens. I hope it
1. Not recorded in or proved by documents.
the university website.
will perpetuate un
Senior political science major Cinderstanding between
thia Illan-Vasquez is working with a
group of students to create a web page students and faculty
and people out
on the Whitworth University website
side the Whitworth
that would provide information about
Rainier Emerick I Gra phics Editor
community about
applying for financial aid and other
what
it
means
to
be
resources for undocumented students
an undocumented student," soph
with diversity and inclusion, she said.
at Whitworth.
omore Hannah Howell said. "More
"We have a need to provide re
"As the university works toward
understanding is always a good thing.
inclusivity, there's a greater need to
sources for undocumented students,"
I support this."
provide online resources for undocu
Vasquez said. "Other universities do
Others have concerns about the
mented students," Vasquez said. "The
it. Whitworth should also take the
impact of the web page.
type of resources we can provide will
initiative to do the same."
"I understand why Whitworth is
be crucial."
Universities that provide informa
doing this; however, I don't think
The movement for the web page is
tion and resources for undocumented
there is any justification for rewarding students on their websites include
a student-led effort. Vasquez, anun
someone
for being in our country
documented student herself, has been
UCLA, Brown University, NYU and
illegally," freshman Gabe Oros said.
working to create the undocumented
Pacific Lutheran University. Other
Vasquez is hopeful the page will be
student page
schools such as George Fox University
one of the many
with two other
and the University of Mississippi do
efforts toward the
undocumented
«
not.
We have a need to provide ' diversity, equity
students, senior
Vasquez has applied for a grant for
and inclusion in
Karen Fierro
#WhitworthUnited and was awarded
resources for undocumented our campus.
,
yy
and junior Kafunding. There will be a conference
Vasquez hopes
students.
mau Chege.
next fall for undocumented students,
that the web page
The students
parents and allies in Eastern Wash
CINTHIA ILLAN-VASQUEZ
will be on the
are working
ington.
homepage of the
senior
with and have
official Whitworth
submitted a
website, but could
Contact Emily Goodell at
proposal for the page to professor
also
be
on
the
Intercultural
Student
egoodelll 7@my.whitworth.edu
Larry Burnley.
Center page or another page dealing
Some students are in full support

Emily Goodell
Staff Writer

un-do-cirment-ed.

Connor Soudani
Copy Staff
Sodexo projects a loss of $100,000
by the conclusion of the 2015-2016
school year due to the free meals given
away followingthe windstorm and im
proper use of Traditional A meal plans
by students. Sodexo provided 2,940
free meals to Whitworth community
members who had lost power as a
result of the fallen trees. In addition,
Sodexo added 70 additional seats to
the dining hall to account for a lack of
space for student seating this year.
When it comes to the meal plans,
Sodexo reports some students have
misused their unlimited meal plan
program in order to allow students
without meal plans to eat in Sodexo
for free. Lastly, Sodexo has decided
to remove the paper plates as part of
to-go meals due in part to combat the
misuse of the unlimited meal plans
for students. Students reportedly use
the to-go option to bring food from
the Sodexo dining hall out to their
friends. In the end, it is unclear at this
point whether.the above measures will
result in a significant difference in the
expenditure differences between what
is projected for this year and for the
next one.

Contact Connor Soudani at
csoudanil 6@my.whitworth.edu
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Windstorm damage hits home
For students
whose houses
were damaged
in the Nov. 17
windstorm, the
crisis isn't over
Krystiana Morales
Staff Writer
Winds just below hurricane level, at
71 mph, swept through the Whitworth
community Nov. 17 as students rushed
to find shelter on and off campus. The
windstorm caused trees to fall in the
loop and on povyer lines, homes and
buildings all over Spokane. A total of 90
trees fell on campus and damaged four
buildings.
Photo courtesy of Ashley Fitzgerald
Senior Niehls Ingram was one of sev
Several trees fell on and near Ashley Fitzgerald's home during the windstorm, making it impossible to access the house.
eral students whose house was damaged
during the storm. His was hit by a tree
that fell through the roof and into his
ger than usual to make sure that all
room.
the children got home. After work, a
" I was a
tmy girlfriend's house and my
friend called her and told her that a
housemate called me, he sounded really
tree had fallen near her house, Fitz
worried," Ingram said. "I was pretty sure
gerald said.
I knew what happened and then he told
"So, I left work and it usually takes
me that a tree had fallen on our house."
me 10 to 15 minutes to get back on
Ingram and his housemates talked
campus," Fitzgerald said. "That day it
to their landlady af
took me 45 min
ter their house was
utes."
Online and face-to-face courses available.
hit by a tree, which "i told my housemate not
Fitzgerald's
dumped insulation
to go to the house because house was not
into the house and
accessible at all
CENTER FOR
damaged the roof
it wasn't safe...I didn't
during the day of
GRADUATE &
and ceiling.
the
windstorm.
CONTINUING
'*£2?
want
to
stay
there
because
"She
said
we
After getting on
EDUCATION
couldn't stay in the
ti was scary. There were
campus she went
house, so I stayed
to McMillan Hall
power lines that had
at a friend's house,"
and stayed there
Ingram said. "They
for most of the
fallen
and
I
just
didn't
didn't have power
storm, Fitzgerald
but that was okay."
feel comfortable being in said.
Ingram's
land
"I
told
my
the house.
lady told him and
housemate not to
his roommates that
ASHLEY FITZGERALD
go to the house
the repairs on their
because it wasn't
junior
house would not be
safe,"
Fitzger
Summer Tuition Rates
completed until Jan
PLU Students
ald said. "Plus, I
uary. However, she allowed Ingram and
• Summer Online
Register Starting April 11
didn't want to stay there because it
his housemates to break the lease early
$375 per credit hour
was scary. There were power lines
Non-Matriculate Students
on the damaged house, which allowed
• Summer Undergraduate
that had fallen and I just didn't feel
Register Starting May 2
them to look for another place to live,
$685 per credit hour
comfortable being in the house." _
Ingram said.
Fitzgerald's friends
invited her
"Luckily, we found a newly renovated
into their home to stay over the next
house and moved in," Ingram said. "We
couple of days. The next couple of
didn't get power until the day before
days were rough, Fitzgerald said.
Thanksgiving but we had a place to live."
The aftermath of the storm felt
Junior Ashley Fitzgerald, a theme
chaotic and hectic, Ingram said.
house resident, was working at an ele
mentary school during the beginning of
the windstorm. She stayed at work Ion-

continued on pg. 8
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Whitwirth's
Untold Stores
''ThisWhitworth
Life" gives
Whitworthians
a place to share
Meghan Foulk
Staff Writer

Photq courtesy of Ashley Fitzgerald

After staying with friends for a few days following the storm, Fitzgerald moved home.

Windstorm:
continued from pg. 7
It's hard for me to rely on oth
er people but
considering the circumstances, I had to," In
gram said. "After we found our new place, we
got settled in and everything calmed down."
Professors were really understanding of
circumstances, especially considering that
most of her assignments are online, Fitzger
ald said.
"I don't think we should have had class
es that Thursday," Fitzgerald said. "Who
can even focus when all of that's going on?

EVENTS

I don't think everyone was ready, especially
the on-campus people who had to move to
other dorms."
Overall, the Whitworth community re
sponded very well to the windstorm and
taking care of students, Fitzgerald said.
"If t here was one thing I l earned it was
that I wished I h ad renter's insurance," In
gram said. "I learned that the hard way.

Contact Krystiana Morales at
kmoralesl 7@my. whitworth.edu

Stuart Beeksma | Photographer

Professor Randy Michaelis shares
his journey to Christ and Whitworth.
so we [do] not just know the faces
and names, but about people who
[are] in our community," Sheets
said.
The event in the MPR dre w in
a large audience of Whitworthi
ans and community members,
including President Beck Taylor.
Eight pre-selected students, staff
and faculty members shared their
stories, often reflecting on past
memories full of bittersweetness,
vulnerability and grief.

continued on pg. 8

ON CAMPUS AND AROUND TOWN

THEATER: STAGE II SHORTS
7 p.m. I $2
Cowles Auditorium Stage II
Support Whitworth theater majors
ahd other student actors in their oneact play production.

GO

A"Community" is a huge buzz
word at Whitworth. However,
sometimes parts of the Whitworth
community go unnoticed. There
are the students, the professors,
•trustees, the cafeteria workers,
custodians and many other staff
members who all make up the
community. Everyone shares the
experience of being at Whitworth,
but everyone has different stories
that define them.
Sharing these stories is what the
third annual "This Whitworth Life:
Whitworth's Untold Stories" strove
to do on Wed., Dec 5.
A project of English professor
Nicole Sheets' Creative Nonfiction class, "This Whitworth Life"
was inspired by NPR's journalistic
non-fiction show "This American
Life." In a similar fashion, the goal
of the event is to bring together
diverse Whitworthians and build
community through the sharing of
stories.
"We use that word 'community'
a lot, but this project [is] a w ay to
really contribute and develop that,

POETRY: BROKEN MIC
6:30 p.m.
Neato Burrito
827 W. First Ave.
Put on by Spokane Poetry Slam, this
weekly open-mic reading series is
open to all ages and all skill levels.
Get there by 6 p.m. to sign up to read.

o

GO

CAMPUS: CHRISTMAS MOVIE

SENIOR: SENIOR CHRISTMAS PARTY

7 p.m.
U-Rec Center Basketball Courts
Bring a blanket and wear your
comfiest pajamas to watch a classic
Christmas movie. The movie will be
announced on Thursday and popcorn
will be provided.

7:30 p.m.
Bozarth Mansion
Seniors only: Attend a formal
Christmas party reserved only for
the Class of 2016. Enjoy music, a
photobooth, pictures with Santa
Claus, food and fun with your
classmates.

COMMUNITY: HOLIDAY UNPLUGGED
7 p.m.
HUB Multipurpose Room
Come support fellow talented
students in a special holiday edition
of Unplugged. Enjoy festive Christmas
cookies and free Unplugged mugs.

CD

THEATER: A CHRISTMAS CAROL

7p.m.
Central Valley High School
821 S. Sullivan Rd.
Watch the Central Valley Theatre
present Charles Dicken's Christmas

CM

aa
CD

LU

ZD
GO

MUSIC: CHRISTM
8 p.m. I $15
The Fox
1001 W.Spragu
Attend the anru
Christmas Festh
Whitworth Wort
Chorus, Chambf
instrumentalist:

DANCE: SWINGAI
8:30 p.m.
Graves Gym
Take a free swin
lesson or just d<
No experieno
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Unplugged: Boppell Coffeehouse
The talent show
featured student
singers and poets
Melissa Voss
Jstaff Writer

Boppell Coffeehouse provided stu
dents with a relaxing way to decompress
before finals week, and saw a large turn
out of students.

Domenica Cooke-1Tassone | hotographer
P

Senior Jacob Millay performs a song.

IS FESTIVAL CONCERT

• Ave.
si Whitworth
al Concert featuring
en's Choir, Men's
r Singers, and student

D BALLROOM DANCE

; and ballroom dance
ice with your friends.
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"It's so lively here," sophomore Ash
ley Yang said.
the event, a Boppell tradition, drew
students in with the promise of free cof
fee and student performances.
"Who can say no to free coffee?" Bop
pell senator Norma Heredia said about
why some students came to the event.
Along with the coffee provided by
Boppell, the night featured live perfor
mances by Whitworth students.
"Whitworth students are always good
at wanting to express their talent, which
is great because everyone is so talented,"
Heredia said.

Karina Dautenhahn, a junior, attend
ed the event in order to support some
friends who were showcasing their tal
ents.
"It's like a talent show," Dautenhahn
said.
Amidst the rumble of the crowd and
the music, the event offered students the
ability to learn about the importance of
mental illness awareness. Boppell lead
ership teamed up with the HEAT, Whitworth's health organization, to put on
events simultaneously. The HEAT pro-,
vided free popcorn, displayed pieces of
art and contributed slam poetry to the

Erin Wolfe |Photographer

Senior Laura Delaney reads her poem about Alzheimer's during the event.

COMMUNITY: NATIVITY SERVICE

DANCE: JUBILATION FALL SHOWCASE
6 p.m.
Cowles Auditorium Stage II
Support students in Fall Jubilation
classes. For more information on the
showcase or how to get involved in
Jubilation, contact Sam Schweizer at
sschweizerl6@my.whitworth.edu.

MUSIC: CHAMBER ENSEMBLE CONCERT
8 p.m.
Music Building Recital Hall
Listen to the student chamber
ensembles present a concert
showcasing their endzof-semester
achievements.

eo

7 p.m.
Seeley C. Mudd Chapel
The annual Candlelight Nativity
Service wjll tell the nativity story
with candles and music, and will be
followed by communion.

CHRISTMAS: 6AISER CONSERVATORY
HOLIDAY LIGHTS
12 - 7:30 p.m.

Manito Park
' 1800 S. Grand Blvd.
View Manito greenhouse plants
decked out in lights, hosted by

LT>
ea
E3
CO

GO

coffeehouse performances to facilitate
discussion about mental health aware
ness.
Through the help of Off the Page, a
poetry club, the HEAT was able to bring
in performers for the coffeehouse-event
who shared slam poetry about the top
ic. The partnership of the two events
provided an atmosphere for students to
come and feel comfortable, following
the theme of "finding your shalom."
"The HEAT is do ing amazing things
on campus and had a truly positive im
pact on our event," Heredia said.
Although the recent windstorm
caused some setbacks in the advertise
ment of th e event, Boppell was able to
recruit many performers for the event.
"It just goes to show how amazing
Whitworth is," Heredia said. "When
someone • is in need the - community
comes together to help each other out."
Unplugged events, such as the Bop
pell Coffeehouse, provide students an
opportunity to showcase their talents in
a.comfortable atmosphere.
"These kinds of ev ents helped build
confidence within the little family that
you already have built here," Heredia
said.
Providing a chance for students to
either express themselves, or enjoy the
talents of others, was the main goal of
the event.
"The talent on our campus is just un
believable," Yang said. "It is all too great
to leave. It's just really nice, warm and
relaxing."
Boppell residents appreciated the
event as well.
"It's just like Whitworth is one big
family," Heredia said.

Contact Melissa Voss at
mvossl 9@my.whitworth.edu

ART: ACRYLIC PAINTINGS BY LADD
BJORNEBY
11 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Avenue West Gallery
907 W. B oone Ave
See acrylic paintings by artist Ladd
Bjorneby.

CHRISTMAS: SANTA & HIS REINDEER
Ritter's Garden and Gift
10120 N. Division St.
Pet Live re indeer every day at
Ritter's Garden and Gift, not far from
Whitworth. Santa will also visit for
pictures on Dec. 19.
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Untold stories:

I benefit from what they do, but I don't
know them and I don't know anything
Senior Molly Daniels reflect about them."
The event is made unique as the
ed on childhood summers spent at
her grandparents' cabin, specifically stories shared are from Whitworth
one where her parents planned a pi- voices. Everyone has their own unique
rate-themed trip, complete with wood experiences, but there is the shared ex
en raft and their own treasure chests perience that comes from all being at
Whitworth in one
to paint, Daniels
way or another,
said. The memo
't talk enough Daniels said.
ries were nostalgic " People don
"You learn so
for her, as the fam
about how painful it is
much about peo
ily cabin was sold
ple," Dan iels said.
to have those memories
and she cannot
"You learn about
return to relive her
and...never...contact them the horrible, trag
memories.
. »
ic
experiences
"[My
story]
agam.
that they've had,
touches on how
MOLLY DANIELS
or their moments
painful it is to re
of struggle or the
member
things
senior
things that have
that you can't ever
revisit," Daniels said. "I feel that pe
ople made them as strong as they are today,
don't talk enough about how painful it the things that have affected them."
Sheets sees the event as an oppor
is to have those memories and know
that you're never going to have any tunity to look past the assumptions we
make about people, and wants those
kind of contact with them again."
Sheets got the idea for the event af who have heard the stories shared will
ter attending a similar one put on by see that people are far more complex
Gonzaga University featuring individ and that there are a lot of details that
uals involved with all different aspects we do not know, Sheets said.
"The idea that what you may think
of th e school, and wanted to emulate
the experience back to Whitworth in of someone without getting to know
order to bring empathy and compas them isn't the correct idea," Daniels
said. "You don't know what they've
sion to our own campus, Sheets said.
"One of the goals too is to have epo gone through, you don't know what's
ple from a cross section of the univer built them up over the years, and it's
sity," Shee ts said. "I've had a trustee, important to hear those stories."
I've had a custodian, there are so many
people that work here and are a part of Contact Meghan Foulk at
this community that I just don't know. meghanfoulkl 9@my.whitworth.edu
continued from pg. 8
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i., Dec* 3, at 2 pm
First Presbyterian Church of Seattle
1013 8th Ave.
Tickets may be purchased at
www.whitworth.edu/musictickets or at the door.
ID

Martin Woldson Theater at The Fox
1001 W. Sprague Ave.
Tickets may be purchased at the box office at
Martin Wpldson Theater at The Fox, by phone at
509.624:1200 or atwww.martinwbldsontheater.com.
S20 regular admission | S15 student/senior (62-plus)

For more information, please contact

SB WHIWORTH

the Whitworth Music Office at
509.777.3280 or music@whitworth.edu.

Stuart Beeksma | h
Potographer

Junior Benjamin Olson and sophomore Phillip Bax, among other students
listen to stories told by students, faculty, staff and other community members.

OPINIONS
EDITOR'S NOTE

Editor-in-Chief should not
serve on ASWU anymore

EDITORIAL:IN THE LOOP
WHERE DID THE PAPER PLATES GO?

The Whitworthian Editor-in-Chief (EIC) position is dif
ferent from other ASWU positions. While the goal of the job
is to take part in expressing the voices of th e university—an
underlying goal of all ASWU po sitions—the decisions made
by the EIC often require putting their personal interests
and associations aside. This becomes difficult when serv
ing in a group of people who are supposed to be your team.
Every pe rson who sits at the table on Wednesday nights
deserves to be there. They truly care about this univer
sity and the people within it. I have enjoyed serving on
such -a team, which is why my position on ASWU cre
ates a conflict of interest with my Whitworthian job.
If something goes awrywithin ASWU, it is my job to makesure
those mistakes are covered in the Whitworthian. Furthermore,
there is information shared at ASWU meetings and in the GE
330 class—a leadership class required for allASWU members—
that is not necessarily meant for publication, but definitely af
fects my thoughts and views on certain topics my staff covers.
I believe itis wise forthe EICto attend ASWU meetings to hear
what is going on in ASWUand pick up story ideas. I believe it is
beneficial forthe EIC to take aleadership class in order to learn
effective ways to manage a team of people. But being trained
for an ASWU position under the idea that we are a team an
d we
work to build each other up is not always realistic for the EIC.
While I have enjoyed serving on ASWU, I do think it is not
a place for my position. Future EICs should take the responsi
bility of attending ASWU meetings to gather information and
perhaps should be required to give a semester update. Howev
er, being a part of the ASWU team ultimately puts the EIC in a
tough position in regards tothe topics the Whitworthian covers.

Sodexo's new policy eliminating paper plates,
which allow students to take fo od out of the din
ing hall to eat i n their rooms or in between class
es is aimed to reduce Sodexo's yearly deficit.
While this may reduce costs to Sodexo it also
eliminates any chance for students who have tight
class schedules or do not want to eat in the din
ing hall to bring food outside. Prior to this new
policy, students were sneaking excess food to

their friends, but this policy also hurts students.
Sodexo should introduce a system that allows
students to bring food out of Sodexo if their class
es do not allow for a full lunch break. An alter
native would be revising. the current meal plan
system to limit students to five swipes a day. This
would allow ample meals per day while eliminating
the possibility for students to pass their ID card to
other students or bring food out for their friends.

BRESEE is a senior majoring in English. Comments can be sent
to whitworthianopinion@gmail.com

Editorials in the "Inthe Loop" section reflect the majority opinion of the EditorialBoard. Results based on
email survey of 233 students. Sizes of items correlates with number of mentions from the survey results.
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CRYING-"REFUGEE"

Community values that Whitworth shows
should be demonstrated in politics

WHITWORTH IOUT

WHITNEY CARTER
OPINIONS EDITOR

Hie Whitworth "refugee cri
sis" took place on campus during
the
windstorm
that
rocked
Spokane
and
our
campus.
This forced some on-campus
students to leave their own dorms
and move to those that still had
power or off campus locations.
I was struck by the compari
sons many of my friends made to the
global refugee crisis taking place. This
piece is not in any way m eant to trivial
ize the global emergency that is taking
place regarding refugees, particularly
those from Syria and the Middle East.
According to Merriam-Webster, a ref
ugee is defined as, "someone who has
been forced to leave a country because
of war or for religious or political rea
sons." The Whitworth crisis in no way
counts as such. However, it's an interest
ing idea to think that those decisions were
made because some dorms had resourc
es. They had power, heat, floor space for
sleeping and emergency features. Sim
ilarly, our country remains a function
al place with a multitude of resources.
Whitworth is a place where we value
community. It was an inconvenience,
but those in the dorms with resourc
es, opened their doors and welcomed
students who needed to leave their
homes. Additionally, many off-campus
CARTER is

"SELLTHE LUMBER

{Catherine Bell | Graphic Artist

students who still had power, or even
those who didn't, opened their homes.
Matthew 25:35 calls Christians to feed
the hungry, clothe the naked and invite
in the stranger. We at Whitworth have
shown we can do that on a small level.
Why can't we extol those values when
it comes to those who are fleeing death?
Obviously this is an incredibly compli
cated issue and I don't intend to suggest
that it could be solved by allowing every
single Syrian refugee to enter America.
That is not realistic, but at the very least,
we could show a little compassion and re
member these refugees are people. They
are children, mothers, fathers, aunts and
uncles. They matter and deserve to be
considered as our fellow children of God,
rather than "rabid dogs" as one frontrunner presidential candidate likened them.
On a small scale, we at Whit
worth have demonstrated we val
ue people and we value communi
ty. In essence, we "practiced what we
preached." I believe we can demon-

a senior majoring in communications. Com
ments can be sent to whitworthianopinion@gmail.com

TV Trouble

'BUILD A PIRAT E SHIP"«BU|LDUS APLAYGROUND
FORDE-STRESSING"

0NASCALEFR0M1-5,
HOWWELLDOYQUTHINKTHE
UNIVERSITYRESPONDEDTO
THE STORMCRISISINTHE
FOLLOWINGCRITERIA?!

COMMUNICATION ACCOMMODATIONS

SAFETY

Results are based on an email survey of400 students.
Rainier Emerick | Graphic Editor

is not as cruel and vicious as it seems. talk shows or comedies."
There is not much tele
In other countries, television is
shown differently than in the U.S. vision violence in Taiwan,
Some international students at Whit but it is found more on the
worth shared how television influ news, said Martina Cho,
ences their cultures and how it com a fieshman from Taiwan.
"Everyone wants their
pares or contrasts to the prominence
of television in the United States. opinions heard, but no one
Senior psychology major Mari is really violent," Cho said.
She does not think
anne Sfeir grew up in Beirut, Lebanon.
society
is
"A lot of the television we watch is Taiwanese
American produced. In Lebanon, I don't violent from the in
SKYLER NOBLE
of
television.
know the statistics for crime, but I am fluence
Crime dramas are one
sure there is plenty of violence," Sfeir
said. "If I were to guess how much crime of the most popular tele
Television is known to bring there is in Lebanon, I would probably vision genres, and they of
Katherine Bell | Gra
phic Artists
forth a perception of violence in overshoot how much violence there is." ten show the most violence.
"Most ofthe television shows weget are Crime dramas and genres which tend olence differently than people from
America—this
is
not
necessar
ily the case in other countries. from Russia. That might influence how to portray more violence are the most other cultures. We think our society is
People overthink how much violence we see the world because it is a biased popular, especially in America because more violent than it truly is because
permeates our society. We feel unsafe in opinion from Russia," Olga Kvak, a fresh they stimulate and captivate the au there is so much violence on television.
I do not think we should perceive so
certain situations when the likelihood man from Uzbekistan, said, "Idon't think dience. The most interesting aspect of
of a dangerous situation is actually slim. people are that violent [in Uzbekistan]." these cultures were the producers of ciety as violent. It is not fair to assume
Sara Laguna Garcia is an inter their television. In Uzbekistan, there people are dangerous when they are
People from other cultures may not
perceive reality as violent because they national student from Spain who was mainly Russian produced televi not. There is so much violence on tele
might not watch as violent of television. is studying English at Whitworth. sion. However, in Lebanon, most of vision and we eventually start to think
"I think American TV shows have the television is American-produced. people are not as safe as they appear.
Most television shows portray soci
Americans interpret television viety n egatively with people having cruel more violence compared to Spanish
intentions and creating certain stereo ones," Laguna Garcia said. "What peo
types. This solidifies the perceived idea ple want to see on TV a re things that NOBLE is a sophomore majoring in communications. Comments can be sent to
society is violent. In actuality, society they don't have to think about like whitworthianopinion@gmail.com

Television shapes
perceptions of
America unfairly

+
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SPORTS
Women's team starts season with back-to-back wins
Pirates beat
two conference
opponents over
weekend

said. "We finally were able to overcome
the nerves and new roles that we had
been experiencing in earlier games this
season."
McConnell finished with a season
high of 21 points with senior Faith Em
erson adding nine points. Hardwood
and sophomore Grace Douglas both
contributed eight points.
McKinley Powers
"Defensively, our intensity has been
the best it has been this year," Higgs
StaffWriter
The Pirates had a successful weekend said. "KC McConnell stepped up and
as they battled both the Lewis & Clark had a great game. She did a great job
Pioneers and the Linfield Wildcats in defensively, also. Jessica Thoens also
the first conference games of the sea did a really nice job of distrib uting the
son. The Pirates defeated the Pioneers, ball and rebounding."
Coming off a st rong victory, t he Pi
67-42, and the Wildcats, 77-65.
On Friday, Dec. 4, the Pirates quickly rates emerged with another win against
jumped to a 25-5 lead in the first quar the Linfield Wildcats the following
ter against the Pioneers. Senior KC Mc- night. Whitworth started out slow, trail
Connell and sophomore Callie Hard ing the Wildcats 8-0 in the first quarter.
wood both scored eight points in the However by the end of the quarter, the
quarter. Whitworth continued to battle Pirates were able to shorten the dis
throughout the game and ended the tance between the two teams by trailing
19-16.
half with a 47-11lead.
Emerson helped get the first lead of
"This game went really well," Har d
wood said. "We jumped on them at the the game for the Pirates with a layup
very beginning which set the momen putting the lead at 20-19. The Wildcats
pulled ahead once again to finish the
tum for the rest of the game and weust
j
half with a 36-34 score.
carried it on from there."
The big difference came in the third
Starting the second half, the Pirates
quarter
when the Pirates' defense
extended their lead to 59-25.Whitworth
kept their lead in the four
th quarter and stepped up and took better control. The
Pirates ended the third quarter with a
ended the game 77-65.
58-56
lead.
"We started off very focused and sol
Whitworth outscored the Wildcats
id tonight,"' head coach Helen Higgs

14-2 for the first six minutes of the and a team high of nine rebounds.
"It's just really exciting to watch the
fourth quarter to increase their lead to
72-58. The P irates were able to main team come together and play really
tain this lead throughout the rest of the well and get ahead at the beginning of
quarter and defeated the Wildcats with the season," senior Mikayla Kraemer
said.
a final score of77-65.
The Pirates continue their season
McConnell finished with another
season high record of 23 points, break next wdfekend at the KimEvanger Raney
ing the previously achieved season Classic in Walla Walla, Washington.
high of 21 points that had been set the Contact McKinley Powers at
night before. Emerson had 19 points mpowersl 8@my. whitworth.edu

Erin Wolfe| Ph
otographer

Junior Briann Maley shoots a free throw during the game on Friday night.

Continue Your Education
Journey with Azusa Pacific
Occupations that require a master's degree are projected to grow the fastest
over the next eight years, making graduate school a worthwhile investment as
you prepare to impact your field. Start planning now and further your career
goals with a graduate degree from Azusa Pacific University, one of the nation's
top Christian universities.
Choose from:

Business and Leadership

Education

MBA, Management, Leadership, Accounting,

Educational Leadership, School Counseling

Organizational Psychology

Health Care
Athletic Training, Physical Therapy, Nursing
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I graduate students
I currently advancing
I their education at APU.

and School Psychology, Teacher Education,
Higher Education, Nursing Education

Helping Professions
MFT, Psychology, Social Work

Azusa | High Desert | Inlaed Empire | Los Angeles | Murrieta | Orange County | San Diego | Online

Find your program today! apu.edu/programs

AZUSA PACIFIC
U N I V E R S I T Y

God First Since 1899

Two wins
kick-off the
conference
season as the
semester ends

Men's basketball
remains undefeated
after first two
conference games
Josiah VanWingerden
Staff Writer
Tire men's basketball team remains undefeated af
ter last weekend's pair of games against conference
opponents. Hie Pirates defeated the visiting Lewis &
Clark Pioneers, 76-64, on Friday, Dec. 4, before beat
ing the Linfield Wildcats, 63-49, on Saturday at the
Whitworth Fieldhouse.
The match on Friday night was the opening game

of conference play for both teams. The Pirates caught lead, 47-40.
up to the Pioneers after overcoming four seven-point
The Pirates responded by scoring
deficits (two in each half). With both wins this week- 18 points to retake the lead 58end, the Pirates are tied for first in the Northwest Con- 47. Roach scored two consecference.
utive baskets before Valle hit
Four players for the Pirates ended the night scor- a three-pointer and two free
ing double figures. Junior forward Christian Jurlina throws during the stretch,
scored 27 points, just two shy of his career high. He
With 2:25 left to play in the
added four assists and two steals. Senior guards Matt game, Lewis & Clark was poised
/
Staudacher and George Valle had 17 and 11 points to close the eight-point gap. How- I |j
respectively. Freshman guard Kyle Roach added 13 ever, Valle hit a jump shot to stifle /
points and nine rebounds, the latter marks a career any hope of a comeback for the
high for Roach.
Pioneers.
The game featured a series of lead changes by both
The game on Friday was the Piteams. Whitworth, down by seven points in the first rates' third match in a row without
half, scored 12 points, including Jurlina's buzzer-beat- 2015 Northwest Conference Player of
ing three-pointer to close the half. The Pirates carried the Year junior Kenny Lor e. However,
a 37-35 lead into the second half. However, the Pio- Whitworth shot 42 percent from the
neers scored 12 points early in the half to regain the floor
in the first half. They improved J

Jeanette Vasquez | Photographer

Freshman Kyle Roach passes the ball to a center player during the second quarter oi the game against the Linfield Wildcats. The Pirates beat the Wildcats with a score

to a 50-percent shooting efficiency in the
second half. The team also shot 89 percent
(16 of 18) from the free-throw line.
litis helped them clinch the victory over
the Pioneers, who, alter shooting 41 percent
in the first half, dropped to an inefficient 32
percent in the second hall. Ihey also
struggled at the free-throw line, making
only eight of 20 shots (40 percent).
I he Saturday night game featured 10
lead changes, seven coming in the first
half, the Wildcats led for most of the first
half and shot -12 per cent from the floor, while
the Pirates only made a third ol their attempt
ed shots. Linfield led 27-26 at the break, scoring
seven points to close the half.
However, the Pirates turned it around in the
second half and featured a different dynamic.
Mtei trailing the lead three times in the opening

minutes, senior guard Derek Isaak's three-pointer
gave the Pirates a 35-32 lead, which they held onto for
the rest of the game.
"The story of Saturday's game was our defensive
execution," Valle said. "In the second half our defense
still stayed strong, we held them to 20 percent shoot
ing, which is going to help us win games."
Leading by two mid-way through the second half,
the Pirates outscored the Wildcats 12-4 to secure a
10-point advantage. Following a pair of Valle freethrows, the lead was 62-44 vtith just under two min
utes to play. This put the game out of reach for the
Wildcats.
"It really helps knowing that you have the depth
that's able to come on and produce," radio broadcast
er Nick Banbury said. "It's not just Kenny [Love] or
Christian [JtMinaj. The rest of the starters are starting
to pick up and get the points they need.
The Pirates were led by Staudacher's game-high 19

points, hitting five three-pointers.
The Pirates came out strong defensively in the sec
ond half, outscoring the Wildcats, 37-22. Whitworth
improved their shooting percentage to 55 percent
while holding Linfield to a mere 20 percent.
"The quality of shots that we got in the first half
weren't up to our standards," head coach Matt Logie
said. "I thought we did a better job of adjusting in the
second half and making some better choices."
Jurlina added 15 points and seven rebounds, while
Valle added 14 points for the Pirates, which helped
Whitworth win the game, 63-49.
As of Nov. 29 Whfiworth's men's team is ranked sec
ond of all the Division 111 schools in the nation.
The Pirates will face the Colorado College Tigers at
2 p.m. on Saturday, Dec. 12 at George Fox University.

( onlacl losiuli VanW'iiigerclen al
jmiiwiriginlen I9@niyji>hiftkprth,eclii

WHITPICS

The Storm that
Made History...

1. Whitworth Sophomore Chanel Coco (left) working on homework in
Duvall's common area. Chance was one of the many students working
'amidst the chaos surrounding the storm.
Stuart Beeksma| Photographer

2. Whitworth students observing the damage on campus left by
the recent storm.
Stuart Beeksma | Photographer

3. Arend Resident Director Michael Ames helps a student move her
mattress into a fellow student's room.
•*

Zoie Koch | Photographer
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Diversity on campus

Mixed-media Art

Whitworth takes many steps
to embody racial and ethnic
diversity, but leaves other areas
unrecognized.

Gala Bent's exhibition
"Everything is Coming Together"
explores how the creative process
affects the finished artwork.

The women's basketball team
played their last two home games
and honored their seniors last

*

ABOUTUS

NEWS

VOLUME 106, ISSUE 09
The Whitworthian has served as the main source of news and sports coverage
for the Whitworth community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an organization
composed entirely of students which produces The Whitworthian weekly
newspaper and thewhitworthian.com.

OA Miss Spokane 2016

OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting accurate and relevant
information in an innovative manner. Our goal.is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for expressing the interests of the
Whitworth community.

Whitworth junior wins Miss
Spokane 2016 pageant, giving
her shot at state title and a year of
community service oppurtunities.

GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published weekly, except during January
and student vacations. The content is generated entirely by students. The college
administration does not review the newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas
expressed in The Whitworthian are those of the individual artists, writers and
student editors, and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associated Students
of Whitworth University (ASWU), the university, its administration, faculty/staff
or advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through advertising and subscription
revenue and in part by student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.

NEWS
06 Remembering Teo
Faculty, alumna and students
remember professor Adrian Tc
who passed away in

OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the opinions of their individual
creators and not necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its editors or its
staff.
PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in freedom of speech and
expression as guaranteed in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United
States.
CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248

ARTS&CULTURE

ONLINE AT
www.thewhitworthian.com

07 BEAUTY BRIEFING

QUESTIONS?
csoudanil6@my.whitworth.edu

Editor-in-chief of journal "Image'
speaks on the importance of
noticing beauty in the world.

CORRECTIONS
If you have a comment or question about the fairness or accuracy of a story, send
an email to csoudanil6@my.whitworth.edu.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to articles or issues of interest to the
Whitworth community. Send letters to csoudanil6@my.whitworth.edu.
Limit to 250 words.

OPINIONS
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12 NEW VOTERS

i n . .

The millennial generation leans
left on social issues, read how the
Republican party should adapt.

SPORTS
13 SCORING SENIORS
The women's basketball team
played their last two home
games against George Fox and
Willamette.

1A WEEKEND WINS
The men's basketball team took
two victories and celebrated their
Senior night last weekend.
Cover Photo: Kelly Logie

NEWS

A

n
ASWU
s u r v e y
c on d uct e d

by dorm senators this fall co ncluded 22
percent of on-c ampus students feel the term
diversity

is

"pro moted

excessively"

and

responses

incl uded

"inauthentic,"

"divisive" and "white sham ing," acco rdin g to the Fall

more
and

less

negative approach to the term
diversity."
The administration

"The university, is rightly, so trying to push diversity, but
often people get tired of it," sophomore Brenda n Finch said.
So far this academic year, the university has spon sored
around a dozen lectures and films discussing diversity. T he

trying to

co re values of the Whitworth 2021 Strategic
Plan. Whitworth hopes to develo p "s tudents'
understanding of personal responsibility, justice,
inclusive

university co mmunity," accord ing to the Whitworth
2021 plan.
The Strategic

Plan

also calls for

undergraduate

enro llment of underrepresented students to b e increased
by 15 students per year for 10 years, Greg Orwig said, vice

majority have focuse d on race and ethnicity.
"[In] m ost of the administrative-led prog rammin g we pay a
person to talk to students an d students don' t interact or engage,"

president of admissions an d financial aid.
Since

beginning

to

increase

enrollment

of

underrepresented students, or individuals w ho self report

ASWU President Justin Botejue said.
of

as "non-Caucasian ," Whitworth's ethnic minority has grow n

diversity, but they may also be pushing! the 22 percent of

1 98 studen ts si nce 20 11, according to the Whitworth

University-sponsored

events

do

cover

a

portion

Institutional Report.

st udents to become frustrated with diversity

Diversity idoes not only equal

as they clamor for other types of diversity
to b e discus sed. O n e of the major flaws in the

"I think the more perspectives,
histories, expe rienc es our students

r j i r p and
jii
race
ethnicity.

curr ent pattern of events is the lack of sp ac e for

bring into the classrooms, into

DAVID
GARCIA
DA

conversation for the presenter and audience which

the

.
assi stant de
assi stant dean st u d e n t diveisity,

can lead to tension, Botejue said.
„
"Speakers are generally m ore on the offensive side,

residence

halls,

doub t," Orwig sa id.
Orwig and the admissions depart ment als o look

Whitworth culture of affirming one 's worth and inclusivity."
At a 75 percent Cauc asia n university, the issues and voices

to admit students to cre ate a more gender-b alanced

of ethn ic and racial minorities have the potential to g o unhe ard.

university

However, David Garcia, assistant dean of studen t diversity, equity

socioeconomic and religious ba ckgrounds.

along

with

varying

geographic,

An increasingly divers e studen t body

and inclusion, argues diversity is m ore complex than skin c olor.
"Diversity does not only equal race and ethnicity," Garcia said.

may achieve the administration's goal of
creating a "global an d inclusive" university

"I fi nd oftentimes they are used synonym ously."
Garcia said h e believes diversity consist s of an individual's
cultu re or literally one's beliefs, values and as sumptions. Through
this definition all students are diverse thro ugh th eir cultural
differences. ASWU Cultural E vents Coordinato r Kaysee-Li Tomkins

allo wing students to te ach ea ch others
ab out diversity, but current students are
still being educa ted through lectures.
"I t hink going abo ut it n eeds to be

echoes Garc ia's belief about the poss ible limiting scope th e term

very gent le and no t just be thro wing

diversity can have.
"That's w hat we're trying to promote, that diversity is no t

a con versation," Finch said.

just for a subgro up." Tomkins sa id. "It's for every single student
and this is wha t college is ab ou t bringing thos e
differences and coming together."

Editor

, This

Teaching

year

th e

Theatre

has

hosted highly educat ed ind ividuals

p a r t n e r i n § students and
together can create more

Signals, and a short lec ture series

and

effective and creative
ed ucate st udents on
diversity.

Diversity

programs to

all

aspects of

Monologues,

an

racial minorities. O n e event, Sex
from

the

co vered

theology

topics

department

outside

of

race.

Other types of diversity incl uding

even t sl ated for March .31, plans to

sexual

sh are eight strident stories reflecting on

an d religion receive little coverage

their jour ney to know community.

outside of cl ub activities.

"My goal is to reach the students
that

don't

see

themselves

within

An
Diversity

orientation, gender

untradi tional

event

Monologues

"Based on th e survey results we are
led to belie ve that it's not tha t students

that

such

as

invites

studen ts from all backgrounds and beliefs

diversity, they want more student led initiatives
and of cour se ASWU is the best place to do
stud ent programming," Botejue said.

to parti cipate, is the type of mor e inclusive

The

program Botejue hopes to see more of at Whitworth.

co vered

hopes to continue to

issues

w ant the administration to d o more on

diversity," Garci a said.

Botejue also

academic

Robins on

w ho spoke on the issues facing

Garcia

believe

staff

numbers and statistics. It n eeds to b e

Tomkins

Both

the

for our student s, without a

times the strategies that they employ are not aligned with the

Karlin Andersen

into

dining hall, the richer and fuller
^ e c | u c a t j o n a | experience is

equi
e
qu i t y & in clusi on

Botejue said. " They w ant to push a po int across and often

N ew s

is

and love of neighbor in a global an d

2 0 1 5 ASWU Constituents Survey.
i

a

reach Bo tejue's goal thro ugh o n e of the

When asked what they felt when hearing the term
student

have

successful

has

"negative con notations."
diversity,

w ou I d

link ASWU

with

depa rtments th roughout ca mp us to plan improv ed events for
students.

ad ministration-sponsored

speakers

racial

leaders

diversity.

Student

hope the programs educating students will so on begin to
recogn ize this divisi on and cl ose the gap.

getting students to atte nd, and we' ve had great success with those,"
clo sely with students to se e w hat their interests are then I t hink w e

staff

ackn ow ledge diversity encom pass es mor e than race an d

"We've had great experience with doing the pro gramming and
Botejue said. "Now if administration could mirror that an d work more

have
and

Contact Karlin Andersen at
kandersenl8@%iy.whitworth.edu
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Whitwerth
student earns
pageant crown
over Jan Term
Junior looks to
serve local hospitals
after winning Miss
Spokane 2016
Karlin Andersen
News Editor
Nine women anxiously stood on stage hand in
hand waiting for one of their names to be called. After
many long moments under the hot lights, the emcee
announced Whitworth junior Mikayla Scharnhorst as
Miss Spokane 2016.
Years before wearing the title crown, Scharnhorst
wore a patient's bracelet at Shriners Hospital for
Children in Spokane.
An elbow injury she suffered at age 3, combined
with conflicting diagnoses and extended healing time,
caused Scharnhorst to make many visits to Shriners
Hospital. For the next year Scharnhorst will volunteer
at Shriners Hospital and Sacred Heart Hospital while
completing her year of community service for the
pageant.
"One of my major goals was to volunteer at

Photo courtesy of Mikayla Scharnhorst

Mikayla Scharnhorst (left) and Miss Spokane
Outstanding Teen Romey Fox after the pageant.

Photo courtesy of Mikayla Scharnhorst

Surrounded by other finalists, Mikayla Scharnhorst (fourth from left) reacts as she is announced the win
ner of Miss Spokane 2016.

Shriners," Scharnhorst said. "This is the hospital that I is very service-orientated and very academicallywent tofeecause I came to [Shriners in Spokane] it is orientated," Scharnhorst said.
Scharnhorst said she believes in tangible change in
really close to my heart."
"When kids are undergoing these adult diseases, a community and hopes her service and fundraisers
adult injuries and illnesses and spending time in the can impact fee children being treated at fee hospital.
hospital there is a huge stigma surrounding them A possible fundraiser would partner wife Build-a-Bear,
so a lot of th eir normalcy is lost in that," Scharnhorst allowing community members to build and' donate
said. "And Shriners in particular and other non-profit bears on a designated day to patients in fee hospital.
"When I was at Shriner's one thing feat I remember
children's hospitals do a really good job of being there
and still have a collection of at home, isyou get astuffed
for the kids."
Scharnhorst's opportunity to volunteer at Shriner's animal every single time you attend fee hospital for a
comes with her win of the Miss Spokane title in visit," Scharnhorst said.
After fee fundraiser was successfully held in Texas
January. She originally entered the pageant in 2014
and was encouraged to continue competing by 2013 by friends, Scharnhorst decided to bring fee fundraiser
to Spokane.
title winner Hannah Schuerman.
"[Shriner's is] going towant to use her as an advocate
"I wouldn't have encouraged her if I knew it
wasn't worth it because of all the opportunities and or an ambassador just like they did to me and I loved
it, and I think she will really like it
networking that you get to do
too," Schuerman said.
as Miss Spokane, of co urse Miss
"i kept doing it because I
Scharnhorst already serves as
Washington and of course Miss
America," Schuerman said.
liked challenging myself and an ambassador for fee hospital
through connecting wife other
The MissSpokane Scholarship
putting myself out there to organizations helping Shriners
Organization began in 1912. A
r>
patients. Before fee
pageant
local preliminary to the Miss
grow.
Scharnhorst volunteered with
America
competition, fee
MIKAYLA SCHARNHORST
Para Sport, a competitive athletic
program aims "to build a better
organization for children and
junior
community by enabling young
adults wife physical disabilities.
women through opportunities
for scholarship, personal and professional growth, and Many of fee athletes in the organization are also
community service," according to fee Miss Spokane Shriners patients, Scharnhorst said.
"They really encourage you to not let your disability
website.
"The opportunities for service are really good or your ailment define you, but let it be a part of your
through fee program," Scharnhorst said. "I kept doing story but not your entire story," Scharnhorst said. "A
it because I liked challenging myself and putting myself lot of those kids are from Shriners.hospital too, and a
out there to grow."
lot of th em don't have arms, but they do competitive
Along wife interviews and technical and dress athletics. It's not defining their story; it's just a part of
rehearsals for fee pageant, contestants participate them."
in service work in fee months leading up to the
ScharnhorSfs appearances may bring her around
competition. Contestants have fee opportunity to win fee state for fee next year while she participates in local
scholarships and awards through winning different parades and completes her service work to feeSpokane
parts of fee pageant such as best interview or Director's community. Until fee Miss Washington competition in
award as Scharnhorst did. The program's emphasis June, Scharnhorst will practice her interview skills and
is on interview and talent rather than beauty, Lauri take dance lessons.
Pounder, Miss Spokane's executive director, said.
"I think feat is something pageants can sometimes Contact Karlin Andersen at
get a bad rap for fee MissAmerica program in particular kandersenl8@my.whitworth.edu
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Preparing for emergencies
Lockdown
drill and
lessons from
fall windstorm
help emergency
team increase
preparation
Stuart Beeksma I Photo Editor

Students proceed toward the basement of Sodexo dining hall during the lockdown drill Thursday.

Stuart Beeksma I Photo Editor

A group of students wait in the basement of the dining hall during the lockdown
drill Thursday on campus. "I feel very safe right now. The overall standard pro
cedure feels sound," freshman Victor Xie said.

Karlin Andersen
News Editor

At the end of Chapel service last
Thursday, an estimated over 200 stu
dents, staff and faculty sat in silence be
hind locked doors and closed windows
as messages broadcasted across cam
pus from phones, emails and Blue Light
poles. The lockdown drill allowed secu
rity and facilities to test a large group of
peoples' response to an emergency in a
controlled setting.
"I think the drills are a huge step
forward to prepare students," Chris
Eichorst, director of facilities, said.
After last semester's drill a survey
was sent to students, staff and facul
ty asked for feedback and comments
on where participants were during the
time of the drill and how individuals re
sponded. Over 500 people responded to
the survey, and of tho se who answered
the question, 32 percent said they were
notified of the drill through the RAVE
text messages closely followed by the
Blue Light audio broadcasts.
Despite the effectiveness of the RAVE
system, Eichorst says the university
does not solely rely on the alert system
and acknowledges the delays between
cellphone carriers.
"RAVE is probably not our primary
means of notifications; obviously it is if
you're off campus, or if y ou're not in a
building with an IP clock," Eichorst said.
"Because of that, that's why we put the IP
clocks and use the Blue Light, because
they are a lot more reliable and we can

count on them."
Last Thursday's drill involved coor
dination and planning to choose a time
that would test the emergency system
and the Whitworth community under
new circumstances in order to combat
"drill fatigue" a worry Eichorst's depart
ment has that students and staff have
become unresponsive to drills.
"Training creates good habits; it cre
ates a response and a reaction that you
don't have to create or think of," Eichorst
said. "So that's what we're after, is so
people get used to it."
In early November, Eichorst and the
university's emergency response team
carried out a table top scenario in which
a disaster struck campus. Labeled "Ice
Storm II" after the immense ice storm
of 1996, the exercise played through
how facilities, security and other depart
ments would respond to power outages,
the need to feed students and possible
student relocation.
Ten days later, half of campus lost
power, students, staff and faculty were
fed for days by Sodexo and multiple
dorms were rehoused due to the wind
storm of Nov. 17.
"We used all the tools we had,"
Eichorst said, adding that University
. Co mmunications and President Beck
Taylor also helped communicate to stu
dents and staff through social media, a
medium Eichorst hopes to utilize more
in the future.
While emergency decisions were
made in the following days, ASWU Pres
ident Justin Botejue believes students
were left out of the conversation as nei
ther he nor ASWU Executive Vice Presi
dent Chase Weholt were contacted.
"They did not have any direct student
consultation with policies moving for
ward and we recognize it was a time of
an emergency, but ASWU would defi
nitely like to stress the importance of
having the student voice in any crisis,"
Botejue said.
A survey has been sent via email and
Pirate Port for students, staff and faculty
to give feedback on last week's lockdown
drill.
Contact Karlin Andersen at
kandersenl8@my.whitworth. edu

The number of local lectures Temple
Grandin is giving next week. Two of
the lectures will be at Whitworth.

The percent of Whitworth
students polled view socialism
negatively.

The number of dollars George
Valle won to donate to
Alzheimer's Association.
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Professor remembered as
'model of Whitworth's mission'
Emeritus Jim Edwards said. Edwards was
part of. a group of professors ^iong with
Teo who met once a week for 14 years to
connect.
Teo left students with a feeling of au
thenticity in the way he interacted with
everyone, Edwards said.
"Every student who knew Adrian and
every faculty knew that they were meet
Psychology professor Adrian Teo.
ing the real person," Edwards said. "There
aren't two or three or four different faces
Connor Soudani
to Adrian Teo.There's just one."
Editor-in-Chief
Teo also did not allow the stresses of
On the second floor of Dixon Hall, student evaluations or promotion re
former professor Adrian Teo's name still views to consume his thoughts. He in
resides on the faculty directory more stead found fulfillment in the day-to-day
than a month and a half after his death teaching of his students, a practice he
on Christmas Day, 2015. Even as the new carried out for as long as he was physical
year gets under way, those that knew him ly capable.
In the spring of 2015, Teo taught Psy
at Whitworth are trying to move on while
chology and the Christian Faith for the
remembering the man Teo was.
"I am quite certain Adrian will be re last time, a class he first created in 1997.
membered as about as good an example Alumna Kirin Foster served as the teach
and model of Whitworth's mission as ing assistant for the class and remarked
a faculty member could be," Professor on Teo's seemingly unending optimism

even as his condition worsened. He used
a cane at the beginning of the class and
had to take the elevator to ascend the
floors of buildings.
"It was just a really rare experience to
learn from a person who says, 'trust in
God,' and then is actually doing it so ful
ly," Foster said. "He was just so faithful,so
sweet and encouraging and brilliant and
passionate about that class."
Even in July of 2015 when Teo lost
the ability to speak, he was still adamant
about teaching for the upcoming fall se
mester. It was only after two weeks into
the Fall semester that Teo was forced to
finally stop teaching, with Psychology
and the Christian Faith being one of the
last classes on his schedule.
Courtney Chapin was also in the Psy
chology and the Christian Faith class in
Spring of 2015 a nd echoed many of the
statements about Teo made by both Fos
ter and Edwards.
"Even though he was suffering and his
family was going through it, he always

talked about how he wasn't ready to give
up and was trusting that the Lord would
carry him through it," Chapin said.
Edwards visited Teo many times in the
hospital, but one of his more notable en
counters included a time when Teo used
his finger to point up because he couldn't
speak or move any other pa
rts of his body.
"I think he'll be remembered for his
joy and his humbleness and the way he
trusted God in hard situations," Courtney
Chapin said. "Ithink whatstood outto me
most was that he never gave up on God.
Even though he had been diagnosed with
cancer before and it came back again, he
never gave up."
Edwards and other visitors in atten
dance took Teo's gesture as a sign of
Teo's unending belief in God to the end.
Teo is survived by his wife Tessa and his
children: Rachel, Kevin, Ryan,Aaron and
Isaak.
Contact Connor Soudani at
csoudanil 6@my.whitworth.edu

Start Your Graduate Degree
in 2016 at Azusa Pacific
Occupations that require a master's degree are projected to grow the fastest in
the coming years, making graduate school a worthwhile investment. This year,
make your resolutions a reality. Further your career goals with a graduate degree
from Azusa Pacific University, one of the nation's top Christian universities.
Choose from:

graduate students
currently advancing
their education at APU.

Business and Leadership

Education

MBA, Management, Leadership, Accounting,

Educational Leadership, School Counseling

Organizational Psychology

and School Psychology, Teacher Education,

Health Care

Higher Education, Nursing Education

Athletic Training, Physical Therapy, Nursing

Helping Professions
MFT, Psychology, Social Work

Azusa | High Desert | Inland Empire | Los Angeles | Murrieta | Orange County | San Diego

Find your program today! apu.edu/programs

*

A

AZUSA PACIFIC
U N I V E R S I T Y

God First Since 1899

Online
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Erin Wolf |Photographer

Writfer, teacher and "Image" journal editor Greg Wolfe lectures on redefining beauty in all the various ways it is encountered it in everyday life.

'The Wound of Beauty' 'Temple
Srandin'
movie
Editor of "Image"
journal lectures
on beauty's
significance

that [Wolfe] talked about in my literary
of testimony.
As well as being the founder of "Im editing and design class," Rudsit said.
age," a journal that centers on Western "It was cool hearing another perspec
faith tradition, Wolfe is a writer in resi tive and reinforcing what I learned in
dence at Seattle Pacific University and class."
Junior Audrey Schuberg liked the
has published several books. Copies
of his 2011 book "Beauty Will Save the way that Wolfe gave her another per
World: Recovering the Human in an spective on beauty as a transcendental,
Ideological Age" were sold at the end of Schuberg said.
"It made me more enlightened,"
his lecture.
"It may seem lame to defend beau Schuberg said. "Especially since I tend
ty," Wolfe said. However, there is cul to focus more on truth and goodness as
Krystiana Morales
tural conflict and attitude toward beau opposed to beauty."
Staff Writer
Wolfe used art from the Western tra
ty that causes disagreement, he said.
Beauty, truth and goodness must dition to affirm his beliefs. One piece of
Some have argued that beauty dis
be equal in value, Wolfe said. For art he drew attention to was Gian Lo
tracts from goodness and truth, but
years, truth and goodness have been renzo Bernini's sculpture "Ecstasy of
beauty can help make the value in
the bread and but Saint Teresa." There is no denying the
goodness and truth
ter in the Christian sexual suggestiveness of the sculpture,
visible, editor of "Im
tradition. Beauty is Wolfe said. The erotic is a metaphor for
"Beauty elicits this
age" journal Gregory
harder to pin down God's love for us, he explained.
Wolfe said. Students
wound, this shock. Art because it is uncer
"Beauty stirs us in a way that pure
and faculty gathered
tain, seductive and goodness and pure truth cannot,"
in Lied 102 Feb. 10at 7
fails when it merely
often
connected Wolfe said.
p.m. to attend his lec
Beauty without truth is a he because
to
pleasure,
Wolfe
ture on "The Wound of tells us what we already
it doesn't reveal the world to us, Wolfe
said.
Beauty."
"The problem said. Beauty without good is frigid and
know, in a waywe
English professor
comes when we get lifeless. It is just showing off.
Thomas Caraway in
already know it.
"Beauty is its own way of knowing,"
official," Wolfe said.
vited Wolfe to speak
Senior Jennifer Wolfe said. "Beauty elicits this wound,
GREGORY WOLFE
at Whitworth. Cara
Rudsit attended the this shock. Art fails when it merely tells
way credited Wolfe for
"Image" editor
lecture because she us what we already now in the way we
playing an influential
is interested in ed already know it."
role in the creation of
iting
and
works
on
Rock & Sl ing with
the magazine Rock & Sling, a literary
Caraway.
She
had
also
heard that Wolfe
magazine he edits. Rock & Sling is de
scribed as a "journal of witness" on its was a significant person in the realm of Contact Krystiana Morales at
homepage. The editors of Rock & Sling editing, Rudsit said.
"We talked about the same concepts kmoralesl 7@my.whitworth.edu
believe that artistic language is a kind

In anticipation for
Giandin'sFeb. 1920 visit, students
view a film about
her life
Kailee Carneau
Staff Writer

Students flocked to the Hixson Union
Building (HUB) last Friday for a free
showing of th e movie, Temple Grandin.
The Golden Globe-winning film portrays
the real-life experiences of autism ac
tivist, livestock industry consultant and
professor of animal science Mary Temple
Grandin, Ph.D.

continued on pg. 10
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On-campus writing contests
motivate students to submit work
Students of any
major can enter
writing contests
to win prizes
and get their
work published
Courtney Murphy

Arts & Culture Editor
Students do not need to wait un
til after graduation to get their writing
published. Writing competitions allow
students to be published, win prizes and
gain professional writing submission ex
perience while still an undergraduate.
Writing contests occur on the cam
pus, state and national level, and can
lead to future publication opportunities.
"If you want to do any kind of writing
in your life,you need to...get used to sub
mitting things to places, even though 99
percent of you r submissions are either
going to be ignored or turned down,"
junior Josh Tuttle said.-"There are things
that I have written that I might not have
written if I hadn't gotten so used to sub
mitting things."
Tuttle won the Washington Consor
tium for the Liberal Arts (WaCLA) Col
lege Essay Contest at the campus level
last year, with an essay about his varied
experiences as a computer science ma

EVENTS

jor in the army and an English major at
Whitworth, Tuttle said.
WaCLA is an association of Wash
ington state public and private higher
education institutions, organizations
and individuals that promote the value
of a liberal arts education to the people
and communities of the state based out
of The Evergreen State College, accord
ing to the college's wpbsite. The contest
encourages students to evaluate why
they believe a liberal arts education is
important and valuable.
Tuttle noticed that some people who
had only studied one subject were not
able to synthesize knowledge from dis
parate sources as well as those from
liberal arts backgrounds, and wrote his
essay about that concept, he said.
The top three essays from the campus-wide contest are sent to The Ev
ergreen State College to be evaluated
against essays from colleges and uni
versities all over the state.
Whitworth students have had suc
cess in this contest in the past. Alumna
Rebecca Korf wo n the state-wide con
test twice, in 2013 and 2015. Alumna
Katherine Rahn got second place state
wide in 2014.
The contest ends April 4,and is open
, to all undergraduate students regardless
of major. For more information, contact
Julie Shanholtzer at jshanholtzer@whitworth.edu or Nicole Sheets at nsheets@
whitworth.edu.
In addition to the WaCLA essay con
test, there is a campus-wide poetry con
test commemorating the Nov. 17 wind
storm.

continued on pg. 10

D e a d l i n e s a nd P r i z e s
The Whitworth campus deadline is Monday, April 4. Cam
pus prizes are $250 for first place and $100 for second
place in ea ch division (by class standing). The top three
essays in ea ch category will compete in th e statewide com
petition with $1,000 for first place and $750 for second.

Esssay Prompt
Submission must address in n o more than 500 words, the
following prompt: A liberal arts education is c haracterized
by the idea that understanding many different ways ot know ing can help students learn how to be effective and responsi
ble members of their communities. Choose a current con
troversial issue in your community and describe how you've
come to understand that issue from different perspectives.

S u b m i ss i o n Gu i d e l in e s
Submil your essay, along with a c over page,
to Julie Shanholtzer at jshanholtzer@whitworth.edu or in
person at room 103 in R obinson Science Hall.
Guidelines @ www.evergreen.edu/wacla/college-essay.htm

ON CAMPUS AND AROUND TOWN

LECTURE: GOD AND GUNS

oo

MUSIC: JAZZ GUITAR CLINIC

o?

LECTURE: TEMPLE GRANDIN INSTITUTE

8:30 a.m.

3:30 p.m.

7 p.m.

a
CO

Washington Consortium for
the Libera! Arts (WaCLA)
College Essay Contest

CM
>-

CAMPUS: PAINT
All day

HUB Multipurpose Room

Music Building Band Room

Cowles Auditorium

A faculty panel wilt discuss issues
of faith and gun control in light of
incidents of gun violence in the U.S.

Attend a jazz guitar clinic with
accomplished jazz guitarist Corey
Christianson. This event is free and
open to the public.

Craves Gym

temple Grandin will be presenting on
how educators can encourage "twiceexceptional" students. Students may
attend Grandin's keynote speech for
free.

Attend a dance
gym will be de
lights, and goo

THEATER: YORK. AFRICAN AMERICAN
SLAVE ON THE LEWIS-CLARK EXPEDITION
7:30 p.m.
Robinson Teaching Theatre

Watch a one-man show performed
by David Casteal, which focuses
on the life of York, the only African
American slave on the Lewis and
Clark expedition.

CO

CAMPUS: WATER PONG TOURNAMENT
7 p.m.
HUB Multipurpose Room

Put your water pong skills to the test
at this fun, interactive and educational
event. Sign up at the HUB info desk or
online at signupgenius.com.

CO

FILM: LEONARD
7 p.m.

THEATER: SORDID LIVES
7:30p.m. | $22
Spokane Civic Theatre
1020 N. Howard St.

See the Civic's production about a
family in a r ural Texas town.

Robinson Teacl
CO

Watch "Emily,"
film produced
filmmakers Ry<
Kelly McCrillis
Nathan and Em
life and faith if

the whitworthian I
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Gala Bent
exhibition

"Everything is
Coming Together"
explores the
creative process

Zoie Koch |Photographer

(Above) Gala Bent interacts with a community member
at the reception. (Right) Observers look at "StudyTable."

Krystiana Morales

heights," Sprouse said. "Which is just so
cool because it adds a really playful ele
ment to the show."
Members
of
the
Whitworth
The reception was followed by a
community gathered in the Bryan Oliver lecture by Bent in Lied 102. She spoke
Gallery Feb. 9 to view art created by about her previous artwork as well as in
Seattle-based artist and Cornish College spiration for pieces such as her ink and
of the Arts instructor Gala Bent. The art graphite piece "Ihe Twins' featured in
exhibition titled "Everything Seems to the exhibition.
She has always loved science and her
be Coming Together" features a mixedmedia study table with objects Bent had mother was a scientist, so some of h er
collected over the years alon
g with works earlier drawings were science drawings.
Illustrations of animals that do not really
done with graphite and watercolor.
Junior Madison Mulvaney attended meet in the natural world but that co-ex
the reception to fulfill a course require ist on the same page and get put into the
ment. However, she has come to the art same category for the sake of s cience,
gallery in Lied on her own before, Mul Bent said.
Bent spoke about Leonardo da Vinci,
vaney said.
"It's inspiring to see different types saying she thought his art work helped
of art and getting to see the creativity of him understand the way the world
others," Mulvaney said, "which is some worked.
"I'm really interested in how it is peo
thing I'm not used to seeing in a class
ple painted before photograph," Bent
room."
Junior Sarah Sprouse also attended said, "how it is they captured an idea
the reception. She works in the Lied of that they had never seen before."
Bent talked about a 2011 series she
fice and usually comes to the art exhi
bitions. She also wanted to support her created of inverted mountains in which
friend, who hung the artwork in the gal she used graphite and pigment on pa
per. That series inspired her 2012 work
lery, Sprouse said.
"This is a really important collection "Contemplation of vastness," which
to me, because this is the first time at used graphite, gouache and watercol
Whitworth that we've had an art exhibit or. She grew up surrounded by flat land
where the artwork was hung at different and first encountered mountains when
Staff Writer

DANCE

i Graves Gym. The
irated with color and
music.

cxi

THEATRE: LAST OF THE BOYS

CO

2 p.m.
The Modern Theater Spokane
174 S. Howard St.
Watch this fierce, funny and haunting
drama about friendship during the
1960s Vietnam War.

IKLAND FILM FESTIVAL

ng Theatre
new feature-length
I Whitworth alumni
Graves ('11) and
39). The film follows
y, a couple navigating
heir twentjes.

co

FILM: LEONARD OAKLAND FILM FESTIVAL
7 p.m.
Robinson Teaching Theatre
Watch "Ida," a film set in Poland about
a young novitiate nun who discovers a
dark family secret dating to the years
of Nazi occupation.

CNI

CXI

moving to
the
Pacif
ic
North
west, Bent
said.
The
vastness of
mountains
fascinated
her and she
wanted to
explore their
greatness,
she said.
"Anything that I do tends to be bi
ographical," Bent said.
For her piece "The Tw ins," featured
in the exhibit, she learned in chemistry
there is a mirroring and doubling that
occurs. This piqued her interest, and in
spired the centerpiece of th e exhibit ti
tled "I love you all equally," she said.
"I thought about how enthusiastic I
tend to be and how I love science, art,
poetry, my sons," Bent said. "I love all
those things at the same time...I want
ed all of t hose elements to meet in this
piece."
Mulvaney
said
her
favorite
piece
from
the
exhibit
was
'Everythingallatonceforever'
because
of how complex the piece is. The mixed
media piece of art featured a bird in
graphite with an assortment of co lored

COMMUNITY: HARVEST: THE BOUNTY OF
WASHINGTON
All day
Spokane Convention Center
334 W. Spokane Falls Blvd.
This photography exhibition
highlights food grown and harvested
in the state.

FILM: LEONARD OAKLAND FILM FESTIVAL
7 p.m.
Robinson Teaching Theatre
Watch "Fight Club," a 1999 film about
an insomniac office worker who forms
an underground fight club.

CO

cxi

ribbon which connected at the bird's
beak and hung from the canvas.
"The longer you look at it the more
specifics you see," Mulvaney said. "It
brings your eye around. I didn't notice
that there were words on the paper until
I looked at it again."
Sprouse said her favorite part of the
show was the mixed media study tables
because they draw the eye down and the
structure draws your eye to different as
pects of what's being shown, she said.
"It demystifies art because it is play
ful," Sprouse said. "It shows that art
doesn't always have to be serious which
is something that Whitworth hasn't seen
before, I think. I mean, where else do
you see art on the floor?"
Contact Krystiana Morales at
kmoralesl 7@my.whitworth.edu

MUSIC: STRING BASS MASTERCLASS
7 p.m.
Music Building Recital Hall
Attend a string bass clinic by
. Professor Unzicker of University of
Texas at Arlington. This event is free
and open to the public.

C/5

PERFORMANCE:OPEN MIC OF OPEN-NESS
7:30 p.m.
Tones Radiator
120 E. Sprague Ave.
Open to musicians, writers and
comedians who want to hone their
performance skills.

+
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Grandly

Contest:
continued from pg. 8

V

Grandin, a professor at Colorado State
University, remains an active advocate for
both animal welfare and students with
disabilities.
As a n individual with autism herself,
Grandin has had her share of c hallenges
and successes within the education sys
tem.
Those challenges and successes are de
picted by actress Claire Danes, who plays
Grandin in the film. The movie was shown
in anticipation for Grandin's upcoming
arrival on campus, Feb. 19-20.
The film tells the story of Temple Gran
din's life with autism, and her transitions
from high school to college, to her work in
the livestock industry.
Grandin's character combines her bril
liant understanding of mechanics, with
her passion for cattle, to further her edu
cation and ultimately propel herself into
the livestock industry.
Throughout the film, Grandin's charac
ter actively works to change systems with
in the livestock industry to improve the
treatment of cattle.
"Nature is cruel, but we don't have to

be; we owe them some respect," Grandin's
character said.
Along the way, Temple transcends so
cial barriers and many pre-conceived no
tions of autism.
"I think it's very inspiring how she
doesn't let her disability define who
she is," jun ior Scott Weir said. "It is just
about someone who has exceeded social
bounds."
"Everyone can benefit from watching
this movie," Weir said. "I think it shows
people that everyone has worth and no
one is a burden to society."
Grandin will present three lectures
locally, two of wh ich will be on campus.
"The World Needs AllKinds of Minds," will
be Grandin's first lecture in Cowles Audi
torium on Feb. 19,8:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m. "On
Feb. 20 from 10:30-12 p.m. Grandin will
give a lecture titled, "Understanding Ani
mal Behavior."

Contact Kailee Carneau at
kcameaul 7@my.whitworth.edu

Whitworth Graduate Programs
When you're ready to take your degree to the next
level, look no further than Whitworth. We've got the
challenging, innovative programs you want.

1

An Elegy For Trees
acrostic poetry contest

1

Poems for the Whitworth-themed
contest,
THE RULES
titled "An Elegy For Trees,"
are due on Feb. 29 at 5
each line must begin with the next letter in the phrase
windstormpine-s
p.m. Poems submitted
must be acrostic, and use
the phrase "windstormpTHE PRIZE
ines."
first place poem gets fifty big ones for Auntie's Bookstore,
The winner of this
second place gets twenty-five.
contest receives a $50 gift
card to Auntie's Bookstore
THE DEADLINE
downtown, and the sec
ond place gets a $25 gift
poems must be submitted with cover sheet containing name and
contact info to the Eitglish department front desk by Februaiy 29th. 5pm
card.
The contest will be
THEJUDGE
judged by professor Me
yftbr. Megan Hershey teaches in die political science department
gan Hershey from the
tMmWhitworth. specializing in comparative politics. African politics.
political science depart
|
jj„ternationaldevelo^?ie;it. She enjoys accompanying
Students on study abroad adventures tojanzania and South Ajrica.
ment, who lost the use of
In 2015, Efe Hershey was displai^ffiom her office in Lindamanby a J'allen tree.
her Lindaman office when
a tree fell on it.
The contests are not ™=™
limited to English majors,
to finish, but easier if you are working
but open-to all students who want toward a submission deadline, Tuttle
to practice submitting writing to said.
be published and working under a
Contact Courtney Murphy at
deadline.
It is easy to start writing and hard cmurphyl 8@my.whitworth.edu
onc

\
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of students in

Whitworth's MBA

6
Apply six graduate
credits to your
bachelor's degree and
hnish your graduate
degree faster.

43
Percentage
of students in
Whitworth s

MA. Theology
program under (he
age of 30
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program who are
non-business majors

<ti
Months it takes to complete your
Master in Teaching at Whitworth

Program for Suitor:;
509.777.3222 | www.whitworth.edii/cjradstiidies | Wl ll j\V OI\TI 1

OPINIONS
Why you should consider European study abroad
^ ®
dominance: Why it's important
Stuaymg dbrOdd in ArriCfl to explore beyond the West
J

I

I

EMILY GOODELL
COLUMNIST

Over half of U.S. students attend a st udy abroad pro
gram in a European country while five percent study
in African countries, according to the National Asso
ciation of Foreign Student Advisers. I, along with other
Whitworth students, belong to the latter demographic.
I had the opportunity to spend this past Jan
Term studying journalism and political science
in South Africa. It was an enriching experience
that irrevocably changed the way I view the world:
Although Europe has a rich, complex history, it is
culturally similar to the U.S. It is westernized, Cau
casian and English-speaking. It's not the best place
to study abroad if you're looking to be constantly ex
posed to ideas that contradict your own and cultures
that are different from what you have ever experienced.
The purpose of studying abroad is not just to see beau
tiful places. Studying abroad is about challenging yourself,
testing your limits and going out of y our comfort zone.
What I learned about myself and the world by travel
ing to South Africa changed me for the better and forced
me to look out at the world beyond the United States.
As a country, we have a skewed perception of the
identity of other countries in the world, other conti
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nents even. When someone says, "Africa," the first thing solutely necessary for successful communication.
that comes to many Americans minds is usually tribal If you are part of t he majority in the U.S., it allows you
peoples that live in the wild. I was in Africa for almost a to experience the perspective of being a minority. The
month and I shopped at H&M, ate McDonalds and found majority of South Africans are non-white, so going there
Coke at every gas station. Afri
as a white person was valuable to me.
ca is not what people think it is.
I was often put in an uncomfort
That's w hy it's so important for
able position when people stared
Education is the most
American students to go to Africa.
and whispered about me for being
powerful weapon which the only white person in the room.
Studying abroad in a non-tradi
tional location gives you an ad
you can use to change the While having that small experience
vantage in job and graduate school
for a month is nowhere near compa
world.
applications. Many students use
rable to living the life of a minority in
their study abroad experiences as
the U.S., th e experience allowed me to
NELSON MANDELA
a representation of their abilities to
get a small inkling as to what it's like.
interact with people. If the country
That
increased
my
abil
you study in is more diverse, the assumption is, r ight or ity
to
empathize
with
others'
experiences.
not, that your intercultural communication skills are better Nelson Mandela, South Africa's hero, liberator and in
than those of people who traveled to European countries. spiration, said it best: "Education is the most power
Studying abroad gives you the unique opportunity to ful weapon which you can use to change the world."
travel to places that are difficult to navigate on your own. Educate yourself,because if youwant to fight forsomething
If you want to go to Africa, study abroad is the way to or make something of yourself, you need to be knowledge
able. Don't be the person who thinks Africa is a country.
do it. You can do Europe on your own or with a friend.
Being exposed to contrasting cultures increases glob
al awareness and cultural competency. If you want to
go into a job that requires you to interact with peo GOODELL is a junior majoring in communications.
ple different from you, having knowledge about the Comments can be sent to whitworthianopinion@gmail.
world you five in and the people that five in it is ab com
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DIVERSITY:
FOR REAL THIS TIME
The Whitworth administrators need
to take a more prominent role in identify
ing diversity for the Whitworth commu
nity. As a result of t he Fall 2015 ASWU
Constituent Survey, it has come to the
attention of ASWU and this editorial
board that many students feel diversity
is promoted excessively and has nega
tive connotations. In addition, ASWU
found the topic of d iversity to be a pri
ority for students for the upcoming year.
While it is t he opinion of this edito
rial board that ASWU is not responsible
for the feelings of these students, it is
also the opinion of this editorial board
that the Whitworth administration
needs to step up and make clear to stu
dents what exactly it means by "diversity."
Whitworth administrators have made
a number of po sitive steps in the way of
diversity since Beck Taylor's inaugura
tion, but the efforts seem to be relegat
ed to race and ethnicity diversification
as opposed to diversity in the larger
context of religious diversity, nation

ality diversity, socioeconomic diversi
ty and diversity of sexual orientation.
While we recognize the university
takes no stance on sexual orientation,
they do deny non-Christian applicants
for professorships. Thus, there is still a
need to more readily include these groups
in order to make Whitworth more fulfill
ing in its education of mind and heart.
Students on this campus care about
diversity, and they want to see the uni
versity address multiple facets of diver
sity on campus. Conversations about
diversity on campus cannot be limited.
It is important for students to feel their
opinions matter, and that the Whitworth
community is open to dialogue and dis
course on multiple issues. It is not sufficent to proclaim diversity without taking
steps toward fostering diverse dialogue.
It seems the administrators are pre
pared to implement diversityfor the sakeof
being diverse in name only but not for the
benefits of the Whitworth student body.

Editorials in the "In the Loop" section reflect the majority opinion of the Editorial
Board, comprised of six editors.
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WHATEVER Y O U DO
Whet her you feel called to b e a past or, c hurch planter, counselo r,
educator, comm unity organiz er, or somet hing else, we can help you
expl ore your futu re in ministry. Co m e visit c ampus!
Deg ree progra ms:
•
•

Maste r of Divinity (including emphasis in church planting!
Master of Divinity with joint de gre es (Including law, social wort
a nd publ ic policy)

•

Master of Divinity or M aster of Arts wit h concentratio n in urban
ministry

•

Mas te r of Arts (incl uding Theolog y an d Ministry or

•

J

Theo logical Studies)
•

Mas te r of T heology
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1-800-451-4194

PITTSBURGH

www.pts.edu/ Whitworth
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12 OPINIONS
What is Socialism?
the whitworthian
Feb 17, 2016

Open Socialist wins New Hampshire primary, what
young people should know about socialism
JAMESSILBERMAN
The connotations of words and
ideas shift over time. The term
"socialism" is an apparent exam
ple. Older generations tend to be
vehemently opposed to the idea of
increased economic collectivism
while younger generations seem
to be more ready to embrace it.
According to Pew Research, 49
percent of millennials view social
ism favorably, compared to 43 per
cent who view it unfavorably, for a
net favorability rating of plus-six.
Every other age group surveyed
preferred capitalism to socialism.
Younger voters are shifting
toward a more favorable view of
socialism. In classrooms around
the country, the realities of so
cialism are being swept under the
rug with deceptive banalities like
"equality." I contend that socialism
is being misrepresented in the me
dia and academia, and millenni

als are misinformed on the issue.
Here are the realities of Social
ism:
Socialism is slavery. Under a
socialist system, people do not
own the fruits of their labor. The
state does, and they do with your
resources what they see fit. You are
owned by the state, and because
the state is the only source of "free"
education and healthcare, you
are completely dependent on it.
Socialism is thievery and co
ercion. A certain 74-year old so
cialist from Vermont currently
has plans to raise the top income
brackets' federal tax rate to 52 per
cent, which would put the total
marginal tax rate over 73 percent.
This is because the state knows best
and you are too stupid and selfish
to know how to most wisely use
your money, so they take it away
from you by force. In the name of
compassion and fairness, of course.
Some may argue that Democrat
ic Socialism is completely different
from the tyranny I am illustrating.

It isn't. Any democracy where the
majority can vote away the rights
of the minority is no democracy at
all. Whether one is tyrannized by a
small group of totalitarian politi
cians or a large group of totalitar
ian citizens makes no difference.
Winston Churchill made this
observation:"Socialism is the phi
losophy of failure, the creed of ig
norance and the gospel of envy."
It isn't perfect, but the moral
superiority of capitalism over so
cialism is apparent. When done
right, capitalism is equality of op
portunity, whereas socialism is en
forced equality of outcome. Some
point out that capitalism spreads
prosperity unequally, and they
are correct. However, the alterna
tive is socialism, which provides
equality by giving everyone an
equal slice of the misery it brings.

(M»opwum
opium

Rainier Emerick|Graphic Editor
Results are based on an email survey of 296 students.

SILBERMAN is a junior majoring in communications. Comments can be sent to whitworthianopinion@
gmail.com

The next generation
of political voters
The millennial generation: Here's what they
mean for Republicans and Democrats
JOSIAHV AN WINGERDEN
The millennial generation is a new
pool of voters for both the Democrat
and Republican parties to consider.
They are changing politics as we know it.
That's
right,
millennials,
you're
here to stay. The future of voting
lies in your hands. This is your op
portunity to have your voice heard.
What does this mean for you? With
great power, comes great responsibility,
after all. You've got work to do. Perhaps
the better question is what does this mean
for Democratic and Republican parties?
Liberals have been more successful
in catering to young people. According
to the Pew Research Center (PRC) 51
percent of young voters '(18-33) are lib
eral or lean left. Conversely, only 35 per
cent are solidly Republican or lean right.
Social issues create the biggest dif
ference: the PRC found that young vot

ers are most likely to vote on issues of
race, gender, education and sexual ori
entation. Only 4-6 percent of millenni
als are solidly conservative on these is
sues, while 16 percent are solidly liberal.
There is an obvious discrepancy in
those numbers and the Republican party
will not stay afloat if the trend continues.
In order to maintain relevance and
attract the millennial generation, the
GOP must be willing to compromise
with millennials and show them that
they care about the same social issues.
According
to
the
Washing
ton Post, "millennials see the GOP
as
old-fashioned
and . prejudiced."
In her book, "The Selfie Vote: Where
Millennials are Leading America" politi
cal writer Kristen Soltis Anderson claims
that the Republican Party could become
obsolete if it fails to sway young voters.
"It's no secret that the GOP has had
a hard time winning over the millen
nial generation—the newest voters

in the electorate—and that has made
it increasingly difficult for Republi
cans to win elections," Anderson said.
Never
fear,
young
Republican!
Not all hope is lost. There are still op
portunities for the right to make a
splash in the race for young voters.
I am not a political science major, but I
think it is fair to say that first impressions
are often hard to break. If millennials see
the GOP as white, rich, close-minded and
old-fashioned, they need to prove to young
voters that they care about the same issues.
They could start by addressing col
lege education, tuition and student debt.
None of Republican candidates in 2016
have presented a substantial plan to young
voters that tackles the issues. For exam
ple, the GOP could look into technolo
gy and online classes to address college
tuition. The GOP is often perceived as
being afraid of addressing race issues. It

did not help when Republican candidate
Ben Carson said that race doesn't mat
ter. Young voters do believe race matters.
Mass incarceration and criminal
justice have to be addressed. Liberals have
confronted these issues, and have gained
votes because of it. The GOP has to stop
tip-toeing around these issues. Republi
cans hold to tough crime policies instead
of acknowledging the race disparities for
incarcerations.
Promoting justice system reform would
show millennials that the GOP does care
about social issues and promotes action to
significantly address them. If they do not,
millennials will continue to see the party
as stale.
Perhaps the GOP needs to reflect on
Justin Bieber's words in an effort to get
connected with millennials, "What about
the children. We're the generation, who's
gonna be the one to fight for it?"

VANWINGERDEN is a junior majoring in communications. Comments can be sent to
whitworthianopinion@gmail.com
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The seniors of
Whitworth's
women's
basketball
team:

p

w
Jessica Thoens

Taylor Flemming

Mikayla Kraemer

Briann Maley

KG McConnell

Alexis McLeod

Faith Ernerson

Kelly Logie | hotographer
P

Whitworth sophomore Callie Harwood shoots a free throw against George Fox on Friday night. The Bucs played a close game against the nationally-ranked team.

Women's basketball splits last home games
Pirates lose to
the Bruins but
prove victorious
for Senior Night
Jordanne Perry
Staff Writer
The Whitworth women's basketball
team continued their regular season in
the Fieldhouse with a 65-57 loss to the
undefeated No. 2, George Fox Bruins
and a 67-61 victory over the Willamette
Bearcats. The win against the Bearcats
puts the Pirates in their fourth consecu
tive Northwest Conference playoffs.
George Fox barely led Whitworth by
two points in the first quarter, 15-13, and
by four points at halftime, 28-24. Though
the game was tied 10 times in the first
half, the Pirates struggled to put shots up
in the paint. George Fox's tight defense
held the Pirates at a 25 percent shooting
average (9-35).
"They're a really high intensity team
and we just had to counter that with our
own intensity and poise," senior Faith
Emerson said. "Poise is really important
on the offensive end, not just the de

fensive, and [George Fox] is just a great turnovers from the Pirates. Whitworth,
unable to recover, fell to George Fox in
team overall."
The Pirates came out strong in the a 65-57 defeat and lost its three-game
second half with a quick layup by soph winning streak.
"I felt like we played ready hard," head
omore Callie Harwood.
"[George Fox's] press is what really coach Helen Higgs said. "We didn't ex
got the best of us the last time we played ecute some things we worked on and
them and it hurt us in the end because against a high level team like [George
Fox] you have to ready
they try to make the
perfect your execution,
ball handlers frantic
**It wasn't our pretti but overad I was ready
and force turnovers"
happy with our effort."
Harwood
said.
est win but it was fun
In the fodowing
"When we play with
V
evening
the Pirate of
the same heart and
to go out there.
fense started off their
intensity and elim
Senior Night game slow
KC MCCONNELL
inate the litde [mis
against the Bearcats,
takes] we can win."
senior
who held the lead for
The Pirates con
most of the first quarter.
tinued to trail the
"We needed to focus
Bruins by no more
than four points throughout the second more on the litde things: rebounding,
half. The offensive leadership of se nior boxing out and help side on defense.
KC McConnell, who scored 10 of her 14 That's where we struggled a little bit to
points in the second half, kept the Pirates night," McConned said.
The Bearcats gained momentum on
within close reach of the Bruins. McCo
nnell was the second-highest scorer of a 13-1 run extending their lead by more
the game behind Emerson, who had 18 than 10 points with 2:54 to go in the sec
ond quarter. The Pirates would not stay
points.
With 5:51 to go in the fourth quarter, behind for long as McConned, senior
Harwood made two free throws for the Jessica Thoens and senior Taylor F lem
Pirates to tie the Bruins, 50-50. How ming contributed to a 14-point run to
ever, the Bruins answered with a full finish the half trading the Bearcats, 2 9court press" forcing three consecutive 27.

The second half commenced with a
battie for the lead, but a 12-point run
kickstarted by a jumper from Thoens
gave the Pirates a lead that the Bearcats
would not recapture.
"We ready wanted to dig in on the de
fensive end," McConned said. "We didn't
get it done in the first half so we wanted
our defense to feed our offense and that
is how we got our comeback going."
Whitworth secured a 46-39 win with
top performances by McConned who
led the Pirates offensively and defen
sively with 17 points and six defensive
rebounds (seven total). Flemming fin
ished the night as the second-highest
scorer with a Whitworth career high of
15 points. In addition, Emerson finished
with 13 points.
"It wasn't our prettiest win but it was
fun to go out there," McConned said.
"It's sad knowing it was our last game at
home but it was good because we got to
come back from behind and it was a big
win for us that put us in playoffs."
The Pirates wid face off against the
Puget Sound Loggers and Pacific Lu
theran Lutes in Western Washington on
Friday at 6 p.m. and Saturday at 4 p.m.,
respectively.

Contact Jordahne Perry at
jperryl6@my.whttworth.edu
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Pirates win twice in
final home weekend
Whilw orth finished out st rong,
makin g 61.9 percent of th eir field
goal s. Their tinal push insured the Pirale win , 83 -6 7 .
"It w as a slop py win, b ut we'll ta ke
it" Roach said . "We'll bo u nc e back
to morrow."
The Pirates m ade the adjustment
and se ized th e lead early in th eir Se
nior Night g am e against the Bearcats,
Caleb Mathena
scoring 1 I unansw ered points before
their oppone nt w as able to resp ond.
Stall Writer
The Pirate defe nse sm othe red Will a
mette, holding them to just 21 po ints
The Pirates, w ho just, recently
in the first hall. T he Bearcats were
dropped from No. I to N o. 5 in th e
only able to sink 3 3. 8 percen t of th eir
nation after an un expected los s to
sh ots befor e haiftime.
W hitman College two weeks ago,
T he Be arca ts finally go t on the
secu red two more w ins last wee kend
board aro u n d the sev en-minut e m ark
agains t the G eorge Fox Bruins 8 3-67
with a la yup, but it w as too late. The
a n d Willamette Bearcats 72 -53 in
Bucs dominat ed the bo ards w ith 2 8
their final tw o hom e games of t he reg
re bo un ds to their op ponent's 1 8 .
ular se ason . The victories improved
Sear s led the team with 1 4 total re
the Buc's overall record to 22-1 a n d
bounds, seve n of which were in the
13-1 in c onference.
first half. With 1 3 poin ts of his own,
The Pirates got off to a slow start
Valle led the Bucs to a 33-21 lead
Friday night as the Bruins acquired an
over W illamette at the brea k.
early lead in the first half with a quic k
"It's a big credit to
steal a n d scor e.
our defe nse," Valle
" We knew going
said. "Yesterday, w e
in that they w ere
st ruggled to get sto ps
a really aggressive
and w e weren't con
team that uses th e
testing th eir 3-point
3- point line to at
shots, but today w e
tack you w ith their
brought th e ener gy
gu ard play," head
whi ch allo wed us to
coac h
Matt
Lo
get off to a fast start."
gic said. "W e just
The se co nd half
didn't d o a great
KKNNY LOVE
o pen ed with a quick
job in the first halt
thre e-point play by
defend ing agains t
t u mo r
lurlina in the first
that."
minute, lurlina fin
Bui
the
Bucs
ished the night with a total of 15
responde d quickly a n d over took
points and seve n rebo unds. Ju nior
G eorg e Fox w ith a three-point play
guar d Kenn y Love also made a big
by se nior George Valle, putting the
impa ct with 13 points of his ow n .
Pirates u p 2 7-22.
Love mad e an impressive 6 1.5 per
Valle would g o on to get ten re
cent of his at tempted shots.
bounds and score 23 points before
"When you focus on the defe nsive
the end of the night, making it his fifth
end of the floor it really carries over
double -double of the seaso n.
ro your offens ive gam e," Love said.
By th e end of the half, Whilworth
"It was just a matter of bringing that
had extended their lead to 46-35,
sam e de fensive prowess w e had yes
which was emphas iz ed with a dunk
terday to todav and then just tru sting
by junior Drew Sears in the final min
mvself on the offensive end."
utes.
Whi lworth put it away in the en d
The Pirates held the Bruins score
72-5 3.
less for the first three minut es ol the
The Pirates travel to Tacoma ne xt
se co nd hall and increa sed their lead
week end for th eir final two regular
to 5-1-35 w ith consecutive scores
seas on gam es ag ainst Puget Sound
from lurlina. Sears and Valle. While
Friday at 8 p.m. an d Pacilic Lutheran
th e Bruins' '.-point accura cy w as we ll
Saturday at (> p. m.
abov e their average of 3 7.4 percent in

Men's team
redeems last
week's loss
with two wins
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When you focus on
the defensive end of
the floor it really car
ries over to your offen-

the first halt (4-1.4 percent!, the Bucs
man ag ed to hold them to 38.5 (per
cent aftei the break.

The seniors of
Whitworth's
men's basketball
team:

Contact ( a lch Matlictin ill
cmathcnalT^t niy.whitworth.edu
Kelly 1 ogic |
<t*m:
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Derek Isacik

f

i

i'via!t Stnudachei

George Valle

Forrest Bakei

Pliotngrnphei

Whilworth senior
George Valle drives
toward the hoop on
Friday night's bas
ketball game against
George Fox.
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Swim teams score big at Conference meet
the whitworthian I
FEB. 17,2015

The swim teams
placed first and third
at Conference meet in
Federal Way
Peter Houston-Hencken
Sports Editor
The women's swim team took third place with a
score of 475 at the NWC Sw imming Championships
last weekend while the men's team took first place with
a score of 700. The victories at the meet in Federal Way,
Washington allowed the men's team to remain at the
top of con ference holding a 7-0 record. The women's
team holds third place in conference with a record of
5-2.
The men started off th e meet strong and won two
events. Senior Wes Walton took first in the 200-yard
individual medley with a time of 1:49. Walton, along
with sophomore Patrick Wilber, senior Kyle Wicks and
freshman Eben Schumann, gained 40 points for the Pi
rates for winning the 400-yard medley relay in 3:20.

"I got the points for the team and that's what really "It showed me what I needed to fix in the next couple
matters," Walton said. "Last year we lost our conf
erence weeks."
Bael took first in the 100-yard backstroke with a time
championship streak and so this year we've been out
of 57 seconds. Bael helped the Pirates collect 193points
for blood."
The women's team finished Friday with only one wi
n on Saturday giving them a total of 296 and a solid third
place standing.
from junior lacqueline Beal in the
The men won four events on
200-yard individual medley. How
A lot of people stepped Sunday giving them a total of 700
ever, the team received a total of
for the meet. The men's
103 points. With four athletes plac
up and swam really well points
team took first place with more
ing in the top eight for the event,
than a 150-point lead.
the team collected 53 points in the
this weekend.
The women won one event on
event. The women ended the night
JERUSHA DRESSEL
Sunday and ended the meet with
in fourth place behind Whitman
a total of 475 points. The women's
College.
junior
team ended in third place three
The men increased their stand
points behind Whitman College.
ing on Saturday by winning four
"A lot of people stepped up and
events and reaching a score of 475.
The relay team beat Linfield in the 200-yard medley re swam really well this weekend," junior Jerusha Dressel
ct
lay by just under three seconds. Walton finished first in said. "Our improvement from last year is due to the fa
the 400-yard IM with a time of 3:58and Schumann won that so many freshman and sophomores were able to
step up."
the 100-yard butterfly in 49 seconds.
The swim team has yet to learn which of their ath
With this conference meet being his first, Schumann
took time to prepare weeks ahead of tim e and perfect letes will attend the NCAA Division III Championships
in March.
his technique.
"I found time to come in during practice to do
some filming with the GoPro and LPad just to look at Contact Peter Houston-Hencken at
my slow-motion form underwater," Schumann said. phouston-henckenl 7@my.whitworth.edu

Athlete honors grandfather with donation
Valle selects
charity for reward
in basketball
shooting contest

two-minute time limit, Valle was awarded are over 100,000 people with Alzheimer's
$100 to donate to a charity of his choice. disease."
The Alzheimer's Association is also plan
Valle de cided to donate the money to the
ning a major event in October. The Walk
Alzheimer's Association.
"My g randpa on my dad's side passed to End Alzheimer's will take place to raise
away in 2011," Valle said. "Alzheimer's con money for Alzheimer's research. Woodfill
hopes to see upwards of a thousand partic
tributed a lot to his passing."
Odd Valle—George's grandfather—Start ipants this year.
The Alzheimer's Association has also
ed showing signs ofshort term memory loss
around the time Valle entered'high school. received donations from Whitworth's Alz
. Peter Houston-Hencken
However, by the time Valle reached his ju heimer's Club led by co-presidents Devon
nior year, it was clear that his grandfather Wattenbarger and Forest Dexter. The club
Sports Editor
has held fundraisers and auctions to raise
had Alzheimer's.
Senior George Valle has chosen the Alz
"He asked who his grandchildren are," money for Alzheimer's research.
"We don't get any money ourselves,"
heimer's Association for his $100 donation Valle said. "Stuff like that really impacts
reward after winning a shooting contest or you. I was at an age where you were real Wattenbarger said. "Any money we get goes
ly able to understand what's going on and right to research."
ganized by The Whitworthian.
While many organizations and groups
how serious of an issue
Valle, al ong with four
have donated money and effort to help find
it is."
other athletes from both
^In Washington State
Valle's donation has a cure to Alzheimer's, Woodfill says that
the men's and women's
more and more people will likely be diag
basketball teams, met in
there are over 100,000 been sent to the Inland nosed
with this disease.
Northwest Chapter of the
Graves Gym on Sunday,
"The research that needs to happen can
Alzheimer's Association
people with Alzhei
Feb. 7 to compete in a
which strives to provide save my kids and your kids and your grandshooting contest. Soph
mer's disease.
education and support kids and my grandkids," Woodfill said. "If a
omore Callie Harwood,
for families dealing with . cure isn't found, it's just going to get worse
senior Faith Emerson
LESLIE WOODFILL
and worse."
Alzheimer's.
and juniors Kenny Love
"Alzheimer's
really
and Christian Jurlina
Alzheimer's Association
needs to have an aware
joined Valle in a chal
ness in not only this
lenge to successfully
shoot the most Nerf basketballs into minia community but internationally," Alzhei Contact Peter Houston-Hencken at
mer's Association events coordinator Leslie phouston-henckenl 7@
ture hoops.
After making 17 baskets within the Woodfill sa id. "In Washington State there my. whitworth.edu
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SATURDAY 2 /20 vs. TRI-CITY AMERICANS
Fnfer to win a Chiefs Breast Cancer Awareness Helmet. The Chiefs help raise
awareness and fends for the Susan G. Komen Eastern Washington Affiliate.
Sponsored By:

For Tickets Cell SaB.S3S.PUEK

FOX 28

Game Time:

7PM

www.SPOKANECHIEFS.cam

Want to
cheek
out the
contest
video?
Co to
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and search
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Bad Idwe

Poetry

A fun Valentine's themed poetry night where students
found "horribly-written" love song lyrics, poems or
raps to recite in the Mind & Hearth.

<cX
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1. Whitworth freshman Claire Strannigan attends Westminster Round's
Bad Love Poetry event in the Mind & Hearth on Friday night.
2. Whitworth English professor Nicole Sheets reads a poem for the Bad
Love Poetry event.
•
3. Junior Rachel Hasbrouck reads a poem entitled "Remember Me."
4. Raymond Dokupil reads the opening poem of the night.
5. Whitworth junior Matthew Boardman listens to dramatic readings of
love poems.
is*
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Erin Wolf I Photo grapher
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The Whitworthian has served as the main source of news and sports coverage
for the Whitworth community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an organization
composed entirely of students which produces The Whitworthian weekly
newspaper and thewhitworthian.com.
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A Christian faculty open to all student faiths
Madeline Roscoe
Staff Writer
Whitworth faculty members provide a variety of
Christian perspectives while welcoming discussions
of other theological ideas, Forrest Buckner, dean of
spiritual life and campus pastor, said.
"Whitworth is unique in Christian higher education
in that we don't have a doctrinal statement that every
faculty member, or employee or student for that matter,
sign off on, as many other Christian universities do,"
Buckner said.
Instead, applicants for positions at Whitworth
are required to submit an essay describing their own
personal Christian faith. In those faith statements, they
are not expected tocommit to the same deno
minational
affiliation, but rather to explain their beliefs around the
core of Christianity.
"The whole spectrum of Christianity is seen and
welcomed," Buckner said. "It enriches the student
experience."
Students agree that the diversity allows for a rich
environment. Having leaders with diverse perspectives
of Christianity enables them to form their own
convictions regarding Christianity.
"It allows us to study Christ through different views
and to realize that he is such a big God and not just
to see him through one lens," p re-med student Nina
Westcott said.
Within their faith statements, many applicants
include a description of how their Christian faith will
influence their position as a faculty member.
"It gives faculty members an opportunity to express
The university's goal is to model for students what
their faith in the context of spe aking and serving the
institution," communications senior lecturer Joe Vigil it looks like to be a Christian and to carry that out in
their vocation. This is why Christian faith statements
said.
Faculty members' commitment to the mission can are required.
Faculty and administration members still believe
be seen in the classroom where they welcome difficult
educating students on other
questions and discussion on social
religious beliefs is imperative.
issues.
"whitworth is very
"Learning about other religions
"This is something the science
honest about who we are is a beneficial thing," Buckner
department does well," Westcott
said. "It helps us love other people
said. "If you believe in creationism,
so when students come
better, to become better citizens of
it's hard to find an open place to go
here, they know they are the world and not have stereotypes
where you can ask these questions
of other religions and it helps us
and not feel like your opinion is
coming to a Christian
to not make some of the same
99
wrong or like your questions are
liberal arts institution.
mistakes Christians have made in
stupid."
the past."
Some faculty and administrative
FOREST BUCKNER
Vigil hopes students with
members would agree that having a
dean of spiritual life
differing faith perspectives feel
religiously diverse faculty would be
comfortable expressing themselves
& campus pastor
beneficial, as it would encourage
in his classroom. He recalls various
a respect for other religious
viewpoints. However, they also recognize having "instances of students relating the material to their
faculty members of othe r faiths could undermine the personal experience with faith. He wants them to know
it is a safe place for that to happen.
goal of the institution.
"I try to avoid approaching curriculum with a
"Whitworth is very honest about who we are so
when students come here, they know they are coming particular faith objective in mind, or I've got this
scripture I want them to understand, as much as
to Christian liberal arts institution," Buckner said.
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The percentage of individuals in the
United States who own a firearm.
p. 7

Hannah Walker | Graphic Artist

allowing conversations to naturally happen in the
context of class," Vigil said.
Buckner believes that all professors at Whitworth
have the tools they need to create a comfortable
environment for discussing religion.
"Our Christian faculty members are absolutely
well qualified to enable that conversation to help
respectfully encourage learning from one another and
learning from other faith backgrounds," Buckner said.
Professors are given tools for holding these
discussions in the orientation process and at annual
workshops.
While faculty faith statements ensure a Godcentered team of leaders, students of all backgrounds
are embraced.
"The goal isn't to draw stu
dents who are like-minded
but to draw students from any walkof life and give them
an opportunity to make that connection," Vigil said.

Contact Madeline Roscoe at
mroscoel 9@my. whitworth.edu
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school campuses since the Sandy
Hook shooting in 2012.
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An exception in state law could
allow security officers to carry
guns on campus if university
policies were to change
Karlin Andersen

News Editor

In 2015 there were 64 school
shootings nationwide, according to
Everytown for Gun Safety, a database
and research group.
While most of those were minor
with few or no injuries, some became
headlines when multiple people were
killed. Since school shootings became
more prevalent in national news and
politics after the Sandy Hook Elem
entary
School shooting in 2012, the debate over
gun regulations and guns on campuses
has escalated.
Currently,
Washington
State
Legislature states the "possession or
use of firearms, explosives, dangerous
chemicals or other dangerous weapons
or instrumentalities on the university
campus" is listed under prohibited
conduct.Whitworth'sStudentHandbook
echoes that, stating, "Whitworth is a
weapons-free campus."
"I cannot imagine walking into a
classroom and thinking 'someone in this
class might have a gun,'" said political

that would probably heighten insecurity
on campus, because 'many accidents
take place," Scott said.
Of t he 284 respondents to a survey
by The Whitworthian asking if students
should be allowed to carry firearms on
campus, some students brought up the
threat of accidental injuries or deaths.
Seventy-three percent of those
surveyed believed students should not
science professor Kathy Lee, moderator be allowed to carry guns on campus.
A minority percentage of those
of a "God and Guns" panel discussing
surveyed
argued students should be
Christianity and gun ownership (see
pg. 7). "So when I look at the University allowed to carry guns with proper
of Texas I completely understand why background checks and training. Some
acknowledged
some faculty at the
safety risks, but
«
University of Texas
I cannot imagine walking believed firearms
are thinking 'I'm
should be allowed
not sure Ieither can
into a classroom and
for
recreational
or want to teach
thinking 'someone in this
purposes
off
here
anymore'
campus
including
for reasons of
class might have a gun.'
hunting and target
personal safety as
KATHY LEE
shooting.
well as just is this
State legislature
God and Guns" panel moderator
a place where guns
does
allow
should be?"
Lindy Scott, world languages and exceptions for "authorized university
cultures professor and a panelist on the purposes" including labs that would
"God and Guns" panel, echoed Lee's create explosions or utilize dangerous
concerns over faculty and student safety chemicals. Another exception is security
guards.
if guns were to come on campus
"As security officers we should be
in students' hands
allowed to carry weapons, because
"My personal
by virtue of our job we are 'to be
opinion
in harm's way,"' security officer
i s
Mac McCall said. "But because
we don't have the tools
necessary to fulfill those

responsibilities to its fullest extent then
we are in essence like the rest of the
professors and staff. We can only do so
much and we are limited."
McCall believes without guns
Whitworth security officersare restricted
in their range of response to possible
security threats to the campus.
"Now we're the first responders,"
McCall said. "If we get a call that there's
an active shooter let's say in the HUB,
we're limited in our response because
we don't have the means to go in there
and stop the bad guy. We'll just be
like one of the professors walking in
there and he's got all the power, and
the motivation, and the intent and the
capability to create mayhem and we
have not the means to stop him because
we don't have a weapon."
Sixty-three percent of survey
respondents support allowing security
officers to carry guns. Respondents cited
student safety and the threat of active
shooters as reasons for security guards
to carry guns.
"I personally feel extremely unsafe
knowing that our security officers do not
carry," a survey respondent said.
Faculty participants in the "God and
Guns" panel support security carrying
guns with significant training.
"If you're going to have anyone
trained and anyone responding it's
better to have a few people like security
guards trained and able to mobilize very
quickly, instead of a few or a bunch of
profs and students who are not well

SHOULD
TAK
Contact Karlin Andersen at
kandersenl 8@my. whitworth.edu
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trained," Scott said.
Lee agreed extended training and
retraining would be necessary if security
guards would be given weapons. Survey
respondents also suggested requiring
bi-annual mandatory firearm training
and mental evaluations along with
policies describing where firearms can
be kept on campus.
State laws and campus policies both
allow exceptions for guards to carry
weapons, but administration has not
held a public discussion on the issue.
Despite McCall's concerns, -security
officers cannot currendy protect
campus to the fullest extent possible.
"These concerns have been brought
up to the administration and the
answers we have gotten back is that
the university is not at this point willing
to accept the liability associated with
arming security personal," McCall said.
Some supporters for guns on
campuses argue an armed security
force or students would

carry guns onto a Christian campus.
shootings.
As a Christian university the debate
"That's a known fact," McCall said.
"I've talked with police officers and to allow or prohibit firearms includes
they've stated that we have learned both a legal and moral_side.
Referencing Luke 22:36, Scott
a lesson from Columbine, because
when Columbine had their shooting believes Christians should not express
the officers who responded had to wait their faith in a violent manner.
"It does not seem persuasive to me
for the response force, STOP teams to
come in. Those were precious minutes the argument that Jesus, after teaching
nonviolence
his
wasted, and in
«
whole
ministry,
those
minutes
As security officers we
after
practicing
more
damage
should be allowed to carry nonviolence his
and mayhem was
fj
whole ministry, is
being performed."
weapons...
arguing for the use
Some survey
MAC MCCALL
of the sword in a
r e s p o nd e n t s
violent way," Sc ott
agreed
that
security office
said.
armed
security
Following
guards
would
better protect campus in the event of an Aposde Paul's teaching, "If it is possible,
emergency. Scottsees police officers and as far as it depends on you, live at
well trained security guards in a similar peace with everyone," McCall believes
light when placed in an emergency Christians can live in peace until
encountering an individual who desires
setting.
"I think that would meet almost every to cause "mayhem" or "destruction"
argument for the safety of people on (Romans 12:18).
"Now when you talk about guns
campus, 'what about people on campus,
Virginia Tech. kind of mass shootings?"' and Christianity, people have a
Scott said. "I think that would meet that m i s c o n c e p t i o n
criticism without opening up everyone
or other people haying guns which then
leads to accidental shootings. I would
have no problem with that."
If the current state law changed
to allow universities to decide
campus weapons policies, Whitworth
administration may begin the discussion
of allow ing all community members to

PIRATES
UP ARMS?

NEWS 05

that Christians are not supposed to
defend themselves, that the turning of
the other cheek means you are supposed
to be a punching bag and that is not
what that verse means," McCall said.
There are multiple views on gun
safety, laws and regulations for on
campus use. Each side offers a variety
of o ptions from no restrictions on gun
citing Second Amendment rights to
students with proper licenses being
allowed to carry on campus with safety
issues being brought up by both sides.
The debate over security using firearms
on campus could increase safety with
proper training or lead to accidental
shootings.
"Like so many of our social issues
there's room for debate," Lee said.
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Loop reconstruction: Beginning the process
plan to adapt and prevent future disasters of this kind.
Administration will consult an architect and gather
Staff Writer
student input before moving forward with plans for the
It has been three months since the beginning of Loop.
Junior English major Jordin Connall hopes for only
post-windstorm cleanup and administration expects
another 18 months before the campus restoration • minor aesthetic changes.
"Not as many colleges have big open areas like the
process is complete.
The Loop was hit the hardest during the windstorm Loop and it serves as a common meeting place for
students," Connall said. "Maybe add
in mid-November. Throughout the
a picnic table for people to eat or do
campus 136 trees were lost and
"lhe current budget homework outside."
nearby buildings were damaged.
The fallen trees were planted in
Chris Eichorst, director of facilities
we have for our
landscaped and irrigated areas. A
services, coordinated cleanup efforts
team of ar borists suggested that this
tree management is
and repair plans.
may be a cause of their weakened root
"It's going to be four-to-fiveinadequate.
systems.
hundred-thousand dollars," Eichorst
In an irrigated setting, pine trees
CHRIS EICHORST
said.
The university's insurance covers director of facilities services can grow faster than those growing
naturally. Eichorst explained that
a majority of the expenditure, while
due to rushed growth, the roots were
administration is also petitioning for
support from the Federal Emergency Management not forced to extend far enough underground as they
Agency (FEMA), a federal disaster relief agency. received a constant source of w ater from the Loop's
Damage was caused to three academic buildings, sprinklers.
Most of the fallen trees were removed by two
concrete sidewalks, the Loop's irrigation system and
excavating
companies, transported to a mill, turned
electrical lines to campus lamp posts.
Throughout the cleanup process, Eichorst will into pulp and used as a mulch in the back forty. When
meet with a committee made up of faculty members, the growing season begins, facilities services will hire
the manager of g rounds and the university arborist. a contractor to lay sod and restore the Loop's grass. If
The committee is focused on developing a strategic more trees are planted in the Loop the type of t rees

Autumn Kelley

and placement will be carefully planned, according to
Eichorst.
Grounds staff will ensure buildings are no longer
at risk of being hit by neighboring trees, even if some
require removal. Eichorst considered many aspects of
urban forest management, including pruning, parking
and landscaping.
"The current budget we have for our tree
management is inadequate," Eichorst said. If we want
to do deadwooding, which is an expensive endeavor,
that could be an increase in our budget."
The cleanup process itself has caused its own
destruction. About two-thirds of the concrete damage
was due to the heavy excavators which passed across
campus over sidewalks.
Daniel Prager is a senior chemistry major who was
surprised at the damage caused to the campus.
"I figured it would take a long time to clean up since
winter was coming," Prager said.
The university plans to plant a few trees in place
of missing ones in the Loop. The Loop has provided
open space for live outdoor concerts, frolflng and
hammocUng during warmer months. The process
to bring the Loop back to its original state may take
months to plan and complete.

Contact Autumn Kelley at
akelleyl 9@my.whitworth.edu
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"God and Guns:"gun control perspectives

Panelists discuss
whether the
Bible can be
used to justify
gun control laws

tians were largely pacifists follow
Erin-Wolf I Pho tographer
ing Jesus' teachings. When joining
(Above) Professor Julia Stronks fo
the Roman army, soldiers had to
cuses on the Second Amendment and
swear allegiance to a Roman god
the various state legislatures that are
or affirm the deity of the emperor.
centered
around gun control during
Because of this, Christians would
the "Godand Guns"panel discussion.
not join the army, Scott said. To
(Right) Junior Amy Cheng asks about
day soldiers do not have to swear
gun laws in countries outside the
allegiance to any God. This begs
United States this past Wednesday.
the question of whether or not
Christians should participate in
the military, he said.
Scott said that it is not necessary for
"Although they were pacifists, gen believers to arm themselves if the y be
Krystiana Morales
erally, in the New Testament, there is a lieve in the power of God. The Bible does
Staff Writer
conception of the society," Scott said. not talk about the Second Amendment
While Christians were not active in the but it does reference swords. In one
Dozens of students filled the HUB military in those times, they were still case, Jesus tells his followers to take the
multipurpose room to attend the "God active members of society, Scott said.
swords, Scotf said. In another mission
and Guns" panel on Feb. 17. Lead by
In Romans 13, the apostle Paul writes trip, he tells them to leave the swords.
world languages professor Lindy Scott, how the diaconates are to fight against The purpose of the swords is an open
sociology professor Stacy Keogh-George evil, which leaves Paul to question question. A Christian response to the
and political sciwhat God wants political issue of gun control, which usu
ence professor fi
from Christians. ally represents the two extremes in favor
How do people use their faith, When Jews were or not in favor of the second amend
Julia
Stronks,
the
panelists
practice their faith, in ways to in captivity in ment, is compromise.
discussed • gun
Babylon,
they
Misikir Adnew, a freshman from Ethi
control in the
heal their country?
sought to leave opia attended the panel. In Ethiopia, gun
United States.
but were told to control is not really discussed, Adnew
LINDY SCOTT
Each
panelist
find the shalom said. She does not hear a lot of stories of
gave a differ
professor & panelist
of Babylon. Fol people buying guns for individual use,
ent perspective
lowers of Christ except for hunting, as guns are largely
on gun control. •
should bring health to society, Scott used only in the military.
Scott gave a brief overview of th e bibli said.
Keogh-George spoke about guns
cal understanding of how to respond to
"It's a tricky balance," Scott said. in society and provided a PowerPoint
conflict.
"How do people use their faith, practice with statistics on gun ownership. The
For the first three centuries Chris their faith in ways to heal their country?"

2010 general social survey shows that 34
percent of United States citizens own a
firearm. When asked why they owned
a gun in a 2013 survey, 48 percent
polled said for protection, 32 percent
said for hunting and 7 p ercent said for
target/sport shooting, according to the
presentation.
"All of what was discussed was as
shock to me to learn because it's a huge
contrast from where I'm from," Adnew
said.

continued on pg. 10
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Dr. Temple
Grandin speaks
about autism
advocacy, gifted
education
programs and
animal welfare

twice-exceptional students: "students
who are cognitively advanced, yet their
talents may be overlooked due to a disability-often ADHD or an autism spec
trum disorder," according to the event
posters.
"Temple is coming to provide educa
tors knowledge about the ways that oth
er kinds of kids think, [because] some
times we think they think all alike, in
the same way, and they don't, and what
she worries about is that students some
times who are on the [autism] spectrum
won't have their talent developed, and
many of them will have talent areas that
they absolutely adore," said Jann Leppieh, the Margo Long Chair of gifte d ed
ucation and event coordinator. "Rather
Kailee Carneau
than fixing the child, putting a focus on
Staff Writer
the strength of the child. So that's really
what the conference is about for educa
Students, faculty, local educators tors. The why is to bring recognition to
and community members gathered in the neurodiversity of the mind."
Cowles Auditorium on Friday for a col
Grandin is currently a professor at
laborative presentation titled "TheWorld Colorado State University, and remains
Needs All Kinds of
an active advo
Minds," hosted by
cate for both an
Whitworth's Cen
imal welfare and
Different
.kinds
of
people
ter for Gifted Ed
» students
with
ucation and the have different kinds of skills.
disabilities As an
university's spe
individual with
T EMPLE G RANDIN
cial education de
autism, Temple
partment. Among
guest lecturer
presented
her
the five presenters
perspective on
was autism and
helping students who are on the spec
animal welfare activist, Temple Grandin, trum, and the value of all different kinds
Ph.D.
of minds.
The main focus of the event was to
"Different kinds of p eople have dif
"provide strategies and practices to ad ferent kinds of skills, like some people
dress the range of diverse needs of stu are visual thinkers-they're very good
dents," according to event posters. Spe at art and design," Grandin said. "Othcifically, the presentation focused on

Erin Wolf ] Pho tographer

Temple Grandin signs books for people who attended her on-campus lecture.

Stuart Beeksma |Photo Editor

Temple Grandin speaks on promoting growth in individuals who have autism.
er people are more the engineering
and mathematical minded. You tak e a
product like the iPhone: Steve jobs was
an artist; he designed the interface, the
more mathematically inclined engi
neers had to make it work, so when you
swipe this and swipe this, it would actu
ally work. That's an example of needing
the different kinds of minds."
Approximately 300 educators came
from around the Spokane area, and
250 s tudents and faculty signed up for
the day-long event. Grandin also spoke
Friday evening, at North Central High
School to a crowd of ab out 500 people.
This presentation was called "Helping
Different Kinds of Minds Be Successful."
"This is really about different kinds of
minds and how they can be successful
and the focus is on families, who have
kids on the spectrum, and how to help
their child be successful," Leppien said.

The Robinson Teaching Theatre was
filled to capacity for Grandin's final pre
sentation, "Understanding Animal Be
havior." Approximately 250 people came
to listen to Grandin speak. Among them
were local farmers, cattlemen, FFA (Fu
ture Farmers of America) and 4-H kids.
In two days, over 1,000 people heard
Grandin present.
"The reason she is so doggone popu
lar is she is one of th e very first people
that spoke out about being on the [au
tism] spectrum, and being bright, and
that it is not such a disability, it's actually
a gift," Leppien said.
Grandin and Leppien first met at a
conference 20 years ago where Leppien
was speaking about kids advanced for
their grade and Grandin was speaking
about children on the autism spectrum.
Since then, Leppien has invited Gran
din to numerous conferences. Leppien
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works in Whitworth's Center for Gifted
education, which works with students,
educators and the university's special
education department to navigate the
complexities of students who are on the
spectrum or have disabilities, but are
also very bright.
"Life is too hard to have people beat
ing us up for what we can't do," Leppien
said. "I'd rather we spend our time on
what we can do, and so we have a ten
dency to be very strengths-based, what
are you good at, what do you love, make
that your life goal."
Grandin mentioned the tendency for

people to look at what others can't do
repeatedly during "The World Needs all
Different Kinds of Minds"
"1 want you thinking about this;
people get too hung up on the labels,
the words of the label," Grandin said.
"We've got to start looking at what a kid
can do. I want to see kids be everything
that they can be, we've got to emphasize
what the kid can do, build up on areas of
strengths."
"My favorite overarching theme of
her presentation was getting rid of t he
labels, and just really practicing inclu
sion, thinking more about the individu

al, instead of their diagnosis," junior ele
mentary education major Kendall Todd
said.
Grandin discussed the different types
of thinking and processing. She dis
cussed bottom-up versus top-down pro
cessing, auditory versus visual thinkers,
and best practices for teaching.
"I sometimes see way too much of
that in education; they want to ram ev
ery kid into the same theory and that
doesn't work," G randin said. "You s ee
the thing is, one size doesn't fit all. I
want to see kids that think differently, to
be successful and get into good careers."

A&C 09

There are many resources available
online for people looking for more in
formation about Grandin and her work.
Grandin has also written books, her most
recent book being "The Autistic Brain,"
which talks about the neurological dif
ferences of people with autism and how
to best nourish those differences.

Contact Kailee Carneau at
kcarneaul 7@my.whitworth.edu

Zoie Koch |Photographer

Temple Grandin poses with a
supporter for a photo at her book
signing this past Friday.

Stuart Beeksma |Photo Editor

The audience applauds Grandin.
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Stuart Beeksma |Photo Editor

Renowned speaker Temple Grandin shares her life story and experiences on the topic of autism.
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Gun cositroQ panel:
continued from pg. 7

Keogh-George also provided Sta
tistics of gun violence, including mass
shootings. A mass shooting is defined
as a single shooting incident which kills
multiple victims. There were 372 mass
shootings worldwide in 2015 which led
to 475 deaths and more than 1,800 peo
ple injured, Keogh-George said.
"That's pretty scary," Keogh-George
said. "If tha t number doesn't scare you
that's probably a product of desensitization we get from the media because
we're hearing about this so often. That's
a pretty significant number."
There is a disproportionality when
the percentage of guns owned by U.S.
citizens is compared to the percentage
of the U.S. in the global population. The
U.S. owns 46 percent of the world's guns
while making up 4 percent of the world's
population.
"Our country is founded on the
right to bear arms," Keogh-George said.
"That's deeply, deeply embedded in our
culture and ideology."
People perceive gun control as a pol
icy to strip them of their guns. That's not
the case, Keogh-George said. Instead,
gun control policy focuses on how guns
can be used in a safer way in our coun
try.
Senior Nicholas Gosselin said he has
always felt like gun control is a hot topic.
"I agreed with most of what they said
but my only questions came around
when they were talking about stats and
the fact that this is a huge problem be
cause the numbers were low," G osselin
i
Erin Wolf | Photographer
said. "It seemed like for a large group Professor Lindy Scott discusses how to decide what conditions are necessary
of people, not even a full percentage of for peace when considering gun laws at the Feb. 17 "God and Guns" panel.
people, are actually hurt or harmed by
guns...So why is the topic so controver
However, a 2008 case in which a for
"We [haven't had] very much Su
sial as it is?"
Stronks spoke about the Second preme Court guidance on how to in mer police officer was denied a gun by
Amendment. In the colonies, Native terpret the Second Amendment for 200 the police commissioner led to the offi
cer's arrest for the possession of a gun.
Americans and people with mental years," Stronks said.
In the 1970s and 80s as a result of in The National Rifle Association repre
instabilities were not allowed to have
guns. Citizens carried guns because of creased violence, partially due to gang sented the man in court and the Su
the rural nature of the colonies, Stronks violence, individual states started to preme Court determined that his arrest
said. There was no law enforcement, so pass fairly restrictive gun control laws, was illegal because the Washington,
Stronks said. In D.C. law violated his Second amend
instead citizens
1975 in Wash ment right, Stronks said.
had the respon «
Although Supreme Court Justice Scasibility to protect
I don't want to think the U.S. ington, D.C., of
lia
said that it is an individual right to
ficials
passed
a
the community.
is more violent, but I think
law in which res own guns, he also said that no rights are
Stronks
read
Stronks said. States across the
the
second
maybe in the U.S. people are idents could only absolute,
be granted the country have laws that reflect their views
amendment
more focused on individual
right to purchase on gun control. States are responsible for
which states, "A
• , »
a gun through the the safety, health and welfare of the peo
well-regulated mi
rights.
approval of the ple, not the federal government. That is
litia, being neces
police commis why individual state laws regarding gun
MISIKIR ADNEW
sary to the security
control are different, Stronks explains.
sioner.
of a Free State, the
freshman
"As a person of faith I believe...in re
"I have no
right of the people
clear cut view of sponsible gun control," Stronks said.
to keep and bear
gun control just because I'm not that ex
Arms, shall not be infringed"
The language of the Second Amend posed to it back home," Adnew said. "I
ment has sparked a debate of whether or don't want to think the U.S. is m ore vi
not U.S. citizens should own guns, con olent but I think that maybe in the U.S.
sidering that we no longer live in a coun people are more focused on individual Contact Krystiana Morales at
kmoralesl 7@my.whitworth.edu
rights."
try with a militia, Stronks said.

CAMPUS STATISTICS
States that allow guns

Arkansas
According to Act 226, faculty can
carry concealed weapons, but col
leges and universities have the op
portunity to opt out.All colleges and
universities have opted out.

Colorado
While many colleges and universi
ties ban firearms from public areas,
the Colorado Board of Regents can
not technically b an concealed carrying.on college campuses.

Idaho
Individuals who possess an enhanced-carry permit may car
ry weapon's on public campuses.
However, carrying is prohibited in
dorms, buildings and at large func
tions.

Kansas
No college or university can prohib
it concealed carry unless a building
has "adequate security measures,"
but so far all colleges and univer
sities have requested exemptions
from the law.

Mississippi
Colleges and universities cannot
prohibit concealed carry for those
who have completed an "enhanced"
training program for a concealed
carry license, but guns are banned
in most dorms.

Oregon
Public colleges an d universities do
not have authority to ban weap
ons on campus, but they have to be
openly carried in most situations.
Most do not permit concealed car
rying.

Texas
Currendy individuals may not pos
sess guns on campus. As of Aug. 1 ,
individuals will be able toconcealed
a firear m in college and university
buildings unless they are deemed
"sensitive areas."

Utah
Colleges and universities may
choose their own restrictions on
firearms on campus. Dormitory res
idents may request aroommate who
does not possess a concealed carry
permit.

Wisconsin
As of 2011, Senate Bill 93 allows con
cealed weapons on college campus
es. Colleges and universities may
post signs that prohibit the carrying
of concealed weapons in campus
buildings.

Washington laws
According to Washington Adminis
trative code 478-124-020, concealed
firearms are prohibited on college
and university campuses.
Information from armedcampuses.org

OPINIONS
Major Shaming:

,/p@&

- It needs to stop
EMILY GOODELL
COLUMNIST

Major-shaming happens when a person knowingly or un
knowingly expresses a low opinion of someone's intelligence,
ambition or academic rigor based on their major of study.
When someone laughs at a major and says,"your classes must be
so easy," it shames that person into thinking the area they have chosen
to study is easier and therefore intellectually inferior to other majors.
The issue is not whether certain majors are easy or hard,
but rather that having a negative view of a major delegitimizes someone's intelligence. The rhetoric students use to dis
cuss each other's majors can degrade an entire area of study.
Major shaming happens, it's harmful and it needs to stop.
Over 200 Whitworth students responded to a survey regarding
the perceived level of difficulty of majors. Communications was
consistently mentioned as the easiest major on campus, while phys
ics was mentioned as being the most challenging. One student from
one of "the most challeng«
ing" majors anonymous
I am a
ly shared his or her view
on the difficulty of majors:
communications
"I don't want to belittle
major and I am tired of anyone's major because Idon't
think any major is easy in
people thinking I am college but they are definite
ly not equal. There are some
wasting my, time.
majors that require more
STUDENT SURVEY
time and energy than others."
Others detailed their expe
RESPONDENT
riences with major-shaming:
"I am a communica
tions major and I am tired of people thinking I am wasting my
time. Because I'm not... I am learning about something I love.
I am learning about how people communicate and I get to put
what I learn into practice every day, all day long, and strength
en all of my relationships...Why is that answer not good enough?"
Students in fields that were ranked easiest responded defensively.
When someone major-shames another person, it belit
tles their identity as a student and as a person. When peo
ple constantly refer to your major as "easy," it implies that you
are not intelligent enough to succeed in a "harder" major.
Coming from my own perspective as a communications ma
jor, I can say I have experienced negative, minimizing attitudes.
People assume that because I am a communication studies student,
I cannot express valuable opinions toward other subjects. I can t talk
about math or science or economics or philosophy because the as
sumption is that I am not intelligent enough to be able to discuss them
.
Whether the assumption is correct
does not matter because the premise
of the assumption is what is harmful.
"I don't think
A person's major does not give an in
any major is easy
dication of intelligence or knowledge.
Who are we to judge each oth
in college but
er for what we- want to do with our
lives? Rather than listening to so they are definitely
t n
cially constructed prejudices about
not equal.
a nonexistent correlation between
major and level of intelligence, we
STUDENT SURVEY
should be supporting each other and
RESPONDENT
valuing each other for our unique
abilities and differences. In the words
of one communications student:
"I don't think majors should be judged on difficulty. Peo
ple s tudy different majors for different reasons, and who can say
whether one person's' path is more difficult than someone elses?
GOODELL is a junior majoring in communications. Comments can
be sent to whitworthianopinion@gmail.com
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Results are based on an email survey of 215 students.

Interfaith Dialogue
Whitworth extended a gesture of support
to Islamic students on campus at the invo
cation address during spring convocation.
Professor Karin Heller wrote the prayer
for invocation and a graduate student named
Haltham A1 Mhana translated the prayer
into Arabic. Mhana repeated the translat
ed prayer in Arabic during the ceremony.
Heller wrote the prayer for convocation in
a way that Mhana could translate it. Howev
er, at the end of the prayer, she asked for all
these things through the Holy Trinity. A be
lieving Muslim cannot pray that statement
because they do not believe in the Trinity,
the Holy Spirit or Christ as God. Heller said
that Mhana translated the prayer and that
was it. He did not pray the prayer, but recit
ed it to show Whitworth's openness to Islam.
preating an atmosphere for interfaith con
versation is challenging. In order to have honest
dialogue, our community must face the differ
ences in religion rather than glossing over dis
agreement. We must understand that different
religions are diverse, and that is ok. For example,
Islam and Christianity have conceptions of God
that have several key differences. These con

trasting conceptions of God create ripple effects
in their theology. Many Christians see marriage
as a parallel to the way Christ loves the Church.
God is father and husband in the Christian un
derstanding, but in the Quran—God is only fa
ther: In Islam, marriage is not asacrament, which
does not align with the Catholic perspective.
In order to have interfaith dialogue, it is im
portant to acknowledge differences and reduce
hostile arguments. Dialogue should be built on
an understanding that differences are not bad.
By realizing dialogue isn't about convincing
someone to your side, but understanding anoth
er perspective, people can educate themselves.
Heller said there is not a lot of inter-reli
gious dialogue on campus, and she is right.
She also said that to have dialogue, peo
ple have to understand their own beliefs.
So, take a moment to understand who you
are and the faith or non-faith you hold, and
be open to an opinion that opposes yours.
The invocation address was a positive ges
ture toward Islam, but more interfaith di
alogue must happen on this campus for
people to truly understand each other.

JACOBS is a junior majoring in communications. Comments can be sent to whitworthianopinion@
gmail.com
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SPORTS
Men's tennis ends first weekend of home matches
Tennis splits
weekend
against Bruins
and Pioneers
Caleb Mathena
Staff Writer
The men's tennis team went one for
two in their Northwest Conference
openers last weekend against Lewis &
Clark and George Fox.
The Bucs, looking to improve on
their 6-11 record from last season,
fell to the Lewis & Clark team 7-2
on Saturday after three close doubles
matches, which all ended 9-8 after tie
breakers.
Seniors Drew Adams and Drew
Brigham, the No. I doubles pair for
the Pirates, were defeated despite an
impressive comeback. Starting the
match 1-4, Adams and Brigham won
seven of the following 10 games to
rear h an 8-7 lead before their 8-9 loss.
"Fnrly on. all the points were close1,"
Adams said. "We were still getting to
deuce, but they were winning some of
those points at the net and so we just
started trying to be more aggressive
and more assertive. I thought we did
that better as the match went on."
Senior Blake Miller and junior Jhun
Gumboc were also down i-2 early on
in their matt h. The pair was able to

fight back to a one-game lead for most
of the match, but lost it at the very end.
Juniors Caleb Hughes and Shane
Sandlin were the only winning pair
for the Pirates, managing to claw their
way back from a t hree-game gap.
Like their counterparts, the No. 3
duo was also behind 1-4 in the early
stages of the match. They were unable
to gain much ground until the ninth
game when they won three out of the
next four, putting them in the lead.
Out of the six singles matches, the
Pirates won only one. Brigham beat
his opponent 6-4 in the first set and

6-3 in the second.
"Personally, I feel like I served really
well, which helped carry me through
and gave me a solid base," Brigham
said. "I also really tried to attack his
backhand, coming into the net behind
it and closing out the points that way."
Achieving an opposite result from
the previous day, the Bucs won two
out of three doubles matches on Sun
day against the George Fox Bruins. The
strong start combined with a much im
proved singles performance gave the
Pirates what they needed for their final
6-2 victory.

Brigham and Adams lost their first
matc h of the day 8-2 to a nationally
ranked George Fox pair. After losing
the first two games of the match, the
duo came back to win two out of the
next three games, putting the score at
3-2. But the Bruins answered by taking
the last six games of the match.
"We knew we had an uphill bat
tle [on court one| today," head coach
Mike Shanks said, "but our No. 2 and
3 guys really picked it up. Our num
ber three is really strong for a three
team and that No. 2 t eam really broke
through. We've been waiting for them
to jell a little bit, so that was good to
see."
No. 2 d oubles pair Miller and Gum
boc came out with an early 2-1 lead.
The Bruins came back winning anoth
er one to tie it, but the Bucs recaptured
and held their lead-•—securing a final
score of 8-5.
Third team Hughes and Sandlin
dominated with an 8-2 vic tory. After
game three, the duo won back-toback games for a dec isive three-gage
lead. The Bruins were only able to win
one more before Hughes and Sandlin
swept the rest.
The Pirates won four out of their
six singles matches. No. 3, freshman
l.ayne Ryerson won his lirst and last
sets 6
while Brigham lost bis first
I wo 6-4 and 6-2, tespec lively.
Flic1 Bucs travel to Oregon next
weekend to fac e off against tlie Par ilii
I Jniversity Boxers Friday <ii 4 p .m. and
the I inlieltl ( oIlege Wildcats Saturday
10 a.m.
<'.untact Caleb Mallieiui at
nihil lieiia nMniy.whilworlh.edu
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Freshman forward Faith Cebula (left) and senior guard Taylor Flemming successfully block a shot from the Pioneers during a game on D
ec. 4.

Pirates head towards semifinals in fourth
Women end
conference play
against Loggers
and Lutes
Matthew Spencer
•nJ

Staff Writer
The Whitworth women's basketball
team split the last weekend of regular
season Northwest Conference play. Af
ter losing 59-82 Friday night at Puget
Sound, the Pirates bounced back to up
end Pacific Lutheran, 83-63.
The team was unable to get a victory
in their first matchup of the weekend,
falling to the Puget Sound Loggers. An
early deficit proved difficult to overcome
as the Loggers went on an 18-0 run mid
way through the first quarter.
Senior Faith Emerson did her best to
try and keep Whitworth in the game,
posting a team-high 22 points. But Whit
worth offensively combined to shoot 35
percent in the game. The Pirates' biggest
struggle, however, came on the other
end of the floor.

"We did not get it done on defense," we are scoring we are doing that. It all
Emerson said. "We kn ow better. It was comes back to our failings on defense,"
really the help-side, we failed to get she said.
A big key to the game plan heading
our rotations correct which got them a
lot of eas y looks. It went downhill from into Pacific Lutheran was to "focus in on
our perspective because of our help de little things like relaxing, playing togeth
er, and having
fense."
a good team
Puget Sound
effort," coach
shot with high
Helen
Higgs
efficiency in the
said.
game, shooting
The Pirates
49.2
percent
delivered
a
Faith Emerson,'16
from the field.
dominating
Those
good
defensive per
shot opportu
Emerson scored
formance
in
nities allowed
a team high of
their 20-point
the Loggers to
22 points during
victory.
control the ball
last Friday night's
Whitworth
throughout the
was all over the
game and main
match against
court
defen
tain a comfort
the Puget Sound
sively
pressur
able lead as the
Loggers.
ing the Lutes
Pirates trailed
into 23 turn
by 24 at the half.
overs on the
That deficit re
game.
mained steady
Most importantly, the Pirates were
throughout most of th e game as Puget
able to correct the holes in the help-side
Sound went on to win 82-59.
When asked about improvements defense from Friday nights game.
"On defense it was our help-side de
needed for next game Emerson focused
fense. That was where we struggled last
on pace of play.
"We n eed to, as a team, dictate and night and that was our focus for us to
control the tempo of the game. When night. I think that's where we had a lot of

SPOTLIGHT

success," senior KC McConnell said.
On the other end, the offense was fir
ing on all cylinders as Whitworth shot
45.3 percent in the game. McConnell,
who finished with 17 points, felt that the
defensive intensity fueled the offensive
flow.
McConnell explained the importance
of transitions in the game.
"When we could get out and run we
caught their defense off-guard because
they did not have a chance to get set,"
she said.
The first halves in each game played a
major role in determining the outcome.
A 15-point halftime lead gave the Pirates"
some breathing room heading into the
second half. As a result the Pirates were
able to finish the regular season with a
victory, moving the Pirates' overall re
cord to 15-10.
After a win and a loss during the
weekend, the Pirates remain in fourth
in the Northwest Conference. This week
Whitworth prepares for a trip to George
Fox on Thursday for a 7 p.m. conference
semifinal game.

Contact Matthew Spencer at
mspencerl 7@my.whitworth.edu
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Pirates to host conference
semifinals after two wins
The men's team ends
its regular NWC
play following two
successful matches
Jordanne Perry
Staff Writer
After a pair of close victories over the Puget
Sound Loggers, 67-65, and Pacific Lutheran Lutes,
73-71, the No. 3 Whitworth men's basketball team
reigns as the seven-time Northwest Conference
champion.
The Pirates started off the weekend
with an early 14-4 lead over the Loggers
Friday night within the first five minutes
of the game. Shortly after, the Loggers
went on an 18-8 run to tie the Pirates 2222 with 8:16left in the first half.
"It's always different going on the road
and playing at the opponent's court," se
nior George Valle said. "Playing at the
Fieldhouse is always nice because it's a
packed house and we are really familiar
with the hoops. Playing on the road is re
ally tough."
A technical foul on head coach Matt
Logie for coming out too far on the court
gave the Loggers two foul shots and a
two-point lead. However, the Pirates
quickly recovered to finish out the first
half tied with the Loggers, 34-34.
"We got off to a really good start,"
Valle said. "But then we hit a little
slump and let [Puget Sound junior
Carlos Mancasola] get going and he
hit about five or six three-pointers to end
the first half, which really allowed
them to go on a run."
The Loggers led the game for most
of th e second half and opened with
a 6-0 run. With 10 minutes left in the
game Puget Sound gained a ninepoint lead over the Pirates (57-48)
Junior Kenny Love wouldn't let it last
for long as he scored 13 of his total
24 points putting the Pirates one
point away from the Loggers (61-

tun

62).

"It w as really a right time and place moment,"
Valle said. "I just threw it at the hoop and wasn't
really sure if itwhen but from the way everyone cel
ebrated I thought 'it must've gone in.'"
Love, Valle, and junior Drew Sears were the top
three scorers of the game with 24,17 and 10 points,
respectively. Valle, Sears and junior Christian Jurlina were the top rebounders with eight rebounds
apiece.
"We've been preparing since last season for
these kind of moments," assistant coach Damion
Jablonski said. "Our theme all year has simply been
the word 'finish' and that's really been the mindset
since the start of th e off season last year that this
year our team had a belief in themselves that when
things were on the line we were going to find a way
to finish."
The following night, the Pirates faced the Pacific
Lutheran Lutes. The Pirates built up a 10-point lead
in the first half but the Lutes answered back to fin
ish the first half trailing the Pirates 27-33.
Whitworth came out in the second half with a
12-point lead (63-51) over Pacific Lutheran. Yet
again, the Lutes fought back to get within a
two-point distance (72-70) from the Pirates
with less than a minute left in the game.
Love sealed the game for the Pirates
with a steal in the last four seco
nds and
a free throw to put the Pirates at their
final game score of 73. The Pirates
ended the game with a final score of
73-71.
"PLU is a very good three-point
shooting team," Logiesaid. "They made
some really tough shots that allowed
them to stay in the game and I was real
ly proud of our guys for fighting through
some of the adversity that we had to face
tonight."
Jurlina finished the game as the high
est scorer for the Pirates with 18 points.
Valle was the second highest scorer with
15 points and tied with freshman Kyle
Roach for most rebounds (6). Sears and
Love finished with 10 points each.
"I t hink we are always looking for ways to im
prove, but our guys really did a great job of execut
ing tonight," Logie said.
Whitworth will play next in the NWC semifi
nal game against Puget Sound on Thursday at 7
p.m. in the Fieldhouse.
Contact Jordanne Perryat
jperry16@my.whitivorth.edu
Photos by Stuart Beeksma and Zoie Koch

With less than 15 seconds left
in the game, Love drove straight
through the Logger's defense but
missed a shot at the basket. Valle re
bounded the ball and swiftly put up
the buzzer-beating, game-winning
shot.

BASEBALL

SOFTBALL

Saturday, Feb. 27,11 a.m. & 2 p.m.
Whitman
Merkel Field (Home)

Saturday, Feb. 27, Noon & 2 p.m.
Lewis & Oark
Portland, Oregon

Sunday, Feb. 28, Noon
Whitman
Merkel Field (Home)

Sunday, Feb. 28, Noon & 2 p.m.
Lewis & Clark
Portland, Oregon

MEN'S
BASKETBALL
Thursday, Feb. 25,7 p.m.
PugetSound
Whitworth Fieldhouse (Home)
Northwest Conference Tournament
Semifinals

won

•»<

WOMEN'S
BASKETBALL
Thursday, Feb. 25,7 p.m.
George Fox
Newberg, Oregon
Northwest Conference Tournament
Semifinals

x»

WOMEN'S
TENNIS

Friday, Feb. 26,4 p.m.
Pacific
Forest Grove, Oregon

Saturday, Feb. 27,11 a.m.
Eastern Washington
Cheney, Washington

Saturday, Feb. 27,10 a.m.
Linfield
McMinnville, Oregon

Sunday, Feb. 28,10 a.m.
Willamette .
Scotford Tennis Center

TRACK & FIELD
Friday, Feb. 26,3 p.m.
Whitworth Crimson vs. Black Intrasquad Meet
Whitworth Pine Bowl (Home)
Saturday, Mar. 5,9 a.m.
UPS Quad Meet
Tacoma, Washington

TICKETSWEST

PLAYER M AGNET GIVEAWAY
WEDNESDAY 2/24 vs. PRINCE GEORGE COUGARS
The flrst 1,000 fans will receive a Chiefs Player Magnet.

SUBWAY

TYLER JOH NSON PO STER GIVEAWAY

TfcketsWest

93-7/VCyv,

MOUNTAIN

Gjiiwnrs

FRIDAY 2/26 vs. PRINCE GEORGE COUGARS
The first 5. Q00 fans receive a Tyler J ohnson poster.
Sponsored By:

Far Tickets Call S0a.S35.PUCK

SCHEDULE FOR
UPCOMING EVENTS

ISIPKBA

: 7PM
www.SP0KA NECHIEFS.\
+

+

WHITPICS

David Casteal, Ph.D., performs York, a one-man show in honor of Black History Month. The show focuses primarily on the life of the only
African-American slave who accompanied the Lewis and Clark Expedition of 1804.
Qfnarf Rpplrctna I Phnfn "RHitnr

Graduate Honors
Low number of honors program
graduates for senior class prompt
program reevaluation.

Black Perspectives
telly Carter Jackson argues for
he inclusion of black perspectives
n mainstream history.

p. 8

Basketball Crowned
Whitworth men make it 10 in a
row with a 13-point victory over
Pacific Lutheran on Saturday.
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ABOUTUS

VOLUME 106, ISSUE 10
The Whitworthian has served as the main source of news and sports coverage
for the Whitworth community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an organization
composed entirely of students which produces The Whitworthian weekly
newspaper and thewhitworthian.com.
OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting accurate and relevant
information in an innovative manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for expressing the interests of the
Whitworth community.
GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published weekly, except during January
and student vacations. The content is generated entirely by students. The college
administration does not review the newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas
expressed in The Whitworthian are those of the individual artists, writers and
student editors, and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associated Students
of Whitworth University (ASWU), the university, its administration, faculty/staff
or advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through advertising and subscription
revenue and in part by student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the opinions of their individual
creators and not necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its editors or its
staff.
PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in freedom of speech and
expression as guaranteed in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United
States.
CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248

ONLINE AT
www.thewhitworthian.com
QUESTIONS?
csoudanil6@my.whitworth.edu

CORRECTIONS
If you have a comment or question about the fairness or accuracy of a story, send
an email to csoudanil6@my.whitworth.edu.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to articles or issues of interest to the
Whitworth community. Send letters to csoudanil6@my.whitworth.edu.
Limit to 250 words.
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Ethics Bowl team wins second nationals title
The five-person team
brings home the second
national title in four
years of competition
Autumn Kelley
Staff Writer
Whitworth's Ethics Bowl team won the national
Intercollegiate Ethics Bowl competition in Washington,
D.C., bringing home their second national win in five
years.
The competition was a one-day affair, on Sunday,
Feb. 21. The team arrived one day early to have a few
final practice sessions.
The Whitworth Ethics Bowl team argued well,
displaying clear reasoning, excellent public speaking
and respect for their opponents, communications
professor and co-coach Mike Ingram said. At
the tournament this year, the team won all three
preliminary rounds and all three elimination rounds.
"Nationals was a fantastic experience for our
bowlers," I ngram said. "They represented Whitworth
well."
In the Intercollegiate Ethics Bowl (IEB), each team
receives a set ofcases prior to the com
petition that raise
issues in practical and professional ethics and prepares
an analysis of each case, according to the Association
for Practical and Professional Ethics (APPE). The
competition is designed to showcase students'

knowledge of ap plied ethics, their communication 10 hours per week for three weeks, including extensive
and teamwork skills, and their ability to synthesize individual study.
"The Ethics Bowl program develops within students
information on important issues and articulate,
a tremendously valuable and versatile skill set," Wyma
effective responses.
Despite the debate-like nature of an Ethics said.
This was Whitworth's seventh trip to nationals in
Bowl tournament, the objective between the two
competing teams is to present the truth, discussing the past eight years. During the years of competition,
Whitworth has finished as a quarter finalist, tied for
the most ethical and just solutions for each case.
Between regional and national competitions, fifth; semifinalist, tied for third; taken second in 2015
Whitworth University's Ethics Bowl team competed and taken first place in 2012 and 2016.
As a national championship team, each of the
against over 125 colleges and universities. Ingram
co-coaches the Ethics Bowl team with philosophy members demonstrates academic prestige with an
emphasis in philosophical and ethical reasoning.
professor Keith Wyma.
"Almost always, we have three or four philosophy
"We compete against schools public and private,
large and small," Ingram said. "We finished ahead majors," Ingram said. "And often, the non-majors
of Army, Navy, Northwestern University, .Indiana are minors, because they are interested in ethics and
related concepts."
University, and we beat North
One
of
the
team's
Carolina-Chapel Hill directly
strengths, however, is its
"The Ethics Bowl program
in the third round."
interdisciplinary nature. The
The
combination
of
develops within students a
coaches said that various
an ethicist (Wyma) and
majors
are
represented,
tremendously valuable and
rhetorician (Ingram) as coallowing for a wide range of
coaches yields a team that
versatile skill set.
valuable skills.
consistently ranks successfully
MIKE INGRAM
"We've
had
majors
at the national level. The
who have also been in
team is trained to' compete
Ethics Bowl co-coach
communication
studies,
with excellent analytical and
English,
psychology,
presentation skills. Some of
the team members are also on Whitworth's Forensics international studies, history, French, Spanish and
team, where techniques in debate are further enriched. chemistry," Ingram said.
To clarify, ethics is "theory informing practice,"
Whitworth's Ethics Bowl team consists of five
members: juniors Kaitlin Barnes and James Eccles and Wyma explained. That means learned and internalized
seniors TJ Westre, Ellie Probus and Brennan Neal. To theory melds into practice to guide a person's actions.
prepare for competition, the team practiced together Students who study ethics and hone their skills through
competitive tournaments are equipped with a greater
level of d iscernment when faced with some of today's
most debated issues.
"Our students consistently demonstrate that a
Whitworth liberal arts education prepares them well to
engage in thoughtful discourse with peers from around
the nation," Ingram said.
In the Intercollegiate Ethics Bowl tournaments,
school are not categorized by size orstature. Whitworth
engaged with students from larger universities, whose
philosophy programs are much broader and have
more sub-specialties. As a smaller, private university,
Whitworth faced secular public schools and elite
institutions before winning nationals.
"For us to go and to be able to compete, it shows
that our students are very capable of excellent thinking,
research, and analysis and applying the ideas that
they've learned in their study to real-world situations,"
Ingram said.

Photo courtesy of Mike Ingram

Ethics Bowl team members Kaitlin Barnes, James Eccles, co-coach Mike Ingram, Brennan Neal and TJ
Westre hold the nationals trophy. Not pictured: teammember Ellie Probus and co-coach Keith Wyma.
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17
The average number of years a
refugee lives in a refugee camp
before being able to leave.
p. 9

Contact-Autumn Kelley at
akelleyl 9@my. whitworth.edu

500
The number of refugees from
around the world who come to
Spokane each year.
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5
The number of home runs
made by Whitworth's
baseball team last weekend.
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Students by day,
workers by night
She reco mmends working in colleg e beca use

Madeline Roscoe

stud ents can start m aking con nections and colle t ting

Staff Write r

refere nces for future employ ment.
Before, between and after c lasses, man y Whitworth

"There are lots of b enefits of having an on-ca mpus

students report to their jobs bot h on and off c ampus.

job. On e of t hem is h ow su pervisors stress that we're

Students benefit from having money to put towar d

stud ents first," Ingram said. "So, if mid term s come
along and w e are super stressed out an d can't come

tuition or other expenses.
Staff a nd st udents agree, though it m ay be rliffic ult

to work, my supervisor is very unders tanding."
She caut ions students that Whi fjobs are in hiaj

at times, there ar e several other benefits that co m e
along with working in c ollege. Career Serv ices helps
students to find the perfect job.

d eman d .
"If students wan t a jo b on cam pus, then they

Career Services has records of ab out 700 stude nts

need to be ready," Ingram sa id. ' T he first weeke nd

working on c am pus and ab out 80 stud ents working

of school is when positions becom e available and

off campus, accordin g to Laurie Armstrong-Sargent,

they fill u p fast. Students oug ht to alread y have their

assistant

resumes prep ared."

director

of

st udent

employ ment. There

are man y other students working in the Spoka ne

O n th e other hand, freshman Bailey Dickinson

comm unity that Career Services does not keep on

loves working a part-time job, off campus. She started

record.

working al Lane Bryant in Augus t.
"It's kind of ni ce be cause you

Armstrong-Sargent

assists

students in the job se arch .and
application process.
S he sits down with students,
talks with them ab out their

can get away from your dorm

[Ot related to
Even if it's
it S not
• _
VC .arepursuing
yourr career
career you
are pursuing
.

can

determine

what

student

has

the

..

>

. "You definitely have to p la n/'
juggling classes, work and her
studies. Last semester, she hacl,

or

to leave class early so she could

available.
"I've

(o

said Dickinson, in reference lo

A
GRAM
AN
ND
D II E
E I NNGRAM
se]

ab|e

social ize with n ew people.

respond to
respond
to authority.'

out if the y are eligible for work
study. From there, ArmslrongSargenl

Dickinson said,
shp |jkes bejng

you are showing
sh< tving 'I can

in terests and skills and finds

options

and ever yone else on campus, "

hardly

ev er

had

make il lo work on lime.

a

student we coCiJ .rln't fin d a job for," Armstrong-Sargent

"I a lways take my book s to work so I ca n read on

sa id. "II I'm working with a motivated st udent, w e

my break," Dickinson ad ded. She says she doesn' l

< an find one."

always have as much

She makes c alls across ca mpu s depart ments and

time as she w ants to gel

hom ework done, but she makes il wo rk .
Ingram lias ev en be en ab le lo study abroad and

searc lies Whil)obs lo make il h ap pen.
"I don't want st udents to leel Iruslraled whe n

her jobs were there waiting for her w hen she ca me

looking for .i job," Armslrong-Surgent adde d. " I hey

hack. T his is on e of the benefits of having an on-

c an c

c ampus job.

IIIIII1

see me and I'll w ork with I hem.

Armslrong-Sarge nl strongly rec om ni ends working
"Studies

In

listing

co llege ,

ill col lege.
have show n

tli.it

st udents are

mor e

organi zed and do bel'tei in school becaus e ol their
lime man agement skills,

Armslrong-Sargenl s aid.

I leshman |oo l I refry is an assistant grounds workei
on c ampus. I le h as also had experieru e working oil
c ampus. I le say s there are benefits lo both.
I le w .is givegt more hour s al his off c ampu s jot),
but enjoys the flexibility an d accommodat ions thai
I wa s going to work in the c uslodinl depa rtment

benefit s
included

lime m anagem ent

skills,

of

having

the

job

in

develo pment

a

of

pr ofessionalism

an d

responsibility.
I vrn

il it s not re lated lo your careen you are

pursuing you are showing 'I can respond lo author!Iy,'"
Ingram said. Future employers value this Mm/0
Career Services want s lo meet s p ra i n ally wilh
freshman an d al umni to help them in figuring out a
( are er path.
"We

g o ® alon g with working on c am pus.

the

Ingram

also

meet

with

alumni

Ingram

"Whether you have grad uated a year or tw o ag o or

and my hours rlid not maic h with their hour s so they

il yo u a re in youi mid -10s lo oking lor i ar eer change,

sent me io the gr ounds departmen t and I go l a job

w e will work wilh you saying 'Where have you
been an d where d o you want lo got" W e help in that

I h c' i i tr o l ly said.
Ik

likes thai lie doesn't have lo slioss aboul

transportation an d commut e limes becaus e lie can

transition."
She wants students lo know that whether they
in-eel h el p linding a part-time job while in si liool, o r

be al work whene ver lie needs to be.
d g
go
y
I work in t he morning,, then I gel oi lI an
a nd
o In
lo m
my

a i are er after g raduatio n, Career Se rvices is there to

be.11 lass, t hen I go b at
|
lo work until m y next c lass,

help them re ap the benefits of working in college.

and so on," Irelry s aid.

( uieei Servic es i an be lound upstairs in the

Senior Stymie Ingram

works on

I

IUB.

i nm pus as a

Whi l|obs manage'i. si io researc lies peop le wh o co me
lo Whitworth wilh job opportunism's lo make sui
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Graduating
with honors

counts as honors and what
that process looks like. So
on the bright side it gave me
News Editor
a little bit more flexibility
This May the first class on how I was able to do the
of s tudents to complete the program."
Davis was able to
George Whitworth Honors
her
required
Program will graduate. Three complete
students out will walk with honors internship through
communications
honors cords in a class of 529 the
department. By writing an
graduates.
The honors program additional paper on top
began with around 160 of the required hour log,
reflection paper and journal
eligible entering freshman
four years ago and 60 Davis got the internship to
count for honors. Her study
enrolling in the program.
Lilly Davis is one of the abroad trip with the theology
three graduating students in department also counted
the honors program. Davis for honors credits with extra
entered the program as a assignments and speaking
freshman and regularly met with professors.
"[The
program
with other honor students at
program meetings and her requirements are] fairly
academic advisor, but said it flexible in that it heightens
was challenging to figure out the level of whatever you're
the program requirements at doing," Davis said.
After attending a program
times.
"It
was
pretty meeting earlier this year
cumbersome," Davis said. Davis wasencouragedbyhow
"It's tricky and they're still the program has developed
trying to define what exactly since she was a freshman.

Karlin Andersen

The small number of students to complete
the honors program prompts changes in the
program to increase retention
"Continue to build up
more structure for the
program," Davis said, offering
advice for the program.
"Continue to provide more
opportunities for students."

Continue to build
up more structure for
»
the program.
LILLY DAVIS

senior
Program director Doug
Sugano
acknowledges
the lack of retention from
freshman to senior year.
"There's clearly an issue
with retention, but there
are several reasons for that,"
Sugano said. "One is I d on't
think students understand
what the program has or what
the benefits of the program
are, that's number one."
Sugano said he believes
the large initial enrollment
number is misleading as the

The Honors Breakdown for Seniors
RED—The 529 seniors graduating from
Whitworth in May of 2016.
BLUE—The 160 seniors in the graduating
class who originally qualified for the
honors program as freshmen.
BLACK—The 60 of the 160 qualified
students who decided to take part in the
honors program as freshmen.
YELLOW—The three seniors who will
graduate with honors who originally
qualified for the honors program as
freshmen.

NEWS 05

program takes all eligible
freshman, but many decide
not to stay in the program
throughout their four years.
"The biggest reason being
students don't maintain the
3.75 [grade point average],"
Sugano said.
The graduating honors
students will have completed
at least 15 credits of honors
classes with many courses
being outside their major
and at least four of six extra
requirements
including
study abroad, an internship
or a research project.
Those requirements are
to be met while graduating
in the top 20 percent of
one's major(s) and with a
minimum 3.75 GPA.
Sugano
believes
the
rigorous requirements do
not hinder the benefits of the
program.

continued on pg. 6

There are currently over 30 honors
courses available ranging from
chemistry to philosophy. Not all
departments are represented.
English is the most represented with
stx courses.

» Complete at least i5 honors credits
• No more than nine credits earned
in a single department
• Sixcredits must be earned in upper
division courses
• Graduate with a 3.75 minimum
GPA and in the top 20 percent of
their major(s)
« C omplete four ef six categories
ranging from
an internships,
research project, a creative project
or complete the Core curriculm

+
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continued from pg. 5

Currently, the Jan Term Smithsonian
that they stick with and that's where the
Institute internship is initially opened
"They're just great classes and they're advising comes in."
The program mission statement to honors students, then non-honors
classes where we try to build interesting
continues
to list the advantages of the students if spots are still available.
and slightly different academic real life
Honors classes are open to all students
experience, that's number one," Sugano program.
"Our honors students benefit from regardless of enrollment in the honors
said. "Number two, I think what they'll
get out of most of the classes is not the smaller class size of honors seminars, program.
"I feel like for the most part they
only will they get a great experience, enjoy the camaraderie of fellow honors
were
pretty similar," Davis said on
students
in
learning
but they can also
communities,
and the difference between honors and
take something from
receive
priority non-honors courses. "In my Core 350
"[Honors classes
that class such as an
consideration
for D-group I was actually the only one
experience."
are] designed to be
certain internships," in there doing it for honors. So it really
Unknown to many
interdisciplinary,
according
to
the depends on the individual passions of
students after entering
the students in the class as to how much
Whitworth
honors
Whitworth, students
they're designed to be program website.
they get out of it."
can enroll in the
Sugano said he believes honors
Sugano
said
honors
more
experimental.
honors program if they
classes also provide classes can dive deeper into a subject
meet and maintain the
DOUG SUGANO
an opportunity for than non-honors classes while being
required GPA.
director
of
facilities
services
students
to
build taught through untraditional methods.
Starting
the
"They're
designed
to
be
portfolios and resumes
program late can be
challenging as students often have their that can be later used to apply for jobs. interdisciplinary, they're designed to
four-year plans already set and may be Graduating with honors is beneficial be more experimental," Sugano said.
multiple semesters into their academic to add to graduate school applications, "We li ke to think of i t as more project
-based learning. There is a curriculum
Sugano said.
careers.
"Some of the classes will have, and we want them to learn something
"I would say that if they're interested
in doing the honors program, and I internships attached to them or other specific, but we want them to do it
highly recommend it because it's going professional experiences attached to by experiencing certain things or by
to look really good on their resumes them that don't necessarily take them working on a project together."
Working together and building
and their grad school applications," to grad school but for example build
community
is something Davis would
a
portfolio,"
Sugano
said.
"Just
about
Sugano said. "I would say they can do it,
eed like to see more of in the program.
but they're going to have to really plan anyone coming for a job is going to n
"I think a big thing is community,"
and have a really solid four-year plan a portfolio."

Davis said. "I think having a sense of
community of we're in this honors
program together and doing this
together even though we're all doing
different classes within that honors
program would be beneficial."
To deal, with the issue, Sugano hopes
to begin two honors GE-125 classes next
fall. With each class enrolling 20-30
students they would be better served in
the program by specific major advisors
and peer advisors while building
community. Sugano believes the
courses would also increase retention
from freshman to sophomore year.
He hopes to cap the program's
capacity at 90-120 students with
currently 80-90 students in the program.
However, the number of enrolled
students does not represent the actual
number of honors graduates as students
can remain in the honors program
without remaining on track to graduate
with honors.
"I hope that takes care of itand I hope
to get out the benefits of th e program,"
Sugano said. "I think the retention after
the first year has been much better."

Contact Karlin Andersen at
kandersenl 8@my. whitworth.edu

Start Your Graduate Degree
in 2016 at Azusa Pacific
Occupations that require a master's degree are projected to grow the fastest in
the coming years, making graduate school a worthwhile investment. This year,
make your resolutions a reality. Further your career goals with a graduate degree
from Azusa Pacific University, one of the nation's top Christian universities.
Choose from:

Business and Leadership

Join the

4,200+

graduate students
currently advancing
their education at APU.

Education

MBA, Management, Leadership, Accounting,

Educational Leadership, School Counseling

Organizational Psychology

and School Psychology, Teacher Education,

Health Care

Higher Education, Nursing Education

Athletic Training, Physical Therapy, Nursing

Helping Professions
MFT, P sychology, Social Work

Azusa | High Desert | Inland Empire | Los Angeles | Murrieta | Orange County | San Diego | Online

Find your program today! apu.edu/programs

/£ AZUSA PACIFIC
U N I V E R S I T Y
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ARTS & CULTURE

The writer's life
Kailee Carneau

Staff Writer
Junior Josh Tuttle, an English major
on the writing and literature tracks and
computer science minor, has been
passionate about writing from a
young age. After learning the
alphabet as a child, Tuttle
used to type on his family's
old typewriter.
"I
have always
wanted to be a writit er; the problem was
when you're a little
kid, the challenge of
being a writer isn't nec
essarily 'the writing, it's
having something to say,"
Tuttle Said. "I didn't have any
thing to say, because I hadn't
had the right experiences to have
anything to say."
Tuttle has come a long way
since his typewriter days and over
time has found many things to say.
"Eventually I got older, and
you both get more life experi
ences, and with practice, you get
more facility with language and
writing, and mental stamina,"
Tuttle said.
Last year, Tuttle won the
Washington Consortium for the
Liberal Arts essay contest and
will have one of his short stories
published in an-anthology entitled
"Songs of My Selfie," a collection
of 17 short stories by millennial fic
tion writers.
"I had always wanted to get a
short story published and I hadn't
been able to yet, so that was why I
was so excited to hear that it was go
ing to be published," Tuttle said.
Turtle's soon-to-be published short
story is a fictional work; however, that
may not be the writing style he con
tinues to pursue.
"I feel a bit unmoored
right now," Tuttle said.
"I s ort of stumbled upon
creative non-fiction, and
I think that will proba
bly end up being more of my
thing. That does make me a little
sad, because I really wanted to be a

had the necessary insight to want to
come to a place like Whitworth, where
I w ould be in a good place to explore
that side of things, so I owe a lot to
him."
After attending De Anza, Tuttle
eventually transferred to Whitworth,
where he was drawn to the English de
partment.
"I came to Whitworth to be a com
puter science major, because I
wanted
to work for Microsoft," Tut
I...wanted to explore the
tle said. "I also wanted to explore
writing side [of myself], and I the writing side [of myself], and I
my opportunity to do that
figured my opportunity to do figured
would be better served at a liber
that would be better served at al arts university than some state
fl
school. And I w as right. Our writ
a liberal arts university.
ing program, on the creative writing
side, is just fantastic."
JOSH TUTTLE
There has been no single person
junior
of inspiration for Tuttle, but rather a
Tuttle said. "I p icked it up and it sound whole department of support.
"Our professors are so supportive
ed interesting, because I had always
wanted to be a writer. The book was and so wonderful, after coming from
fantastic, and that was the first time places like the Army and De Anza
that I ever really felt like I cou ld see the College," Tuttle said. "Just the person
al relationships with these professors,
path forward."
After the Army, Tuttle attended De I don't think I could name anyone in
Anza community college (CA), where [Whitworth's] English department, that
his writing professor, Charles Gray, re I ha ven't had something like that with."
"Songs of My Selfie," the antholo
minded him of how much he enjoyed
gy featuring Turtle's short story, will be
being in an English class environment.
"I l oved the environment so much," available in print by April 5.
Tuttle said. "Without that experience,
Contact Kailee Carneau at
I really don't think that I w ould have kcameaul 7@my.whitworth.edu
fiction writer, but I've discovered that I
like creative non-fiction more."
Before coming to Whitworth, Tuttle
served in the army for two and a half
years, where he worked as an Abrams
crewman and a Stryker Mobile Gun
System crewman.
"I picked up a book when I w as in
the Army called "Reading Like a Writ
er," by a woman named Francine Pros,"

BaoTianl Photographer

Josh Tuttle received third place for his submission, which will be published April 5.
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History: A black perspective
Speaker urges
schools to include
minority history
in required courses
Krystiana Morales
StaffWriter
Courses that include narratives of
historically marginalized groups are of
fered as electives and not part of core
curriculum, said Kellie C arter Jackson,
Ph.D. Members of the Whitworth com
munity gathered Feb. 23to listen to Jack
son speak on why black perspectives
matter in history.
Jackson is a 19th-century historian
and was a Harvard College Fellow in the
department of African & African Ameri
can studies before she became a history
professor at Hunter College, City Uni
versity of NewYork. For students who do
not study history, the African American
figures that they recognize are limited to
maybe two per century, which is a prob
lem, Jackson said.
"I'm always asking students, pay at
tention to perspective," Jackson said.
"Pay attention to what's being included.
Pay attention to what's not being includ
ed."
Jackson gave a brief overview of th e
black perspective of hi story. Instead of
speaking about the Atlantic slave trade,
Jackson spoke about Mansa Musa. Musa
was not only the richest African to ever
live, but the richest person. Yet, students
often do not learn about the kingdoms of
Africa b efore colonization began, Jack
son said.
Several presidents of the country
were slaveholders who made their live
lihood by owning tobacco plantations,
Jackson said. George Washington lived
in Virginia, the largest slave-owning col
ony. By the end of hislifetime he had 300
slaves.
"While [George Washington] is fight
ing for liberty and ffeedoml6 of his
slaves run away and he sends out slave
catchers to find them," Jackson said.
"While he's fighting for liberty and free
dom he's hiring slave catchers to bring
back his slaves."
Jackson spoke about the Haitian rev
olution and how it is rarely discussed.
Those enslaved in Haiti started a rebel
lion to overturn slavery and they won.
That was. a transformative moment
because slaves fought against their en
slavement and won freedom for them
selves, Jackson said. How they fought
and how the Haitian slaves fought to cre
ate the first black nation spread through-

Stuart Beeksma | Photo Editor

Kellie Carter Jackson explains the differencebetween beingan abolitionistand beingand slavery during the 19thcentury.

African-American History in Schools
Minority history courses are
not required in most schools,
but some places are making
a change. However, many of
the universities requiring
African-American history are
historically black universities.
Whitworth's Policy
Students must take a world language,
an American Diversity course and
a Global Perspective course. Afri
can-American history is offered, but
not essential to graduate.

Howard University

To complete core requirements,
students must take one of eight AfroAmerican studies courses.

out the Western Hemisphere.
"It's the only revolution because they
actually free their slaves. They actually
abolish slavery," Jackson said.
Junior Austriauna Brooks attended

North Carolina A&T State
Students must take courses to fulfill
a "Knowledge of African American
Culture and History" requirement.

High School'Policies
Philadelphia: Since 2005, all high
school students have been required
to take an African American history
course to graduate. Reactions to the
course have been relatively positive,
but there is some criticism that there
is not an Asian American or Mexican
American requirement.
New Jersey: High schools are re
quired to teach African American
history, and there is a standardized
web-based curriculum available for
teachers to follow.

the event because she was interested
in hearing a black woman's perspective
since it is usually the male perspective.
"I t hink a lot of p eople are going to
leave mad," Brooks said. "You know,

there are a couple things that people can
do with that. One, you have a conversa
tion about it with other people who live
in this perspective or they're just going
to stay ignorant about things. Some peo
ple will take away from the perspective
but be passive about the issue at hand."
Jackson also talked about the Under
ground Railroad and how Harriet Tub
man played a crucial role in the railroad,
but how William Still was the father of
the Underground Railroad. In his life
time he helped over 800 people, Jackson
said.
Senior Kamau Chege attended the
event because he saw the posters for the
lecture around campus and was inter
ested in hearing from Jackson."
. "I think with most of these things,
[people will] come, they'll listen and
then they'll dismiss it," Chege said.
Skipping to the 19th century, the
Plessy v. Ferguson case resulted in
the creation of separate but equal
legislation. Segregation does not just
create separation; it creates a negative
connotation with being black and it
tells white people that they are special
and better, Jackson said. The black
doll test implemented by psychologist
Kiri Davis in 1954 showed a damaging
psychological effect on black children.
When black children were presented

continued on pg-10
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Understanding
the refugee crisis

Panelists speak
about how
communities
integrate refugees

challenge to come here," Alshalah said.
"My decision [was] to come here, to be
more safe and to protect my family."
Mark Kadel, director of Spokane's
World Relief office, followed up with
some statistics on refugees.
"Out of nearly 20 million refugees in
the world today, the United States reset
tles less than one half of o ne percent,"
Kadel said. "The average length of time
that a refugee is in a refugee camp, be
Kailee Carneau
fore having an opportunity for a solution
Staff Writer
is 17 years."
The rest of the time was left open
Whitworth students and other mem
for the audience to ask the panelists
bers of the Spokane community filled
questions about the crisis and the work
the Robinson Teaching Theatre last
World Relief is doing in Spokane. One
Wednesday night for a Q&A panel dis
audience member asked how big a com
cussion centered around the topic of the
munity needs to be and what resources
Syrian refugee crisis.
it needs in order to sustain Middle East
The panel consisted of six individual
ern refugees.
panelists, each bringing different per
"How many? Well, if you drive be
spectives on the issue and different lev tween Spokane and Seatde, how many
els of experience with refugees.
communities do you meet?" Tanas said.
Three of the panelists work with "There's Ritzville, there's Moses Lake,
World Relief, an organization that helps Ellensburg, and the rest of W ashington
setde and integrate refugees after they state is vacant."
arrive in a new country.
Washington has the space and re
Among them were professor of polit sources to accept refugees, Tanas said.
ical science and environmental studies Kadel followed up Tanas's comment
at Gonzaga Uni
with some inforversity Jon Isacoff
mation on the
"it's a big risk to stay there,
and
sociology
government reg
professor Raja Ta
ulations on refu
and a big challenge to come
nas.
gees.
The final
here.
"This year, be
panelist sharing
cause of th e stag
BUSHRA ALSHALAH
her insight was
gering
refugee
Bushra Alshalah,
panelist and refugee
crisis around the
a civil engineer
*
world, the great
and refugee from Iraq.
est crisis since World War n, Obama set
The event was organized by senior Ju that cap at 85,000 [refugees], and out of
liana Zajicek, who wanted to provide an that 85,000, up to 10,000 of them can be
opportunity for opfcn di alogue around from the country of Syria," Kadel said.
the subject.
World Relief and other like-minded
"There is a lot of h ype and commo organizations have petitioned the state
tion right now about Syria, t he Middle and national governments to increase
East and the refugee crisis," Zajicek said. the number of foreign refugees to be
"I really wanted to carve out a space for over 85,000.
our community to talk about it."
Several panel members mentioned
The session began with a brief intro education was a key s tep toward both
duction on what the Syrian refugee cri alleviating the crisis and correcting any
sis is and how it affects people by Myron misconceptions people may have about
Jespersen, the Middle East program di it.
rector for World Relief.
"I think the answer to your question
"The one takeaway I hope that you is education," Tanas said. Education,have, if y ou don't understand the situ information, there's so much misinfor
ation already, is that it is an incredibly mation via the media, the social media
complex situation and there isn't a sim especially, and our leaders, some of
ple fix," Jespersen said.
them give us false information."
Each panelist opened with a descrip
Kadel had similar sentiments about
tion of themselves and the aspects of education.
the Middle Eastern refugee crisis that
"The best thing to do is to educate
are important to them. Alshalah spoke yourselves and make sure you are giving
of her transition from Iraq to the United the right information when you're hav
States.
ing discussions with people," Kadel said.
"It's a big risk to stay there, and a big

Zoie Koch | Photographer

World Relief's Global Director of Church Partnership James Misner (right) asks
for Bushra Alshalah's opinion on a topic brought up on Wednesday's panel.

Zoie Koch | Photographer

Spokane World Relief director Mark Kadel addresses an audience member's
question this past Wednesday in the panel regarding the Syrian Refugee Crisis.
Those interested in knowing more
about World Relief orworking with them
locally in and around Spokane should
contact Johnna Nickoloff at jnickoloff@
wr.org or visit www.worldrelief.org/spokane.
Those interested in learning more
about the Middle East should contact
the Middle East Club, which is open to

new members. For more information
about Middle East Club, contact Cath
erine Rishmawi at crishmawil8@whitworth.edu.

Contact Kailee Carneau at
kcarneaul 7@my.whitworth.edu
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history:
continued from pg. 8
with a black doll and a white doll and asked which was
the bad doll, they pointed to the black one. For all the
positive questions asked, the children largely pointed
to the white doll and pointed to the black doll for allthe
negatives questions asked.
"It's so disturbing because even at a young age...
you don't have to tell students, you don't have to tell
children who's the smart race, who's the pretty race
because every sign is pointing to them," Jackson said.
"And it shows the damages of being white and the dam
ages of being black."
Since apps like Yik Yak give users the opportunity to
stay anonymous, ignorance in the Whitworth commu
nity is shown, Brooks said. People are comfortable with
that anonymity. However, students didn't engage with
a student leader last year to talk about the conversa
tions around a sit-in that several students held when
that conversation was offered.
"Whenever [Whitworth students] have to be un
comfortable with conversations like this, that's some
thing that they don't want to do," C hege said. "Either
they don't have that conversation to begin with or
quickly change the subject."

Kellie Carter Jackson,a history professor at Hunter College at City University of New
York, dis cusses African
American rights issues from slavery to segregation during her lecture in honor of Black History Month.

Contact Krystiana Morales at
kmoralesl 7@my.whitworth.edu
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Whitworth Graduate Programs
When you're ready to take your degree to the next
level, look no further than Whitworth. We've got the
challenging, innovative programs you want.
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Why you should log out SOCIAL MEDIA
How often do you check
Millennials spend too much time
USE social media accounts?
on social media outlets
JOSIAHVANWINGERDEN
COLUMNIST

Social media outlets became one of
the most popular communication meth
ods among millennials at the turn of the
21st century. Several studies from the
Wall Street Journal, Forbes Magazine
and other sources indicate millennials
check social media up to 43 times a day
and spend as many as six hours on web
sites like Facebook and Instagram.
This data is alarming and with the
advent of the smartphone unlimited ac
cess is even easier to obtain. The fact in
the matter is, millennials spend way too
much time on social media and it has
recently been linked to various health
issues.
The H uffington Post interviewed Dr.
Hugues Sampasa-Kanyinga about a
study that he led on the effects of social
media on teens. Researchers found that
teens who spend more than two hours
a day on social media are more likely to
have mental health issues such as de
pression, anxiety and suicidal thoughts.
"The relationship between the use
of social networking sites and men
tal health issues is complex," Sampa
sa-Kanyinga said.
The N ational Center for Biotechnol
ogy I nformation in 2012 conducted a
study that also found a significant cor
relation between social media use and
depression in teens.
In addition to mental health con
cerns, social media use could be linked
to obesity and other potentially harmful
eating habits, according to a study by
Harvard University.
Students with lower grades also spent
more time on social media than those
with higher grades.

A study by the University of New
Hampshire found that, "Students who
have accessed social media sites during
class often had lower grade point aver
ages than students who never visit so
cial media sites in class."
The Pew Research Center echoed all
of these concerns and noted this evo
lution in communication could have a
negative effect on physical intimacy long
term.
I did some research over Jan Term to
see how all of this information related
to Whitworth students. I issued a survey
to 26 students and asked how often they
get distracted by social media while do
ing homework.
Results indicated that most students
(21) were distracted by sites like Facebook and Instagram. Whitworth stu
dents are not immune to this distraction.
However, there are ways to fight it.
A si mple solution is deleting social
media applications off of your mobile
device. Studies show that this not only
increases the phone's battery life by 20
percent, according to The Guardian, but
also decreases the time spent on social
media sites.
I am not calling for us to swear off so
cial media forever because let's face it, I
love my social media as much as the next
person. I am simply saying we should be
aware of how we spend our time and
the harmful effects that too much social
media can have on our health. After all,
you could save a life... your battery life
(zing)!
So, m y fellow millennials: save your
battery, raise your grades and hug some
one near you. Close your phone and
conquer the world!
VANWINGERDEN is

a junior majoring in communications. Comments can be sent to
whitworthianopinion@gmail.com

Stigma and expectation for men who are struggling
: .

JAMES SILBERMAN
COLUMNIST

"The lesson taught at this point by hu
man experience is simply this, that the
man who will get up will be helped up;
and the man who will not get up will be
allowed to stay down."
This qu ote from the great Frederick
Douglass, illustrates a few things. First,
for others to help you up, they have to
know you are down. It also shows they
have to see you making an attempt to
help yourself up.
With feminism driving thousands of
pages of li terature about what it means
to be a woman in today's world, the
search for what is expected of men in to
day's world is being neglected.
Among the few descriptions of what
it means to be a man, Douglass' hits

The last thing I want is for this to be
on something that the others miss; that
both mental toughness and the ability to received as a condemnation of your
be vulnerable with others are invaluable manhood. It's a very difficult thing to
and inseparable when one stumbles be confident enough in your charac
ter to be willing to
upon difficult times.
be vulnerable with
The New York Times
someone and re
ran a story back in Sep
This is meant to be a
ceive help. I have,
tember of 2015 detail
on many occasions,
call
for those who are
ing what it means to
been a spitting im
be a "Modern Man."
down to start helping
age of the self-pitier,
Among the depictions
namely two years
was "the modern man
themselves up.
ago as a freshman.
cries. He cries often."
I was equal parts ig
Contrast that with the
norant of how to re
stereotypical man who
holds everything inside and won't let ceive help and unwilling to help myself.
This is meant to be a call for those are
anyone in.
Unfortunately, these depictions of down to start helping themselves up.
masculinity are two sides of the same Believe me, you're going to have to do it
coin. Neither man does anything to ac now, or after everything falls apart and
you hit rock bottom. Stop feeling sorry
tually help themselves up.

for yourself and go be real with some
body about what's dragging you down.
The Whitworth Health & Co unseling
Center provides six free sessions. Yes,
there is a cultural stigma around men
and counseling sessions, but a man
doesn't make decisions based on cultur
al stigmas. Heed the advice of Douglass.
Be someone who looks to help others
who are down, of course, but also be
someone willing to receive help when
you are the one in need. Most impor
tantly, couple your acceptance of h elp
with the willingness to help yourself.
That is how a man responds to adversity.

SILBERMAN is a junior majoring in

communications. Comments can be sent
to >vhitworthianopinion@gmail.com
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For you all were strangers in the land of Egypt
Whitworthians ought to be doing more for refugees coming to Spokane
JACOB SCHMIDT
Every year, Spokane welcomes
around 500 refugees. Despite what you
may have heard from cable news or your
Facebook-happy uncle, they are not
dangerous. In fact, they could really use
your help.
As a nation, we seem to have a short
attention span and faulty memory. I
have been astonished by the number
of p eople who act as if th ey had never
heard the word "refugee" prior to this
past fall: While the "global refugee cri
sis" has certainly increased the number
of dis placed peoples, the United States
has been taking in a constant stream
of asy lum seekers for centuries. In fact,
many of the churches you may attend
have likely taken special offerings to
support an organization called World
Relief, a Christ-centered refugee resetdement organization. But we all seem to
have ignored or forgotten about this, as
I hear more buzzword-laden talk about
how dangerous and "un-vettable" these
people are. Ihis is simply not the case.
All immigrants and visitors to the
U.S. have to pass certain security checks
through the departments of State and

Homeland Security (DHS). These are
just ordinary tourists and legal immi
grants; for refugees, the process is much
longer. A displaced person looking .to
resettle here must first apply for an in
terview with the office of the United Na
tions High Commissioner on Refugees
(UNHCR) and if she passes this, another
interview with the United States Bureau
of Citizenship and Immigration Ser
vices. This process can take years.
Meanwhile, the majority of them are
living in camps in which they are not
allowed to hold a job and thus become
completely dependent on the support
provided by the UN and local groups.
The UNHCR restricts employment in
order to avoid the transformation of ref
ugee camps into a source of slave labor.
The largest of these camps are in Kenya
and Jordan, with some housing as many
as 400,000 people in a crowded array
of te nts. These people would have pre
ferred to stay in their homes. However,
because of civil wars, religious perse
cution, or the vast unintended conse
quences of our global war on terror, re
turning home is not an option.
Someone lucky enough to make it
through the interview process proceeds
to U.S. inte r-agency biographical secu-

Rainier Emerick | Graphic Editor

rity checks performed by the DHS, FBI,
NCCIC and State Department. Then an
other round of background checks by
the Department of De fense. Then even
more cross-referencing databases until
finally she is allowed to get on a plane
and come to the United Stafes. Upon ar
rival, she will be given 90 days ofsupport
before she must apply to other govern
ment programs to receive assistance.
During this time, she must pay back the

cost of her travel to theU.S.
It should be clear from all of this that
these people are not "un-vettable." In
fact they are the most heavily vetted peo
ple in this country. If som eone wished
to carry out an attack on the U.S., they
would be far wiser to pose as a tourist
than a refugee. To claim that we should
not be helping these people because of
inflated fears about the very groups that
many of them are fleeing is to disregard
Christian teaching and basic human
morality.
If an y of this is even remotely com
pelling to you, and especially if you take
seriously the Christian imperative to
welcome the stranger into your home,
then please contact World Relief Sp o
kane. This wonderful organization is
always in need of volunteers to help ref
ugees learn their way around Spokane,
figure.out the bus schedule, go grocery
shopping or practice their English. My
interactions with Spokane's vibrant ref- ug ee population has taught me so much
about the world we live in and what it
looks like to build the Kingdom of God. I
ask that you join me.

SCHMIDT is a senior majoring in peace studies and philosophy. Comments can be
sent to whitworthianopinion@gmail.com

EDITORIAL:IN THE LOOP
The honors program
needs to change
This spring, just three seniors out of
529 will b e graduating with honors. It
seems that few students at Whitworth
benefit from the honors program, and
the program needs to be developed in
order to be an asset to students and the
University in general.
One problem with the program is
that it requires students to take a va
riety of clas ses outside of their major.
However, Whitworth already has ro
bust general education requirements
and there are few honors classes to sat
isfy that requirement,
The program seem to have few ben
efits. Honors students graduate with
honors and wear honors cords during
the graduation ceremony. Howev
er, h onors events are not exclusive to
honors students. Students outside of
the honors program can take honors

classes as well.
The honors program coordinators
understand and are trying to rectify
these problems; however we believe
that the program needs to be revised
to remain relevant. It is an unfair pro
gram that sets arbitrary standards for
excellence in students.
We have no doubt that the three se
niors graduating with honors deserved
it; however, there are many other stu
dents who work extremely hard. The
honors program definitely misses the
opportunity to recognize many bright
Whitworth students.
Whitworth clearly has more than
three high-achieving, intelligent stu
dents who deserve to benefit from an
honors program. In order to stay alive,
honors must change. If it does 'not
change it will become obsolete.

Editorials in the "In the Loop" section reflect the majority opinion ofthe Editorial
Board comprising six editors.
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Kelly Logie | Fhotographer

Senior MattStaudacher celebrates Whitworth's lOth-consecutive Northwest Conference Championship with his team and head coach Matt Logie Saturday night.

Men's team beats Lutes for conference championship
Basketball wins
conference 10
years in a row
Caleb Mathena
StaffWriter

Men's basketball improved their
record to 26-1 last weekend after
winning the Northwest Conference
Championship for the 10th consecutive
season. The Pirates defeated the
University of Puget Sound Loggers
last Thursday and the Pacific Lutheran
University Lutes on Saturday.
Unlike their previous matchup
against the Loggers, theBucs dominated
almost all 40 minutes of Thursday's
NWC tournament semifinal, besting
UPS 75-58. The last time the two teams
faced off, senior George Valle put in a
last-minute layup to avoid overtime
and win the game. This time, the Bucs
found themselves trailing only once.
"After wa tching film, we knew what
we had to do to change our defensive
plan," junior Drew Sears said. "They
had way too many corner threes the last
time we played [UPS] so I told my guys
to drive them into me, make sure they
don't shoot the threes and I'll take care
of the rest."
The game began with a layup from

Sears to give the Bucs the lead in the
first few seconds. Sears would later
finish out the night as the team's
leading scorer with 16 total points and
four blocks.
Junior Kenny Love followed up with
a 3-pointer to pull the Pirates out of
their only deficit of the game in the
third minute of the first half. From
there on out, it was Whitworth's game.
All five starters for the Pirates scored
in double digits. Junior Christian
Jurlina was second in scoring among
his teammates with 13 points. Jurlina
also co-led the Bucs in rebounds with
Valle, who each grabbed nine.
"It was just great teamwork," Jurlina
said. "We're an unselfish team so if
someone's wide open, we're going to
pass it to them. We all have confidence
in each other to knock down these
shots."
In the end, the Pirates defeated
the Loggers, 75-58.
A packed Fieldhouse watched as
the Pirates claimed a 75-62 victory
over the PLU Lutes Saturday night.
Love started off the game
with a 3-pointer 30 seconds
into the first half to put
the Pirates ahead early.
Ihe Lutes answered with
a layup and a 3-pointer
of their own to take
the lead 5-3. The Bucs'
defense struggled for
the next eight minutes
to respond until senior

Matt Staudacher's 3-pointer brought
them within one point.
"It was just basic stuff we weren't
addressing on the defensive end," Love
said. "We weren't getting back fast
enough, they were getting easy looks,
and we just weren't playing like we
know we can."
The Bucs finally found their rhythm
again with 13 minutes to go in the first
half when Love generated five fast
points with back-to-back steals and
gave the Pirates a 20-18 lead.
"Throughout the course of his career,
Kenny has been a playmaker," head
coach Matt Logie said. "He can do it in
a lot of different ways and our guys feed
off of that. We're really lucky to have so
many different guys that can step up in
those moments."
Love opened the second half
just like he did in the first, with a
3-pointer within the first few seconds,

lengthening the Pirates' lead. Love
would finish the night with 23 points
and four steals, leading three other
double-digit scorers for thePirates.
"I thought we finished much better
than we started," Logie said. "Our guys
have kept their focus through all sorts
of adversities and circumstances this
year by focusing on what's ahead."
Despite the Lutes' efforts to regain
ground late in the game, the damage
was already done. The Pirates won 7062—their 10th time in a row as NWC
champs.
Make sure to visit whitworthpirates.
com to see when and where men's
basketball will play their first NCAA
tournament game.

Contact Caleb Mathena at
cmathenal 7@my.whitworth.edu

Kelly Logie | Photographer

Junior Christian Jurlinagoes for
a rebound during Saturday
night's championship game
against Pacific Lutheran.
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Baseball adds to
winning streak
Matthew Spencer
Staff Writer

.JMHi

Tho VVhitworth baseball team was on lire last
weekend, sweeping the Whilman Missionaries in a
three-game series. After winning Saturday's games
10-4 and 1.8-1 the Pirates closed the weekend out
with a 10-5 victory on Sunday. For the undefeated I 1vvin VVhitworth baseball team the formula for success
was the same: making the most of even opportunity.
Everv mistake made by the Missionaries was
punished throughout the weekend. It started With a
home run b\ junior Garrett Hughes in the 6-4 ballgame
in the bottom of the seventh-inning of the first game.
! w as just try ing to react to something. [The pitched
got the ball elevated and I put a goorl swing on it
Hughes said.
But for coach Dan Ramsay the mistake was no
accident.
"We are really aggressive on the basepaths and it
gets pitc hers thinking about our baserunners so much
that they fail to realize they have to face our hitters.
They elevate pitches and we have'done a good job
punishing them in those situations," Ramsay said.
The Pirates delivered five home runs over the threegame span: two of which were hit by senior )eremv
Druffel. In game three. Druffel finished with three hits
including two home runs and four runs batted in.
In game two. Whitworth's patience at the plate lead
to \ ictory. Whitman pitchers combined tor I 1 walks
and hit six Pirate hitters, most of which came around
to score. Whenever Missionary pitchers would walk or
hit someone, the next batter was right there to knock
them in w ith a run balled in.
Defensively, sophomore pitcher TJ Orchard was
aggressiv e and effic ient. Orchard pitched six scoreless
innings as VVhitworth built a 5-0 early lead. In lour ot
his six innings Orchard was able to throw loss than I 4
pitches.
"Attack and throw strikes from the start," was the
pitching game plan. Orchard said.
That mentality spilled over to fellow pitcher, junior
A) Milynrd. Milvard entered the sixth inning ol game
three in a lie at 5-5. The pitc her went on to throw five
strong innings surrendering only one hit to Whitman.
Defensively and offensivt|IJ', the baseball team has
been extremely elleclive this season, livery game a
handful ol Pirates are stepping up to contribute w hen
it is most needed. These c o ntfibulions have roots in the
competitive persona ol the team.
"They are competitive. The kids don't like to lose,"
c ea ch Ramsay said. "We see it in practic e too. Vn\ lime
we go down a run or two. our offense finds a way to
punc h bnc k. Thai's been the c harm leristic ol this team
that is stalling to deline ourselves as one that does not
like to Ic>se."
Next weekend's games against George I ox begin
on Saturday with a doubleheader at I I a.m. and then
again at t> p.m. belore the- linal game on Sunday at
noon.
c u n i a c i M. u i h c u V/IO/K o/ a/
;ns/)e/u o r I ~ « n m : \ \ h i t \ Y O r t h. v < l u
Kelly l ogic | I'lioli i; i.iplii :
Senior Jeremy Druffel up to bat on Saturday's game.
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Tennis finds first win at home
Women's tennis
finds victory
with help from
team's juniors
Maxwell Carter
StaffWriter
The Whitworth women's tennis
team picked up their first win of
2016 at home with a 9-0 victory over
the Willamette Bearcats on Sunday,
improving to 1-5 on the season. The
Bearcats have not fared well this year
either, falling to 0-3 following Sunday's
loss at Whitworth.
Despite Whitworth's early struggles,
the Pirates have continued to move
forward and hold their heads high.
Following the graduation of seniors
Caylee Lamm, Morgan McDivitt and
Saryn Mooney, the team has become
much younger. The Pirates have turned
to juniors like co-captain Bella Hoyos
for crucial leadership and experience
from an 0-2 start last season.
"With such a small team, a lot of
my focus as one of the team captains
has been on building each other up
and playing well, even if that doesn't

mean winning every match," Hoyos
Yet through it all, the look on Hoyos'
said. "We have definitely focused more face didn't change once, exhibiting the
this season on team building and same confidence and tenacity that she
working together, as opposed to simply has preached to her teammates in the
winning."
early stages of this 2016 season. With
The Pirates certainly seemed a convincing win under their belt and
focused on Sunday, winning their first their number one with a singles victory
five
matches
finally in her
pocket, the 1-5
handily
over
Willamette
to
Lady
Pirates
have a long road
quickly secure
ahead.
the
victory.
The
Pirates
With the overall
Bella Hoyos,'17
will get a bit
match already
of a break in
decided, Hoyos
the
coming
was
putting
Hoyos won her
weeks, hosting
the finishing
first singles match
Whitman
on
touches on a
during a home
Saturday, March
singles match.
game against
5 before a week"This season
Willamette. The
long
break.
is
the
best
Pirates beat the
Following
tennis that I've
the
home
Bearcats, 9-0.
ever
played,
match against
but at the same
the
Fighting
time, I haven't
won a singles match yet," Hoyos said. "I Missionaries, the women will be
feel like I am playing very well, but our heading to McMinnville on Saturday,
conference is so tough this year that I March 12 to take on the 6-3 Linfield
haven't been getting the score results Wildcats.
that I would like."
Hoyos finally got the results she was
" looking for, winning her match against
•sophomore Mikaila Smith, two sets
to none. It w as a heated contest, with
the women relendessly exchanging Contact Maxwell Carter at
mcarterl 6@my.whitworth.edu
forehands add lobs, point after poinf.

SPOTLIGHT

Pirates finish season in fourth
The women's
basketball team
ended their.. conference
Jordanne Perry
StaffWriter
The Whitworth women's basketball
team concluded their season With a
95-64 loss to the George Fox Bruins
in the Northwest Conference
Tournament semifinal.
With a couple of quick rims, the
undefeated 27-0 Bruins gained an
early 2 3-7 lead over the Pirates
by the end of the first quarter.
"They used their athleticism
well," senior KC McConnell said.
"They're a really tall team and they
really used their size and speed
against us."
Though the Pirates tried to
recover by scoring 18 points,
compared to the Bruins' 20 in
the second quarter, the Bruins
completed the half with a 43-25
lead.
The second half opened with
a 6-1 Bruin run. From there the
Bruins did not let the Pirates get
within 21 points of their lead.

"We played well against [George
Fox] last time,"head coach Helen Higgs
said. "We tried to huild on that by trying
to keep them in front defensively and
take away certain things that they like
to do, but they went to the inside more
than they did last time and got hot from
the 3-point line."
A tough full-court Bruin defense
forced 21 Pirate turnovers resulting in
14 steals, 27 points and a 95-64 win for
George Fox.
"Defensively [in the second
half], we tried to play in more
because their post player
[George Fox sophomore
Kaitlin Jamieson] made
seven for seven of her
shots, which opened up
the perimeter, but was the
right decision to make,"
Higgs said. "Then [George
Fox junior Kimberly Frost]
who has been shooting
about 20 percent of her
three's hit back-to-back
3-pointers to get them
another run. You have
1-

to pick your poison with
them."
Seniors McConnell and
Faith Emerson concluded
their collegiate careers
as the leading scorer
(24) and rebounder (5),
respectively.

"It's .disappointing when the score
is a margin of that size at the end of
the game," Emerson said. "But I love
playing this team. I think it's really fun
to compete against teams that you
know are going to push you to do your
best."
The Pirates finished their overall
season 15-11 and 10-6 in the Northwest
Conference.
"I love these girls and Iwouldn't trade
this experience for the world,"Emerson
said. "It's unfortunate it ended tonight
the way that it did, but friendships last
for more than four years and I've made
some that will last a lifetime."
On Saturday, the Bruins faced
the Puget Sound Loggers in the
Northwest Conference Tournament
Championship game. For the second
consecutive year, George Fox claimed
the 2016 NWC Championship title with
a 76-57 victory.
Selection day on Monday, Feb. 29
will determine where the nationally
ranked No. 2 Bruins will continue their

SPORTS 15
UPCOMING
EVENTS
SOFTBALL
Saturday, March 5
Noon & 2 p.m.
George Fox
Marks Field

Sunday, March 6
Noon & 2 p.m.
George Fox
Marks Field

Saturday, March 5
UPS Invitational
Gold Mountain GC
Bremerton,
Washington

Sunday, March 6
UPS Invitational
Gold Mountain GC
Bremerton,
Washington

TRACK'S FIE I'D

/ /

Saturday, March 5
9 a.m.
UPS Quad Meet
Tacoma,
Washington

Saturday, March 5
11 a.m. & 2 p.m.
George Fox
Newberg, Oregon

Sunday, March 6
Noon
George Fox
Newberg, Oregon

IO SINSTE
Saturday, March 5
10 a.m.
Whitman
Scotford Tennis Center

Photo of senior Briann Maley
Photo by Erin Wolf
Contact Jordanne Perryat
jperryl 6@my.whitworth.edu

Rainier Emerick | Graphics Editor
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WHITPICS

Students dance to songs popular within the past decade in the climbing
section of Whitworth's U-Rec this Saturday.

Juniors Ike Emeche (near left) and Dominique Cruz-Reyes (far left) work
as the DJs for the Awkward Middle School Dance.

Whitworth students
on this year by junior Rachel Henson.

&

Stuart Beeksma | Photo Editor

Stuart Beeksma | Photo Editor

Students pose for souvenir photos at the photobooth run by junior Benjamin Olsen (left) held in the U-Rec on Saturday.
Stuart Beeksma | Photo Editor
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Bridging the Gap
Whitworth looks to current
students to fill the tuition gap
from fewer entering freshmen.

m

Relief Efforts
Whitworth students volunteer
with World Relief Spokane and
organization that helps refugees.

p.7

Cohab Collateral
Cohabitation needs an update for
specificity in rules and reliability
in enforcement on campus.

New Head Coach
Former men's assistant coach,
Bryan Olson has been hired as the
new women's soccer head coach.

NEWS

ABOUTUS

VOLUME 106, ISSUE 12
The Whitworthian has served as the main source of news and sports coverage
for the Whitworth community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an organization
composed entirely of students which produces The Whitworthian weekly
newspaper and thewhitworthian.com.
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03 HANDBOOK EDITS

OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting accurate and relevant
information in an innovative manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for expressing the interests of the
Whitworth community.
GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published weekly, except during January
and student vacations. The content is generated entirely by students. The college
administration does not review the newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas
expressed in The Whitworthian are those of the individual artists, writers and
student editors, and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associated Students
of Whitworth University (ASWU), the university, its administration, faculty/staff
or advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through advertising and subscription
revenue and in part by student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the opinions of their individual
creators and not necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its editors or its
staff.
PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in freedom of speech and
expression as guaranteed in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United
States.
CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248

Student Life alters the student
handbook to make policies
consistent.

SECURITY
STUDENT
LIFE

08 POLITICAL POLLS

QUESTIONS?
csoudanil6@my.whitworth.edu

The Statistical Analysis in
Sociology class conducted a
survey on political opinions.

CORRECTIONS
If you have a comment or question about the fairness or accuracy of a story, send
an email to csoudanil6@my.whitworth.edu.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to articles or issues of interest to the
Whitworth community. Send letters to csoudanil6@my.whitworth.edu.
Limit to 250 words.

OPINIONS

SPRING STAFF 2016
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Peter Houston-H

Advertising Manager
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Karlin Andersen
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Adviser
Jim McPherson

Arts & Culture Editor
Courtney Murphy
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The Security department changes
structure to align the department
more with students.
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www.thewhitworthian.com
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05 SECURITY SHIFT

12 TREE TRAINING
Whitworth needs to take proactive
steps to ensure a more sustainable
campus after the windstorm.
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SPORTS
13 OLSON ON TOP
Bryan Olson has been selected
as the new head coach for the
women's soccer team.

SPORTS
The Whitworthian
••

•

like us on facebook

14 HISTORIC HOOPS
Both men's and women's
basketball teams broke records
and collected awards this season.
Cover Graphic: Rainier Emerick
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Changes to student
handbook coming next fall
Review process for students who
violate university policies is altered

STUDENT
HANDBOOK

inconsistent on the website
versus the student handbook
versus what professors have in
News Editor
.•they are
: M that are foundation
their syllabi," Botejue said.
To
correct
those
The student handbook is undergoing revisions that
er the Whitworth commufs that are interrelated with
will take effect next fall after a committee led by Craig inconsistencies, the handbook
's mission to
Chatriand, associate dean of community standards for Fall 2016 will h ave a section
rod through commitment to
tonal excellence, liberal learning,
titled "Behavioral Expectations,"
and compliance, identified areas requiring change.
itian faith and growth.
The revisions in wording and rearranging ofsections with subsections for the Big
:ond, they are communityexpectalions, applicable to all stude^P^^ilty,
pertain to the student behavioral and BigThree section. Three and other sections for
staff and visitors while
While no major changes occurred, such as removing or more campus policies, Chatriand
they are on university property. All of
Whitworth's behavioral expectations,.
altering a Big Three policy, many minor changes were said.
whether stated here or
"We
hope
that
when
students
made to clarify the handbook.
establislpp
publications,
proceed from
our
"I want them to know we did it so it's easier for look at this they see a more
Christian convictions and from our
them to use," Chatriand said. "We're trying to be more clear delineation between the
commitment to provide the best possible
nulla
education for all Whitworth students.
vero, si
transparent with our process and trying to make our Big Three and other university
Whitworth University does not discrim
Bniam tyrannus -,
policies," Chatriand said.
handbook easier to use."
inate on any illegal basis in the adminis
PTinime v ero, inquit
tration of its admis sion, educational, or
F
est
non
sed
The two largest changes are
employment policies and practices, nor
•oramus, quis est, qui
to
the
sanctions
students
can
be
in the recruitment training, promotion,
i statuat industriae?
"lhe changes that were made
financial support, or compensation of its
given and the appeal process.
were totally to the student's
The appeal process has been
benefit and in streamlining the
Abigail Nyberg I Gra phic Artist
renamed to "review." Students
are not found guilty for their
process for the conduct of Big
The revised handbook will list a number of possible
actions, but responsible, terms Chatriand said he
n
nrt
.
Three
issues.
believes further separate the process from making sanctions that can be imposed. Each individual
students feel they are entering a legal court akin to the case will be reviewed by the conduct officer, the staff
JUSTIN BOTEJUE
member assigned to the case, and an appropriate
Washington State justice system.
ASWU president
Reviews for violating a university policy will now sanction will b e chosen depending on the individual
go through a committee appointed by Student Life situation.
"Sometimes
it'll
be
President
Rhosetta
Hired this summer, Chatriand said he identified Vice
community
service,
«
areas of possible changes in the student handbook after Rhodes. Definite time frames
We're trying to be more
sometimes it'll be education
having trouble locating items himself and listening for the review process and
to students who were confused by the wording and students will be notified of
transparent with our precess and or a combination of these
things and we most often use a
the proceedings through their
location of policies.
trying
to
make
our
handbook
combination of tho se things,"
Whitworth
email.
While
not
"Craig is new to Student Life and he came in with
»
Chatriand said.
fresh eyes," ASW U Pr esident Justin Botejue said. "So included in the handbook,
easier to use.
Chatriand
and
Tim
Student
Life
will
operate
he was able to see what the issues were, where the
CRAIG CHATRIAND
Caldwell,
director
of
inconsistencies were, and I'm sure Student Life has had under a new set of internal
Residence
Life,
met
associate dean of community standards
issues with inconsistencies before. They're being very guidelines on how to proceed
throughout fall semester.
with a policy violation and
proactive with those changes."
and compliance
In February a committee
Areas for revision included calling an entire case review request.
convened to further discuss
Currently, depending on
section of the handbook, "The Big Three: Behavioral
possible
changes
to
the
handbook.
what
specific
policy
students
violate,
they
can
receive
a
Expectations," while it included campus policies
The committee included Caldwell, Associate Provost
outside of the Big Three. Sanctions, or punishments for variety of sanctions from monetary fines to community
students who violated a Big Th ree or campus policy, service. Chatriand believes penalizing students an for Faculty Development Randy Michaelis and Kathy
were difficult to locate. The sanction for a similar increasing dollar amount depending on the number Storm, former vice president ofStudent Life and current
policy violation could differ greatly depending on what of ti mes they have violated a Big Three policy is not associate provost for faculty development. Botejue and
Savanna Atherton, senior class coordinator, served as
section of the handbook the sanction was found in. The effective.
"[The current sanctions are] overly prescriptive," student representatives on the committee.
process to appeal a claim that a student had violated
a university policy was also spread throughout the Chatriand said. "The second reason is this doesn't
allow us to treat individuals in terms of what we think
handbook and often contradicted itself.
"How it is now is there are some parts that are would be most beneficial for their education."
continued on pg. 6

Karlin Andersen

409
Number of students surveyed by the
statistical analysis in sociology class.
p. 8

2
Number of gallons of water
per minute distributed by each
Whitworth sprinklers.
p.12

514
The total number of points
scored by KC McConnell this
season.
p. 14
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The price of a mind & heart education
spread among nine different categories
Karlin Andersen
to keep the university running, including
News Editor
financial aid for students, faculty and
staff benefits and salaries, facilities and
For the 2016-17 academic year, administrative functions.
Last year, in an attempt to save over
Whitworth will stand among Seattle
Pacific University,* Seattle University, $400,000, the university shut down
University of Portland and Gonzaga the Costa Rica Center. A y ear later, the
University. Not specifically for academic university still owns the property, which
rigor or athletic division, but for places an estimated $80-90 thousand
Whitworth's yearly cost pushing over drain on each year's budget for upkeep
of the center, Taylor said.
$50,000.
To keep those services continuing
On-campus costs will total $51,732
for the first time in Whitworth's history, each year, Whitworth partly relies on
tuition increases from students already
with tuition increasing to $39,600.
The continual increase in costs is attending to cover the losses of students
partly to fill a lack of enrollment in the who do not attend but are budgeted to
incoming class each year. In his address attend.
Taylor sa id the goal of reaching 625
to faculty earlier this month, President
students
exacdy
Beck Taylor said
is highly unlikely.
the university aims
. The university can
Ideally I wouldn't be
to enroll between
financially handle
610
and
625
paying that much, but yes, it 15 fewer students
students to ensure
than budgeted for
the yearly budget
is worth it.
and still hit the
is balanced.
LOGAN VEASY
targeted budget,
Every April the
sophomore
but too few or too
budget for the
many
students can
following year is
set by the Board of T rustees based on put a strain on the university's budget,
enrollment goals before prospective resources and facilities, Taylor said.
As tuition continues to rise,
students officially declare on May 1.
In between April and September scholarships also rise for incoming
when the freshman class begins at freshmen to encourage a steady flow of
Whitworth, enrollment numbers can enrollment.
An entering freshman in the fall of
drastically shift.
This target class size of over 600 2016 with the highest merit scholarship
students has been used to calculate offered will receive $2,000 more than
the following year's budget since a graduating senior in 2017. While
administration set the 2021 strategic freshmen receive gradually increased
goal of reaching 2,300 undergraduate aid based on the rate of increase in
full time matriculated day (FTMD) tuition, returning students are awarded
the same merit scholarship each year
students in 2011.
The fall 2015 freshman class has 584 while paying higher tuition.
"Some basic components of that
students, leaving a $2 million gap in
financial aid package have not increased
tuition and fees.
The tuition Whitworth takes in is with successive increases in tuition,"

Financial

Faculty &

aid 35%

academic

Taylor said. "That's by design. Uiat's faculty ratio while supporting an
never been our goal to keep those undergraduate student body of 5,000.
SPU, SU, UP and GU a ll claim their
financial aid allocations. That s been our
practice. It's the practice of ma ny other own national academic awards and are
either in Division I or II athletics.
institutions as well."
George Fox has an average classroom
A 2016 graduate will have
size
of 21 students, a nationally ranked
experienced $4,492 in cost increases
over their four years at Whitworth. Their women's basketball team, 400 fewer
senior year tuition and fees would have students than Whitworth and costs
increased 13.3 percent from their dues almost $10,000 less, according to George
as a freshman. Taylor estimates the
£I think we are paying for
average increase freshman to senior
year is between 12 and 13 percent.
[the] smaller class with the
In an ASWU meeting earlier this
month, Jim Munyon, interim vice
same education [as a bigger
president of finance and administration,
school].
said this will be the smallest tuition
percentage increase in 50 years at 3.75
SAVANNAH MOREHOUSE
percent.
freshman
Munyon said the university increases
tuition to cover costs, but is constantly
trying to lower the increase each year. Fox's website.
Munyon said the rise in tuition
Tuition and fees from undergraduate
students account for 80 percent of does not diminish the overall value
the university's income, according to of the university. However, tuition
Munyon's presentation to ASWU on over $50,000 places Whitworth in
financial comparison with much larger
March 2.
Munyon argued the increase intuition universities that are in higher athletic
is outweighed by benefits Whitworth divisions and comparable in academics.
The gap in revenue for this year will
brings to students in education and
be covered by reserves and a projected
activities.
"Ideally I wouldn't be paying that increase in graduate and continuing
much, but yes, it is worth it," sophomore studies enrollment, Taylor said in an
Logan Veasy said. "I could go to address to faculty. In his final remarks
[another] school and it would have really Taylor questioned how reasonable the
good education, but it wouldn't have goal of 2,300 FTMD students was for the
community or the right sports fit for me." near future.
Freshman Savannah Morehouse
said she appreciates Whitworth's small
student to faculty ratio of 11:1.
"I think we are paying for the smaller
class with the sam
e education [as abigger
school] but more personal relationships
with professors," Morehouse said.
"You can make connections with those
professors to set you up for future jobs."
Contact Karlin Andersen at
Gonzaga has the same student- kandersenl 8@my. whitworth.edu

$51,732: where does
it all go?

support

Auxiliary enterprise

25%

(room & board)
& be nefits for staff
& fac ulty, each
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Whitworth Facts & Figures
60 academic
programs
offered
11:1

student-faculty ratio

18 varsity
sports

Education based in
Presbyterian
tradition

43% of students
participate in a
study abroad
program

Security moves to work closer with students
be separate, but Taylor cannot see one now, he said. there's not a whole lot ofcommunication," Rhodes said.
Security supervisor Jacquelyn McCord also said that "We want to increase interaction between Security and
there are no benefits to Security staying in the Finance students."
By having more direct access to Student Life
Members of t he administration, Student Life, an d and Administration division.
Structurally, the change means McCord will report information, security will be able to better serve the
Security staff celebrated a structural change on March
10: security moving from Finance and Administration to Student Life VicePresident Rhosetta Rhodes instead community, McCord said.
Rhodes also said that students may see campus
of Interim Vice President of Finance & Administration
to Student Life.
security in places such as the Loop more often.
Jim Munyon.
President
Beck
Taylor
Students won't see much Security will have opportunities to be more present
announced the shift in an email
difference, except the change and intentional on campus.
" [Student Life is] very
to the Whitworth community on
"I think it'll be a good home for Security," director
will encourage Security officers
March 1.
student-focused; having
of
Student
Success Landon Crecelius said. "We already
to
engage
more
with
students,
"Effective partnerships with
have a great relationship with them."
Taylor said.
security operate from the
campus security are currently
Dayna Jones, assistant dean of students and director
"When [security officer] Bill
hampered by dual incident
same focus will be good.
and I walk into a room, Bill is of HUB & student activities, agreed. She often works
reporting processes and system
DAYNA JONES
usually the more popular one," with Security as director of ASWU , i ncluding on the
inaccessibility,"
according
recent Rave in Graves.
Taylor
said.
to Taylor's email. "Structural
assistant dean of students and
"I think it will be good for Student Life," Jones said.
The purely structural change
realignment will enable joint
director of HUB & student
has other implications; there is no "It's very student-focused; having security operate
systems access and will eliminate
cost or pay difference associated from that same focus will be good."
fragmented
approaches
to
activities
Student Life held a celebration on March 10 in the
with the change, and the security
student case management."
/
office will remain in Current Crow's Nest, where staff of Student Life, Secu rity and
"It's not going to mean a lot in
terms of work and responsibility," Taylor said. "It puts building on Hawthorne Road, Taylor said. The change administration played an ice-breaker bingo game
[security] more proximate to other professionals and does create a new area of responsibility for Rhosetta and shared cake. Student Life members could be seen
welcoming Security officials to the department.
Rhodes.
students."
"The day-to-day operations won't be a big deal for
Part of Security's job is to enforce-Whitworth's
regulations and protect itsstudents, which they do well, me," said Rhodes, whose appointment to vice president
of student life and dean of students was announced in
but that is not the only part of their job, Taylor said.
"Most of their work as itis isinteracting withStudent February.
The only major change is that Security staffwill meet
Life professionals," he said.
Security has been housed in the Finance and more regularly with Student Life. The new structure will
Administration department for as long as anyone increase communication across departments and may
can remember, Taylor sa id, with conversation about help Student Life and Security to prevent unacceptable
Contact Katie Shaw at
moving Security starting last year. At some point there behavior or other student issues, Rhodes said.
"Currently we see Security officers from afar, and kshawl 7@my.whitworth.edu
was probably a good reason for the departments to

Katie Shaw
Copy Chief
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continued from pg. 3
"The committee was really great," Chatriand said.
"Just as an exercise to get together and talk about 'this
is what our policies say, is this doing what we want it to
do? Is our handbook doing what we want it to do?' was
really useful."
Chatriand brought examples of o ther universities'
policies and ideas of his own to the committee for
discussion. The decisions and revisions from their
previous meeting were discussed before being
finalized.
"Through that process we ensure that, everyone
who is a stakeholder, that their opinions are heard and

their concerns are met through the process, Botejue
said. "I think the changes that have been made and the
revisions that have been made so far are adequate and
even necessary for students when it comes to making
sure students are being taken care of on campus.'
Chatriand says he believes these changes are minor
and hopes they will go unnoticed by students.
"I hope it will make it more understandable. I hope
it removes some anxiety of students who were alleged
to have violated a policy," Chatriand said. "I don't want
them to have any more anxiety and stress because they
couldn't understand the policy, they couldn't figure
out where it was, they don't know what's going to
happen next in the process."
Botejue agrees the changes made- were necessary

and will ultimately benefit students.
"The changes that were made were totally to the
student's benefit and in streamlining the process for
the conduct of Big Three issues," Botejue said.
Both Botejue and Chatriand believe resident
assistants who are properly trained in the alterations
next fall can adequately communicate the updated
handbook to students, they said. Chatriand said he
hopes to attend an ASWU meeting later this semester
to further speak on the changes and inform students.

Contact Karlin Andersen at
kandersenl 8@my. whitworth.edu

TWEET USI

Twitter.COM/tlieWr wrthlaii
The Whitworth Choir
Marc A. Hafso, director | Mary J. Trotter,
accompanist

<r°'" G«at Britain

and the United ^

pntert
April 9,2016 • 8 p.m.
Martin Woldson Theater at The Fox
1001 W. Sprague Ave., Spokane

Tickets: $7 regular admission; $5 student/senior (62-plus)
FREE to high-school and Whitworth students
with valid student I.D.
Tickets available at www.martinwoldsontheater.com,
by calling 509.624.1200, or at the door.
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WHATEVER YOU DO
Whether you feel called to be a pastor, c hurch planter, counselor,
educator, community organizer, o r something else, w e can help you
explore your future in ministry. Come visit campus!
Degree programs:
Master of Divinity (including emphasis in c hurch planting)
Master of Divinity with joint d egrees (Including law, social wort,
and public policy)
Master of Divinity or Master of Arts with concentration in u rban
ministry
Master of Arts (including Theology and Ministry or
Theological Studies)

Aa

For more information, please contact the Whitworth
Music Office at 509.777.3280 or music@whitworth.edu.

Master of Theology

1-800-451-4194

PITTSBURGH

www.pts.edu / Whitworth

SEMINARY

THEOLOGICA1
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Whitworth students volunteer
time to work with relief efforts
Spokane nonprofit
organizations such as
World Relief work to
integrate refugees

Kailee Carneau
Staff Writer
Historically, Whitworth students have volunteered
with a variety of charitable and non-profit
organizations around the Spokane region.
Young Life, the Union Gospel Mission and
New Covenant Foundation are just a
few of the many organizations the
Whitworth community has been
involved with.
World Relief Spokane
is another organization
Whitworth has worked
closely with over the
years, and has enticed
numerous Whitworth
volunteers.
World Relief is
a global nonprofit
organization
that works with
churches and other
organizations
around the globe
to assist vulnerable
populations who
are often victims
of war or natural
disaster.
World
Relief
aids
in ,
refugee integration,
immigration, disaster
response,
economic
development, health and
child development and
building peace in war- or
disaster-torn communities,
among other things.
World Relief works to aid
people in a multitude of ways, but a
large portion of its time and resources
goes toward assisting refugees and
helping them get settled into their new lives
in the United States.
Since its'foundation in the city in 1992, World
Relief Spokane has worked with new refugees to the
area from over 15 different countries. The organization
currently provides services including refugee
resettlement assistance, employment services, microenterprise loans, immigration services and work to
raise awareness and serve victims ofhuman trafficking,
according to its website.
Junior community health major Karina Dautenhahn
recently joined World Relief Spoka ne as a volunteer.
Karina meets regularly with a woman who is very new

to the United States. The woman is a recent refugee
from Afghanistan.
"I meet with my human once a week and work
on English with her," Dautenhahn said. "Last week, I
brought my colored crayons, and I taught her colors.
We made flash cards and taped them to her cabinets,
and her microwave. It helps to engage with someone
one on one, who speaks English."
Dautenhahn acts as the woman's English mentor,
and her friend, as she hopes to help make sure her
mentee's transition to living in the United States
is as smooth as possible, since she arrived from

Afghanistan
seven months ago with her husband and two sons.
"[Being a mentor] is just tobeher friend and help her
feellike she has a place where she can feel comfortable
and accepted," Dautnehahn said.
Dautenhahn's mentee had to live in refugee camps
in Turkey and Iran for eight years before she was able
to move to the United States. Since her arrival, World
Relief pa rtnered her with Dautenhahn help her learn

English and grow more comfortable with American
culture.
Although Dautenhahn only joined World Relief this
January, she already finds the volunteer work to be
rewarding.
"I like it, a nd would like to be an intern for them
[World Relief] eventually," Dautenhahn said. "I think
they are a really great organization with a really great
mission. I would love to get to do this type of work,
just getting to know people, and working with them,
and helping them succeed in a place where they are
terrified."
Since she has not been volunteering with World
Relief Spokane forvery long,Dautenhahn's relationship
with her mentee is just beginning. However, their
friendship is already beginning to bridge the
language barrier between them. For student
volunteers just beginning the mentor
program with World Relief Spokane,
Dautenhahn recommends first
focusing on forming a personal
connection with the individual,
despite social or cultural
rriers.
"Just
connecting
with them on a human
level is important, so
like laughing, and
acknowledging the
fact that neither of
you can understand
each
other,"
Dautenhahn said.
"Just be a good
friend."
World
Relief
Spokane
has
frequent volunteer
opportunities and
internship positions
for those looking
to get involved with
the organization. In
addition to teaching
English as a second
language to refugees,
volunteers are also needed
to help refugees learn
how to navigate local public
transportation, what groceries
to buy at the store, where to
purchase necessary household
items and other essential life skills.
For students looking for a different
cross-cultural experience, World Relief
offers internships year-round. They hire interns
specializing in employment, grant writing, anti-human
trafficking, marketing and more. For more information
on internship opportunities, visit worldreliefspokane.
org/volunteer or contact Johnna Nickoloff, World
Relief Spokane's internship coordinator at jnickoloff@
wr.org.

Contact Kailee Carneau at
kcarneaul 7@my.whitworth.edu
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Class survey results reveal
student political opinions

PotmcaL
LIBERA
MODERAT

The Statistical Analysis
in Sociology class
surveyed 409 students,
with interesting results

ic presidential candidate. This figure represents slightly
more than half (51 percent) of the respondents who knew
for whom they would vote for.
This finding is surprising since, traditionally, students
at Whitworth University tend to have more conservative
political attitudes and behaviors and, therefore, vote Re
publican, Tanas said.
Washington state will hold Democratic party caucus
es March 26. Supporters of Democratic nominee Bernie
Sanders held protests against the rhetoric promoted by
Republican nominee Donald Trump at his March 11 rally
Krystiana Morales
in Chicago. Aprofile of the students at Whitworth who are
Staff Writer
voting for Sanders may provide insight into the individu
als who support him.
The majority of 409 students polled said they would
During his campaign, Bernie Sanders has repeated
vote for Bernie Sanders, according to a survey adminis
ly declared some of his biggest
tered by the Statistical Analysis in
goals as president will be to offer
Sociology class.
It makes sense that if people universal healthcare and debtStudents in the Statistical Anal
consider themselves a Republi free college education for United
ysis in Sociology class adminis
States citizens.
tered a questionnaire to collect
can or [a] Democrat that they
While Sanders is one of the
data from 409 students for a class
Democratic
nominees for the
would vote fora presidential
exercise. The questionnaire items
presidential election, he is an
IT
measured various socio-democandidate from that party.
ti-establishment and perhaps that
graphics as well as variables per
makes him well received byyoung
ANNA HINZ
taining to a wide variety of t opics
college students, Tanas said.
relevant to the Whitworth commu
senior
Senior Anna Hinz considers
nity.
herself a Democrat and so do her
Some questions asked if students had violated a Big
parents. When it comes to politics, she finds she and her
Three or if they care about the gender of their boss. One
friends are in the middle of t he road on several issues,
of the questionnaire items asked, "Name the presidential
Hinz said.
candidate that you are likely to vote for in November."
"Psychologically, it makes sense that if people consid
It is important to note that the sample respondents
er themselves a Republican or Democrat that they would
represented a convenience sample. Members of the sta
tistics class gathered the data from students they either vote for a presidential candidate from that party," Hinz
knew or met on campus in random places. In no way do said. "They already are affiliating themselves with one po
the sample responses represent the opinions of the entire sition or the other. So that connection is going to psycho
logically impact how they view the candidate."
student body.
Of th e students who said they would vote for Bernie
Of the 409 survey respondents, 278 knew which pres
Sanders
for president, about 47 percent considered them
idential candidate they would vote for. Of the latter, 142
said that they would vote for Bernie Sand
ers, a Democrat selves "religious" or "very religious." Forty-five percent of
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33%
40%
27%
the same sample of students who would vote for Sahdets
attended church twice or more a month.
Perhaps Whitworth is attracting students who are
more open to liberal ideas. More than half of the students
who said they would vote for Sanders also said that t
documented immigrants should be provided with social
services.
There is a strong mix of W hitworth students who are
either very conservative or very liberal, senior Shaw

ON CAMPUS AND AROUND TOWN

CAMPUS: BOY MEETS DEPRESSION

CAMPUS: SPRING CLUB FAIR

7 p.m.

11 a.m. -1 p.m.
HUB M ultipurpose Room
Come check out Whitworth's many
clubs, and get involved in one (or a
few) this spring.

HUB Mu ltipurpose Room
Listen to comedian, writer and
activist Kevin Breel speak about going
through depression and suicide, and
how to stay positive throughout life.

POETRY: BROKEN MIC
6:30 p.m.
Neato Burrito
827 W. First Ave.
Put on by Spokane Poetry Slam, this
weekly open mic reading series is
open to all ages and all skill levels.

CO

GO

LITERATURE: READING WITH AMY LEACH
7 p.m.
HUB M ultipurpose Room
Listen to a reading by Montana-based
author and professor Amy Leach,
whose work has won awards and been
published in A P ublic Space, Tin House,
Orion, the Los Angeles Review and
many others.

CO

FILM: ASWU SPRING MOVIE

CT>

7 p.m.

All w eek / $25 0
There are two tri,
lion National Pa
Rachel Osgood a
my.whitworth.ed
still openings.

Robinson Teaching Theatre
Take a study break and watch a movie
put on by ASWU, as part of the spring
movie series. Check your email to see
what is playing.

THEATER: LITTLE WOMEN: THE MUSICAL
7 p.m. I $ 22
Spokane Civic Theatre
1020 N. H oward St.
Watch the timeless, captivating story
by Louisa May Alcott brought to life in
musicalform.

OUTDOORS: OUTDI

GO

MUSEUM: NORMA

10 a.m. - 5 p.io-1
Northwest Muse:
2316 W. First Avt
See the first sole
work since herd
60 of her prints
exhibition.
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Angle said.
"Especially with this presidential election, people are
specifically looking at the different policies of what each
candidate has because it has been such a diverse and dif
ferent type of el ection that has been happening," Angle
said.
'
It is also interesting to note that of the students who
said they would likely vote for Sanders, fewer than twothirds are first generation college students. Since this

OR RECTRIPS BEGIN

s going to Moab and
k in Utah. Contact
rosgoodl6@
' to see if there are
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ath in 1957. Over
re gathered in this
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CO

group of students has college education in their family
backgrounds and therefore see the value of college edu
cation, they appear to be excited about debt-free college
education, Tanas said.
Perhaps this policy proposal may explain why Sanders
is an attractive presidential candidate to college-age stu
dents, Tanas said.
"I think that a lot of people identify strongly with
whether or not they're Republican or Democrat," Angle

MUSEUM: NUUNIMNIX
10 a.m. -5 p.m. / $1 0
Northwest Museum of Arts & Culture
2316 W. First Ave.
See a celebration of the Nez Perce
National Historic Park, including
clothing, beaded bags and
contemporary crafts.

THEATER: JOSEPH AND THE AMAZING
TECHNICOLOR DREAMCOAT
2 p.m. I $8
Central Valley High School
821 S.Sullivan Rd
Watch Andrew Lloyd Webber's timeless
classic, featuring professional g uest

CM

as
u

said. "But at the same time I think that people do identify
with that because the candidates that do fall under Dem
ocrat or Republican align with the beliefs that they have.
Which is why they fall under that political ideology."

Contact Krystiana Morales at
kmoralesl 7@my.whitworth.edu

POETRY: SPOKANE POETRY SLAM

CM
CM

7 p.m.

U

Watch a poetry slam with guest poet
Chris Leja, who has represented
Portland at national competitions.

CO

The Bartlett
228 W. Sprague Ave

COMMUNITY: BACKYARD CONSERVATION
STEWARDSHIP PROGRAM
5 p.m. I $25

Spokane Conservation District
210 N. Havana St
Learn about gardening and
conservation topics with local experts.

MUSEUM: TREASURE!
10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Northwest Museum of Arts & Culture
2316 W. First Ave.
Learn about the treasure hunting,
technology used to find treasure and
what kind of p eople look for treasure.

COMMUNITY: DINEOUT TO FEED SPOKANE
All da y
Restaurants in town / Price varies
Eat out and some of the proceeds will
go to Feed Spokane, which takes food
from restaurants to local charity meal
sites. Co to bit.ly/lphcfth to view
participating restaurants.

+
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Students express themselves at annual dance
Arend's annual
dance promotes
St. Patrick's day
festivities
Kailee Carneau
Staff Writer
Students gathered in the Crow's Nest
for Arend's annual St. Patrick's-themed
dance, Green with Envy.
Sophomore William Tadlock was one
of the students in attendance. Tadlock's
favorite dance at Whitworth has been
Green with Envy. This, coupled with his
large array of green apparel, prompted
him to attend again this year.
"I think that [dances] bring a sense of
community and fun, and a break from
studying and everything," Tadlock said.
"It's just a way to express yourself and be
yourself on the dance floor."
Tadlock has attended nine danc
es in just two years at Whitworth while
remaining an avid event attender and
dance floor frequenter.

"My favorite dance move is... I justget
on the dance floor and move my body
however I want to and people cheer,"
Tadlock said. "I just make it up, improv."
Tadlock rarely misses an opportunity
to dance, and has advice for those who
are new to the Whitworth dance scene.
"Be yourself, just let itgo on the dance
floor," Tadlock said.
Junior Arend senator Brittany Bor
ing coordinated the event this year with
help from her fellow dorm leadership
team.
"The entire Arend leadership team
really stepped up to the plate," Boring
said. "It's the senator's event but ev
eryone really had equal work in it."
This is Boring's first year o
n ASWU
but not her first experience with co
ordinating events. Boring has been
a part of Arend dorm leadership for
a couple years, and was previously
involved with planning Green with
Envy. Last year, the event was held in
the Arend lounge.
"In the Arend lounge it is way
smaller, very stuffy, very warm, and
there was not a lot of ventilation, and
so only Arend people really came,"
Boring said. "So by having it in a
more localized place on campus, we

thought more people from o ther dorms
would come than just Arend people,
which is what we want, we want to in
volve the community."
In addition to helping coordinate
events, Boring enjoys the opportunity
to dance and listen to music at danc
es. Boring particularly enjoys dancing
to Hollaback Girl by Gwen Stefani and
most Beyonce songs.
"I just like those types of e mpower

Registration
is Going
on NOW!

B

Fmduion
Facebook

ment songs," Boring said.
The event attracted students from
various dorms across campus, and even
some off-campus students. There were
people dancing, playing water pong and
socializing over mocktails. Altogether
about 70 students attended the event
this year.
Contact Kailee Carneau at
kcarneaul 7@my.whitworth.edu

SEIZE THE SUMMER
at GONZAGA UNIVERSITY

.W@GUSummerSession

www.gonzaga.edu/summer

FIRST SESSION: MAY 16 - JU NE 24 [SECOND SESSION: JUNE 27 - AUGUST 5
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Whitworth Graduate Programs
When you're ready to take your degree to the next
level, look no further than Whitworth. We've got the
challenging, innovative programs you want.
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Apply six graduate
credits to your
bachelor's degree and
finish your graduate
degree faster.

el students in
Whitworth's

M.A. Theology
program under the
age of 30

Months it takes to complete your
Master in Teachin at Whitworth

Program for Seniors
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OPINIONS
What's wrong with Whitworth's cohab policy
Why we need to revisit and revise the policy to remove ambiguity
EMILY GOODELL
COLUMNIST

When new students are welcomed to Whitworth,
they are reminded they are only forbidden three things
on campus: cohabitation, drugs/alcohol and distur
bance of peace. Seems pretty straightforward, right?
The principles themselves make sense, but the poli
cies do not While the administration's rules governing
the latter two are fairly explicit, the first of the three is
an intimate matter that is hard to legislate. The nature
of cohabitation means that the policy is less straight
for
ward because what constitutes sex is ambiguous.
I believe the fundamental conviction of the cohabi
tation policy is valid and necessary for a Christian uni
versity to uphold. According to the student handbook,
this policy exists because of Whitworth's, "commitment
to the authority of scripture leads us to believe that the
genital sexual relationship is to be understood and ex
perienced within the context of marriage."
While I agre e with the university's commitment to
the value, I do not think that the policy is effective in
upholding that value.
In order to understand the arguments against the
effectiveness of the policy, we need to look at what co
habitation is and what it is not. The student handbook
says, "We understand the term 'cohabitation' to in
clude genital sexual contact outside marriage, and/or
the spending of a night together by two people engaged
in a romantic or sexual relationship or encounter."
The handbook also provides a practical application
definition of the policy: "persons who spend extended
hours of a night together, who sleep together, and/or
who engage in genital contact even if it fallsshort of ac
tual intercourse."
Despite the regula
K
tions, 103 of 291 stu
I feel the
dents said they have vi
current cohab
olated the cohabitation
policy without getting
policy is very
caught, according to a
ambigUOUS, hard Whitworthian survey.
While every policy has
to enforce and
its share of vio lations, I
M
believe that number is
x
easy to break.
Significant enough to inSTUDENT SURVEY
dicate that the policy is
not working effecnvely.
RESPONDENT
One problem is the
process of investigation
because it's based on
the accumulation of evidence. Dean of S tudent Life
Rhosetta Rhodes addressed that in an interview. She
explained that when a complaint arises against a stu
dent, indicating he/she may have violated the policy,
Student Life talks to the student to see if they violated

Do you think the cohabitation policy
needs to be revised?

Rainier Emerick | Graphics Editor

Results are based on an email survey of296 students.
policy.
If the student in question says he or she has not vio
lated the policy, then the student is taken at their word
unless enough evidence arises to prove differendy.
Much of the evidence that is brought forth refers to tes
timony from a witness or complainant.
Hypothetically, there could be an incident in which
numerous witnesses attest that a student violated the
policy when in truth they did not. Rhodes addressed
this, saying that the" administration does not charge
people on unfounded allegations.
"Someone comes up and alleges a policy viola
tion, you're going to do due diligence to investigating
whether or not it happened," Rhodes said:
Hpwever, the more problematic issue is that if there
is not sufficient evidence against a student who has vi
olated the policy; and they say that they haven't violat

"Saga"—Appreciate it
JOSIAHVANWINGERDEN
COLUMNIST

When I transferred to Whitworth ear
lier this year, one of the first things I was
told was to "watch out for Saga." Chanc
es are my first meal in our cafeteria was
not even bad, but that comment had me

on alert and I was ready to complain. So I did.
„u„r,rr„
nprative
' This negative stigma around Sodexo has to stop. We have to change our negaUve
attitudes from ungrateful into thankful ones.
,
h ]f
Approximately 2,685 undergraduates are enrolled here
percent) live on campus and mosdy have meal plans. That mean Sodexois^respon
sible for feeding more than 1,500 students three me s an
entire student
day. Itis not an lasy job to begin with and ht e last thing they need isan entire student

ed the policy, they are taken at their word.
Another issue with the policy is its ambiguity. The
first definition that describes the actual premise of
the policy is the foundation on which the policy rests.
Seeing as administrators are not policing the grounds
for cohabitation or in the room with the students wit
nessing the violation firsthand, they provide three extra
definitions: spending extended hours of a night togeth
er, sleeping together and any kind of genital contact.
The no-genital-contact rule adheres to the "no sex"
intention of th e policy. However, the extended hours
rule and sleeping rule are problematic. There is no
mention of what counts as extended hours.
The vagueness is felt by the students. When sur
veyed, one anonymous respondent said, "I feel the cur
rent cohab policy is very ambiguous, hard to enforce
and easy to break."
Rhodes said that the vagueness is on purpose, be
cause its intention is to apply to students who spend
the night together. This still does not provide adequate
information for students. With many dorms having 24hour visitation policies, the phrase "extended hours of
a night" is too vague to be effective.
The issue of th e term "sleeping together" is that it
is unclear if this refers to sleeping together in the connotative sexual manner or if they mean taking a nap. I
assume it to be the former, or if it is the latter, I assume
that it is because there are few ways for the administra
tion to discern whether students are having sex if they
are allowed to spend the night together. Either way, it
needs to be more explicitly stated.
A sur vey respondent said, "I have violated cohab
in the sense that I have accidentally fallen asleep in a
room of the opposite gender whilst watching a movie.
There is a huge distinction between sleeping and hav
ing sex andthe current policy does not see that distinc
tion."
This indicates a startling lack of a wareness for stu
dent rights and responsibilities regarding cohabitation.
The lack of awareness is important because this pol
icy is foundational to Whitworth culture. We live by the
Big Three religiously, literally. If there is an issue with
one of those policies, however large or small, it affects
every single student in this university.
I am advocating that students, as well as theadmin
istration, review the policy to ascertain the presence of
any flaws in the policy and address whether changes
need to be made to the policy. In order to fulfill Whit
worth's Christian commitment to maintain that its stu
dents adhere to scripture and not have sex until mar
riage, the cohabitation policy must be revisited.

GOODELL is a junior majoring in communications.

Comments can be sent to whitworthianopinion@gmail.
com

body breathing down their necks.
I think students should extend a litde grace toward Sodexo and consider the hard
work they put into preparing our food and catering events around campus. There are
70 Sodexo employees who work from 3 a.m. until midnight seven days a week who
put in the effort to prepare the food to be served and improve its overall quality.
Additionally, Sodexo provides 65 jobs to students who also work similar hours.
One student employee is junior Grant Rees, who said that Sodexo cares about stu
dents' enjoyment of the food and caters to their opinions on how can increase food
quality.

See full story at www.thewhitworthian.com
VANWINGERDEN is

a junior majoring in communications. Comments can be sent to
whitworthianopmion@gmaR.com
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In defense of conviction
Florist accused of discrimination losing right
to individual freedoms in Supreme Court case
JAMESSILBERMAN

fined $13,000 for refusing to perform a
gay marriage in their own backyard.
COLUMNIST
In Oregon, Aaron and Melissa Klein,
owners of a family bakery, were ordered
Hie ability to discern right torn to pay damages of $135,000 for refusing
wrong is one of the foundational aspects to cater a gay wedding. They were also
of being created in God's image. If w e given a gag order declaring that they
have no conscience, or no ability to ex must "cease and desist" from speaking
press our conscience, then we are barely publicly about the details of the case or
human.
their religious beliefs. Their business,
Washington state Attorney Gener Sweet Cakes by Melissa, has since closed
al Bob Ferguson, citizens Rob Ingersoll down.
and Curt Freed and the ironically named
In nearby Coeur d'Alene, ordained
American Civil Liberties Union are cur ministers Donald and Evelyn Knapp
rently campaigning to take the freedom
were threatened by local officials with
of conscience away from every Washing jail time, misdemeanor criminal charges
ton state citizen.
and thousands of dollars in fines if they
This is not about homosexuality and refused to officiate same-sex weddings.
it's not about Christianity. This is about
For Christian small business owners
the fundamental liberty of each one of everywhere, the government has made
us as American citizens to live our lives its position clear: you must violate your
according to our deeply-held convic conscience or pay thousands of d ollars
tions.
while watching your business crumble.
Baronelle Stutzman, 71, is a small
Canadian philosopher, Stefan Molybusiness owner in Richland, Washing neux, frames the issue rather succinctly.
ton. In the summer of 2013, Stutzman, Molyneux is a libertarian, meaning that
the owner of Arlene's Flowers, was ap he believes gay marriage should be legal
proached by Ingersoll, a longtime friend
in the eyes of the government. But for
and customer. Ingersoll was engaged the same reasons, he also believes every
to be married and wanted Stutzman to individual must be free from govern
supply the flowers for the wedding of ment coercion in all areas of their lives.
Rob and his husband-to7be.
"If you have no freedom of con
"That was a real struggle to decide science, you have no freedom at all.
what to do with that," Stutzman said in a Conscience must be inviolate. It's the
video released by her defense attorney at essence of who we are," Molyneux said
Alliance for Defending Freedom (ADF). on his Freedomain Radio show. "When
"My husband and I talked it over, and as people can force you to go against what
much as I loved Rob, I just couldn't be your conscience dictates, they own you
a part of t hat. If I did Rob's wedding, it more deeply than any slave master."
would be from my heart, because he's a
In this case, the government is not
really special person, and I w ould want only coercing people into funding things
to make it really special for him."
they don't support, but to participate in
Upon telling Ingersoll that her con the celebration of those things.
science would not allow
If things continue
her to provide flowers for
to go the way they are
the wedding, according
" If I did Rob's
going, the government
to Stutzman, they hugged
will soon have the un
wedding, it would checked
and left on good terms.
capability to
"It was a painful thing
strong-arm
individu
be
from
my
heart,
to try to explain to some
als of any race, religion
one I cared about — o ne because he's a really or creed into acting in
of the hardest things I've
violation of their con
special person.
ever done in my life. But
science. It is my hope
Rob assured me he un
BARONELLE STUTZMAN that every individual,
derstood. And I suggested
Christian and atheist,
three other nearby flo
liberal and conserva
rists... We seemed to part
tive, Democrat and Republican, straight
as friends," Stutzman said in a Seattle and gay, will reject that kind of totalitar
Times article. "But then I was sued."
ianism.
Stutzman and Ingersoll are now
locked in a drawn-out court battle that
will be heard by the Washington State
Supreme Court later this month. Based
on the precedent being set by other sim
ilar cases from around the nation, every
thing Stutzman owns is at risk of being
taken from her if s he refuses to violate
her convictions about marriage.
In New York, Cynthia and Robert Gifford, owners of Liberty Ridge Farm, were

in the soil, the already shallow-rooted
ponderosa grows lazy and does not
grow an extensive root system. This
leaves them prone to being pushed
Nov. 17 is a date that Whitworth will over by strong winds. Keeping ponder
not soon forget, when more than 100 of osas in a well-watered field has proven
our beloved ponderosas came crash to be an objective hazard. This spring's
ing to the ground. While Whitworth replanting represents an ultimatum for
looks different this season, this need Whitworth's image: either get rid of the
not be a time of despair. I propose that grass, or plant different trees.
Whitworth find within this loss, an op
I am proposing a productive solu
portunity to make a fresh commitment tion: the Whitworth Community Or
to sustainable design and experiential chard. Before you flip to the sports
learning.
section, indulge me for just a few sen
- The question of h ow to rebuild the tences. Imagine a swath of the loop
loop cannot be answered without first
planted with apples, pears, plums and
understanding what led to the massive
cherries. These need not be in bor
destruction of last fall's windstorm.
ing rows, but could be intentionally
While Whitworth has maintained a
arranged by our own visual art facul
laudable number of t he native plants,
ty. These trees would be maintained
we have not maintained the conditions
during the school year by a dedicated
which allowed these trees to thrive.
group of students with hiring prefer
The Inland Northwest has a dry cli
ence given to environmental studies
mate. According to
minors. The Communi
the National Weather
«
ty Orchard could fun
Service, Spokane has
The Community damentally change the
58 percent less rainfall
Whitworth image for
Orchard could
annually than the na
the better, attracting
tional average.
fundamentally
prospective
students
Whitworth is not a
with
a
heart
for
botany
change the
dry place. Every inch
or agriculture. You may
of Whitworth's grass
Whitworth ima^e be thinking this plan
receives nearly an
would never get passed
hour per night of full
for the better.
by facilities and admin
coverage from two ro
istration, but if students
tating sprinklers doll
pushed for a project like
ing out two gallons of water per min
this, they would be heard. Think it over,
ute each. This sort of watering sounds
how better might we memorialize last
insane, but it is what's necessary to
semester's destruction than this?
keep grass green. With this much water

SILBERMAN is a junior majoring in communications. Comments can be sent to
whitworthianopinion@gmail.com

SCHMIDT is a senior majoring in peace studies and philosophy. Comments can be
sent to whitworthianopinion@gmail.com

A proposal for the trees
Creating a community orchard in the loop
JACOBSCHMIDT

Bryan Olson selected as women'iibccer head coach

Maxwell Carter
Staff Writer
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from the start," Olson said. "1 want:
to find out who these players are asj
people, what drives them, where
they've been, where they are now
and where they would like to go."
As far as t he on-field performance
goes, coach Olson will encourage his
players to move the ball all over the
pitch with conviction and confidence,;
Langbehn said the women will play
a much more independent kind of
soccer in 2016 and beyond.
"Bo has really emphasized that he
us to be doing the -decision
j on the field." Langbehn said,
'hen we are out on the field, he
it? u? to he prepared to mak. the
ici/aj-.f
{-!<=> .can't
--ivv'f- r-.-ili
if so
en
ns. He
calf a KrvSorVi
timeout,
y comes down lo us making
visions in the/game"
s style of soccer now
•ely communicated, coach
is expressed optimism about
ison as, the head coach of
t's soccer team, and has his
xed on immedi ate.success?
link we am going io play the
i the countiy" Olson
going to be a team that
a.team that solves
think and

As
Bryan
Olson
descended
Snoqualmie Bass on Feb. 26, 2016,
he was completely unaware of the
invisible, life-changing data pouring
into his cellphone. Pulling into North
Bend to take a break from the rainy
drive, the former Whitworth men's
soccer assistant coach opened his
phone to see a voicemail from
Whitworth University director of
athletics Tim Demant. Demanf let
Olson know he had just been hired as
the new head: coach of the women's
soccer team at Whitworth.
When Jael I lagerott announced

soccer team on Nov. 9, 201
"! was surprised. Just: k

t. -and her ties to this con

;

, _...

loved her experience at," Olsqj
y coaching the women's pro!
1 taught here, so it's bee
part of her life."
;
Aficr liearing the news of
decision back in November, junior
defender Hannah Langbehn had to
find a way to help herself and her
j
teammates maintain the progress and
camaraderie they have worked to
, establish over the last year,
j
"It was a tough time for sure, not
knowing. As upperclassmen we just
;
got everybody together, and Jael w as
! very helpful in setting up weightlifting
and indoor times," Langbehn said.
"We tried to be very intentional with
our time together and tried fb really
strive to just get better for ourselves.
Even with strong leadership from
upperclassmen like Langbehn and
junior forward Dallas Nelson, the
j a new head coach is
easy. That being said,
snnhnmnrt) midfielder Katie. Bischotf
i Olson has already taken

the steps, necessary to
transition a positive ex|
"Before Spring Brea
is having a 30-minute frr
him so that he can get t>
what our dreams are, w
are, who we are as peoj
said. "It's pretty exciting that he
reached.out to really get to
all individually."
A hometown

Ursa E

tion sorted
-2016 school
• its end, the
nen's soccer program
beginning .of a n ew
son's first contest is six
ch means he has
that went
best team

Basketball teams make Whitworth history
Basketball
teams break
records and
claim awards
Caleb Mathena
Staff Writer
In sports, it is all too easy to let
one crucial moment define an entire
season. However, both men's and
women's basketball teams have chosen
not to let their disappointments dictate
their attitudes. Even after the men's
surprising loss in the first round of the
NCAA Division III tournament and the
women's fall to undefeated George Fox
in the NWC semifinals, each team has
dubbed its season as successful in the
end.
This year was the women's fourth
consecutive appearance in the NWC
tournament. It was also their fourth
consecutive time finishing
with a
winning record.
For senior KC McConnell, the
highlights of the season keep the losses
in perspective.
"Probably the biggest highlight for
ivcuy uigic| jruuiugiayuM
me was our win down at Whitman
Sophomore
Callie
Harwood
prepares
to
rebou
nd
during
a
match
aga
inst
the
Willamette
Bearcats
on
Feb. 12
when we beat them by three on their
own court," McConnell said. "It was a
big upset and win for us in that rivalry Dustin McConnell, was also named as sunk 8.5 percent more field goals than
their opponents every game.
game."
a finalist for.
Senior George Valle, NWC player of
McConnell was a large part of her
The men's season also came to an
team's success. She led the Pirates untimely end when they were upset by the year, helped lead his team to the
in scoring this season with 514 total Whitman College. The Pirates, ranked impressive season. Valle, who has been
points and an average of 19.8 per game. third in the nation, were expected to a starter ever since the beginning of his
She was also the leading rebounder continue their playoff run farther than freshman year at Whitworth, was also a
with 166 total (an average of 6.4 per the second round. Despite the loss, Jostens Trophy finalist, like McConnell.
game). In the history of Whitworth head coach Matt Logie maintains that In fact, Whitworth was the only school
to have two athletes as finalists for the
women's basketball, McConnell ranks his team "rose to the occasion."
third on the all"One of the award this year. This isalso the first time
time
scoring
things that I've Whitworth has ever had two finalists up
list, sealing her
always
tried for the trophy in the same season.
Valle is a marketing major and holds
place among the
to do is look
university's topat
potential, a 3.79 GPA. He was a named as a thirdtier athletes.
whether it's as team Academic All-American and is
KC M < Council,' 1 f> & Gcorcje V.illo,'If >
But McConnell
individuals,
as also a member of Whitworth's National
is also committed
coaches or as a Honor Society.
"My personal highlight was when
to success in the
program,
and
classroom and
say 'What's the we clinched the NWC Regular Season
her community.
ceiling for this Championship at PLU and a home
•pgfC
As a double
group and this game for the NWC to urnament," Valle
m
a. v1 •
major
in
team?"'
Logie said. "It was a great accomplishment
kinesiology and
said. "When we for the team because we had set that
education, she
look back on goal at the beginning of the year and
has maintained
how a season were able to reach it. We put in a lot of
a 3.95 GPA and
plays out, we hard work to get to that point."
Valle finished his career ranking
was
selected
can be proud of
as
a
Firstwhatever results seventh on Whitworth's all-time
Team Academic All-American for we have if w e know we did everything scoring list.
the second year in a row. On top of within our power to reach that ceiling
"George followed a path that had
that, McConnell has been involved and I t hink this team came extremely been blazed before him," Logie said.
in community outreach projects close to doing that."
"One thing is for certain, he is one of
through the Whitworth Student-Athlete
The Bucs, who were at one point those guys that our program will point
Advisory Committee (SAAC) and the this season ranked first in the nation, to for years on end."
Boys a nd Girls Club. Her involvement finished 26-2 overall. This is the 10th
in the community, combined with year in a row they have been crowned
her performance in the classroom NWC ch ampions and it was also their
and on the court contributed to her 10th consecutive playoff berth. On
being named as a finalist for the average, the Pirates scored 13.6 more
Zoie Koch |Photographer
prestigious Josten s Trophy—an award points, grabbed 4.5 more rebounds, Contact Caleb Mathena at
Junior forward Christian Jurlinatakes
her brother, former Whitworth guard made 6.6 percent more 3-pointers and cmathenal 7@my. whitworth.edu
a shot during the playoff game.
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Track completes indoor season
McKay and
Leland compete
at Dili Indoor
Championships

would advance to the final race on
Saturday.
"I tried to help prepare them
physically with workouts and mentally
by talking about their own individual
race to make them confident and
believe in themselves," head coach
Toby Schwarz said.
McKay finished Friday's preliminary
race in fourth
place
with
a
time of 2:13.93,
qualifying her to
compete in the
Katie McKay,'16 &
final
800-meter
run seeded in
eighth place.
Leland, whose
running strategy
is to try to get in
front of the pack
and take the lead,
placed ninth in
the
preliminary
heat with a time of
2:21.52.
"It was [Leland's] first time running
indoor track ever and I think she
learned a lot and will hopefully take
those lessons, apply them and have
even more success in the future,"
Schwarz said.
Leland did not advance to Saturday's

final race.
"It wasn't my best time, but the
experience of running at this level was
incredible," Leland said. "I would've
hoped for a better outcome, but it was
cool being at the venue of nationals
and competing with the best of the Dili
athletes."
In the final race, McKay barely
landed • in sixth
place, less than a
10th of a second
behind fifth place.
"1 couldn't have
Kayla Leland, '18
done much better,"
McKay s aid. "One
of my strengths
is that I try to lay
it all on the track.
I feel like I rem
every race hard
so when I look
back, I don't think
that I could've
pushed myself any
further."
The Pirates' outdoor season will
continue this Thursday and Friday as
they host the Buc Scoring/Combined
Event Invite in the Pine Bowl starting at
noon both days.

SPOTLIGHTS

Jordanne Perry
StaffWriter
Senior Katie McKay and sophomore
Kayla Leland competed in the 2016
NCAA Division III Indoor National
Championships in Grinnell, Iowa, this
past weekend where McKay's sixthplace finish, 2:13.98, earned her the
title of All-American.
Earlier this month, McKay had also
been awarded the 2016 West Region
Women's Track Athlete of t he Year b y
the United States Track and Field and
Cross Country Coaches Association
. (USTFCCCA).
"We've been training for indoor
nationals since January," McKay said.
"We were ready before we even got
here."
The 8 00-meter preliminary race on
Friday was comprised of 17competitors
and two heats where the top eight times
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SPORTS 15
UPCOMING
EVENTS
SOFTBALL
Friday, March 18Sunday, March 20
9 a.m. & 11 a.m.
The Spring Games
Ciaremont, Florida

Saturday, March 19 Sunday, March 20
UCSC Invitational
UCSC Invitational
1p.m.
7:30 a.m.
Pacific Grove,
Pacific Grove,
California
California

Contact Jordanne Perry at
jperryl 6@my.whitworth.edu

Baseball wins
against Lutes
Matthew Spencer
StaffWriter
Whitworth's baseball team has.
continued its trend of putting runs
on the board, posting another
15 runs in a three-game series
against the Pacific Lutheran Lutes
last weekend. The Pirates (144) w on the last two games of th e
series 3-1 and 7-3 after losing the
first game of series, 6-5.
For Whitworth, run production
has been a major part of their
strong start. Whitworth leads the
Northwest Conference with 144
runs produced over their first 18
games. That success has been
achieved in part by their ability to
hit with power, as the Pirates lead
the conference with a .467 batting
percentage.
Sophomore JT Phelan was a
big part of this weekend's success.
Phelan went three for four on
Sunday with an insurance RBI in
the seventh inning.
"We have a pretty potent
offensive lineup," Phelan said.
"We can swing it from top to
bottom which is huge. And we are
starting to hit our stride."
But Phelan was not the only hot
bat over the weekend.

See full story at
www.thewhitworthian.com

Thursday, March 17Friday, March 18
Noon (both days)
Buc Scoring/
Combined Invite
Pine Bowl

Saturday, March 19
Noon & 3 p.m.
PugetSound
Tacoma,
Washington

Sunday, March 20
Noon
PugetSound
Tacoma,
Washington

Wednesday, March 16Saturday, March 19
NCAA Dill Championships
Greensboro, North Carolina

Rainier Emerick | Graphics Editor
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WHITPICS

Freshman Jalen Robinson-McClure (left) and sophomore Jacob Sturtevant (right)
lead the 100-meter dash. Sturtevant went on to win the event with a time of 11.48.
Bao Tran | Photographer

* Junior Sierra Carlson throws in the shot put event last Tuesday in the Pine Bowl.
Daniel Blomdahl | Photographer

Senior Kelvin Mackey competes in the long jump during the track meet.

Bao Tran | Photographer

Senior Andrew Bloom readies himself for the javelin throw event. Bloom went on to
placefirst in the event with a throw of 194' 3".
Bao Tran | Photographer

kg.

Senior Olivia Newman clears hurdles at the track meet against Lewis and Clark State.
Bao Tran | Photographer

+

Because we couldn't turn the
trees into anything else....
Brendan Finch and others get to do what they
apparently do best.

Ring by Spring to become
Grad requirement
Get your picks in before all the good ones are gone.

+

ABOUTUS
The Whitworthian has served as the main source of news and sports coverage
for the Whitworth community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an organization
composed entirely by students which produces The Whitworthian weekly
newspaper and thewhitworthian.com.
OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting accurate and relevant
information in an innovative manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for expressing the interests of the
Whitworth community.
GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published weekly, except during January
and student vacations. The content is generated entirely by students. The college
administration does not review the newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas
expressed in The Whitworthian are those of the individual artists, writers and
student editors, and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associated Students
of Whitworth University (ASWU), the university, its administration, faculty/staff
or advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through advertising and subscription
revenue and in part by student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the opinions of their individual
creators and not necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its editors or its
staff.
PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in freedom of speech and
expression as guaranteed in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United
States.
CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248

ONLINE AT
www.thewhitworthian.com
QUESTIONS?
aforhanl4@my.whitworth.edu

CORRECTIONS
The Whitworthian is committed to providing the Whitworth community with the
most accurate information possible. The Whitworthian never knowingly publishes
inaccuracies. If you have a comment or question about the fairness or accuracy of
a story, send an email to csoudanil6@my.whitworth.edu.
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03 GET A SPOUSE?
Students have no choice to fulfill
the ring by spring unofficial Little
3 requirement as a GenEd.

04 IT'S WALL TIME?
Whitworth plans to adopt Trumpinspired wall plan around campus
to protect students from outsiders.

MTS&CULTURE
05 BECK SELFIES?
It becomes difficult for students
to catch pinecones as part of the
Little 3. Time for alternatives......

OPINIONS
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06 NO MAN BUNS?
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Courtney Murphy
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Lizzy Jacobs
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Josiah argues for no more man
buns. He's probably right, but you
should still read about it.

SPORTS
SOMEADTHAT
ADVERTISES
OURTWITTER,
FAOEBOOKAND
WEBSITETHAT
NOBODY LOOKS AT.

07 LUMBERJACKS?
Plethora of downed trees on
campus inspires students to show
how good they are with an axe.

WHITPICS
08 DEAD THINGS?
Squirrel population experiences
massive decline after windstorm.
Students feel pretty bad.

I I

Cover Graphic: Rainier Emerick
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'Ring by Spring'
t® tec®nig
graduation
requirement

All
students
currently enrolled
in Whitworth must
participate in Ring
By Spring as a part of
the general education
requirements needed to
given to students
who participate in
graduate, according to the
more than 50 weddings
latest changes to Whitworth
during their college career.
curriculum made
Student opinions of this
on March 29.
policy have varied, ranging from
Along with adequate
general outrage to relief at being
number of credits passed
Emily Goodell
able to cast off the monumental
and the general education
Staff Writer
burden of loneliness in the logical
requirements met, graduating
order
way.
seniors must be engaged upon
to find
One concern that has been
applying for graduation.
addressed by the student population is the the ideal
The administration said
mate, as is the
infringement upon their autonomy, liberty
that they felt the need to
Whitworth way.
and basic human and Constitutional rights.
implement this policy due
Junior computer
Senior Alex Hoffman is in opposition
to parents' pressuring them
science major and proponent
to this requirement and has been leading
because of outrage at their
of logic, Kat Duarte said she
protests around campus, advocating a return
children graduating without
a
finds issue with the requirement.
to
our
Founding
Fathers'
ideals
and
the
suitable mate.
"The intention of this policy is
The Ring By Spring requirement impeachment of proponents of this policy.
to make sure everyone finds their
"This is a clear violation of my
will include counseling and
lifetime spouse; however, this actually
constitutional
rights as a citizen of the
class requirements. Students
will
result in the opposite," Duarte
America," Hoffman
United States of
will be required to go through
unconscionable said. "The divorce rate of Whitworth
said. "This
dating counseling, pre-marriage
graduates shall increase as the desire
breach of my
counseling, and if needed for
to graduate outweighs
liberties represents
marital disputes, couples therapy.
the desire to
all that is wrong
Students will also participate in
with
Obama's
a two-part course requirement.
America. I ought to be
The first course in the
able to exercise my right
installment, "Choosing Your Ideal
to not marry if I so choose!
Mate the Whitworth Way" will
Down with totalitarianism!"
focus on the importance of
Ski
Other students and alumni see
marriage as an integral part of
C
no problem in this policy, and have
the Whitworth experience and
said that they are thrilled to be reaping
how to fulfill this requirement in
in the benefits of marriage without doing all
an efficient way.
the work in finding it the organic way.
"Making Forced Marriage
Alumna Elizabeth (Milliron) Case sees the
Work: Reconciling the Policy,"
benefit in implementing such a policy.
the second course will focus on
%<y^r,
"As an alum married to an alum, I agree
how to deal with having to enter
actually
Sfy > Of.
that
Ring
by
Spring
is
the
onl
y
way
for
a
into a marriage solely based on
find an ideal
Whitworth woman to achieve true happiness
the requirement to be married for
lifetime spouse."
V x»
upon graduation," Case
graduation.
Despite push
said.
"The
most
imp
ortant
The course
back from a section
letters to me were getting
will specifically
I agree that Ring by
of the student body
my MRS and I tell all
look at how to
Spring is the only way for current Whitworth female administration is going
C/
deal with the issues
forward with the requirement.
students to strive for the
of constitutional
a Whitworth woman to
Due to the increase in wedding
same goal."
rights infringement,
ceremonies taking place, Hosanna and
achieve true happiness
For students having
sexism, bias and
»
Awake will now be replaced by weekly
trouble finding a suitable
altogether negative
upon graduation.
wedding ceremony nights. A rotation of
marriage partner, there
results of the
ordained ministers, including professors, will
are two options. The first
ELIZABETH CASE
requirement. As
officiate based on the couples majors and
option
is
to
recognize
that
for marrying nonalumna
church denominations.
not finding a mate in this
Whitworth students,
forcible, calculated way
this is not acceptable
means that you were not meant to be married.
in the new policy. The policy states that the
The recommendation is to transfer
only suitable spouses are found under the
to another school that doesn't have this
Pine Cone Curtain.
All students will be required to participate requirement. Basically, anywhere other than
Whitworth.
as bridesmaids and groomsmen at least
The second option is to postpone
Contact Emily Goodell at
ten times a year, in order to get full credit in
graduation and continue your schooling in
their courses. A special certificate will be
egoodelll 8@my. whitworth.edu
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The number of Thorn Caraways
that support replacing Times fireplaces
New Roman with Wingdings.
p. 4

35

The number of open air gas
to be installed in the
Loop.
p. 6

12

number of seconds it took
junior Logan Veasey, member
of the new lumberjack team, to
climb the totem pole.
p.7

04
The Great Wall ofWhitwor
McCord said. "Students are able to go times; however, they said this would
over them and a car drove into the sign encourage students to find alternative
News Editor
and more eco-friendly modes of trans
last year."
Taylor's newsletter cited previous portation.
In his monthly newsletter to the
"Whitworth was built as a walking
security breaches into campus that he
Whitworth community, President Beck
campus," McCord said. "This check
said were preventable.
Taylor announced plans to construct a
"A car unfortunately lost control and point would only promote walking or
security wall around campus with com
hit the entrance sign last year," Taylor biking on campus. And students may
pletion aimed for Summer 2017.
said. "If the brick wall had not been in get fewer parking tickets."
"After listening to concerns from place the car could have continued and
Outside of the main campus, a sep
parents and students I have come to the hit one of our few remaining ponderosa arate wall would surround Hawthorne
conclusion it is time to update WhitHall with pedestrian and vehicle en
pine trees."
worth's safety practices" Taylor said
The wall would run the perimeter trances from North Whitworth Drive.
in the April edition his Mind & Hea rt of the campus including closing off the
Tentative construction plans de
newsletter.
Back Forty from neighborhood and scribe the wall would be built from
Keeping students, staff and faculty road access. Cars
concrete and rein
safe on college campuses has become and pedestrians
forced with steel.
an increased concern with the grow would be restrict
Right now I don't know Barbed wire will be
ing number of c ampus shootings over ed to enter and
added to the top
who conies onto campus
the past few.years. While Whitworth exit through the
to prevent squir
administration does not feel taking on main entrance af
rels from escaping
and that worries me.
the liability of allowing guns on campus ter completing a
campus or birds
SURVEY RESPONDER
is necessary, building a security border security screening
loitering on the
around campus would limit potential and car search to
wall, facilities said.
danger.
In a survey of 437 students, 78 per
ensure no illegal materials were being
"I have suggested to Beck multiple brought onto campus.
cent supported building a wall around
times that our security is not enough,"
"Funneling traffic to one entrance campus. Many cited the high number of
Director of Se curity Services Jacquelyn will allow Security Services to more bike thefts on campus which could be
McCord said. "This wall would make effectively monitor campus's inhabi reduced as thieves would be unable to
living behind the Pine Cone Curtain tants," Taylor s aid. "Introducing a fast leave campus and would be searched
real."
and unobtrusive search of c ars would while attempting to escape.
Campus currently includes multiple stop individuals from bringing weap
"I'd feel much safer," an anonymous
partial sections of f ences surrounding ons onto campus as well andreduce the responder said. "Right now I don't
athletic fields, sections of the Back Forty risk of campus shootings."
know who comes onto campus and that
and the main entrance Whitworth Uni
Taylor and McCord acknowledged worries me."
versity brick sign.
Other respondents pointed to the
pushing traffic to one, two lane area
"The parts of fence are not enough," may increase back-ups and commute possibility of stopping intoxicated driv

Karlin Andersen

ing or reducing the number of off cam
pus parties as students returning to
campus from parties would be met by a
security guard.
"People would be smarter about
their drinking and maybe party less if
they knew security would be at the en
trance to campus," a respondent said.
While the majority of those surveyed
supported construction, 22 percent felt
this added feature would be impeding
on their freedom to move through cam
pus.
"This would effectively close cam
pus," a respondent said. "It's not fair to
treat innocent people like criminals."
Another respondent questioned the
real motive behind building the wall.
"Is this just a way to compete with
Gonzaga's 'Wall' that's covered in graffi
ti?" a respondent said. "Is likethat sticky
note project but bigger? But having a gi
ant mural all around campus would be
awesome."
Respondents also equated the pro
posal to Republican presidential can
didate Donald Trump's idea to build a
wall separating the United States and
Mexico with one respondent writing
"thanks Trump."
If approved by the board of trustees
in April, funding for the wall will come
from increased student payments and
donations.
Contact Karlin Andersen at
kandersenl 8@my.whitworth.edu
Erin Wolf |Photographer
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Wingdings replaces
Times New Roman as
standard font

communication progresses, many felt that a departure
from the traditional Times New Roman was needed.
"Not only can Wingdings now be used in an
academic setting, it should be," sa id Thorn Caraway,
English professor and longtime-supporter of the
superior font.
Caraway and others in his field embraced the
movement to change fonts years ago, and were thrilled
to hear the news that the rt end-setting associations had
Courtney Murphy
finally read their barrage of strongly-worded letters.
A new study conducted by the Society of Font
Arts & Culture Editor
Alternatives (SOFA) in response to the decision
Wingdings, the delightful collection of h ieroglypic- found that people under 30 and over 60 are drawn to
like symbols, was chosen last week as the replacement Wingdings as a font because the symbols remind them
for Times NewRoman in text-based media after months of emojis. After this finding, one researcher suggested
that people take the change
of deliberation among industry
one step further and switch to
giants such as MLA, Chicago
its cousin Webdings instead,
There's a certain majesty in
and the Associated Press.
for its even stronger imagistic
Since it was developed in
1929 for the Times of L ondon, Wingdings that Times New Ro appearance, but the crowd
booed the researcher and
Times New Roman has been
man, with its unfeeling serifs,
pelted him with tomatoes until
the standard serif font used
he ran out of t he room crying,
by publications, academic
lacks. Which font would you
11
according to an insider source.
institutions,
and
possibly
rather give a hug?
even God. In some cases a
Already students feel that
the change has brought about
verifiable religion as grown up
KATIE CUNNINGHAM
nothing but good.
surrounding the unassuming
typeface, headed by high school
"There's a certain majesty
senior
teachers who forbid their
in Wingdings that Times New
students from using anything
Roman, with its unfeeling
else, except the occasional Garamond, or maybe even serifs, lacks," senior English major Katie Cunningham
said. "Which font would you rather give a hug?"
the Mircrosoft Word-endorsed Cambria.
However, as writing in academia and as a means of
Cunningham's affinity for the font is shared by

many. In the week since Wingdings has become a
legitimate mode of expression, graffiti reading "$
01
has appeared in Sharpie all
over campus restrooms and scratched into campus's
few remaining Ponderosa pines.
Skeptics worry that presenting academic and legal
documents in Wingdings will o nly lead to confusion
and possible felonies, as people may not be able to
interpret new laws.
"How can people read 'snowflake cube m-witharrow-for-a-tail skull-and-cross-bones?" one skeptic
wailed, as she was stuffed into the back of a military
vehicle.
Experts in the communication department,
however, feel that the change in fonts will be a
positive experience in the long run, and will hopefully
aid in cross-cultural communication. Sophomore
communication major Rachel Henson conducted
extensive research for SOFA b efore the decision to
switch fonts was made, and continues to be one of the
biggest advocates for Windings in her field.
"Wingdings adds a new dimension to
communication," Henson said. "Because you have
to put more work into interpreting the messages, it
provides new depth to the English language that had
been missing prior to this switch."
Because ultimately, language and the ways scholars
and organizations such as AP Style find to represent it
is not about clarity or brevity. It's about hard work, and
being constantly kept on your toes.
Contact Courtney Murphy at
cmurphyl 8@my.whitworth.edu

ARTS&CULTURE
Changes to Little Three land students in hospital

Juliana Zajicek | Photographer

Sophomore Dill Reyes, one of the biggest advocates for the "selfie with Beck" option of the Little Ihre
e, snags a photo while Beck has better things to do.

Students go to
great lengths to
fulfill the legendary
non-requirement
Krystiana Morales
Staff Writer
The great Whitworth windstorm of Nov. 17, 2015 re
sulted in the loss over 100 trees on campus. As spring
semester progresses, seniors are anxious to accomplish
the "Little Three," a long-held tradition at Whitworth.
One of the "Little Threes is to catch a virgin pinecone,
but with the loss of over a hundred trees on campus,
some seniors are arguing that instead petting a squirrel
should replace the tradition.
Senior John Johnson is against the proposed re
placement of p etting a squirrel as the substitute for
catching a virgin pinecone.
"It's just dangerous," Johnson said. "One of my
friends tried to pet a squirrel and he had to go to the
hospital because the squirrel bit him and he got rabies.
Senior Isabella Santiago supports the new replace
ment for catching a virgin pinecone and says that more
students should be open to the idea.
"Some people have said' that there is a chance of
contracting rabies when you pet a squirrel and that ap
proaching wild animals is dangerous," Santiago said.

"But they offer shots if you are bitten and not all squir that exists between humans and animals. If more stu
dents are trying to pet squirrels, maybe they'll appreci
rels bite."
Seniors have had four years to catch a virgin pine ate the beauty of other creatures."
cone and if they have not by the time they graduate it
does not mean that they should pet squirrels in order to
feel a sense of accomplishment, Johnson said.
Environmental studies professor Nancy James is Contact Krystiana Morales at
against the petting of squirrels because it is harmful to kmoralesl 7@my. whitworth.edu
not only students but the animals as well.
"Squirrels are somewhat docile animals but
if they feel threatened they will retaliate," James
said. "Students are putting themselves at risk by
trying to approach the squirrels in such a way
and are in turn causing stress to the squirrels."
Instead of re placing catching a virgin pine
cone with petting a squirrel, perhaps students
could substitute it for getting a selfie with Beck
Taylor, Johnson said.
"Trying to get a selfies with Beck is a much
safer replacement option than petting random
Sabotage
animals," Johnson said. "Plus, not only would
I saw you cut Whitworth's power. We both know it
you get a selfie with Beck Taylor as part of get
wasn't the storm.
ting your Little Three but it would contribute to
the sense of co mmunity on campus instead of
Gone Batty
disturbing the community byhaving to go tothe
hospital because you contracted rabies."
I saw you wearing a black cape and pointy ears while
The dangers associated with trying to pet a
climbing into a Mac third floor window, batarang in
squirrel may put students off f rom accepting
hand.
it as a replacement for catching a virgin pine
cone, but it closes a gap between humans and
Shark Attack
animals. This is why it should be encouraged,
I saw you having a heart-to-heart conversation with
Santiago said.
a pinecone in the Back 40. No matter what you say, it
"Humans think about themselves too much,"
won't speak back.
Santiago said. "We should try to close the gap
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OPINIONS

Stop man bun madness
Men say they're hot, they're not
JOSIAHVAN WINGERDEN

men," according to a representatve of
manbunworld.
Thankfully, Whitworth is taking steps
to address the problems for men with
Mari-buns are the latest disturbing
man-buns. First, the school's counseling
fashion trend that I justdo not understand center has announced that it will offer
whatsoever. I have seen way too many of
free sessions for these men in an attempt
them at Whitworth Campus and it is time to help them work through their deep psy
for someone to speak out against them. I
chological issues.
have compiled a list of all of the problems
The Mind & Hearth Coffee Shop now
with man-buns. By the conclusion of this offers a ten percent discount off of all
excellently written, well-sourced article, I products to these men to enable them
hope to convince men with man-buns to to get back on their feet. The university
do one thing: stop the madness; chop that bookstore offers a similar discount for
thing off!
textbooks and clothing. Scissors are free.
The first and most pertinent problem is The bookstore ran the slogan, "education
that man-buns promote sexism by claim for all: even men with man-buns," to pro
ing only men can have man-buns. Wom mote this sale.
en can't have them. Thus, man-buns com
However, the student body represen
pletely ignore and alienate the opposite tatives of Whitworth want to help men
gender, sending feminism back at least fif
with
manty years. Obvious
buns in a more
ly, this is some
active
way.
thing that should
The
student
not be supported.
W body studied
We must stop the
man buns
man-bun before
found
and
it is too late.
that they ac
The
second
tually reduce
issue with manbrain cells be
buns is promo
cause men tie
tion of th e harm
their hair in
ful ideal, "hipster
a
restrictive
elitism." For those
k n o t ,w h i c h
unfamiliar with
does not al
the term, it means
low for proper
that hipster elites
brain
func
are
mistakenly
tion. The brain
persuaded that
simply cannot
every non-hipster
function at full
is below them.
capacity with
Hipsters believe
man buns.
in hierarchy and
With all of
separation; the
these things in
antithesis
of
mind, I hope
Josiah VanWingerden |Profesional Selfie Taker
American values.
students
of
Yes, hipsters are
Whitworth recognize it is time to get rid
un-American.
of man-buns for good. Now is the time to
Not only do man-buns reinforce and speak against this sexist, elitist hairstyle.
glorify those negative ideals, but studies We can no longer afford to idly stand by
show that the hairstyle has been linked to while men with this disgusting knot on the
physical and mental issues and job loss.
top of t heir heads continue to lose jobs,
According to study conducted by decrease their brain cells and feel higher
downwithmanbunsadvocates.com, levels of physical and emotional distress.
"10/10 women say that men with manIt is time to send the message: we can
buns are decidedly less attractive than beat man-buns. All w e need is a pair of
men with actual men's haircuts." The hair scissors. My name is Josiah VanWingstyle is absolutely atrocious and almost erden and I approve this message.
unbearable to look at. Men, if you want to
Author's note: Top-knots are not justi
get a ring by spring, chop it.
fied. They are even worse than man-buns,
In addition to the physical unappeal,
if possible.
manbunworld.org issued a call for help
to the community at-large as men with
man-buns have experiened a "dramatic
decrease in number of jobs h eld by these

VANWINGERDEN is a junior majoring in communications. Comments can be sent to

whitworthianopinion@gmail.com
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Liz Jacobs| Professional iPhone Photographer and over-editor of photos for da gram

IPawong a community
Plan to build more fire places
JACOBSCHMIDT
Student's and faculty alike have
had mixed reactions to the recently
announced changes to Whitworth's
2021 Courage at the Crossroads mas
ter plan, which will include the addi
tion of nea rly one mile of additional
sidewalk and 35 new open air gas
fireplaces. It is taking a while for the
campus community to fully digest
the radical new vision of Whitworth's
once forested campus, but we should
be excited about this urban update.
The announcement came late last
Thursday as an emergency session of
the Building and Grounds commit
tee was finally adjourned after a re
cord 86 hours.
"There's Presbyterian, and then
there's just too dang long," an ex
hausted trustee was heard saying
as as he sank into the backseat of a
matte black Lincoln Towncar.
The decision was finally passed
unanimously by the board following
an impassioned speech about the
jobs to be created by the construc
tion of fire rings and the potential use
of fallen trees for firewood.
We sought out the recipients of
some of the work in the Facilities Ser

vice Office. August "Andy" Weil who
will be responsible for all of the exca
vator work needed before the loop is
to be paved stated, "August is com
pletely opposed to this so-called 'de
velopment,' but Andy just loves play
ing with big toys." Stu dent workers
in the Grounds Department echoed
Andy's sentiment regarding toys.
Senior aesthetics major Peter Duell weighed in on the new plan stat
ing that, "the thought of t hat much
flame and concrete in the loop makes
me think of Mad Max, and I like
that." However not all Whitworthians share Peter's sentiment. Kipos:
Students Advocating Environmental
Justice, issued an official statement
denouncing the increase to Whit
worth's carbon footprint. The state
ment, penned by Kipos foreign Rep
resentative, Dakota Bauman, read,
"Whitworth debe estar alejandose de
las formas basadas en combustibles
fosiles de la comunidad. Ademas,
Mad Max fue mucho sobrevalorado."
His statement rougly translates,
"something about fossil fuel, and
Mad Max was overrated."
Construction on the project will
begin April 3. Catch your pincones
while you can.

SCHMIDT is a senior majoring in peace studies and philosoph
y. Comments can

besenttowhitworthianopinion@gmail.com

Whitworth creates Lumberjack team after storm
Peter Houston-Hencken
Sports Editor
Whitworth has decided to start a new school sport
after the discovery of students' hidden talents of tre e
clearing and removal.
The U niversity has assembled a team of qualified
students to enter in the Woodsman Games—more
commonly referred to as the Lumberjack Games—this
upcoming fall.
Whitworth has selected a handful of students to join
the team based on the skills and prowess they displayed
after last November's windstorm.
The a ftermath of the windstorm left around 40-50
trees uprooted and collapsed around Whitworth's
campus. Students had difficulty getting to classroom
buildings and suffered long walks in the cold to take
longer routes.
However, some students decided that they wanted to
fix the problem instead of walk around it.
"There was a tree blocking the main entrance to my
dorm," sophomore Brendan Finch said. "So I decided
to grab my axe from my room and start working
on chopping some of it up. Wait, I'm probably not
supposed to have an axe on campus. Can you take that
part out of the quote?"
With classes cancelled after the windstorm, many
students had time to practice their woodworking skills
and find hidden talents. Chopping was not the only
activity at which students excelled. Many students
were without heat and electricity after numerous trees
had fallen on numerous power lines. However, that did
not stop junior Steven Anderson from keeping warm.
"As an Eagle Scout, Ihad learned howto build a pretty
dope fire," Anderson said. "So I went to campus and
collected as much wood as I could find. We built a fire
in the Back 40 for students to come warm themselves
and hang out."
While swinging axes and building fires on campus
would typically get you a Big Three, faculty found
an opportunity to tap into their students' potential.
Whitworth decided to use its students' survival and
woodworking skills and form a team to be entered in
the Lumberjack Games.
Anderson and Finch were among the first students to
be approached about joining Whitworth's Lumberjack
Team.
"I am very excited to join Whitworth's team," Finch
said. "It will be a great way to spend time with other
students who share my love for beards, flannel and
chopping wood."
Recruitment is expected to continue into the
summer with a goal of t wenty athletes to compete for
Whitworth.
Stuar Beeksma | Ph
otographer
One of the team's newest recruits is junior Logan
Veasy. Veasy was able to prove his Lumberjack abilities Sophomore Brendan Finch with his personal hatchet that he uses for Lumberjack training. Finch
by climbing Whitworth's totem pole in under 12 named his hatchet after his ex-girlfriend, Paige . Finch claims that Paige "cut me deep."
seconds.
"I'm pretty happy with that
Applications are still being accepted and can be sent
lumberjack abilities.
time," Veasy said. "I was told I
"I've been swinging a bat the Whitworth's Sports Department. Applicants are
broke the school record, but
for a long time," Trueblood encouraged to dress professionally for interviews—i.e.
to be honest, I don't think
said. "But I feel more Flannel, denim, knit beanie and well groomed beard
Whitworth has ever had an
accomplished when I take for male applicants.
official set time on climbing
The Lumberjackteam isexpected to begin competing
down a tree than when I
the totem pole."
simply hit a Softball into next fall against schools from across the nation,
Ashley
Trueblood,
'19
Whitworth has also been
including University of Nevada, Reno, University of
leftfield."
recruiting from other sports
The Lumberjack team California, Berkeley and Oregon State University.
teams that share similar skills
The Whitworth Pirates website will be updated to
will train its athletes for a
FUN FACT:
with Lumberjack events.
number of events including give the times and locations of future meets.
Trueblood's
Wb
A number of Softball and
So come out next semester to support your
axe throws, wood chopping,
Lumberjack
Baseball players have been
wood splitting, wood sawing, Whitworth LumberBucs!
teammates
gave
her
•
&w
requested to try out for the
log rolling, pole climbing,
the nicknam"Axe-ley"
Lumberjack team.
fire building and fan favorite
after breaking the
Freshman
Ashley
tobacco/jerky spitting.
Trueblood, an early recruit
fastest axe swing
The team, which has
to the team, has suggested
adopted
the
nickname
school record.
that her skills in Softball
"LumberBucs," is still in Contact Peter Houston-Hencken at
have helped her hone her
search for a head coach. phouston-henckenl 7@my.whitworth.edu
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WHITPICS

1. Police left several chalk outlines of fallen squirrels
following the wind storm that claimed many precious
squirrels in November.
Stuart Beeksma | Photo Editor

2. Whitworth's new squirrel memorial in the loop.
Bao Tran | Photographer

3. Freshman Lane King doing his part to offer leftovers
to a scavenging squirrel. "I haven't seen very many
squirrels since the storm," says Lane, "I just hope this
little guy's not the last one."
Stuart Beeksma | Photo Editor

4. One of the few remaining squirrels on Whitworth's
campus eating what appears to be a pinecone.
Stuart Beeksma | Photo Editor
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ABOUTUS

NEWS

VOLUME 106, ISSUE 13
The Whitworthian has served as the main source of news and sports coverage
for the Whitworth community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an organization
composed entirely of students which produces The Whitworthian weekly
newspaper and thewhitworthian.com.

04 ASWU APPOINTED

OUR MISSION
'
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting accurate and relevant
information in an innovative manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for expressing the interests of the
Whitworth community.

ASWU creates spiritual life
coordinator in order to update
ASWU on campus spiritual events.

GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published weekly, except during January
and student vacations. The content is generated entirely by students. The college
administration does not review the newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas
expressed in The Whitworthian are those of the individual artists, writers and
student editors, and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associated Students
of Whitworth University (ASWU), the university, its administration, faculty/staff
or advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through advertising and subscription
revenue and in pact by student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.

NEWS
05 SANDERS SUPPORT
Two students recount their
experince at the Bernie Sanders
rally and Democratic caucus.

OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the opinions of their individual
creators and not necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its editors or its
staff.
PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in freedom of speech and
expression as guaranteed in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United
States.
CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248

ARTS & CULTURE

ONLINE AT
www.thewhitworthian.com

08 DIVERSITY TALKS

QUESTIONS?
csoudanil6@my.whitworth.edu

Selected students shared
monologues about their diverse
experiences in community.

CORRECTIONS
If you have a comment or question about the fairness or accuracy of a story, send
an email to csoudanil6@my.whitworth.edu.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to articles or issues of interest to the
Whitworth community. Send letters to csoudanil6@my.whitworth.edu.
Limit to 250 words.

OPINIONS
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11 PARKING POLICY
Jacob Schmidt argues for greater
clarity in parking guidelines from
a philosophical perspective.

SPORTS

Printed by The Wenatchee World

13 GOLF SENIORS
The golf teams will lose a total of
nine graduating seniors at the end
of the season.
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14 TRACK TRAMPLES
Track teams qualify more athletes
for the NWC Championships after
Sam Adams meet at Boppell track.
Cover Graphic: Rainier Emerick
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Sophomore Lauren Gillis is majoring in elementary and special education. She spends time in local schools with kids to learn about the teaching environment.
be coached."
Each RD plays an integral role in shaping the RA's
Autumn Kelley
leadership and personal growth throughout the year.
Staff Writer
The RD of the residence hall meets their RAs each week
Whitworth's Residence Life department recently for a one-on-one discussion. Belford explained this is
concluded the hiring process of next year's resident often a way to support the RA as a person as well as
understand the atmosphere of th e dorm community
assistants (RAs).
and direct efforts accordingly.
Each year, many students
Junior Sadonia Garner was
£RAS must have intrinsic
apply for the dorm leadership
hired
as an RA in St ewart over
position and progress through
qualities; qualities that are not Jan Term and has been learning
an application, an interview
how to build relationships
teachable.
and a number of characterwith
her residents as the year
revealing
activities.
The
ABBIE BELFORD
progresses.
applicants selected have the
Baldwin-Jenkins RD
"Being empathetic and nonopportunity to accept a job that
judgmental is important in
is regarded by many students
as the most challenging and rewarding of on-campus respecting the residents in their home," Garner said. "It
allows them to feel accepted and loved."
jobs.
The RA helps residents develop a sense of
An RA is carefully selected based on a number of
factors. RAsshould possess good relational, interactive, community within the dorm through planning various
supportive and confrontational skills with a desire Prime Time activities and advising students in selfto strengthen each, according to Residence Life regulation, individual responsibilities and personal
guidelines. Abbie Belford, the Resident Director (RD) growth. The RA also serves as a positive role model
in Baldwin-Jenkins, was involved in the hiring process. and must remain available and connected with the
"RAs must have intrinsic qualities; qualities that are students in the living area.
"The biggest challenge i? trying to find a way to
not teachable," Belford s aid. "Maturity, integrity and
work ethic are some of the most important. Therest can minister to everyone where they are at," Garner said.
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NUMBERS/

8
Hie number of people who .
presented at the Diversity
Monologues event.
p. 8

"There are some ladies who just need someone to get
the vacuum for them or put their bike away and others
who may want close, personal interaction."

continued on pg. 5

Photo courtesy of Sadonia Garner

Jan Term RA junior Sadonia Garner.

$35,000
The average amount of debt a
2015 college graduate accrued.
p.12

9
The number of graduating
seniors on the golf team.
p. 13
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Building bridges with new coordinator
ASWU approves the first spiritually focused position for the assembly
As Marshall continued to discuss the
collaboration, programmatic thinking,
thinking about what students want and position with Chapel staff and Colemanneed and what we're doing in campus Jones, Marshall decided the position
ASWU i s in the process of hiring a ministry, how we get word out about should stay within ASWU, he said.
Earlier versions of th e job descriptions
spiritual life coordinator (SLC) for the things."
Marshall originally pitched the included language that would direct the
upcoming academic year. That will be
the first time there is a direct tie between position to Buckner and campus pastor SLC to operate more as a chaplain for
ASWU and the spiritual life department. Mindy Smith earlier this year. With the ASWU. The focus on this function has
The position was originally presented help of Buckner, Smith and assistant since been removed, but Marshall said
to ASWU by junior John Marshall in dean of students and director of HUB & the option is still available depending on
March, followed bya special session after student activities Dayna ColemanSpring Break. In the second meeting Jones, Marshall drafted and rewrote
" [The spiritu
al life
the 18 voting members of ASWU we nt two job descriptions. Marshall said
coordinator]
is
not
meant
through the job description line by line. he initially thought of a position
that
would
work
with
in
ASWU
while
Due to a conflict of interest from one
to replace any voices around
member, 17 members unanimously communicating directly with the
the table and make them not
Chapel and other campus ministry
voted to approve the position.
valuable.
The goal is to hire a coordinator programs. That led to two potential
who ctin strengthen communications job descriptions, one tied directly
FORREST BUCKNER
between ASWU and campus ministry to the spiritual life department and
dean of spiritual life
programs, according to the SLC job the other as a coordinator within
ASWU.
description.
"I wanted to provide the ASWU the interests of the student who fills the
"At the beginning of the year when
ASWU got together and set their goals assembly with a member specifically position.
"The opportunity to function like a
tasked to provide
for the year,
spiritual counsel," chaplain in a lot of ways r emains up to
one
of
the
S<I wanted to provide the
Marshall said. "I the discretion of the student who fulfills
things that was
ASWU assembly with a
think I noticed that the role," Marshall said. "If they feel like
emphasized
was the idea member specifically tasked to voice was missing that's a role they want to play within
which
in
some ASWU and one that they see is needed
»
of
bridge
provide spiritual counsel.
way perplexed me and that they can meet, the position is
building," said
given Whitworth's written to allow that function to exist."
Marshall, who
JOHN MARSHALL
Buckner said he hopes this position
u n a s h a m e d
brought
the
junior
Christian heritage will encourage others of faith to
idea to campus
and
especially share their views and promote more
ministry. "In my
time in the fall I recognized there was a the fact the majority of students on conversations around the aspects of
certain bridge missing between ASWU Whitworth's campus subscribe to some faith on campus.
In March, Marshall and Buckner
faith tradition."
and student ministry on campus."
The SLC position will be
housed within ASWU and have
similar responsibilities as other
coordinators including attending
ASWU me etings, maintaining a
budget and planning programs.
Unique to the position, the SLC
will meet weekly with small
group coordinators, both the
dean of spiritual life, director
of student activities, graduate
assistant ministry interns and the
campus pastor, according to the
SLC job description.
"The primary things I think
are beneficial about this position
are one, to be an intentional
bridge between ASWU and
campus ministry," said Forrest
Buckner, dean of spiritual life.
"There are connections already,
of course, but it's exciting to think
about there's someone who will
really have a foot in both worlds
and help that communication,

Karlin Andersen
News Editor

presented the two potential job
descriptions to the ASWU assembly.
Some ASWU members were concerned
how the new position would affect
their events if the SLC w ould want to
add religion or Christianity to events
throughout ASWU.
"I think that hesitancy is incredibly
essential if this position is going to
become something beautiful," Marshall
said. "When it comes to specific
programming and interacting with
the programming being spearheaded
by different coordinators, by different
student leaders, this position is intended
to engage only as is appropriate and
applicable to the conversation about
spiritual life. The idea isn't to make
a basketball tournament somehow a
Christian basketball tournament."
Buckner echoed the idea, saying he
hoped the position would add to the
ASWU discussions.
"It's not meant to replace any voices
around the table and make them not
valuable," Buckner said. "It is, I think,
helpful to have someone who thinks
particularly about the Christian mission
of the university and what does this look
like for us to think through that lens
regarding different topics or needs of
campus."

continued on pg. 6
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Whitworth students
woice their support
for iarnie Sanders
Abigail Nyberg | Graphic Artist

Students see Sanders speak over
Spring Break and are elected
Democratic delegates

Autumn Kelley

A caucus is a political meeting that is often held in
elementary schools or public libraries. After speaking
at the caucus, Schoening and Drummond were
Two Whitworth students were selected as delegates nominated as delegates by the citizens in attendance.
"To start off n ot even knowing what a caucus is, to
for the Bernie Sanders campaign over spring break.
Sophomore political science major Peter Schoening being elected delegates, it feelsgreat," Drummond said.
Delegates are authorized to represent the members
and junior psychology major Christine Drummond
attended the first Spokane rally for Sanders on March of their precinct at future conventions. The precinct
20 as well as few other gatherings. They brought back represented by Drummond and Schoening is a district
within Spokane County,
a heightened understanding
where a total of f our people
of the political system and
"lhe election is a lot more
will serve as delegates. Both
hope for college students to
»
Schoening and Drummond
participate in the upcoming
personal now—I would say...
will travel to the legislative
election. The two of them
PETER SCHOENING
district caucus on April 17 and
stood in line for four hours
then
to the Spokane County
while Sanders concluded
sophomore
Convention on May 1.
a rally in Seattle and then
"The election is a lot more
joined them at the Spokane
n't caucused,"
Convention Center. Thousands of people from all over personal now, I would say, than if we had
Schoening said.
the northwest attended the rally.
Both Whitworth students attended the rally for
"The line stretched all the way from the Monroe
Street bridge to the Convention Center and 200 people Hillary Clinton's campaign as well. They watched
former President Bill Cli nton speak in her place, as
didn't even get in,"Schoening said.
Schoening and Drummond opted to voice their Hillary was not present. Though both Drummond and
opinions in support of Sanders at the caucus on March Schoening support Bernie Sanders, they felt that it
26. The caucus allowed for members of the Democratic is important to be well educated on each candidate's
party to gather and share their opinions about each of platform.
"I'm not even a poli-sci major and I just started
the Democratic presidential candidates.
Staff Writer

Resident
Advisors:
continued from pg. 3
The RA's responsibilities take up a significant
amount of time, considering the ongoing training that
accompanies the weekly activities.
RAs, who work in the semesters, must enroll in
GE-330. This leadership development class prepares
student leaders for various scenarios they may
encounter and how to address them effectively.
Most RAs do not work other jobs or become
involved with many extracurricular activities because
of the commitment needed for success in their RA
duties. Lauren Gillis is a n RA who is currently taking

18 credits while remaining available to her residents in
Arend Hall.
"Between hall tea and one-on-ones, I try to do one
activity off campus each month," Gillis said. "I love
being able to connect with all the girls on my hall and
plan fun activities."
Ongoing training throughout the year allows each
RA to be challenged and grow in their personal skills.
Some RA t eams have "burn-out buddies,": who are
present for support and to help reduce any stress in
the busy schedule," explained Gillis explained. Many
of th em can relate to each other's responsibilities as
fellow student leaders, Gillis said.
"I love working with my team," Gillis said. "We
have about four meetings a week and a lot of it is team
bonding and checking in with each other."
While RAs are encouraged to be confident leaders,
Garner believes there is no cookie-cutter or "spunky"
RA type. The Residence Life staff selects RAs b ased
on individual potential. The terms "extrovert" and
"introvert" are discussed often within communities at
Whitworth.

getting into politics so for me to go and hear Bernie
speak and hear advocates for Hillary, it really has
influenced me in who I want to pick," Drummond said.
Freshman health science major Claire Leveck
reflected on her own. involvement in politics as a
college student.
"I only really think about politics when somebody
brings it up in a conversation or if I see a post about
Trump or Bernie Sanders on Facebook," Leveck said.
Leveck said she recognized the effects learning
about politics at a young age can have.
"It is easy for me to think that my vote won't really
matter because I'm just a 19-year-old kid," Leveck said.
"But if I d on't vote for multiple years then I won't be
involved in how different asp
ects ofmy life are affected."
Schoening and Drummond agreed that there is a
range of ways fo r students to become more educated
in politics. Updated news and commentary on current
campaigns can be found at RealClearPolitics.com.
Whitworth has a political science club that welcomes
students of varying majors. For those who are not
sure which political party they would associate with,
ISideWith.com offers a quiz that can give a general idea
of one's standing.

Contact Autumn Kelley at
akelleyl 9@my.whitworth.edu

"You do n't need to be the perfect RA right away,"
Garner said. "I have gained a greater level ofconfidence
and the ability to be assertive in saying what needs to
be done."
The new RAs will attend two weeks of extensive
training in the summer before beginning the school
year with Traditiation in the fall. Topics covered
may include code of conduct and the Big Three,
mental health, medical emergencies and leadership
development.
"It's a lot of hard work and it's time consuming,"
Garner said. "But it's really worth it."

Contact Autumn Kelley at
akelleyl 9@my.whitworth.edu
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Spiritual life
coordinator:
continued from pg. 5
Other members asked if the SLC
would promote or lead events outside
of t he Christian faith. Buckner said he
would support all programs the SLC
brought to campus. Marshall said the
position is open to all faiths as ASWU
does not allow positions to be limited to
certain religions.
"The job description is definitely
more geared toward a Christian

heritage," Marshall said. "While
it doesn't necessitate a Christian
background it does require the person
fulfilling the role to allow the life and
ministry of Jesus of N azareth to inform
their role and the ways they interact
with the student body, and it specifically
calls for the position to provide spiritual
counsel to the members of ASWU."
While it may be directed toward
a Christian perspective, the job
description states a hired coordinator

would advocate "for the recognition
of dignity in individuals of all faith
traditions."
Buckner agreed, saying by adding
the position to ASWU w ould only add
to the perspectives in ASWU, not silence
preexisting coordinators.
As a coordinator, the SLC will
be required to plan programs each
semester. Individuals during the ASWU
discussion felt Whitworth's student
events calendar already contains too
many events. Others said campus
ministry has an active presence through
multiple worship services and asked
why there is a need for more events.
"We didn't want to create a position
that in some way overpowered any
of that, but more so complemented
what already existed and supported

what already existed," Marshall said.
"And providing a much more efficient
channel for those ministries to interact
with ASWU, th e main decision making
body, and promote themselves."
After going through both job
descriptions, ASWU voting members
chose the position that would work
more within ASWU. This decision will
also make the position funded by ASWU.
Applications for the position will be
open until Thursday, April 7. Buckner,
Smith, Coleman-Jones and ASWU
Executive Vice President Chase Weholt
will choose an SLC the following week.

Contact Karlin Andersen at
kandersenl 8@my.whitworth.edu

Are Whitworth students
informed voters?
EDITORIAL:IN THE LOOP
From the primary ASWU elec tions,
students have five
days to meet
candidates and form a decision
on whom to vote for in the general
elections. In those five days students
must decide which individual would
best serve as president, executive vice
president, financial vice president and
dorm senators or off-campus senators.
The small window of time between
candidates announcing their run for
office and the quick turn-around after
primary elections does not give students
enough time to make an informed
decision on who to pick as their leaders
for the following year.
In order to push forward their
policies, beliefs and qualifications
candidates create flyers, posters and
often go door-to-door in resident halls
meeting constituents. On-campus
students have the chance to be well
informed through these meetings and
other social events candidates hold if
they take the oppurunity. However, offcampus students who may only come
to campus for classes do not receive the
same focus.
By virtue of living off-campus, those
students are not reasonably accessible
to candidates in traditional door-todoor methods. This election season two
events were held to promote candidates
and their policies. Both occurred on the
weekend, on campus, far out of sight of
off-campus students.
On Sunday a debate was held in Lied
Square for the five executive candidates.
While being in the middle of t he HUB

brought exposure to the candidates
via the foot traffic of st udents going to
and from dinner, a small percentage
of students attended the entirety of
the debate. Off-campus students most
likely were not coming through the HUB
for dinner, thus did not hear any of the
debate.
On Monday night, candidates
attended Prime Times throughout
campus to talk further with residents
and explain the policies they would
implement if elected. While this is an
effective way to continue to reach out
to on-campus students, off-campus
students are again not present at these
meetings and may not get as much faceto-face time with candidates.
After two ASWU organized events
and possible other encounters with
candidates
through
individually
organized socials, students took to the
polls to decide their leadership team.
While the two-plus-year marathon
the national presidential election has
become seems extreme for ASWU
elections, the five days between primary
and generals are not enough forstudents
to meet each candidate and consciously
decide who is the most qualified.
This lack of awareness does not
completely fall on ASWU and the
student election committee that
organizes elections. Yesterday students
elected their executive board and
representatives forthe coming academic
year. In order to make those decisions
students should be aware of each
candidate's agenda and qualifications.

Stuart Beeksma | Assistant Photo Editor

Candidates for executive positions at Sunday night's debate. (Left to right)
presidential candidates Mak Karge & Bre Lyons, financial vice president
candidate Katie Holtzheimer, financial vice president candidates Jordan Dale &
JeffDeBray.

Stuart Beeksma | Assistant Photo Editor

Presidential candidate Mak Karge
presented an agenda to grow
relationships throughout the
Whitworth community both with
students and administration.
Karge's largest initiative would be to
create a service program that would
hold events every weekend to help
the community and further promote
Whitworth's Christian mission.

Stuart Beeksma | Assistant Photo Edi

Presidential candidate Bre Lyons
would create an agenda based on
student needs. In the debate Lyons
defended her vote as Baldwin-Jenkin
senator to support the resolution to
protect LBG faculty, saying she voted
based on constituent feedback.
Lyons said ASWU should focus on
serving students next year through
cooperation with administration.

+

ARTS&CULTURE

Literary Live Action Clue

Students
sleuth through
Westminster Hall
Katie Shaw
Copy Chief
A quarter after 7 p.m. last Friday
night, about 20 students pulled out their
magnifying glasses and detective hats
and started searching for clues around
the halls of Westminster.
Westminster Round hosted the event,
and brought the board game to life.
Before the event, Westminster Round

members hid cards with names of
literary characters, places and weapons
around the rooms of Westminster.
Teams of students had seven minutes
in each of t he eight rooms to find the
cards. Teams could also re-hide cards
once they found them and come up with
their own team names.
"I'm pretty proud of the one I put in
the hand sanitizer dispenser," junior
Lydia Pierson said, a member of the
winning team.
Senior Vanessa Henzler said she liked
the event because it's fun to search, find
and hide things.
"In elementary school, I was playing
hide and seek with my brother and
babysitter, and I hid in a shirt rack,
behind the shirts," Henzler said. "I knew

Zoie Koch I Photographer

(Top) Senior Jessica Razanadrakoto finds a clue under a stone in "The Secret
Garden," located in the Westminster Garden. (Above) Senior Vanessa Henzler
searches through a stack of books in the lounge to help her team find a clue.
(Right) Sophomore Eamonn Eppinga-Neff searches on top of a projector in
"Room 237" for a clue.

at that moment, 'I'm pretty good at this.'"
Although Henzler's team didn't win,
the "Sneaky Sleuths" was one of the
teams to find the most clues. The team
"Mystery Machine" guessed two out
of three of the right answers correcdy,
enough to give them the title, and first
choice at the candy bar prizes.
This was the fourth annual Literary
Live Action Clue, said senior Katie
Cunningham, Westminster Round
president. There have been small
refinements made to the game over the
years, like designing and printing nicer
clue cards and allowing all teams to
move the cards in the rooms. Theming
the rooms was also not part of the
original game.
Each classroom had an image
projected on the screen and music
playing that fit a certain theme. One
room had the character and music
from "The Shining," while another was
decorated as the Room of Requirement
from "Harry Potter."
Cunningham and the rest of the
Westminster Round team came up with
the names for the characters, weapons
and rooms.
"We had one meeting where we just
hung out in a classroom [to come up
with the names]; everyone just shouts

stuff out and we vote on what we want
to use," Cunningham said, "ft only took
about 30 minutes."
One "weapon" Cunningham really
liked was " the patriarchy," she said. The
card had a picture of King Henry the
Eighth.
One character card featured "Stately,
plump Buck Mulligan," t he first line of
the novel "Ulysses," whic h is the focus
of a class many English majors are
currendy taking.
"It's fun because the stuff that we use
is kind of re flective of w hat people are
reading in the department that year,"
Cunningham said. "In English we have
a lot of e vents that happen every year,
but they're also fresh because different
people are reading different books."
Students got familiar with the
department building as well as the
reading list.
"Checking out the computers, the
white board, creates a relationship with
the space and department and breaks
down boundaries," Cunningham said.
"I think when you come back to school
[after the event] it makes you feel more
comfortable with the spaces."
Contact Katie Shaw at
kshawl 7@my. whitworth.edu

Diversity
Monologues:
What is a
community?
Diversity Monologues
give underrepresented
students a voice
Krystiana Morales

Staff Writer
Robinson Teaching Theatre was filled with tears, laugh
ter and applause March 31 as students shared personal
monologues on how they come to know community. The
Diversity Monologues were established by the Director of
Diversity Initiatives and Social Justice Michael Benitez Jr. at
Dickinson College. The monologues were created in order
to showcase the talents of students while calling attention
to issues of diversity and social justice, according to speakoumow.org. Benitez is currently the dean of diversity and
inclusion and the chief officer diversity at the University of
Puget Sound in Tacoma, Washington.
The monologues began with an introduction from Pres
ident Beck Taylor. Taylor refer red to Whitworth's mission
statement which states, "The University's mission is to pro
vide its diverse student body an education of the mind and
the heart, equipping its graduates to honor God, follow
Christ, and serve humanity." To be Christian means to be
radically inclusive. To be Christian means to see ourselves
as a part of a larger tapestry of human creation, Taylor said.
Coordinator for Diversity, Equity & Inclusive Ministries
Stephanie Nobles-Beans prayed with the audience and for
the students who shared their monologues before intro
ducing David Garcia, assistant director of diversity, equity
and inclusion. Garcia thanked some of the forty individu-

EVENTS

als who played a role in putting the event together.
Benitez introduced the students sharing their mono
logues and provided commentary on issues of d iversity,
equity and inclusion in between student performances.
Benitez also shared some of his own poetry.
Senior Marianne Sfeir was the first student to share her
monologue, "Tired: Reflection of a Lebanese-American."
Sfeir is from Beirut, Lebanon which has suffered from the
ramifications of a religious civil war, she said.
"Politics, religion, war," Sfeir said "These three words
were the axis of myworld. Theytold me who I was and who
I am and who I am is Lebanese."
Junior Emily Thorpe thinks diversity is about more than
people's race or ethnicity, which is a factor of diversity, but
it is also about people's experiences.
"No two people have the same story and no two peo
ple see the world in the same way," Thorpe said. "So I think
that's what diversity means to me."
Sfeir said that she's tired of th e sectarianism in Leba
non, which divides people who hate and use that hate in
the name of God. She's tired of the division that is created
by the language of pe ople, Sfeir. S he came to the United
States hoping to find something different. But she was dis

appointed, Sfeir said.
"In China they created this great wall," Sfeir said.
America this great wall is called 'eamana' for which the
glish translation is blindness."
I stand
Blindness is a system that glori
fies winners and losers, Sfeir said. It
giants. A
is calling others too sensitive when
veteran are
you have not taken the time to lis
ten, Sfeir said.
"Community is when a human
being looks into the eyes of anoth
er human being and doesn't stop
freshman mc
at the divisions created by politics,
religion, war," Sfeir said. "But with humility acknowled
their blindness and says, 'please teach me more?'
Freshman Olyvia Salter shared her monologue "The!
of Storytelling" about the elders of her family as well as t
individuals who helped motivate her goals and dreai
which include artists, writers and family members.
"I stand on the shoulders of gia nts. A foster child ai
militaristic man are my parents. A bipolar published pc
is my aunt and a recovered addict is mygrandmother," Si
er said. "I am a product of survival."

ON CAMPUS AND AROUND TOWN
LECTURE: WHEN RELIGION BECOMES A
SOURCE OF VIOLENCE

CAMPUS: TAI CHI AND CHAI TEA
7 p.m.
HUB Multipurpose Room
c/>

Speakers (left to right) OlyviaSalter '19, OlyviaManning '16, MutsaChiromo '20, Marianne Sfeir '18, Elizabeth

Come learn Tai Chi with Professor
Anthony Clark of the history
department while drinking Chai Tea

POETRY: BROKEN MIC
6:30 p.m.
Neato Burrito
827 W. First Ave.
Put on by Spokane Poetry Slam, this
weekly open mic reading series is
open to all ages and all skill levels.

>CO

7:30 p.m.
Robinson Teaching Theatre
Listen to Laura Thaut Vinson, a
researcher on ethnic and religious
conflict, discuss Muslim-Christian
communal violence in Northern
Nigeria.

THEATRE: HAPGOOD
7:30p.m.
Spokane Civic Theatre
1020 N. Howard St.
Enjoy the 1988 espionage thriller by
playwright Tom Stoppard.

MUSIC: KARAOKE AT THE KASTLE

CLIMBING: SEMP

7 p.m.
Duvall Hall

10 a.m. I $15

Enjoy free Italian sodas and open mic
karaoke in front of Duvall, also known
as "the Castle." Sing some karaoke or
sit back and watch your friends.

Come in and i
boulder problen
as Mountain Har
crash pads and
levels, from beg
climbers.

DANCE: DUB CLUB IN THE HUB
8 p.m.
HUB Lied Square

Attend W.FM's annual dance, "Dub
Club in the Hub," which will feature
"thumping" beats, dancing, virgin
drinks and more.

U-Rec Climbing

CAMPUS: WARRE
l p.m. - A p.m.
The Loop
Support talent*
perform at this
talent show.
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Bad Tran | Photo
grapher

r '16, Asa Arhelger '17,Sarah M. Cruz '16 and RyanCole '17.

Her habitat does not shape who she is but it creates
knowledge and understanding, Salter said. She wants to
use that knowledge to conform hearts and use her educa
tion, love, respect and creativity to
he shoulders of
reconstruct society, she said. She
loves to converse with the older
iever and a war
generation and the stories they tell,
f parents...I am a which may fall on their last set of
IT
ears, Salter said.
>f survival.
"I stand on the shoulders of gi
ants. A beli ever and a war veteran
A SALTER
are my parents. A social activist is
ologue performer
my aunt. A care giver is my grandi mother," Salter said. "I am a product of survival."
The best part about the monologues was hearing from
i each individual, Thorpe said.
"It is so incredible that even though everyone was given
i the same prompt, each performance was completely dif
ferent than the one before it."

I

I.

t

Contact Krystiana Morales at
kmoralesl 7@my.whitworth.edu

Bao Trail| Ph
otographer

Freshman Mutsa Chiromo performs her diversity monologue called "One Body, One Community."

LIBERI BOULDER FEST

CAMPUS: WHITCON

3

FILM: CRACKING THE CODES

ART: THE SPACE BETWEEN E XHIBITION

2

ill
) new and exciting
and win prizes such
ware backpacks,
>re. Open to all
ners to experienced

10 a.m. I $5
Dixon Hall, Weyerhaeuser Hall
Attend a variety of gaming
tournaments, lvl and 2v2 LARPing
and a cosplay contest put on by the
Whitworth Gaming Club. Special
guests include Heretic Squad, a local
Star Wars cosplay group.

t
^
5

4-6:30 p.m.
HUB Crow's Nest
Engage with others in talking
about the system of racial inequity
presented in the film "Cracking the
Codes: The System of Racial Inequity.'

5 p.m.
Lied Center for the Visual Arts
Visit the 2016 Senior Exhibition
opening, featuring artworks from art
and graphic design majors.

GIVING: SWIMSUIT AND SPARECHANGE
DRIVE FOR WEST CENTRAL

7 p.m.
Robinson Teaching Theatre
Attend the "Changing America: The
Emancipation Proclamation of 1863
and the March on Washington of
1963" panel featuring Ron Large
of Gonzaga, Lawrence Burnley and
Roberta Wilburn.

Whitworthians who
rcual campus-wide

FOOD: WHITWORTH TOP CHEF
4:30 p.m.
HUB Dining Hall
Participate in this cultural cooking
competition and learn about the
different cultural dishes.

All day
ASWU is collecting supplies to help
kids in West Central enjoy public
pools this summer. You can donate
change or swim supplies in the HUB

PANEL: CHANGING AMERICA

10 A&C
"Ask a Neighbor" series gives students an
opportunity to learn about other faiths
the whitworthian
APRIL 6,2016

Students,
campus pastor
and community
members have
interfaith
dialogue

«>

president of the church. Members who
meet the requirements are given a tem
ple recommend card, which gives them
access to the temple for two years as
suming they stay true to the command
ments.
"The gospel of Jesus Christ is all abou
t
repentance," Moseley said. "If someone
does something wrong that would cause
them to lose their temple recommend,
they should go to their bishop, who
would work through the repentance
process with them and get them back
their temple recommend."
The discussion was the first event of
the "Know your Neighbors" interfaith
Kailee Carneau
dialogue series launched this spring.
Staff Writer
The series allows Whitworth students
to actively engage with people of o ther
Students gathered Tuesday night in
faiths from around the Spokane com
the HUB Multipurpose Room for the
munity.
"Ask a Neighbor" discussion, an oppor
The event is coordinated by Ross
tunity for students to engage in an in
Watts, Whitworth director of service
terfaith dialogue with Darrell Moseley,
learning and community engagement,
Spokane Washington Stake President for
and campus pastor Mindy Smith.
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
"One of things that we were interest
Saints.
ed to do was to create a space on campus
Moseley joined the church at age 18,
where students
and has since „
could learn a
then
become
One of the things that we were little bit about
a leader in the
other faiths be
interested to do was to create
church.
cause that might
Moseley was
a space on campus where stu
reduce some of
chosen, to be
the fear of the
dents could learn a little bit
a stake presi
unknown," Watts
dent last June.
about other faiths because that said.
As a stake pres
The
longident, Moseley
might reduce some of the fear term
plan for
ir
is the leader of
the series is that
of the unknown.
the
Spokane
students will be
wards, which are
Ross WATTS
gin with "Ask a
congregations
Neighbor," which
director
of
service learning and
grouped togeth
are on-campus
er geographical
community engagement
discussions with
Jeanette Vazquez | Photoditor
E
lypeople of other faiths from churches Darrell Mosley, state president of the church of JesusChrist of Latter-day Saints
The students in attendance asked
around the Spokane community, and joins students and staffduring the Interfaith Dialogue event on Tuesday night
Moseley questions and listened as he
then attend "Meet your Neighbors,"
shared the beliefs and practices of his
events with the Spokane Interfaith
church.
Council, which offers open houses at
The conversation covered a wide
places of worship around Spokane,
range of topics relevant to the Latter-day
and then finally "Be a Neighbor," which
Saints faith including ward boundaries,
drinking caffeine, gender roles in .the would ask students to complete a service
project with people of different faiths.
church, diversity, missions, scripture
"The series is a set of o pportunities
and more. One audience member asked
for Whitworth students to engage with
Moseley to talk about the temple of their
somebody from a different faith and be
church.
come comfortable around them," Watts
"We l ook at the temple as another
place of worship," Moseley said. "It's re said.
The next "Ask a Neighbor" discussion,
served; not all members of t he church
will be Tuesday, April 19, at 8 a.m. inthe
can go there, only those who pay the
HUB ch ambers. Students will h ave the
highest devotions to the church, who
chance to speak with Amer Ahmed, an
are in tune with everything the church is
intercultural diversity consultant, about
doing, obeying all the commandments,
and the covenants, are welcome to go in his Islamic faith.
the temple."
Moseley later explained that temple
access is determined through an inter
view process with a bishop and stake

Contact Kailee Carneau at
kcarneaul 7@my.whitworth.edu

Jeanette Vazquez I Photo Editor

Mindy Smith, campus pastor, shares her questions about religious diversity with
students and guest speaker Darrell Mosley.

OPINIONS
Give me a sop!

DO YOU THINK WW
NEEDS TO CLARIFY/
ADD PARKING SIGNS?

On the promulgation
of parking law on
campus
JACOBSCHMIDT
COLUMNIST

Set aside race, gender, economic inequality, and
even biblical hermeneutics for a second; we need to
have a courageous conversation about parking. Even a
cursory survey ofstudent opinions should make it clear
that something must change with regard to parking en
forcement. I believe much of the outcry surrounding
injustices in campus parking can be resolved by the
clarification of si gnage, while another portion of the
debate will only be resolved with a shift in the habits
and mindset of Whitworth students as a whole.
Few topics have the power to elicit the sort of im
passioned declarations from students of all stripes as
does campus parking. Even those who do not own cars not stupid, so something is not being made clear.
I propose new signs be placed in parking lots which
have heard enough of their friends' complaints to car
ry on a debate over how best to store our vehicles on indicate what permits are required and how long one
campus. Complaints about parking fall into two basic can park there. As it stands several lots display only the
categories explained by two anonymous responses to lot number, and nothing else. This could be improved
our student survey: l-"there isn't enough parking" and by a simple system each row with the colors red, green
2-"getting a ticket should not be how we know [where] and yellow to indicate overnight permit, day permit
not to park." I will be dealing primarily with the second and visitor spaces. I am aware that signage is expen
sive, however this only makes it more important that
of these concerns.
A recent poll of Whitworth students showed that 92 the process is done justly so that additional clarifying
of 254 respondents had received a parking ticket on signs will not be called for in the near future. In the
campus. That's 36 percent of those participating in the meantime, while this system is being implemented, I
survey. An even greater number (68 percent) expressed propose students receiving tickets be allowed to put a
that Whitworth's parking signage needs to be clarified portion of their fine toward the purchase of a p arking
in some way. While many other students and those in pass, such that paying a $60 ticket grants a student a
the security office have been quick to point out parking coupon for a $30 parking permit.
To the objection that there simply is not enough
maps exist online and that the rules are detailed in the
student handbook, the number of parking violations parking on campus, I would remind students that hav
demonstrates the existing system could benefit from ing a car as an on-campus student is a privilege that not
some clarity and visual reinforcement. In defense of all colleges afford their students. As someone who sur
vived seven semesters without a car and still managed
this, I turn to a Thomistic account of parking justice.
St. Thomas Aquinas listed criteria for a just law, to get out into the city and the surrounding wilderness,
among which is the mandate of promulgation. Promul I think we can drive less.
My answers on each of the two points are summed
gation is a fancy word for infor
ming people. In order for
a law to be just, the people upon whom the law is en up well by two respondents: "Make love, not tickets."
And "more people [ought] to bike/walk to campus."
forced must be informed of the law. Thisdoes not mean
The first of these can be done through the just install
simply that laws be written down somewhere, but that
ment of new signage and my fines-to-permit program.
they must be accessible. Take the example of seat belt
The second can only be accomplished by a revolution
laws; while the legislation requiring seat belts in cars is
in consciousness, and warmer weather. At least one of
in law books at the library, the government still finds it
necessary to place signs on highways reading "click-it those is starting to arrive.
or ticket." Which parking lots are available to which ve
hicles can be read in the student handbook or online. Is
this just promulgation? I argue that it is not. There are
i
numerous visitors to campus who cannot be expected SCHMIDT is a senior majoring in peace studies and ph
to research parking prior to their arrival. In addition, I losophy. Comments can be sent to
assume the 92 ticketed students mentioned above are whitworthianopinion@gmail.com

Whitworth FM
should podcast
EMILY 600DELL
COLUMNIST

Whitworth F.M. should create a downloadable podcast that students would be able to use offline from
their mobile devices. Podcasts are increasingly popu
lar in the United States and are becoming the future of

radio. Downloadable podcasts are an easy, convenient
ways to listen to radio programs or music on your mo
bile device, anywhere you find yourself. Whitworth
F.M. is losing out on a large group of potential listeners
by not having joining the podcast community. Podcasts
are on the rise and Whitworth F.M. should follow suit.
According to Pew Research Center, one-third of
Americans listen to a podcast, and that number is
-steadily growing. NPR podcast downloads have in
creased from 37,965,370 in 2013 to 53,536,068 in 2014.
Podcasts are the future of radio. According to Forbes
contributor Dorie Clark, everyone will l isten to pod
casts in the future. Clark notes that because of the in
crease in internet connectivity being programmed into
cars, by the year 2025 everyone will have internet in
their car and subsequently, will listen topodcasts.
Some may argue that podcasts only appeal to an

•HI

30.7%
NO

ARE SIGNS GNCAMPUS
CLEAR ABOUT WHERE YOU
CAN AND CANNOT PARK?

Connor Soudani | Editor-in-Chief
Results are based on an email surveyof 257 students.

older demographic of people, however this belief is un
true. According to a study done by Edison Research in
2015,18-34 year olds make up 27% of podcast listeners,
and with podcasts like Serial coming into the market,
this number is subject to inflate.
That means that college students, Whitworth F.M.'s
chief demographic, are already listening to podcasts.
They like podcasts. They want podcasts. Whitworth
F.M. should break into this market.

See full story atwww.thewhitworthian.com

GOODELL is a junior majoring in journalism.Comments
can be sent towhitworthianopinion@gmail.com
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Dear overwhelmed
and stressed student,
The issue of over-commitment
LIZJACOBS
OPINIONS EDITOR

workload that you enjoy, that is where
you reap the most rewards.
The activities that make you feel
good about yourself will create 80 per
cent of your sucess. These are the plac
es where you should concentrate your
energy. We need to recognize those few
activities where we find the most satis
faction,and focus on truly doing justice
to those skills.
Finally, we need to stop tying our
scholastic and extracurricular success
to happiness and success after college.
I know that I always feel that my resume
needs to be overflowing if I am going
acquire a job after graduation. I was
convinced that quantity of activities
equaled a job.
Then I sat next to this guy on a plane
ride back from Arkansas. He told me
that he had decent, but not amazing
grades in college. Now he is working in
Nashville for major record labels, mak
ing good money and loving his job. Nat
urally, I asked him how he got there.
He told me that the key is to network,

The Monday after spring break was
rough for me, and I am sure I was not
the only one. Whitworth is home to
many high-caliber students with full
schedules. A part of student life on our
campus is stress and the mad juggling
act of t rying to excel in multiple activ
ities.
I find myself caught between want
ing to throw a pity party and realizing
that college is just the beginning of be
ing busy. The truth is, our lives are only
going to get more hectic. So, let's have a
real talk about college students and our
intense need to do everything all the
time. Something needs to change, take
it from someone who suffers severe
ly from "trying to do too many things"
syndrome.
First, I think we need to learn to turn
down opportunities. My advisor Erica
Salkin has encouraged me since day
one of Whitworth that
it is okay to say no. Two
letters, one syllable can
make a big difference.
The 80/20 rule- The 20% of y our
Whitworth is full of amaz
ing opportunities. We
workload you enjoy is where you
have a premier choir, rig
will r eap the most rewards. The
orous athletic programs,
activities that make you feel good
a nationally-ranked forensics team, thriving
about yourself will c reate 80% of
student life and a host
your success.
of c lubs. Those are just a
few amazing opportuni
ties at Whitworth. Unfor
tunately, you can't do it
work hard, start from the bottom and
all. There comes a point
where you cannot juggle doing multiple take every opportunity you can. Decide
what you love, what makes you tick and
things and doing them well.
The challenge for the high-achieving commit 100 percent. Don't waste time
students at Whitworth is that people trying to succeed in everything, and fo
will always ask you to join a new activity. cus on the aspects of your career and
Smart, dedicated and talented students future that make you stoked to wake up.
tend to have inboxes full of invitations to He told me success is about focus and
volunteer, collaborate and learn. Usual determination.
ly, all of those activities are awesome
As I look to my last year of college,
and saying no feels like turning down a I am resolved to stop being the person
life-changing opportunity. Ifyousayyes with a constantly full schedule and
to all those things, you fill find yourself veins that pump caffeine. I am going to
stuck drowning in to-do lists with noth cut back, and decide what is important
ing checked off. Sometimes, you need to me, and make that my priority.
to say no. Say no to good things so you
It's easier said than done, but come
can fully say yes to opportunities truly on you guys. It's just not realistic to
matter to you. Another smart tip to stop live the rest of your life feeling over
the tidal wave of stress is to remember whelmed, and you are fooling yourself
the 80/20 rule. This rule is typically used if you think life will calm down after
in the business world, claiming that 20 graduation. Decide what matters now,
percent of your customers drive 80 per and join me in cutting back and invest
cent of your profits. It also applies to ing more.
the energy you funnel into school and
work. The American Academy of Family
Physicians linked this theory to produtivity saying that it is important to focus JACOBS is a junior majoring in
your time on the tasks where you are communications; Comments can be sent
to whitworthianopinion@gmail.com
most productive. The 20 percent of your

Nothing is really free
Free college is not the solution
So who is this third person? It's the
taxpayer; aka, all of us.
As you can see, there are massive
COLUMNIST
inefficiencies created when something
becomes "free." Just like the food il
The amount of debt for college stu
lustration, if t uition is free to the stu
dents is a startling problem. National
dent, universities have no reason to
ly, members of the class of 2015 grad
be efficient with their funds. They can
uated with an average of over $35,051
build huge new buildings, and give
of debt according to education finance
themselves all a raise and spend how
expert, Mark Kantrowitz.
ever much money they want. In fact, it
This is clearly an issue that must be
would benefit them to do so. Big, ex
addressed, and making state universi
pensive facilities make a school look
ties tuition-free appears to be the fa
good to prospective students. Sure,
vored solution of college students. This
that means the annual cost per student
is evidenced by the massive support
to attend the school is now $70,000 in
among millennials for Bernie Sanders.
stead of $40,000, but who cares! It's all
But is it that simple? In other words,
free!
is making college tuition-free enough
Thus it goes with
to solve the complex
government-run insti
problem of rising tui
« rt—l
tutions. Nothing will
tion costs?
The answer
run fairly or efficiently
In short, no. as long as the person
to
our
problem
First of all, nothing is
receiving the service is
free. I know. Shocking,
is
not
more
not the person paying
right? "Free" tuition
for the service.
simply shifts the bur
government, but
The answer to our
den from the student to
» problem is not more
less
government.
the taxpayer. Second,
government, but less
free tuition does noth
government.
Make
ing to alleviate the root
schools
streamline
causes of rising tuition costs. In fact, it
would worsen them. Dinesh D'Souza, their budgets and compete for stu
a prominent political commentator, dents by offering competitive prices.
uses the following illustration to ex The free market used to provide a col
plain why the shift of this burden is lege education for a sum of money that
one could reasonably obtain working
neither efficient nor fair.
Let's pretend the government de as a dishwasher over the summer.
And just to be clear, I am a student
cided to make food free. If college is
who is going to graduate with a large
human right, surely food is as well?
If food were free, customers would amount of d ebt. I'm in the same boat
not be concerned with how much they as most of the people reading this. I am
spend on food, or how much of that not a political tool being used by the
food they end up wasting because they "ultra-wealthy" or "the establishment"
know that someone else is picking up to pull one over on you guys. Free mar
the tab. Similarly, the grocery stores ket solutions really do work and they
can jack up the prices because they make life better for more people. So
know customers aren't concerned let's treat the root causes of our rising
with how much the food costs because tuition problem and cut it out with the
free c ollege nonsense, shall we?
someone else is paying for it.
It isn't difficult to project what hap
pens next. Whoever is picking up this
tab is getting cheated, and it won't be SILBERMAN is a junior majoring in
long before they're out of money and communications.
Comments can be sent to
the whole system collapses on itself.
whitworthianopinion@gmail.com

JAMESSILBERMAN

SPORTS

Stuart Beeksma|Assistant Photo Editor

Senior Tyler McQuillan hitting the ball down the fairway. McQuilkin along with eight other golfers will graduate this spring, leaving a large hole in the golf teams.

Maxwell Carter
Staff Writer
With six seniors on the Whitworth
men's golf team and three for the
women, an unusually large group will
look to finish off a superb four years.

The Senior Six
When Whitworth head golf coach
Warren Friedrichs entered the recruiting
season in the spring of 2012, he didn't
expect the talent of the commits that
the men's golf team received. Since
then, one member graduated, while
another made the decision to focus on
academics.
With a roster bolstered by six seniors,
five of which have experience in the
D-III national championship, the Pirates
will look to put the finishing touches on
an eventful four years.
The senior six, consisting of Austin
Billeter, Andrew Dodge, Ryan Hodl,
Tyler McQuilkin, Lyle Rudnicki and
Oliver Rudnicki, have racked up NWC
championships in 2012-2013 and 20142015. Strong leadership over the last
three to four years has enabled the
Bucs to excel, and much of th at can be
attributed to the example set by Jesse
Salzwedei, '14 and the contributions of
Samson Martinez, '16, who graduated

last spring in only three years.
"I became pretty close with Jesse
sophomore year," McQuilkin said. "It
was a great experience because he was
a good leader as far as being a studentathlete. We would talk a lot about how
to manage group projects, plus all of
your homework and then also take
care of practice, while still being a good
teammate."
While at Whitworth, Salzwedei and
.Martinez were not only successful
golfers, but were superior students
as well, setting the bar high for
future generations of Pirate golfers.
That example has clearly paid off for
Friedrichs and his seniors, taking the
meaning of "student-athlete" to a new
level in the golf program.
"The academics have been awesome,"
Friedrichs said. "We had our highest
team GPA la st fall, a 3.59 cumulative
with everybody on the team."
As th e class of 2016 nears the finish
line, the six seniors will compete in their
final m onths as a team, and it seems, a
brotherhood. That said, golf aside, the
Pirate men have prepared themselves
well for a bright future beyond their
college golf careers.

A Passing of the Torch
Coming off a third place finish

Whitworth

g Vj|
Chelsea Bayley

Austin Billeter

Andrew Dodge

W

1
Ryan Hodl

what the class of'16 has established.
"I would really like to try and co
ntinue
the legacy that they've built by pulling
on each of their different influences,"
Schuster said. "I want make sure all of
the incoming freshmen get toexperience
those balanced perspectives as well."
Contact Maxwell Carter at
mcarterl 6@my.whitworth.edu

Yvonne LaCoursiere

Tyler McQuilkin

Stuart Beeksma | Assis
tant Photo Editor

Photo of junior Michal Schuster.

X
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Class of
2016 golf
athletes:

in the 2014-2015 NWC conference
championships,
the
Whitworth
women's golf te am will look to achieve
more success this spring, led by seniors
Chelsea Bayley, Yvonne LaCoursiere
and Cindy Tapia.
That being said, there is a torch to be
passed, as junior Michal Schuster will be
the lone senior on the roster in the fall
of 2016. As Sc huster begins to prepare
herself for an increased leadership
role, Tapia wants to encourage her to
remember to keep the team loose and
having fun.
"Golf is real ly easy to get tired of and
it's not always fun," Tapia said. "I think
it's important to remember that at the
end of the day, it's about the friendships
and the relationships that you make."
While Tapia fills the role of the funloving, relaxed leader, Bayley and
LaCoursiere provide leadership from
their own unique angles.
"They all bring a lot of different
perspectives, which' is good," Schuster
said. "Chelsea is really intense and
competitive, Cindy puts forth the fun
atmosphere and Yvonne is steady and
constant; she's the thinker."
The three contrasting leadership
styles have struck a balance that has
felt very comfortable, Schuster said.
Heading into the 2016-2017 season,
Schuster hopes to continue to build on

Lyle Rudnicki

/

Oliver Rudnicki

Cindy Tapia

Daniel Blomdahl |Photographer

John-Robert Woolley (left) and Alex Hardlund (right) compete in the 400-meter hurdles event. Whitworth had over 20 athletes qualify for the NWCChampion-

Track team competes
at Sam Adams Classic
three events.
"We really feel that the women's team
is going to win conference," Schwarz said.
"Today was a great example of what we've
The track and field teams competed in got."
The men's team had top-two finishes in
the 11th Annual Sam Adams Classic and
both claimed victories over five of the the 400-meter dash from freshman Jalen
six opponents besides Washington State Robinson-McClure and senior Nicholas
University in a dual meet scoring match Gosselin who tied with a time of 49.48.
This season best time for Gosselin and
up this past weekend.
"We usually get about 75-80 percent of personal best time for Robinson-McClure
the whole team qualified for [the NWC were NWC qualifying marks.
In the 110-meter hurdles event,
Championships]. Some years we even
get 90 percent," head coach Toby Schwarz sophomore John-Robert Woolley posted
said. In the Northwest Conference, both a NWC qualifying mark and third place
the men's and women's team beat Pacific finish with a time of 15.44. Woolley would
second in the 400-meter
Lutheran with overall scores of 105-53 and also finish
hurdles (54.85).
119-40, respectively.
The current first place pole vault
"Qualifying for conference is one of
my main goals and I think the goal of a competitor in the NWC, junior Everett
lot of people on the team," sophomore Kleven, finished the pole vault event in
Madeline Cook said. Cook, who competed second place with a jump of 15'5".
"I did two events for the first time (triple
in the 800-meter dash and 4x400 relay,
is "always wanting to improve and keep jump and pole vault)," Kleven said. "I
think that kind of th rew me off be cause I
getting better."
The women, who are currently No. 18 was expecting a first place finish [in pole
in the nation, had strong top-two NWC vault] today but it's pretty comforting to
Championship qualifying finishes in the know that I can go all the way to nationals
800-meter run with sophomore Kayla now since I'm qualified."
Overall Whitworth had over 20 athletes
Leland's first place time of 2:16.06 and
senior Katie McKay's second place 2:16.52 post new NWC qualifying marks in various
events.
finish.
"Hopefully we get people healthier and
The Pirate's 4x100 meter relay team,
consisting of junior Maggie Callan, see even more improvement," Schwarz
senior Tiara Pajimola and sophomores said. "I also want to see more people
Kathryn Jentz and Paige Wolter finished in get qualified, go to both the men's and
second place with a time of 49.48 behind women's conference championships and
win, and get as many people to nationals as
Washington State.
Senior Christina Dobbins placed fourth possible."
in the women's high jump with a seasonThe team will return to action at World
best and qualifying height of 5' .25" War #8 beginning on April 8, hosted by
Dobbins also placed within the top six of Spokane Falls Community College.
the women's long jump with a 16' 6" jump
to tie her season best and is currently
qualified for the NWC Championships in Contact Jordanne Perry at
jperryl 6@my.whitworth.edu

Jordanne Perry

Staff Writer

the whitworthian
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Tennis splits heme weekend
Tennis team
divides matches
against Bruins
and Pioneers
Caleb Mathena
StaffWriter
Whitworth women's tennis split
their matches at home this weekend,
claiming a key 7-2 victory over George
Fox on Saturday while falling to
nationally-ranked Lewis & Clark, 0-9
on Sunday.
The Pirates began Saturday's match
by sweeping the Bruins in doubles.
Junior Bella Hoyos and sophomore
Jennifer Adams dominated their
George Fox counterparts, 8-2.
"I think, as a team, we were both just
very patient," Adams said. "We set each
other up for the ball really well. Both
of us hit really consistent, deep shots
and it gave us so many opportunities to
poach and hit winners at the net."
The No. 2 doubles team, junior
Anabelle Burns and freshman Emma
Joe Wiley, w on their match, 8-6, after
a comeback in the sixth game. The No.
3 duo, freshman Paige Rohrbach and
senior KC McConnell also surged back
from a substantial deficit late in the
match, outscoring their opponents in

four straight games to win 9-7:
the first set, winning five of the first
George Fox answered back by seven games, but Hoyos battled back
winning two singles matches. No. 1 in games eight and nine to make if
Hoyos lost 6-3,6-2 and No. 4 McConnell 4-5. The set came down to a tiebreaker,
7-5, 6-1. But wins by Wiley, Adams, which Garrison managed to win, and so
Burns, and Rohrbach clinched the the first set went to L&C 5-7.
Hoyos and Garrison traded games
match for the Pirates.
The win put Whitworth back in the for the majority of the second set.
running fora playoffbid. Should itcome However, Garrison managed to stay a
down to a tie in record with George game ahead until she pulled away late
with a 6-3 win.
Fox, Whitworth
"For me, the
would hold the
highlight was my
tiebreaker.
comeback in the
"Our number
first set," Hoyos
one goal today
said. "The first
was
just
to
Jennifer Adams, '18
set kind of sets
compete well and
the tone for the
leave it all out on
whole match, so if
Adams and
the court," head
I would've lost that
coach
Rachel
junior Bella
first set, say 1-6, I
Aldridge said. "We
Hoyos defeated
don't think I would
knew on paper
their George
have been able to
going into today
Fox doubles
play as tough as I
that it was going to
opponents on
did in the second
be an uphill climb.
Saturday.
set."
And so, rather
Whitworth
than
focusing HHHHHHBI
now sits at 4-6 in
on winning and
losing matches or sets, we really just the Northwest Conference after this
tried to focus on being in every point weekend. The Bucs will stay at home
next weekend when they take on
and making them earn it."
The Pioneers took all three doubles Bellevue Community College at 4 p.m.
matches, winning 8-3 on courts 1 and2 on Friday the 9th, Pacific at 11 a.m. on
Saturday the 10th, and Lewis-Clark
and 8-2 on court 3.
The most contentious match was State at 10 a.m. on Sunday the 11th.
on court No. 1, where Hoyos faced
off against seventh-ranked Summer Contact Caleb Mathena at
Garrison. Garrison struck quickly in cmathenal 7@my.whitworth.edu

SPOTLIGHT

Softball wins final away games
Pirates
victorious in
last three away
games
Matt Spencer
StaffWriter
Whitworth's Softball team won the
last three games of i ts series at Puget
Sound in Tacoma after losing, the first
game 11-7. The Pirates (22-9 overall)
continue to have success in Northwest
Conference play as they currently hold
a three game lead for first place.
The weekend started out with a 11-7
loss in which Whitworth allowed the
highest amount of runs against of th e
season. Puget Sound put up seven runs
through two innings, capitalizing on a
couple defensive errors. The Loggers
also hit two home runs early to the
game one win.
Whitworth bounced back and went
on to claim game two, 6-0, followed
by doubleheader victories on Sunday
with 2-0 and 8-1 wins. The difference
between the first game and those that
followed were defense and pitching.

"It meant a lot. Losing the first game
Junior Makayla Lefever (13-3)
collected victories in games 2 and 3 was hard, and it was really cool to see us
pitching 14 straight innings without a come together and pick each other up.
run surrendering a run and allowing We came out and played hard," Silva
said.
only five total hits and two walks.
In the last game, junior Shannon
This strong performance came after
Wessel helped produce run support for
those seven runs in game 1.
Whitworth. Wessel
"I knew my team
went two for four
had my back. I was
on the day with a
think today was
not thinking too
three-run home run
much about [the
about
all
of
us
playing
in
the fifth inning to
first game] because I
help break the game
know we could come
for each other.**
open.
back from it," Lefever
For Wessel and
SHANNON
WESSEL
said.
her teammates, the
The
Whitworth
junior •
weekend signified
pitching staff had
the team's ability to
help throughout the
work together after a
weekend.
Softball
coach Cristal Brown was happy with tough loss.
"I think today was about all of us
the way the team setded down after
the first defeat. Brown also credited playing for each other. We have put a
the players for making adjustments lot of hard work into the season and it's
getting down to crunch time," Wessel
between games 1 and 2.
"They talked amongst themselves said.
Next weekend, Whitworth (14-6
and figured it out as a team," Brown
NWC) will take on Pacific Lutheran
said.
Michelle Silva played a key role m (11-9 NWC) here in Spokane. The
turning things around for Whrtworth. dual doubleheaders on Saturday and
The sophomore third baseman had a Sunday will each start at noon.
home run and a double in game two
and drove in the only two runs on a
fourth inning double during game Contact Matt Spencer at
mspencerl 7@my.whitworth.edu
three.
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UPCOMING
EVENTS
SOFTBALL
Saturday, April 9
Noon & 2 p.m.
Pacific Lutheran
Marks Field

Sunday, April 10
Noon & 2 p.m.
Pacific Lutheran
Marks Field

Saturday, April 9
NWC Spring
Classic
9:30 a.m.
Walla Walla,
Washington

Sunday, April 10
NWC Spring
Classic
9 a.m.
Walla Walla,
Washington

Friday, April 8
World War #8
Spokane Falls
Community
College

Saturday, April 9
World War #8
Spokane Falls
Community
College

Saturday, April 9
Noon & 3 p.m.
Pacific (Oregon)
Merkel Field

Sunday, April 10
Noon
Pacific (Oregon)
Merkel Field

Saturday, April 9
11a.m.
Pacific (Oregon)
Scotford Tennis
Center

Sunday, April 10
10a.m.
Lewis-Clark St.
Scotford Tennis
Center

Bold - Home games
Rainier Emerick | Graphics Editor

+

WHITPICS

1. Whitworth sophomore Lydia Mull and visitor Caroline Mull take
advantage of the warm weather.
Stuart Beeksma | Photo Editor.
2. Freshman Lane King slacklines between two trees out in the loop.
Photo courtesy of Hunter Smit
3. Whitworth freshman Sahale Riedel reads in a hammock in front of
Warren Hall.
Stuart Beeksma | Photo Editor
4. Freshman Taylor Thornton studies for a biology test in the sun.
"Studying out in the sun is so much more refreshing than being in the
library," Thornton said.
Stuart Beeksma I Photo Editor

+
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ABOUTUS

VOLUME 106, ISSUE 14
The Whitworthian has served as the main source of news and sports coverage
for the Whitworth community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an organization
composed entirely of students which produces The Whitworthian weekly
newspaper and thewhitworthian.com.

04 DEBATE DOMINATE

OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting accurate and relevant
information in an innovative manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for expressing the interests of the
Whitworth community.

Senior Alex Hoffmann says first
individual national debate title is
a team victory.

MM

GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published weekly, except during January
and student vacations. The content is generated entirely by students. The college
administration does not review the newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas
expressed in The Whitworthian are those of the individual artists, writers and
student editors, and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associated Students
of Whitworth University (ASWU), the university, its administration, faculty/staff
or advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through advertising and subscription
revenue and in part by student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.

06 EXECUTIVES ELECT

OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the opinions of their individual •
creators and not necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its editors or its
staff.
PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in freedom of speech and
expression as guaranteed in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United '
States.
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CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248

ONLINE AT
www.thewhitworthian.com
QUESTIONS?
csoudanil6@my.whitworth.edu

CORRECTIONS
If you have a comment or question about the fairness or accuracy of a story, send
an email to csoudanil6@my.whitworth.edu.
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09 CULTURAL CUISINE
Students, faculty and staff
competed in a competition which
showcased cultural dishes.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to articles or issues of interest to the
Whitworth community. Send letters to csoudanil6@my.whitworth.edu.
Limit to 250 words.
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Next year's ASWU executives give
a sneak peek at their agenda and
hopes for fall 2016.
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Read why Whitworth should raise
wages for employees as a sign of
Christian values.
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13 SONS OF PITCHES
The baseball team's line up now
includes a number of talented
freshman pitchers.
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14 BACKHANDS & BIDS
The women's tennis team gets
closer to a conference bid after a
successful weekend.
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Senior wins first individual national debate title
Katie Shaw
Copy Chief

International Public
Debate
Association
(IPDA)
governing
Senior Alex Hoffmann and the rest of the Whitworth board, handed out the
forensics team arrived in muggy Baytown, Texasfor the awards, and handed
nationals tournament, April 2. Hoff mann didn't know Hoffmann his trophy.
"That meant a
it yet, but his final collegiate debate tournament would
result in his winning the national title—the first for lot," Hoffmann said,
Whitworth and for the Northwest region. The teamas a regarding receiving his
whole placed second in the year-long sweepstakes out trophy from Ingram.
of 136 schools, and fourth at the tournament itself out "He was a little
emotional, and I was
of 30 schools.
"My win is a team effort," Hoffmann said. "I got the emotional too, and we
just hugged for what
big trophy but it should be divided to a lot of people."
Roughly 300 debaters from around the country felt like a minute. It
gathered at Lee College to compete in eight felt really good to get
Photo courtesy of Alex Hoffmann
preliminary rounds, more than the five or six typical that from him. It was
for the Northwest circuit, before breaking into finals. a great way to end the Senior debate team members (left to right) Alex Hoffmann, Hannah Tweet, Ellie
After winning five out of eight preliminary rounds, season, my forensics Probus, coach Mike Ingram, Evan Barnes and Brennan Neal.
Hoffmann had to win four rounds before advancing to career, my time at
in freshman, training them in the IPDA style, and
Whitworth."
the final debate for the varsity championship.
Director said he knew Hoffmann had won when he making them part of the team. Freshman made up
The final debate was abanquet-style in front ofall the
about 40 percent of the team this year.
judges, competitors and coaches at the tournament, as watched him speak.
Ingram will lose a number of his team to graduation,
"The
judges
are
hard
to
predict,
but
to
me
he
clearly
well as the seven deciding judges in the front row.
and is always looking to recruit for next year, he said.
"You get to debate in front of everybody," Hoffmann won the round," Director said.
Both Director and Sarah Streyder (formerly Sauter), Probably about a third of the team will be new.
said. "It's kind of nerve-wracking. Honestly, once I got
"I'm optimistic about the
to the stage, though, I was totally comfortable. It felt '15, had been in the final d ebate
future for the freshman
and
2015 and 2014,
like a regular debate round, just more people watching, round in
it
For Alex to win has a deep other new team members this
respectively, and both had lost.
which actually makes it more fun."
year," Ingram said. "They'll be
"Each of them [Streyder,
The final debate round topic was: "It is better to
meaning to our team.
in competitive and leadership
die on your feet than live on your knees." Hoffmann's Director and Hoffmann] are
MIKE INGRAM
positions on the team next year
opponent, on the affirmative side, narrowed the topic super accomplished debaters,
and that'll be helpful."
to the Syrian crisis: "The Syrian rebels should keep very bright, very articulate,"
debate team head coach
As for Hoffmann, he will be
fighting Bashar al-Assad." Hoffmann, on the negative, Ingram said. "Each of them
attending
med school at the
presented
very
well
in
the
final
had to argue that was untrue.
Hoffmann emphasized living to fight another day [round], Sarah and Sam, we thought, won. We thought University of W ashington in the fall. He is interested
as more valuable than not accomplishing a goal and the judges missed that quite badly. For Alex to win has in studying HIV-AIDS, infectious diseases, and being a
dying in the process, he said. Hoffmann said he applied a deep meaning to our team. It shows [they are finally] professor of clinical medicine.
"A solid foundation in the liberal arts has really
that frame of thinking to Syrian crisis: whycompromise listening to us."
helped
me," Hoffmann said. "In my science classes,
Director
said
that
in
Hoffmann's
thank
you
speech,
an ongoing peace process, block humanitarian aid by
Hoffmann addressed his team, calling the Whitworth I don't talk about sports, I don't talk about Syria, I
continuing military action and commit to fighting
team the "definition of an don't talk about Bernie Sanders and Hillary Clinton
when there is a peaceful option
»
interdisciplinary
and liberal arts and superdelegates, and the democratic national
on the table which will preserve
«
My win is a team effort,
group." Majors represented on convention. But having the opportunity to explore
lives?
the team include philosophy, those topics in debate and in my other classes at
In the 30-minute prep period,
ALEX HOFFMANN
communications,
political Whitworth has been very helpful."
Hoffmann had the help of some
senior
Ingram said he is excited for Hoffmann's future.
science, psychology, computer
of his teammates and Sam
"Alex has been a tremendous debater: so easy
science
and
biology,
to
name
a
Director, '15, assistant coach of
to coach, and take direction, and a tremendous
forensics, to do research and help him construct his few.
"I think honestly that's why our team has been so team member," Ingram said. "Not everybody gets
arguments.
successful,"
Hoffmann said. "It's a function of not just to coach someone like that. Some debaters are just
"I don't remember stress being one of my emotions
[while prepping]. We knew we were in control the individual people who are well-rounded but the fact full of th emselves and prima donnas, and that is not
that our team is well-rounded, by nature of our diverse Alex. Som e people don't want to help other people.
whole time," Director said.
That is not Alex. Sometimes people who are good
interests."
"It's at minimum, 50/50 [contribution from me
Having those diverse interests is very useful when helpers and good team members are just not the best
and my team]: my contribution as a debater, and their
competitors. Alex has been such a gift to our program
prep," Hoffmann said. "I would say it's probably more preparing for rounds, Hoffmann said.
In prep for his final round about the Syrian rebels, in encompassing those virtues while being super busy
in their favor, that they provide more of the work than I
Hoffmann had the help of Director (philosophy doing pre-med, and being an accomplished academic
do. It was definitely a teamvictory."
When the judges announced a 4-3 victory everyone major), senior Brennan Neal (international studies, student. I will be sad when he does not get in the
political science), junior Phillip Allevato (political Whitworth van come October to go to Lewis & Clark,
in the room gasped, Hoffmann said.
"We wer e just eating dinner and [Hoffmann] was science), senior Ellie Probus (psychology) and junior but I'll be very happy for him pursuing his career."
on the stage," freshman novice debater Izzy Broussard James Eccles (political science). Since Hoffmann is a
biology major, having teammates who are familiar with
said. "We all had our fingers crossed."
Broussard said itwas a huge moment of pride for the international relations and policy is a big help, he said.
"When you have that, plus the expertise of Mike
team when Hoffmann won.
"My o pponent and I w ere both sweating bullets," ' Ingram, who is, I would say, bar none, the best
Hoffmann said. "And then when they announced it, it IPDA coach in the country... that's just the perfect
Contact Katie Shaw at
combination."
took me a second, then I realized."
Broussard said Ingram does a really good job taking kshawl 7@my.whitworth.edu
Forensics coach Mike Ingram, who is on the
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What it means to endorse
The Student Election Committee sets and
enforces ASWU election regulations which
FVP candidate argues creates unfair elections

Timeline of Events
Saturday, April 2
posts on Facebook his intent to
attend an ice cream social
Weholt emails Dale to remove posts
Weholt begins communicating with SEC
members
Dale goes to Loop, speaks with Atherton
Weholt requests Dale leaves event
Weholt calls an SEC special meeting
The SEC meets & decides Dale has
repeatedly endorsed Bre
Dale is permitted from attending the
Prime Time event
Dale appeals
A special ASWU assembly meeting is
scheduled for Monday evening

.

Dale

•
.
•

On his way off campus Dale stopped at the Loop to
tell his girlfriend there was a request for him to leave.
Senior class coordinator Savanna Atherton stopped
Last Monday, while the other four executive Dale before he left to speak about Springfest t-shirts. At
candidates made rounds to the residence halls during that time Weholt came out of the HUB to again tell Dale
Prime Times, Jordan Dale's absence was marked by a to leave.
"At that point according to our bylaws both the
letter read to students.
"On Saturday, April 2nd, the student elections original violation of endorsing in a [social media] post
committee (SEC) determined that Financial Vice and attending was seen as flagrant and seen as a piece
President candidate, Jordan Dale, violated Article VI, of endorsement toward Bre," Weholt said. "In that, we
section 2, part i ofthe ASWU by-laws," the email sent to then at that point after he had attended called for a
special meeting of the SEC."
students read in part.
Saturday evening the eight-person SEC gathered
The decision made on April 2 to not allow Dale to
attend the Prime Times was upheld Monday night to discuss Dale's actions. Weholt gave a recount of
by the Associated Students of Whitworth University the timeline of e vents and a short defense Dale had
(ASWU) assembly after Dale attempted to appeal the provided. The defense Weholt gave on behalf of Dale is
disputed by Dale.
decision.
"I was not invited to be present at that meeting to
SEC chairperson Chase Weholt said the deci
sion was
based off Dale's continual endorsement of presidential defend myself," Dale said. "So all they had was basically
Chase's word of what happened." .
candidate Bre Lyons which breaks ASWU bylaws.
Dale said Weholt's version
Dale credits his loss in the
of eve nts may have been given
general elections in part to his
"i definitely did due
greater weight by the SEC d ue
absence at the Prime Times and
diligence in communicating to events from the first semester
the email sent to students.
elections. Weholt did not allow
"Especially in a situation like
'do you want to say
some individuals to run as
this where Prime Times is such
something, how do you want residence hall representatives
a huge part of the elections in
terms of b eing able to share your
to defend yourself?' and he as they did not acquire three
mandatory references in time.
face with all the dorms within the
This
decision was made without
candidacy, and not only that but
said no.
consulting the SEC, f or which
having an email that essentially
CHASE WEHOLT
Weholt received "a lo t of flac k
just slams you for breaking the
from the SEC," Dale said.
rules, I had no chance essentially
ASWU executive vice president
Dale said the experience
at that point," Dale said. •
may have put Weholt in the position to shar.e all small
details with the SEC and give the SEC the confidence
Lyons' event & Dale's endorsement
Weholt was telling them a truthful version of the story.
Weholt said he did all he could to repr
esent Dale and
On April2, Lyons held an advertised ice cream social
in the Loop. Before the event Dale posted in the class of create a fair decision-making process. When speaking
2017 Facebook group that he would be attending the with Dale at the event, Weholt asked Dale for a defense
he could present to the SEC bu t Dale said he did not
event.
"Right off the bat this was perceived and understood want a specific defense, Weholt said.
"I definitely did dtie diligence in communicating 'do
to be an endorsement or support of Bre," Weholt said.
Dale said he posted on Facebook to let voters know you want to say something, how do you want to defend
they could speak with him at this event, not to support yourself?'and he said no," W eholt said. "He said he
wanted [the SEC] to make a decision and didn't seem
Lyons as her name or position was not in the post.
"My reasoning behind posting that was to let people like he was going to [give a defense]."
Dale sent Weholt a text message providing
know that I would be there," Dale said. "In primaries
I was down by about 200 votes and Bre was up about information for a defense which Weholt read to the
300. So it wasn't something like something where she SEC, Weholt said.
needed any help, and it really was solely selfish and
The SEC voted to ban Dale from appearing at
that was really the only reason I did it."
the executive Prime Times and send out an email
Before the event Dale went to the library to print explaining his absence along with reading a letter at
flyers out and received an email from Chase Weholt.
each residence. hall. Based on an ASWU bylaw that
"Jordan, please remove your post on the 2017 prevents candidates from endorsing each other, the
Facebook page," Weholt's email read. "It is obviously SEC viewed Dale as committing two offenses: First by
endorsing Bre's candidacy and not allowed. The SECis posting on Facebook about Lyons' event and a second
discussing possible repercussions to this because you violation when he attended the event.
are aware of the rules to not endorse other candidates.
Appeal process
Sorry man. If there are any, I'll let you know."
Weholt also texted Dale the request to remove the
After receiving the decision Saturday night, Dale
post and advised him not to attend Lyons' event.

Karlin Andersen
News Editor
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Monday, April 4
•

Dale and Weholt present arguments at
ASWU meeting
Assembly votes to uphold SEC decision

•

Student Election
Committee
•

Consists of three ASWU members, four
Whitworth students and the executive vice
president as committee head
No member can run for an elected
position
. ]

•

ASWU Bylaws
•

1

Article VI, Section 2, Letter i
•

•

"All candidates may campaign only
for themselves. They may not support
or oppose any candidate running for
another office."

Article VI, Section 3, Letter d
•

A candidate accused of misconduct will
be notified privatelyby the SEC chair

•

They will be given a chance to retract or
remove the statement
If the violation continues or is flagrant
the issue will be brought to the SEC

•

notified Weholt he wanted to appeal the decision on
the grounds that a part of the decision process was
completed incorrectly.
A special meeting of the ASWU assembly was called
for Monday evening before the Prime Times. Despite
the close timing of the meeting and the Prime Times,
Weholt wanted to allow time for ASWU mem bers to
find proxies if they could not attend. Dale said the
meeting was originally scheduled for Sunday, but was
changed after someone in the assembly said special
meetings required 24-hour notice as per ASWU bylaws.
Dale said he was frustrated by the inconsistency
in understanding ASWU bylaws as he was expected
to remember them while Weholt and other ASWU
members who called the meeting were not held the
same standard.
Dale and Weholt were separately given five minutes

+
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to recount their version of events and second violation was inaccurate.
"Jordan's biggestpoint wasthat hesaw
then answered questions for10 minutes.
In his appeal, Dale said he argued the the SEC, us texting each other, just on the
SEC was discussing repercussions first violation as a break of conduct or of
before his second offense which goes procedure," Weholt said. "But we never
officially had a special meeting, which
against the ASWU bylaws.
ASWU bylaws state candidates is the exact verbage of the bylaws. We
never' mentioned
should be notified
any
type
of
in private of their
a
,,
.
r
e
p
e
r
c
u
s
s
i
o
n
;
grievance
and
Especially in a situation
there was nothing
allowed to apologize
for
or
remove like this where Prime Times specific. We were
able to pretty well
their first
offense
is such a huge part of the
refute the appeal
without
receiving
elections... I had nochance and his points in
disciplinary action.
»
that."
If a second action
essentially at that point.
Weholt
said
is committed the
JORDAN DALE
if Dale had not
SEC can hold a
attended the event
junior
meeting and discuss
his actions would
consequences.
"[Candidates] should have the chance not have been reviewed by the SEC.
"I mentioned possible—keyword
to take it down and if that's taken care of
then it's over with," Dale said. "The fact there is possible—repercussions to his
that [the SEC] were already [discussing] post, but under the bylaws a course of
possible repercussions seemed like they action happens when there are multiple
were violating that process to me in violations and the person already had
going ahead and discussing those things a chance to retract," Weholt said. "So
before I was privately notified by Chase." as it stands, Jordan just taking off the
Weholt said Dale's argument of the post would have been fine and nothing
SEC breaking a bylaw by texting each would have happened."
Lacking the two-thirds vote needed
other about repercussions Saturday
afternoon before Dale committed the to overturn the SEC's decision, Dale
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lost the appeal. Dale said this decision Altering rules for the next
decided the election race for students as election cycle
it ended his chances to gain additional
Dale sees his experience as a
votes.
learning point for
"In terms of
ASWU
f or next year's
their decisions
(<
made it was
From the outside it seems elections. Dale said of
his frustration comes
obvious,
in
like it's a hassle even to run from inconsistencies
my mind, who
»
between what he was
they
wanted
in the first place.
expected to know
to
see
get
and the information
through," Dale
JORDAN DALE
provided.
said. "I think
junior
Upon entering a
in my situation
campaign, candidates
they took two
candidates and made it one because it are given an election packet including
would have been tough to do anything definitions of active campaigning, how
to manage finances during a campaign,
with the predicament I was in."
restrictions on negative campaigning
and rules on campaign materials. Within
Other candidates
the packet the rule against endorsing
During the process Dale said he was another candidate is not listed.
The restriction is listed in the ASWU
also frustrated by the SEC's decision not
to punish financial vice president elect bylaws and Weholt said the definition
and rule was told to all candidates
JeffDeBray.
DeBray also attended Lyons' event during a mandatory meeting then later
and was actively campaigning before specifically to the executive candidates.
"I would have had to read the bylaws,
Weholt asked him to leave. Weholt said
this situation is different as DeBray only which being in ASWUcould be expected,
committed one offense while Dale's but obviously someone not in ASWU
is running for one of these positions
actions repeatedly broke a bylaw.
"With Jeff's situation at Bre's event, outside of ASWU pro bably has no idea
Jeff sto pped by, was there for no more we even have bylaws or any idea how to
[than] five, seven, 10 minutes," Weholt access them so they would have no idea
said. "I can't slap him on the wrist of the rule," Dale said. "The fact that the
for doing anything if I t ell him to do rule isn't even broadcasted in what is
something and he leaves. Again, if we given to you is frustrating."
Weholt said he has taken Dale's
look at Jordan's situation it's the both
suggestion to include this rule in the
violations that's key there."
Dale said DeBray did commit two campaign packet and will pass the
offenses as DeBray kept his Facebook information on the next year's executive
account active until 8 a.m. on a vice president.
Dale also said the SEC and ASWU
voting day which is considered active
as
a
whole
campaigning.
should focus on
W h i l e
«_
We never mentioned any
encouraging all
DeBray did
students
to run, a
not
post
type of repercussion there was
goal which can be
anything,
»
achieved through
by keeping
nothing specific.
interpreting rules
his account
CHASE WEHOLT
in a different
active
he
manner. Currently
kept
the
ASWU executive vice president
the SEC pic ks the
potential to
"stricter,
harsh
communicate
punishment side" to "vague" rules
with voters open.
Weholt said the ASWU bylaws which can discourage students from
do not mandate candidates must running, Dale said.
"From the outside it seems like it's
deactivate social media accounts
.leading the SEC not to penalize a hassle to even run in the first place,"
Dale said. "It seems like they could
DeBray.
The bylaws state the SEC will interpret it a different way and do more
define active campaigning and of an encouragement for everybody
inform candidates of the regulations. to run and get involved and get into it.
The ASWU ele ction packet, sent out They're trying to enforce the rules and
by Weholt, informs candidates to that's their jobs and it's a necessary part
deactivate social media accounts for of the whole process, but when you have
something that's up to interpretation
voting days.
"With social media, it's again leaning toward the support."
clarifying the boundaries of what it
means to be actively campaigning on
social media," Weholt said.
Contact Karlin Andersen at
kandersenl 8@my. whitworth.edu
+
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ASWU elects: Creating transparent leadership
"I think I see my role
more as a facilitator
and supporter more
than someone that
enacts policy."
BRE LYONS
PRESIDENT ELECT

| Kar
iin Andersen News Editor

P

resident elect Bre Lyons plans to step back and
support her fellow elected officials, coordinators
and the student body in setting ASWU's agenda rather
than putting forth a set agenda of her own, she said.
"The elected people on the team and the hired and
the student voices that come to our meetings are the
ones that I want to set those agendas," Lyons said. "I
think good leadership is doing that, is being a refle
ction
of those you're supporting."
Lyons said she does have potential plans to
implement next year but does not want to force her
ideas on students. She believes a year off from pushing

policy decisions could help
ASWU grow as a team of
leaders and allow students to
put forth their own concerns.
"I think instead of trying to
always advance, sometimes
you need a year or two of
trying to do things well that
you are currently involved in,"
Lyons said. "Let's reestablish
ASWU as a support for
students, that we are here for
them and that we're really
that resource that can be revived on campus."
Lyons said she sees ASWU's current meeting
location as a hinderence on their visibility to students.
She hopes to move their weekly meetings to the HUB
Multipurpose Room. The bigger space downstairs
would give students a clear view of meetings while
allowing those in the meeting to face each other to
create a more conversational space.
Lyons said she worries ASWU may be heading
toward outgrowing its abilities and designated role.
"Ideally I think ASWU could be a little smaller, just
again the more we spread out the harder that core value

"I want there to be big changes, and I want
the school to have a kind of reawakening
next year."
KATIE HOLTZHEIMER
EXECUTIVE VI CE PRESIDENT ELECT

N

ext year's executive vice president Katie
Holtzheimer aims to build up ASWU's team in
order to serve students more effectively.
"My primary job isn't always having to do with
policy and programming, it's a lot more of building
the team and just working with team members to
make sure we're fully functional and at our best,"
Holtzheimer said. "I am really, really excited to foster

an environment where ideas aren't just ideas, where
we can grow and change things on this campus."
Holtzheimer believes there are a lot of ch anges to
be made next year mainly within ASWU's abi lity to
speak to students and transparency to the Whitworth
community.
"I want there to be bigchanges, and I want the school
to have a kind of reawakening next year," Holtzheimer

and team effort becomes," Lyons said. "Not that I want
it to be exclusive, but in order for it to run efficiently, I
think role definition is a lot easier when it's a little bit
smaller."
Lyons said she supports the recently added spiritual
life a nd sustainability coordinator positions, but says
next year there will not be new positions added to
ASWU.
"I think we're going to have to find a happy balance
of h ow many people we can put at the table," Lyons
said.
In recent years ASWU has tackled the Million
Meals initiative, the LGB r esolution and this year's
increased campus conversation on diversity. Lyons
said if s tudents again desire ASWU to look at larger
community issues she will be ready to handle that and
welcome the challenge.
"I really believe the one voice being marginalized is
worth fighting for,or the one experience not necessarily
represented or being appreciated is worth fighting for,"
Lyons said. "So I'm not afraid to have those and I think
[courageous conversations] do bring people together if
they're done in the right context and I think ASWU has
the ability to do that."

said. "There are a lot of big changes that need to
be made, and I'm excited mostly for building the
kind of team that can make those changes."
Holtzheimer said one of th e biggest changes
is heightening unrestricted communication with
students:
"First and foremost we can't be scared to
talk about the things we talk about in ASWU,
Holtzheimer said.
She said sometimes members of ASWU ar e
unsure if th ey can tell students about issues or
policies discussed in ASWU meetings. Holtzheimer
sees this as an "irrelevant" concern.
"I think we always make things accessible, like the
minutes are accessible, the meetings are accessible,"
Holtzheimersaid."Butjustbecauseit'saccessibledoesn't
mean students are going to take advantage of that, so
we need to be actively telling them what's happening
on campus."

"I would say my biggest goal is to make how ASWU spends student money
more accessible and transparent."
JEFF DEBRAY
FINANCIAL VIC E PRESIDENT ELECT

S

tudents will pay $240 i n ASWU fee s next year.
Elected financial vice president Jeff DeBray
wants to show students which clubs and programs
receive student funds every year.
Through an informal presentation next fall, DeBray
said he hopes to further inform students how their
money is spent and managed with ample time for
questions.
"One idea I plan on doing is at the beginning of

the year is hosting a budget meeting or session in the
HUB someplace where students can come and see the
ASWU budget for the next year, maybe snag a copy of
it or look up on the screen and say 'hey this is where
we're spending student money,"' DeBray said.
Aside from managing ASWU finances, DeBray sees
one of hi s major duties as a link between Whitworth
clubs and ASWU.
"I feel like a lot of students just think financial vice

president
deals with
budget and
ASWU," DeBray said. "That is definitely part of the job,
but there is that second piece of really communicative
aspect where you are basically a club coordinator."
DeBray said he hopes to further this link through
meeting one-on-one with club presidents and helping
to promote clubs to students.
Photos by Jeanette Vazquez| hoto
P Editor
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• Students compete
, ? at Semper Liberi
The festival provided
prizes, friendly
competition and
fun
Kailee Cameau
Staff Writer
Ihe U-Rec was busy Saturday morn
ing as participants of the third annual
Semper Liberi bouldering festival filled
the lobby for check in. Ihe festival is
an opportunity for people to experi
ence bouldering (climbing 15 feet up
without a harness or rope], with other
climbing enthusiasts.
The climbing wall was closed all
week in preparation for the event.
All of the bouldering routes were
removed) and brand new boul
dering problems were set up. The
route setters were busy at work
this week, ensuring the wall
would be ready in time for the
friendly competition.
Head route setter senior Pe
ter Duell was one of th e many
people that worked to prepare
the climbing wall for its 2016
festival debut.
"All of the holds on the
wall are very intentional
ly placed, and the way you
place the holds, the kind
of holds that you use, and
the angle in which you
put them on the wall, a ll
affects the way that peo
ple move and go through
the climbing problem,"
Duell said. "What we
[the climbing wall
staff] want to do
is create the best
experience for all
people to do that."
The festival fea
tured three divi
sions:
beginner,
intermediate and
advanced.
The
competition was
open to the com
munity, and to
all skill levels.
Among the par
ticipants were
Whitworth stu
dents, as well
as
students
from Gonzaga University
and Eastern

r>

Washington University.
"Fo.r us, what we [the climbing wall staff] re
ally want to do is just be accommodating and
open to the entire Whitworth community and
for this competition, even the entire Spokane
community," Duell said.
Brad Pointer, assistant director of cam
pus recreation, climbing wall coordinator,
and avid climber himself, was hired as U-Rec
staff in preparation for the opening of the
2,300-square-foot climbing space.
"We started the festival as a communi
ty gathering, a celebration of climbing, and
a chance for people get together [to climb],"
Pointer said. "It's neat to just see a bunch of
new problems on the wall, and see a bunch of
people trying them out and having fun."
Freshman Jeriah Bankson participated in
the event, just to have the opportunity to boul
der with friends, and ended up placing second
in the beginners division.
"I just went in with the mindset that this is
just to climb for fun, and I didn't expect to win,
I just wanted to climb," Bankson said. "It was
super fun, I r eally enjoyed [the festival], and
the route setters did a really goodjob at making
a whole bunch of different levels and difficul
ties."
Bankson started climbing over Jan Term
this year, and has continued to climb in her
free time since. She recommends people bring
friends and try climbing at the U-Rec wall.
"Just go do it, just close your eyes and just
jump in and do it, because I think the more you
think about it the more you'll think 'oh no) but
it is honestly so chill, and so worth it," Bankson
said. "Climbing more and more, you'll get bet
ter, and it's a lot more fun with friends."
The festival allowed participants the oppor
tunity to boulder from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. and ev

eryone who participated in the event, winner or
not, got to pick aprize from avariety of climbing
gear. Prizes included Whitworth U-Rec t-shirts,
collapsible water bottles, climbing chalk and
even Black Diamond backpacks.
For anyone who missed out on the boul
dering festival but still wants to give climbing
a try, the climbing wall is open for bouldering
anytime that the U-Rec is open. There is also
open rope climbing hours Monday-Thursday,
4-10 p.m. and Fridays 4-7 p.m. There is always
a climbing wall attendant nearby to help out
during climbing hours.
Senior climbing wallstudent supervisor Wes
Walton often helps out at the climbing wall.
"Come on by, even ifyou have never climbed
before," Walton said. "It's not a big deal, our
staff is encouraging and helpful, especially
when people are new. We even have Free Shoe
Fridays, so people can have a true experience
of what climbing is like."
For more information about the climbing
wall and upcoming events, visit the U-Rec web
site atwhitworthoutdoors.com.

Contact Kailee Carneau at
kcarneaul 7@my. whitworth.edu

Warren Peace brings festival vibes
Popular student talent
show provides study
break in the sun
Krystiana Morales

Staff Writer

Erin Wolf I Photographer

Junior Benjamin Olson (left) and sophomore Carter Hudson sing "Colors of the Wind" from Pocahontas.

Zoie Koch I Photographer

Zoie Koch | Photog
rapher

Students at WarrenPeace laugh during sophomores
Felicity Roe's and Caleb Smith's music set.

EVENTS
CO

Contact Krystiana Morales at
kmoralesl 7@my.whitworth.edu

ON CAMPUS AND AROUND TOWN

DISCUSSION: IS JESUS A PACIFIST?
7 p.m.
HUB Multipurpose Room

to

Senior Emily Moline performs "A Case of You" by
Canadian singer-songwriter Joni Mitchell.

Students lounged in the sun as their peers
showcased their talents at Warren Peace held in the
Loop. Dozens of students attended the event April 9,
put on annually by the Warren Hall leadership team
to display the artistic talents of Whitworth students.
Many students sang while others performed pieces
they shared at the Diversity Monologues.Sophomore Samantha Smith said the event was
fun and she enjoyed the music and sun. Her favorite
performance was the last, she said. A group of students
called "G-Money and the Pinetones" performed a set of
three songs and by audience request an encore of Cake
by the Ocean, originally performed by DNCE.
"I loved the cello," Sm ith said. "They're all really
talented and all the instruments really came together."
As well as"G-Moneyandthe Pinetones," sophomore
Carter Hudson and junior Benjamin Olson performed
a music set for the students in the Loop. Dressed in
'70s-inspired apparel and ready for a "peace rally," they
said to the audience, Hudson and Olson performed a
set of four songs.
Freshmen Rhiana Everest and Sarah Chilton said
they enjoyed the energy of the two performers and that
they were their favorite.
"They had so much energy and they sounded so
great," Everest said.
Chilton said she was excited about the event and
that her Mends told her it is one of the best events of
the year. She said Hudson and Olson had a great stage
presence she enjoyed.
"They made you feel really comfortable and Med to
involve the audience," Chilton said. "It was the perfect
balance between goofy and serious."

Come talk with Small Group
Coordinators about the different ways
to look at Christianity and violence.
This event is a follow-up to the "God
and Guns" lecture.

POETRY: BROKEN MIC
6:30 p.m.
Neato Burrito
827 W. First Ave.

Put on by Spokane Poetry Slam, this
weekly open mic reading series is
open to all ages and all skill levels.

3:

CAMPUS: JOB & INTERNSHIP FAIR

£2

DANCE: SO YOU THINK YOU CAN DANCE

i
oe

11:30 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.
HUB Multipurpose Room

—i

7 p.m. I $1

Visit-the booths of over 40 employers
with job and internship opportunities
for college students this summer,
Bring copies of your resume and
network with hiring professionals.
Business attire is recommended.

HUB Multipurpose Room

7 p.m.
Robinson Teaci
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Participate in Jubilation Dance
Ministry's annual event. Support
Whitworth's dancers as they dance for
your votes.

Listen to Corn
his award-v
which focuse
in society.

g
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MUSIC: JAZZ COMBO CONCERT
8 p.m.
Music Building Recital Hall

Come support the Whitworth lazz
Combos as they present their spring
concert.

ca
ac
Ll_

LECTURE: ISRAEL. PALESTINE. AND THE
US:THE CONTEXTBEHIND THE HEADLINES
7 p.m.
Robinson Teaching Theatre

Listen to Alison Weir, executive
director of If Am ericans Knew, discuss
the US's support of Israel from its
creation to its media coverage today.

CD

POETRY:CORN

DANCE: SECON
7 p.m.
Bozarth Mansic
12415 N Fain

Was your pro
perfect? If so
off-campus <J
Bozarth mansi
from the HUB
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Students explore cultural dishes with
new "Top Chef' cooking competition

"Top Chef' allows
students to try
cultural dishes

"I made it because it was a dish that
my grandmother usually made for spe
cial occasions," Echuri said. "My grand
mother taught my mom and my mom
taught me. It's kind of a tradition."
The event planning for Whitworth
"Top Chef" began late last fall. The of
fice of Student Equity, Diversity and In
Krystiana Morales
clusion worked with Sodexo to produce
Staff Writer
a recipe submission process that would
bring in a diverse selection of dishes
The University held the first Whitthat would be well represented across
worth "Top Chef" competition April
cultures.
The judges scored contestants based
10, The event was the result of a c ollab
on presentation, creativity, taste, skill
oration between the office of Student
and knowledge of their dish. Those who
Equity, Diversity and Inclusion and
attended could also vote for their favor
Sodexo. Ten students submitted their
ite dish.
dishes for the competition and were
Freshman Joanne Fong was excited
asked to include a connection to their
for the event to try new foods that she
dishes. Guest judges included Bravo
had never had before.
Network "Top Chef" competitor Chad
"My favorite dish was the dish from
White, Food Network Halloween Baking
Brazil," Fon g said. "It was one of the
Championships competitor Audrey Alvery first dishes I tried and I really liked
faro and owner of De Leon Foods Sergio
it but even up until the end it stood out.
De Leon.
The sauce was really unique and the fla
Director of Student Equity, Diver
vor was something that I haven't tried
sity and Inclusion Shawn Washington
before."
was one of th e individuals who helped
Sophomore Deborah Adedeji said
plan Whitworth "Top Chef."The office of
her favorite dish was the beef stew from
Student Equity, Diversity and Inclusion
Nigeria.
wanted to create a new event that would
"I am also from Nigeria," Adedeji
showcase food from different cultures,
Jeanette Vazquez | riiotoJulitor said. "So, I think having something that
Washington said. Part of the purpose
reminded me of ho me made me really
of Whitworth "Top Chef" was to create Junior Judy Mata prepared a dish called ceviche for the "TopChef' competition.
like it."
an event where an awareness of cul
Washington said events such as
tures is built to create a more inclusive
gland and is a dish that she frequently makes for herself
Whitworth "Top Chef" are important because they are
community by allowing all members to meet, interact at Whitworth, Thom said.
and experience the culinary aspect of various cultures,
"We usually make it for special oc
casions like Christ a way to raise cultural awareness through many differ
ent forms in order to enrich our lives for humanity.
Washington said.
mas and Easter in my family," Thom said.
"These events are a way to have fun, be educational
Sophomores Heidi Thorn and Harika Echuri were
Echuri made a buttered chicken recipe, which won
two of th e 10 students who submitted recipes for the the people's choice award. The dish originated in India and inclusive," Washington said.
competition.
Thorn took an orange scone recipe from her sisterin-law and made it her own. The dish originates in En

IS EADY READING

£:

and is traditionally served for special events, Echuri
said.

THEATER: NEXT TO NORMAL

°2

COMMUNITY: MIX-IT-UP AT LUNCH!

p.m. I $2 3
Bing Crosby Theater
901 VJ. Sprague Ave.

—1

11 a.m.-1 p.m.
HUB Dining Hall

^

Sit with someone new for lunch as
Lecia Brooks, founder of the national
Mix-lt-Up-At-Lunch program joins for
fun, food and games.

2

\g Theatre

JS Eady re ad from

g poetry collection,
gely on race issues

IANCE PROM

dOr.

xperience less than
end this format
; at the beautiful
Pick up free tickets
e desk before you go.

CO

Watch the emotional Tony-winning
play exploring the life of a suburban
family struggling with the reality of
mental illness.

THEATER: NIXON'S NIXON
2 p.m. I $io

Stage Left Theatre
108 W. Third Ave.

This play, set in the White House,
imagines the final meeting between
President Nixon and Henry Kissinger.

Q
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FILM: IS VIOLENCE IN NATURE A RESULT
OF THE FALL?

Contact Krystiana Morales at
kmoralesl 7@my.whitworth.edu

en
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DISCUSSION: THE FUTURE OF STUDENTLED, CIVIL RIGHTS ACTIVISM

ac
S?

3:30p.m.
Seeley G. Mudd Chapel

^
5?
i±j

Attend a discussion led by activist
Lecia Brooks on campus-based civil
rights movements and how Spokane
can involve students in local activism.

i—

THEATER: MR. DARWIN'S TREE

7 p.m.
Eric Johnston Science Center 233

7 p.m.
Robinson Teaching Theatre

Hear to Oxford professor Stan
Rosenburg present an Augustinian
approach to nature "being red in
tooth and claw."

Watch a one-man performance by
actor Andrew Harrison depicting
Darwin's life from the Beagle voyage
to "Origin of the Species."

+

+

Start Your Graduate Degree
in 2016 at Azusa Pacific
Occupations that require a master's degree are projected to grow the fastest in
the coming years, making graduate school a worthwhile investment. This year,
make your resolutions a reality. Further your career goals with a graduate degree
from Azusa Pacific University, one of the nation's top Christian universities.
Choose from:

Business and Leadership

Education

MBA, Management, Leadership, Accounting,

Educational Leadership, School Counseling
and School Psychology, Teacher Education,

Organizational Psychology

Higher Education, Nursing Education

Health Care
Athletic Training, Physical Therapy, Nursing

Join the

4,200+

graduate students
currently advancing
their education at APU.

Helping Professions
MFT, Psychology, Social Work

Azusa | High Desert | Inland Empire | Los Angeles | Murrieta | Orange County | San Diego | Online

Find your program today! apu.edu/programs

/I AZUSA PACIFIC
U N I V E R S I T Y
God First Since 1899

Whitworth Graduate Programs
When you're ready to take your degree to the next
level, look no further than Whitworth. We've got the
challenging, innovative programs you want.

Number of graduate
degree-seeking
students in the School of
Education

Percentage of graduates from last year's Master
in Teaching cohort who were hired in contracted
teaching positions

509.777.3222 | www.whitworth.edu/gradstudies | WHITWORTH

OPINIONS
Giving the first traits to students

a civilian carry their bags for a mile. What we have in
Jesus' words is a direct commandment to do more
than what the representatives of the government have
insisted that you do. This message is reiterated by Paul
in his letter to the Corinthians: "Each one must give as
he has decided in his heart, not reluctantly or under
compulsion, for God loves a cheerful giver" (2 Cor. 9:7
ESV). It seems that paying your workers the minimum
wage is a case of giving under compulsion.
These biblical examples make it clear that Whit
complicated when it comes to student workers. While worth ought to be paying student workers and other
I beli eve that a $15 minimum wage ought to be con minimum wage campus employees greater than what
COLUMNIST
sidered for all, I will leave this debate
the government mandates.
to be settled in the political arena by
Even if this was a mere $.25Before you make any assumptions about me, yes I angry politicians.
per-hour raise, the gesture
did vote for Bernie Sanders, but this article is not about
All I ask is to not be paid minimum
would be felt. This modest
economics. Rather, I want to speak to the Christian wage. Were the minimum wage $11 or
raise may have some reper
imperative to do more than what is asked, to go the $12 or even $171 would still be asking
cussions for Whitworth in
extra mile. I don't want a living wage, I don't want to for this as a Christian gesture. It is at
terms of the number of stu
bankrupt Whitworth, and I am not merely in this for the very heart of the Judeo-Christian
dent worker hours, requir
myself. I simply wish for a symbolic gesture by which tradition that we are called to do more
ing some areas such as the
my school might honor its Christian identity. I think than what is asked of us by governing
U-Rec to employ fewer work
Whitworth should raise student wages.
authorities. Take the practice of ti th
ers. To this I reply that Whit
For t hose who clamor for a hike in wages to that ing for example; God calls upon His
worth would better sell itself
rhetorically powerful $15 per hour, I support your ef people to give, not of the ir left-overs,
as an institution which cares
forts, but do not wish to express them here. Thesource but of their first-fruits (Lev. 27:30,
about its student workers by
of the magic $15 number is the
hiring fewer of them at a de
Prov. 3:9, Gen. 28:22).
desire for working families to
This practice encourages
cent wage than hiring large
" We are called to do
be able to earn a living wage.
numbers of m inimum wage
Christians to prioritize
This is a noble goal, but not one
workers for a couple of hours
giving over all else, not to
more
than
what
is
asked
Hannah Walker | Gra
phic Artist
which pertains so much to stu
a week.
do only what is required
dents directly, as few among us
of them. The notion of
of us by governing
work full time or support a fam
above-and-beyond giving is made even
ily — all praise and honor be
authorities.
more clear in fire New Testament as Jesus
unto those that do. In fact, there
says, "If anyone forces you to go with him
are government support ser
one mile, go with him two miles" (Matt. SCHMIDT is a senior majoring in peace studies and
vices in place for students who work even 20 hours per 5:41 ESV). Ma ny biblical historians believe that this philosophy. Comments can be sent to
week, so the question of a living wage is at least more verse refers to a practice by which soldiers would have whitworthpinions@gmail.com

Whitworth ought to raise student wages
above the state mandated minimum wage
JACOBSCHMIDT

H

EDITORIAL:IN THE LOOP
Trustees should take
time to knowstudents
The trustees are a collection of businesspeople, philanthropists and clergy
members who have donated and con
tinue to donate large amounts of mon
ey to Whitworth University.
Trustees make or approve most of
the decisions that affect students on
a day-to-day basis. While they hold
weight in the institutional advance
ment discussion, they also appear to
put little stock in understanding stu
dent life. A recent survey done by The
Whitworthian found that students
largely cannot name a trustee mem
ber without seeing their names and
even fewer students feel as though
they could recognize a trustee if the y
walked past one on the Hello Walk.
It appears that trustees are out of
touch with the student body, which
contradicts reason as a planned strat
egy. When considering that trustees
make important decisions that inti
mately influence students and life o n
campus, it seems that trustees should
have some understanding of what stu
dents think. Students' concerns should
at least be a factor in future decisions

concerning this institution.
We are not asking for trustees to
attend prime times and join us in the
student section of basketball games
(although we won't oppose it). Rather,
we hope trustees will see the value in
hearing student voices firsthand and
gaining a perception of Whitworth not
solely based on the views of ASWU
President Justin Botejue and Whit
worth President Beck Taylor.
We recognize the difficulty many
trustee members have in being on
campus consistently, as a result of
their distance from the campus and
other important obligations they have.
However, as significant investors in the
futures of Whitworth and the students
within it, we believe trustees should
make a more intentional effort to in
vest time as well as money in Whitworth's future.
We appreciate Whitworth trustees
and their continued investment in our
community. Trustees are invested in
this campus and the best interest of
our university. We simply think stu
dents are a part of those decisions.

Editorials in the "In the Loop"section reflect the majority opinion ofthe Editorial
Board comprising six editors.
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Computer world takeover: Is Whitworth ready?
Why computer science should be a general education requirement
out there and he is willing to
faculty to add a third computer lab or
be patient to find the right fit
a fifth faculty member. This increased
" Whitworth needs to
for Whitworth.
COLUMNIST
emphasis would lead to a department
The computer science de
address the rapid growth
that is robust and prepared for the
partment has four faculty
Last year, the computer science department at Whit growth it's experiencing.
of the computer science
members in total. There is sim
This change would not happen
worth experienced major turnover, losing two of its
no way for the current fac
overnight.
I
know
that
it
would
take
four full-time faculty members. However, the amount
department and mounting ply
ulty to keep track of that many
of interest among students has doubled in the past a lot of logistical planning in order
potential students. Tucker
student interest.
year, rising from 50 declared majors three years ago to to make a computer science course a
himself currently advises 72
part
of
the
general
education
require
around 100 this year.
students and spoke about the
Although Whitworth faculty is happy to see the ments, but it is certainly possible and
need for more faculty.
growth of the department, it has placed stress on the it makes sense. Technology is rapidly
"Where it really caused some strain is this week and
full-time faculty members, particularly during advis evolving and employers are looking for people who are
last, which are advising weeks..." Tucker said. "The
ing week. Even though Whitworth hired two lecturers equipped with basic computer programming skills.
The department chair, Pete Tucker, said the num number of students that Kent [Jones] and I have to help
over the summer to help alleviate the stress, perhaps
it is time for Whitworth to implement another possible ber of jobs for computer science majors is expected to get through advising week, internship searches, those
nearly double in just five years. It is anticipated to have kinds of things, that number doubled."
solution.
Whitworth needs to address the rapid growth of the
For instance, if computer science were made a gen the most job growth of all the other STEM majors.
"I know that parents are paying attention, I know computer science department and mounting student
eral education requirement, the demand for full-time
faculty members would increase. This designation that high school kids are paying attention to where the interest. Requiring computer science courses as a part
would help sooth some of the concerns facing the de jobs are going to be, and computer science is where it of Whitworth's general education requirements would
is," Tucker said. "I do think that tackle these problems.
partment. The mathematics de
It would benefit the students by enabling them to
there's going to be a lot more in
partment, for example, is a gener
" I know that parents are
terest in students as they come gain practical skills and set them up for success for
al education requirement and has
their careers. It would motivate potential professors by
nine full-time faculty members paying attention, I know that in, in computer science."
Tucker went on further and showing them our university is committed to changing
and three lecturers. I would be
with the times, placing more emphasis on a subject
willing to bet the computer sci
high school kids are paying said 80 students have indicated that
deserves more respect. Finally, the move would
computer science as a possible
ence department would increase
necessitate a rise in number of faculty, leading to a bet
attention
to
where
jobs
are
maj
or
next
year.
Even
in
h
t
e
event
as well.
all 80 students do not choose to ter overall department for all students.
As the department's search
going to be, and computer
When computers take over the world, Whitworth
study computer science, it is still
for full-time faculty intensifies,
should be prepared.
clear
that
interest
is
grow
ing.
This
potential professors would be
science is where it is.
needs to be effectively accom
encouraged to seriously look into
PETE TUCKER
modated.
Whitworth. It would benefit the
Tucker said he fully believes
current staff by splitting up the
computer science department chair
computer science should be a
course load and number of advi
gen. ed. and is on its way to be
sees, which would allow them to
coming one. Although the num VANWINGERDEN is a junior majoring in
be fully invested and energized.
communications. Comments can be sent to
Students would benefit the most. Funding for the ber of professors available is small, there is more mon whitworthopinions@gmail.com
ey
to
be
made
in
the
industry.
He
said
professors
are
department would naturally rise, enabling Whitworth

JOSIAHVANWINGERDEN

Let's go volunteer, Bucs
Volunteering to charity is more
helpful than government welfare
JAMES SILBERM AN
COLUMNIST

Whitworth students, I'm calling you
out. We all need to be a litde more giv
ing.
This may surprise some returning
readers of d ie column who know I es
pouse conservative principles on just
about every issue. I am strictly opposed
to expansive welfare programs, but that
doesn't mean we right-wingers are a
bunch of S crooges. While we advocate
for less charity from the federal govern
ment, we lobby for more charitable giv
ing on the part of private citizens.
First, let me explain why federal char
ity doesn't work. The money that goes to
welfare programs comes from taxpayers
and goes through a web of bureaucracy
before reaching recipients. State wel
fare is an incredibly inefficient strategy
for reducing poverty. Today, the United

States government spends just under
$1 trillion per year on anti-poverty pro
grams. However, the poverty rate still
hovers around 15 percent, right where it
was in 1964, according to the U.S. Cen
sus Bureau.
There are also documented negative
consequences of government welfare. A
study conducted by University of Ohio
professors Lowell Galloway and Richard
Vedder found that, among individuals
below the poverty line, those who do not
receive welfare payouts are two-and-ahalf times more likely to escape poverty
and be above the poverty line within a
year compared to those who do. If state
charity decreases, we as individuals will
be responsible for picking up the slack.
Individual charity allows for more
streamlined giving without the negative
consequences. Food banks and soup
kitchens personalize the giving process
as volunteers interact with the people

Have you engaged in
service learning at
Whitworth?
63%
37%

AYes

No

givers and volunteers who dedicate their
fives to helping people in need.
The first step is to lower taxes and put
more money back in the hands of indi
viduals and charity organizations, but
the second step is for those individuals
(aka everyone reading this) to start giv
ing! Whether it time or money.
Former ASWU presidential candidate
Mak Karge pointed out a lack of volun
teering among Whitworth students in a
debate. I concur. In an-interview, Karge
said students should be more purpose
ful about actively seeking out volunteer
opportunities, and also thinks that the
volunteer programs on campus current
ly being run need to be better advertised.
If you are interested in giving or vol
unteering, get in touch with the people
at the Dornsife Center on campus, or
contact an organization directly (finks
with more information are in the online
version of this article at TheWhitworthian.com).

Rainier Emerick|Graphics Editor

Results are based on an email survey
of 287 students.

they serve and show interest in their
lives. The recipients also understand
private charity is provided for by willful

SILBERMAN is a junior majoring in

communications. Comments can be sent
to whitworthopinions@gmail.com
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Matt Spencer
StaffWriter
Losing senior leadership in any sport
can be a challenge. For the Whitworth
baseball team, the graduation of last
year's seniors did not just mean losing
a few mentors. It meant losing its entire
starting rotation and some key pieces of
its bullpen.
However, a trio of freshmen in Ryan
Kingma, Hugh Smith and Tim Bever
have come in and filled the massive
holes left after last year's graduation.
Pitching coach CJ Perry describes the
team's recruiting focus in attempting
to replace the starting rotation filled
with seniors who had accumulated

multiple First and Second Team A1INWC accolades in addition to a handful
of Honorable Mentions.
"We were just looking for guys that
could compete and we would take two
guys to match one guy's production,"
Perry said.
The coaches sought to find people
who could compete and collectively
match the production.
Going into the year, the Whitworth
coaching staff was pretty happy with
where they stood as far as pitching
recruits. But good recruiting does not
always equal success.
For freshmen pitchers it is difficult to
tell how they will perform. Sometimes
recruits never pan out or for others it
takes a few years, Perry said.

Fortunately, Whitworth's young
pitching additions seem to have college
pitching figured out pretty well so far.
Smith and Kingma, have filled slots in
the starting rotation while Bever has
seen significant time out of the bullpen.
But none of these pitchers necessarily
fit the mold of power and dominance
that came before them. Instead, they are
playing to their personal strengths.
Bever defines his pitching style as that
of a junk bailer.
"I throw a lot of curveballs and
changes to keep opposing hitters off
balanced," Bever said.
The Redondo Beach, California native
has been a major help as a long reliever,
allowing the Pirates to keep their bullpen
fresh all year. Despite only making one
start and four other appearances, Bever
has logged an impressive 24.33 innings
with an impressive 2.22 earned run
average.
Kingma on the other hand embraces
the role of a crafty lefty. The freshman
from Bellevue, Washington knows he
is not going to overpower opposing
hitters. Instead, he focuses in on
hitting the -edges of the strike zone. In
his first season, Kingma has already

accumulated six wins, tying him for
second in the NWC in that category.
One of the biggest surprises for the
Pirates has been 6'7" freshman Hugh
Smith. Initially working out of the
bullpen, Smith quickly established
himself as a force to be reckoned with
and moved into the starting rotation.
"He is so long and the arm is so loose
that the fastball jumps," Perry said
describing Smith's style.
His height and velocity combine to
really shorten the distance between
the pitcher's mound and the plate. So
much so that Smith has an impressive
WHIP (walks, hit by pitches, and hits
per inning) of 1.01 and ranks second in
the Northwest Conference in earned run
average at 1.99.
Collectively, all of Whitworth
baseball's freshman class pitchers have
posted a 13-3record. Itwill be interesting
to watch how these freshmen respond
to the pressure of crunch time as the
conference tournament and postseason
play are approaching rapidly.
Contact Matt Spencer at
mspencerl 7@my.whitworth.edu
Jeanette Vazquez|Photo Editor

(Top) Freshman Hugh Smith (left), Ryan Kingma (middle) and Tim Bever (right). (Cutout) The baseball team in the dugout (photo by Zoie Koch).

Caleb Mathena

"I thought we played really well
right from the beginning," McConnell
said."We started out on fire, hit a lot of
good shots, and made our opponents
Still iri the running for an NWC
just play a lot of balls. We were really
tournament berth, the women's tennis
team defeated conference opponents, excited to play together too. It was a
good match up."
the Pacific University Boxers, 7-2 last
No. 2 doubles team, Wiley and
Saturday but fell to non-conference
Adams sustained a narrow 8-6 loss,
Lewis-Clark St. 5-4 on Sunday. The
but the Pirates came out on top after
Pirates improved to 4-6 in the NWC
Rohrbach and Winslow won 9-7 on
and are now 5-11 overall.
court 3.
The Bucs swept doubles to begin
In singles, Hoyos got up early with
the match, giving them a 3-0 lead
a 2-1 lead in her first set, but could
over the Boxers. Junior Anabelle
not recover after losing the next
Burns and freshman Emma Jo Wiiey
four games and eventually fell to her
won by a de cisive 8-1 margin at No. 2
opponent 7-5 and 6-4. McConnell
doubles. But both the No. 1 a nd No. 3
defeated her counterpart 6-3, 6-2 on
doubles matches came down to the
court 4 and No. 6 Rohrbach went to a
wire. On court 1, junior Bella Hoyos
third set to win hers 6-1,4-6, and 10-2.
and sophomore Jenny Adams won
Despite the strong
their match 8-6 while
showing, the Bucs
court 3 featured a
We are cautiously ended up losing
9-7 victory for senior
. . f)
to Lewis-Clark St.
KC McConnell and
ontim ,llL
Optimistic.
5_4 Although, this
*
5-4.
freshman
Paige
loss does not affect
I
nn.nrc
Rohrbach.
RACHEL ALDRIDGE
LDRIDGE
..
J:ti, ,
the
Pirates chances
Junior
Ashley
oach
of
getting
into
head
Winslow
was
the
heac coach
post-season
play.
first to finish in
Whitworth will travel
singles play. Winslow
to
Tacoma
next
grabbed the quick
weekend to play Pacific Lutheran,
win, going 6-2 and 6-0. Pacific scored
Saturday and Puget Sound on Sunday.
their only two points on courts 2 and 3
against Wiley and Adams, respectively. The Bucs must win both matches
in order to earn the final
NWC
However, Burns' 6-0, 6-2 victory
tournament bid.
decided the match, giving Whitworth
"We are cautiously optimistic," head
an insurmountable 5-1 lead.
coach Rachel Aldridge said. "The two
"My goal for singles was just to
teams we play next weekend are solid
try and stay energized from the
competitors, so we can't look past
beginning," Burns said. "I think I was
them, but we are definitely playing
able to place the ball really well and
much better tennis than we were at
move her around more, which gave
the front of our season. Whatever the
me the opportunity to get a winner."
results are, I feel strongly about us
The Pirates ended the day with a 7-2
competing to the best of our abilities
win over the Boxers.
next weekend."
Sunday's non-conference match

StaffWriter

against Lewis-Clark St. gave the
Bucs a chance to try out some new
combinations in doubles. Hoyos and
McConnell made short work of their
opponents on court 1 w ith an 8-2 win.
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Contact Caleb Mathena at
cmathena 17@my.whitworth.edu
Kelly Logie | Photographer

Whitworth sophomore Jenny Adams serves during Saturday's match against Pacific. The Pirates improved their conference standing by beating Pacific.
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Pirates enter World War meet
Track and field
teams break
records at
World War 9

mark of 21 9' 2" breaking the previous place finishes and six top five finishes.
216' 10" record set in 2011. This season,
"A lot of people got really close to
his throw is currently best in the nation. getting conference qualifying marks, a
"I try not to think so much about lot of people came close to season best,
the rankings and
a lot of people
scores
because
got season best,
all that really
and we had some
matters is how I
national
caliber
marks across the
do at conference
board,"
senior
and
nationals,"
Andrew Bloom,'18
Katie McKay said.
Bloom said. "The
With a time of
rankings
aren't
Bloom is ranked
11:11.43, -senior
too
important
first in the nation
Kellyn
Roiko
until you get there,
posted a first
but I am happy
for lavetine
place finish
in
that I am [setting
throwers with
the
women's
personal records]"
a school record
3,000-meter
In the shot put,
breaking throw
steeplechase.
Burt finished in
of 219'2".
In the 800-meter
first place out of
event, sophomore
23
opponents
Kayla
Leland
with a mark of 53'
7.5'! Burt also took second place in the took a first place victory over 35 other
competitors and posted a season-best
discus with a 46.16 m throve.
Sophomore John-Robert Woolley set time of 2:11.82.
Six Pirate athletes returned to action
a new personal best time of 54.10 with
a fifth place finish in the 400-meter to compete in the NWC Combined
Championships. The group of six
hurdles event.
"[John-Robert Woolley] has been consists of seniors McGill, Olivia
really consistent and running close Newman, Ally McConnell, junior Dane
to his lifetime best all year," senior Larson, sophomore Kayla Brase and
decathlete Lucas McGill said. "Usually freshman Thomas Harshaw. The Pirates
he is one of the fastest guys but this will also host the Whitworth Twilight
meet was huge so he got to run with Invite, beginning on Thursday April 14.
better competition and had a really
Contact Jordanne Perry at
good race."
The women's team also had two first jperryl 6@my.whitworth.edu
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UPCOMING
EVENTS

SPOTLIGHT

Jordanne Perry
StaffWriter
The Whitworth men's and women's
track and field teams competed at the
Northwest Scoring Clash (World War
9) meet this past weekend hosted by
Spokane Falls Community College
where the Pirates took four event
victories.
The ninth-annual meet featured 21
schools from Washington competing
against programs from Idaho, Oregon
and Montana of all three NCAA
divisions and NAIA.
The men's team had two first place
finishes from
sophomore Andrew
Bloom in the javelin and senior Corey
Burt in the shot put event.
For the third week in a row, Bloom
set a new personal record and took a
victory over 30 other competitors.
"I always pray and visualize right
before I throw," Bloom said. "I talk
to my coach between each throw for
pointers."
Bloom set a new Whitworth record

Golf plays
Spring Classic

FAST

TASTY.
^ Jo,

DELIVERY!
TO FIND THE LOCATION NEAREST YOU
VISITJIMMYJOHNS.COM
2014 JIMMY JOIIIIS FHANCHISJ. LLC AIL R IGHTS RfSfRVtO

Max Carter
StaffWriter
After a career-best round of
four-under par 68 o n Saturday at
Wme Valley Golf Club in Walla
Walla, W ashington, senior Austin
Billeter followed with a solid twoover-par round of 74 on Sunday to
finish in sole possession of third
place. Billeter's performance gave
him sole possession of first place
after day one, and helped lead
the Whitworth men to a second
place team finish, falling short of
Willamette by only one stroke.
In addition to the good showing
by the men's team, the women had
a solid fourth place finish, largely
thanks to an opening round of
four-over par 76 from
senior
Chelsea Bayley. Junior Michal
Schuster closed out the weekend
well, carding a five-over par 77 for
the women on Sunday, the Bucs'
only sub-80 round on day two.
"We knew it would be close,
Willamette is tough this year," head
coach Warren Friedrichs said.

See full story at
www.thewhitworthian.com

SOFTBALL
Saturday, April 16

Sunday, April 17

Noon & 2 p.m.

Noon & 2 p.m.

Linfield

Linfield

Marks Field

Marks Field

-

Sunday, April 17
10 a.m.
Willamette Spring
Thaw
Bend, Oregon

Saturday, April 16
10 a.m.
Willamette Spring
Thaw
Bend, Oregon

Saturday, April 16

Sunday, April 17

10 a.m.

10 a.m.

Pacific Lutheran

Puget Sound

Scotford Tennis

Scotford Tennis

Center

Center

Saturday, April 16
Noon & 3 p.m.
Willamette
Salem, Oregon

Sunday, April 17
3 p.m.
Willamette
Salem, Oregon

Thursday, April 14
2 p.m.
Whitworth
Twilight Invite
Pine Bowl

Bold - Home games
Rainier Emerick | Graphics Editor
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1. Attendees dance together at the Warren Peace event held in the loop.
Zoie Koch | Photographer
2. Sophomore Hannah Palmer sings "Fly" bythe Jonas Brothers.
/
Erin Wolf | Photographer
3. Students sit in the sun as sophomore Carter Hudson and junior
Benjamin Olson entertain.
Stuart Beeksma | Assistant Photo Editor

Registration
is Going
on NOW!

B

Find won

Facebook

w ©GUSummerSession

SEIZE THE SUMMER
at GONZAGA UNIVERSITY

www.gonzaga.edu/summer

FIRST SESSION: MAY 16 - JUNE 241 SECOND SESSION: JUNE 27 - AUGUST 5

+

Divide and Conquer
Division of sustainability
coordinator job creates
opportunities for new pursuits.

Students hs« She opportt:
relive their prom experience at the
new off-campus formal dance.

ABOUTUS

VOLUME 106, ISSUE 15
The Whitworthian has served as the main source of news and sports coverage
for the Whitworth community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an organization
composed entirely of students which produces The Whitworthian weekly
newspaper and thewhitworthian.com.

EDUCATION \M
OA

OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting accurate and relevant
information in an innovative manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for expressing the interests of the
Whitworth community.

UNDOCUMENTED

Led by President Taylor, the
university has shifted its stance on
undocumented students.

E®

GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published weekly, except during January
and student vacations. The content is generated entirely by students. The college
administration does not review the newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas
expressed in The Whitworthian are those of the individual artists, writers and
student editors, and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associated Students
of Whitworth University (ASWU), the university, its administration, faculty/staff
or advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through advertising and subscription
revenue and in part by student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.

06 BOARD BRIEFING

OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the opinions of their individual
creators and not necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its editors or its
staff.

A briefing on the decisions made
by Board of Trustees including
building plans for the future.

PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in freedom of speech and
expression as guaranteed in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United
States.
CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248

ONLINE AT
www.thewhitworthian.com

07 ARTIST ACCLAIM

QUESTIONS?
csoudanil6@my.whitworth.edu

"The Space Between" senior art
exhibit features multimedia art
and will be open until May 21.

CORRECTIONS
If you have a comment or question about the fairness or accuracy of a story, send
an email to csoudanil6@my.whitworth.edu.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to articles or issues of interest to the
Whitworth community. Send letters to csoudanil6@my.whitworth.edu.
Limit to 250 words.
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13 BUCS ON BASES
The softball team split their last
weekend of conference play with
four dramatic games.

m
The Whitworthian
like us on facebook

14 RALLYING RACKETS
The men's tennis team finishes
their conference play with a
successful weekend against PLU.
Cover Photo: Stuart Beeksma

Dividing to
conquer

information on health, wellness and sustainability O'Brien said.
issues willbe displayed. TheSodexo sustainability team
Bobb, along with Sodexo's sustainability program,
views this as another way to communicate valuable strives for measurable progress. They hope to set up
tips and reminders to students.
an official sign for the garden, similar to the signs
"If you g o to schools on the west coast like Seatde designated for academic buildings and hope to
and Portland and just walk around their campus, you increase student interest. The garden supports local
can tell that [sustainability] is something they care charities and offers a range of volunteer opportunities
about," Bobb said. "So if that's something that students for students concerned about sustainability.
"If it's never something that people think about on a
want at Whitworth, then we want to be a part of
cultivating that by using Sodexo influence to reach out day-to-day basis, they are never going to think about it
on a grander scale," Bobb said.
around campus."
With Sodexo hiring their own coordinator, ASWU
The Sodexo sustainability program is working with
decided to bring on their own
world hunger issues as well.
«
Sodexo staff members have
So I think it s just important to coordinator to work closer
with students. Currently
the option to sign up for a
Kiersten
payroll deduction where the be open and realize they are really sophomore
funds are used for stopping important issues and just be open Signalness works as Sodexo's
sustainability coordinator, but
hunger initiatives.
to conversations with them.
works closely with ASWU.
The sustainability program
Freshman Whitney Jester
will be aimed at making real
Autumn Kelley &Karlin Andersen
WHITNEY JESTER
has been hired to work as
changes and accomplishing
Staff Writer & News Editor
ASWU sustainability coordinator
ASWU's coordinator next fall.
a predetermined goal each
"Next year I'm really
Sodexo and ASWU have shared a sustainability week. Bobb will meet regularly
coordinator in past years, but for the upcoming year with O'Brien and Marketing Coordinator Angie Ellison hoping to work with sustainability in the dorms," Jester
said. "One's an energy challenge in the dorms, having
they will each hire their own coordinator. A So dexo- to discuss a variety of one-time and ongoing projects.
"Many people don't knowthat wecompost," O'Brien the dorms compete to see who can the least amount of
focused sustainability coordinator will be an asset
to the university's goals to be more environmentally- said. "We save all of our student's food waste as well as energy for some sort of prize; and the other is a waste
challenge: see which dorms can produce the least
any food waste that we have inthe kitchen."
friendly, Sodexo's General Manager Jim O'Brien said.
Leftover food is emptied into a compactor and amount of waste. Those will be two really big projects
O'Brien explained it is challenging with the
community garden and student issues for an ASWU taken off campus to be made into fertilizer. Sodexo will I'll be working on."
be working with facilities services to eventually place
coordinator to manage Sodexo programs as well.
continued on pg. 6
Sophomore Lisa B obb, a biology major, has been a composter on campus, possibly in the Back 40. The
hired as next year's sustainability coordinator for fertilizer produced would then be used for sustainable
Sodexo. An essential part of Bobb's job will include landscaping purposes.
"Gonzaga has a good composting and sustainability
educating the Whitworth community on ways to
conserve resources through reducing, reusing and program," O'Brien said. "We are meeting with them in
recycling. She will coordinate events, informational a couple of weeks to learn what they have learned and
figure out the costs involved." .
meetings, quizzes and Prime Time visits.
There are plans for events on Earth Day, April 22,
Bobb will have some freedom to implement
sustainability effortsacross campus independently. She in order to highlight Whitworth's award-winning
will als o work with next year's ASWU's sustainability community garden. Sodexo has invited Link Farms,
coordinator in organizing events and speakers in order the local produce supplier, to help host the event. Link
Farms will be giving away
to educate the community.
«
"My plan is to gather
This is not a situation where we food samples, including home
grown lettuce and vegan or
information
on
student
have a sustainability week and
vegetarian snacks.
opinion from ASWU and take
"This is not a situation
then it goes away.
it to Sodexo's sustainability
where we have a sustainability
program to see what they
JIM O'BRIEN
week and then it goes away,"
can do with it," Bobb sa id. "A
Sodexo
general manager
O'Brien said. "It is about
lot of tim es Sodexo has more
constandy reminding people
resources than ASWU for
of how they can be sustainable. Nobody changes
getting things accomplished."
Sodexo is based in France and operates in 80 overnight but I think people could change over the
countries. They have an extensive sustainability period of a couple years."
A primary goal of Sodexo's sustainability program is
program and provide access to various educational
and marketing materials throughout the year. In 2015, to create more sustainability visibility around campus.
Sodexo switched to using only sustainable seafood, Following the example of other universities, Sodexo
plans to put up educational signs, add recycling
which was a major global change, O'Brien said.
"1 think students need to know the kind of changes containers around campus and provide reminders
Jeanette Vazquez | Photo Editor
that they're making and the impact that it is having," to shut off lights and use less water. The frequent
interaction
between
students
and
those
reminders
will
O'Brien said.
Sodexo sustainability coordinator sophomore
Sodexo plans to provide "Did You Know?" begin to create change, O'Brien said.
Lisa Bobb. She plans to educate campus through
"What you want is for people to talk about it," multiple events and informational sessions.
centerpieces for tables in the Sodexo cafeteria where

Sodexo and ASWU
each hire sustainability
coordinators for
individual goals, still
hope to work together

80
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The percent of users on the app
Tinder looking for a long term
relationship.
p. 11

The number of minutes it
takes for the Spokane Police
Department to reach Whitworth.
p.12

8
The number of conference
games won by the men's
tennis team.
p. 14

University supports undocumented students
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Jacob Schmidt
StaffWriter
On April 7, President Beck Taylor
sent a message to the entire Whitworth
community regarding undocumented
students. Taylor's words were heartfelt
and personal, expressing Whitworth's
"gratitude for the multitude of ways
in which Whitworth's undocumented
students contribute to the life and
mission of the university," and stating,
"Whitworth is a stronger institution
because of their presence."
This letter surprised many who did
not expect such a firm stance from an
administration that stresses the doctrine
of " the narrow ridge,"—the university's
policy of refraining from officially
choosing sides on controversial issues.
Among those surprised by the
content of Taylor's letter was Spokane
Dream Project president Thais PedroTrujillo, who stated, "it was really sweet
to read [Taylor's] words."
Her club, which was chartered last
year, exists to support undocumented
students both at Whitworth and at
area high schools in their pursuit of
higher education. The group met with

Taylor in the days after
the official statement
to discuss changes to
Whitworth's admissions
advertising in order to
make the school more
attractive for prospective
undocumented students.
They will be hosting the
first Eastern Washington
HB 1079 conference—an
educational event open to
the public—on campus in
the fall.
While those who are
informed on the issues
faced by undocumented
students were surprised
to see the university take
a firm stand, many others
were surprised to hear there were any
such students here at all.
"It's hard to be open about it at
Whitworth,"
Pedro-Trujillo
said,
addressing the general lack ofknowledge
about undocumented students. "If
you're undocumented, you don't want
to vocalize it because you don't know
how people are going to react."
Thus students many never know what
their classmates were brought into the
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1
is a local non-profit working with youth
that are homeless in downtown Spokane.
CCW PAOVLDCJL CL AJCLQIL, peacefuL space
where youth can experience respite from
street culture.
yjou. can, furffi by donatingyour unwanted

clothing to Cup of Cool Water. Bins will be
placed in t he main Lobby of dorms to collect
clothing items.
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Abigail Nyberg | Graphic Artist

country illegally as children:
"In the absence of any meaningful
relationship with an undocumented
person, it's easy to think that their
position
is
unjustified,"
junior
Christopher Dewey said.
Undocumented students and the
institutions which admit them are at
no risk of legal action as a result of
President Obama's executive order,
Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals
(DACA). In 2014 the state of Washington

adopted their own version of the
DREAM Act, allowing undocumented
students access to financial aid and in
state tuition. Taylor praised this state law
and encouraged Whitworth students to
follow up on how they can support this
sort of legislation.

Contact Jacob Schmidt at
jschmidtl 6@my. whitworth.edu
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Poet brings race perspective to reading
Katie Shaw
Copy Editor
A poe try reading by Cornelius Eady
brought race issues to the forefront ofthe
conversation in the RTT last Saturday
evening.
Much of Eady's poetry involved
race in some form, from his experience
growing up in Rochester, New York a s
an African-American man, to telling
the story of Susan Smith, a woman who
drowned her two children in 1994 and
blamed the crime on a fictional black
man.
He tells the story through a series
of poems called "Brutal Imagination,"
which are narrated by the man Susan
Smith invented as a scapegoat.
"When I read the 'Imagination' cycle,
I feel there is a bitof acting involved with
that, so I feel a little freer with that than
with the other poems I read," Eady said.
Eady also visited several English
classes at Whitworth to speak to the
students about his writing process and

poetry. English professor Laurie Lamon
said it was marvelous to have him on
campus.
"What students and community
members will take away from this
reading is really important with the
conversations that are going on now
in this country with race and with art,
with what a community means, with the
election," Lamon said. "Having artists
come and sort of show us the best of who
we are is really important."
Junior Aly Brooks read Eady's poems
in her class and attended the reading.
"His background in music felt obvious
when he was performing," Brooks said.
"The tone of voice really intensifies the
reading, and that will stick with me
when I read [the poems] again."
Eady teaches at the University of
Missouri, where protests over race issues
have been prevalent since fall 2015.
"It's ongoing," he said concerning the
protests. "It started in the fall and it's still
going on, and it will be going on for a
long while."
Race tensions at the University of

Missouri have been particularly high
since two white students were arrested
for placing cotton balls around a black
culture center on campus in 2010,
instigating the diversity initiative "One
Mizzou."
The 2015 events involved a series
•of racial slurs and subsequent rallies,
according to the Associated Press.
Because of the university president's
failure to recognize the issues at hand,
students protested and called for his
removal in several ways; one student
went on a hunger strike and the football
team boycotted a game. •
The president eventually resigned on
Nov. 9.
"I'm very proud of the students," Eady
said. "It feels like this moment when
there's a saturation point. The students
looked into the future and realized they
didn't really want to wait any longer,
that what the university was telling them
wasn't matching up to [the University's]
actions anymore. And they simply didn't
want to be one of many classes that had
to go through the system feeling the way

they did, or feeling that they weren't
being listened to or paid attention to,
and they just pushed back."
Eady thinks the administration wants
to keep an open ear, but is waiting to see
how this will become something real.
Eady said change needs to happen
from the top down, with specific policy
rather than only rhetoric. Currently, the
university is trying to imagine what a
restructured Missouri will be, Eady said.
"There's this idea that there's this
word called diversity, but how that
actually works out in terms of ho w the
administration sees diversity is still kind
of dubious," he said.
Haying more faculty of color and
students of color is one solution that
has been talked about for decades,
but that universities still need, Eady
said. Students should have a sense of
recourse when things go wrong, instead
of a policy that shuts them out while
"pretending to be diverse."
Contact Katie Shaw at
kshawl 7@my.whitworth.edu

Whitworth Graduate Programs
When you're ready to take your degree to the next
level, look no further than Whitworth. We've got the
challenging, innovative programs you want.

Number of graduate
degree-seeking
students in the School of
Education

Percentage of graduates from last year's Master
in Teaching cohort who were hired in contracted
teaching positions
509.777.3222 | www.
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leering program
in 87-credit engineering program for
•'eshman in 2.018
ts for first graduating class of 15
students in 2022
• S tu dents would learn general engineering
»Best for small to medium companies
Off-campus study programs
* Currently 43 percent of students participate in offcampus study programs
* 2021 goal is for 70 pe
rcent of students to
participate'in program
Costa Rica Center
Center remains unsold, with a fist price Of $3.1
million
:
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Sustainability
coordinators:

Small projects;
V'Y'uu
Music building
On Schedule & budget to be completed in August
Able to buyadditional pianos J
Eric Johnston Science Center remodel
Chapel addition
Cowles Auditorium Theater remodel
Projects dependent on multiple donors:
a
New Residence Hall
4
Could pay for itself with increase in on-campus students
Two pa
Phase Qne:
*
Update Pine Bowl press box/bathrooms and concessions
Phase Two:
In place of Graves Gym and outdoor tennis courts
Build a three-story office building for athletics along Wit
indoor practice area and event center
Will include designated football locker rooms, indoor pi
areas for softball and baseball
Project will be built in multiple phases, currently seeking
donors
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continued from pg. 3

In order to connect further with
students and educate the student body
on sustainability initiatives, Jester plans
to reach out to freshmen.
"I want to be here during Traditiation
"and help incoming students be like'hey
this is what sustainability is, this is why
it is important' so we start off from the
very beginning just integrating it into
student life," Jester said.
Jester said she already has been
working on sustainability programs
this year. As the current Kipos club
president she is leading Earth Week
activities including a work day in the
Kipos garden, a climate change panel
and bringing Petit Chat to campus to
give out samples and discuss buying
locally.
Led by agraduate student and Jester,
Petit Chat willbe conducting a can drive
in upcoming weeks. The cans students
bring into the bakery in exchange for a
pastry will go to support the research
done by the Orange Heart Fund. The
nonprofit researches the negative
health effects from the herbicide Agent
Orange on Vietnam War veterans.
"Often times when I talk about
sustainability people are like 'oh this

kind of tree-hugger stuff, Idon't want to
talk about it,"' Jester said. "So I think it's
just important to be open and realize
they are really important issues and just
be open to conversations with them."
Even though Jester will be employed
by ASWU and be responsible for
bringing events to students, she plans
to work with Bobb.
"I've actually already been in contact
with Lisa Bobb, we're planning to meet
here within the next week to talk about
our plan of attack for the next year,"
Jester said.
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MARTIN W0LDS0N THEATER AT THE FOX
Contact Karlin Andersen at
kandersenl 8@my.whitworth.edu

Admission: $7; Seniors: $5; Stud
e nts free
www.martinwoldsontheater.com
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ARTS & CULTURE
"The Space Between" showcases senior art

Bao Trail I Photographer

Stuart Beeksma| h
Potographer

Senior Holly Voboril's exhibit piece titled "Faces." Senior Anneka Baird's piece titled "Precess" at "The Space Between" senior art exhibit reception.

The senior art exhibit
gives graduating seniors
a chance to be celebrated

Growing as an artist and a person at Whitworth has
and having her first child."
Additionally, Baker put together a book of proven to be sometimes difficult for Baker.
"It's definitely been a bumpy road at times, I have
photographs she has taken that the viewer is invited to
learned alot about myself," Baker said."[The professors]
flip through to experience her style of photography.
"The book is a compilation of all the things I have really push you to do your best and they push you
been recently working on," Baker said. "I wanted the sometimes when you don't want to be pushed, but they
book to be a product I would be able to show toclients do anyways, and I am better artist because of that."
Skaggs has been challenged to grow his knowledge
in the future."
Kailee Carneau
Senior Jeff Skaggs' work "Aging Process" is made of in areas beyond his major and. "I have felt really happy
six similar but slightly different labels on aging bottles here at Whitworth," Skaggs said. "I am really thankful
Staff Writer
of wine , to show the evolution of h is knowledge and that I d idn't just spend all my time dedicated in one
specific area, because then I feel like I w ouldn't have
Last Tuesday marked the opening day for the 2016 skills as a graphic design major and his aging process.
"My work...is my reflection on the change had the knowledge and skills to apply other areas into
senior exhibition, "The Space Between." Located in the
Bryan Oliver gallery inside of the Lied Arts Center, "The throughout my collegiate career, a change as a person, my work."
The artwork of th ese seniors and their classmates,
Space Between" exhibit is a compilation of works from and now I am getting ready to enter the workforce
w
and what we would classify as the 'real world,"' Skaggs will be on display in the Bryan Oliver Gallery, from no
Whitworth senior visual art students.
The show features a wide variety of projects, said. "It's a change and a progression, so it's an aging until May 21.
including a wire installation, graphic designs, screen process, and that's why I labeled it that."
The faculty in the art department work to equip
prints, paintings, photographs and even an artist book.
Before graduating seniors are asked to come up with a and discuss with their students the reality of life aft er Contact Kailee Carneau at
final project that reflects both their time at Whitworth college, but not without presenting some healthy kcarneaul 7@my.whitworth.edu
challenges for them
• •
and their chosen field of study.
Senior art and psychology major Christina Dobbins along the way.
Dobbins' challenge
prepared a four-panel mixed media work, a painted
photograph of a bustling city on canvas. Using a has been juggling a
photograph and a gel medium, Dobbins transferred psychology and art
the black and white photo to the canvases and then major, and trying
painted over selected parts of the image with oil paint. to navigate life after
"I am from the San Francisco area, California, so Whitworth.
"I'm a psychology
I came up with the idea from some pictures I took of
street life when I was home,"Dobbins said. "I really like and art major, so it has
the busyness of cities, and the diversity of p eople in been interesting trying
to balance the two,
them, and so that's where I got the idea."
Dobbins' work is neither fully a photogr
aph norfully and figuring out what
I want to do," Dobbins
a painting, but rather it is a unique combination.
Senior Britney Bakerchose toshare both her lovefor said. "We have some
photography and for her older sister. For her project, really good professors,
Registration
SEIZE THE SUMMER
she displayed a series of photographs that she took of that are always willing
is Going
at GONZAGA UNIVERSITY
her sister and her husband titled, "The Story ofThem."
to help talk through
on NOW!
"The pictures on the wall is a storyline of my sister things and come up
Find us on
www.gonzaga.edu/summer
and the few big moments that have happened in her with ideas, so that's
E Facebook ¥ @GUSummerSession
life so far, her getting engaged, her newborn pictures been really helpful."
FIRST SESSION: MAY 16 - JUNE 24 SECOND SESSION: JUNE 27 - AUGUST 5
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Over 2®© students
attend Second
Chance Prom dance
The dance gave
students a second
chance at their high
school experience

"We were actually
practicing the Stanky Leg
just for this night, so we
could get our groove on,"
Bingham said.
Bingham and Misterek
both hope tosee this event
or events like it continued
on in the future.
"Its nice to have it off
campus, but still close
Kailee Carneau
by," Misterek said.
Staff Writer
Freshman Christina Locatelli also attended the
dance and enjoyed being at such a unique location
On Saturday night over 200 Whitworth students
with so many people.
traveled to the historic Bozarth Mansion and Retreat
"I think it has been fun, there are a lot of people
Center, to attend "Second Chance Prom." The event here. I was surprised," Locatelli said. "It's beautiful,
was sponsored by ASWU. The Bozarth Mansion was it's a great location, gorgeous view and gorgeous
purchased by Gonzaga University in 1963 and is now
building."
an event center.
' The event was planned by several dorm senators
Sophomores Scott Bingham and Madeline and ASWU s pecial events coordinator Bre Lyons.
Misterek enjoyed the ambiance of t he location and
Sophomore and Boppell senator Norma Heredia
the dancing.
helped plan and set up for the event.
"It's wonderful here, I love the vintage feel of the
"It's so great to see the udents
st
having fun, looking
mansion, and we got to see the sunset right when
beautiful, and especially seeing how the year is going
we got here," Misterek said. "There are lots of gr eat
to be over and finals are coming up and the stress
people, and it's a fun place because we even got to go
level is soon going to go up," Heredia said.
outside and dance too."
The historic location and the free event attracted
The two especially enjoyed getting to dance to the
many students both from on and off-campus.
Wobble and the Stanky Leg.
"The minute I walked in, all I heard was positive
"I like the wobble because there's already moves,
reviews," Heredia said. "Iam just glad to see everybo
dy
so I don't have to come up with my own, and I am
all dressed up, and looking happy, because that was
not very good at dancing so that's nice," Misterek
the original intent."
said. "We even looked up a YouTube video and our
Another student integral in planning the dance
instructor, Randy was his name, taught us how to do
was sophomore Ballard senator Rachel Henson.
the Stanky Leg."

DISCUSSION: INTERFAITH BREAKFAST
oe
Sg
^
^

a

8:JO a.m.
HUB Crow's Nest
Join national speaker, college
administrator, poet, hip hop advocate
and intercultural diversity consultant
Amer Ahmed for breakfast as part of
the "Know Your Neighbor" interfaith
dialogue series.

MUSIC: JAZZ COMBO CONCERT
8:00 p.m.
Music Building Recital Hall
Support Whitworth's jazz combo
musicians as they present their spring
concert.

=3
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GO

"We r ealized that students really
like having bigger dances and off
campus events, especially the on
campus students, because they don't
always have opportunities to get off
for Whitworth-sponsored events,
so a whole group of ASWU d orm
senators came together and decided
it was something we wanted to do,"
Henson said.
There have been off-campus
dances in recent years, but this is the
first t ime in three years that "prom"
was brought back and the first time
having a Whitworth event at the
Bozarth Mansion.
Thanks to the work of the dorm
senators and Lyons, the event was
subsidized by ASWU and was free of
charge for students.

Contact Kailee Carneau at
kcarneaul 7@my.whitworth.edu

CAMPUS: CARRY THE LOVE

£i

EARTHDAY: EARTH DAY FAIR

MUSIC:BMACIN

7 p.m.
HUB Mu ltipurpose Room
Carry the Love is a group of activists
proclaiming a message of a l ifestyle
of selfless and sacrificial love. Join
Carry the Love for a night of worship,
unity and discussion.
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11 a.m.
HUB Lied Sq uare
Visit tables of local goods, crafts,
literature and more at the annual
Earth Day Fair.

12 p.m.
McMillan Hall I
Watch membei
community pei
covered songs
numbers at thi
Barbecued foo

OUTDOORS: CLARK FORK RAFTING TRIP
6 p.m.

MUSIC: WHITWORTH CHOIR

Clark Fork / $ 65

7:30 p.m.
The Fox I Pri ces vary
1001 W Sprague Ave.
Listen to Whitworth Choir perform
Camina Burana with the Spokane
Symphony.

Join the Outdoor Rec team for a
weekend of camping and Whitewater
rafting on the Clark Fork. Students
Will camp out Friday night and hit
the water on Sunday. Go to the U-Rec
ASAP to sign up.

GO

CONCERT: TEDA

8 p.m.
The Loop
Come see Teda
rap artist who I
with artists sue
a special conce
students.

ONCERT

mt Steps

of the BMac
)rm original songs,
id other musical
mnual talent show,
will be provided.

lii, a successful
is collaborated
as Lecrae, perform
: for Whitworth
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Stuart Beeksma 1Photo Editor

(Far left) Students arrive early for the Se
cond Chance Prom
event last Saturday.
(Left) Students dance at the Second Chance Prom event last
Saturday.
(Lower left) Freshman JD Jamieson and sophomore Haley
Conner pose for photos at the Second Chance Prom event
last Saturday.
Zoie Koch| hotographer
P

(Center) Sophomores Kathryn Jentz, Olivia Bartlett, Paige
Wolter and McKenzie Hemp dress in white and posed for a
photo at the Second Chance Prom event.
(Lower right) Sophomore Clare Newell, junior Chad Shayotovich and sophomore Thais Pedro smile for the camera.
(Above) Sophomore Kyndra Sherman and senior Brianne
Ross accompany each other to Second Chance Prom.

CNJ

OUTDOORS: SCALLYWAG SCURRY
1 p.m.
Behind the Fieldhouse

PANEL: CLIMATE CHANGE PANEL
7 p.m.
Robinson Teaching Theatre

CAMPUS: GRADUATION FAIR
11 a.m.
HUB Multipurpose Room

Race, socialize or casually stroll
this 5k to raise awareness for HEAT
programs. Food will be provided for
finishers, as well as booths and music
for everyone to enjoy.

Hear professors Jonathan Moo, Grant
Casady and Patrick Van Inwegen
from different disciplines discuss
and answer questions students have
about climate change.

Seniors: Visit this fair with all the
practical information you need to
know before graduation in one place.

THEATER: THE FOX ON THE FAIRWAY

DANCE: VINTAGE SWING NIGHT

7 p.m.
Robinson Teaching Theatre

2 p.m. I $18

7 p.m. I $5
Woman's Club of Spokane
1428 W. Ninth St.

Watch a fast-paced comedy that
recalls the Marx Brothers' classics,
full of drama, mistaken identities and
over-the-top shenanigans.

Learn to swing dance, no fancy shoes,
partner or experience needed. Class
is at 8 p.m. after an hour of social
practice.

Spokane Civic Theatre
1020 N. Howard St.

LECTURE: ASIAN PACIFIC HERITAGE
MONTH
Listen to Whitworth alum and
professor at Purdue University speak
about how Asian Americans fit into
current discussions surrounding race,
as they exist outside the black/white
binary.

+
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"Is Jesus a Pacifist?" follows "God and Guns"

(From left to right) Sophomore Andrew Langbehn, provost Caroline Simon, director of church engagement TerryMcGonigal answer student questions at the panel.

Panelists discuss
violence from a
biblical perspective
Krystiana Morales
Staff Writer
After the "God and Guns" panel
in February, a . group of small group
coordinators wanted to continue the
conversation by creating the "Is Jesus
a Pacifist?" panel. The panel was more
theology based than "God and Guns."
During the panel, audience members
texted questions to a number projected
behind the panelists.
The panelists were sophomore
Andrew Langbehn, Provost Carol Simon
and Director of Church Engagement
Terry McGonigal. Langbehn served in
the military for six and a half years and
since then his position on pacifism has
evolved. He went into the military in
2008 found it was all about b
rotherhood.
In the military he had an identity crisis,
but Christ became his identity which
changed his perspective, Langbehn said.
"As a Christian I had to look hard at
what I was participating in and see if
that was for the interest of A merica or
actually for the global human interest,"
Langbehn said.
Langbehn accepted principles of Just
War theory without knowing it when
faced with operations and tasks, he said.
Just War theory was a practice us
ed by
early Cliristians to determine whether
a war was just. Some principles of t he
theory included determining if milit ary
involvement was necessary to put an
end to the slaughter of innocent people
and if nothing else could solve conflict.
Langbehn served in Israel and with
the violence that occurred with the
Israeli-Palestinian conflict, there was a
gray area. He had to come to terms with
whether he was trying to put an end to

the violence or furthering the violence,
Langbehn said.
"In my position I would say use the
just war theory," Langbehn said. "And
principles of that to approach situations,
to approach wars."
Simon agreed with Langbehn's use of
the Just War theory but said she doubts
someone can know if they are
Just War theory was developed as a
way for Christian leaders to know
when and how they should seek
military solutions to conflict, Simon
said. In most times, however, people
had no choice whether or not to
participate in the military.
"As a Christian Ifind
the view
of that I will call modern military
pacifism compelling," Simon said.
"As an ordinary citizen I have no way
of knowing if officials have tried every
other way."
McGonigal recalled his discussion
with a friend of his who is a military
chaplain who had been involved in
multiple combat situations. There
is a lot of v iolence in the Bible and
some justifies violence, McGonigal
said. The military chaplain said that
Cliristians who think in the way
that the culture has given them is
frustrating because it creates a binary
thinking, McGonigal said.
In Joshua 5, before the people of
Israel escape oppression in Egypt,
Joshua is leading the people across.
When he sees someone holding a
sword, Joshua asks "are you with
us or against us or are you for us?"
McGonigal said. Theperson responds
with "Neither. I am the commander
of the army of the lord"
"Joshua came with a binary,"
McGonigal said. "Are you with us or
against us?"
Sophomore Clare Newell found
the perspectives from the panelists
on the relationship between violence,
pacifism and Jesus interesting.
"The stories and personal
anecdotes from
what they've
learned from other people was really

interesting," Newell said. "Particularly, I
liked the story McGonigal shared of how
Mennonites define pacifism a little bit
differently."
Sophomore Eric Espinoza said his
biggest takeaway was that there were
lots of references to violence in the Bible.
"We're talking a lot [in Nonviolent
Defense] about how love fosters
movements for change. If you go based

on love, you can change a person's heart.
The idea that Jesus Christ faced so much
and suffered is interesting. He could
have defended himself but he didn't, he
didn't avoid it because he knew in order
to teach his people [his oppressors] he
needed to endure torment."
Contact Krystiana Morales at
kmoralesl 7@my.whitworth.edu

Whitworth Women's Choir
Deborah Hansen, director
Mary J. Trotter, piano

.liLml fe.

ALLELUIA
"K

Sunday, May 1, 2016 | 3 p.m.
St. Mark's Lutheran Church
24th and Grand Blvd.
Admission is free

(111) WHITWORTH

For more information, please contact the Whitworth
Music Office at 509.777.3280 or music@whitworth.edu.

OPINIONS
EDITORIAL:IN THE LOOP

Vape nation anyone?
This week, we sent out a survey to gauge students' reactions to
smoking and vaping on campus. The survey found 93 percent of the
366 respondents do not vape or smoke on campus.
The survey also indicated 50 percent of survey respondents are ir
ritated by vaping on campus and 15 percent said they are infuriated.
Only 31 percent said they are not bothered at all.
It is the opinion of this editorial board that although smoking and
vaping should be permitted on campus, Whitworth should set up des
ignated areas. We recognize that smoking and vaping do not appear to
be a huge problem on campus currently, but it is wise to set up these
rules before it becomes a larger problem.
Whitworth's current policy on smoking prohibits smoking indoors
or within 25 feet of any campus building. This includes residence halls,
theme houses and apartments. However, it does not p
apear Whitworth
has designated smoking areas.
"Those who don't smoke or vape should respect the rights and free
dom of those who do," a survey respondent said. "Those who do smoke
or vape should respect others by doing so in the designated areas."
Unfortunately, it is not clear where students can smoke or vape.
Whitworth seems relies heavily on the 25 feet rule to monitor smoking.

Unfortunately, current guidelines still allow
individuals to vape near areas where people
walk. Because the 25 feet rule only prohibits
smoking in certain areas, it leaves out areas

such as the Loop. Furthermore, the language
online does not include rules for vaping on
campus. Whitworth needs to approach these
concerns before it becomes a greater concern.

Editorials in the "In the Loop"section reflect the majority opinion ofthe Editorial Board comprising
six editors.

Swipe left and say m® t® finding romance on Tinder
How Tinder sets up ridiculous and annoying standards for dating
LIZ JACOBS
OPINIONS EDITOR

Welcome to the 21st century, where
you carry a HD video camera in your
pocket and you can talk to anyone with
a few taps on a touch screen. We live
in a drastically different world than our
parents and it is affecting everything
from how you frantically research for
your Core 350 paper to how you meet
your significant other.
Unfortunately, the
advent of technology
as a ubiquitous part of
the millennial life has
welcomed habits and
applications that have
serious consequences
on
relational
development.
The
dating app Tinder is
one of those harmful
side effects. Tinder is a
negative aspect of n ew
dating culture because
it alters and damages
standards of beauty.
If you are thinking
that Tinder's effects
on dating don't really
matter because users
are not looking for real,
serious relationships,
think again. Tinder
CEO Sean Rad said
in an article in The
Guardian that 80 percent
of T inder users are seeking long-term
relationships. (Also, I wish all CEOs had
such RADicle last names).
Let's say you are in the 80 percent
of people looking for love on Tinder.

What's the problem?
Tinder is based on initial physical
attraction. The dating scheme is simple;
you swipe left if yo u like the potential
match and right if you don't. Some will
say people on Tinder also have profiles
about their personality and interests,
so it is not completely superficial.
However, if you really want to look
beyond physical appearance there are
a hundreds of online dating websites
with complicated algorithms that
will determine compatibility beyond
physical attraction.
Tinder's
main
selling point is
quick connections
based
almost
solely on external
appearence.
It's all about
those initial few
seconds
where
people
decide
whether or not you
fit their arbitrary
standards for what
is beautiful. Your
individuality is not
what is on display.
Your worth as a
romantic prospect
is based on a few
photos. This is
intuitively harmful;
most people agree
there is more to a
human being than
Instagram filters and
"candid" photos.
This creates physical standards
for attractiveness that set up broad
implications for the way men and
women behave in romantic scenarios.

Participants are forced to mirror intuitive. Many people like O'Neill who
Instagram models. Ironically, those seemingly achieve perfection find little
beacons of beauty are beginning to to no satisfaction. Both men and women
admit the unattainable nature of t hese are shamed based on a myth of beauty,
unrealistic expectations.
It's not worth it.
Essena O'Neill had over half a million
Some people may disagree with
Instagram followers. In her photos, she everything above, arguing attractiveness
looked stunning. Eventually, she started is an important component of romance,
making money on her account. O'Neill I agree. Of course, physical attraction
made about $1,500 per photo. However, matters.
O'Neill recently quit
Unfortunately,
Instagram and deleted
«
Tinder still fails on
2,000 posts. She said
There is more to
this front. Attraction
although she achieved
.
, .
.
changes over time,
a numan being txian
what society sees as
your initial perception

rs»S,rlShe

Instagram filters and

"We
are
a
'candid' photos.
anthropologist who
generation
told
works for Match,
to
consume
and
com, said a change in
consume, with no
attraction over time is fairly common,
thought of where it all comes from and Tinder ignores the fluidity of attraction,
where it all goes," O'Neill said.
Those first perceptions quickly fade, and
This is an excellent example of Tinder doesn't recognize that,
how quickly visual-based media
Tinder doesn't help you find love,
distorts reality and sets up unrealistic It's a game. A man revealed his strategy
expectations. That is exactly what for maximizing matches in AdWeek. He
happens on Tinder. Users market gained 2,000 matches using marketing
themselves through photos. Quickly, techniques to increase his prospects. He
this devolves into over-edited photos broke down his approach to AdWeek so
and ridiculous standards.
other social media experts could pick up
The more society reinforces outward his tricks to use in the business world,
beauty, the more it becomes important.
Tinder isn't evil. It's just some code
Naomi Wolf presented this idea in her you download on your phone. However,
book "The Beauty Myth," wh ich claims the way it's used and the standards
that images of beauty in society harm creates are detrimental to the people
both sexes. Media and culture create who use it.
unfair standards that stagnate social
Swipe left for Tinder. It's not likable,
progression.
Overall, Tinder focuses on one
aspect of a person. It elevates external
aesthetics as the most important selling JACOBS is a junior majoringin
point to begin a romantic relationship. communications. Comments can be sent
to whitworthianopinion@gmail.com
The negative impacts are not merely
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Board the intern-shop
Why Whitworth students
should intern earlier
JOSIAHVANWINGERDEN

relieve stress that students have during
their junior and senior years.
Mike
Ingram,
professor
of
communication studies, does not
Several departments at Whitworth believe students should intern in
require an off-campus internship as their second year. He is the internship
a part of students' undergraduate coordinator for the department,
experience. It is common for students and supports the department's
to fulfill that requirement during requirement for students to complete at
their junior or senior year. Some least 18 credit hours in one of the three
departments have a list of required tracks offered before being eligible for
credit hours and courses that students
an internship. He said
must take before being
that this requirement
considered eligible to intern.
prepares the students
" The value of to
However, other departments
offer something
believe that it would be
to the place of the
an
internship
beneficial for the student to
internship.
intern as early as possible.
"Itdoesn'tmake any
extends beyond
The
argument
for
sense for somebody
students to intern sooner helping students who
took
public
rather than later, particularly
speaking,
but not
choose their
during their sophomore
writing for mass media
»
year, is that an internship
to get an internship at
careers.
can help students get past
a newspaper," Ingram
what is commonly known as
said. "They've got to
"the sophomore slump."
have some foundations there first."
According to the W
hitworth website,
He would much rather see a
sophomore students are actually student who is prepared, organized
encouraged to attend the annual fall and responsible take on an internship,
internship fair and the spring job fair. rather than someone just trying to
Students are also encouraged to go to get it over with. Because juniors and
the Career Services department to get seniors have taken various upperhelp on resume building, interview division courses that they would have
preparation and explore potential something to give the place where
career options.
they intern because they know the
For most students, sophomore field. T his knowledge provides the best
year is when they begin establishing overall internship experience for both
relationships on a deeper, more the student and place of the internship.
intimate level — n ot only with fellow
"Students
who
have
taken
students, but also with professors Reporting with [Jim] McPherson and
and in their communities. It is truly a get a job at the Spokesman-Review
crucial year. Students are allowed to newspaper get to see that Jim wasn't
apply for multiple leadership positions, just whistling Dixie," Ingram said.
volunteer for service projects, be a TA "The process of thinking about stories,
for professors and are encouraged to of interviewing people, asking legal
begin searching for potential majors questions in a particular way all really
and career interests.
have value and cache."
Whitworth's website argues the
However, the value of an
best way to combat the
internship extends beyond
a
"sophomore slump" is
They've got helping students to choose
to get involved around
their careers. Students can
the community as
to have some benefit and gain experience
much as possible.
through an internship without
foundations
Internships provide a
having to take a required
»
unique
opportunity
number classes. Internships
first.
for students to do that.
present an opportunity for
It makes sense why
students to learn what a career
MIKE INGRAM
some
departments
field is like. Whitworth's Career
professor of
encourage an early
Services department refers
internship.
to them as "test-drives" into
communication
Some may say
potential careers. Juniors and
that students should
seniors have to declare majors
not intern during
and.are stuck to them. Sophomores
sophomore year because they are are not bound to any major yet, which
unsure what they want to pursue as a is why it is the perfect year to intern.
career. That's exactly why they should Sophomores, get on board the intern
intern! The purpose of an internship ship!
is to provide the student with handson experience in a particular field of
interest. A s tudent could then assess
whether she wants to continue down
a career path after an internship VANWINGERDEN is a junior majoring
experience, or switch before choosing in communications. Comments can be
sent to whitworthopinions@gmail.com
a definite major to study. This would
COLUMNIST

Lessons from Umpqua
We should arm campus security
JAMES SILBERMAN

Mintz wasstill able to prevent more dama
ge
by running into the hall and pulling a fire
alarm before making his way back to his
classroom and confronting the shooter
College campuses" have been an face-to-face.
unfortunate hotspot for deadly shootings
If he had been armed, as a former
over the past few decades. This is a fact we member of the Army, there is no question
have to confront. That doesn't mean living that he would have been able to stop the
in fear, but it does mean being prepared.
shooter completely.
According to the Whitworth Student
This is a similar situation to that of
Bill of Rights, guns are prohibited on Whitworth, withour officersbeing unarmed
campus. This applies not only to students and unable to respond adequately should
and faculty, but to security officers as well. something tragic happen. Additionally, the
This begs the question, what is to stop an Roseburg Police Department is only 10
active shoot on campus if students are told minutes from campus without traffic, much
they can't protect themselves and campus closer than Spokane Police Department
security are disarmed?
is to Whitworth.
G o o g l e
Still, at Umpqua
Maps estimates "
There is evil in the world, and the shooter was
that
the
still able to kill 10
Spokane Police
every person alive has the right people.
Department
»
There is evil
to self-preservation.
is a 15-minute
in the world, and
drive from
every person alive
Whitworth's
has the right to
campus
with
self-preservation. That being said, there
no traffic. It is reasonable to assume that
are good arguments to be made for why
police could make the trip in seven to
students shouldn't be allowed to carry
eight minutes, but it would also take a few
firearms on campus. We are at Whitworth
minutes for people to realize a shooter
to learn, and carrying a gun around could
was on campus. That gives a potential
be a distraction. Also, having possibly
armed assailant roughly 10 minutes do as
untrained people responding to an active
much damage as they can; hardly an ideal
shooter situation could make it worse.
response to such a serious situation.
However, I do not think there is any
Umpqua Community College in
defensible argument for not having armed
Roseburg, Oregon, discovered that the
security guards. As long as they know
hard way in October of 2015 when a
only to use lethal force in the case of an
gunman killed 10 people and injured nine
active shooter or some other life-or-death
more. According to former UCC president,
situation, there is no legitimate downside
Joe Olson, prior to the 2015-16 school
I can see. Surely there is no downside that
year, there was contentious debate within
outweighs the possible costs if so mething
the administration and student body over
were to happen?
whether armed security would be present
on campus. In the end, Umpqua opted to
employ a single, unarmed guard who was
obviously unable to provide the. needed
protection.
The only defense they did have was SILBERMAN is a junior majoring in
former Joint Base Lewis-McChord army communications. Comments can be sent
veteran, Chris Mintz. Without a weapon, to whitworthopinions@gmail.com
COLUMNIST

SPORTS
Bucs play intense
final home games
Max Carter
StaffWriter
Following a rough 15-2 loss to
visiting Linfield on Saturday morning,
the Bucs held a s lim one-game lead
over the Wildcats with three games
remaining in the weekend quad.
However, the Pirates followed the
crushing defeat with two crucial, wellfought victories to win their second
straight regular season Northwest
Conference championship.
Led by their two
seniors,
Alyssa Hall and Megan John, the
Pirates have become a close-knit,
relationship-focused team. Hall and
John have been the driving force for
head coach Cristal Brown in helping
to establish that atmosphere over
the last four years.
"They were our first two recruits,
and they both have bought into
the culture of Whitworth softball
and the vision that we had for that,"
Brown said. "They have been the
centerpiece for carrying that out and

making that transformation from
year to year."
While winning is the primary
goal for the Pirates when they take
to the diamond, the victories and
achievements are not what Hall will
remember when she hangs up her
cleats.
"I'll take away the personal
relationships, memories and the
social aspect of it more than the
Softball," Hall said. "Yeah, I'll always
love the sport, but the more
important part is the relationships
that I've made and how that has
impacted my life."
Although Hall and John will be
graduating in May, Brown and her
team are in good shape for the
future, with six players set to return
as seniors in 2017. Juniors Makayla
Lefever, Shannon Wessel and Tessa
Matthews are three of those six, and
they all stepped up when it mattered
this weekend. But despite pulling off
the victory in game two on Saturday,
it didn't look very good for the Bucs
until late in the contest.
After the Wildcats scored three
in the fifth inning and one in the
sixth, the Bucs found themselves
down 5-1. Then, in the bottom of the
seventh inning, an RBI single from
sophomore Chelsey Hayes gave the
Pirates the opening they needed.
Down to their final out with the
bases loaded, sophomore Kelsey
Downey ripped a bases-clearing
triple to right field to level the score
and send the game into extras. With
the score tied 5-5, Lefever pitched a
scoreless eighth to get the bats in the
Pirates' hands once again. Following
two quick outs, Matthews stepped
up to the plate and crushed a w alkoff homer to center field to end the
game and return the two-game NWC
lead to the Pirates.
Of all the fantastic play by the
Pirates, the performance on the
mound by Lefever was likely the
most impressive part of the Bucs'
weekend. There is a reason why
Lefever has been one of the most
dominant pitchers in the NWC in
2016, assistant coach Bob Castle said.
"It goes back to how hard coach
Brown works with the pitchers and
catchers to focus on working pitch
by pitch," Castle said.
With the regular season NWC
championship in their possession,
the Pirates have the upper hand as
they will host the NWC tournament
as the No. 1 seed. The tournament
will open on Friday, April 22 at 9 a.m.
as the Pirates take on the No. 4 seed
Pacific Boxers.
Contact Max Carter at
nncartert6@my.whitworth.edu
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(Left) Junior Shane Sandlin volleys against PLU in his match on
April 16. (Middle) Senior Drew Brigham volleys against PLU. (Right) Senior Drew
Adams prepares to return a backhand against PLU in his #1 doubles match.

Tennis team
secures No. 4
bid with last two
home wins

dominated their opponents 8-2 while increasing their record to 7-4 in the
freshman Layne Ryerson and senior NWC.
Sunday was more of the same for the
Blake Miller won on court three 8-1.
"I think Shane and I both served pretty Bucs. Once again, Whitworth was able
well, which set us up for some great put- to grab all three matches in doubles play
with an 8-0 win on
aways,"
Hughes
court one and 8-1
said. "Something
wins on courts two
we've been trying
and three.
to work on is
In singles play,
making sure that
Brigham finished
Caleb Mathena
our returns are
Shane Sandlin,'17
first with a 6-0,
clean and just
Staff Writer
6-1 win, putting
making sure that
the men's tennis team finished out we are sharp at the
Whitworth
up
Sandlin and his
the regular season strong last weekend beginning of the
4-0. The coup de
doubles partner
with a pair of wins against visiting Pacific match. We closed
gras came from
Hughes won both
Lutheran University and University really strong, but
sophomore Ryan
of their matches
of Puget Sound. The Pirates are now the first
Adams on court
couple
this weekend,
guaranteed the fourth and final bid games were a little
six who won 6-0,
for the 2016 Northwest Conference iffy."
giving Whitworth
6-1.
tournament.
Miller beat his
The
Pirates
a 8-4 record.
The Bucs led off on Saturday with rolled passed the
opponent 6-1, 6"T
a sweep in doubles against the Lutes. Lutes in singles
on court 2 and
Court one saw the most contentious as well, managing
Ryerson grabbed a
match of the day when seniors Drew to win every single set. Every match, 6-1,6-2 victory on court 4.
Brigham and Drew Adams claimed an from courts one to six was decided in
"I just tried to envision myself
8-5 victory. No. 2 dou bles team, juniors just two quick sets. Whitworth finished playing next week in the conference
Shane Sandlin and Caleb Hughes out the day with a decisive 9-0 victory, tournament," Miller said. "I was really

SPOTLIGHT

working on my serve. That's been a focus
recently. I've just been trying to go alittle
bit bigger and choose my spots a little bit
better."
Whitworth toppled Puget Sound
9-0, increasing their record to 8-4 in
conference. The win secured their place
in the conference tournament next
weekend.
"It was a good weekend," head coach
Mike Shanks said. "We haven't swept
these two teams like that, I think, ever
before. Granted, they aren't as good as
they have been in the past, but we're
playing really good."
As his team moves forward, Shanks
said "don't count us out."

Contact Caleb Mathena at
cmathenal 7@my.whitworth.edu
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Pirates conclude
season with two out
of three wins against
Willamette
Matt Spencer
Staff Writer
Whitworth's baseball team took two games of the
three game series atWillamette this weekend, clinching
the Northwest Conference regular season crown. After
a tough 8-7 extra inning loss in game one, the Pirates
upended the Bearcats 7-2 in the nightcap and 3-2 on
Sunday.
The first game was a dramatic one as both teams
gave up sizable leads late in the game. After le ading
4-3 heading into the bottom of the eighth inning,
Willamette had two walks and a hit batter come around
to score courtesy of the double by Ty Wyatt.The Pirates'
last chance at the plate resulted in a string of three runs
to take the lead.
But t he Bearcats responded tying the game before
going on to win the first game in the tenth inning, 8-7.
Whitworth coach Dan Ramsay told his players not to
let the first game get to his team.

Winning the conference crown was an awesome
"We s howed a lot of fight that game but just had
feeling, especially considering the changes the team
some things that didn't go our way," Ramsay says.
On Saturday, the Pirates responded well. Freshman underwent in the off s eason losing a lot of s eniors,
Ryan Kingma (7-2) picked up the victory throwing Druffel said.
"Just a whole different group of guys from last year,
eight innings of one run baseball and allowing only
I didn't know what to expect
three hits and two walks.
coming in," Druffel said.
Collectively, the Pirates had a
^Everyone is fighting for
This Pirate team has a blend
batting average of .321 over the
of postseason experience and
weekend and added four home
the
opportunity
to
go
into
young talent which hope to
runs to the team total. Senior
Jeremey Druffel had an especially
postseason play. It's going make them a tough opponent in
conference play opening up this
productive weekend, finishing
to be fun.
Friday, April 22.
seven for 14 with three doubles
Whitworth will take on the
and three RBIs.
DAN RAMSAY
Pacific Boxers at noon in their
That game helped promise
home ballpark, Merkel Field.
Whitworth at least a share of the
head coach
Coach Ramsay is already
conference title and the hosting
looking forward to the weekend
of the tournament at Merkel
action.
Field.
"There is going to be some good baseball," Ramsay
Sophomore TJ Orchard started Sunday's rubber
match, seeking to claim the conference tide outright. said. "Everyone is fighting for the opportunity to go into
The game started off rocky when Whitworth fell to 2-0 postseason play. It's going to be fun."
in the first. The Bearcats led through six innings.
"I was a little jumpy in the first inning and missed a
couple of spots," Orchard said. "I ended up shutting the
door by getting my pitches where I wanted them, low
in the zone."
Orchard (6-1) held the Bearcats scoreless for the
next seven innings allowing Whitworth to take a 3-2 on
a Druffel RBI. With that, the Pirates were able to hold Contact Matt Spencer at
mspencerl 7@niy.whitworth.edu
on and take the regular season title on their own.

Pirates rac® to make final cut at Twilight
Athletes take
their last shot
at qualifying for
conference
Jordanne Perry
Staff Writer
The Whitworth men's and women's
track and field team competed in the
Twilight Invite last Thursday in the Pine
Bowl where both teams took first place
victories.
With 124 and 120 total points scored
by the men and women, respectively,
both teams bested four other teams
consisting of Lewis-Clark, Eastern
Washington, Spokane Community
College, and Washington State.
Since the Twilight Invite was the
last opportunity for the athletes to
•qualify for the Northwest Conference
Championships, seven men and 21
women were able to make and/or
improve their qualifying marks.
The men's team won eight events
total with 35 top five finishes in various
events.
"Since this is my first year [at
Whitworth], I didn't know that we were
such a powerhouse team that had won
conference six years in arow," freshman
Jared James said. "This year I feel our
team has done exceptionally well and
even with injuries that we have had,

we have performed to the best of our
ability."
James won the triple jump with a
personal best of 4T3.25" and also took
second place in the pole vault with a
personal best of 13'11.25". Both marks
qualify James to compete in the NWC
Championship Meet.
Other first place wins came from
sophomore John-Robert Woolley in
the 110-hurdles event (15.60, personalbest), senior Nicholas Gosselin in the
200-meter dash (22.89, season-best),
and junior Dane Larson in the long jump
(20'7.25'j season-best).
Larson, who has competed in various
events this year including the 100-meter
dash, 110-meter hurdles, pole vault,
shot put, and others, did not officially
qualify for the NWC Championships but
received two wild card picks in both the
decathlon and long jump events.
"I thought my season was over and
I was very frustrated ahout it," La rson
said. "It was a very nice surprise the
next morning when my coach texted me
saying I had one more shot.
On the women's side, the Pirates won
six events total with 32 top five finishes.
"It was a high intensity meet because
there were a lot of people that hadn t
. q ualified yet [for conference] and had to
get those last minute, marks," freshman
Olivia Lytle said.
In the jumping events, Lytle made
NWC qua lifying marks in a first place
triple jump finish with a mark of 10.63m.
Lyde also took first place in the high
jump with a height of 1.48m and will
compete in the championships in the
high and triple jump events.

"I'm really excited to see how the
team comes together at [the NWC
Championships]," Lytle said. "I've
heard the team aspect is a lot different
at conference. Everyone watches and
cheers each other on more than they do
in the regular season."
In the 400-meter dash, senior Katie
McKay broke Whitworth's school record
with a second place finish and time of
58.56. McKay will move on to compete
in the NWC Championships in the 400-,
800- and 1500-meter dash.
Senior Christina Dobbins took
first place in the 100-meter hurdles
(15.84) and will also compete in the

championship meet in three events
including the 100-meter hurdles, high
jump and long jump.
Whitworth will have athletes compete
in 38 different events in the NWC
Championships in Portland, Oregon on
April 22 and 23 beginning at 9.
"I believe this team is the type of team
that will come together and really try to
give it our best this year," Larson said.
"No matter the outcome, this team will
lay everything out on the track."
Contact Jordanne Perry at
jperryl 6@my.whitworth.edu

Hannah Brekke | h
Potographer

Miquette Orren runs the hurdles at Whitworth's Twilight Meet.
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ABOUTUS

VOLUME 106, ISSUE 16
The Whitworthian has served as the main source of news and sports coverage
for the Whitworth community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an organization
composed entirely of students which produces The Whitworthian weekly
newspaper and thewhitworthian.com.
OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting accurate and relevant
information in an innovative manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for expressing the interests of the
Whitworth community.
GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published weekly, except during January
and student vacations. The content is generated entirely by students. The college
administration does not review the newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas
expressed in The Whitworthian are those of the individual artists, writers and
student editors, and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associated Students
of Whitworth University (ASWU), the university, its administration, faculty/staff
or advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through advertising and subscription
revenue and in part by student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the opinions of their individual
creators and not necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its editors or its
staff. .

OA STUDENT SUPPORT
Students and organizations unite
to bring sexual assault prevention
resources to campus.

06 BIRTHDAY BASH
Stewart Residence Hall celebrates
its 50th anniversary with a dance
and alumnus visits to the dorm.

PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in freedom of speech and
expression as guaranteed in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United
States.
CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248

ONLINE AT
www.thewhitworthian.com
QUESTIONS?
csoudanil6@my.whitworth.edu

CORRECTIONS
If you have a comment or question about the fairness or accuracy of a story, send
an email to csoudanil6@my.whitworth.edu.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to articles or issues of interest to the
Whitworth community. Send letters to csoudanil6@my.whitworth.edu.
Limit to 250 words.
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07 TRUE TALENT
Young Life Capernaum put on its
first on-campus event to show off
the talent of its students.

warns
11 ABOLISH ASWU
Editor-in-chief Connor Soudani
argues to reallocate ASWU funds
to charity and defund clubs.
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14 LEFEVER LEADS
Junior Makayla Lefever is selected
as the Whitworthian's female
athlete of the year.

The Whitworthian

15 BLOOM'S BEST
Senior Andrew Bloom is selected
as the Whitworthian's male
athlete of the year.
Cover Photo: Stuart Beeksma
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Jubilation
Dance
Ministry
functions in multiple ways: as a
devotional time, dance classes, an
outreach andleadership opportunity
and a performance group. Despite
having seven graduating seniors
in leadership positions, interest in
Jubilation is especially high, and
will c arry on into next year,^senior
Jubilation treasurer Jennifer Rudsit
said.
"We had really good momentum
from last year," Rudsitsaid.
In Rudsit's freshman and
sophomore
years,
Jubilation
went through a small slump, she
said. Attendance and community
outreach were low, and the
leadership team was not as close as
they are now, she said.
"For a lot of us [seniors], we've
been involved since freshman year,
and it's been such a big part of our
time here," Rudsit said. "It's'been so
cool the last couple years, especially
last year, we stopped hearing the
question, 'Wait, what's Jubilation?'

L

"I've danced a lot more [atW
hitworth]
and more like'Oh yeah, I loveJubilation!'
Having it grow as we were growing in it than I thought I would. It's a huge
has been... it's hard to describe. It's been blessing and stress relief," McAllister
said.
a huge part of our time here."
Freshman Mamie Rimes, who has
This year, close to 50 people have
participated in classes, and there always wanted to learn tap and is taking
are 12 leadership members, seven of it for the first time this semester, agreed.
"I love going to Jubilation. I take that
whom are seniors. Current leaders are
in the process of deciding positions hour to forget about homework and just
for next year. There are many strong dance," Rimes said.
Jubilation is, first and foremost, a
underclassmen ready to take over those
ministry. In each class, the teacher starts
roles, Rudsit said.
One freshman applicant is Devan and ends with a prayer and devotional
McAllister, who has been dancing since reading written by the chaplain.
the age of 4. She has already done some
"It's great to get our minds into a
choreography for the tap class, which place where we're not just dancing for
ourselves," McAllister said. "Dance is a
she applied to lead next year.

great type of worship."
favolvement in church and
chapel has always been a key part
of Jubilation, Rudsit said, and it
strongly affects the focus of the
dancing. In the past, Jubilation
has performed at Salem Lutheran
Church and New Community.
This year, they performed a
contemporary modern piece for
the congregation at Opportunity
Presbyterian in Spokane Valley.
"It's kind of nerve-wracking
going into a setting and bringing
dance and not really knowing how
it will be received, just because
there have been weird tensions in
the church with dance in the past,"
Rudsit said. "But all of them have
been so receptive."
Jubilation teaches eight classes
that anyone is welcome to attend.
The spring showcase is May8 at 3
p.m. in Cowles Auditorium, for a $2
admission fee.
Contact Katie Shaw at
kshawl 7@my.whitworth.edu
Photo courtesy of Jennifer Rudsit
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wo recent
events
on
campus focused on
sexual assault prevention
and bystander awareness,
a type of education students
and student leaders believe will
help create a healthier campusenvironment
and
promote
compassion.
"There's a lot of socialization
of devaluing women and it's hard
to identify sometimes because it's
just in the way you see the world,
but gender violence is a really, really
tangible one because you can see
people devaluing women to the point
of you commit crimes against them with
that aggression," said Nicole Busacca,
a student organizer of Take Back the
Night. "Especially with it being such a
big problem on college campuses, many
of them around the nation, it's really
relevant for us as a school."
The Health Education Action Team
worked with the Green Dot program
to lead a 5k run/walk to promote
bystander awareness and educate
students on healthy living.
"We still wanted to have the
association with Green Dot and
the bystander awareness that
they bring to the table and also
emphasize physical health
and health and wellness,"
HEAT member and junior
Amelia Brown said.
Lecturer Nichole
B o g a r o s h ' s
introduction
to
women's studies
class led a
walk and

what happens here, we have a huge,
fundraiser
under huge voice and so a world in where all
the TBTN organization the students rally around each other and
to inform students on sexual say like this is what we want and this is
assault and raise money for Lutheran what we need when a problem arises
Community Services, which aids crime or comes into light that's the ideal, that
would be so awesome."
survivors.
The
White
House
promotes
"I wanted to correlate it t o the class
individuals
personally
changing
how
that I teach," Bogarosh said. "And so
pretty consistently one of the topics that sexual assault is viewed on campuses
gets a lot of res ponse, a lot of feedback, and ultimately end sexual violence
people are really excited about, is when through an initiative "It's On Us."
we cover gender violence within our The program asks for pledges and
content. Knowing about Take Back the encourages people to recognize nonNight, having gone to colleges that did consent, identify situations in which
quite a bit with that myself, I thought sexual assault may occur, intervene and
that might be a good way to bring that create an environment where sexual
full circle and give the class practice with assault is unacceptable and provide
community engagement with the topic support for survivors, according to the
program website.
as well."
The programs put on by HEAT
Groups including Take Backthe Night
believe educating students on sexual and Bogarosh's students both follow
assault prevention is key to stopping any thattrend by giving students and
community members the educational
percentage of violence.
"At the beginning [planning TBTN] tools and resources to understand
was just part of what we had to do sexual violence and end occurrences.
"I think everybody has to make
for our class, but the event happened
shortly after our gender violence unit," their own decision how they approach
Busacca said. "I know at least for me at this and how they interact with it, b ut
first I was happy to do it because I kn ew I think Green Dot here on campus is
it really mattered but after learning how a wonderful example of bystander
big of an epidemic it is Iwas really, really prevention and how one person can
excited about being able to actually do make a difference," Bogarosh said.
She added other aids are available
something about it."
Moving away from a focus on how an to students both on and off campus
institution can prevent sexual assault, including Title IX co ordinator Rhosetta
TBTN strides to "create safecommunities Rhodes, Lutheran Community Services
and respectful relationships through and the YMCA.
awareness events
Both
HEAT
and
initiatives," «_
and
Bogarosh's
I feel like people don't know class paired with
according
to
its
website.
Green Dot to
sexual assault happens at
The
nonprofit
integrate
more
Whitworth...
organization seeks
campus resources
to end sexual
and bring more
NICOLE BUSACCA
assault and other
i m m e d i a t e
junior
forms of do mestic
education
to
and relationship
students.
violence by encouraging "people
"I think they're a good resource for
across the world [to take] back their people to come to them, but we can
voices by speaking out," according to its also definitely do things to reach out to
foundation statement.
the people that don't necessarily know
"The change I can think of that can be [about Green Dot and HEAT,]" HEAT
made can happen among the students, member and sophomore Kelsey Jerome
I think that a change in perspective said. "I think the first step is setting our
and how we interact with each other," awareness out there like 'we exist, we're
Busacca said. "Whatever schools can here for you,' and then the next step is
be doing they're not going to do it if the people can use us as a resource and then
students don't tell them to. Especially the next step is 'come here, let me help
going to a private school where you.'"
our money is a lot of
what drives

continued on pg. 6
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StewVille 50th
"Birthday Bash'
Residents celebrate
dorm's history
and hope to create
traditions for the future
Karlin Andersen
News Editor
Over the past 50 years of Stewart Residence Hall's
history, the dorm has gone from an all-male hall to
a coed, all-freshman residence hall with the current
leadership team pushing residents toward high
standards.
"One of our new things we introduced this year is
the Golden Shoal which is bringing back some pride
as well as class and high standards to StewVille so
a popular phrase we have coined and are trying to
pass on is 'GotMALCC'" StewVille senator Jeff DeBray
said. "And it's StewVille at its best and we are mindful,
authentic, loving, connected and classy. That of course

NEWS 05

will probably be morphed with each leadership team, After harassment and drug use at the Stewart Lawn
but that is a standard that we have set and hope to pass Dance was reported in 2014 the dance was not held this
school year.
to residents in the future."
Instead of the traditional beginning of the year
Originally named Calvin Hall, the building was
constructed in 1963 and named after university dance, Stewart held a party for its 50th anniversary on
President Rev. Calvin W. S tewart. Calvin Hall housed April 29. Residences heard from Stewart alumnus Tyler
women for 11 years until it was renamed Stewart Hall Whitney, a Stewart RA, along with current students
and became an all male dorm. In 2000, a dorm remodel senior Justin Botejue, past Stewart senator, and Brittany
included new carpets, lounge furniture and indoor Boring, who tradiated in Stewart.
"It was really great because we had Justin Botejue
bike storage.
and Brittany Boring come as
Stewart Hall's resident
well and they had both lived
population changed to fit the
" One of new things we
there of course Justin was the
university's housing needs
by becoming an all-freshman
introduced this year is the Gold senator and then Brittany
was there as a freshman
dorm in 2014. DeBray said
Shoal which is bringing back
when he was the senator,"
he enjoys being part of a
leadership team for freshmen
some pride as well as class and DeBray said. "And t hey were
wearing their sweatshirts
and working with residents
high standards to StewVille.
and it was just a great time to
throughout the year.
exchange different stories and
"I love the freshman
JEFF DEBRAY
experiences we've had. So we
community," DeBray said.
StewVille senator
did talk about history with
"It's really exciting to see
the residents while they were
the growth that students
experience in one year. The difference between a present."
A cel ebration, "Stewart's 50th Birthday Bash," was
freshman and a sophomore at this university is so huge
and the experiences that they have, it's been really held in Lied Square where students were invited to a
insightful and meaningful to me to lead them along the dance with refreshments including a birthday cake.
way in that process."
In order to better represent Stewart's current
population, the Tradiation narrative has also been
edited as of this fall when the EOY, or urinal story, was Contact Karlin Andersen at
removed. More recent traditions have also shifted. kandersenl 8@my. whitworth.edu

Whitworth Graduate Programs
When you're ready to take your degree to the next
level, look no further than Whitworth. We've got the
challenging, innovative programs you want.

Number of graduate
degree-seeking
students in the School of
Education

students
Percentage of graduates from last year's Master
in Teaching cohort who were hired in contracted
teaching positions

509.777.3222 | www.whitworth.edu/gradstudies | WHUTWORTH
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Education for violence
prevemtDsm
continued from pg. 4
While Whitworth and off-campus
organizations offer services to victims
and information to reduce the number
or assaults, some believe assault is not
as prevalent as statistics show.
While the common statistic stands
at one in five women being sexually
assaulted while in college, recent
investigations and new surveys have
found that number and others to be
inaccurate as surveys are voluntary
and many assault survivors do not
feel comfortable stepping forward,
according to an article in The Atlantic in
2016.

A survey conducted last year by the
Association of American Universities
found roughly half to three-quarters
of students across 27 universities
experienced
sexual
harassment,
although they said the results may not
represent nationwide realities.
"It's a problem on every campus.
To think that it's not is misleading,"
Bogarosh said. "I certainly think

Whitworth handles it much better, than
a lot of campuses I've been a part of and
the awareness is much higher here than
it has been on others. But you can't have
any kind of community of this size and
not have issues that arise in some shape
or form whether it's actual sexual assault
or sexual violence of another nature,
harassment, etc."
According
to
the
American
Association of University Women, 91
percent of colleges and universities
reported zero of incidents last year.
In 2014 there were no forcible sexual
offenses on Whitworth's campus,
according to the campus security report.
Busacca said she believes sexual assault
is present on Whitworth's campus, but
survivors are unwilling to step forward.
"I feel like people don't know sexual
assault happens at Whitworth and I've
been really shocked by the stories I've
heard, because people don't talk about
it," Busa cca said. She believes there is

a stigma on campus over premarital
sex that translates into a stigma against
survivors of sexual violence. I feel like
survivors would be a lot more likely to
come forward and ask for justice if they
knew they were being supported.
Bogarosh said she agrees that
survivors' fear of coming forward and
not being heard or being supported
keeps the number of reported assaults
low, a topic she covers in her class.
"So to think that there were zero is
probably not accurate, I'm not saying
that Whitworth is trying to mislead in
any way, but there were probably people
that had instances that did not report,'
Bogarosh said. "And seco ndly we can t
turn a blind eye to the-fact that even if
it didn't happen on campus it's still
happening to our students. They don t
have to be on campus to be a victim of
some type of sexual violence and we still
want to help those students as well."
The discrepancy in data illustrates the
difficulty in identifying the true number
of sexual harassment and assault victims
across college campuses. Institutions
can also classify recorded assaults in
different ways in order to keep numbers
low to protect their reputation, a 2015
Time Magazine article argued.
Bogarosh said when individuals
do come forward " to resident life or

administration she believes the situation
is handled properly.
"Again I think more of t he problem
happens with furthering education
which what this was hopefully meant
to do that there are resources available,"
Bogarosh said. "Because I don't think
that everyone knows all of the resources
that they can access and how willing
people are to work with them, and if
you don't know about those resources
and you're afraid again to report and
don't know that the support is there, the
anonymity is there, that kind of thing,
that you end up with numbers that are
off."
Bogarosh and Busacca said educating
students through orientation and events
throughout the year along with making
more resources available would help
both survivors and bystanders.
"The value of knowledge does
more than we think it does," Busacca
said. "When education does what it's
supposed to, it always translates into
compassion."

Contact Karlin Andersen at
kandersenl 8@my.whitworth. edu
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PIRATES WANTED!!

8319 N. Country Homes Blvd.
MORE ECONOMICAL THAN DORMS
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• 7 bedroom rental house, 1.3 miles from Whitworth.

Lots of off-street parking
Easy bike ride to campus
• Sleeps up to 8 or 9 students. Have 3 or 4? I may a ssemble a larger group.
• 3 bathrooms, garage, shed, fireplace, refrigerators, dishwasher, washer &
dryer, couches, coffee tables, kitchen table, chairs, targe yard, deck
• $2.000/mo. & share utilities (gas, electric, internet: assumes $210)
Student/Month*$3l6(7> or $276(8) vs. Dorms-$575. Single; $483. Double

CALL or TEXT BOB MILES(S09) 821-0026 Available 5/20/2016
bobnlles/@gmalLeom
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Capturing talent with Capernaum
Young Life
ministry serves
disabled students
Kailee Carneau
Staff Writer
Last Wednesday night, people filed
into the Robinson Teaching Theatre for
the Young Life Capernaum talent show.
Young Life Capernaum is a ministry for
students and young adults with special
needs. The annual talent show is an
opportunity for the Capernaum friends
to showcase their talents and abilities.
This was the first year the show w8s
performed at Wliitworth and was open
to the public.
Senior and Young Life Capernaum
leader Francesca Bisciglia has been
involved in Capernaum since her
fresliman year, and was pleased with the
turnout at the talent show.
"We didn't expect to have that many
people there, because it was the first
year that we have done it on campus,"
Bisciglia said. "It made our friends af
Capernaum feel really really special,
and that was really heartwarming to see.
They don't get to feei like that often."
In previous years, the Capernaum
talent show has been held off cam pus,
just among the Capernaum leaders and
friends. However, this year the leaders
decided it should be an experience that
is open to the rest of the Whitworth
community and the public.
"We th ought that it would be really
cool-to share with the entire community
what Capernaum is about, and because
the talent show is one of everyone's
favorite events, we thought that would
be a good one to share," Bisciglia said.
Young Life C apernaum meets every
Wednesday night for "club," wJiich
entails games, worship and small group
discussions. Each leader is asked to

do "contact work," meeting with their
Capernaum friends during the week
in addition to club. Bisciglia has been
serving as a young life Capernaum
leader for over three years.
"It has been one of the most fulfilling
experiences that I have had," Bisciglia
said. "I have learned a lot about
leadership, and what it means to serve
God in a really authentic way."
Junior and fellow Capernaum leader
Maryann Zmuda was involved in Young
Life as a high schooler and, like Bisciglia,
joined the Capernaum staff when she
came to Whitworth.
"I did Young Life in high school and
also have worked a lot with people and
students with special needs, and so I
really liked how Capernaum put the two
together," Zmuda said.
Zmuda has several Capernaum
friends she hangs out with, one of whom
is Brittany Howard, who performed
Adele's "Hello" at the talent show.
"I love Capernaum, because it's a lot
of fun and the people here are extremely
friendly, they're like another family,"
Howard said.
Junior Young Life Capernaum leader
Shannon McNamara thought the talent
show was a great event to share with
the Whitworth community. There —
were acts ofdrawing, singing, dancing
and even Rubik's Cube solving.
"I think the campus needed to see
the joy th at our Capernaum friends
have...a lot of time they are pitied and
looked down on, but they really have
a lot to offer," McNamara said.
McNamara had some of her
Whitworth friends in the audience,
and had Capernaum friends
performing in the talent show.
"I think our campus needed it
more than our friends with special
needs needed it," McNamara said.
"It was really cool to see my college
friends appreciate my Capernaum
friends; it was just a really beautiful
collision of my two worlds."
The North Spokane Capernaum

Stuart Beeksma I Photographer

Jeremiah Best demonstrates karate with help of sophomore Ryan Tjelle.

Stuart Jtfeeksma| .Photog
rapher

Senior Francesca Bisciglia congratulates Liz DeLauder after the talent show.
is currently the only Young Life
Capernaum club in the Spokane area.
Those who want to check out
Capernaum or who are looking to
get involved can contact Shannon
McNamara
at
smcnamaral7@

Scott D. Miller, director
Geoffrey Med, accompanist

MM) WHITWORTH

my.whitworth.edu or Maryann Zmuda
at mzmudal7@my.whitworth.edu.

Contact Kailee Carneau at
kcarneaul 7@my.whitworth.edu

Club members
prepped all year
for the yearly event
showcasing Pacific
Island culture
K rysiian a Morales
Staff Writer

+

Stuart Bccksma I Photographer

A group of dancers in the Tahitian dance "E Piuiu E" at the Lu'au this Saturday.
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Education professor Keith Lambert shows the crowd from the Whitworth
community his answer while senior Allison Ballard hosts the event.

Fourth and fifth
graders stump students
Teachers of
Tomorrow host
first "Are You
Smarter than a
Fifth Grader?"

one of the elementary school
students for support.
The first adult called up was
associate professor of education
Keith Lambert, who was also
one of the elementary student's
parents. Lambert answered one
question correctly, but was unable
to recall that Venus was not a
Jovian planet.
Freshman Sarah Weissinger,
a biochemistry major, was the
next contestant, and was able
Courtney Murphy
to identify a sailboat sail as an
isosceles triangle, but got her
Arts & Culture Editor
second question incorrect.
In the next round, elementary
Students, faculty and parents tested
their witsagainstlocal elementary school student Chloe went up against
students in the "Are You Smarter Than a her mom, Andrea. After success
Fifth Grader?" competition. Organized on some easy first-grade-level
by Teachers of Tomorrow, the event questions such as "Which ocean
featured local fourth and fifth graders borders Washington?" Andrea
from senior Allison Ballard's Evergreen incorrectly identified the 42nd
parallel as
Elementary class.
the
border
Ballard,
who
I was thinking tin, but I
between
is one of the
Washington
knew that wasn't an eleco-presidents
u
and Canada.
of
Teachers , of
ment.
"I
was
Tomorrow, thought
kind
of
JESSE DOMINGO
of the idea last
nervous,
but
spring
while
freshman
it was really
hanging out with
fun," Chloe
other club members, Ballard said.
"It's been a work in progress for over said. She loves Allison as astudent
a year and I have been blessed to have teacher, she said.
Freshman pre-med major Jesse
such a great team," Ballard said. "I was
Domingo
won the competition after
kind of ner vous about it as of two days
ago, but then it came together. I was very attending on a whim. He was not
expecting to be called up, but was not
happy with the turnout of [the event]."
Whitworth students and others surprised that he did well.
"It all depends on the questions,"
paid $1 to enter the event, and wrote
their names on a piece of p aper to be Domingo said.
The winning question asked what
randomly selected for the competition.
The game was played like the real game element besides zinc is used to create
show, with adults answering grade- the metal alloy brass.
"I w as thinking tin, but I knew that
school-level questions and calling up

>1 valid student I D required.

uvi muvfitness

FITNESS

ODOWNTOWN

OSOUTH HILL

809 W M ain
(509) 747-2500

5501 S. Regal
( 509) 448-8442

ONORTH SIDE
603 E. H olland Ave
( 509) 467-1500

OVALLEY
14927 E. Sprague
( 509) 926-1241

Join the muvment
MUVFITNESSCLUBS.COM

wasn't an element, so I went with
copper," Domingo said.
As a prize, Domingo received a $15
gift card to Coldstone Creamery funded
by Teachers of Tomorrow.
Although "Are You Smarter Than
a Fifth Grader?" was Teachers of
Tomorrow's last big event ofthe year, the
club will have a booth at Springfest that
will feature temporary tattoos.
"[The clu b] is not just for education
people," Ballard said. "We also focus on

involvement with the community, and
working with kids so anybody who loves
kids...is welcome to join our club."
In the future, the club hopes to
facilitate lectures on professional
development, volunteer at other local
schools and make "Are You Smarter
Than a Fifth Grader?" an annual event.

Contact Courtney Murphy at
cmurphyl8@my.whitworth.edu
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Aristotle, elevators and accessibility
JOSIAHVANWINGERDEN
COLUMNIST
Before I transferred to Whitworth
last fall, the first thing I considered
was the accessibility of the campus
for students with disabilities. I have
cerebral palsy and am in a w heelchair,
so it was important for me to know that
I could get around campus. Because I
was a la te applicant, I was in a u nique
situation: I did not have time to visit
campus before the school year began.
Nevertheless, I made several phone
calls to the admissions and facilities
offices to coordinate with them on the
accessible areas of campus and get a
picture of what it looked like.
When I was met with a re sounding,
"Yes, our
campus
is
handicap
accessible!" from various people over
the phone, it was truly one of many
deciding factors for me choosing this
university.
When I arrived to campus for an
interesting Traditiation experience,
during which I saw my dormitory's
leadership team adapt around me to
accommodate my physical needs, I
could not help but feel the university
could do more for students like me.
During the first day of class, I
had several In Weyerhaeuser where
the handicap button to activate
the automatic doors did not work. I
recognize that sometimes technology
is difficult to work with, so I brought it
to the attention of the facilities office

this article and why it is so important
hoping it would be fixed. It was not
to me. There needs to be a place
until the end of fall semester that I
where students with disabilities feel
stopped having issues with that door.
represented. The same can be said for
Additionally, Lindaman Center did not
students with learning disabilities as
have handicap access until I arrived.
well. No place exists for them either.
Because Beck's office is on the second
One might say t hat it has not been
floor of McEachran, students with
a need in the past for the university
disabilities cannot engage to discuss
these issues and potential solutions. because there are not a lo t of students
here with physical disabilities here
There is something wrong with that.
anyway. To that I say now there is
I want to make my message in
a need. Students like me create it.
this article crystal clear: this is not an
Let us not confuse negligence with
article to complain about Whitworth.
ignorance. Even so,
The university
has
ignorance should
been willing to work
nev?,r^ean excus®with my needs and I
Studen
Students like me are
W h i t w o r t h
am thankful for that.
should make a f ew
Rather, my intention is
pushed out
O of agendas
changes to meet
to bring Whitworth's
,.
and have
needs of students
attention to a need
hav no voice to
i
. ,1Crnhi
i
, i
„
with
disabilities,
on campus that needs
h,-j
bring
about
change.
possib|y
by
to
be
addressed:
uimgau
installing elevators
disability advocacy.
No such place currently exists on into more dorms. I know that because
some of the dorms are older buildings,
campus that specifically represents
that this is costly and challenging.
and
advocates for students with
However, there are only two dorms
physical disabilities. There are no
on campus with elevators, Oliver and
events right now that bring physical
Duvall. Students like me are effectively
disabilities to students or faculty's
cut off from participating in events or
attention. If Whitworth's message is
activities hosted by those seven other
one that promotes, "diversity, equity
communities.
and inclusion" yet it fails to include
That became apparent to me when
a certain demographic under that
I attended "Milk & Cookies" in Mac. It
representation umbrella, then it might
took five guys to haul me up the flight
as well add an ellipsis and insert "for
of stairs so that I could be a part of the
some" to the end of it.
tradition. I am not asking for elevators
Students like me are pushed out of
agendas and have no voice to bring
to be put in every dorm, but then
about change. That is why I am writing
again— why shouldn't I be? I am just

as much of a student here as any other,
and yet I do not have equal opportunity
to participate. That's a sham e.
This year, almost every candidate
running for ASWU proposed cuts to
the student-funded budget. Instead,
what if those funds were re-purposed
into funding for an elevator?
Aristotle once observed "The
ultimate value of life depends
upon awareness and the power of
contemplation rather than upon
mere survival." I have had several
conversations with students about
how they never noticed things like the
cracks in the sidewalks before they met
me. Education to raise awareness of
this issue is key to change.
Even if awareness does not
accomplish either of those things
right away, both students and faculty
would become aware of the need
and I hope work together to bring
about meaningful change. Moreover, if
Whitworth does take action to address
the needs I have mentioned, it would
show students with physical and/or
learning disabilities that our university
cares. I have a unique voice and a
responsibility to educate.

VANWINGERDEN is a junior majoring
in communications. Comments can be
sent to
whitworthopinions@gmail.com
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EDITOR-IN-CHIEF'S NOTE:
Burn down the Pinecone
Curtain for real this time
Honor God, Follow Christ and Serve
Humanity. It's profound isn't it? I don't
think we think about it enough. That
message gets pounded into our inno
cent, unassuming skulls from day one
and yet by the time we are seniors, those
words are sometimes still just words to
us. We are taught to be Christ-like in our
endeavors not simply because many of
us ought to as Christians, but because
it is a great way to live in harmony with
each other. As such, it is important to
realize that embodying that Christ-like
mission involves taking bold steps to
eliminate the Pinecone Curtain from the
equation for good.
For me as a non-Christian, I have
tended to gravitate toward the last part
of the phrase, "serve humanity" when
I consider how best to make an impact
that means something. Above all, I find
that resource allocation aside from time

becomes the most adequate form of
giving back I am aware of. As such, af
ter gaining experience in some of the
underpinnings of ASWU, I propose the
somewhat radical notion that we devote
almost all $493,925 in the ASWU budget
to charitable functions here in Spokane
and beyond.
The ASWU budget funds everything
from clubs to concerts to my salary. If
we were to look through the line items,
we would see a lot of fluffy expendi
tures (some more fluffy than others)
that Whitworth and us as students could
most certainly live without and would
probably be better without. Allow me to
break it down as follows:
Club funding on campus totaled to
$13,596 for the last academic year. Sal
aries for ASWU student workers and
ASWU administrators along with oper
ations for everything from coordinators

The faces we wear
Chacos, hammocks and hiking
JACOB SCHMIDT
The
college
experience
is
intrinsically tied to a search for identity,
for defining oneself and aligning
with groups. While this has been the
case as long as institutions of higher
education have existed, the invasive
presence of social media platforms has
accelerated, redefined and cheapened
our understanding of identity.
I suspect that each one of us has
an identity which we claim, but do
not deserve. Social media platforms
only make it easier to maintain these
false fronts. One such identity which
I have been in a position to see
falsely presented by a great number
of Whitworth students, is that Pacific
Northwesterly brand of outdoorsiness.
A cursory check of student Facebook
and Instagram accounts shows myriad
outdoor scenes captured through a
set of filters. Yet, as a member of the
outdoor rec staff, I have often found it
difficult to get students to sign up for
trips, with many of the trips canceling
due to lack of participation. Yet the
hammock photos and Chaco-clad
foot pics continue to populate our
news feeds, presenting the image of

outdoorsiness without the effort.
This lack of authenticity is not
limited to outdoorsiness. There is
a more general counter-cultural
facade which many present. This is
exemplified in the "Spokane doesn't
suck" T-shirt. While I agree with this
campaign, these shirts and stickers
have shown up on the bodies and
water bottles of many who never leave
"the Pinecone Curtain." Spokane
doesn't suck, but if you really believe
that, go volunteer, ride the bus when
you do it and interact with your nonWhitworth neighbors.
Perhaps I am just complaining
too much.. Maybe this article is the
journalistic equivalent of an older
dude at the skate-park yelling, "Poser!"
at the new kids. I would like that to be
the case, but my experience in the past
four years has shown me an increasing
problem of activity for the sake of
appearances and identity over and
above the actual, real benefits of that
activity.

SCHMIDT is a senior majoring in
peace studies and philosophy. Com
ments can be sent to
whitworthopinions@gmail.com

to executives to dorms to Whitworthian lose the funding we needed to print our
total $480,329. That's a lot of rrfoney put issue week-to-week, but with the advent
into things we could mostly live with of online capabilities, we would have no
out. Now, this is not to say that ASWU problem continuing to put out a consis
does not do a lot of great things or that tent product.
In the case of clubs, each would be
the people involved within do not have
good intentions for the funds they have forced to fundraise the money they need
to deal with. I just think there are bet in order to continue some of the func
ter ways to utilize resources available to tions they desire. However, it is import
ant to note that there is no club or orga
promote the mission of the university.
For club funding, I would propose nization on campus currently funded
under ASWU that
we cut all funding for clubs
would lose the
cc
except for clubs such as En
ability to continue
Embodying that
Christo who largely deal
functioning under
with charitable giving any
Christ-like mission
my proposed sys
way. In addition, I propose
tem.
we cut all student salaries
involves taking bold
ASWU would
($136,575) for ASWU posi
»
in effect become
steps.
tions and all operating costs
a charitable foun
for media as well as execu
dation run by stu
tive, coordinator and dorm
operations. Many will argue with me dents of the university who work as vol
about the need for such a practice, but unteers and manage the near-$500,000
I once again draw back on an appeal to budget as it is distributed in various
helping the least of these in our Spokane charitable efforts, around campus. The
idea may seem radical in its entirety;
community.
For an example of how such a system however, when considering the mission
would be able to function, I turn to the of the university as well as the personal
example of The Whitworthian. Without missions so many Whitworth students
ASWU funding, we would still be able to should try to be living out, finding con
exist and publish. The revenue we gain structive ways to utilize the massive
from advertising would allow us to sup ASWU budget aside from the ways we
port functions such as our media confer use it now may be the best way to final
ence trip as well as any contest entry fees ly serve humanity and in effect burn the
we need to stay current on. We would Pinecone Curtain to the ground.
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Caleb Mathena
Staff Writer
Toby Schwarz has been selected as the Whitworthian's
coach of the year.
It has been 20 years since Whitworth track made the
decision to hireToby Schwarz, a young coach out of Pullman
high school.
Schwarz began his track career at Franklin Pierce High
School in Tacoma, Washington where he ran the 800m and
4x400m relay. After graduation, he was presented with
opportunities to continue competing but instead chose to
join his brothers at Washington State University and pursued
his master's in athletic administration with the hopes of
becoming a high school athletic director.
During that time, he was notified that Pullman High
School was hiring track coaches.
That led to a four-year stretch at Pullman as the assistant
track coach until, in a similar turn of events, Schwarz found
out about an opening for a coaching position at a small
Division III school in Spokane that he had never heard of.
"My mentor professor at WSU, he was a graduate of
Whitworth and he said, 'Hey, Whitworth's hiring a new track
coach.'And I sai d, 'What's Whitworth?'... I gu ess I ne ver really
asked him where he went to school. And so I ap plied and so
did 54 other people nationwide,"Schwanj said,
Seventy-four All-Americans later, it is apparent that
Schwarz has turned Whitworth track into a powerhouse
program, but more than that, he has created a family of
hard-working athletes and caring coaches who strive for
perfection in everything they do,
"There's a verse in the Bible, Matthew 5.48, that says 'Be
perfect, as our Heavenly Father is perfect: Now the problem
with most people's understanding of that verse is that they
think it means that we need to be perfect, that we need to
not make mistakes, be flawless," Schwarz said, "But really
what that verse refers to is being mature and complete
as our Heavenly Father Is mature and complete God is
complete and he wants us to be as well, but he understands
It's a process."
Coaching nine athletes to outdoor national titles, leading
the men's and women's teams to 12 combined NWC
championships since 2001 and managing to get 75 percent
of one's athletes to qualify for conference 10 seasons In a
row/ are accomplishments you might think to see on a Dl
track squad's resume, Schwarz has done all of that .md more
partly by creating a team first culture with a perfect effort
mentality,
i he effect of that drive to be'perfoct'M one's own capacity
reaches far beyond the track, The goal is to change lives, and
It certainly seems as though it is working.
"A t heme thai encompasses all of what Toby teaches us
is this idea of control," sophomore sprinter J.R. Woolley said.
He tells us that tn sports, as in life, there ate things you can
control and things that you can't and that we must focus on
what we can control in order to be successful."
junior pole-vaulter Everett Kleven said his favorite aspect
of Schwarz' coaching style is "his emphasis on team. It s the
.ingle biggest reason he is successful as a track coach. Every
time he writes the word, he capitalizes it so as to futther
exaggerate the importance,"
Good thing Schwarz lias no intention of leaving,
"If I had aspirations of going somewhere else, I would've
left a long time ago" Schwarz said. "I've had opportunities
to go coach other places, but I've chosen not to take them
because I don't look at the grass as being greener somewhere
else. I c ould go to a Dl school, somewhere that has nicer
facilities, but that doesn't make those programs any better. I
love Whitworth."
Photo courtesy of Connor Soudani

Contact Caleb Mathena at
cmathena 17@my.whitworth.edu

Max Carter
Staff Writer
The Whitworthian has selected junior
pitcher Makayla Lefever as the female athlete
of the year.
When Lefever injured her knee her
freshman year, there were some questions
about what the future of her career would
look like with the Pirates. After an up-anddown freshman year due to the injury,
Lefever returned for her sophomore season
with renewed strength and focus, putting
together a nice 2015 campaign. As the 2015
season developed, Lefever and junior Madi
Perez wer e swapping starts for head coach
Cristal Brown.
"Sophomore year she came back over the
summer, and she was just a completely new
pitcher;' senior Alyssa Hall said. "All of her
pitches were just great, she was hitting her
spots and increased her velocity a lot. It was
really cool to see those changes that she had
made after just one season."
One of the most noticeable changes
that Lefever made between freshman and
sophomore year was her spinning pitches
Throughout her sophomore yeai, Lefever
consistently produced swings and misses.
Then came 2016, in which all of Lefever's
hard work resulted in some of the best
numbers in the league. Lefever earned firstteam All-Northwest Conference honors with a
record of 19-4 and a second-plac
e ranked ERA
of 1.98, leading the Northwest Conference in
wins. In 2016, however, the opposition knew
what to expect from Lefever and the Pirates'
ace had tomake some adjustments.
"Makayla's strength has always been
putting spin on her pitches," coach Brown
said. "She has a great high screw, but hitters
knew to expect that this season, soshe had to
reinvent herself as the season went on."
Though she put together a fantastic
athletic career and a mind-boggling 2016
season on the mound, Lefever made a
difficult decision to end her Softball career
and pursue her academic goals. Lefever
will head to Washington State University's
nursing school in Spokane this upcoming fall.
"We knew last year at the end of season
that nursing school was in the future for
Makayla," Coach Brown said. "She really has
her priorities straight, and while she has
accomplished some great things in Softball,
being accepted to nursing school is a very
exciting achievement for her."
"The friendships I've made, I'll always keep
that with me," Lefever said. "I'll also still be
really close with the girls, even though I won't
be on the team anymore."
"It's been really cool to form all of these
bonds, and it's totally off the field too," senior
Megan John said. "Wedon't just show up and
all of a s udden we are all 'buddy-buddy', it's
all of the time."
As Lefever ends her Whitworth career and
the 2016 season comes to an end, there is no
doubt she was a force tobe reckoned with.
Photo by Jeanette Vazquez
Contact Max Carter at
mcarter 16@my. whitworth.edu
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1. Whitworth students participate in the Tahitian dance "E Punu E" at the
46th annual Lu'au held in the Fieldhouse.
Stuart Beeksma | Assistant Photo Editor
2. Junior Ike Emeche gets tribal marker tattoos from junior Annika Stough
(left) and junior Carys Parker backstage for the men's "Haka" dance.
Stuart Beeksmaj Assistant Photo Editor
3. Senior Joe Dill (left) and freshman Renner Miguel (right) hold the pole
for audience members to attempt the limbo.
Stuart Beeksma | Assistant Photo Editor

